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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls (DSS) has provided the world with
Hebrew texts that date from 275 BC to AD 135. 1 Fifty-five texts have been identified by
Emanuel Tov as exhibiting the greatest amount of diversity because they are inconsistent
in their agreement with the MT, LXX, and Samaritan Pentateuch while preserving unique
readings. 2 Emanuel Tov labels these fifty-five texts as “non-aligned.” 3
Many scholars refer to the diversity preserved in the non-aligned texts as the
basis for asserting that the OT text existed in multiple forms during the Second Temple
period. For example, Shemaryahu Talmon comments, “It appears that the extant textRussell Fuller, “Some Thoughts on How the Dead Sea Scrolls Have Changed Our
Understanding of the Text of the Hebrew Bible and Its History and the Practice of Textual Criticism,” in
The Hebrew Bible in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. Nóra Dávid et al., Forschungen Zur Religion und
Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments 239 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2012), 23.
1

Emanuel Tov, “Groups of Biblical Texts Found at Qumran,” in Time to Prepare the Way in
the Wilderness: Papers on the Qumran Scrolls, ed. Devorah Dimant and Lawrence H Schiffman, Studies
on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 16 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1995), 98.
2

This dissertation discusses only those texts exclusively identified by Tov as non-aligned. See
n10 for a list of the texts covered in this dissertation. Moreover, Tov’s opinion about which texts belong in
the non-aligned category and the proto-MT category has changed over time. For a table about how his
opinion has changed, see Armin Lange, “The Textual Plurality of the Jewish Scriptures in the Second Temple
Period in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Qumran and the Bible: Studying the Jewish and Christian
Scriptures in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. Nóra Dávid and Armin Lange, Contributions to Biblical
Exegesis and Theology 57 (Leuven, Belgium: Peeters, 2010), 49. On the one hand, whereas only 10 percent
of the biblical-DSS were categorized as non-aligned in 1992, Tov classified 35 percent of the texts as nonaligned in 2001. Ibid. Tov categorizes fifty-seven texts (38.77 percent of the biblical-DSS) as non-aligned
(texts not exclusively identified as non-aligned are not discussed in this dissertation). Emanuel Tov, Scribal
Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judean Desert, ed. Florentino García Martínez,
Peter W. Flint, and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 54 (Boston: Brill,
2004), 332-35. Whereas the non-aligned category has increased over time, the proto-MT category has
decreased from 60 percent of the overall texts in 1992 to 35 percent of the texts in 2001. Lange, “Textual
Plurality,” 49.
3

1

types must be viewed as the remains of a yet more variegated transmission of the Bible
text in the preceding centuries, rather than witnesses to solely three archetypes.” 4
Similarly, Eugene Ulrich argues, “The Scriptures were pluriform (as was Judaism and
Christianity) at least until 70 CE, probably until 100, and quite possibly as late as 135 or
beyond.” 5 Armin Lange alludes to a similar perception when stating, “The non-aligned
texts were not the exception but the rule of the Second Temple textual reality and that
proto-MT [texts] might not have been the dominant text of that time.” 6 Thus, these scholars
postulate that the OT text was fluid during the Second Temple period because of the
diversity of readings found among the non-aligned texts.
Other scholars oppose the assertions of Talmon, Ulrich, and Lange. For
example, Bruno Chiesa writes, “The tradition of the biblical text appears not to be
substantially different from that of any other ancient text . . . a recension can be outlined,
in order to arrive at one Text, despite any plurality of texts.” 7 Peter Gentry likewise says,
“Let me be absolutely clear: the consensus view that the text was standardized in the first
century AD is wrong.” 8 Arie van der Kooij expresses the same opinion: “It seems to me
Shemaryahu Talmon, “The Textual Study of the Bible—A New Outlook,” in Qumran and
the History of the Biblical Text, ed. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1975), 325. Although the term non-aligned did not exist in 1975, when Talmon
wrote this article, he is referring to the type of diversity found in the non-aligned texts. Sidnie Crawford
states that Talmon would understand most of the biblical manuscripts as “non-aligned.” Sidnie Crawford,
“Understanding the Textual History of the Hebrew Bible: A New Proposal,” in Dávid et al., The Hebrew
Bible in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 62.
4

Eugene Ulrich, “The Bible in the Making: The Scriptures Found at Qumran,” in The Bible at
Qumran: Text, Shape, and Interpretation, ed. Peter W Flint and T’ae-hun Kim, Studies in the Dead Sea
Scrolls and Related Literature (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 65.
5

6

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 57.

Bruno Chiesa, “The Textual History and Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Old Testament,” in
The Madrid Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls,
Madrid, 18-21 March, 1991, ed. Julio C. Trebolle Barrera and Luis Vegas Montaner, vol. 1, Studies on the
Texts of the Desert of Judah 11 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1992), 272.
7

Peter John Gentry, “The Text of the Old Testament,” Journal of the Evangelical Theological
Society 52, no. 1 (March 2009): 45.
8

2

that this second theory [a stable text existing alongside a multiform one] does more
justice to the data than the first one [textual fluidity theory] because it sheds light on the
assumption of a conservative line of copying.” 9
The comments of Talmon, Ulrich, and Lange rest upon a basic premise: the
diversity of readings found in the non-aligned texts necessitates textual fluidity rather
than a standard text. Before this premise can be entertained, a careful comparison must be
made to determine the significance of the disagreements and the overarching statistical
relationship between each non-aligned text and the MT.
Thesis
Contrary to Emanuel Tov’s analysis that fifty-five texts from Qumran are
exclusively identified as textually non-aligned, a more cautious analysis of each text
demonstrates that once the few ambiguous texts are excluded from the category, the
remaining texts can reasonably be explained as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Methodology
The purpose of this dissertation was to demonstrate that the non-aligned texts
can be reasonably understood as belonging to the Masoretic tradition. 10 This dissertation
Arie van der Kooij, “Preservation and Promulgation: The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Textual
History of the Hebrew Bible,” in Dávid et al., The Hebrew Bible in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 30.
9

Tov has published at least two lists where he identifies which texts belong to the non-aligned
category. The first list can be found in appendix 8 of Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 331-35. The
second list is found in Emanuel Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert—An Overview and
Analysis of the Published Texts,” in The Bible as Book: The Hebrew Bible and the Judaean Desert
Discoveries, ed. Edward D Herbert and Emanuel Tov (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll, 2002), 156. A close
examination of these two lists reveals that they are not identical. On the one hand, 2Q2 (2QExoda) is
omitted from the list found in Scribal Practices and Approaches published in 2004. On the other hand, 2Q3
(2QExodb), 4Q98a (4QPsr), and 11Q2 (11QLevb) are omitted from the list found in “The Biblical Texts
from the Judaean Desert” published in 2002. Lange alludes to this list in his 2010 work “Textual Plurality.”
Moreover, in the list found in Scribal Practices and Approaches, Tov lists five texts as not exclusively nonaligned: 4Q13 (4Q[Gen]-Exodb), 4Q17 (4QExod-Levf), 4Q41 (4QDeutn), 4Q51 (4QSama), and 4Q53
(4QSamc). These texts are not discussed in this dissertation because they are not exclusively categorized by
Tov as non-aligned. However, since Tov no longer categorizes 4Q41 as pre-Samaritan, 4Q41 is included in
this discussion. See Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 3rd ed. (Minneapolis: Fortress,
2012), 91, especially 91n147. Last, although not listed in either of the two lists published by Tov, more
10
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shows that each non-aligned text shares most readings with the MT while most
disagreements concern minor details. The following outline provides an overview of how
each non-aligned text is compared to the MT.
Introduction of Each Respective
Non-Aligned Text
First, the non-aligned text is introduced. In this section, basic details about the
text are discussed. These details include the biblical text preserved in the non-aligned text,
the number of fragments preserved, the nature of the paleography, the date of the text,
and the nature of the orthography. Furthermore, the scholarship of those who have
commented on the textual tradition of each non-aligned text is surveyed.
Categorization and Description
of Variants
Second, the variants are described and categorized. Several types of differences
proposed by DJD are not included in the categories or statistics. First, readings based on
reconstructions are not mentioned in the discussions, included in the statistics, or listed in
recent literature indicates that Tov now views 4QRworked Pentateuch as a biblical manuscript. See
Emanuel Tov, “From 4QReworked Pentateuch to 4QPentateuch (?),” in Textual Criticism of the Hebrew
Bible, Qumran, Septuagint: Collected Essays, ed. Christl M. Maier, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum
167 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2015), 3:45-59. Moreover, he specifically lists 4Q365-367 (4QRPc-e)
as non-aligned in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 109. Nonetheless, these texts are not included in
this discussion since his identification of these texts as non-aligned appear more suggestive than definitive.
See Tov, “From 4QReworked Pentateuch to 4QPentateuch (?),” 45-59. Therefore, this dissertation accepts
texts identified exclusively as non-aligned in appendix 8 of Scribal Practices and Approaches plus 2Q2 (a
text included in a prior list, but omitted in this appendix). The full list of texts covered in this dissertation
are as follows: 4Q10 (4QGenk), 2Q2 (2QExoda), 2Q3 (2QExodb), 4Q15 (4QExodd), 4Q16 (4QExode), 11Q1
(11QpaleoLeva), 11Q2 (11QLevb), 4Q29 (4QDeutb), 4Q30 (4QDeutc), 4Q35 (4QDeuth), 4Q37 (4QDeutj),
4Q38 (4QDeutk1), 4Q38a (4QDeutk2), 4Q40 (4QDeutm), 4Q41 (4QDeutn), 5Q1 (5QDeut), 4Q47 (4QJosha),
4Q49 (4QJuda), 6Q4 (6QpapKgs), 1QIsaa, 4Q57 (4QIsac), 4Q64 (4QIsak), 2Q13 (2QJer), 4Q73 (4QEzeka),
4Q76 (4QXIIa), 4Q78 (4QXIIc), 4Q79 (4QXIId), 4Q80 (4QXIIe), 4Q82 (4QXIIg), 4Q83 (4QPsa), 4Q84
(4QPsb), 4Q86 (4QPsd), 4Q87 (4QPse), 4Q88 (4QPsf), 4Q92 (4QPsk), 4Q93 (4QPsl), 4Q95 (4QPsn), 4Q98
(4QPsq), 4Q98a (4QPsr), 4Q98g (4QPsx), 11Q5 (11QPsa), 11Q6 (11QPsb), 11Q7 (11QPsc), 11Q8 (11QPsd),
4Q106 (4QCanta), 4Q107 (4QCantb), 6Q6 (6QCanta), 4Q109 (4QQoha), 4Q111 (4QLam), 4Q112
(4QDana), 4Q113 (4QDanb), 4Q114 (4QDanc), 4Q115 (4QDand), 6Q7 (6QpapDan), 4Q118 (4QChron).

4

the tables in the appendices. 11 Second, some variants proposed by DJD are partially
preserved in the text, but for a variant reading to be accepted in this dissertation, the
reading must be fully or sufficiently present. Readings must be based on manuscript
evidence. These differences are not included in the statistics but are mentioned briefly
and included in the tables found in the appendices. 12 Third, some differences grouped as
variants in DJD only differ regarding spelling. Examples of these differences include
defective spellings, substitution of homorganic or homogeneous letters, 13 omission of
weak letters, and substitution of synonymous personal pronouns such as  אנכיfor אני. Like
those variants that depend on some but insufficient manuscript evidence, these variants
are discussed briefly and included in the tables in the appendices, but not included in the
statistics. 14 Fourth, variants that concern a kethiv qere are also listed in the initial
13F

discussion of variants and included in the tables found in the appendices, but these too are
not included in the statistics.
After eliminating these differences, each remaining variant was assigned to one
of three categories: categories 1, 2, or 3. Variants in category 1 are variants that do not
Emanuel Tov, “The Sciences and the Analysis of the Ancient Scrolls: Possibilities and
Impossibilities,” in Maier, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, Qumran, Septuagint: Collected Essays,
3:267-88. Tov argues that content is the main guide to reconstructions. He further states, “In other cases,
with fragmentary contents and the fertile minds of scholars, there are many possibilities [to situate
fragments] and therefore it would be good to be aided by additional methods. Such aid may come from an
exact or almost exact physical join, but such joins are rare. Some fragments of similar shape reflect
subsequent layers or revolutions of a scroll (see n. 71), but such cases are also rare.” Ibid., 285. He goes on
to argue that scholars would like help from the sciences to help determine where to place fragments in the
reconstruction process, but the help of c-14, ink analysis, DNA analysis, follicle research will likely have
their limitation. Ibid., 285-88. For example, DNA analysis could indicate if two fragments were written on
the same skin, but this fact would not help determine which fragments were joined together. It would only
prove that two fragments could not have been joined if they came from different animals. Ibid., 288.
Therefore, reconstructions are not included in the discussions and statistics.
11

12

section.

The most unclear variants that belong to this category are discussed briefly in this initial

See Wilhelm Gesenius, E. Kautzsch, and A. E. Cowley, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1910), §6q.
13

14

initial section.

Again, some of the less clear orthographic differences are discussed in more depth in this

5

necessitate any change in meaning. These include synonymous lexemes and synonymous
syntactical constructions. If a construction in the Qumran text can reasonably be explained
as synonymous to the form or construction found in the MT, the constructions are
assumed to be synonymous and grouped as category 1 variants. Variants in category 2 are
variants that can be reasonably explained as deriving from the MT although the readings
are not synonymous with it. These variants typically involve a slight change in meaning
or perspective. They usually elaborate or simplify the meaning of the MT so that the text
is more explicit or less explicit. Moreover, these differences can usually be explained as
cases of harmonization to the surrounding context or to parallel passages.
Variants in category 3 are variants that imply a meaning irreconcilable to the
MT. These variants cannot be reasonably explained as deriving from the MT.
The categorization of variants into these three categories illustrates that most of
the differences between the non-aligned texts and the MT are insignificant variants that
can reasonably be attributed to the scribal process (category 1 and 2 variants). Only a few
differences belong to category 3: the most reliable category for identifying separate
textual traditions. Thus, the high percentage of variants from category 1 and 2 and the
low percentage of variants from category 3 prove that these texts can be reasonably
ascribed to the Masoretic tradition.
In addition to grouping each variant into categories, each variant is further
described as either an addition, omission, substitution, or unclear variant. The MT was
used as the basis for these descriptions. Thus, if the non-aligned text has a reading that
the MT does not have, the variant is described as an addition. If the non-aligned text is
missing a reading present in the MT, the variant is described as an omission. If the nonaligned text has replaced a reading of the MT, then the variant is described as a
substitution. Furthermore, in some cases a variant exists, but the nature of the variant is
uncertain. For example, it can be unclear if a Qumran text preserves an omission or

6

transposition when the text exists in a highly fragmentary state. In situations like this, the
readings are categorized as unclear. 15
Space prohibits the description of all the variants in detail. All the variants in
category 1 are discussed generally and briefly. The variants from category 2 and 3 are
discussed in more depth since these variants are more significant than those from category
1. 16 Because of space limitations, the discussion of two larger texts are abbreviated
further: 1QIsaa which preserves approximately 22,696 words and 11Q5 (11QPsa) which
preserves approximately 3,299 words. 17 The tables of 1QIsaa and 11Q5 are abbreviated.
Statistics
Third, three sets of statistics are provided to depict the relationship between
each non-aligned text and the MT. The purpose of these statistics is to show that the large
majority of variants listed by DJD are insignificant (those from category 1 and 2).
Furthermore, the statistics demonstrate that only a small percentage of texts include
variants from category 3.
The first set of statistics is a purely statistical approach to grouping the biblicalDSS that simply counts all the variants within a text. This set of statistics reflects Tov’s
and largely Lange’s approach to grouping the biblical-DSS. 18 All the variant readings
from categories 1, 2, and 3 between the MT and the non-aligned text are included in the
Not only is the categorization unclear for these variants, but the statistical value of these
variants is also unclear. In these situations, the statistical value of the variant is assumed to be transposition
as opposed to omission since transposition provides the more conservative approach in the statistics.
15

A table is included for each text in the appendices. These tables list the variants from
category 1, 2, 3 and those that were not counted by this dissertation. Variants that depend entirely on
reconstruction are not included in the tables.
16

The total number of words for each non-aligned text is based on the counts in the Dead Sea
Scroll package of Accordance version 11.2.5.
17

Armin Lange, “Ancient and Late Ancient Hebrew and Aramaic Jewish Texts,” in Textual
History of the Bible: The Hebrew Bible, ed. Armin Lange and Emanuel Tov (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill,
2016), 1a:127. See also Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 158-60.
18
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statistics. 19 Variants are not weighed in this set of statistics but counted. Thus, variants
that could have arisen from transmission technique, or what Lange calls variant analysis
or scribal error, are all included in this category with equal weight in the statistics. 20
The second set of statistics eliminates those variants from category 1 and
depicts the overarching relationship between the MT and the non-aligned texts if only the
variants that represent a change in meaning are included. This set of statistics does not
represent a purely statistical approach but weighs the variants since it does not account
for the category 1 variants.
The third set of statistics only includes variants from category 3. This set of
statistics represents the most conservative approach to analyzing the textual tradition of
the non-aligned texts since it only accounts for those variants less likely to have arisen
from the scribal process.
The following rules govern how the statistics were calculated. The denominator
for the statistics was the number of words present in each biblical-DSS. The number of
preserved words for each non-aligned text was provided by the Dead Sea Scroll Package
in Accordance 11.2.5. 21 The numerator was determined by subtracting the number of
variants from the denominator. Thus, if there are 100 words preserved in a Qumran text,
and that text differs from the MT in 10 words, then the texts agree 90 percent. Each word
(from the Hebrew perspective) receives one numerical point in the statistics. Thus, if the
See prior about the categorization and description of the variants for a discussion of those
differences proposed by DJD that are not included in this set of statistics.
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For a discussion of variant analysis, see Lange, “Ancient and Late Ancient Hebrew and
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words “ מלכיmy king” (the noun being one word and the pronominal suffix being
another) appeared in the Qumran text, the denominator for these words would be two.
Every time a word differs from the MT, one point was subtracted from the denominator.
Every additional word added to the Qumran text received one point in the
statistics. For example, if a Qumran text has “ הדברthe word” while the MT has דבר
“word,” then the article and the noun both received one point value in the denominator.
Furthermore, since the MT does not have the article, one point was subtracted from the
denominator to determine the numerator. Thus, the Qumran text agrees with the MT 1/2
or 50 percent.
Likewise, every word omitted from the MT received one point in the statistics.
For example, if a Qumran text does not represent a word such as a personal pronoun
while the MT does, the texts have a 0 percent agreement.
Substitutions can be more complicated. An example of a straightforward
substitution is the following: if the Qumran text has “ מלכוhis king” while the MT has מלכי
“my king,” the statistical agreement is given as 50 percent since the forms disagree
regarding the pronominal suffix. The variant would be worth one statistical point.
However, some substitutions are more difficult. For example, if the Qumran text has דוד
“David” while the MT has “ המלךthe king,” the numerical value of this substitution was 0
percent aligned and the statistical value for the variant was one point, not two or three
points. The article was not counted as an addition since  דודis definite. This difference is
merely a substitution, not a substitution plus an omission. Likewise, if a Qumran text has
a proper name such as “ אלישעElisha” while the MT has “ איש־האלהיםthe man of God”
the texts agreed 0 percent and the statistical value for the variant was again be one point.
Again, although the Qumran text technically has three words and the MT only has one,
the Qumran text’s construction is merely a substitution, not a substitution plus an
addition. Thus, the substitution only received one point in the statistics.

9

Conclusion of the Textual Tradition of
Each Respective Non-Aligned Text
Finally, the textual tradition of each non-aligned text is discussed. Again, the
grouping of the biblical-DSS depends on each text’s overarching agreement with the MT
and the fact that most disagreements only concern minor details. The conclusion is that,
although a few non-aligned texts remain ambiguous, most belong to the Masoretic
tradition. 22
The conclusion that most of the non-aligned texts belong to the Masoretic
tradition does not imply that these texts are proto-MT texts. The methodology of Tov,
which classifies the texts from Qumran as texts, not text-types/traditions, is not followed
here; rather, the goal is to determine textual traditions. 23 When describing Tov’s approach,
it is appropriate to say that Tov’s goal emphasizes the diversity among the biblical-DSS,
not their unity, and his task is rightly seen as the task of sorting based on the most minutiae
of differences. This very narrow categorization is evident in his classification of 1QIsaa
since he understands this text to be non-aligned even though it differs from the MT in the
least “meaningful type of deviations, namely in orthography.” 24 Tov’s approach is also
evident when he analyzes the liturgical non-aligned texts since he comments that these
texts “probably branched off from MT.” 25 Ulrich argues that Tov’s approach is a
The ambiguous texts include (1) 4Q47, which appears to be a reworked text, but exists in a
fragmentary state; (2) 4Q49, which may be a non-biblical text, perhaps an abbreviated text or reworked
composition, but is very fragmentary; (3) 4Q95, which is likely a liturgical text that may rework a biblical
passage, but likewise is very fragmentary (possible Pss 135 and 136); and (4) 4Q98g, which is possibly a
liturgical text that might rework a biblical passage, but again, exists in a poor state of preservation (Ps 89).
22
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minimalistic, reductionistic view of text-types, and that it is unhelpful, 26 while Chiesa
identifies Tov’s approach as tautological. 27 The approach to classifying the biblical-DSS
here is not like Tov’s. It is broader. Note the thesis:
Contrary to Emanuel Tov’s analysis that fifty-five texts from Qumran are
exclusively identified as textually non-aligned, a more cautious analysis of each text
demonstrates that once the few ambiguous texts are excluded from the category, the
remaining texts can reasonably be explained as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Again, the conclusion here is not that the non-aligned texts are proto-MT texts,
that is, the argument is not that they are close to Leningrad to the same degree that some
other biblical-DSS are (e.g., 1QIsab), to the degree that the other Judean Desert texts are
(e.g., MasLevb), or to the degree that the Medieval Manuscripts are. Rather, the conclusion
is that these texts belong to the Masoretic tradition. In using the term tradition, rather than
text, the texts are being categorized more broadly than Tov’s categorization permits. Thus,
dividing texts based on the most minutiae of differences, as Tov does, is not adopted here. 28
Meaningful differences are the standard for categorizing texts (category 3 variants). These
differences appear least likely to derive from the scribal process; rather, the differences
appear to indicate that the writer saw himself more as an author, not merely a scribe.
Presuppositions Guiding the Analysis
of the Variants
There is no objective, standard method in the field of textual criticism of the
DSS for analyzing texts and comparing them to potential traditions. Scholars, as discussed
in the history of research section, operate according to their own presuppositions about
Eugene Ulrich, “Pluriformity in the Biblical Text, Text Groups, and Questions of Canon,” in
Trebolle Barrera and Montaner, The Madrid Qumran Congress, 29. However, Ulrich appears more
convinced in Ulrich, “Textual History of the Hebrew Bible,” 11.
26
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One should note that Tov’s approach is why he previously categorized some texts as QSP as
opposed to proto-LXX, proto-SP, or proto-MT.
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the textual relationship between texts. The following presuppositions guided the analysis
conducted in this dissertation.
First, when dividing the variants into the three categories, this dissertation
follows the presupposition of John Wevers, who states, “It seems only fair to begin with
the consonantal text of the MT, and to accept change only after all other avenues of
understanding have been explored.” 29 This presupposition is foundational to this
dissertation. Only when a reading of a non-aligned text cannot be reconciled to the MT
can the non-aligned text’s reading be considered a genuine variant. This presupposition is
woven throughout the three categories previously described. Thus, if a form in a nonaligned text can be read as a synonymous construction to the MT, then the variant is
grouped into category 1. If a form represents a change of meaning, but that meaning can
reasonably be understood as deriving from the MT, the variant is categorized into category
2. Last, if a variant in a non-aligned text represents a meaning antithetical to the MT and
there is insufficient evidence to explain the difference as deriving from it, then it is grouped
into category 3. All approaches are explored for categorizing a variant into category 1
before category 2 and category 2 before categorizing the variant as a category 3 variant. 30
Second, when a non-aligned text appears to agree with the LXX against the
MT, one must prove that the LXX reading could not have derived from the MT. Peter
Gentry argues that most of the differences between the LXX and the MT arise from
“differences between the source and target languages as codes of communication,
corruption within the textual transmission of the Greek version, and variants, which are
due to the translator and not genuinely textual.” 31 Therefore, if the LXX readings could
29
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Likewise, all avenues for identifying a difference as orthographic are also explored before
grouping a proposed variant into one of the three categories.
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have derived from the MT, then any apparent agreement between the non-aligned text
and the LXX against the MT is insignificant and does not provide a basis for grouping a
non-aligned text with the LXX against the MT. 32
In fact, for many books, the Septuagint aligns quite closely with the MT so that
it is inappropriate to distinguish the tradition of the Septuagint as alluding to a tradition
besides that found in the Masoretic text. 33 This dissertation does not assume that the
Septuagint necessarily reflects a tradition besides that found in the MT as Frank Cross
does. Cross’s extreme comment that the Septuagint necessarily reflects a Vorlage “strongly
divergent from our received Hebrew text (the Massoretic Bible)” is rejected by this
dissertation. 34 Thus, simply because a non-aligned text agrees with the LXX against the
MT in minor details, does not necessitate grouping its textual tradition as Septuagintal,
and not Masoretic.
Third, since the Samaritan Pentateuch is an updated form of the MT, the chief
text critical value of the Samaritan Pentateuch is its indirect witness to the MT as a
superb text. 35 These comments are confirmed by Peter Gentry who identifies the
Samaritan Pentateuch as a popular form of the Masoretic tradition characterized by
modernizing grammar and spelling. Furthermore, he succinctly states, “The Samaritan
Pentateuch is thus a strong witness to the antiquity and purity of the tradition in the MT,
since the proto-MT had to be modernized and popularized in the second century BC so
These comments depend on Gentry, who states, “The claim that 5% of texts among the
Qumran Scrolls are close to the parent text of the LXX can only refer to cases where the LXX differs
textually from the MT.” Gentry, “The Text of the Old Testament,” 34.
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that it could be understood.” 36 James Davila, likewise, argues that the pre-Samaritan
biblical-DSS represent the same text type as the MT in Genesis and Exodus. 37 He suggests
that the MT and the Samaritan Pentateuch be grouped into one recension since the preSamaritan texts and the proto-MT texts are very close except for the secondary additions
of the pre-Samaritan biblical-DSS. 38 Thus, agreements between a non-aligned text and
the Samaritan Pentateuch are most often insignificant for grouping a non-aligned text
with the Samaritan Pentateuch against the MT. In fact, more often, agreement between the
Samaritan Pentateuch and a non-aligned text is positive evidence for grouping the nonaligned text as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Fourth, excerpted, abbreviated, and biblical texts are analyzed according to the
same methodology, but the division of the variants into categories was even more
conservative for excerpted and abbreviated texts. For example, different readings that
derive from the nature of the excerpted and abbreviated text cannot be evidence for a
different textual tradition. 39 Thus, the rearrangement or omission of text within excerpted
or abbreviated texts were not considered genuine variants or indicative of a unique
textual tradition.
Furthermore, small changes in meaning (variants from category 2) were less
influential when identifying if an excerpted text deviates from the Masoretic tradition.
Small changes in meaning do not necessarily reflect genuine textual variants despite
Gentry, “The Text of the Old Testament,” 24. Bruce Waltke too points out that the Samaritan
Pentateuch depicts the relative purity of the MT. Bruce K Waltke, “The Samaritan Pentateuch and the Text
of the Old Testament,” in New Perspectives on the Old Testament, ed. J. Barton Payne, Symposium Series,
Evangelical Theological Society 3 (Waco, TX: Word, 1970), 212.
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Tov’s claim that “the excerpted or abbreviated texts provide the same type of evidence as
running biblical texts, with the exception that the lack of pericopes should be ascribed to
excerpting or shortening, and not to the special textual character of the scroll.” 40 Julia
Duncan reasons that differences within excerpted texts may not always be indicative of a
textual tradition, but may be the result of a scribe copying from memory. 41 This theory is
bolstered by the fact b. Megilla 18b permits mezuzot and phylacteries to be written by
heart, not from a written text.42 It is possible that the excerpted texts from Qumran were
permitted to be transmitted from memory since mezuzot and phylacteries, types of
excerpted texts, were permitted to be copied from memory. Thus, conclusions concerning
the textual tradition of excerpted texts were made very conservatively.
Fifth, the biblical-DSS were not grouped according to indicative errors
(Leitfehler) in this dissertation, contrary to Ronald Hendel, because of the inherent
difficulty in identifying this type of error. Three things must be established for a reading
to be identified as an indicative error. 43 A reading must be a genuine variant and not the
result of translation technique or scribal error. However, scholars have different opinions
about which readings are true variants. A scholar who prefers the MT so that all avenues
must be exhausted before a reading can be considered a genuine variant will argue for less
variants than those who do not prefer the MT. 44 Furthermore, some scholars generally
understand grammatical differences to be the result of translation technique while other
40
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scholars are more open to understanding grammatical differences as genuine variants. 45
Thus, scholars differ concerning which readings are true variants. Next, the reading must
be secondary. Although the traditional principles of textual criticism are helpful guides to
determining the original text, judgments about which reading is original depend in part on
the scholar’s presuppositions and subjective reasoning. 46 Last, indicative errors must be
monogenetic (readings that derived from a common text), not polygenetic (a shared
reading arising independent of one another). Again, deciphering a secondary reading as
monogenetic, not polygenetic, often depends on a scholar’s methodology and
presuppositions. Overall, an indicative error must be a secondary reading shared amongst
manuscripts because of a shared textual tradition. Due to the difficulty in clearly identifying
this type of error, it was not used as the basis for grouping the biblical-DSS.
Emanuel Tov’s and Armin Lange’s rejection of indicative errors should be
considered. Armin Lange states,
Most biblical Dead Sea Scrolls are so badly damaged that the occurrence of a limited
number of key readings does not allow for a reliable genealogical grouping. To base
genealogical groupings on the occurrence of individual readings that are declared as
indicative errors—as suggested, for example, by Hendel—ignores individual textual
alterations inserted into ancient biblical manuscripts by copyists because of their
own scribal idiosyncrasies. With only few overlaps between the biblical manuscripts
from Qumran and the other sites in the Judean Desert, a comparative study that
could identify manuscript families based on indicative errors is impossible because
such indicative errors cannot be established without more textual overlaps. 47
Tov further argues that judgments concerning the nature of a variant are inherently
subjective. 48 Tov concludes, “These judgments should not be used, in my view, when the
See Davila, who is more liberal than Tov in accepting grammatical differences as genuine
variants because of the literal translation philosophy of the scribe. Davila, “Text-Type and Terminology,” 7.
45
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overall relation between texts is determined.” 49 Therefore, due to the subjectivity and
difficulty of identifying indicative errors, indicative errors were not the basis for grouping
the biblical-DSS.
Sixth, this dissertation did not prioritize unique readings contrary to Emanuel
Tov. 50 Whereas some scholars group the biblical-DSS into text-types based on qualitative
differences shared amongst texts (i.e., indicative errors), Tov groups the biblical-DSS as
texts based on quantitative differences. 51 Tov’s emphasis on the quantitative difference
between texts is motivated by the opinion that all aspects of a scroll must be considered
when grouping the biblical-DSS, especially unique readings. 52 Tov’s focus on unique
readings coincided with a shift away from analyzing the biblical-DSS according to texttypes to organizing them as simply texts or sources. This approach leads to the inevitable
conclusion that the OT of the Second Temple period is characterized by “textual
multiplicity displaying an unlimited number of texts.”53 However, as Chiesa points out,
“It is only obvious, nay, tautological to say that any textual source represents – from the
point of view of the content—a given text.” 54 Thus, Tov’s reductionist approach to
grouping the biblical-DSS into texts and his insistence on unique readings as a key factor
in grouping the biblical-DSS does not address the central question: can the non-aligned
49
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texts have derived from scribal transmission? 55
Furthermore, although a unique reading may theoretically depict a text’s
independent status (Tov), it is more likely that unique readings derive from the process of
scribal transmission. The tedious nature of copying manuscripts, especially in a pre-modern
era, makes scribal errors a real phenomenon. Furthermore, any translator of the OT must
accomplish two things if they are to represent faithfully the text before them. First, they
must accurately determine the meaning of the ancient document. Second, they must
appropriately communicate the OT in the target language. Balancing between these two
principles leads to a spectrum of translation (and transmission) philosophies. 56 Since scribal
errors and a scribe’s translation/transmission philosophy are more likely reasons for the
presence of unique readings, unique readings do not provide a reliable criterion for dividing
the biblical-DSS into textual groups. 57 Thus, Tov’s insistence that scholars have an open
mind about classifying a text as non-aligned is not adopted in this dissertation. 58 Rather
the presupposition maintained throughout this dissertation is that of John Wevers: “One
must begin with a prejudice towards the text which we actually have.” 59 In other words,
“It only seems right to begin with the consonantal text of MT, and to accept change only
55
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after all other avenues of understanding have been explored.” 60 Within this framework,
unique readings are most often attributed to the scribal process. If the unique reading
represents a synonymous form, then the form was categorized as a category 1 variant. If
it represents a slight change in meaning, it was categorized as a category 2 variant. If it
represents a drastic change in meaning and cannot be reasonably derived from the MT, it
was classified as a category 3 variant. However, since unique variants are more likely the
result of the scribal process, and not indicative of the manuscript’s textual tradition,
category 3 variants that are also unique will be less persuasive in grouping the textual
tradition of a manuscript.
Seventh, contrary to Armin Lange, the presence of category 2 variants does not
indicate that a text reflects a tradition besides the Masoretic tradition. Lange argues that the
harmonizations of 4Q41 (4QDeutn) (namely, the inclusion of the reason for the Sabbath
command given in Exodus in a Deuteronomy document) “demonstrate how a new text
branched off of a textual tradition that was close to the medieval Masoretic text, i.e., how
a new text developed and added to the textual plurality of the Second Temple period.” 61
Lange further argues, “Whether liturgically motivated or not, in the end, the
harmonizations of 4QDeutn created yet another text of the book of Deuteronomy or – to
be more precise – of parts of it.” 62 Lange’s insistence in grouping the biblical-DSS into
texts, not text-types, leads him to identify 4Q41 as non-aligned: as a text branched off of
the Masoretic tradition. However, this goal is tautological and does not address the real
question when grouping texts.63 Differences like harmonizations derive from the scribal
60
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process and thus do not reflect divergent textual traditions. 64
Emanuel Tov draws similar conclusions concerning 1QIsaa. 65 Tov compares
sections of 1QIsaa to the MT and graphically groups the variants into three groups:
orthographic variants are denoted in green, variants concerning linguistic details are
denoted mainly in blue, and other differences are denoted in red. 66 Based on his three
categories, Tov argues that 1QIsaa was probably copied from a text close to MT, 67 but
identifies 1QIsaa as textually non-aligned. 68 Unlike Tov and Lange, if a text can
reasonably be described as deriving from the MT, then it will be grouped within the
Masoretic tradition.
History of Research
This brief history of research traces how scholars have categorized the biblical
texts from Qumran. This overview considers the concept of vulgar texts, the local text
theory, and Talmon’s framework of textual diversity and group-texts. Following this
summary, the work of Emanuel Tov is surveyed. Last, alternate proposals to Tov’s are
described.
Initial Frameworks Concerning the
Categorization of the Biblical-DSS
The first generation of Qumran scholars developed three frameworks to account
Davila, “Text-Type and Terminology,” 37, argues that the pre-redactional state of the
Samaritan Pentateuch should be compared to the MT to determine the relationship between these two texts.
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for the diversity of texts found during the Second Temple period: vulgar text, the Local
Text Theory, and Textual Diversity Theory.
Vulgar text. Although Lieberman did not comment on the biblical-DSS directly,
he did divide the types of OT texts into three categories. These categories were (1) the
school copies used for children—the φαυλότερα; (2) the κοινά, vulgata, or popular texts
identified as the common texts; and finally, (3) the temple scrolls identified by Lieberman
as the ἡκριβωμένα. 69 Lieberman cites Rabbi ‘Akiba’s plea to his student, Rabbi Simeon,
as proof of the φαυλότερα type (b. Peshaim 112a). 70 An example of a vulgata text is the
Severus Scroll since it used medial and final mem interchangeably, was written in a
different script, and its number of verses did not correspond to the number given the
baraita of b. Kiddushin 30a. 71 Lieberman identifies the standard text as the text deposited
in the archives of the temple (m. Kelim 15:6). 72
Like Lieberman, Edward Kutscher differentiated popular texts from a standard
text, but unlike Lieberman, he worked directly with the biblical-DSS. Whereas popular
texts were used for study, the home, and probably even the Synagogue, the standard text
was carefully preserved in the Temple and in the Synagogues. 73 Kutscher identified the
MT as the standard text and 1QIsaa as a popular text. 74 Kutscher reasoned that popular
Saul Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine; Studies in the Literary Transmission, Beliefs
and Manners of Palestine in the I Century B.C.E.-IV Century C.E. (New York: Jewish Theological
Seminary of America, 1950), 22-26.
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texts derive from the MT and became corrupt because of neglecting to correct them with
the standard text. 75
The local text theory. William Albright categorized the DSS into three
separate recensions: one from Babylon, Palestine, and Egypt. According to Albright, the
most surprising feature of Qumran is that most of the scrolls preserve a consonantal text
virtually indistinguishable from the MT (Babylonian Recension). 76 Less surprising is the
discovery of texts that more closely align with the LXX (Egyptian Recension). 77 Variant
readings and inferior texts are explained by geographical distance according to Albright. 78
Thus, Albright divided the texts from Qumran into three textual families that developed
in isolation from one another.
Cross, likewise, described the Second Temple period as an era when local texts
prevailed. 79 Cross summarized the evidence from Qumran with three observations: “The
plurality of text-types, the limited number of distinct textual families, and the homogeneity
of each of these textual families over several centuries of time.” 80 In the Pentateuch and
the Former Prophets, texts from only three families existed at Qumran while only two
families existed for the Latter Prophets. 81 The textual families prevalent at Qumran include
a Palestinian text represented by an early form which stood close to the Vorlage of the
75
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Septuagint and the proto-Samaritan form, 82 an Egyptian text that corresponded to the
LXX, 83 and a Babylonian text that corresponded to the Pentateuch and former prophets of
the MT. 84 Like Albright, Cross argued that the texts from Qumran belonged to three
textual families, no more. Unlike Albright, Cross specifies that these three textual families
are not recensions but are the product of natural growth or development in scribal
transmission. 85
David Gooding reasons that Cross’s categorization is too imprecise. 86
Specifically, Gooding asserts that Cross at times distinguishes a text-type from a textfamily, but at other times, he uses these terms interchangeably. 87 Ulrich agrees with
Gooding that the terminology used by Cross could be more precise, but he defends Cross
by arguing that the imprecise nature of data forbids the level of precision Gooding
desired. 88 Cross revised his categorization of the biblical-DSS in From Epic to Canon,
possibly per Gooding’s critique. On the one hand, Cross said in 1975, that the biblicalDSS alluded to “the plurality of text-types, the limited number of distinct textual families,
and the homogeneity of each of these textual families over several centuries of time.” 89
On the other hand, in 1998, he argues that the DSS alluded to “the plurality of text-types
or families, the limited number of distinct textual families, and the relative homogeneity
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of each of these textual families over several centuries of time.” 90 Thus, Cross understood
the biblical-DSS to be grouped into three recensions.
Textual diversity theory. Talmon expressed two reservations concerning
Cross’s theory. First, Cross argued that each text-type derived from a fifth century BC
proto-Hebrew text which is nearly five hundred years earlier than Lagarde’s Urtext or
Rosenmüller’s Ur-rezension. 91 Second, the three-local text theory does not explain why a
plurality of text forms existed in a restricted area and time during the pre-Christian era. 92
Talmon summarizes his understanding of the nature of the texts at Qumran:
It appears that the extant text-types must be viewed as the remains of a yet more
variegated transmission of the Bible text in the preceding centuries, rather than as
witnesses to solely three archetypes. The more ancient manuscripts are being
discovered and published, the more textual divergences appear.
Thus, contrary to Cross, Talmon understood the biblical-DSS as alluding to more diversity
than the three-local text theory.
Despite Talmon’s hesitation about the local text theory, his theory of the OT
text in the Second Temple period can be characterized as group specific. Before the preChristian era, Talmon asserted that sociologically definable groups adopted texts as their
standard text form. 93 The synagogue, the Samaritan community, and the church all adopted
Gruppentext (text groups). In short, Talmon’s view is characterized by textual chaos
while being group specific. 94 Group specific texts emerged after a period of textual
chaos. 95 Here he echoes Kahle’s sentiment that a standard text is never found at the
Frank Cross, From Epic to Canon: History and Literature in Ancient Israel (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 211.
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beginning of the process of transmission, but at the end. 96
The Categorization of the Biblical-DSS
by Emanuel Tov
Although many principles articulated by Lieberman, Kutscher, Albright, Cross,
and Talmon are still relevant today, their theories have largely been replaced by the
framework proposed by Tov. 97 In many ways, Tov’s model for grouping the biblical-DSS
is a modern approach to textual criticism as indicated by the title of his 1982 article, “A
Modern Textual Outlook Based on the Qumran Scrolls.” 98 First, Tov categorized the
DSS, not according to geographical origins, but based on the text’s textual character. 99
This starting point led Tov to describe each biblical-DSS according to that text’s
agreement with the MT, LXX, and the Samaritan Pentateuch. However, Tov discovered
that many of the texts did not align with MT, LXX, and the Samaritan Pentateuch. Thus,
he developed a fourth category: the non-aligned texts.100
Second, Tov’s non-aligned category represents a further division between him
and Cross since Cross asserted that all the biblical-DSS belong to three text-types at most
Gruppentext that is now no longer available because their heritage may have simply disappeared or have
been suppressed. Talmon, “The Textual Study of the Bible,” 326.
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and none of these text-types were previously unknown. 101 Tov’s non-aligned category
represents a significant break from Cross’s stance.
Third, Tov’s insistence on categorizing a text according to its textual character
led him to disagree with Cross concerning his terminology. On the one hand, Cross
understood the biblical-DSS as divided into three text-types. On the other hand, Tov argued
that the biblical-DSS are better described in terms of texts or sources, not text-types. 102
Thus, not only did Emanuel Tov largely reject Cross’s term text-type in favor of the term
text, he also counters Cross’s claim that Qumran confirms the existence of three texttypes. Tov states, “The textual reality of the Qumran texts does not attest to three groups
of textual witnesses, but rather to a textual multiplicity displaying an unlimited number of
texts.” 103
Fourth, Tov’s methodology is further distinguished on methodological grounds
from many OT text critics such as Chiesa, 104 Gentry, 105 and Hendel 106 since he does not
group the biblical-DSS based on indicative errors. Tov recognizes this and rightly labels
his approach as a new approach. 107 Tov argued that if two texts share indicative errors,
then a close relationship is possible, but the fragmentary nature of the biblical-DSS and
the subjective nature of identifying an error as an indicative error prohibits these types of
101
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errors from being the criterion for dividing the biblical-DSS. 108 Tov explains, “These
judgments [indicative errors] should not be used, in my view, when the overall relation
between texts is determined.” 109 Thus, Tov’s new approach to grouping the biblical-DSS
breaks from the traditional approach in terms of terminology (he favors the term text as
opposed to text-type) and methodology (he rejects indicative errors as the basis for
grouping the biblical-DSS in favor of analyzing the biblical-DSS in light of all aspects of
a text, especially unique readings). 110
Tov’s new approach to classifying the biblical-DSS originally depended on
five principles. He argues,
[1] Questionable attributions to textual groups are counted as regular ones. . . .
[2] In accord with statistical probability, texts which are equally close to MT and SP
in the Torah and to MT and the LXX in other books are counted as MT. . . . [3] Texts
written in Qumran practice are not included separately in the statistic, since these texts
are already counted in other groups in accord with their textual affiliation. . . . Texts
which are characterized as both ‘independent’ and close to the LXX or the SP are
counted as “independent.” . . . [5] Since the texts like the SP are not evidenced for
books other than the Torah, statistics for the Torah are separated from those of the
other books, but they are rather similar. 111
Tov’s categories and principles have not been monolithic, but have undergone
at least four developments since 1992. First, the current division of the DSS into four
categories is a revision of his original categorization. Originally, Tov divided texts written
in a scribal practice that exhibited unique peculiarities in orthography, morphology, and
scribal features into a fifth category labeled Qumran Scribal Practice (QSP). 112 He no
longer sub-categorizes these texts into a separate textual group.
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Second, Tov’s opinion about which texts belong in the non-aligned category
and the proto-MT category has changed over time. 113 On the one hand, whereas only 10
percent of the biblical-DSS were categorized as non-aligned in 1992, now Tov classifies
35 percent of the texts as non-aligned. 114 On the other hand, the MT texts have decreased
from 60 percent of the overall texts in 1992, to 35 percent of the texts. 115
Third, Tov has subdivided the proto-MT category into two sub-categories: an
inner circle and outer circle of texts. 116 The inner-circle of rabbinic texts exist at other
Judean Desert cites besides Qumran, especially Murabba’at. These texts align precisely
with Leningrad (L) while the proto-MT texts from Qumran align with L less precisely. 117
Fourth, Tov now uses the terms proto-MT and proto-Rabbinic interchangeably
to describe the category of texts from Qumran that align with the MT. Lange argued that
Tov now prefers the term proto-Rabbinic instead of the term proto-MT. 118 Nonetheless,
in work dating back to 2002, Tov uses these words interchangeably to describe the texts
from Qumran that align with the MT. 119
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Thus, Tov’s approach represents a shift on both terminological and
methodological grounds. Concerning terminology, Tov’s divides the biblical-DSS into
texts, not text-types. Any disagreement from a specific text, whether the text is the MT,
Samaritan Pentateuch, or LXX, is important for grouping the biblical-DSS because the
goal is not to group them into three separate text-types, but to group them into texts.
Unique readings, unimportant for grouping texts in the traditional approach because their
goal is to group texts into text-types (unique readings are not shared so they are not
valuable for dividing texts into groups), are vital for Tov’s approach. This trajectory led
to the formulation of the non-aligned category and the statement that “the textual reality
of the Qumran texts does not attest to three groups of textual witnesses, but rather to a
textual multiplicity displaying an unlimited number of texts.” 120 Concerning methodology,
Tov’s approach represents another break. His framework does not weight one type of
variant as more significant for textual grouping, but understands them all as significant
for grouping the biblical-DSS into groups. This approach again is shaped by his desire to
group the biblical-DSS, not into text-types, but into texts.
Alternate Proposals to Tov
The impact of the proposal of Emanuel Tov cannot be underestimated in the
field of OT textual criticism. Despite this influence, many have critiqued various aspects
of Tov’s theory or proposed entirely different frameworks for grouping the biblical-DSS.
Armin Lange. Armin Lange adopts the model proposed by Tov for classifying
the biblical-DSS with slight modification. 121 First, he establishes a statistical threshold
for categorizing a text as either proto-MT (Tov’s inner Rabbinic circle) or semi-MT
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(Tov’s outer Rabbinic circle). If a text differs from the MT more than 2 percent, the text
is labeled semi-MT, not proto-MT. 122 Second, like Ulrich, Lange also critiques Tov’s
second principle for grouping the biblical-DSS. Tov’s principles is that “in accord with
statistical probability, texts which are equally close to MT and SP in the Torah and to MT
and the LXX in other books are counted as MT.” 123 Considering this principle, Lange
adds a fifth category to Tov’s grid: those texts that equally agree with the Samaritan
Pentateuch and the MT. 124 Third, he understands texts with less than 100 words as
problematic to categorize because of their deteriorated status. 125 The nature of these texts
is enigmatic. They might represent a quotation in a para-biblical source rather than a
biblical text. 126 Thus, Lange’s model for analyzing the biblical-DSS derived from Tov
with slight modifications.
Lange’s methodology is evident in his chapter “The Severus Scroll Variant
List in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls.” 127 Lange argues in this chapter that the Severus
Scroll is “an average proto-Masoretic Torah scroll from the Second Temple period, and
not a vulgar text.” 128 His methodology is twofold. First, he divides the variants into two
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groups: group 1 consists of orthographic, phonetic, and paleographic variants 129 and
group 2 consists of textual variants divided into scribal errors, textual harmonizations,
and original readings. 130 After dividing the variants, he makes conclusions about the
textual nature of the Severus Scroll. He argues that the Severus Scroll is more properly
identified as a proto-MT text, not a vulgar text because of its high statistical agreement
with the MT in both orthographic and textual variants. 131
Bruno Chiesa. Unlike Lange, Bruno Chiesa severely critiques Tov’s
terminology and methodology. 132 First, Chiesa critiques Tov’s historical reconstruction
that the OT text existed in an unlimited amount of forms prior to and during Qumran. 133
Chiesa argues that the discovery of more texts will inevitably lead to the discovery of more
textual variants. 134 This fact does not mean that the text at Qumran existed in a state of
unlimited plurality. 135 Rather, the job of the textual critic is to determine the connections
between the texts and choose between the readings the most original form. 136 Chiesa
argues that Tov has not done this; Tov has only described the texts, and as a result,
obscures the evidence. 137 Thus, Chiesa is not persuaded that the discovery of the biblicalDSS necessitates new definitions of the principal terms (Tov’s replacement of text-type
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with texts) and criteria adopted in textual criticism (Tov’s insistence on unique readings
as a criterion of grouping texts and his rejection of indicative errors as essential for
grouping texts). 138
Second, Chiesa critiques Tov’s new methodology. Chiesa argues that Tov’s
insistence on replacing the term text-type with text is tautological. 139 Furthermore,
relationships between manuscripts depend on shared corrupted readings, not on unique
readings, unintentional errors, and common errors. 140 Chiesa upholds the traditional view
and argues that by means of textual criticism, scholars can “arrive at one Text, despite
any plurality of texts.” 141
Eugene Ulrich. Ulrich argues that Tov’s minimalist, reductionist view of texttypes is unhelpful. 142 Rather than employing the term text to describe the biblical-DSS,
Ulrich proposes a more complex system of categorization that divides texts into text
families, text types, text tradition, and text groups. 143 A text family is the narrowest
classification of texts in Ulrich’s classification. He argues that a text family is “a relatively
small set of MSS that display close agreement in idiosyncratic or unique readings which
are secondary (e.g., errors, distinctive additions, etc.). 144 The criterion for this category is
that the texts somewhat agree on minor variants. 145 Texts are divided into different text138
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families when they display more disagreements. 146 The text type category is broader than
the text family category. He defines a text type as “a relatively large set of MSS which
display general agreement despite differences in detail, but where the emphasis is
affiliation.” 147 The text type category is a synchronic label, per Ulrich, while the label
text tradition is the analogous diachronic label. 148 Various literary editions would represent
distinct text types or text traditions per Ulrich. 149 Like the text type category, the text
tradition category is also broader than the text family category. A text tradition is “a
relatively large set of MSS that displays general agreement despite differences in details,
but where the emphasis is on the development or history of a text. 150 Last, the text group
category is the broadest category. He defines text group as “a general term that covers
any or all the above when speaking generally or when the evidence is insufficient to use
the other terms.” 151 A text should be classified as an independent text if the text shares a
large amount of disagreements with texts from the same passage. 152 Thus, Ulrich, contrary
to Tov who proposes that the biblical-DSS be described simply as texts, proposes alternate
terms.
Ulrich further critiques Tov’s methodology. He argues that Tov’s categorization
of the biblical-DSS imprecisely represents the MSS from the Second Temple since it relies
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too heavily on the MT. 153 Ulrich proposes that the situation as it existed in the Second
Temple period ought to be the basis for categorizing the biblical-DSS: “How would the
people who were producing or hearing or reading the texts have described them? What
were the operative categories, classifications, and worldview with which they were
working?” 154 The categories operative in Second Temple Judaism would have been the
biblical-DSS, Samaritan-Pentateuch, LXX, the text of Josephus, and the text of the
NT. 155 Ulrich sees this perspective as a more accurate description from the standpoint of
the Second Temple period. 156
Ulrich further questions Tov’s methodology by critiquing one of Tov’s basic
underlying principles for grouping the biblical-DSS. Whereas Tov argues that “in accord
with statistical probability, texts which are equally close to MT and SP in the Torah and
to MT and the LXX in other books are counted as MT,” 157 Ulrich argues that it would be
equally acceptable to label these texts proto-Samaritan Pentateuch or LXX-Vorlage. 158
Thus, like Chiesa, Ulrich has critiqued Tov’s terminology and methodology.
Sidnie Crawford. Sidnie Crawford proposes a methodology very different from
that of Tov. Instead of grouping the biblical-DSS according to its agreement with the MT,
Samaritan Pentateuch, and LXX, Crawford proposes that the biblical-DSS be grouped
according to the scribal approach represented in each text. These approaches are a
See Ulrich, “Two Perspectives on Two Pentateuchal Manuscripts.” The MSS discussed
here are not the biblical DSS, but MSS from Masada.
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conservative and a revisionist approach. 159 Crawford is not the first scholar to recognize
that scribes of the Second Temple approached their text in one of two ways. Patrick
Skehan, 160 James Sanders, 161 Eugene Ulrich, 162 Emanuel Tov, 163 Arie van der Kooij, 164
and Peter Gentry165 are a sampling of scholars who have recognized the phenomenon that
some scribes approached the text with a free approach while others approached with a
more conservative approach. However, she is the first to propose that categorization of
texts be based on these two approaches. According to Crawford, the benefit of this
approach is that it focuses on the beginning of the transmission process, not the end. 166
She emphatically concludes that this shift will release scholarship from the tyranny of the
MT, LXX, and Samaritan Pentateuch. 167
Crawford’s focus on the beginning of the transmission process leads to
disagreement concerning Tov’s terminology. She critiques Tov for grouping texts as
proto-MT because the MT does not even constitute a textual family; namely, the entire
Crawford, “Understanding the Textual History,” 67. See also Sidnie White Crawford,
“Interpreting the Pentateuch through Scribal Processes: The Evidence from the Qumran Manuscripts,” in
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corpus does not share textual characteristics. 168 On the one hand, the Torah reflects the
conservative approach to transmission. On the other hand, Jeremiah and Ezekiel reflect
the free approach to copying. 169 She asserts that the MT did not exist at the beginning of
the process of textual transmission, but only toward the end. 170 Thus, she dismisses the
term proto-MT as an appropriate label for the biblical-DSS in favor of the labels
conservative scribal approach and revisionist scribal tradition. 171
Crawford is likewise unsatisfied with Tov’s term pre-Samaritan. She reasons
that the term pre-Samaritan “implies that the Samaritan Pentateuch is the model or chief
exemplar of this group, when in reality it is simply one exemplar among many.” Rather
than labeling these texts as pre-Samaritan, she proposes that the texts be labeled
“harmonistic/expansive.” 172 Thus, Crawford’s proposal for grouping the texts from
Qumran depends on the scribal approach of the scribe, not the text’s general agreement
with the MT, LXX, or Samaritan Pentateuch.
James Davila. James Davila differs from Tov regarding terminology and
method. With regard to methodology, he maintains that the biblical-DSS from Genesis
Crawford, “Understanding the Textual History,” 67. See also similar comments of
Barthélemy about the MT in Barthélemy, United Bible Societies, and Committee of the Hebrew Old
Testament Text Project, Studies in the Text of the Old Testament, 140.
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and Exodus can be divided into only two text-types. 173 His methodology is influenced by
Gooding’s paper “An Appeal for Stricter Terminology in the Textual Criticism of the Old
Testament,” and is further influenced by the terminology outlined by Colwell in Studies
in Methodology in Textual Criticism of the New Testament. 174 However, Colwell’s criteria
for grouping NT texts cannot be applied directly to OT textual criticism in Davila’s mind
because the NT texts preserves an abundance of textual variants whereas the OT textual
witnesses point to massive deforestation of once convoluted textual groupings. 175 Thus,
Davila modifies Colwell’s criteria and develops the following methodology: First, only
retroverted variants of reasonable certainty were considered for the LXX. Second,
agreement in unique secondary readings were given most weight. Third, agreement in
secondary readings shared with other witnesses was the next weightiest criterion. Fourth,
the overall pattern of agreement over a broad range of secondary, original, and uncertain
readings were considered. Fifth, both agreements and disagreements were considered. All
non-orthographic variants and all the variants in the LXX that represent a different Hebrew
Vorlage were considered. 176 Furthermore, Davila’s study is not exhaustive, but covers a
representative and randomly chosen statistically significant sample. 177 Davila’s insistence
on distinguishing secondary from original readings represents a break from Tov.
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Davila, “Text-Type and Terminology,” 5.

See Gooding, “Appeal for a Stricter Terminology.” See also Ernest Cadman Colwell,
Studies in Methodology in Textual Criticism of the New Testament, New Testament Tools and Studies 9
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1969), 9-11. Colwell states that there are two criteria for establishing a text type:
First, texts must share some readings that do not appear outside of the group. Ibid., 10. Second, texts in the
same text-type must share a large majority of total readings when the evidence is divided. Ibid., 11.
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Davila, “Text-Type and Terminology,” 7.
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Ibid., 7-8.
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Ibid., 5.
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Arie van der Kooij. Arie van der Kooij’s comments concerning the biblicalDSS differ radically from Tov and the consensus view. He states, “Finally, at the panel
discussion in Rome (2009) I state that the biblical texts from the Dead Sea region are very
interesting indeed, but not that important.” 178 Van der Kooij believes that scribes copied
the text according to one of two approaches: a conservative approach and a revisionist
scribal approach. 179 However, unlike Crawford, van der Kooij identifies the MT as the
conservative approach kept in the Temple according to the testimony of rabbinic literature,
Josephus, 2 Macc 2:13-14, the Letter of Aristeas, Qumran, and the OT, 180 and kept by the
proper authorities. 181 In short, he states, “All in all, it is my thesis that the MT goes back
to an official text kept in the temple and preserved with great care by the appropriate
temple officials, the chief priests. It implies that the temple text represented a stable
textual tradition.” 182 This approach largely resembles that of Lieberman. 183
Conclusion of Research
The history of research demonstrates that there is no standard methodology or
terminology when discussing the groups of the biblical-DSS. Whereas the traditional
approach to grouping texts depends on the identification of indicative errors and dismisses
unique readings as irrelevant for textual criticism, 184 the modern approach of Tov depends
on a quantitative analysis of a text considering all aspects of a scroll, especially the
178

Kooij, “Preservation and Promulgation,” 40.
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Ibid., 29.
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Ibid., 31-32.
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Ibid., 32-35.
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Ibid., 37.
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Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine.
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Chiesa, “Textual History and Textual Criticism,” 272.
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scroll’s unique readings. In addition to the traditional approach articulated by Chiesa and
the modern approach articulated by Tov, other proposals have been made by Ulrich,
Crawford, and Davila. Despite this lack of consensus concerning terminology and
methodology, most Qumran scholars agree that the text of the OT was fluid during the
Second Temple period because of the diversity of texts found at Qumran (e.g., the nonaligned texts). This consensus concerning the state of the OT text during the Second
Temple period is surprising since scholars disagree about how to group the biblical-DSS
on both methodological and terminological grounds.
The present lack of consensus should lead scholars to approach the biblical-DSS
with great caution. However, this is not always the case. For example, Michael Law
confidently asserts,
We have seen repeatedly that the Septuagint and especially the Dead Sea Scrolls
offer proof that the Hebrew Bible was not fixed before the second century CE and,
perhaps more surprisingly, that many readers and users of scriptural texts before
then were not bothered about it. 185
The diversity of opinions about how to group the biblical-DSS calls both of Law’s
statements into question. First, do the biblical-DSS prove that the Hebrew Bible was not
fixed before the second century CE? Second, do the biblical-DSS prove that Second
Temple Jews possessed an attitude toward the OT identical to post-modernity—that
ancient Jews are not bothered by fluidity? Law simply advocates the consensus view
without first understanding that the consensus view depends on an inconsistent
methodology and terminology. Furthermore, Law assumes that a diversity of reading
means a standard/authoritative text could not have existed before the second century AD.
However, the field has not proven this assumption. The field has only established that a
diversity of readings exists in the biblical-DSS, not that this diversity entails no unity
(standard/authoritative text).
T. M. Law, When God Spoke Greek: The Septuagint and the Making of the Christian Bible
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 79.
185
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This dissertation argues that the diversity of readings found among the biblicalDSS are largely insignificant variants and do not attest to a textual tradition besides the MT
(category 1 and 2 variants). The few number of category 3 variants and the overwhelming
agreeing in most details with the MT indicates that these texts belonged to the Masoretic
tradition. Amongst the diversity of readings is a unity that dispels the assumptions of
Law. 186 The unity can be reasonably explained as the MT.
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CHAPTER 2
THE NON-ALIGNED TEXTS OF THE PENTATEUCH
This chapter analyzes the Pentateuch manuscripts from Qumran that Emanuel
Tov identifies exclusively as non-aligned. First, each respective manuscript is introduced.
Then, the text’s orthographic and paleographic character is surveyed. The history of how
scholars have viewed the textual tradition of each text is also surveyed. Second, the variants
are listed and discussed. Whereas category 1 variants are discussed briefly and in an
abbreviated manner, the nature of categories 2 and 3 variants are discussed more
thoroughly. Third, three sets of statistics provide the reader with the overarching
relationship between each respective Pentateuch manuscript to the MT. The first set of
statistics accounts for all categories 1, 2, and 3 variants. The second set accounts for only
category 2 and 3 variants. The most conservative set of statistics is the third: it only
accounts for category 3 variants. Fourth, conclusions are drawn based on the nature of the
variants (section 2) and based on the overarching statistical relationship (section 3). This
analysis demonstrates that those Pentateuch manuscripts identified by Emanuel Tov as
exclusively non-aligned can be reasonably grouped as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
4Q10
4Q10 (4QGenk) consists of five fragments that preserve portions of Genesis 1, 2,
and 3. 1 The scribe of 4Q10 wrote in a Herodian formal hand (c.1-30 AD). 2 The
James R. Davila, ed., “4QGenk,” in Qumran Cave 4: Genesis to Numbers, vol. 7, Discoveries
in the Judaean Desert 12 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1994), 75.
1

2

Ibid., 76.
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orthography represents some long vowels plene (e.g., î), while others are written defective
(e.g., aw to ô). 3
James Davila, Armin Lange, Emanuel Tov, and John Strugnell have all
discussed the textual tradition of 4Q10. James Davila and Armin Lange both argue that
textual damage prohibits conclusions concerning the textual tradition of 4Q10. 4 Davila
records that John Strugnell privately suggested that fragment 5, edited as a fragment of
4Q10, is really a fragment of 4QRP. 5 Emanuel Tov echoes the argument of Strugnell 6
and further labels 4Q10 as non-aligned. 7 Although Tov classifies 4Q10 as non-aligned,
he assesses 4Q10’s textual tradition as deviating only slightly from the MT. 8 The
argument here is that 4Q10 belongs to the Masoretic tradition since it agrees with the MT
in most readings while only diverging in small details.
3

Davila, “4QGenk,” 76.

James R. Davila, “Text-Type and Terminology: Genesis and Exodus as Test Cases,” Revue
de Qumran 16, no. 1 (1993): 30. See also Armin Lange, “The Textual Plurality of the Jewish Scriptures in
the second Temple Period in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Qumran and the Bible: Studying the Jewish
and Christian Scriptures in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. Nóra Dávid and Armin Lange, Contributions
to Biblical Exegesis and Theology 57 (Leuven, Belgium: Peeters, 2010), 55.
4

5

Davila, “4QGenk,” 75.

Emanuel Tov, “4QReworked Pentateuch: A Synopsis of Its Contents,” in Hebrew Bible, Greek
Bible and Qumran: Collected Essays, Texts and Studies in Ancient Judaism 121 (Tübingen, Germany:
Mohr Siebeck, 2008), 22-23. Tov now argues that 4QRP is a scriptural text in Emanuel Tov, “A Didactic
and Gradual Approach towards the Biblical DSS,” in Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, Qumran,
Septuagint: Collected Essays, ed. Christl M. Maier, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 167 (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 2015), 3:309-10. See further how Tov admits that although he now views 4QRP as a
scriptural text, this assumption cannot be proven in detail, in Emanuel Tov, “From 4QReworked Pentateuch
to 4QPentateuch (?),” in Maier, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, Qumran, Septuagint, 3:59.
6

Emanuel Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judean
Desert, ed. Florentino García Martínez, Peter W Flint, and Eibert J. C Tigchelaar, Studies on the Texts of
the Desert of Judah 54 (Boston: Brill, 2004), 332.
7

8

Tov, “4QReworked Pentateuch,” 23, esp 23n19.
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Description and Categorization
of Variants
Davila proposes that 4Q10 differs from the MT in three places. 9 There is
enough manuscript evidence to support each of these variants, although Davila’s
assumption concerning the variant at F1:L1 (Gen 1:9) is uncertain. This difference is
preserved at F1:L1 (Gen 1:9). Here, the MT reads “ וְ תֵ ָראֶ הand let it [the dry land] appear,”
whereas 4Q10 reads “ ותראit appeared/and let is appear.” This difference can be explained
in one of two ways. However, the form of 4Q10 prohibits certainty. Davila argues that ותרא
is a vav-consecutive imperfect “it appeared,” 10 which is possible, but the form could also
be a jussive “and let it [dry land] appear.” If Davila is right, this variant would indicate
that Genesis 1:9 of 4Q10, along with the LXX, preserved both God’s declaration that the
waters would be gathered (a jussive) and a statement that the waters were gathered (an
indicative). This variant would be a noteworthy category 2 variant, but this reading is not
certain. Again, the form could be a typical jussive form that has apocopated the final he. 11
Therefore, Davila’s argument that 4Q10 followed the LXX against the MT because of the
short form  ותראis inconclusive. 4Q10 may simply be preserving the more common
jussive form (the form of the MT).
Category 1. 4Q10 preserves two category 1 additions. First, at F2:L3 (Gen
1:14), the scribe supplies a preposition omitted in the MT. 12 Second, at F5:L2 (Gen 3:1),
In addition to the differences discussed here, 4Q10 further differs from the MT five times
concerning plene/defective spelling. See Davila, “4QGenk,” 76.
9

See James R. Davila, “New Qumran Readings for Genesis One,” in Of Scribes and Scrolls:
Studies on the Hebrew Bible, Intertestamental Judaism, and Christian Origins, Presented to John Strugnell
on the Occasion of His Sixtieth Birthday, ed. Harold W. Attridge, John J. Collins, and Thomas H. Tobin,
Resources in Religion 5 (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1990), 9. Davila, “4QGenk,” 76.
10

Davila, “4QGenk,” 76. For other examples of long form jussives, see Gesenius, Gesenius’
Hebrew Grammar, §75t; Joüon Paul, and T Muraoka. A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew. §79m. See also Ps
90:16, which preserves a long form jussive of “ ראהto see.”
11

Wilhelm Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, ed. E. Kautzsch and A. E. Cowley, 2nd
English ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1910), §119hh. Here he says that the governing power of a preposition can
extend to a corresponding substantive of the second member in poetic parallelism. Some examples he lists
12
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4Q10 specifies the interrogative nature of the sentence with the addition of the
interrogative he. 13
Category 2. 4Q10 does not preserve a category 2 variant.
Category 3. 4Q10 does not preserve a category 3 variant.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q10’s
Textual Tradition
Based on the above analysis, 4Q10 can be shown to fit well within the Masoretic
tradition. 14 Regarding agreements, 4Q10 agrees with the MT in most details. Concerning
disagreements, 4Q10 only preserves three differences. Two, possibly all three of these
differences, simply make the text of the MT more explicit. Thus, reasonable evidence
suggests that 4Q10 interprets an MT like exemplar.
Table 1. The statistical relationship between 4Q10 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 4Q10
70

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
3

Statistical
Relationship

2

97.14%

0

100%

0

100%

include Isa 48:14; Gen 45:8, and Ezek 39:4. See also Isa 6:10 for an analogous construction. The nonrepetition of a preposition is also discussed in Joüon Paul and and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical
Hebrew, rev. ed., Subsidia Biblica, (Roma: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 2003), §132g. For a similar
phenomenon concerning the marker of the accusative, see the discussion of which birds are unclean in Deut
14:13-18.
Russell Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew Syntax: An Intermediate
Grammar (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2017).) §55a. See also Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar,
§150a.Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §150a; Paul, and Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew,
§161a. An interrogative particle is not necessary for interrogative statements in Hebrew nor in many other
languages. Intonation alone can indicate a question.
13

Overall, 7 words transcribed by Davila will not be accepted in the final word count because
of insufficient manuscript evidence: 4 words from fragment 2; 1 word from fragment 3; 1 word from
fragment 4; and 1 word from fragment 5.
14
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2Q2
2Q2 (2QExoda) partially preserves content from Exodus 1, 7-9, 11-12, 21, 26,
30, and 32 in ten fragments. 15 Baillet describes the script of 2Q2 as typical Herodian script,
while the orthography is characterized as generally full. 16
Few scholars have commented on the textual tradition of 2Q2. Even Baillet, the
editor of the text in DJD, does not identify the textual tradition of 2Q2. He does, however,
indicate that 2Q2 shares characteristics with the LXX. 17 Moreover, Tov does not include
2Q2 in his list of biblical texts categorized in Appendix 8 of his book Scribal Practices, 18
but he does identify 2Q2 as a non-aligned text in an earlier list. 19 Lange too identifies
2Q2 as a non-aligned text. 20 Contrary to Tov and Lange, 2Q2 is identified here as
belonging to the Masoretic tradition since it agrees with the MT in most readings while
disagreeing in minor details.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Baillet proposes that 2Q2 differs from the MT in ten places. Two of these
possible differences, however, are not included in the following discussion and statistics
since they depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. 21
Maurice Baillet, “Grottes 2: Exode (i),” in Les “Petites Grottes” de Qumran: Exploration de
la Falaise, les Grottes 2Q, 3Q, 5Q, 7Q à 10Q, le Rouleau de Cuivre, vol. 3, Discoveries in the Judaean
Desert of Jordan, pt. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), 49-52. I am thankful to my friend Benjamin Tilson for
translating Baillet’s discussion of 2Q2 for me from French into English.
15

16

Ibid., 49.

17

Baillet, “Grottes 2: Exode (i),” 49, comments that 2Q2 does possess a number of variants of
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 332.

the LXX.

Emanuel Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert—An Overview and Analysis of
the Published Texts,” in The Bible as Book: The Hebrew Bible and the Judaean Desert Discoveries, ed.
Edward D. Herbert and Emanuel Tov (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll, 2002), 156.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 54.
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These variants are preserved at F6:L2 (Exod 6:20) and F3:L2 (Exod 9:28). Notice the variant
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Category 1. Regarding the remaining eight differences, three of these belong to
category 1. These include the addition of a noun at F4:L1 (Exod 11:3), a substitution of
number at F1:L2 (Exod 1:12), and a substitution of a lexeme that shares sematic overlap
at F1:L2 (Exod 1:12).
Category 2. Five further variants belong to category 2. Three of these variants
are additions. The first addition is preserved at F1:L[5]-6 (Exod 1:14) and consists of the
addition [“ ] כן ירבו וכן ישרצו במאד[ ]מאד [ ויקוצו מצרים מפני בני ישרא]לThus, they multiplied
and thus they swarmed greatly], and the Egyptians dreaded before the sons of Isra[el.” A
similar expression found at Exodus 1:12 may have influenced this addition in 2Q2. In
Exodus 1:12ff, Egypt treated Israel harshly (Exod 1:11), Israel multiplied (Exod 1:12a),
and Egypt dreaded Israel (Exod 1:12b). Exodus 1:14 then emphasizes again that Egypt
treated Israel harshly. 2Q2 has a lacuna that may have originally preserved Israel
multiplied, 22 followed by the preserved phrase Egypt dreaded Israel. Thus, the addition
21F

appears to conform Exodus 1:14 to the sequence found in Exodus 1:11-12 of the MT.
The second category 2 addition of 2Q2 is preserved at F4:L2 (Exod 11:4) and
reads “ אל פרע]הto Pharaoh.” This addition makes explicit the person with whom Moses
speaks. This phenomenon also occurs at Exodus 8:5. This is a minor difference that
simply makes the MT explicit.
at F3:L2 (Exod 9:28). Baillet proposes that 2Q2 adds “ ואשand fire.” Exod 9:23 claims, “The Lord gave
thunder and hail, and fire came toward the earth,” yet Pharaoh only asks Moses to pray to God because of
the thunder and the hail (Exod 9:28). These circumstances provide a fertile context to add  ואשto Exod 9:28.
Nonetheless, the evidence of 2Q2 is too fragmentary. All that is visible is the first two letters and the top of
the third (the shin), which could have belonged to the next word of the MT, “ ַו ֲאשַׁ לְּ חָ הand I will send.”
Baillet’s proposed reconstruction depends on the fact that no traces of the lamed are visible above the line,
but the fact that letter spaces are irregular in 2Q2 weakens this reasoning. See Baillet, “Grottes 2: Exode
(i),” 49. Compare the intervals between letters of the same word for words on line 6 with words on line 5 of
fragment 1 to see the irregular spacing of 2Q2.
22

This phrase, if original to 2Q2, is now absent because of textual damage.
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The third category 2 addition occurs at F9:L4 (Exod 30:25) and reads
[“ ל[דורות]יכםthroughout your] generations.” 23 This addition conforms Exodus 30:25 to
Exodus 30:31. Both of these verses identify the oil as anointing oil “ שֶׁ מֶ ן ִמ ְשׁחַ ת־קֹ דֶ שׁ יִ ְהיֶהit
shall be a holy anointing oil,” but the MT only identifies this oil as a practice לְ דֹ רֹ תֵ יכֶם
“throughout your generations” at Exodus 30:31, not 30:25. 2Q2, however, adds the
statement [“ ל[דורות]יכםfor your] generations,” to Exodus 30:25. This addition conforms
2Q2 to the immediate context.
Besides additions, one category 2 substitution is preserved in 2Q2. This
substitution occurs at F5:L8 (Exod 12:39) and reads “ גרשום מצר]י[םthe Egyptians drove
them” while the MT reads “ גֹ ְרשׁוּ ִמ ִמּצְ ַריִ םthey were driven from Egypt.” 24 The difference
between these readings is slight. A difference in word division has led to two alternative
readings. The differences concern voice (the MT is passive while 2Q2 is active) and the
syntax of ( מצריםthe MT reads this word as Egypt, a place, and understands it as a genitive
of a prepositional phrase, whereas 2Q2 likely read it as a plural gentilic, Egyptians, and
understands it as the subject of the active verb )גרשו. The active voice of 2Q2 also has
precedent in the MT. In Exodus 6:1, God tells Moses that “he [Pharaoh] will drive them
[Israel] from his land” אַרצוֹ
ְ ֵיְ ג ְָרשֵׁ ם מ. This variant belongs to category 2 since it represents
a slight change in meaning while likely deriving from the scribal process (faulty word
division).
Last, there remains one variant whose description is ambiguous because of the
fragmentary nature of the evidence. This variant occurs at F3:L3 (Exod 9:29). Whereas
2Q2 reads “ ויואמר מושה] אליוAnd Moses said to him/And Moses said,” the MT reads
“ ַויּ ֹאמֶ ר אֵ לָיו מֹ שֶׁ הAnd Moses said to him.” The scribe of 2Q2 has either transposed the
23

Although supplied by Baillet, the  לdepends on too little manuscript evidence.

24

See Baillet’s notes about this variant in Baillet, “Grottes 2: Exode (i),” 51.
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prepositional phrase with the subject or has omitted the prepositional phrase. 25 The
fragmentary nature of this line prohibits a more precise description of this variant.
Category 3. 2Q2 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 2Q2’s
Textual Tradition
The above discussion indicates that the differences between 2Q2 and the MT
can reasonably be attributed to the scribal process. 26 While three of these variants merely
represent synonymous readings (category 1), five others represent slight changes (category
2). Moreover, each of these variants harmonize 2Q2 to parallel contexts. Therefore, the
nature of the variants, as discussed, and the high level of agreement in most other details
demonstrates that 2Q2 can reasonably be grouped as a text belonging to the Masoretic
tradition.
Table 2. The statistical relationship between 2Q2 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 2Q2
148

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category
3

Statistical
Relationship

15

89.86%

12

91.89%

0

100%

2Q3
2Q3 (2QExodb) consists of eight identifiable fragments that preserve portions
of Exodus 4, 12, 18, 21, 22, 27, 31, 19, and 34. 27 Tov hesitantly characterizes the
Baillet further notes that 2Q2 could have originally read “ ויאמר משה אל פרעהand Moses said
to Pharaoh.” Baillet, “Grottes 2: Exode (i),” 50.
25

Overall, 51 words transcribed in Accordance are not accepted here. Two belong to fragment
1; 1 belongs to fragment 2; 4 belong to fragment 3; 4 belong to fragment 4; 14 belong to fragment 5; 5
belong to fragment 6; 3 belong to fragment 7; 3 belong to fragment 8; 4 belong to fragment 9; 2 belong to
fragment 10; and 9 words belong to unidentifiable fragments.
26

27

Maurice Baillet, “Grotte 2: Exode (ii),” in Les “Petites Grottes” de Qumran, 52-55.
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orthography of 2Q3 as written in QSP, 28 while Maurice Baillet described the text as full
(i.e., more plene) while departing from the MT in a few details of morphology. 29 For
example, 2Q3 employs the following long forms: עמכח, כול, מושה, מאיות,30 and אנוכי. 31
30F

2Q3 has been described by many scholars as a non-biblical text because of
fragment 8, which appears to transition from Exodus 19:9 to Exodus 34:10 and because
of the divine name written in paleo-Hebrew. 32 Tov argues, more specifically, that 2Q3
may be an example of a rewritten Bible and questions Baillet’s identification of the first
line of fragment 8 as the remains of Exodus 19:9. 33 Tov argues, “It is more likely that this
fragment represents a non-biblical addition before Exodus 34:10 similar to the additions
in 4QRP.” 34 According to Tov, the contents of a rewritten Bible text are often close to a
biblical text, but the scribes of these texts did not intend to write a biblical text. 35 These
28

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 332.

29

Baillet, “Grotte 2: Exode (ii),” 53.

The form  מאיותsubstitutes for  מֵ אוֹתat least 9 times in the DSS. It also occurs as the kethiv in
2 Kgs 11:4, 9, and 10. For a discussion of this form, see Ibid.
30

This word is poorly preserved. However, if one were to accept this reading, the form אנוכי
for MT’s  אֲנִ יwould be quite unusual since, according to Reymond, [Qumran] biblical manuscripts tend to
follow the biblical text. In fact, Reymond comments that the usual form of the first personal pronoun in
[Qumran] biblical manuscripts is אני, not  אנוכיor אנכי. Eric D Reymond, Qumran Hebrew: An Overview of
Orthography, Phonology, and Morphology (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2014), 155.
31

See Baillet’s observations about the nature of 2Q3 in Baillet, “Grotte 2: Exode (ii),” 53. Tov
makes similar comments in Tov, “4QReworked Pentateuch,” 23, esp. 23n11. Brooke makes the same
suggestion in George J. Brooke, “Torah in the Qumran Scrolls,” in Bibel in jüdischer und Christlicher
Tradition: Festschrift für Johann Maier zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Johann Maier et al., Athenäums
Monografien Theologie 88 (Frankfurt am Main: A. Hain, 1993), 102.
32

See Emanuel Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts from Qumran,” Revue de
Qumran 16, no. 4 (December 1995): 584.
33

34

See Tov, “4QReworked Pentateuch,” 23, esp. 23n11.

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 583. Tov’s view of the 4QRP has hence
changed, and this view may have since changed. See Tov, “From 4QReworked Pentateuch to 4QPentateuch
(?).”
35
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texts are characterized by frequent exegetical omissions, additions, and transpositions.36
Contrary to Tov, Hartmut Stegemann 37 and George Brooke 38 identify 2Q3 as an excerpted
text, not a rewritten Bible. Moreover, Maurice Baillet identified 2Q3 as either a biblical
manuscript or as an anthology. 39 A more precise identification of 2Q3 as either a
rewritten Bible, excerpted text, or abbreviated text is likely impossible. 40 The text is too
fragmentary. 41
The textual tradition of 2Q3 has been further described by Tov and Lange. Tov
hesitantly identifies 2Q3 as non-aligned, 42 while Lange withholds judgment about the
nature of 2Q3 since 2Q3 exists in a highly-damaged state. 43 Excluding what appears to be
a different sequence of text in fragment 8 from the discussion, 44 it is argued here that 2Q3
36

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 583.

Hartmut Stegemann, “Weitere Stücke von 4 Q P Psalm 37, von 4 Q Patriarchal Blessings
Und Hinweis Auf Eine Unedierte Handschrift Aus Höhle 4 Q,” Revue de Qumran 6, no. 2 (September
1967): 220. Tov mentions that the rewritten Bible category was well known when Stegemann wrote his
article. Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 584.
37

38

Brooke, “Torah in the Qumran Scrolls,” 102.
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Baillet, “Grotte 2: Exode (ii),” 53.

See Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 586. Some characteristics of an
excerpted text listed by Tov include the juxtaposition of different biblical texts, either from different books
or from the same book and smaller dimensions. Tov further argues that the main criterion to identifying an
excerpted text is often the limited scope of content. Brent Strawn identifies five possible characteristics to
help identify excerpted texts in Brent Strawn, “Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran: Their Significance for
the Textual History of the Hebrew Bible and the Socio-Religious History of the Qumran Community and
Its Literature,” in The Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls: The Second Princeton Symposium on Judaism and
Christian Origins, ed. James H Charlesworth, vol. 2 (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2006), 110-22.
These characteristics are the juxtaposition of different biblical texts, smaller dimensions, correspondence in
biblical passages among excerpted passages, shared textual characteristics, and typically written in QSP
(Qumran Scribal Practice).
40

See Tov’s cautions approach to identifying 2Q3 as a rewritten Bible text in Tov, “Excerpted
and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 584.
41
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 332.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.
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Tov prescribes this rule in Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 599.
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agrees with the MT in most readings while disagreeing in only minor details. Thus, it can
be reasonably grouped within the Masoretic tradition.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Baillet proposes that 2Q3 deviates from the MT on three occasions by means
of additions. However, the first two proposed variants will not be included in the statistics
because they depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. The third proposed variant of
Baillet is partially accepted here and is included in the statistics.
The first addition proposed by Baillet occurs at F4:L5 (Exod 22:2). Baillet
proposes that 2Q3 reads ]]אין לו לש[לם5 [[“ שלם ישלם אםhe shall surely repay. If there does
not exist the ability for him to re]pay” whereas MT reads “ שַׁ לֵּם יְ שַׁ לֵּם ִאם־אֵ ין לוֹhe shall
surely repay. If there does not exist to him.” The proposed addition would clarify what is
omitted in the MT: namely, the concept of restitution. This would be a category 2 variant,
but several factors make this reading uncertain. First, all that is preserved of line 5 is the
very top upper stroke of a letter and two upward strokes of the following letter preceding
at a forty-five-degree angle deriving from a horizontal stroke connecting them. The first
letter could be the remnant of a lamed since this is the only letter to extend that far above
the line. 45 However, see 2Q2 fragment 1, line 2. Here, a vav corrected above the line:
 אותםis preserved. The superscripted vav extends above the line and complicates Baillet’s
proposal. If all that was left of fragment 1 of 2Q2 was the upper portion of line 2, then a
superscripted vav would give the appearance of a lamed. Thus, Baillet’s reconstruction is
uncertain. The following letter is even more enigmatic since no preserved letter matches
The fourth line from the bottom on fragment 8 preserves an indisputable ל. See The Leon
Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library, “Plate 739 B-284856,” accessed November 23, 2016,
http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-284856.
45
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this letter’s remains. 46 Thus, based only on manuscript evidence, the lamed is possible,
but the proposed final mem is uncertain.
Second, Baillet’s proposed reading is further complicated by the fact that the
root  שלםoccurs twice in the MT of Exodus 22:2 near where Baillet reconstructs the variant
reading  שלםso that the remnant of the  לםmight be the remnant of the reading of the MT.
Baillet argues that this is unlikely because of the size of the lacuna, 47 but reconstructions
46F

based on spatial considerations are highly tentative, especially in a fragmentary text like
2Q3. 48 Therefore, this variant will not be counted in the following discussion and statistics.
47F

Baillet reads this letter as a final mem and cites the presumed final mem of fragment 8, line 1
as evidence. Baillet, “Grotte 2: Exode (ii),” 54. However, the upward strokes of this final mem are different
than the one in fragment 4, line 5. See The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls Digital Library, “Plate 739 B284856.” The fragment in question is the first fragment in the third row.
46

47

Baillet, “Grotte 2: Exode (ii),” 54.

Although Baillet’s reasoning may appear plausible, several factors weaken his reasoning.
First, 2Q3 is highly fragmentary. No line is fully preserved, and no line fully preserves letters from more
than one spot of a line. The most fully preserved line consists of only eleven letter spaces (F8:L1), while
one line only preserves one partially preserved letter (F6:L6). This fact makes reconstruction based on
spatial considerations highly tentative especially since the number of letter spaces per line fluctuates within
a given text. Second, several situations can cause a scribe to skip space on the leather and thus, less content
will occur on a line than expected. A scribe may leave portions of a line blank to avoid writing over scar
tissue. This is the case twice in 11Q1 (Col 3:6 [Lev 24:11a]). See David Noel Freedman and Kenneth A.
Mathews, The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll (11QpaleoLev) (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1985), 4.
See also 11Q5, which contains at least fourteen instances where the scribe avoided writing on the skin
probably due to poor tanning procedures or scar tissue. See James A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂
Cave 11 (11QPsa), vol. 4, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 4 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1965), 14. Furthermore,
erasures would cause a scribe to skip space. This happens at 11Q1 Col 3:3. Here, the scribe has written את
twice and then erases the second occurrence. See Freedman and Mathews, The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus
Scroll, 43. See also 11Q1 Col 6:9 (Lev 27:19a) for another example of the scribe of 11Q1 erasing text.
Freedman and Mathews, The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll, 49. In these situations, less content is written
than would be expected. The opposite can be true too; namely, a large amount of text can be written in a
small space. For example, scribes, at times, add text above the line, crowd texts into margins, or even
vertically up the page. Moreover, not all lines of a column contain equal number of letter spaces. For example,
Julia Duncan reasons that fragments 1-3 of 4Q40 (4QDeutm) contained lines of 58 to 67 letter-spaces per
line except line 7, which she reasons may have only contained 46-53 letter spaces. See Julie A. Duncan,
“4QDeutb,” in Qumran Cave 4: Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Kings, ed. Eugene Ulrich and Frank Moore
Cross, vol. 9, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 14 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995), 114-15. See also 4Q98g
where several letters have been cramped together to fit the available space of the first line. See Patrick W.
Skehan, Eugene Ulrich, and Peter W. Flint, “Psalms: 4QPsx,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles,
vol. 11, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 16 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2000), 163.
48
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The second proposed addition occurs at F7:L1 (Exod 31:16). Baillet proposes
that 2Q3 reads הש[בת ליה]וה
֯
[“ ]ושמרו בני ישראל אתThe sons of Israel shall keep the Sab]bath
to the Lord” whereas the MT reads “ וְ שָׁ ְמרוּ ְבנֵי־יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ ל אֶ ת־הַ שַּׁ בָּ תThe sons of Israel shall keep
the Sabbath.” Baillet’s proposal is not certain for two reasons. First, what is left of the
lamed is faint, but possible. Nonetheless, Baillet’s proposed variant is weakened since the
next word of the MT begins with a lamed preposition:  ַלﬠֲשׂוֹת. Second, there is not enough
of the paleo-Hebrew to substantiate the reading יהוה. 49 Therefore, both of these proposed
48F

variants depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.
Category 1. 2Q3 does not preserve category 1 variants.
Category 2. Only one variant is accepted here, and it is a category 2 variant.
This addition is the third proposed addition by Baillet and occurs at F8:L3 (Exod 34:10).
Baillet proposes the reading [[“ ]וי[ו֯ ֯א ֯מ]ר י[הוה ׄא]ל מושהand the Lo]rd said [to Moses]”
whereas the MT reads “ וַיּ ֹאמֶ רand he said.” Baillet’s reading is possible but should be
nuanced. Part of the paleo-Hebrew remains indicating that the subject was specified.
However, Baillet’s desire to reconstruct a prepositional phrase is unwarranted. Baillet’s
proposed aleph is impossible to make out with certainty; Baillet indicates this fact. 50
49F

Thus, all that is certain is that 2Q3 makes the subject of the MT explicit. This variant
belongs to category 2.
Category 3. 2Q3 does not preserve category 3 variants.
See the middle fragment of the third line of fragments on The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls
Digital Library, “Plate 739 B-284856.”
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Baillet, “Grotte 2: Exode (ii),” 55.
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Differences that may be caused by excerpted nature. The ambiguity of
fragment 8 may be the result of the excerpting process since the text appears to transition
from Exodus 19:9 to Exodus 34:10.
Statistics and Conclusion of 2Q3’s
Textual Tradition
Based on this analysis, 2Q3 can be shown to fit well within the Masoretic
tradition. 51 Regarding agreements, 2Q3 agrees with the MT in most details. Concerning
disagreements, 2Q3 preserves only one difference. This difference simply makes the MT
explicit.
Table 3. The statistical relationship between 2Q3 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 2Q3
32

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category
3

Statistical
Relationship

1

96.88%

1

96.88%

0

100%

4Q15
4Q15 (4QExodd) exists as one fragment preserving text from Exodus 13 and
15. 52 The scribe wrote in an elegant Hasmonaean hand that dates from the late second or
early first century BC. 53 Out of the thirty-three full and partially preserved words, 4Q15
differs orthographically only twice—in the same word—from the MT. 54
51
2Q3 is very damaged. Fifty-one of the words transcribed by Accordance will not be accepted
here. Thirteen of these words derive from unidentifiable fragments. One derives from fragment 1; 5 from
fragment 2; 4 from fragment 3; 5 from fragment 4; 7 from fragment 5; 1 from fragment 6i; 2 from fragment
6ii; 5 from fragment 7; and 8 from fragment 8.
52

Judith E. Sanderson, ed., “4QExodd,” in Qumrân Cave 4: Genesis to Numbers, 127.

53

Ibid.

54

Ibid.
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The exact nature of this fragment is enigmatic since it is poorly preserved and
because of the sequence of text. The text preserves Exodus 13:15-16 followed by Exodus
15:1. Judith Sanderson suggests that 4Q15 may be a liturgical scroll. 55 Tov more
confidently identifies 4Q15 as an abbreviated text for liturgical purposes. 56 The fact that
the fragment omits material between Masoretic paragraph markers (Exod 13:15-16 ends
with a  סwhile Exod 15:1 begins with a  )פfurther indicates that the omission was likely
intentional.
Only a few other scholars have commented on the textual nature of 4Q15
beyond stating that it may be an excerpted/abbreviated text. Emanuel Tov lists 4Q15 as a
non-aligned text with an exclamation mark in appendix 8 of Scribal Practices and
Approaches Reflected in the Texts from the Judean Desert. 57 Lange classifies 4Q15 as
unable to be classified because of textual damage. 58 It is demonstrated here that 4Q15 can
reasonably be classified as belonging to the Masoretic tradition since it agrees with the
MT in most readings.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Besides the different sequence of texts, which likely indicates the text’s
excerpted nature, the only difference is a difference in spelling. 4Q15 reads  ]א[נ֯ כיat L2
(Exod 13:16) while the MT 4Q15 אֲנִ י. 59
58F
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Sanderson, “4QExodd,” 127.

See Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 591, 597-98. Tov further states that
4Q15 was probably meant for personal use in Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 3rd ed.
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2012), 321.
56

57

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 332.

58

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.

Reymond argues that the biblical manuscripts tend to follow the biblical text when
representing personal pronouns. Reymond, Qumran Hebrew, 155. This form, therefore, might be evidence
of the text’s non-biblical status or evidence that it was copied from memory.
59

55

Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q15’s
Textual Tradition
Based on the analysis, 4Q15 can be shown to fit well within the Masoretic
tradition. 60 Due to the limited size of 4Q15, one cannot be sure that it originally belonged
to a biblical document. It may have been a quote from a non-biblical text. Despite this
fact, the content of this fragment is identical to the MT besides one substitution of
spelling. This substitution is insignificant; it does not even belong as a category 1 variant.
Table 4. The statistical relationship between 4Q15 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 4Q15

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category
3

Statistical
Relationship

31

0

100%

0

100%

0

100%

4Q16
4Q16 (4QExode) exists in one fragment and partially preserves Exodus 13:3-5.
The fragment is written in an early Hasmonaean semi-cursive script dating from the
middle to the late second century BC. 61 The orthography is fuller than MT, but does not
exhibit features common to Tov’s QSP. 62 Sanderson and Tov argue that 4Q16’s small
column size most likely indicates that the scroll originally did not contain all of Exodus,
but existed as an excerpted text. 63 Beyond labeling 4Q16 as an excerpted text, only a few
other scholars have commented on the textual tradition preserved in the text. Tov labels
What remains of 4Q15 is well preserved. Only four words transcribed by Accordance are not
accepted here. All of these words derive from line 5 of the fragment: the last line.
60

61

Judith E. Sanderson, ed., “4QExode,” in Qumrân Cave 4: Genesis to Numbers, 127.

62

For a list of the orthographic differences between 4Q16, see ibid., 130.

Ibid. See also Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 596. He cites b. B. Bat 14a
as evidence, which says, “The size of the columns should be commensurate with the size of the scroll.”
63

56

4Q16 as non-aligned, 64 while Lange withholds judgment about the textual nature of 4Q16
because of textual damage. 65
Description and Categorization
the Variants
4Q16 possess both category 1 and category 2 variants.
Category 1. Four variants belong to category 1. These variants include the
omission of three conjunctive vavs at L6 (Exod 13:5) and the transposition of two nouns
in a list at L6 (Exod 13:5).
Category 2. 4Q16 preserves four category 2 variants. Two of these variants
are additions. The first addition is preserved at L2 (Exod 13:3). 4Q16 reads מארץ מצרים
“from the land of Egypt,” while the MT reads “ ִמ ִמּצְ ַריִ םfrom Egypt.” The addition of
4Q16 provides a more descriptive definition of the place of Israel’s slavery: the land of
Egypt (4Q16) as opposed to Egypt (MT). 4Q16 is slightly different, but since the MT
commonly refers to Egypt as the land of Egypt, the difference is slight (e.g., Gen 21:21;
41:19, 29, 33, 36, 41).
Second, at L5 (Exod 13:5), 4Q16 designates the Lord who brought Israel out of
the Land of Egypt as [“ ] יהו[ה אלוהיךthe Lor]d your God” whereas the MT describes the
Lord as “ יְ הוָהthe Lord.” 66 The addition of “your God” is an adaption to a formulaic
65F

expression and represents only a slight change. 67
6F

64

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 332.

65

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.

66

The same variant is preserved at 4Q41 Col 2:10-11 (Deut 5:5).

Emanuel Tov, “Textual Harmonizations in the Ancient Texts of Deuteronomy in Mishneh
Today,” in Mishneh Todah: Studies in Deuteronomy and Its Cultural Environment in Honor of Jeffrey H.
Tigay, ed. Nili Sacher Fox, David A. Glatt-Gilad, and Michael James Williams (Winona Lake, IN:
Eisenbrauns, 2009), 19.
67
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4Q16 also preserves an omission with respect to the MT. At L2 (Exod 13:3),
4Q16 omits the fuller description of the MT. The MT describes Egypt beyond the
description provided in 4Q16 to include the phrase “ ִמבֵּ ית ﬠֲבָ ִדיםfrom the house of slavery.”
Describing God’s redemption from Egypt as redemption “from the house of slavery” is a
very common designation in the MT (e.g., Exod 13:3, 14; 20:2; Deut 5:6; 6:12; 7:8; 8:14;
13:5, 10; Josh 24:17; Jdgs 6:8; Jer 34:13), but at times this designation is omitted as it is
in 4Q16 (e.g., Ex 13:16; Deut 6:21). This omission could have derived from parablepsis
due to homoioarcton (the scribe’s eyes skipping from the ending of  מצריםto the ending of
)עבדים. However, this explanation is not definitive. This omission could also have derived
from the scribe writing the text from memory. Thus, this omission belongs to category 2
because it represents a slight change in perspective.
4Q16 preserves one substitution. At L6 (Exod 13:5), 4Q16 reads אשר
ׄ
ׄ“ כjust as”
where the MT reads “ אֲ שֶׁ רthat.” Both constructions have precedent in the MT. The
conjunction  כאשרis used in Deuteronomy 13:18; 19:8; 26:15; and 29:12 whereas the
relative  אשרis used in Deuteronomy 6:10; 7:12; and 8:18. Furthermore, both constructions
modify and clarify the prepositional phrase אל־ארץ, but in slightly different ways. The
 אשרintroduces a demonstrative/relative clause, 68 whereas the  כאשרintroduces a
comparative clause. 69 Thus, this variant belongs to category 2 because it represents a
68F

slight change in perspective.
Category 3. 4Q16 does not preserve a category 3 variant.
68

Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §138a-f.

Ibid., 104a-b. See also Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, and Charles A. Briggs, eds., The BrownDriver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996), 455.
69
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Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q16’s
Textual Tradition
Based on the analysis, 4Q16 fits within the Masoretic tradition. 70 However,
due to the small column size, it is highly likely that 4Q16 was an excerpted text. Textual
analysis of excerpted texts must be done with great caution since variants of an excerpted
text may not always be evidence of the text’s textual tradition, but may be the result of a
scribe copying the text from memory. 71 Rabbinic tradition permitted mezuzot and
phylacteries to be written by heart, not from a written text (b. Megilla 18b). 72 Thus, small
deviations such as those found in 4Q16 do not necessarily indicate that the textual
tradition behind 4Q16 was not the MT. Regarding agreements, 4Q16 agrees with the MT
in most details while preserving only minor difference from the MT. Moreover, these
minor differences can all be explained as examples of harmonization. Thus, 4Q16 can
reasonably be classified as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Table 5. The statistical relationship between 4Q16 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 4Q16

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category
3

Statistical
Relationship

61

11

81.97 %

7

88.52%

0

100%

The one fragment from 4Q16 is well preserved, but seven words transcribed by Accordance
are not accepted here.
70

Julie A Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” Revue de Qumran 18, no. 1
(April 1997): 60.
71

Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” 61n68. See also Brooke’s comments
about the nature of the tefillin and mezuzot from Qumran, in George J. Brooke, “The Textual Tradition of
the Temple Scroll and Recently Published manuscripts of the Pentateuch,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls: Forty
Years of Research, ed. Devorah Dimant and Uriel Rappaport, Series on The Texts of the Desert of Judah 10
(Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1992), 279-80. He says that the types of differences between these texts
and biblical texts may not simply be the result of scribal memory, but they might be the result of a desire to
make the Pentateuch more internally consistent through assimilation.
72
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11Q1
11Q1 (11QPaleoLev) is preserved in an excellent state. 11Q1 consists of
“useless bits; fifteen fragments; and one scroll of seven columns.” 73 Only a few darkened
areas prohibit certain readings unlike many other biblical-DSS. 74 According to Freedman
and Mathews, “The scroll’s height was roughly four times greater than the extant lower
portion.” 75 Portions of Leviticus 4, 10, 11, 13-27 are preserved. 76
11Q1 was carefully designed. Vertical lines provide side margins and columns
while horizontal lines provide a consistent guide to suspend letters. 77 Spacing between
lines prohibit letters from crowding other lines while enabling adequate space for
correction above the word. 78 Scribal dots evenly space words along the line and function
as word dividers. 79
11Q1 consists of several unique features. First, the scribe left words unfinished
at the end of the line and finished them on the subsequent line (e.g., Col 3:6-7). 80 Second,
11Q1 preserves two types of paragraphing. One type is characterized as a “vav-method”
where one line is left incomplete, the next line is skipped, and the vav of the first word of
the next line is enlarged and occupies the middle of the remaining incomplete space. 81
The second type, “the non-vav method,” consists of a closed incomplete line, but the next
73

Freedman and Mathews, The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll, 3.

74

Ibid., 4.

75

Ibid.

76

Ibid., 5.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 8.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 9.

81

Ibid., 10.
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line begins without an enlarged vav. 82 The breaks employed mostly agree with the
paragraph breaks of the MT. 83 Third, the scribe made a few mistakes: some of which he
erases, others he leaves uncorrected, and one he brackets. Concerning the bracketed text,
Freedman and Mathews argue, “Rather than erasing the lengthy insertion—almost one
line of text—the scribe ‘bracketed’ the interpolation to draw attention to its
misplacement.” 84
The script of 11Q1 is inconsistent so that Richard Hanson first postulated if
11Q1 was written by more than one scribe, but he still characterized the script of the
scroll as handsome and economical. 85 On paleographical grounds, he dates the scroll to
ca. 100 BC. 86
Freedman and Mathews argue that the orthography of 11Q1 reflects the MT
prototype as opposed to the orthography of proto-Samaritan texts. 87 In fact, they state that
the spelling of 11Q1 is remarkably close to the MT with only a few insignificant
differences. 88 This fact is unusual since most Qumran texts written in paleo-Hebrew
follow the proto-Samaritan orthography. 89
Several scholars have commented concerning the textual character of 11Q1. 90
The history of labeling 11Q1 as a mixed text began with Freedman. Freedman’s suggestion
82

Freedman and Mathews, The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll, 10.

83

Ibid., 12.

Ibid. See also Brooke, “The Textual Tradition,” 275-76. He argues that the change bracketed
was a deliberate change since the scroll does not deviate much from known texts.
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Freedman and Mathews, The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll, 18.

86

Ibid., 20-23.
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Ibid., 82.

88

Ibid., 78.

89

Ibid., 82.

90

Interestingly, The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll does not contain a discussion of the textual
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is based on agreements and disagreements with the MT, the Samaritan Pentateuch, and
the LXX and the nature of the script. Despite Freedman labeling 11Q1 as a mixed text, he
asserts that 11Q1 is related predominantly with the MT, but slightly more with the
Samaritan Pentateuch. 91 Freedman states, “In view of the textual characteristics and the
script of the present manuscript, it is reasonable to conclude that it belongs to the
Palestinian, or proto-Samaritan, text-type.” 92 Freedman attributes the influence of the MT
upon 11Q1 as the result of the early date of 11Q1: “11Q Lev [11Q1] thus reflects an
older stage in the history of the Palestinian text, itself a descendant of the Babylonian text
[the MT] presumably brought to Jerusalem by Ezra the Scribe in the 5th century B.C.” 93
Thus, Freedman suggests that 11Q1 can be described as a mixed text because it represents
an early stage of the Palestinian family. It is a text that derives from the Masoretic text
but has gleaned features in common with the Samaritan Pentateuch.
Kenneth Mathews argues that 11Q1 can be described as a mixed text but
questions the accurateness of this classification. His conclusions are based on both a
qualitative and a quantitative analysis of the text. On the one hand, he states that 11Q1
does not mirror one tradition, but contains a mixture of readings while possessing unique
readings (Tov’s non-aligned category). 94 Thus, Mathews states that Tov is correct to
argue that 11Q1 has no clear textual affiliation. 95 Nonetheless, Mathews points out that
character of 11Q1. This fact is pointed out in Florentino García Martínez, “Review of the Paleo-Hebrew
Leviticus Scroll (11QpaleoLev),” Journal for the Study of Judaism in the Persian, Hellenistic and Roman
Period 17, no. 2 (December 1986): 250.
David Noel Freedman, “Variant Readings in the Leviticus Scroll from Qumran Cave 11,”
The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 36, no. 4 (October 1974): 533.
91

92

Ibid.

93

Ibid., 534.

K. A. Mathews, “The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll from Qumran,” The Biblical
Archaeologist 50, no. 1 (March 1987): 51.
94

95

K. A. Mathews, “The Leviticus Scroll (11QpaleoLev) and the Text of the Hebrew Bible,”
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the differences between the textual witnesses of Leviticus are largely insignificant errors
that result from the mechanics of the transmission process. 96 Furthermore, Leviticus can
be described as existing in a textually uniform state. 97 Therefore, Mathews acknowledges
that 11Q1 fits Tov’s criteria, but casts doubt on the appropriateness of labeling 11Q1 as
non-aligned because of the nature of 11Q1’s inconsistent agreement and unique readings;
namely, they are insignificant. Mathews further identifies 11Q1 as an inferior text. It is
“the kind of text one would expect of a sectarian manuscript antedating the stabilization
of the Hebrew Bible.” 98 Furthermore, contrary to Freedman, Mathews states that 11Q1
does not distinctively resemble the reading of the Samaritan Pentateuch neither does its
orthography reflect that found in the Samaritan Pentateuch; rather, the orthography
reflects the orthography found in the MT. 99
Emanuel Tov argues that 11Q1 ought to be classified as non-aligned because
of its inconsistent agreement with the MT, Samaritan Pentateuch, and the LXX. 100 In
fact, Tov argues that 11Q1 was the text that opened his eyes to the non-aligned category
since it could not adequately be described as a type of the MT or the Samaritan
Pentateuch. 101 Lange, who bases his analysis of the biblical-DSS on Tov’s classification
grid, also lists 11Q1 as non-aligned. 102
The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 48, no. 2 (April 1986): 198.
96

Mathews, “The Leviticus Scroll (11QpaleoLev),” 198.
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Mathews, “The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll,” 51.
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Mathews, “The Leviticus Scroll (11QpaleoLev),” 199.

Emanuel Tov, “A Modern Textual Outlook Based on the Qumran Scrolls,” Hebrew Union
College Annual 53 (1982): 19. Tov’s assessment of 11Q1 first appeared in Hebrew in Emanuel Tov,
“Textual Character of the Leviticus Scroll from Qumran Cave 11,” Shanton, 238-44.
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Tov, “A Modern Textual Outlook,” 19.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 54.
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Like Mathews, the conclusions here are based on a mixed method. First, the
variants are categorized based on their quality. Second, three sets of statistics are
provided to depict the quantitative relationship between 11Q1 and the MT. Based on this
analysis, 11Q1 can reasonably be claimed to belong to the Masoretic tradition.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Freedman and Mathews discuss forty-eight differences between the MT and
11Q1. 103 Out of the forty-eight differences, nineteen differences are dismissed here from
the following discussion and statistics. Four of these differences depend on insufficient
manuscript evidence; one is a correction likely from the first hand; eleven represent
synonymous spellings of the same word; two concern a kethiv/qere; in one instance,
Freedman and Mathews appear to mistakenly represent the form of the MT. 104
Category 1. Several differences belong to category 1. These variants account
for eighteen points in the statistics. However, one substitution can either be grouped as a
category 1 or 2 variant. This variant is found at FKi:L5 (Lev 21:8b). Whereas 11Q1 reads
“ מקדשמwho sanctifies them,” the MT reads “ ְמקַ ִדּ ְשׁ ֶכםwho sanctifies you.” Leviticus 21:19 describes the cleanness laws for a priest. Leviticus 21:8a of 11Q1 and the MT both state
that the priest is to be sanctified by the people. The reason for sanctifying the priest,
however, is slightly different. In 21:8b, 11Q1 gives the reason that “the Lord is the one
who sanctifies them” while the MT reads, “The Lord is the one who sanctifies you.” This
difference can be explained in two ways. First, one can argue that this is a material
difference. The referent for each version is different: 11Q1 refers to the priests while the
MT refers to the people. The second explanation is that 11Q1 and the MT refer to the
In addition to these differences, they also list 34 words that differ from the MT regarding
plene/defective spelling.
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same referent in a slightly different manner. Mathews argues for the former explanation
but asserts that both readings have contextual support. 105 In the latter explanation, the
referent is best explained as the people. Ezekiel 20:12 provides some precedent for this
explanation since it alludes to Exodus 31:13. Both verses explain that the Sabbath was
given to Israel as a sign that Israel might know “that I am the Lord who sanctifies them”
(Ezek 20:12) or “sanctifies you” (Exod 31:13). These texts use different pronominal
suffixes to refer to Israel. Thus, it is possible that both 11Q1 and the MT refer to the same
referent by means of different pronominal suffixes.
Category 2. Three additions preserved in 11Q1 belong to category 2. First,
11Q1 adds the phrase “ בו כל ימי ז]בbecause of it all the days of [his discharge]” at FG:L7
(Lev 15:3b). This phrase is surrounded by lacunae. However, the phrase most likely
followed the last phrase of the verse of the MT: “his uncleanness, it is” ט ְֻמאָתוֹ הִ וא. This
addition occurs in the LXX and the Samaritan Pentateuch although the readings of the
LXX and the Samaritan Pentateuch are not identical. 106 Leviticus 15:13-14 clarifies how
105F

long the person with the discharge will be unclean: seven days after his cleansing. The
Samaritan Pentateuch and the LXX agree with the MT that the man will be clean seven
days after his cleansing. The addition, then, simply specifies a fact assumed by the MT:
he is unclean all the days of his discharge. 107
106F

The second addition is preserved at FL:L5 (Lev 22:24a) and concerns the
identification of the direct object. The verse in the MT begins with four direct objects,
follows with the verb, and then specifies to whom the offering is presented. 11Q1 appears
to follow the same pattern but inserts the demonstrative pronoun “ אלהthese” after the
105
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Freedman and Mathews, The Paleo-Hebrew Leviticus Scroll, 32.

For a discussion of possible explanations for this variant see Freedman, “Variant Readings,”
528-29. Cf. the explanations offered in Mathews, “The Leviticus Scroll (11QpaleoLev),” 177-78.
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verb. Thus, 11Q1 identifies the objects twice in this verse. The clause in question of the
MT reads “ תַּ קְ ִריבוּ ַ ֽליהוָהthey will offer to the Lord” whereas 11Q1 reads תקריבו אלה ליהוה
“they will offer these to the Lord.” The addition of the demonstrative pronoun again
makes the text of the MT explicit.
The third addition is preserved at Col 5:7 (Lev 26:24a). The MT describes how
God will walk with Israel if Israel does not turn to God after he disciplines them. If they do
not turn to God, God will walk with them “in hostility”  בְּ קֶ ִריaccording to the MT. 11Q1
states that he will walk “in the anger of his hostility” בחמת ק]ר[י. In Leviticus 26, God
describes how he will walk with Israel if they do not accept his discipline (Lev 26:24, 28,
41). One the one hand, at Leviticus 26:28, Moses describes God as 11Q1 does: as one who
will walk in the anger of his hostility (Lev 26:28). On the other hand, at Leviticus 26:24
and 41, Moses simply describes God as walking in hostility. Thus, 11Q1 has precedent
within the MT. 108
107F

11Q1 preserves three omissions that belong to category 2. The first is preserved
at FF:L2 (Lev 14:16b). 11Q1 omits “ בְּ אֶ צְ בָּ עוֹwith his finger.” The MT reads that “he will
sprinkle some of the fat with his finger seven times before the Lord while 11Q1 reads that
“he will sprinkle some of the fat seven tim[es] befor[e the Lord].” In Leviticus, the
concept of a priest sprinkling something with his finger does not always specify that the
sprinkling is done with his finger. Moses omits this point eight times in Leviticus (Lev
4:6, 17; 5:9; 6:20; 8:11, 30; 14:7, 51), but specifies this point five times (Lev 14:16, 27;
16:14twice, 19). Thus, the omission is not alarming, but fits with the style of the MT.
The second omission is preserved at FH:L2 (Lev 17:2a) and concerns the
words “ בָּ נָיו וְ אֶ לhis sons and to”. The MT lists those whom Moses should speak as Aaron
and to his sons and to all the sons of Israel while 11Q1 states that Moses is to speak with
Aaron and to all the sons of Israel. The omission is almost positively the result of
108
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parablepsis due to homoioarcton. 109 The scribe’s eyes most likely skipped from  ואלto ואל
omitting בניו ואל. Nonetheless, the omission does not significantly change the meaning of
the text since Aaron’s sons would be included among the sons of Israel. No person
included by the MT is excluded by 11Q1.
The third omission occurs at Col 5:7 (Lev 26:24a). 11Q1 omits the phrase אַף־
“ אֲנִ יeven I.” This verse supplies the apodosis of the general condition if Israel disobeys.
The omission is small since the MT at times omits this phrase in a similar construction. It
is omitted at Leviticus 26:27 but is included at Leviticus 26:24 and 26:40. Thus, the
omission of this phrase fits within the general tradition preserved in the MT.
Besides additions and omissions, 11Q1 also preserves two category 2
substitutions. The first substitution is found at FC:L1 (Lev 11:27a). Here, 11Q1 reads
[“ גחו]ניוits] bellie[s]” against the MT, which reads “ ַכּ ָפּיוits hands.” 11Q1 has harmonized
Leviticus 11:27 with 11:42. 110 Leviticus 11:42 identifies ַל־אַרבַּ ע
ְ כֹּ ל הוֹלֵ� ﬠַ ל־גָּחוֹן וְ כֹ ל הוֹלֵ� ﬠ
“all that walk on the belly and all that walk on four.” Leviticus 11:27 reads וְ כֹ ל הוֹלֵ� ﬠַל־
ﬠַל־אַרבַּ ע
ְ
־החַ יָּה הַ הֹ ֶלכֶת
ֽ ַ “ כַּפָּ יו ְבּכָלand all that walk on its hands, among all the animals that
walk on fours.” Thus, the proximity of these verses and the similarity of content provided
fertile ground for substituting the MT’s “ ַכּפָּיוits hands” with either “ גחוניוits bellies” or
simply “ גחוןbelly.” 111
10F

The two substitution is preserved at Col 1:7 (Lev 22:25b). Here, 11Q1 reads
“ משחתימ המthey are corrupted” while the MT reads “ מָ ְשׁחָ תָ ם בָּ הֶ םit’s corruption is in
them.” The reading of the MT is difficult. 112 The clause gives the reason why Israel
1F
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cannot offer animals to the Lord from the hand of a foreigner. The MT gives the reason
that “its corruption is in them” (them refers to the potential sacrifices prohibited by the
Lord). 11Q1 communicates the same meaning, but differently. 11Q1 reads that these
should not be offered because “they are corrupted.” 113 In Mathews’ judgment, 11Q1
along with the versions attempt to improve the MT. 114
Last, two variants’ descriptions are uncertain for several reasons. The first
variant may either be an omission or transposition, and it occurs at FA:L3 (Lev 4:25).
Certainty about this variant is complicated by the fact that the identification of this
fragment is not completely certain. 115 Nonetheless, most likely, fragment A preserves
Leviticus 4:24-26 partially. 116 This identification depends on proximity of the verbs שפך
and ספר. These verbs only occur in the same context in three passages. Moreover, the
partially preserved line 2 also indicates that fragment A likely preserves Leviticus 4:2426. 117 The reading of 11Q1 under discussion is ושפ]כ
ׄ “ העלהof burnt offering and he will
pou[r].” The MT has � ֹ“ הָ עֹ לָה וְ אֶ ת־דָּ מוֹ יִ ְשׁפּof burnt offering and he will pour out its blood.”
If this variant was an omission, 11Q1 would have omitted the direct object “its blood,”
which is fronted before the verb in the MT. If the variant is transposition, then 11Q1 would
be preserving the typically word order of BH. A similar passage occurs at Leviticus 17:13
of the MT and places the verb before the direct object “ וְ שָׁ פַ� אֶ ת־דָּ מוֹand he will pour its
blood.” 118 Thus, transposition is a likely explanation. Spatial considerations are of no help
17 F

since the difference in letter spaces between an omission and transposition is small: eight
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letter spaces. Moreover, the fragment only preserves partially four lines: the most letter
spaces preserved in a line of this fragment is ten letter spaces and the smallest is only one
letter space. These reasons make any theory dependent on spatial considerations highly
tentative.
The second variant with an unclear description is preserved at FA:L4 (Lev
4:26b). The reading preserved in 11Q1 is [“ ה וכפר על]יוto the Lor]d. And he will make
atonement fo[r him].” The MT reads “ הַ ְשּׁל ִָמים וְ כִ ֶפּר ָﬠלָיוof peace offering. And he will
make atonement for him.” The fact that a variant exists between 11Q1 and the MT depends
on the fact that the word before  וכפרin the MT ends with a mem, not he. Freedman and
Mathews list several explanations that could have accounted for the he. The less invasive
explanation appears to be the simple addition of ליהוה. Although this is not certain, this
addition is the most conservative approach in the statistics.
Statistics and Conclusion of 11Q1’s
Textual Tradition
The above descriptions and categorizations demonstrate that all the differences
between 11Q1 and the MT can be ascribed to the scribal process. 119 Most of these
differences represent synonymous spellings and constructions. The remaining eleven
differences are slightly more significant but provide shaky grounds for postulating a textual
tradition besides the MT since these can all be reasonably attributed to the scribal process.
The previous descriptions and categorization demonstrate that 11Q1 fits well within the
Masoretic tradition. Furthermore, the following three sets of statistics reinforce this
conclusion.
Freedman and Mathews estimate that “the scrolls height was roughly four times greater
than the extant lower portion.” Ibid., 4. Nonetheless, the scroll contains roughly 1,600 words according to the
word counts in Accordance. Because of the size of this scroll, the total word count calculations will only
account for the total word count according to Accordance plus suffixes and minus those variants that depend
on insufficient manuscript evidence and remains of words from unidentifiable fragments (46 words derive
from unidentifiable fragments).
119
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Table 6. The statistical relationship between 11Q1 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 11Q1
1594

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category
3

Statistical
Relationship

39

97.55%

20

98.75%

0

100%

11Q2
11Q2 (11QLeviticusb) exists as nine fragments and preserves readings from
Leviticus 7-10, 13-15, and 25. Fragments 2 and 6 are the only fragments readable to the
naked eye. 120 The scribe wrote 11Q2 in a formal late Herodian style (ca. AD 50) and
wrote plene in every possible case, but does not use the long third masculine plural
suffix. 121 Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude describe the textual character of
11Q2 as somewhere between the MT and the LXX based on general agreements and
disagreements. 122 Tov lists 11Q2 as non-aligned 123 while Lange argues that the textual
tradition of 11Q2 cannot be identified because of textual damage. 124 The fact that the
divine name is written in paleo-Hebrew may be a clue that 11Q2 was a non-biblical text.125
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Thirteen variants are listed by the editors between 11Q2 and the MT. One of
these variants, however, depends on insufficient manuscript evidence and will not be
included in this discussion. This difference occurs at F2:L4 (Lev 10:1). One other variant
Florentino García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, and A. S. van der Woude,
“11QLeviticusb,” in Qumran Cave 11, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 23 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1998), 1.
120
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listed by the editors is only partially accepted here again because it depends on insufficient
manuscript evidence. This variant occurs at F7:L3 (Lev 25:33). The reading supplied by
the editors is “ ביתו ֯ע]ירhis house in a c[ity]” 126 while the MT reads “ בַּ יִ ת וְ ﬠִ ירhouse and in
a city.” If the proposal is original, then the difference is most likely a scribal error resulting
from uncertainty about the placement of the vav. 127 Although this reading is possible, the
ayin is not clearly visible so that one cannot determine if  עירhas a vav or not. Thus, only
the reading “ ביתוhis house” is accepted here; it represents an addition.
Category 1. Three variants belong to category 1. There is one substitution at
F3:L5 (Lev 13:59) and two instances where an article is omitted at F3:L4 (Lev 13:59).
Category 2. Four differences belong to category 2. They are additions. The
first addition occurs at F2:L1 (Lev 9:23). 11Q2 reads [ה ׄעם
֯ “ [את כו]לall the people”
whereas the MT reads “ אֶ ת־הָ ָﬠםthe people.” The MT’s omission of “ כלall” does not
imply that Moses and Aaron only blessed some of the people. Rather, 11Q2 simply
makes the text more explicit. This fact is evident since the people are described in the next
clause, and again, in the next verse of the MT as “ כָּל־הָ ָﬠםall the people.” Thus, 11Q2
simply makes the MT explicit by harmonizing this clause to the immediate context.
The next addition is preserved at F2:L3 (Lev 9:24). Here, 11Q2 reads החלב
“ השלמ]יםthe fat, that is the peace offerings,” while the MT simply reads “ הַ ֲחלָבִ יםthe fat
pieces.” 128 11Q2’s reading specifies that the fat pieces belonged to the peace offering. 129
127 F

128F

See the translation of Martin G. Abegg, Peter W. Flint, and Eugene Charles Ulrich, The
Dead Sea Scrolls Bible: The Oldest Known Bible (San Francisco: HarperSan Francisco, 1999), 104, but
note that the translation does not account for the pronominal suffix.
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Furthermore, unlike the MT, 11Q2 refers to the fat pieces as a collective singular, not a
plural entity (the difference of number is a category 1 variant).
128

It is possible that 11Q2 also specified that the fat pieces belonged to the sin offerings, but
the line is damaged so that the rest of the line is not available. Cf. Lev 9:8-10, 15.
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The addition of 11Q2 harmonizes Leviticus 9:24 to the immediate context and, likely, to
the wider teaching of peace offerings in Leviticus. Leviticus 19:20 demonstrates that fat
pieces from peace offerings were sacrificed on behalf of the people. Thus, specifying that
the fat pieces belonged to the peace offerings four verses later is not alarming.
Moreover, the wider teaching on peace offerings may have influenced the scribe.
Leviticus 3:1-5 and 6:5 [Eng., 6:12] link burnt offering with the fat of peace offerings as
does 11Q2’s addition at F2:L3 (Lev 9:24). Leviticus 3:1-5 identifies the fat of the entrails,
the two kidneys with fat, and the long lobe of the liver of a peace offering as a food
offering to be burnt on top of the burnt offering. Leviticus 6:5 [Eng., 6:12] preserves a
phrase almost identical to 11Q1: “ חֶ לְ ֵ ֥בי הַ ְשּׁל ִ ָֽמיםthe fat pieces of the peace offerings.” This
text states that the burnt offering and the fat of the peace offerings are to be burnt
together on the altar. 130 11Q2’s addition, therefore, clearly indicates that Leviticus 5:5
129F

[Eng., 6:12] has occurred; namely, the burnt offering and the fat of the peace offering
were burning together when the Lord consumed them. Therefore, the addition of 11Q1
simply conforms Leviticus 9:24 both to the immediate and wider context.
The third addition occurs at F2:L7 (Lev 10:1). 11Q2 simply identifies the
subject implied in the MT. 11Q2 [“ ]לוא צוה יהו[ה אותםthe Lor]d [did not command] them”
while the MT reads “ ל ֹא צִ וָּה אֹ תָ םhe did not command them.” The subject of the verb is the
Lord in the MT; 11Q2 simply makes this explicit.
The fourth addition is found at F7:L3 (Lev 25:33). 131 The exact nature of this
variant is ambiguous. The reading supplied by the editors is “ ביתו ֯ע]ירhis house in a c[ity],”
while the MT reads“ בַּ יִ ת וְ ﬠִ ירhouse even in a city.” If this proposed reading is original, the
Interestingly, the law concerning the burnt offerings of Lev 6:2 [Eng., 6:9] specifies that the
burnt offerings are to remain on the altar all night until the morning. However, the Lord consumes these
offerings in a moment in Lev 9:24. The fact that the burnt offering along with the fat of the peace offering are
to be left on the altar until morning further confirms that the fat of Lev 9:24 belonged to the peace offerings.
130
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difference would most likely be a scribal error resulting from uncertainty about the
placement of the ו. 132 Although this reading is possible, the ayin is not clearly visible so
that one cannot determine if  עירhas a vav or not. Thus, the reading  ֯ע]ירis not accepted
here. The reading ביתו, therefore, regardless of how it was derived was read as “his
house.” This addition is minor. It simply identified further the owner of the home;
namely, the home of a Levite.
Category 3. 11Q2 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 11Q2’s
Textual Tradition
Overall, 11Q2 agrees with the MT in most cases while disagreeing in only minor
details. 133 Moreover, regarding the minor disagreements, three out of seven of them are
occasions where the scribe made the MT more explicit while one additional difference is
most likely the result of a scribal error. The last three differences are minor, but harder to
explain (e.g., the omissions of the article twice). The analysis of 11Q2 demonstrates that
11Q2 can reasonably be understand as belonging to the Masoretic tradition. The editors’
description that the textual character of 11Q2 is somewhere between the MT and the
LXX is understandable, but not entirely accurate. 11Q2 only agrees with LXX against the
MT in two instances. 134 In both of these instances, 11Q2 simply makes the text of the MT
explicit. 135 Therefore, 11Q2 is best described as belonging to the Masoretic tradition. More
132
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Since only fragments 2 and 6 are legible to the naked eye, the total word counts accept those
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precisely, it belongs to the Masoretic tradition while preserving a few additions in
agreement with the LXX that make the text more explicit.
Table 7. The statistical relationship between 11Q2 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 11Q2
93

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category 3

Statistical
Relationship

8

91.40%

5

94.62%

0

100%

4Q29
4Q29 (4QDeutb) exists in eight fragments and preserves text partially from
Deuteronomy 29-32. 136 The scribe wrote in an early Hasmonaenan hand dating to ca.,
150-100 B.C. 137 Duncan describes the orthography as follows: it conforms generally to
the orthography found in the MT and the Samaritan Pentateuch; unaccented ā to ō is
typically not represented; accented ā to ō is represented; u to ō is not marked in accented
or unaccented syllabus; aw to ō, ay to ê, and ay to ī are marked. 138
4Q29’s textual tradition is described by Duncan as belonging to the Judean,
(i.e., the Masoretic tradition), not the Samaritan form of Deuteronomy because of 4Q29’s
agreement with the MT against the Samaritan Pentateuch at F2ii:L3 (Col 2:10 [Deut
31:11]). 139 Knoppers too argues that 4Q29 belongs to the Masoretic tradition 140 while
136
Duncan, “4QDeutb,” 9. See also Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, “Minuscula Qumranica. I,” Revue
de Qumran 84 (2004): 646. Tigchelaar suggests that two other fragments preserving portions of
Deuteronomy may belong to 4Q29 since these fragments share a similar script.
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Tov and Lange, contrary to Duncan and Knoppers, both list 4Q29 as non-aligned. 141 Like
Duncan and Knoppers, it is argued here that 4Q29 belongs to the Masoretic Tradition.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
4Q29 disagrees with the MT at twelve places according to Duncan. 142 However,
only nine of these twelve variants are accepted here. Two of these variants read היא,
where the MT reads  ִהואand occur at F3:L3 (Col 1:16 [Deut 30:11]) and F3:L4 (Col 1:17
[Deut 30:13]). Moreover, the proposed reading at F8:L3 (Col 3:13 [Deut 32:3]) of ]גׄ ׄדוׄ ׄל]ה
against the MT’s  גֹ דֶ לdepends on insufficient manuscript evidence.
Category 1. 143 Out of the nine remaining variants that exist between the MT
and 4Q29, six of these belong to category 1. These variants include the omission of a
relative particle at F1:L1 (Col 1:1 [Deut 29:24]), the omission of a preposition at F4:L1
(Col 2:15 [Deut 31:15]), the substitution of number and gender at F2i:L7 (Col 1:14 [Deut
30:10]), a case of the substitution of number at F2ii:L3 (Col 2:10 [Deut 31:11]), and gender
at F7:L2 (Col 3:2 [Deut 31:26]). Last, a variant has an unclear description at F2i:L6 (Col
1:13 [Deut 30:9]).
One variant’s exact nature remains ambiguous because of the fragmentary
nature of the text. This variant occurs at F2i:L6 (Col 1:13 [Deut 30:9]) and could be
understood as either an omission or transposition. 4Q29 reads בהמ ֯תך
ׄ [ובפרי אדמתך ובפרי
[“ לטובהand in the fruit of your land and in the fruit of] your cattle for goodness.”
Although this line is fragmentary, the preserved text indicates that there is a variant since
Biblical Literature 118, no. 1 (1999): 174.
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the MT reads אַדמָ ְת� לְ טוֹבָ ה
ְ וּבפְ ִרי
ִ �“ וּבִ פְ ִרי בְ הֶ ְמ ְתּand in the fruit of your cattle and in the fruit
of your land for goodness.” Duncan’s reconstruction indicates her opinion that 4Q29
simply transposes two elements in the list; namely, 4Q29 transposes “and in the fruit of
your cattle” with “and in the fruit of your land.” 144 This option is highly likely since
143F

parallel verses indicate that there is not a standard order to the objects that the Lord will
bless if Israel obeys the Lord. For example, 4Q29’s listing of the object “fruit of the land”
before “fruit of the cattle” has precedent in Deuteronomy 28:4 of the MT while
Deuteronomy 28:11 of the MT preserves the order “fruit of the cattle” and then “fruit of
the land” in accordance with the list found in Deuteronomy 30:9 of the MT. Thus, the
transposition of forms is likely.
Category 2. Three variants belong to category 2. Three of these variants are
additions while the nature of the last variant is unclear. The first variant of 4Q29 adds a
prepositional phrase at F3:L3 (Col 1:16 [Deut 30:11]). The MT reads ל ֹא־נִ פְ לֵאת הִ וא ִמ ְמּ� וְ ל ֹא
“ ְרחֹ קָ ה ִ ֽהואit is not too wonderful for you nor is it far” while 4Q29 reads ]לא נפלאת הוא
[“ ממך ולא [ ֯רחוקה היא ממךit is not too wonderful for you nor is] it far from you.” The
addition simply makes explicit what is omitted in the MT.
The second variant is the addition of the prepositional phrase “ ובידךand in your
hand” at F3:L5 (Col 1:18 [Deut 30:14]). Whereas the MT reads that the word is in your
mouth and heart, 4Q29 adds that it is also in your hand. This addition does not have
precedent in the MT. Nonetheless, this addition functions to emphasize further the
closeness of the commandment of the Lord. Hebrew idiomatically says that someone
spoke with the idiomatic expression “by the hand of.” Versions of this idiom occur in 1
Kings 14:18; 15:29; 16:34; 17:16; 2 Kings 24:2; Jeremiah 37:2; Haggai 1:1, 3; and
Zachariah 7:7. Perhaps the addition emphasizes that Israel has heard the commandment
of the Lord, and thus, ought to keep it.
144

Duncan, “4QDeutb,” 10.
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The third variant is a further addition and is preserved at F7:L5 (Col 3:5 [Deut
31:28]). 4Q29 again adds an element to a list. The MT states that Moses is to assemble to
the Lord “ אֶ ת־כָּל־זִקְ נֵי ִשׁ ְבטֵ יכֶם וְ שֹׁ ְט ֵרי ֶכםall the elders of the your tribes and your officers,”
while 4Q29 reads that Moses is to assemble to the Lord [טיכם] וזקניכם
ׄ ]את כל זקני[ ֯ש ֯ב
ושטריכם
֯
ושפ ׄטיכם
ׄ “[all the elders of] your tribes, [and your elders,] your judges, and your
officers.” Although this line is highly fragmentary, 4Q29 does preserve the reading
ושפ ׄטיכם
ׄ “your judges,” which is not found in the MT. This addition fills out the list to
include another profession within Israel, not included at Deuteronomy 31:28 of the MT.
This addition likely does not intend to include a broader audience than intended
by the MT. Rather, it is likely that 4Q29’s fuller list simply makes the MT explicit. This
explanation is persuasive for several reasons. First, when designating the leaders of
Israel, the MT has no uniform procedure. Sometimes the list is fuller than others. For
example, Joshua 8:33 and 23:2 are like 4Q29 in that these verses directly refer to the
elders, the officers, and the judges.
Second, 4Q29’s added office “ שפטjudge” is functionally connected to the term
“ שטרofficer.” Deuteronomy 16:18 records that these two offices serve the same function:
to ensure the promulgation of justice.
Third, the term  שׁטרsimply refers to a generic subordinate officer. 145 The
generic nature of this title is evident in Numbers 11:16 where it functions as a generic
title for the term זָקֵ ן. Deuteronomy 1:15 further demonstrates that this title functions as a
generic title for “ שַׂ רcommander.” Thus, 4Q29’s fuller list is likely synonymous to that
found in the MT: no person included by 4Q29 is excluded by the MT and vis-à-vis.
Category 3. 4Q29 does not preserve category 3 variants.
David J. A. Clines, ed., The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 2011), s.v. “שׁטר.”
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Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q29’s
Textual Tradition
The previous analysis indicates that the variants of 4Q29 are minor. 146 These
variants either concern synonymous forms (category 1) or variations that make the text of
the MT fuller. In light of the discussion and the overarching similarity between these
texts (as illustrated in table 8), 4Q29 can reasonably be categorized as belonging to the
Masoretic tradition
Table 8. The statistical relationship between 4Q29 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 4Q29
227

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category
3

Statistical
Relationship

15

93.39%

8

96.48%

0

100%

4Q30
4Q30 (4QDeutc) is the largest text of Deuteronomy from Cave IV consisting of
66 fragments. 147 It preserves text from eighteen separate chapters of Deuteronomy in
fragmentary form. The scribe of 4Q30 wrote in a typical Hasmonean hand that dates to
ca. 150-100 BC. 148 While the orthography does not correspond to Emanuel Tov’s Qumran
Scribal Practice, 149 the orthography is fuller than that of the MT. It consistently
4Q29 contains several words transcribed by Accordance and Duncan that are not accepted
in the final word counts because they depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. One word from fragment
1; 4 words from fragment 2i; 7 words from fragment 3; 2 words from fragment 2ii; 9 words from fragment
4; and 27 words from fragment 5i-8 are not included in the final word count.
146

Sidnie White Crawford, “4QDeutc,” in Ulrich and Cross, Qumran Cave 4: Deuteronomy,
Joshua, Judges, Kings, 15.
147

148

Ibid.

See Emanuel Tov, “Groups of Biblical Texts Found at Qumran,” in Time to Prepare the
Way in the Wilderness: Papers on the Qumran Scrolls by Fellows of the Institute for Advanced Studies of
the Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 1989-1990, ed. D. Dimant and L. H. Schiffman, Studies on the Texts of
the Desert of Judah 16 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1995), 94-96. See also Tov, Scribal Practices and
Approaches, 261-73. Furthermore, see Tov’s appendix where he lists all of the texts and indicates which
texts are written in Qumran Scribal Practice. Ibid., 333.
149
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represents the contractions aw to ô, ay to ê, and ā to ō when accented in plene form. 150
Sidnie White Crawford, George Brooke, Gary Knoppers, Emanuel Tov, and
Armin Lange have each discussed the textual tradition of 4Q30. For her doctoral
dissertation, Crawford published the first critical edition of 4Q30 plus six other
Deuteronomy manuscripts from Cave IV. 151 She reasoned that evidence exists for
grouping 4Q30 within the Masoretic Tradition or the Septuagintal Tradition. In the end,
she concludes that 4Q30 ought to be grouped within the Septuagintal tradition based on
the following evidence: 4Q30 agree with the LXX in five explicating pluses, 152 one case
of conflation, 153 and three cases of agreements against the other witnesses within two
verses, Deut 31:16ff. 154 Tov and Lange, contrary to Crawford’s classification, have
classified 4Q30 as non-aligned. 155 Contrary to Crawford, Tov, and Lange, Gary
Knoppers argues that the 4Q30 belongs to the Masoretic tradition. 156 George Brooke
argues that the majority of the Deuteronomy manuscripts found in DJD 9 align with the
150

Crawford, “4QDeutc,” 16.

Sidnie Ann White [Crawford], “A Critical Edition of Seven Manuscripts of Deuteronomy:
4QDT (A, C, F, G, I and N)” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1988).
151

Ibid., 121. In two of these variants, 4Q30 agrees with the LXX with the MT. See the
variants at F10:L4 (Deut 10:7) and F11:L2 (Deut 11:3). The third variant in this group agrees with LXXmss,
not the LXX at F42:L2 (Deut 26:19). Additionally, the fourth variant of this category is quite minor: the
addition of  הזאתmodifying  המצוהat F42:L3 (Deut 27:1). Moreover, the reading of the fifth variant in this
category is uncertain at F54i:L7 (Frgs. 54i, 55:L7 [Deut 31:9]). Thus, these five pluses do not persuasively
indicate that 4Q30 is related to the Septuagint against the MT.
152

White [Crawford], “A Critical Edition of Seven Manuscripts,” 121. The case of conflation,
according to Crawford, concerns the divine name at F55:L2 (Frgs. 54i, 55:L5 [Deut 31:17]).
153

Sidnie Ann White [Crawford], “Special Features of Four Biblical Manuscripts from Cave
IV, Qumran: 4QDta, 4QDtc, 4QDtd, and 4QDtg,” Revue de Qumran 15, nos. 1-2 (September 1991): 162.
The three cases of agreement between 4Q30 and the LXX concern the representation of the collective
singulars of the MT as plurals at F54:L2-3 (Deut 31:16-17). Although these changes represent a difference,
they imply no change in meaning since they still refer to the same referent.
154
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See Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333; and Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.
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See also Knoppers, “Qumran Cave 4 V 9 Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Kings,” 174.
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MT without designating specific texts. 157 With Knoppers and contrary to Crawford, Tov
and Lange, 4Q30 ought to be grouped with the Masoretic tradition because of its
overwhelming agreement with the MT.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Crawford proposes that 4Q30 differs from the MT in thirty-nine places. 158
However, the following readings are uncertain due to the fragmentary nature of the
evidence; and thus, they are not included in the following discussion and statistics.
First, Crawford proposes that F4:L2 (Deut 7:4) adds  [אלהי]כםto  יְ הוָהof the MT.
The letters  אלהיappear in this fragment. However, the fact that these letters are an addition
is complicated because the word  אלהיםappears in the MT fifteen letter spaces before the
word יהוה. Thus, one cannot be certain that the  אלהיfound in fragment 4 really is an
addition. 159 It may be representing  אלהיםearlier in the line.
Second, Crawford proposes that F17:L3 (Frgs. 17-18:L3 [Deut 12:19]) 160 may
have omitted the � pronominal suffix on the noun  אדמהas found in the MT. Again, the
fragmentary nature of the evidence makes her proposal uncertain. 161
160F

George J. Brooke, “Qumran Cave 4. Vol. 9, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Kings,” The
Journal of Theological Studies 48, no. 2 (October 1997): 570.
157

The variants are divided here into forty different units since the variant at F32:L4 (Deut
16:8) contains both a category 1 (substitution of number) and a category 2 variant (transposition).
158

White [Crawford] does not discuss the possibility that the letters  אלהיcould correspond to
the  אליהםfound earlier in the verse of the MT. See White [Crawford], “A Critical Edition of Seven
Manuscripts,” 32. Crawford does not discuss this possibility either in Crawford, “4QDeutc,” 18.
159

The readings of 4Q30 can be referenced in multiple ways. First, a reading can be referenced
by the exact fragment and line number of the reading. Second, the reading can be referenced by a group of
fragments believed to have originally belonged to the same column and the corresponding reconstructed
line number. Both references will be given in this discussion. The first reference is to the exact fragment
and corresponding line number while the reference in parenthesis corresponds to the group of fragments
and the reconstructed line number.
160

See Bernard Levinson who questions the reading proposed by Crawford in Bernard M.
Levinson, “Textual Criticism, Assyriology, and the History of Interpretation: Deuteronomy 13:7a as a Test
161
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Third, F22:L1 (Frgs. 22-23:L1 [Deut 13:7]) may add  בן אביךto the list of those
who may entice an Israelite to follow other gods. Several traditions preserve this reading,
including the Samaritan Pentateuch and the LXX, but whether 4Q30 has this addition is
less clear. The fragmentary nature of the text plus the obscured second radical makes it
uncertain if the reading is  אביךor אמך.
Fourth, Crawford proposes that that F47:L4 (Frgs. 46-47:L5 [Deut 28:11])
adds  ובפרי אדמתךto the list of areas in which the Lord will cause the people to prosper.
However, the reading again is not certain. Even Crawford cites this reading as
conjectural. 162
16F

Fifth, Crawford proposes that F54i:L7 (Frgs. 54i, 55:L7 [Deut 31:19]) reads
 ועתinstead of MT’s ועתה. For the same reasons as listed previously, one cannot be certain
of the proposed reading.
Sixth, there appears to be an addition at F54i:L7 (Frgs. 54i, 55:L7 [Deut
31:19]). 163 Crawford proposes the reading דב[רי
֯
]. This is possible, but all that is present
is the very top of a yod. 164 This complicates the situation. Initially, one would think that
163 F

this must be an addition of some kind. However, 4Q30 does correct the text by means of
crossing out words. This word may be crossed out. There is not enough information to be
sure that an addition exists.
Moreover, two further readings listed as variants by Crawford are excluded
from the following discussion and statistics. These include the reading at F12:L3 (Frgs.
Case in Method,” Journal of Biblical Literature 120, no. 2 (2001): 220.
162

Levinson, “Textual Criticism, Assyriology, and the History of Interpretation," 100.
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For a discussion of this variant, see Crawford, “4QDeutc,” 33.

See White [Crawford], “A Critical Edition of Seven Manuscripts,” 118. Here she marks the
 ריas certain. However, she marks only the yod as certain in Crawford, “4QDeutc,” 33.
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12-15:L3 [Deut 11:10]) since 4Q30 agrees with the qere perpetuum and the reading at
F21:L1 (Deut 13:5) since the addition concerns the addition of the indicative nun of 4Q30.
Category 1. 165 Several variants belong to category 1. A sampling of these
variants includes the addition or omission of particles, the substitution of number, gender,
tense, and an adjective for a noun.
Moreover, the categorization of three further variants is uncertain but could be
examples of transpositions. The first variant whose description is unclear is preserved at
F23:L1 (Deut 13:7). Whereas the MT reads � ֶ“ ֽאוֹ־בִ נְ � ֽאוֹ־בִ ְתּ� אוֹ אֵ שֶׁ ת חֵ יקor your son or your
daughter or the wife of your bosom,” 4Q30 reads [“ ֯או֯ בנך או אש]ת חיקךor your son or the
wi[fe of your bosom.” Again, the problem is determining if “ או בתךor your daughter” is
omitted or transposed. Crawford argues that the phrase has been omitted and that the text
has suffered from haplography. 166 While this is not certain, what is certain is that the list
165F

of whom may entice an Israelite to idolatry is not the same as found in the MT. However,
this may simply be a transposition of words.
The second variant whose description is uncertain is preserved at F26:L4 (Deut
15:2). Whereas the MT says, ת־אָחיו
ִ
ֶת־רﬠֵהוּ וְ א
ֵ ֶ“ ֽל ֹא־יִ גֹּ שׂ אhe shall not oppress his friend or
his brother,” Crawford proposes that 4Q30 reads, ל[א יגש
֯ “He shall not oppress” thereby
omitting the double direct object. This reading is uncertain for two reasons. First, fragment
26 does not preserve a margin. Second, only thirteen to fifteen letter spaces are preserved
for this line. Since both of these reasons complicate a reconstruction based on spatial
considerations, one cannot be sure that the double direct object is omitted. The object
might be transposed before the verb.
Nonetheless, even if the double object was omitted, as Crawford suggests, this
variant should still be placed in category 2, not category 3 as the Brill Database would
165

See appendix 1 for details about these variants.
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White [Crawford], “A Critical Edition of Seven Manuscripts,” 63.
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suggest. The Brill Database states,
Deuteronomy 15:2 prohibits the exacting of debts at the end of every seven years. In
the Masoretic Text and the Samaritan Pentateuch we are told that debt repayment is
not to be required of one’s neighbor or brother, whereas the Septuagint exempts
only one’s neighbor from debts. But 4QDeutc specifies no party from whom debts
cannot be exacted, which seems to make the prohibition applicable to everyone who
owes debt (and is thus more wide-ranging). Comparison of these different rulings
shows that legal differences arose early on as to exactly who was exempted from
paying debts at the end of the seventh year. 167
This conclusion is unlikely for several reasons. First, Deuteronomy 15’s
designation of the one whom Israel should not oppress in the Sabbatical Year is not
monolithic. The MT refers to this person as a neighbor (Deut 15:2) and a brother (Deut
15:2), not a foreigner (Deut 15:3). Deuteronomy 15:11 further clarifies the identity of this
person: he is a brother, a needy one, or a poor one. Thus, Deuteronomy 15 can refer to
this person in either an expansive or abbreviated manner. This fact makes the conclusions
of the Brill database unlikely.
Second, 11Q3 (11QDeut) interprets Leviticus 25:13 in light of Deuteronomy
15:2, and this fact weakens the conclusions of the Brill Database. The scribe of 11Q3 has
identified “the year of release of Deuteronomy 15 with the sabbatical cycles in
Leviticus.” 168 Such a connection strengthens this argument that those in Qumran
understood Deuteronomy 15 as applying only to Israelites since the Jubilee is clearly
restricted to Israelites in the MT (e.g., Lev 25:14, Isa 61:3) and in non-biblical DSS (e.g.,
4Q271 F3:L5). 169 Again, it appears that the person not to be oppressed in Deuteronomy
Brill Online, “The Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Reference Library,” accessed March 20,
2017, http://referenceworks.brillonline.com.ezproxy.sbts.edu/entries/dead-sea-scrolls-electronic-librarybiblical-texts/4q30-DSS_EL_BT_4Q30.
167

Shani Tzoref, “Qumran Pesharim and the Pentateuch: Explicit Citation, Overt Typologies,
and Implicit Interpretive Traditions,” Dead Sea Discoveries 16 (2009): 202.
168

Furthermore, Crawford does not accept the conclusions of the Brill Database. See White
[Crawford], “A Critical Edition of Seven Manuscripts,” 70.
169
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15:2 is restricted to Israelites (i.e., a neighbor or brother). The conclusion of Brill
Database is unlikely.
The third variant is found at F42:L1 (Deut 26:19). This variant again is either a
transposition of the words of the MT or an omission of the words לשם. Whereas MT has
אָרת
ֶ ְ“ לִ ְת ִהלָּה וּלְ שֵׁ ם וּלְ ִתפfor praise, and for a name, and for honor,” 4Q30 appears to have
ו[ל ֯תהלה ֯ולתפ]ארת
֯ [“ לשםfor a name, and] for praise, and for honor.” 170 Due to the
169F

fragmentary nature of the evidence, one cannot determine if the variant is an omission or
a transposition, despite Crawford’s reconstruction indicating that the variant is merely
transposition.
Category 2. Several additions belong to category 2. The first addition makes a
minor detail implicit in the MT explicit. This is the addition of the direct object  הירדןat
F3i:L3 (Frgs. 2, 3i:L3 [Deut 4:14]). When Israel is described as crossing over into the
Promised Land, sometimes it specifies that they are crossing over “the Jordan” while
other times this detail is implicit. On the one hand, this detail is implied in the MT of
Deuteronomy 4:14, 26; 6:1, 11; 11:11, and here, at 31:17. On the other hand, this detail is
explicit in the MT of Numbers 33:51; 35:10, Deuteronomy 11:31; 31:13; 32:47, and
Joshua 1:11. Thus, the addition of  הירדןis implied in the MT because the MT makes this
point explicit on numerous other occasions. This is only a slight alteration.
The second addition is preserved at F9:L3 (Deut 10:2) and reads “ יהוהLord.”
This addition is a unique reading that is hard to explain due to the textual damage of the
fragment. Crawford suggests that the scribe may have transcribed  יהוהin anticipation of
(Deut 10:4). 171
170F

Crawford argues that the variant is a case of transposition, not omission. Ibid., 90. See also
Crawford, “4QDeutc,” 28.
170
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See Crawford, “4QDeutc,” 32, for a discussion of this variant.
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The third addition makes the MT explicit. This is the addition of the
prepositional phrase “ בו כלon it any” at F32i:L5 (Frgs. 32i, 33:L5 [Deut 16:8]). This
addition of “ בוon it” stresses the time on which Israel is not to work: “on it,” namely, the
Sabbath. The MT of Jeremiah 17:24 also makes this point explicit. The addition of the כל
“any” makes the universality of the Sabbath command explicit, meaning that one cannot
do any work at all on the Sabbath. Although this aspect of the command is not explicit in
this verse, it is implied since parallel texts make the universality of the Sabbath command
explicit (Exod 20:10; Lev 23:3; Deut 5:14; Jer 17:22, 24). Moreover, the universality of
this prohibition is strengthened by Leviticus 23:18, 31, and Numbers 29:7. These verses
refer to the Day of Atonement, which is said to be a Sabbath for Israel, a day in which no
work is to be done.
The fourth addition concerns the prepositional phrase “ לךto you” at F42:L2
(Deut 26:19). This addition makes explicit the person to whom God speaks. Explicitly
identifying the one whom God speaks is a common feature of MT Deuteronomy. For
example, the identity of the one whom God speaks with is indicated with a  לpreposition
in Deuteronomy 1:11 and 9:3 just as it is here in 4Q30. The  אֵ לpreposition serves a
similar function in Deuteronomy 1:6; 2:1; 3:26, and 4:15 as does the  ﬠִ םpreposition in
Deuteronomy 5:4 and 9:10. Thus, the scribe of 4Q30 has made a minor detail explicit.
Several other MT passages have done likewise.
The fifth addition of the article and demonstrative pronoun “ הזאתthis” at
F42:L3 (Deut 27:1) also makes the MT more explicit. Here 4Q30 specifies which
commandment is to be kept, “this commandment.”
The sixth addition expands the divine title at F55:L2 (Frgs. 54i, 55:L5 (Deut
31:17). Whereas MT reads “ אֱ�הַ יmy God,” 4Q30 read ^[“ [יהוה ^א]להיLord ^[my]
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G[od]^.” The adaption to the formulaic expression אלהיכם/“ יהוה אלהיםLord God/Lord
your God” represents only a slight change. 172
17F

4Q30 preserves the seventh category 2 addition at F55:L3 (Frgs. 54i, 55:L6
[Deut 31:18]) and reads “ ממנ֯ ]וfrom [him].” This addition specifies that God will turn his
face from Israel when they follow after foreign gods. Moreover, Deuteronomy 32:20, like
4Q30 at Deuteronomy 31:18, specifies that the Lord will hide his face “ מֵ הֶ םfrom them.”
Thus, the detail made explicit in 4Q30 has precedent in the MT.
Two omissions belong to category 2. The first omission is the result of a scribal
correction concerning  אשר בשערכat F32i:L10 (Frgs. 32i, 33:L10 [Deut 16:11]). 173 Here,
the scribe has corrected the text against the MT. However, this correction does not
necessitate a drastic change from the MT. Deuteronomy 16:11b reads, �ֲשׁר ִבּ ְשׁ ָﬠ ֶ ֔רי
֣ ֶ וְ הַ לֵּוִ י֙ א
ֲשׁר בְּ קִ ְר ֶבּ֑ך
֣ ֶ “ וְ הַ גֵּ ֛ר וְ הַ יּ ָ֥תוֹם וְ הָ אַלְ מָ נָ ֖ה אAnd the Levite who are in your gates, and the sojourner,
orphan, and the widow who are in your midst.” The accents of Deuteronomy 16:11
indicate that the first relative clause modifies the Levites while the second relative clause
modifies not only the widow, but also the sojourner and the orphan. The relative clauses
are similar: “who are in your gates” (i.e., in your cities) and “who are in your midst” (i.e.,
in your presence). 174 4Q30’s representation of one relative clause to modify the Levite,
the sojourner, the orphan, and the widow has precedent in the MT. Deuteronomy 16:14
reads, ֙�וּב ֶ֙תּ
ִ ֤� ְוּבנ
ִ ֲשׁר בִּ ְשׁ ָﬠ ֶ ֽרי� וְ שָׂ מַ ְח ָ ֖תּ ְבּחַ גֶּ ֑ � אַתָּ֨ ה
֥ ֶ “ וְ ַﬠ ְב ְדּ�֣ ַו ֲאמָ ֔ ֶת� וְ הַ לּ ִֵ֗וי וְ הַ גֵּ ֛ר וְ הַ יּ ָ֥תוֹם וְ הָ אַלְ מָ נָ ֖ה אYou
shall rejoice at your feast: you, your son, your daughter, your servant, your maid-servant,
the Levite, the sojourners, the orphan, and the widow who are in your gates.” The accents
172

Tov, “Textual Harmonizations,” 19.

173

The scribe has used the medial  כhere.

The first relative clause of the MT was initially included and used to modify בשערכ.
However, the scribe crossed out בשערכ, but not אשר. Thus, the  אשרthat originally modified  בשערכwas
reused. It now stood for the second  אשרin the MT.
174
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here indicate that the relative clause—in your gates—modifies the Levities, the sojourner,
the orphan, and the widow. This appears to be the same syntax found in 4Q30 after the
correction. 175
Furthermore, Deuteronomy describes the Levite in several different contexts,
but the description is not uniform. On the one hand, several passages describe the Levite
as one who is “in your gate” (Deut 12:12, 18; 14:27; 16:11; 16:14; 26:12) or “in your
midst” (Deut 26:11). On the other hand, other passages simply identify the Levite without
any further description (Deut 12:19; 26:13). Interestingly, within three verses, Moses
describes the Levite in three separate ways: one “who is in your midst” (Deut 26:11),
“who is in your gate” (Deut 26:12), and without a description in (Deut 26:13). Such
variety indicates that the difference between F32i:L10 (Deut 16:11) and the MT is minor.
The second omission concerns the prepositional phrase  לשמרat F45i:L5 (Deut
28:1). The prepositional phrase of the MT adds an additional adverbial idea in the MT,
probably one of explanation or specification. Israel is to truly listen to the voice of the
Lord God “by watching” to do all his commandments. 176 Both forms have precedent in
175F

the MT. 177 The reading of the MT has precedent in Deuteronomy 28:15 whereas a
176F

construction like 4Q30 occurs at the MT of Deuteronomy 13:19. The omission of the
infinitive is a slight change that has precedent in the MT.
Interestingly, on the one hand, Crawford claims that manuscripts of the Septuagint and
manuscripts of the Targum both omit בשערכ. See Crawford, “4QDeutc,” 26. On the other hand, Targum
Neofiti Esther Sheni corrects its text to include ( דאית בקורייכוwho exist in your gates). Thus, the inclusion
or exclusion of this relative clause appears to have a complicated textual history.
175

See Fuller and Choi for a discussion of the infinitive construct in Fuller and Choi, Invitation
to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §18f. See further Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §114o; Paul, and
Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §124o.
176

The form of the 4Q30 is not identical to the form in the MT of Deut 13:19. While both
forms only have one infinitive construct, 4Q30 uses the root “ עשׂהto do” while the MT of Deut 13:19 uses
the root “ שׁמרto keep.” Both are similar though in that they do not include an additional infinitive construct
explaining how one it to do the law.
177
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Several substitutions belong to the category 2. These variants include the
substitution of nouns, the substitution of a pronominal suffix, and the transposition of
word order. The first substitution that belongs to category 2 occurs at F32i:L4 (Frgs. 32i,
33:L4 [Deut 16:8]). 4Q30 substitutes MT’s “ שֵ שsix” for “ שבעתseven.” Although this
change appears material (the MT says Israel is to abstain from unleavened bread for six
days while 4Q30 says seven days), the change is merely a case of harmonization on the
part of 4Q30. The substitution of 4Q30 results in the harmonization of the less common
phrase “six days” in the MT to the more common phrase “seven days.” Israel is
commanded to abstain from leavened bread for seven days, twenty-five times in the OT
(i.e., Exod 12:15; 13:6, 7; 23:15, 34:18; Lev 23:6; Num 28:17; Ezra 6:22; 2 Chron 30:21;
35:17), whereas the designation of “six days” only occurs here at Deuteronomy 16:8.
Moreover, the immediate context of Deuteronomy 16:8 has already specified that
unleavened bread is to be eaten for seven days (Deut 16:3). Thus, the substitution simply
harmonizing a less common phrase with the more common designation.
Several valid interpretations of Deuteronomy 16:8 account for the designation
“six days” as opposed to “seven days.” Jeffrey Tigay records several of these in the JPS
commentary on Deuteronomy. Concerning Deuteronomy 16:8, he comments,
That is, for the first six of the seven days on which it must be eaten (v.3).” Another
possible interpretation is: After leaving for home on the first day (v. 7), you shall eat
unleavened bread for six days more. According to the halakhah, eaten unleavened
bread is obligatory only on the first day; on the remaining days, as long as nothing
leavened is eaten, it is not obligatory to eat unleavened bread. 178
Thus, several explanations can account for the difference. The change, therefore, appears
to simply harmonize Deuteronomy 16:8 with both the immediate and wider context.
The second substitution is the transposition of the word order of MT at
F32i:L4 (Frgs. 32i, 33:L4 [Deut 16:8]). Whereas MT reads “ תּ ֹאכַל מַ צּוֹתyou shall eat
Jeffrey H. Tigay, Deuteronomy דברים, JPS Torah Commentary (Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society, 1996), 155-56.
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unleavened bread,” 4Q30 has “ מצות תאכלוunleavened bread, you (plural) shall eat.” The
change is slight; emphasis is placed on the object.
The third substitution is the substitution of the verb of MT, “ וְ ָרבְ צָ הwill settle”
for “ ודבקהwill cling” at F53:L5 (Deut 29:19). The scribe of 4Q30 has substituted  רבץfor
a more common verb. 179 This is evident for several reasons.
178F

1.

Deuteronomy 29:19 is the only place in the MT that employs the verb  רבץto
describe the covenantal curses. On two other occasions, the term  דבקis used to
describe the covenantal curses (Deut 29:19; 28:60).

2.

Deuteronomy 29:19 is only preserved in one Qumran biblical text: 4Q30, which
reads דבק.

3.

 רבץonly occurs one time in the non-biblical DSS: 11Q19 Col 65:L3, the context of
which is not covenantal disobedience, but Deuteronomy 22:6-7.

4.

Contrary to רבץ, which declines drastically in usage in post-biblical Hebrew,  דבקis
used more in post-biblical Hebrew than in biblical Hebrew. 180
179F

5.

CD Col 1:17, 1QS Col 2:14-16, and 4Q504 F1-2Riii:L11 181 all allude to the
covenant curses as “clinging” ( )דבקto pervious disobedient generations, not
“settling” ( )רבץon them. 182 Moreover, 1QS 2:14-16 alludes directly to
Deuteronomy 29:18-19, but uses the word דבק, not רבץ. 183
182F

6.

Although 4Q410 F1:Ll4 is fragmentary, it appears to allude to the covenant curses
“clinging” to the disobedient as opposed to “settling” on the disobedient
(4Q410F1:L4).

Thus, the scribe of 4Q30 has substituted a less common verb for a more common verb.
I put this variant into category 2, not category 1, because (1) the words are not synonyms
and (2) the word used by the MT is still used in post-biblical Hebrew, although its usage has declined.
179

See Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, s.v. “דבק.” Here, he states that  דבקappears
54 times in biblical Hebrew. According to Accordance 11.2.5,  דבקoccurs 59 times, not including
reconstructions, in the non-biblical DSS. רבץ, on the other hand, occurs 30 times in biblical Hebrew.
According to Accordance,  רבץonly appear once in the non-biblical DSS.
180

This fragment is difficult to find. See B-496378 plate 982 at The Leon Levy Dead Sea
Scrolls, “Plate 982,” accessed July 1, 2017, http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B496378.
181

The subject of  תדרקוin 4Q504 appears in a lacuna, but the context confirms that the
covenant curses are what “clings” to past generations.
182

Interestingly, 1QS Col 2:16 does not render the collective singular of the MT כָּל־הָ אָלָה, but
renders the curse as a plural כול אלות. This same tendency is prevalent throughout 4Q30.
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The fourth substitution is the substitution of the 3mp pronominal suffix of the
MT for a 2ms pronominal suffix F54i:L3 (Frgs. 54i, 55:L3 [Deut 31:17]). The
identification of the antecedent of the 2ms suffix in 4Q30 is uncertain. It could refer to
Moses. Deuteronomy 31:16 specifies that God is talking to Moses. However, the
immediate context implies that the antecedent is the people. In the end, a complete
understanding of this substitutions is uncertain. Regardless, the substitution appears
minor: a change in number or antecedent.
Category 3. 4Q30 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q30’s
Textual Tradition
4Q30 belongs to Masoretic tradition contrary to Crawford who argues that
4Q30 belongs to the Septuagintal family184 and contrary to Tov and Lange, who argue
that 4Q30 ought to be classified as non-aligned. 185 This conclusion is based upon the
agreements and disagreements between 4Q30 and the MT. Regarding agreements, 4Q30
agrees with the MT in most minor and major details. Its disagreements are insignificant
She also mentioned that there is evidence for grouping 4Q30 within the Masoretic tradition,
but she opts for identifying it as a manuscript of the Septuagintal family. She argues that 4Q30 agrees with
the LXX against the MT in 5 explicating pluses, 1 case of conflation, and 3 cases of agreements against the
other witnesses in 2 verses, 31:16ff. Based on the analysis of 4Q30, 4Q30 agrees with the LXX against the
MT 6 times. Four of these agreements belong to category 1. The first is found at F5:L3’s (Deut 8:2) which
concerns an instance of an addition of the vav, and 3 instances of representing the people with a plural as
opposed to the singular of the MT. These differences are preserved at F45i:L4 (Deut 27:26) and F54i:L2
(Frgs. 54i, 55:L2 [Deut 31:16])twice. Two other agreements belong to category 2: the addition of the
prepositional phases  בו כלat F32i:L5 (Frgs. 32i, 33:L5 [Deut 16:8]), and the addition of  יהוהat F55:L2 (Frgs.
54i, 55:L5 (Deut 31:17). Thus, 4Q30’s agreement with LXX against MT consists of a limited amount of
minor details. These statistics do not account for the instances where 4Q30 agrees with LXXmss against the
LXX and the MT. Furthermore, these statistics do not account for the instances where the reading proposed
by Crawford agrees with the LXX but appears uncertain upon further analysis. In short, these statistics only
account for the cases where the LXX certainly agrees with 4Q30 against MT. See her argument in White
[Crawford], “A Critical Edition of Seven Manuscripts,” 121-23.
184

The total word count of 4Q30 here is 787 words. This number is determined by
Accordance. 825 words are counted in Accordance, but 31 words derive from undeniable fragments and 7
words belong to variants not accepted here. Because of the size of 4Q30, all other transcribed words by
Crawford and Accordance are accepted here.
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and do not provide an adequate basis for grouping 4Q30 as belonging to a tradition
besides the Masoretic tradition.
Table 9. The statistical relationship between 4Q30 and the MT
Total # of Categories 1, Statistical Categories Statistical Category
Words in 4Q30 2, and 3
Relationship
2 and 3 Relationship
3
787
42
94.66%
23
97.08%
0

Statistical
Relationship
100%

4Q35
4Q35 (4QDeuth) consists of fifteen fragments preserving portions of
Deuteronomy 1, 2, 4, 19, 31, and 33. 186 Most of the fragments preserve very wide columns
(75-95 letter spaces). 187 The letters are small (2 mm high) and are written in a hand
between the Hasmonaean and early Herodian periods dating to ca. 50-1 BC. 188 The
orthography is fuller than the MT in all the chapters preserved except for Deuteronomy
33. In Deuteronomy 33, 4Q35 preserves a more defective spelling practice described by
Duncan as archaic. 189 The paragraph divisions correspond to that found in the MT and
the Samaritan Pentateuch. 190
Scholars are divided about how to describe the textual tradition of 4Q35. Lange
and Tov identify 4Q35 as textually non-aligned. 191 Duncan argues that the preservation
of both the first and the last chapter of Deuteronomy indicates that 4Q35 was a complete
186

Julie A. Duncan, “4QDeuth,” in Ulrich and Cross, Qumrân Cave 4: Genesis to Numbers,
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 61-62.
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See Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55. See also Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333.
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scroll of Deuteronomy, not a pesher, catena text of quotations, or liturgical text. 192
Moreover, Duncan argues that 4Q35’s number of shared errors is limited but is generally
affiliated with the Septuagint. 193
Duncan further reasons that the shared readings between 4Q35 and 4Q175
demonstrate that the textual tradition of 4Q175 (4QTestimonia) is dependent on a textual
tradition like 4Q35. 194 This reasoning depends on the presumed conjunctive error at
F11:L4 (Frgs. 11-15:L4 [Deut 33:11]) and several other minor agreements. However, the
reading of 4Q35 at F11:L4 (Frgs. 11-15:L4 [Deut 33:11]) is uncertain as noted by Edward
Greenstein and as discussed next. 195 Further, Duncan links 4Q175 with 4Q35 and against
the MT by stating that 4Q175 and 4Q35 share five readings against the MT. Although this
evidence appears persuasive, three of these readings in 4Q175 have been corrected against
the reading of 4Q35 toward the text of the MT. Duncan’s analysis implies that these
corrections were secondary: made by a subsequent hand. However, this fact is uncertain
due to similarity in script between the corrections and the base text. 196 In short, the
corrected forms could have come from the first hand, and this issue would call into
question Duncan’s practice of separating the corrected form and uncorrected form into
two separate witnesses. The fact that Duncan does not follow this practice elsewhere
further calls into question her conclusion that 4Q175 and 4Q35 share a common tradition.
Julie Duncan, “New Readings for the ‘Blessing of Moses’ from Qumran,” Journal of
Biblical Literature 114, no. 2 (1995): 275.
192
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Ibid., 288.
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Ibid., 290.

Edward L. Greenstein, “Misquotation of Scripture in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in The Frank
Talmage Memorial Volume, ed. Barry Walfish, vol. 1, Jewish History 6 (Haifa, Israel: Haifa University
Press, 1993), 77.
195

For example, see the aleph of the correction  ויאירוat 4Q175 Col 1:17. It resembles the aleph
of the text well. The same fact is true of the tav at 4Q175 Col 1:19. The fact that the upper stroke of the tav
does not extend as high as a normal tav is probably due to the closeness of the correction to the line above it.
196
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For example, when describing the variants of 4Q37, specifically a correction at 4Q37 Col
3:7 (Deut 5:25) that makes the text of 4Q37 read against the MT, Duncan does not
segregate the corrected form as a subsequent witness to the base text. 197 Thus, Duncan’s
argument that 4Q175 shares a background with 4Q35 rests on shaky grounds.
Contrary to Duncan, Lange, and Tov, it is demonstrated here that 4Q35 can
reasonably be grouped within the Masoretic tradition since it agrees with the MT in most
details while preserving only a few minor differences.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Duncan lists twenty-six variants between 4Q35 and the MT. 198 Six of these
variants, however, are not accepted as variants here. Three variants proposed by Duncan
depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. First, at F11:L2 (Frgs. 11-15:L2 [Deut 33:9]),
Duncan proposes the reading ]“ ראיתךI see you,” where the MT reads יתיו
ִ “ ְר ִאI see him.”
Duncan reads the final letter as a final kap and argues that no letter appears between the
taw and the final kap. It is true that no letter appears to exist between the tav and the final
letter of the word, but the proposed final kap of Duncan is tentative. This reading is
possible. The downward stroke of the letter bends slightly to the left resembling the
scribe’s final kap. Furthermore, the top of the letter appears to extend horizontally like a
final kap. Two things, however, obscure this reading. (1) The tear obscures the upper
horizontal stroke. (2) The upper right of the letter is hooked shape and, thus, resembles a
yod or vav. Thus, this form may be  ראיתךas proposed by Duncan, but it could also be
 ראיתוin conjunction with the MT (although defective). Both forms are possible.
Second, Duncan proposes a variant at F11:L4 (Frgs. 11-15:L4 [Deut 33:11]).
She suggests that 4Q35 reads ׄ ׄמ]ת[נ֯ יwhereas the MT reads מָ ְתנַיִ ם. If this proposal is right,
197

Duncan, “4QDeuth,” 83.
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Ibid., 63-70.
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then the difference would be small. The reading of 4Q35 would be a construct phrase
while the MT would preserve a form of apposition. Nonetheless, the reading is not certain
as Duncan herself notes. 199
Third, the form at F12:L2 (Frgs. 11-15:L4 [Deut 33:11]). also depends on
insufficient manuscript evidence. Here, Duncan proposes that 4Q35 reads “ ב[לnot”
which is possible. There is an upper stroke to the right of the form [“ יקומ]וthey] arise.”
However, several Qumran manuscripts have stray marks that are likely not the remnants
of words. For example, 4Q37 Col 1 has the appearance of two stray marks or possible ink
marks above the shen of [שמ]ע
֯ in the upper margin. If the readings proposed by Duncan
are correct, then this would be a category 1 variant since the reading of 4Q35 and the MT
function similarly. 200 Nonetheless, the manuscript evidence to support this reading is not
19F

sufficient. The stray mark may not be the remains of a lamed.
Two other variants can be described adequately as differing only in orthography.
First, at F6:L6 (Frgs. 5-6:L9 [Deut 2:4]), the MT represents  יראas “ וְ יִ ְיראוּand they will
fear” with a quiescence yod (like original first yod roots), while 4Q35 represents  יראas
“ויראוand they will fear” with the yod assimilating (like original first vav roots). 201 The MT
at times represents the form of  יראas an original first vav as 4Q35 does at Deuteronomy
2:4 (e.g., Deut 13:12; 17:13; 19:20; 21:21; 1 Kgs 8:40). Second, F12:L6 (Frgs. 11-15:L8
[Deut 33:17]) preserves another form that could differ from the MT only in orthography.
4Q35 reads  קרנוwhile the MT reads קַ ְרנָיו. This difference could be a variant: a substitution
of number. 4Q35 would read “his horn” and the MT would read “his horns.” However,
the difference may simply be orthographic:  קרנוwritten defectively. Since the form could
199

Duncan, “4QDeuth,” 68.

The  ִמןpreposition can be used to express negative final clause. For examples and
discussion, see Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §119x, §165b; Clines, The Dictionary of Classical
Hebrew (2011), s.v. “מן.”
ִ
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Russell Thomas Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew: A Beginning
Grammar (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2006), 240-41.
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be read as synonymous to the MT, the variant will not be discussed in the description or
statistics.
Last, a proposed variant at F12:L1 (Frgs. 11-15:L3 [Deut 33:9]) will not be
included in the categories or statistics for two reasons. First, the form of 4Q35 agrees
with the kethiv. 4Q35 preserves the form “ בנוhis son” with the kethiv of the MT reads בָּ נָו
“his son” against the qere reads “ בָּ ָניוhis sons.” Second, the difference between the kethiv
and the qere only concerns orthography.
Category 1. 202 Several differences between 4Q35 and the MT concern
synonymous forms and belong to category 1. These differences include the addition of
particles such as the excessive article, 203 the accusative he, and conjunctive vav. Moreover,
the text further preserves the omission of three conjunctive vavs along with several minor
substitutions.
One category 1 variant necessitates further discussion: the variant at F15:L2
(Frgs. 11-15:l9 [Deut 33:19]). Duncan proposes the reading “ הדוpraise” (imperative) for
4Q35 while the MT reads “ הַ רmountain.” 204 Duncan argues that this form arose likely
because of graphic confusion between the dalet and the resh and a case of dittography
involving the first letter of the following word ()יקראו. 205 This explanation, although
possible, is not the only possible explanation. It is possible to read 4Q35 as הרי
“mountains” as Duncan notes, as opposed to “ הדוpraise” as she prefers. 206 In favor of her
205 F

proposal, Duncan argues that the dalet and resh and the vav and yod are generally
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See appendix 1 for the table for the table of variants from 4Q35.
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distinguished in 4Q35 so that the reading  הדוis preferred to “ הריmountains.” 207 Duncan
is right, but the second letter proposed by Duncan as dalet is a peculiar form when
compared to the typical dalet of 4Q35. The top two upper strokes of the letter are less
pronounced than the typical dalet. The reading of “ הדרmajesty,” the fifth word preserved
at F12:L6 (Frgs. 11-15:L8), provides an example of the scribe’s typical dalet and resh.
Here, one can clearly see that the left-hand upper stroke of the resh typically extends
higher than the dalet and that the resh typically does not have a right-hand upper stroke
as the dalet. However, the resh at F12:L6 (Frgs. 11-15:L8) of “ שורוhis ox” and the resh
at F12:L9 (Frgs. 11-15:L11) of “ ויראand he saw” are both typologically similar to the
letter in question. This analysis calls into question Duncan’s proposal since it shows that
there is paleographic precedent for identifying the second letter as a resh.
Moreover, Duncan’s suggestion that the vav and the yod are generally
distinguished is true, but not without exception. F15:L3 (Frgs. 11-15:L10) preserves the
readings כלביא, but the  יextends all the way to the line. Duncan’s proposed reading
depends on the confusion of the vav with the yod; she may propose that this confusion
happened in the text’s Vorlage. Nonetheless, the fact that yod and vav are not always
distinguished graphically in 4Q35 complicates a precise identification of the third letter
of the word in question. The reading “ הריmountains” is possible.
Category 2. The four remaining variants belong to category 2. Two of these
variants are additions. The first addition is preserved at F10:L1 (Deut 31:9). Duncan
proposes the reading “ ׄע ֯ל] ספרi[n a book].” All that remains of this reading is the ayin,
but enough of the ayin remains to substantiate a variant. This addition harmonizes the
text to parallel passages and common usage. Deuteronomy 31:24 restates that Moses
wrote this law (Deut 31:9) and adds that he wrote it “in a book” ﬠַל־סֵ ֶפר. The addition of
 ﬠַל־סֵ פֶ רis also included in Deuteronomy 17:18 where the king is commanded to copy the
207
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law of Moses. When describing something as recorded in a book in Hebrew, it is common
to include the phrase  ﬠַל־סֵ ֶפרas is clear by the many references to written works in the OT
(e.g., 1 Kgs 11:41, 14:19, 29). The addition likely conforms Deuteronomy 31:9 to a
parallel passage and common usage.
The second addition is preserved at F11:L1 (Deut 33:8) and reads ]ללו֯ ]י
ׄ הבו
“Give to Levi” with the LXX and with 4QTestim. 208 4Q35 introduces Moses’ blessing to
Levi by stating “Give to Levi.” Explanations for this variant are difficult. Whether this
variant arose because of parablepsis in the MT or expansion in 4Q35 is difficult to say.
Moreover, the text is highly fragmentary so that all that is known of Deuteronomy 33:8 of
4Q35 is this phrase. Therefore, the dearth of manuscript evidence precludes a detailed
discussion of the nature of this variant. Nonetheless, the difference is likely one of
parallelism. The MT conveys Deuteronomy 33:8 with three lines: “the Thummin and the
Urim belong to your godly one,” followed by two lines modifying whom the godly one
is. The LXX conveys Deuteronomy 33:8 as four lines: “Give to Levi his Thummin, and
his Urim to the godly man,” followed by two modifying lines.” It is possible that 4Q35
follows the LXX’s structure. If this is so, the one line of the MT conveys what the LXX
does in two lines; namely, that the Thummin and the Urim belong to Levi.
4Q35 preserves one omission preserved at F4:L1 (Frgs. 2-4:L26 [Deut 1:32]).
4Q35 omits the pronominal suffix functioning as the object of an infinitive construct. 4Q35
reads “ ׄלהראותto show” where the MT reads “ ל ְַראֹֽ ְתכֶםto show you.” This difference only
slightly affects the text since the object is implied in 4Q35. Moreover, 4Q35 represents
the typical hiphil form of the infinitive construct; it does not syncopate the performative
Duncan, “4QDeuth,” 69. The inclusion of this phrase is nearly universal within Septuaintal
manuscripts as evident in the Apparati of Wevers’ critical edition. Only Symmachus follows the reading of
the MT. See Frederick Field, Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt; Sive Veterum interpretum Graecorum
in Totum Vetus Testamentum Fragmenta, vol. 1 (Hildesheim, Germany: G. Olms, 1964), 325. See also
John William Wevers, ed., Deuteronomium: Vetus Testamentum Graecum Auctoritate Academmiae
Scientiarum Gottingensis editum, vol. 3, pt. 2, Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum (Göttingen,
Germany: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1977), 364.
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he (see also Gen 2:10; 24:19; Deut 3:24; Esth 1:4, 11, 4:8). Supplying the performative
he clarifies the root of the infinitive since the MT’s reading in an un-pointed text could
easily be confused as a qal. Overall, the difference between these readings is slight.
The nature of the last variant is unclear. It can either be a substitution or, and
more likely, an omission and then an addition. The variant is preserved F12:L3 (Frgs. 1115:L5 [Deut 33:12]). Here, 4Q35 reads  אלwhile the MT reads  ָﬠלָיו. The reading of the
MT is difficult: “ יִ ְשׁ ֥ ֹכּן ל ֶָב֖טַ ח ﬠ ָָל֑יו חֹ ֵפ֤ף ָﬠלָיו֙ כָּל־הַ יּ֔ וֹםhe [Benjamin] dwells in safety because of
him; he is who surrounds over him every day.” 4Q35, however, has different syntax. It
reads, לבטח אל ׄמ ֯חו֯ ׄפ ׄף ֯ע ֯ל]יו
ׄ “ ישכןhe dwells in safety; God is who surrounds ov[er him].”
This difference may at first appear substantial, but it is not. The change
eliminates a non-essential element of the verse and makes the subject of the second clause
explicit.209 This difference can be explained in two ways. First, the difficulty of the MT
may indicate that the 4Q35 is interpretative here. The subject of the first verb in the MT
is Benjamin, but the participle of the next clause clearly describes God. Wevers argues
that the Samaritan Pentateuch, and the LXX following the Samaritan Pentateuch, may
have omitted the first  ﬠָ לָיוas otiose (severing no practical purpose) since the same
prepositional phrase occurs before and after the participle חֹ פֵף. 210 The LXX, then, added a
conjunctive and the subject καὶ ὁ θεός to make the new subject explicit. 211
Second, the fact that “ עליוbecause of him” (MT) is consonantally close to עליון
“the Most High” (possible original reading of 4Q35) provides fertile ground for explaining
a connection between these variants. Postulating confusion of gutturals could explain the
interchange between the aleph and the ayin, but not the omission of the pronominal suffix
209
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(see y. Ber 1:3, b. Ber 5:1, b. Erub 5:1). Wevers, argues against this explanation when
discussing the reading of the LXX by noting that the LXX never translated  עליוןas ὁ θεός
“God,” but consistently renders  עליוןas ὕψιστος “most high.” 212 Moreover, he notes that
the addition of the conjunctive καί, which has no precedent in the MT, weakens this
explanation and strengthens the first. 213 Nonetheless, 4Q35 does not preserve a conjunctive
vav, but simply reads אל. Thus, the reading is different from the LXX, but the omission is
expected. 4Q35 omits the conjunctive vav of the MT on three other occasions: twice
within fragment 12 (Deut 33).
Thus, Wevers’ suggestion that the LXX omits an unnecessary component of a
sentence and makes the subject of the second clause explicit is likely the most reasonably
explanation for the reading of 4Q35. 214 This difference is a category 2 variant worth three
points in the statistics.
Category 3. 4Q35 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q35’s
Textual Tradition
Based on the previous analysis, 4Q35 can be reasonably grouped as a text within
the Masoretic tradition. 215 It overwhelmingly agrees with the MT in most details. Duncan’s
proposal that 4Q35 be tentatively grouped with the LXX against the MT is weakened by
three factors: First, the one presumed conjunctive error between 4Q35 and the LXX of
212
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It should be noted also that 4QLXXNum and 4QLXXLeva both appear to clarify their base
text(s). See Nicholas Petersen, “An Analysis of Two Early LXX Manuscripts from Qumran: 4QLXXNum
and 4QLXXLeva in the Light of Previous Studies,” Bulletin for Biblical Research 19, no. 4 (2009): 481-510.
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Forty-two words depend on insufficient manuscript evidence while 5 words derive from
fragment 5: the identification of which is uncertain. See Duncan, “4QDeutb,” 67. After subtracting these
words from the word count supplied by Accordance, the total word count becomes 520 words.
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“ ב[ל יקומ]וthey shall not arise” at F11:L4 (Frgs. 11-15:L4 [Deut 33:11]) depends on little
manuscript evidence. Second, even if 4Q35 indeed contained the reading בל יקומו, it is
possible that these readings occurred independent of one another since the construction of
the MT is difficult: “ ִמן־יְקוּמוּןfrom rising” 216 In short, the LXX’s reading of the MT μὴ
ἀναστήτωσαν does not necessitate the Vorlage  בל יקומוbut could be an interpretative
rendering of the MT’s  ִמן־יְ קוּמוּןas indicated by Wevers. 217 Thus, it is possible that the
LXX’s reading is an interpretation of the MT. This fact plus the fact that the proposed
reading  ב[ל יקומ]וis uncertain complicates Duncan’s reasoning.
Third, all of the differences between the LXX, 4Q35, and the MT can reasonably
be ascribed to the scribal process. 218 Thus, the shared readings between the LXX and 4Q35
do not indicate a shared tradition against the MT. The textual tradition of 4Q35 is summed
up here as follows: the requisite requirement for postulating an alternative textual
tradition—namely, a significant number of category 3 variants—is not met in the places
where 4Q35 is preserved. Thus, the tradition of 4Q35 matches that found in the MT,
which also happens to be the tradition preserved in the LXX.
Table 10. The statistical relationship between 4Q35 and the MT
Total # of Categories 1, Statistical Categories 2 Statistical
Statistical
Category 3
and 3
Words in 4Q35 2, and 3 Relationship
Relationship
Relationship
520

25

95.19%

9

98.27%

0

100%

Gesenius’ comments about this construction demonstrates how difficult the construction is.
He remarks that this reading is quite exceptional so much that he wonders if the reading is right. However,
one should note, as Gesenius points out, that the imperfect tense is what makes this form difficult, and
4Q35 agrees with the MT in reading an imperfect. See Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §165b.
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Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Deuteronomy, 545. See also Duncan, “New Readings,”

218

Duncan alludes to a similar assessment in Duncan, “New Readings,” 287-88.

283-84.
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4Q37
4Q37 (4QDeutj) preserves content in twelve columns from Deuteronomy 5, 6,
8, 11, 32, and Exodus 12 and 13. 219 It is possible that these fragments originally belonged
to at least two separate manuscripts, but Duncan reasons that they belong to one excerpted
text because the fragments correspond in material features and measurements. 220 For
example, the script of all the fragments is described by Duncan as “inscribed by the same
classic formal hand, firm and practiced, dating from the late Herodian Period” ca. AD 50.
Moreover, the fragmentary nature of the text makes the exact arrangement of the columns
uncertain, 221 although Duncan reasons that the order is the same as 4Q41 (4QDeutn). 222
The orthography of 4Q37 is fuller than the MT and the Samaritan Pentateuch.

223

Duncan

describes the orthography as generally marking accented ā to ō and always marking
unaccented ā to ō while u to ō is marked in both accented and unaccented syllables. 224
Furthermore, the scribe employs some short form and some long form pronominal
suffixes. 225 Two preserved paragraph markers are preserved that correspond to the MT.
The first occurs at Col 8:13 (Deut 11:13) and corresponds to the MT’s  סwhile the second
occurs at Col 9:12 (either after Exod 12:42, which would correspond to the MT’s פ, or
Julie A Duncan, “4QDeutj,” in Qumran Cave 4: Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Kings, ed.
Ulrich and Cross, Discoveries in the Judaean Deserts 14 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995), 76.
219
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Ibid., 75.

221

Ibid., 76.
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Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” 46.
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Duncan, “4QDeutj,” 77.

224

Tov identifies the orthography as QSP. See Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333.

225

Duncan, “4QDeurb,” 77.
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Deut 11:21, which would correspond to the MT’s )ס. 226 Duncan notes that 4Q37 has three
25F

corrections. 227
26F

Several scholars have commented on the textual tradition of 4Q37. Duncan
describes 4Q37 as an excerpted text since the text preserves “special use” passages and
the fragments preserves smaller column heights. 228 Moshe Weinfeld also identifies 4Q37
as an excerpted text, more specifically, a liturgical text. 229 Beyond identifying 4Q37 as an
excerpted text, Duncan argues that 4Q37 aligns typologically with the Samaritan
Pentateuch since 4Q37 is subject to harmonizations from parallel passages. 230 Nonetheless,
Duncan suggests that the type and the range of variants found in 4Q37 could also be
attributed to the scribe copying from memory, which would suggest that the differences
found in 4Q37 cannot reasonable indicate the text’s textual tradition. 231 Tov asserts that
4Q37 significantly diverges from the other texts, and is thus, really independent. 232 Lange
also identifies the text as non-aligned. 233
Contrary to Tov and Lange, it is reasoned here that 4Q37 is an excerpted text
belonging to the Masoretic tradition. The textual analysis of excerpted texts must be done
with great caution since variants of an excerpted text may not always be evidence of the
text’s textual tradition. Differences may have derived from a scribe copying the text from
226

Duncan, “4QDeurb,” 78.

227

Ibid., 79.

228

Ibid., 75.

229

M. Weinfeld, “Grace after Meals in Qumran,” Journal of Biblical Literature 111, no. 3
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Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” 60.
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Ibid., 61.
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Tov, “Groups of Biblical Texts Found at Qumran,” 98.

233

See Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55. See also Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333.
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memory, as Greenstein indicates 234 and as Duncan proposes. 235 Rabbinic tradition
permitted mezuzot and phylacteries to be written by heart, not from a written text (b.
Megilla 18b). 236 Thus, it is at least possible that excerpted texts were afforded the same
freedom since mezuzot, and phylacteries are a form of excerpted texts. Besides minor
differences deriving from possible slips in memory, differences in sequence cannot be
used as evidence for identifying the excerpted text’s textual tradition. 237 If one assumes
that 4Q37 originally existed as one manuscript, then the text can reasonably be classified
as belonging to the Masoretic tradition when one adequately accounts for its excerpted
nature.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several variants listed by Duncan will not be discussed in the following
descriptions and statistics. Seven proposed variants depend on insufficient manuscript
data. Two additional proposed readings depend completely on reconstruction and will not
be included in the following discussion or statistics: the placement of column 5 and 12 in
their respective placements according to Duncan. One final variant is merely an
orthographic difference.
Category 1. 238 Eight variants belong to category 1. These variants involve the
addition or omission of particles such as a conjunctive vav and an article. Moreover,
Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” 60. See also Greenstein who argues
that misquotation instead of a different textual tradition may account for several variants found among the
Biblical-DSS in Greenstein, “Misquotation of Scripture.”
234
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Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” 60-61.

236

See especially ibid., 61n68.

237

See Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 599.

238

See appendix 1 for details about category 1 variants.
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several substitutions of synonymous forms, such as the substitution of number, are also
preserved in 4Q37.
Category 2. Seven differences between 4Q37 and the MT belong to category
2. Four of these differences are additions that have precedent in MT parallel passages.
The first addition is preserved at Col 1:2 (Deut 5:1) and concerns the addition of “ הזהthe
this,” which modifies “ היוםto day.” The addition specifies that the commandments Moses
spoke in the ear of Israel happened this day. On the one hand, 4Q37’s reading is paralleled
at Deuteronomy 15:15 and 26:16. On the other hand, numerous parallel verses do not
specify that the commandment is given this day, but just today (e.g., Deut 5.1; 8:1, 11;
10:13; 11:8). Furthermore, the difference between saying “ היוםtoday” and “ היום הוהthis
day” is slight. 239 Both constructions are definite and refer to today. Thus, the addition of
238F

4Q37 fits within the Masoretic tradition and is similar to it syntactically. The addition is
minor and involves only a slight change of emphasis.
The second addition occurs at Col 5:3 (Deut 8:6) and consists of the addition
of a particle “ כלall.” Whereas 4Q37 reads “ ׄל]לכת ב[כ֯ ול דרכיוto walk in all of his ways,”
the MT reads “ ָללֶכֶת ִבּ ְד ָרכָיוto walk in his ways.” The MT, like 4Q37, is commanding Israel
“to walk in all of his ways” despite the MT omitting the  כלparticle. This fact is evident
from the immediate context. Deuteronomy 8:2 specifies that Israel is to remember “every
way” �כָּל־הַ דֶּ ֶר, not just some ways. Moreover, the commandment “to walk in all of God’s
ways,” the reading preserved in 4Q37, occurs numerous times in the MT (e.g., Deut 5:33;
8:2; 11:22). The reading of the MT is less numerous but occurs at least five times in the
MT of Deuteronomy (Deut 8:6; 19:9; 26:17; 28:9; 30:16). Thus, based on the immediate
context and based on parallel passages, this addition is a slight change and only makes
the MT more explicit.
The article is labeled an excessive article or an alternating particle when it attaches to a
demonstrative pronoun. See Fuller and Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §20b, §36a.
239
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The third addition occurs at Col 5:5 (Deut 8:7) and concerns the addition of the
adjective ור]חבה
ׄ “and spacious.” 240 The MT of Deuteronomy 8:7 describes the Promised
Land 8:7 as “a good land” while 4Q37 describes the Promised Land as “a good and
spacious land.” Duncan notes that the scribe of 4Q37 is likely expansionistic here in light
of Exodus 3:8, which modifies the Promised Land as both “good and spacious” אֶ ל־אֶ ֶרץ
טוֹבָ ה ְוּרחָ בָ ה.241
240F

The fourth addition is found at Col 8:4 (Deut 11:8) and reads “ והמשפטיםand
judgments.” Although Duncan proposes that this addition also includes the phrase והחוקים
“and statutes,” this is not certain since  החוקיםhas no manuscript evidence to support it.
Moreover, spatial considerations are of little help due to the textual damage of the
fragment. Her reading, therefore, depends on the fact that parallel verses often include
both nouns. However, the inclusion of “ החוקיםthe statutes” is tentative since the MT
exhibits great variety when describing God’s commandments. At times, God’s
commandments are described simply as commandments (e.g., Deut 11:8, 22; 15:5; 19:9;
27:1). Elsewhere they are described as statutes and commandments (e.g., Exod 15:26;
Deut 4:40; 27:10). Moreover, they are also described as commandments and judgments
(e.g., Num 36:13; Dan 9:5; Neh 9:29). Duncan’s proposed reading is also prevalent in
Scripture (e.g., Deut 5:31; 6:1; 8:11; 11:1). Thus, whether 4Q37 reads  החוקיםis uncertain.
Nonetheless, it is certain that 4Q37 reads והמשפטים. This change is minor.
Besides the four additions, 4Q37 also preserves three substitutions that belong
to category 2. The first occurs at Col 8:2 (Deut 11:6) and concerns the substitution of
prepositions. 4Q37 reads “ מקרבfrom the midst,” while the MT reads “ בְּ קֶ ֶרבin the midst.”
Graphic or linguistic confusion is most certainly the reason for this change. The
240

4Q41 preserves the same reading at Col 1:2 (Deut 8:6).

241

Duncan, “4QDeutj,” 86.
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substitution of the prepositions bet and mem is a common phenomenon. 242 Moreover, the
recording of this account in Numbers 16:33 reads �“ ִמתּוֹfrom the midst.” The difference,
therefore, is slight.
The second substitution is preserved at Col 10:13 (Exod 13:5) and has
precedent in parallel contexts. 4Q37 reads כאש]ר
ׄ “just as,” while the MT reads “ ֲאשֶׁ רthat.”
The broader context is the Lord bringing Israel to the Promised Land that (MT)/just as
(4Q37) he swore to their Fathers. In the MT, the Land that God swore to give to their
fathers is a relative clause. In 4Q37, the clause is a comparative clause. This is a
difference, but the phrase of 4Q37 has precedent in the MT (e.g., Deut 29:12) and is
conceptually similar. Thus, the difference belongs to category 2.
The last substitution occurs at Col 12:14 (Deut 32:8). Here, 4Q37 reads בני
“ אלוהיםsons of God” with the LXX against the MT, which reads “ בְּ נֵי יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ לsons of
Israel.” The meaning of the phrase  בני אלהיםof 4Q37 and the phrase of the LXX υἱων
θεοῦ “sons of God” likely refers to divine beings. 243
24F

For a discussion of the interchange between mem and bet, see Tov, Textual Criticism of the
Hebrew Bible, 230. Here he argues that these letters are similar both graphically and phonologically. This
similarity makes it difficult to determine if the interchange arose from textual or linguistic grounds.
242

In the MT, the phrase  בְּ נֵי אֱ�הִ יםor the related phrase  בְּ נֵי אֵ לִ יםlikely only refers to divine
beings (e.g., Gen 6:2, 4; Ps 29:1 89:7). See 4Q381 15:6 that also uses the phrase  בני אליםto refer to angels
although the evidence is fragmentary, so an exact identification is difficult. A similar phrase occurs in the
non-biblical DSS, but refers exclusively to divine beings (e.g., the phrase “ בני שמיםsons of heaven” at 1QS
4:22; 11:8; 4Q416 1:12//4Q118 2:4, 4Q427 7ii:18). Notice that related terms such as ( בְּ נֵי ﬠֶלְ יוֹןPs 82:6) and
( בְּ נֵי אֵ ל־חָ יHos 2:1) refer to God’s people, not divine beings. In Greek literature, the LXX refers to God’s
people as υἱοὶ ὑψίστου “sons of the Most High” (LXX Ps 81:6]) and υἱοὶ θεοῦ ζῶντος “sons of the Living
God” (Hos 2:1) while Wisdom 2:18; 18.13 and Solomon 17:27 use variations of the phrase υἱοὶ θεοῦ “sons
of God” to refer to God’s people, not divine beings. Odes 2:43 contains a variation of this phrase, but
determining if the referent is a divine being or a human is difficult. Textual damage to column 12 prohibits
context to help aid interpretation of this phrase. Nonetheless, even if one were to supply the reading of the
MT and the LXX for the rest of the verse, the meaning of “ בני אלוהיםsons of God” would still be
ambiguous on internal grounds. On the one hand, one may argue that the reading ( בני אלוהיםreferring here
to divine beings) better contrasts with the phrase “ בני אדםsons of man.” On the other hand, one might argue
that since this phrase has three parallels and since each of these parallels phrases refer to humans (גּוֹיִ ם
“nations,” “ בְּ נֵי אָדָ םsons of man,” and “ גְּ בֻ�ת ﬠ ִַמּיםborders of the peoples”), then interpreting  בני אלוהיםmight
better be interpreted as referring to human rather than to angels. Thus, internal evidence does not help
determine the referent of 4Q37’s reading.
243
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Tov asserts that the reading found in 4Q37 and the LXX is original and that the
scribe of the MT gives the text a different direction by altering a single word. 244
Furthermore, he asserts that the scribe of the MT altered the text in order to avoid
polytheistic connotations. 245 He states that the term “ בני אלהיםsons of God” referred not
to the sons of the Lord, but to gods of the Canaanite and Ugaritic pantheon. 246 His
explanation is possible, but not certain. Tov argues that the scribe of the MT altered the
text because he did not feel comfortable with the polytheistic conations of בני אלהים. 247
His explanation provides an alleviating solution, but lacks explanatory power since the
terms  בני אלהיםand  בני אליםrefer to divine beings elsewhere in the MT ( בני אלהיםoccurs at
Gen 6:2, 4, Job 1:6; 2:1; 38:7, while the term  בני אליםoccurs at Ps 29:1, 89:7). Moreover,
polytheistic connotations of Deuteronomy 32:8 are not limited to the phrase בני אלהים.
Deuteronomy 32:12 states that “no foreign god existed with him [Israel],” while
Deuteronomy 32:16a reads, “They [Israel] made him [God] to jealousy with strange
things” (i.e., gods). Furthermore, Deuteronomy 32:17 states clearly that “they [Israel]
sacrificed to demons that were not God: gods that they did not know.” Thus, Tov’s
explanation that the MT eliminated the phrase because of anti-polytheistic tendencies is
Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 249. See also Rofé who explains that colon b
of the LXX and 4Q44 F5ii:L7 (4QDeutq) Deut 32:43 was deleted by an ‘orthodox’ scribe “who could not
admit to the existence of deities, even those belonging to a lower rank.” Alexander Rofé, Deuteronomy:
Issues and Interpretations (London: T & T Clark, 2002), 50.
244

Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 247-50. See also Emanuel Tov, “Theological
Tendencies in the Masoretic Text of Samuel,” in After Qumran: Old and Modern Editions of the Biblical
Texts—The Historical Books, ed. Hans Ausloos, Bénédicte Lemmelijn, and Julio Trebolle Barrera,
Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 246 (Leuven, Belgium: Peeters, 2012), 9-11.
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Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 249. See also Tigay, who says the scribes of
the MT likely changed the term  בני אלוהיםto  בני ישראלfor one of two reasons. First, the scribes did not want
Israel to worship these beings, a possible response if Israel envisioned them as having power. See Tigay,
Deuteronomy דברים, 514. Second, he suggests that the scribes may have changed the text because they felt
that the term was too similar to the Canaanite “assembly of the בני אל.” Ibid., 515.
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Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 249.
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tentative since polytheistic connotations are pervasive in the immediate context and since
this phrase occurs elsewhere in the MT to refer to divine beings.
Contrary to Tov, who argues for the originality of the LXX and 4Q37,
explanations do exist in favor of reading the MT as original. For example, it is possible
that the original reading was “ בני ישראלsons of Israel,” but the letters  ישרwere
dropped. 248 Michael Heiser dismisses this suggestion since it does not explain how the
letters  והיםcould have been added to 4Q37. It is possible that 4Q37 was copied from
memory, it was an excerpted text. This fact, plus the fact that the phrase  בני אלnever
occurs in the MT, 249 Samaritan Pentateuch, biblical-DSS, or non-biblical-DSS, 250 could
have led the scribe of 4Q37 to write  אלוהיםas opposed to אל. Thus, it is at least possible
that the MT reading is original.
Although it is difficult to determine which reading is original, both readings
are connected in ancient Judaism and in Masoretic sources. Targum Pseudo-Jonathan
gives helpful insight into this variant since it interprets “ לְ ִמ ְס ַפּר בְּ נֵי יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ לto number the
sons of Israel” of Deuteronomy 32:8 as implying both a reference to Israel and to
angels. 251 The angelic interpretation of Targum Pseudo-Jonathan depends on the scribe
250F

identifying God’s divisions of the nations in Deuteronomy 32:8 as referring to the Table
of nations in Genesis 10. 252 An ancient Jewish tradition connects the division of the
251F

nations with an angelic being. This tradition, therefore, provides the ground in which one
See Michael S. Heiser, “Deuteronomy 32:8 and the Sons of God,” Bibliotheca Sacra 158,
no. 629 (January 2001): 58.
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The phrase  בְּ נֵי אֵ ל־חָ יoccurs at Hos 2:1.

250

The phrase may occur at 11Q13 2:14, but this spot of the line is fragmentary.

Tov makes this point in Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 249. See also Tigay’s
comments in Deuteronomy דברים, 514-15.
251

Eldon Clem, Targum Ps. Jonathan (English), version 1.4, electronic ed. (Altamonte
Springs, FL: Accordance Bible Software; Oaktree Software, 2006), n359, n360.
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could interpret Deuteronomy 32:8 as referring to either divine beings (likely meaning of
4Q37) or humanity (interpretation of MT) or both (Tag. Ps. Jo). Eldon Clem states,
There was an ancient Jewish tradition that each of the nations of the world has an
angelic being watching over it, which seems to be reflected in Daniel 9:13, 20-21;
Deuteronomy 4:19; Psalm 82. In the Table of Nations in Genesis 10 there are seventy
nations that came out of Noah, hence there are seventy angels (cf. Targum PseudoYonatan (Jonathan) on Gen 1:16; 11:8; as well as Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer 177). 253
Thus, the two readings appear connected to an ancient Jewish tradition that is tied to
Genesis 10. 254
The scribe also interprets Deuteronomy 32:8 as a reference to Israel by drawing
on the word “seventy.” Just as seventy nations came out from Noah, so seventy sons of
Jacob went into Egypt (Gen 46:27; Exod 1:5; Deut 10:22). 255 The Targum implies that
254F

“God established the nations according to the number of the children of Israel.” 256 Thus,
25F

the reading of 4Q37 and the LXX was known amongst the rabbis and derived within
Masoretic sources (e.g., Tar. Ps-Jon Gen 11:8). Since this tradition is likely responsible
for the difference between the MT, LXX, and 4Q35, identifying the reading of 4Q35 as
non-Masoretic is questionable. 257
256F

Category 3. 4Q37 does not preserve a category 3 variant.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q37’s
Textual Tradition
4Q37 is an excerpted text that preserves several differences that can be
Clem, Targum Ps. Jonathan, n361. Tigay argues that this tradition is known until the tenth
century AD. See Tigay, Deuteronomy דברים, 515.
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Cf. Samuel R Driver, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Deuteronomy, 2nd ed. The
International Critical Commentary, vol. 5 (Edinburgh: T and T Clark, 1896), 356.
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Clem, Targum Onkelos and Jonathan (English), 362.
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Ibid.

Cf. Edward M Cook, “Rewriting the Bible: The Text and Language of the Pseudo-Jonathan
Targum” (Ph.D. diss., University of California Los Angeles, 1986).
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ascribed to the scribal process. 258 Six of the category 2 variants harmonize to parallel
passages within the MT while the last likely depends on an ancient Jewish tradition
present within Masoretic sources. Thus, all of the differences between the MT and 4Q37
can be ascribed to the scribal process. It is concluded here that the MT and 4Q37 share a
common background.
Table 11. The statistical relationship between 4Q37 and the MT
Total # of
Categories
Words in 4Q37 1, 2, and 3
373
19

Statistical Categories Statistical
Statistical
Category 3
Relationship
2 and 3 Relationship
Relationship
94.91%
11
97.05%
0
100%

4Q38
4Q38 (4QDeutk1) consists of five fragments: one large fragment and four smaller
ones preserving portions from Deuteronomy 5, 11, and 32. 259 Although 4Q38 and 4Q38a
were originally identified as belonging to the same manuscript, Duncan reasons that they
should be viewed as separate manuscripts since the letter size in 4Q38 is 3mm while the
letter size of 4Q38a measures 2mm, and since the scribe of 4Q38 writes the divine name
in square script while the scribe of 4Q38a writes it in paleo-Hebrew. 260 She describes the
script as characteristic of an Early Herodian formal hand ca., 30-1 BC. 261 Duncan
describes the orthography of 4Q38 as the following: fuller than that of the MT and the
Samaritan Pentateuch, inconsistent in representing suffixed forms, marking both accented
and unaccented ā to ō and u to ō. 262 Paragraph markers follow the MT and Samaritan
Seventy-seven words depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. After subtracting these
words from the word count supplied by Accordance, the total word count becomes 373 words.
258

Julie A. Duncan, “4QDeutk1,” in Ulrich and Cross, Qumran Cave 4: Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, Kings, 93.
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Duncan, “4QDeutk1,” 94. Tov identifies this spelling practice as QSP in Scribal Practices
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Pentateuch at F2:L13 (Deut 11:12-13), but not at F2:L8 (Deut 11:9). 263
Duncan argues that 4Q38 is an excerpted text because it preserves passages
common among excerpted texts.264 She reasons that preservation from these chapters
may be by chance, but “it is more likely, given the emergence of 4QDeutj (4Q37) and the
other excerpted texts, that this manuscript belongs to the same genre.” 265
Only a few scholars have commented on the textual tradition of 4Q38. Duncan
argues that 4Q37 aligns typologically with the Samaritan Pentateuch since it is subject to
parallel passages, 266 but does not group it with the Samaritan family. Instead, Duncan
suggests that the type and the range of variants found in 4Q37 could be attributed to the
scribe copying from memory. 267 Tov and Lange identify 4Q38 as non-aligned. 268
Contrary to Tov and Lange, 4Q38 is grouped here as an excerpted text
belonging to the Masoretic tradition. It differs from the MT in only a few minor details,
which can reasonably be attributed to the scribal process. Duncan’s suggestion that 4Q38
is subject to the influence of parallel passages, and her explanation that these differences
could have derived from the scribe copying from memory, is more persuasive than Tov
and Lange’s suggestion that 4Q38 represents a textual tradition besides the MT.
and Approaches, 333
263

Duncan, “4QDeutk1,” 95.

Ibid. See also Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 112, who lists Deut 5, 11, and 32
as texts commonly included in mezuzot and tefillin.
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Description and Categorization
of Variants
Duncan proposes eleven differences between 4Q38 and the MT. Two of these
differences are not included in the following discussions and statistics because they differ
only orthographically from the MT. The first difference concerns the addition of an
indicative nun at F2:L6 (Deut 11:9), while the second concerns a qere perpetuum at
F2:L9 (Deut 11:10).
Category 1. 269 Five variants belong to category 1: the omission of a marker of
the accusative at F1:L2 (Deut 5:29), the omission of the article at F2:L13 (Deut 11:12),
and three instances of the substitution of number at F2:L3 (Deut 11:7), F2:L8 (Deut
11:10), and F2:L10 (Deut 11:10).
Category 2. Four variants belong to category 2. Three of these are additions.
The first addition is preserved at F2:L4 (Deut 11:8) and readsהחוק]ים [ו֯ ֯ה ׄמ ֯ש]פטים
ׄ
כול המצוה
“the entire commandment, the statutes, and the judgments,” where the MT reads כָּל־הַ ִמּצְ ָוה
“the entire commandment.” 270 The reading of 4Q38 has precedent in the MT (e.g., Deut
269F

5:31; 6:1; 8:11; 11:1).
The second addition is found at F2:L5 (Deut 11:8) and reads ורביׄ תם
ׄ “ תחזקוthat
you might be strong and great,” while the MT simply reads “ תֶּ חֶ זְקוּthat you might be
strong.” Deuteronomy 8:1 of the MT preserves a similar construction with the verb
וּרבִ יתֶ ם.
ְ 271 Duncan further notes that 8Q4 F1:L25 (8QMez) contains this expanded form. 272
270F

271 F

269

See appendix 1 for details of these variants.

The manuscript evidence for the reading  ו֯ ֯ה ׄמ ֯ש]פטיםis small, but is accepted because of the
presence of the mem. This variant has the least amount of manuscript evidence to be accepted. A similar
addition occurs at 4Q37, Col 8:L4 (Deut 11:8).
270

Duncan, “4QDeutk1,” 97. However, the verbs of the MT in Deut 8:1 are יתם וּבָ אתֶ ם
ֶ ֗ ִִ ֽתּחְ יוּן ְוּרב
“ ִ ֽו ִיר ְשׁתֶּ םthat you might live and be great and enter and possess,” while the verbs of the MT at Deut 11:8 are
“ תֶּ חֶ זְקוּ וּבָ אתֶ ם ִ ֽו ִיר ְשׁתֶּ םbe strong and enter and possess.”
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Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” 52.
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The third addition is found at F2:L6 (Deut 11:8) and preserves the readings את
“ הירדןthe Jordan.” 4Q30 F3i:L3 (Deut 4:14) also preserves this addition. As illustrated
when discussing that text, when Israel is described as crossing into the Promised Land,
sometimes it specifies that they are crossing over “the Jordan” while other times this
detail is implicit. On the one hand, this detail is implied in the MT of Deuteronomy 4:14,
26; 6:1, 11; 11:11, and here, at 31:17. On the other hand, this detail is explicit in the MT
of Numbers 33:51; 35:10, Deuteronomy 11:31; 31:13; 32:47, and Joshua 1:11. Thus, the
addition of  הירדןis implied in the MT of Deuteronomy 11:8. This is only a slight alteration.
Besides preserving three additions, 4Q38 also preserves one omission: the
omission of the  כָּלparticle “all” at F1:L2 (Deut 5:29). Whereas the MT reads וְ לִ ְשׁמֹ ר אֶ ת־
ָל־מצְ וֹתַ י
ִ “ כּand to keep all of my commandments,” 4Q38 reads [“ ולש[מור מצוׄ ת]יand to
ke]ep my commandment[s].” This variant is similar to that found at 4Q37 Col 5:L 3
(Deut 8:6). As discussed, that variant was likely influenced by parallel passages. The
same is true for this variant. Similar passages exclude a  כָּלparticle at Exodus 16:28;
Deuteronomy 4:2; 10:13; 30:10, and 16, but include one at Deuteronomy 5:29; 6:2;
13:15; 26:17; 28:1, and 28:15. Thus, the reading of 4Q38 has precedent in the MT.
Category 3. 4Q38 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q38’s
Textual Tradition
Overall, 4Q38 shares a high level of agreement with the MT. 273 Moreover, all
of the variants have precedent within the MT. Thus, 4Q38 is grouped here as an excerpted
text belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Seven words are transcribed by Duncan and Accordance but depend on insufficient
manuscript evidence. The total word count accepted here is 371 words.
273
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Table 12. The statistical relationship between 4Q38 and the MT
Total #
of Words
in 4Q38
166

Categories
1, 2, and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Categories
2 and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category
3

Statistical
Relationship

14

91.57%

9

94.58%

0

100%

4Q38a
4Q38a (4QDeutk2) consists of thirteen fragments; six are certainly identifiable,
two remain tentative, and five others remain uncertain. 274 Concerning script, Duncan notes
that the scribe wrote in an Early Herodian formal hand ca. 30-1 BC. 275 The orthography
is generally fuller than that of the MT or Samaritan Pentateuch. 276 It consistently marks ā
to ō in both accented and unaccented syllables. 277 Other notes on orthography include the
use of the long forms of the suffixes, the omissions of the aleph once, and the use of
כיא. 278 Text is preserved at three places where a paragraphing mark occurs in the MT, but
27F

4Q38a only coincides with the paragraph system of the MT once. 279 One scribal correction
278F

is found at F3:L5 (Frgs. 2-3:L15 [Deut 20:19]). 280
279F

Duncan, “New Readings,” 99. For a discussion of the reasons 4Q38 and 4Q38a are now
understood as distinct manuscripts, see Duncan, “4QDeutk1,” 93.
274

Julie A. Duncan, “4QDeutk2,” in Ulrich and Cross, Qumran Cave 4: Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, Kings, 99.
275

276

Ibid.

277

Ibid.

278

Ibid. Tov labels this spelling practice as QSP in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches,

333.

Ibid., 100. Duncan lists here one further possible paragraph break that may coincide with
the system of the MT.
279

Ibid. Some of the readings of 4Q38a can be referenced in multiple ways. First, a reading
can be referenced by the exact fragment and line number of the reading. Second, the reading can be
referenced regarding a group of fragments believed to have originally belonged to the same column and the
corresponding line number. Both references will be given here. The first reference is to the exact fragment
and corresponding line number while the reference in parenthesis corresponds to the group of fragments
and the reconstructed line number.
280
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Description and Categorization
of Variants
Duncan proposes that 4Q38a differs from the MT at eight places. Two of these
variants, however, will not be included in the following discussions and statistics. First, at
F1:L6 (Deut 19:11), 4Q38a substitutes the rare demonstrative pronoun of MT  הָ אֵ לfor the
more common form האלה.
ׄ
Second, at F4:L8 (Deut 24:3), Duncan proposes an addition
based on spatial considerations. Her proposal is possible, but uncertain. Thus, six
differences remain between 4Q38a and the MT that belong to categories 1 and 2.
Category 1. 281 Four of these variants belong to category 1: the addition of the
 מןpreposition at F1:L6 (Deut 19:11), the addition of a conjunctive vav at F3:L2 (Frgs. 23:L12 [Deut 20:17]), the addition of the marker of accusative at F5:L7 (Deut 26:4), and the

substitution of number at F1:L3 (Deut 13:3).
Category 2. Two variants belong to category 2. The first variant involves the
substitution of an office in ancient Israel and is preserved at F2:L3 (Frgs. 2-3:L3 [Deut
20:8]). 282 4Q38a reads “ השופטיםjudges,” while the MT reads “ הַ שֹּׁ ְט ִריםofficers.” Three
reasons demonstrate that this difference is small. First, these two words are graphically
similar; thus, the difference can reasonably be attributed to the scribal process. Second,
the term  שֹׁ טֵ רis a generic leadership position in Israel that can be used to represent other
more specific titles. Third, Deuteronomy 16:18 demonstrates that these offices serve the
same function: to ensure the promulgation of justice. Fourth, the term  שֹׁ טֵ רis a generic
title that can substitute for other titles. For example, at Numbers 11:16, the title שֹׁ טֵ ר
functions as a synonym to the term “ זָקֵ ןelder” and, at Deuteronomy 1:15, it functions as a
synonymy for “ שַ רprince.” Thus, the substitution of these terms is only a slight
281

See appendix 1 for details about variants.

282

This variant is similar to that found at 4Q29 Col 3, F5:L5 (Deut 31:28) although not identical.
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change. 283
The second difference concerns the substitution of prepositions. 4Q38a reads
“ לפני יהוהbefore the Lord” at F5:L6 (Deut 26:3), while the MT reads “ לַיהוָהto the Lord.”
The difference here is slight. The prepositional phrase of 4Q38a conveys that when Israel
enters into the Promised Land, they are to go to the priest and declare before the Lord that
they have entered into the Promised Land. The prepositional phrase of the MT conveys that
Israel is to declare that they have entered into the Promised Land to the Lord. To declare
something in the presence of someone (4Q38a) is in effect to declare something to
someone. Thus, the variant represents a slight change in perspective and belongs to
category 2.
Category 3. 4Q38a does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q38a’s
Textual Tradition
Based on the analysis, 4Q38a can reasonably be grouped within the Masoretic
tradition. 284 Only six insignificant variants from categories 1 and 2 exist between can be
4Q38a from the MT.
Table 13. The statistical relationship between 4Q38a and the MT
Total # of Words Categories 1, Statistical Categories Statistical
Statistical
Category 3
in 4Q38a
2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
Relationship
174
6
96.55%
2
98.85%
0
100%

4Q40
4Q40 (4QDeutm) consists of five fragments preserving content from
283

For a similar variant and a more in-depth discussion, see variant at Col 3, F5:L5 (Deut 31:28).

Eight words depend on insufficient manuscript evidence transcribed by Duncan and
Accordance and six words counted by Accordance that derive from unidentifiable fragments. The total
number of words accepted here are 174 words.
284
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Deuteronomy 3, 4, and 7. 285 The script is described by Duncan as a formal hand dating to
ca. 50-1 BC, during the transitional period between the late Hasmonaean and early
Herodian periods. 286 Duncan describes the orthography as fuller than that of the MT and
the Samaritan Pentateuch. 287 Long forms of the pronominal suffixes and the independent
pronouns are used. 288 Two corrections, most likely from the hand of the scribe who
copied the text, occur in 4Q40. 289
The textual tradition of 4Q40 has not been assessed by many scholars. On the
one hand, George Brooke comments that 4Q40 is too “difficult to assess in any case,
because the extant fragments are too few or too small.” 290 Like Brooke, Lange too
identifies 4Q40 as a text whose textual tradition is unable to be identified because of textual
damage. 291 On the other hand, Tov identifies 4Q40 as non-aligned. 292 Contrary to these
scholars, the preserved content is assessed here as corresponding to Masoretic tradition.
Overall, this text preserves a high level of agreement with the MT.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Duncan proposes that 4Q40 deviates from the MT at six places. Two of these
will not be included in the following discussions and statistics. Several reasons prohibit
Julie A. Duncan, “4QDeutm,” in Ulrich and Cross, Qumran Cave 4: Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, Kings, 113.
285
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Duncan, “4QDeutm,” 113.

287

Ibid.

288

Ibid. Tov labels this spelling practice as QSP in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches,
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Duncan, “4QDeutm,” 114.

290

Brooke, “Qumran Cave 4,” 570.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 56.

292

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333.

333.
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the first possible variant proposed at F1:L5 (Frgs. 1-3:L5 [Deut 3:21]) from being
included in the following discussions. First, if Duncan’s reading is right, the difference
concerns a qere perepetuum. Second, the fragment is damaged so that the reading is
obscured: it is uncertain if 4Q40 read  ההיאהor ההואה. Regardless, even if one grants the
reading of Duncan, the difference is orthographic. The second difference occurs at F1:L7
(Frgs. 1-3:L7 [Deut 3:21]), but depends on insufficient manuscript evidence. Thus, four
differences between 4Q40 and the MT belong to categories 1 and 2.
Category 1. 293 4Q40 preserves three variants that belong to category 1: the
addition of a preposition suffixed to an infinitive construct at F5:L6 (Deut 7:22), the
omission of a conjunctive vav at F1-2:L7 (Deut 3:22), and the substitution of number at
F4:L3 (Deut 4:33).
Category 2. 4Q40 preserves one category 2 variant at F1-2:L3 (Deut 3:20). This
variant is a correction against the MT and provides an expansion of the divine title. 4Q40
reads ^“ יהוה ^אלוהיכמהthe Lord ^your God^,” while the MT reads “ יְ ה ָוהthe Lord.” The
difference is slight, especially since the fuller phrase preserved by 4Q40—“The Lord
your God”—occurs in the MT later in the verse. Moreover, the addition of “your God” is
an adaption to a formulaic expression and represents only a slight change. 294 Thus, this
293F

variant only represents a slight change. The addition belongs to category 2.
Category 3. 4Q40 does not preserve category 3 variants.
293

See appendix 1 for details about these variants.

294

See Tov, “Textual Harmonizations,” 19.
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Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q40’s
Textual Tradition
4Q40 has suffered a high degree of textual damage. 295 However, as the
previous discussion demonstrates, the preserved content aligns closely with the MT so
that it can reasonably be described as belonging to the Masoretic tradition. The text’s one
category 2 variant has immediate parallels in the MT.
Table 14. The statistical relationship between 4Q40 and the MT
Total # of Categories 1,
Statistical Categories 2 Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q40 2, and 3
Relationship
and 3
Relationship
3
Relationship
96
5
94.79%
2
97.92%
0
100%

4Q41
4Q41 (4QDeutn) preserves text from Deuteronomy 5 and 8, but in a different
order than MT: Deuteronomy 8:5-10 is placed prior to Deuteronomy 5:1-6:1 and contains
the reason for the Sabbath command from both Exodus 20:11 and Deuteronomy 5:15. 296
Crawford describes the script as deriving from the early Herodian period ca. 30-1 BC. 297
The orthography is described as follows: it is full and marks aw to ô (except in hip‘il first
yod/vav verbs) and ay to ê. It also marks ī, ū and typically marks ā to ō in both accented
and unaccented syllables. It further usually marks u to o. 298 Moreover, it typically uses the
short forms of the suffixes and occasionally drops the quiescent aleph. 299 4Q41 preserves
at least six paragraph divisions. One agrees with the MT (Col 4:12 [Deut 5:21]) while
295
Fifteen words transcribed by Duncan are not included in the final word count because they
depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.
296
See also Sidnie White Crawford, “4QDeutn,” in Ulrich and Cross, Qumran Cave 4:
Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Kings, 117. See ibid., 117-18, for a discussion of the relationship between
column 1 and the remaining columns.
297

Crawford, “4QDeutn,” 117.

298

Ibid.

299

Ibid., 118.
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two others might agree, but the evidence is not certain in these two cases (Col 3:8 [Deut
5:11] and Col 4:7 [Deut 5:15]). 300
Scholars agree that 4Q41 is an excerpted text. 301 Eshel suggests more
specifically that 4Q41 served a liturgical purpose: namely, a prayer book. 302 Weinfeld too
identifies 4Q41 as a prayer book. 303 Crawford, on the other hand, suggests that 4Q41 was
excerpted for the purpose of studying. 304 Elizabeth Owen merely recognizes that scholars
classify 4Q41 as an excerpted text for liturgical or devotional purposes, but goes on to
suggest that this may not be the case. 305
Several scholars further discuss the textual tradition preserved in 4Q41. Eshel
groups 4Q41 as belonging to the group of texts labeled proto-Samaritan. 306 By this, Eshel
does not mean that the text is a proto-Samaritan text, but that it derived from the same
tradition in which the Samaritan Pentateuch and proto-Samaritan texts derived. 307 He
suggests labeling these text as “The Harmonistic Texts.” 308 He describes these texts as
300

Ibid., 121.

Crawford, “4QDeutn,” 117. Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” 44-45;
Strawn, “Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran,” 113. See also Stegemann, “Weitere Stücke von 4 Q P Psalm
37,” 221-27.
301

Esther Eshel, “4QDeut[n]—A Text That Has Undergone Harmonistic Editing,” Hebrew
Union College Annual 62 (1991): 148-52.
302

303

Weinfeld, “Grace after Meals in Qumran,” 427-28.

Sidnie Crawford, “The Pentateuch as Found in the Pre-Samaritan Texts and 4QReworked
Pentateuch,” in Changes in Scripture: Rewriting and Interpreting Authoritative Traditions in the Second
Temple Period, ed. Hanne von Weissenberg, Juha Pakkala, and Marko Marttila, Beihefte Zur Zeitschrift
Für Die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 419 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011), 128.
304

Elizabeth Owen discusses the possibility that 4Q41 could have originally contained the
entire book of Deuteronomy. Elizabeth Owen, “4QDeutn: A Pre-Samaritan Text?” Dead Sea Discoveries 4,
no. 2 (1997): 164n11.
305
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Eshel, “4QDeut[n],” 120.
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Ibid., 120-23.

308

Ibid., 148.
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“made rather consistently and may be described as compromising an altogether
harmonistic reworking of the text.” 309 One of the goals of these texts is to clarify the text
by replacing archaic forms and by clarifying syntax. 310
Crawford’s view of the 4Q41 has undergone development. She initially
classified 4Q41 as deriving from the MT/Samaritan Pentateuch tradition based on the
order of the commandments and based on shared errors. 311 Nonetheless, in a 1990 work,
Crawford argued that there is not enough evidence to conclusively identify the tradition
of 4Q41 since there are only two cases of shared errors. 312 In her discussion of 4Q41 in
DJD, she withholds judgment about the textual tradition of 4Q41. 313 Last, in a 1998
article, Crawford claims that 4Q41 is non-aligned because it is an excerpted text. 314
Owen concludes that 4Q41 is best classified as non-aligned. She argued that
the variants Crawford claimed to be shared errors between 4Q41 and the MT/Samaritan
309

Eshel, “4QDeut[n],” 148.

Ibid. Interestingly, most of the variants from the Pentateuchal non-aligned texts achieve this
result: greater clarity.
310

311

White [Crawford], “A Critical Edition of Seven Manuscripts,” 295.

Sidnie Ann White [Crawford], “The All Souls Deuteronomy and the Decalogue,” Journal
of Biblical Literature 109, no. 2 (1990): 206.
312

Duncan, “4QDeutb,” 117-28. See also Crawford’s discussion of how her view of the textual
tradition of 4Q41 has developed in Sidnie Crawford, “A Response to Elizabeth Owen’s ‘4QDeutn : A PreSamaritan Text?’” Dead Sea Discoveries 5, no. 1 (1998): 92-94.
313

Crawford, “A Response to Elizabeth Owen’s ’4QDeutn,” 94. Crawford’s view, as expressed
in her article, appears to allow for a text to be classified as textually non-aligned while still following a
different textual tradition. See a similar view expressed in Tov’s framework in Tov, “Groups of Biblical Texts
Found at Qumran,” 155-56. Notice how he classifies 4Q41 (4QDeutn) as belonging to the pre-Samaritan
category although secondarily in Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 155. At the same time,
he categorizes 4Q41 as a special sub-group of non-aligned texts in the same work Ibid., 156. Tov, however,
no longer views 4Q41 as belonging to the pre-Samaritan family as evident in Tov, Textual Criticism of the
Hebrew Bible, 91. See especially 91n147. The point is that simply because a text is labeled as non-aligned
by Crawford and Tov does not necessarily mean it cannot also be adequately described as representing a
different tradition.
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Pentateuch could have been the original text. 315 Moreover, she argued that where 4Q41
agrees with the LXX, MT, and Samaritan Pentateuch, these readings “can be shown to
have the preferred reading.” 316 The non-aligned nature of this text is further identified by
the inclusion of Exodus 20:11, which Owen describes as a significant secondary
development that separates 4Q41 from the MT and Samaritan Pentateuch. 317 Owen admits
that 4Q41 resembles the nature of the Samaritan Pentateuch: both texts are characterized
by harmonizations. 318 However, since 4Q41 does not share the exact harmonizations
found in the Samaritan Pentateuch, it should not be classified as pre-Samaritan, but as
textually non-aligned. 319 Owen’s assessment of the textual tradition of 4Q41 seems to
embody the same principle articulated most recently by Crawford; namely, 4Q41 is nonaligned by virtue of it being an excerpted text. 320
Several other scholars argue that 4Q41 is non-aligned. Tov, like Crawford and
Owen, states that excerpted texts are necessarily non-aligned. 321 Lange too classifies
4Q41 as non-aligned, but not because it is an excerpted text. He argues that 4Q41 is non315

Owen, “4QDeutn,” 176.
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Owen, “4QDeutn,” 176.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 177.

Ibid. Owen defines a non-aligned text according to Tov’s criteria. See Tov, Textual
Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 109.
319
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Crawford, “A Response to Elizabeth Owen’s ’4QDeutn,” 94.

See Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. He also grouped 4Q41 as
belonging to the pre-Samaritan family although secondarily. Ibid., 155. Tov, however, no longer views
4Q41 as belonging to the pre-Samaritan family as evident in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible,
91. Crawford, “A Response to Elizabeth Owen’s ’4QDeutn,” 94, expresses this opinion. See also Tov’s
comments that 4Q41 along with the other liturgical texts (he defines the liturgical texts he has in mind on
pp. 245-46) “probably branched off from MT.” Emanuel Tov, “The Textual Development of the Torah,” in
Maier, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, Qumran, Septuagint, 3:248-49.
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aligned because the harmonizing passages of 4Q41 do not always align with one textual
tradition against the others. 322
In agreement with Eshel, it is argued here that 4Q41 combines elements from
parallel passages to produce a fuller text, but unlike Eshel, this text is grouped here as
belonging to the Masoretic tradition. Many of the smaller harmonizations may have been
unintentional. They could have derived from the scribe copying from memory. 323
Nonetheless, the inclusion of the reason for the Sabbath command from Exodus 20:11
was likely occasioned for liturgical purposes as is the different sequence of texts.
Therefore, classifying 4Q41 as a “harmonistic text” has warrant, but does not ultimately
answer the question of textual tradition. Which textual tradition is preserved in 4Q41?
4Q41 is reasoned to belong to the Masoretic tradition here because of 4Q41’s
overwhelming agreement with the MT while differing in only minor details. 4Q41 can
reasonably be classified as a proto-MT Deuteronomy text harmonized with a proto-MT
Exodus text with minor differences attributable to the scribal process.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Since Crawford’s main objective in DJD is to list the differences between 4Q41
and the other witnesses, she groups variants together that occur in close proximity, even if
the nature of each variant is quite different. For example, there are three variants at Col
5:2 (Deut 5:22): two omit the article and the other is an added word. This group of
variants is discussed together as one unit by Crawford. These variants are divided into
two separate discussions here since these variants represent both omissions and an
addition and since these variants likely do not influence each other. Therefore, all of the
differences discussed by Crawford are accounted for here but divided slightly differently.
322

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 87.

323

Greenstein, “Misquotation of Scripture.”
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Overall, Crawford proposes that 4Q41 differs from the MT at 30 places. 324
However, one of these proposed variants depends on insufficient manuscript evidence,
seven differ only with regard to orthography, and one derives from the excerpted nature
of the text.
Crawford proposes reading the form ואת ׄה
֯ “you” at Col 5:10 (Deut 5:27) against
the MT’s reading אַתּ
ְ ְו. Since only the top of the final letter, possibly a he, is visible, this
reading is excluded from the following discussion and statistics. It depends on too little
manuscript evidence. However, even if this difference were to be accepted, it would be
minor. Both readings are second person singular forms of the independent pronoun. The
remaining twenty-four proposals of Crawford are accepted here, but the variants are
divided slightly differently.
The first variant that concerns only orthography is the difference between the
MT’s long reading of ָ“ וּמֵ ה ֲָר ֶריהits mountains” at Col 1:7 (Deut 8:9) and 4Q41’s collapsed
form of “ ומהריהits mountains.”
The second is preserved at Col 3:4 (Deut 5:9). This is excluded since this
difference concerns Qumran spelling. Whereas the MT reads “ תָ ָﬠבְ דֵ םserve them,” 4Q41
reads “ תעובדםserve them.” 325
324F

Third, the proposed reading of “ מצוותיmy commandments” at Col 3:7 (Deut
5:10) is excluded here as a genuine variant. The yod and vav are indistinguishable in this
manuscript. 326 Moreover, if one reads the suffix as a yod, as Crawford proposes, the form
325F

reads with the qere. If one reads the suffix as a vav, then 4Q41 agrees with the kethiv.
Regardless, the form fits within the Masoretic tradition.
324

The table of variants for 4Q41 in appendix 1 divides the variants into 34 different units, not
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Elisha Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986),
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Crawford, “4QDeutn,” 124.

30 units.
§311.13d.
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Fourth, the proposed difference at Col 4:6 (Exod 20:11). Explaining the form
of 4Q41 here is difficult. 327 4Q41 reads “ וינוחand rested,” while the MT reads the typical
form “ ַו ָיּנַחand rested.”  נוחis a second yod/vav verb. In the vav-consecutive form, the
accent retracts from the ultimate syllable to the penultimate causing the final vowel to
reduce. 328 However, the form of 4Q41 has not reduced. The lack of reduction may be
because the final het has become quiescence. 329 If this happened, then the final syllable
would remain open and prohibit the accent from retracting. 330 Nonetheless, evidence
from the biblical-DSS weakens this explanation since the phenomenon of not retracting
the accent from the ultima to the penutlima of second yod/vav verbs occurs with verbs
that are not third gutturals (e.g., “ עוףfly” (1QIsaa Col 5:28 (Isa 6:6)), “ שׁובreturn”
(1QIsaa Col 30:12 (Isa 37:8)), and “ קוםarise” (4Q27 F1-4:L1 (Num 11:31)). In light of
this evidence, it is clear that the difference between these forms in merely orthographic.
The fifth and sixth variants are preserved at Col 4:10-11 and 4:11-12 (Deut 5:21)
preserves the reading “ רעיךyour friends” while the MT reads �֑“ ֵר ֶﬠyour friends/your
friend.” 4Q41’s form may be a pausal form where the third yod reappears. 331 This
30F

difference occurs twice.
Seventh, Col 5:2 (Deut 5:22) preserves the readings “ ויכותבםand wrote them,”
See 4Q134 F1:L22 (Exod 20:11) for the same form as found in 4Q41 ()וינוח. This same
reading is found in 4Q134 (4Phyl G).
327

328

Fuller and Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew, 254.

329

For a discussion of the weakening of the het at Qumran, see Reymond, Qumran Hebrew,

107-14.

See the vav-consecutive of  בואin biblical Hebrew. The final aleph becomes silent and thus the
accent does not retract. Another example of the accent not retracting, and thus, the vowel remaining stable is
found when the subject of a vav-consecutive second vav verb is plural. Here, the accent does not retract and
the vowel û remains (i.e., 1 Sam 25:9). See Fuller and Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew, 254; Gesenius,
Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §72t.
330

It is typical for a third yod to reappear when the a third yod/vav verb is in pause. See
Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §75u.
331
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while the MT reads “ ַ ֽו יִּ כְ ְתּבֵ םand wrote them.” It is common for a vav to be placed after
the root’s first consonant in the imperfect when pronominal suffixes are attached. 332
31F

Thus, this too is an alternative spelling of the form in the MT.
One more addition should not be included in the following discussion and
statistics because its addition likely depends on the excerpted nature of 4Q41: the inclusion
of the ground for keeping the Sabbath command as found in Exodus 20:11 at Col 4:5-7
(Exod 20:11). 333 When discussing this addition, therefore, one should compare it to
Exodus 20:11 in the MT, and only count as variants those differences between 4Q41 and
the Exodus account. These versions are identical except for the omission of a marker of
accusative found in the MT version of Exodus and the substitution of a vav-consecutive
for an infinitive construct. The Exodus version of the MT concludes the ground by saying
“ ַ ֽו יְ קַ ְדּ ֵ ֽשׁהוּand consecrate it,” while 4Q41 reads “ לקדשוto consecrate it.” 334 There is also an
orthographic difference concerning the form of a vav-consecutive second yod/vav verb
found at Col 4:6 (Exod 20:11) and discussed under “Description and Categorization of
Variants” (fourth orthographic variant). Therefore, this addition preserves one orthographic
difference not counted in the statistics, one category 1 variant, and one category 2 variant.
Category 1. 335 Several variants belong to category 1. These variants include
the omission and addition of particles such as the conjunctive vav, the marker of the
accusative, prepositions, and the article. It further includes the substitution of synonymous
332

Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §311.13d.

Crawford notes that the Nash Papyri, like 4Q41, gives both reasons for the Sabbath, but in
reverse order Crawford, “4QDeutn,” 126. See also Albright who argues that the best date of the Nash
Papyri is the second half of the second century BC. William Foxwell Albright, “A Biblical Fragment from
the Maccabaean Age: The Nash Papyrus,” Journal of Biblical Literature 56, no. 3 (1937): 172.
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See Eduard Kutscher, A History of the Hebrew Language (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1982), 131. I am
thankful to Peter Gentry for this comment.
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See appendix 1 for a table listing and briefly discussing all of the variants of 4Q41.
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forms of the imperative, the number of an adjective, and synonymous verbal roots.
Category 2. 4Q41 preserves several category 2. Six of these variants are
additions. The first addition is preserved at Col 1:2 (Deut 8:7). 4Q41 reads אל ארץ טובה
“ ורחבהto a good and spacious land,” whereas the MT reads “ אֶ ל־אֶ ֶרץ טוֹבָ הto a good land.”
4Q41’s further modification of the Promised Land has precedent in the MT: Exodus 3:8
describes the Promised Land as “ אֶ ל־אֶ ֶרץ טוֹבָ ה ְוּרחָ בָ הto a good and spacious land.” 336
35F

The second addition occurs at Col 2:7 (Deut 5:3). Here, 4Q41 reads כולנו חיים
“ היוםall of us living today,” whereas the MT simply reads “ ֻכּלָּנוּ חַ יִּ יםall of us living.” The
reading of 4Q41further emphasizes the identity of the generation about to enter the
Promised Land. They are the ones with whom God made this covenant: those who are
living today. Deuteronomy 4:4 preserves a similar construction “ חַ יִּ ים כֻּלְּ כֶם הַ יּוֹםall of you
living today.” Moses asserts that those alive today were the faithful of Israel at Baal-peor
(Deut 4:4). Thus, the difference is one of emphasis and has precedent in the MT of
Deuteronomy to stress that Moses is talking to the current generation, not past generations.
The third addition is preserved at Col 2:10-11 (Deut 5:5) and elaborates on the
divine name. 4Q41 reads “ דברי יהוה אלוהיכםthe words of the Lord your God,” while the
MT reads “ ְדּבַ ר יְהוָהthe word of the Lord.” 337 The addition of “your God” is an adaption to
a formulaic expression and represents only a slight change. 338 The difference is slight,
especially since the fuller phrase preserved in 4Q41 is found in the prior verse of the MT:
“ יְ הוָה אֱ�הֵ ינוּLord our God” (however, notice the substitution of pronominal suffixes).
Thus, the difference is slight; the addition belongs to category 2.
The fourth addition is preserved at Col 3:14 (Deut 5:14). 4Q41 לוא תעשה בו כל
336

4Q37 has the same reading at Col 8:5 (Deut 8:7).

The difference in number between the MT’s “ ְדּבַ רword” and 4Q41’s “ דבריwords” is a
category 1 variant. See appendix 1 for details.
337

338

Tov, “Textual Harmonizations,” 19.
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“ מלאכהyou will not do, on it, any work,” while the MT reads ָל־מלָא ָכה
ְ “ ל ֹא תַ ﬠֲשֶׂ ה כyou will
not do any work.” The addition of the prepositional phrase “ בוon it” further identifies
the day that Israel shall not work, on it; namely the Sabbath. On the one hand, Exodus
16:26 and Jeremiah 17:24 have this additional element. On the other hand, the element is
omitted in Leviticus 16:29; 23:31, and Numbers 29:7. These passages refer to the Day of
Atonement, which is said to be a Sabbath for Israel, a day in which no work is to be
done. 339 Thus, the reading of 4Q41, although different, fits within the Masoretic tradition.
The fifth addition is preserved at Col 4:5 (Deut 5:15) and reads “ לקדשוto
consecrate it.” In Deuteronomy 5:15, Moses concludes the Sabbath command by saying
ֱ�הי� ַלﬠ ֲ֖שׂוֹת אֶ ת־י֥ וֹם הַ שַׁ ָ ֽבּת
ֶ ֔ “ ﬠַל־ ֵ֗כּן צִ וְּ �֙ יְ הוָ ֣ה אTherefore, the Lord your God has commanded
you to do the Sabbath day.” However, Exodus 20:11 reads ﬠַ ל־ ֵ֗כּן בֵּ ַ ֧ר� יְ הוָ ֛ה אֶ ת־י֥ וֹם הַ שַּׁ ָבּ֖ת
“ ַ ֽו יְ קַ ְדּ ֵ ֽשׁהוּtherefore, God blessed the seventh day and he consecrated it.” The most
interesting aspect of 4Q41 is that is contains the reason preserved in Deuteronomy for
keeping the Sabbath and the reason preserved in Exodus. In addition, Col 4:5’s (Deut
5:15) addition of “ לקדשוto consecrate it” conforms the conclusion of the reason for the
Sabbath command in Deuteronomy to the conclusion of the reason for the Sabbath in
Exodus. 340
39F

The last addition is preserved at Col 5:2 (Deut 5:22) and consists of the added
word “ חושךdarkness.” 4Q41 further describes where God was when he spoke with Israel.
He spoke from on the mountain from the fire, darkness, cloud, and thick darkness. The
fact that God spoke from darkness is present in the MT in Deuteronomy 5:23. This verse
simply states that God’s voice came from the darkness. Thus, the addition is likely a
See also a similar syntactical construction with a bet preposition although a different
genitive in Lev 23:30.
339

4Q41 does differ slightly from Exod 20:11 morphologically. 4Q41 uses an infinitive
construct while Exodus utilizes a vav-consecutive imperfect. This substitution in 4Q41 is likely influenced
by Deut 5:12, which introduces the Sabbath day by stating that “ שָׁ מוֹר אֶ ת־יוֹם הַ שַׁ בָּ ת לְ קַ ְדּשׁוֹKeep the Sabbath
day by consecrating it.” See Crawford for other possible explanations in White [Crawford], “The All Souls
Deuteronomy,” 200-201.
340
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harmonization to the immediate context.
Besides additions, 4Q41 preserves one omission. That omission occurs at Col
3:12-Col 4:1 (Deut 5:14) and consists of a  כלparticle. Deuteronomy 5:14 of the MT reads
“or any beast,” while 4Q41 reads “ ובהמתךor beasts.” The omission of the  כלparticle in
4Q41 likely does not entail less strenuous regulations since the MT version in Exodus
omits this particle too (Exod 20:10). The difference is one of perspective, perhaps
emphasis, but not meaning.
4Q41 also preserves three substitutions. The first substitution occurs at Col 1:3
(Deut 8:6). 4Q41 reads “ ושמרתה את מצות יהוה אלוהיך ללכת בדרכיו ולאהבה אותוand you will
keep the commandments of the Lord your God by walking in his ways and by loving
him.” The last infinitive of 4Q41 is a substitution for “ וּלְ יִ ְראָהand by fearing him.” The
replacement of fearing him with loving him is an understandable substitution since
similar passages describe obedience as loving God. 341
340F

The second substitution is preserved at Col 4:4 (Deut 5:15). 4Q41 reads לשמור
while the MT reads  ַל ֲﬠשׂוֹת. This substitution involves little to no change in meaning, 342
which is evident since both Deuteronomy 5 and Exodus 31 use these verbs
interchangeably. Deuteronomy 5:12 uses the verb “ שׁמרkeep the Sabbath,” while
Deuteronomy 5:15 uses the verb “ עשׂהdo” the Sabbath.” Moreover, Exodus 31:13 and 14
use the verb  שׁמרwhile Exodus 31:16 uses the verb עשׂה. 343
342F

The third substitution is preserved at Col 5:6 (Deut 5:24). Here, 4Q41 replaces
אֱ�הים
ִ with יהוה. Substitutions involving the divine name are not uncommon. Furthermore,
the fact that the verses before and after Deuteronomy 5:24 refer to the Lord as the “Lord
341

Crawford cites Deut 11:13, 22; 19:9; 30:6, 16, for comparison in “4QDeutc,” 122.

Moshe Weinfeld observes that 4Q41’s replacement of the verbal root  עשׁהwith the root שׁמר
forms an inclusio with the introduction to the command at verse 12. See Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 111, The Anchor Bible, vol. 5 (New York: Doubleday, 1991), 281.
342

The verb “ שׁמרto keep” is the verb typically used in connection with the Sabbath. (e.g.,
19:3, 30; 26:2; Isa 56:2, 4, 6, and Ezek 44:24).
343
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our God” demonstrates the variability involved when referring to God in the immediate
context.
Category 3. 4Q41 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. The different sequence of
text preserved at columns 1-2 and the inclusion of the ground of the Sabbath found in
Exodus 20:11 likely derive from the text’s excerpted nature.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q41’s
Textual Tradition
4Q41 is a liturgical text deriving from the Masoretic tradition. 344 The previous
discussion indicates that, regarding disagreements, most of the variants are additions that
harmonize the text with parallel passages. 345 Moreover, the statistics shown next
demonstrate that 4Q41 shares a high level of agreement with the MT. This agreement is
even high if one compares 4Q41’s addition of Exodus 40:11 to the MT of Exodus 40:11
instead of counting these thirty-seven words as an addition. If one does this, then the texts
agree 94.83 percent if variants from category 1, 2, and 3 are considered. If one only
considered those variants from category 2 and 3, then the texts agree 98.11 percent of the
time. Last, the case for classifying 4Q41 as belonging to the Masoretic tradition is strong
when considering that misquotation is a possible explanation for the smaller textual
variants, especially among excerpted texts, 346 that the different sequence is due to the text’s
excerpted nature, 347 and that the inclusion of Exodus 20:11 is occasioned for liturgical
4Q41 is preserved extraordinarily well. Only four words from fragment 4 and three words
from fragment 6 transcribed by Crawford are not accepted here.
344

Eshel, “4QDeut,” 122, defines 4Q41 as a harmonistic text. A harmonistic text is defined by
him as a text that has undergone consistent editing. Ibid., 121.
345

346

Greenstein, “Misquotation of Scripture.”

347

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 599.
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purposes. 348
Table 15. The statistical relationship between 4Q41 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical
Statistical
Category 3
Words in 4Q41 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3
Relationship
Relationship
793
39
95.08%
13
98.36%
0
100%

5Q1
5Q1 (5QDeut) preserves portions of Deuteronomy 7-9 in two columns. Milik
describes 5Q1 as belonging to a small group of archaic Qumran texts, specifically
regarding orthography. 349 He dates 5Q1 as deriving from first half of the second century
BC. 350 Milik proposes four corrections made above the line, which he identified as
deriving from a second hand for the purpose of systematically making the text conform to
the Vorlage of the LXX. 351 He further notes that two of the corrections were occasioned
for the purpose of facilitating the reading. 352 Tov, however, disagrees that the corrections
of 5Q1 are an attempt to conform 5Q1 to the Vorlage of the LXX since one example could
have been a correction based on homoioteleuton, one could have been made independent
of the LXX, and the last is irrelevant. 353 Tov concludes that the correction at Col 2:L6
(Deut 8:12) could have been a correction to a text like the LXX, but since the text does
Eshel, “4QDeut[n],” 148-52. See also Weinfeld’s discussion of 4Q41 in Weinfeld,
Deuteronomy 1-11, 427-29.
348

Józef Tadeusz Milik, “Textes de La Grotte 5Q: Deutéronome,” in Les “Petites Grottes” de
Qumrân, 169. I am thankful to my friend Benjamin Tilson for translating the French of this text for me.
349

350

Ibid.

Ibid., 170. Milik argues that two of these corrections are corrected toward the Vorlage of
the LXX, one in uncertain, and one conforms a word with its Greek pronunciation.
351

352

Milik, “Textes de La Grotte 5Q," 169.

Emanuel Tov, “The Textual Base of the Corrections in the Biblical Texts Found at
Qumran,” in Dimant and Rappaport, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Forty Years of Research, 307-8.
353
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not always correct toward the LXX, Tov suggests that 5Q1 only coincidently agrees with
the LXX. 354
Few scholars have commented about the textual tradition of 5Q1. In his
discussion of 5Q1 in DJD, Milik argues that 5Q1 more closely resembles the text of the
Samaritan Pentateuch than the MT based on spellings from Col 1:3 (Deut 7:17). 355 Tov
assesses Milik’s reasoning for understanding this reasoning as unpersuasive. 356
Furthermore, Tov identified 5Q1 as non-aligned and possibly an excerpted text. 357 Lange,
who usually agrees with Tov’s assessment of a text’s textual tradition, argues that 5Q1 is
equally close to the MT and the Samaritan Pentateuch. 358 It is argued here that 5Q1
reasonably fits within the Masoretic tradition.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Milik proposes that 5Q1 possesses three textual variants when compared to the
MT. Two of these variants depend on insufficient manuscript evidence and are not
included in the following discussion and statistics. The first proposed variant occurs at
Col 2:6 (Deut 8:13) and concerns the omission of a conjunctive vav. The second
proposed variant occurs at Col 2:9 (Deut 8:17), but the letter in question is obscured
because of textual damage.
354

Ibid., 308.

Milik, “Textes de La Grotte 5Q: Deutéronome,” 169. The readings of this text can be
referenced in multiple ways. For example, Milik’s column 2 is made up of more than one fragment, but the
fragments are not labeled in either DJD or in the plates on the PAM 42.322. Therefore, for consistency, the
readings refer to the column numbers provided by Milik.
355

356

Tov, “The Textual Base,” 307.

Tov identifies 5Q1 as non-aligned in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333. For Tov’s
identification of 5Q1 as a possible excerpted text, see Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,”
596-97. Tov understands excerpted texts as a special sub-group of the non-aligned category. See Tov,
Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 109; Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 596-97.
357

358

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.
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Moreover, Milik proposes that 5Q1 possesses four corrections. Three of these
corrections move the text further away from the MT. However, none of these corrections
are discussed in the categories or statistics since these corrections either appear to derive
from a second hand, do not contain enough manuscript evidence, or represent only an
orthographic difference. 359
After the corrections that likely derive from a subsequent hand and those
variants that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence are removed, two textual variants
remain between 5Q1 and the MT.
Category 1. 360 One variant belongs to category 1. This variant is an addition
and is preserved at Col 1:5 (Deut 7:19) and reads []הע
ׄ . Although Milik proposes a
potentially different reading, the only certain difference between 5Q1 and the MT is the
omission of the conjunctive vav. 361
360F

Category 2. One variant belongs to category 2. It is an addition preserved at
The first correction is clearly preserved on the text but differs orthographically from the
base text. The correction reads “ ראיתה ואשרyou saw and which.” This correction likely does not derive from
the first hand because 5Q1 is a very defective text while this correction contains a suffix written plene. The
base text of 5Q1 never represents a suffixed form plene (cf. the parallel verb in this construction at Col 1:1
(Deut 7:15)). The extremely defective nature of 5Q1 is further evident in its representation of the hiphil
stem (cf. “ להורשםto dispossess them” at Col 1:3 (Deut 7:17)). Thus, the correction likely does not belong to
the first hand. See Milik who contrasts the orthography of this correction with the first hand in Milik, “Textes
de La Grotte 5Q:Deutéronome,” 170. The next correction that preserves a textual variant occurs at Col 2:L6
(Deut 8:12) and reads “ בםin them.” This correction is problematic on paleographic grounds. Although the
bet resembles the bet of 5Q1, the final mem does not. Final mems extend far below the line of 5Q1. This mem
when compared to the final mems of the text is highly truncated. This phenomenon may have been occasioned
by the desire of the scribe not to blur the content of the line above or below. However, Col 2:7 (Deut 8:14)
preserves an example of a final kap extending into the subsequent line (e.g., “ המוציאךwho brought you out”).
Thus, there is evidence to argue that this correction also came from a subsequent hand. For a discussion of
corrections found in 5Q1, see Emanuel Tov, “The Qumran Hebrew Texts and the Septuagint: An Overview,”
in Maier, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, Qumran, Septuagint, 3:363. The last proposed correction
that potentially preserves a textual variant has insufficient evidence to substantiate it. This proposed correction
occurs at Col 2:15 (Deut 9:2). There is a fourth correction at Col 2:15 (Deut 9:2), but it concerns orthography.
359

360

See appendix 1 for a discussion of the variants of 4Q41.

361

Milik, “Textes de La Grotte 5Q:Deutéronome,” 170.
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Col 1:5 (Deut 7:19) and reads “ הי֯ ו֯ ֯םtoday.” This addition is a unique reading that
emphasizes the day when Israel saw God’s great deeds. 362 Although parallel verses do
occur in the MT, none add “ היוםtoday” as 5Q1 does (e.g., Deut 10:21; 29:2).
Nonetheless, the difference is one of perspective.
Statistics and Conclusion of 5Q1’s
Textual Tradition
5Q1 can reasonably be identified as belonging to the Masoretic Tradition since
it agrees with the MT in most details while disagreeing in only a few minor details. 363
The following statistics illustrate 5Q1’s close relationship to the MT.
Table 16. The statistical relationship between 5Q1 and the MT
Total # of Categories 1, 2, Statistical Categories 2 Statistical
Statistical
Category 3
Words in 5Q1
and 3
Relationship
and 3
Relationship
Relationship
166
3
98.19%
2
98.80%
0
100%

The Pentateuchal manuscripts from Qumran that Emanuel Tov identifies as
exclusively belonging to the non-aligned category should be classified as preserving the
Masoretic tradition for two reasons. First, the majority of variants preserved in these texts
are minor and do not provide an adequate basis for supposing a textual tradition other
than the MT. Second, each text agrees with the MT in most readings. These two facts
reasonably demonstrate that these Pentateuch manuscripts reflect the Masoretic tradition.
This conclusion also applies to the excerpted texts from the Pentateuch since the major
differences in these texts do not derive from each excerpted text’s tradition, but likely
derive from the excerpted process.

362

Ibid.

363
Milik transcribes 23 words that are not accepted here. Five belong to column 1 while 18
belong to column 2. Moreover, 5 words are clearly preserved as corrections, but likely derive from a
second hand. In all, 5Q1 preserves 166 words.
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CHAPTER 3
THE PROPHETIC NON-ALIGNED TEXTS
This chapter analyzes the Prophetic manuscripts from Qumran that Emanuel
Tov identifies exclusively as non-aligned. First, each respective manuscript is introduced.
Then, the text’s orthographic and paleographic character is surveyed. The history of how
scholars have viewed the textual tradition of each manuscript is reviewed. Second, the
variants are listed and discussed. Whereas category 1 variants are discussed briefly and in
an abbreviated manner, the nature of categories 2 and 3 variants are discussed more
thoroughly. Third, three sets of statistics provide the reader with the overarching
relationship between each respective Prophetic manuscript to the MT. The first set of
statistics accounts for all categories 1, 2, and 3 variants. The second set accounts for only
category 2 and 3 variants. The most conservative set of statistics is the third: it only
accounts for category 3 variants. Fourth, conclusions are drawn based on the nature of the
variants (section 2) and based on the overarching statistical relationship (section 3). This
analysis demonstrates that although the traditions of a few texts from the Prophetic
manuscripts remain ambiguous (i.e., 4Q47 and 4Q49), most of these Prophetic manuscripts
can be reasonably grouped as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
4Q47
4Q47 (4QJosha) is preserved in up to twenty-two fragments and preserves text
from Joshua 5, 6-8, 10 and possibly chapter 4. 1 The text is written in a formal Hasmonaean
Fragment 15 may not belong to 4Q47. This is discussed in detail in the section “A Potential
Omission of Joshua 8:11b-13.”
1
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book hand ca. second half of the second century or the first half of the first century BC. 2
The orthography is slightly more plene than that of the MT, but is inconsistent. 3 For
example, Ulrich indicates that the name Joshua is spelled three different ways. 4 It is spelled
defectively as ( יהשעF1:L1, 5 [Col 1:1, 5]), partially plene at ( יהושעF3:L2 [Col 2:2]), and
fully plene at ( יהושועF1:L1 [Col 1:1], F3:L4 [Col 2:4], F8:L5 [Col 2:8], and F9ii:L1 [Col
5:1]). 5
4F

Ulrich argues that fragment 1 of 4Q47 preserves a sequence of events about the
building of the first altar in the Promised Land at odds with the MT and the LXX. Namely,
he argues that fragment 1 depicts that the first altar—the altar that Moses commanded
Israel to build in Deuteronomy 27:4-8—was erected immediately after crossing the
Jordan, contrary to the MT and LXX, which placed it after the defeat of Ai (MT: Josh
8:30-35; LXX: Josh 9:2a-2f). 6 This different sequence, according to Ulrich, depicts a
different tradition about the building of this altar. Ulrich states,
First, 4QJosha and Josephus present an early form of the narrative which places the
building of the altar at Gilgal at the end of chapter 4, in accord with the command as
read in Deut 27:2-3 and Deut 27:4 without the insertion of a place-name. Secondly,
the Samaritan tradition includes  בהר גריזיןat Deut 27:4, constituting a Samaritan
claim. A tertiary sequence is preserved in MT and LXX, with  בהר עיבלin M at Deut
27:4 as a Judaean counterclaim to בהר גריזין. According to this hypothesis then, the
narrative about the building of the altar, which originally followed the crossing of
the Jordan and preceded the circumcision account, was subsequently transposed in
Eugene Ulrich, “4QJosha,” in Qumran Cave 4. Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Kings, ed.
Eugene Ulrich et al., vol. 9, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 14 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995), 143. One can
refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editors, or one can refer to the exact
fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided in this dissertation. The
first refence given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while
the second reference is that of the reconstructed column or group of fragments grouped together by Ulrich
and the corresponding reconstructed line number.
2

3

Ibid., 144.

4

Ibid.

5

Ibid.

6

Ibid., 143.
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accordance with Moses’ revised command in MT to its present, curious position at
Joshua 8:30-35. 7
Not all scholars agree with Ulrich that 4Q47 preserves the original sequence.
Contrary to Ulrich, Kristen de Troyer argues that the LXX is the oldest stratum of the
book of Joshua, followed by the MT. 8 De Troyer claims that 4Q47 reworked this original
order. The order of events found in 4Q47, according to de Troyer, is as follows: 4Q47
fragments 1-2 preserves the reading of the law (MT Josh 8:34-35), immediately followed
by a temporal clause not found in any other text that may record the priests exiting the
Jordan river labeled 5:X, followed by the account of the circumcision (MT Josh 5:2-3).
De Troyer further argues that the rearrangement of events found in 4Q47 was
occasioned by the Qumranites’ literary hermeneutic. This hermeneutic led them to situate
the building of the altar immediately after crossing the Jordan in accord with Moses’
prescription in Deuteronomy 27:4-8. 9 Moreover, de Troyer speculates that the rearranged
sequence of events found in 4Q47 enabled the Qumranites to avoid having the altar built
on Mt. Ebal, something that could not be allowed in her mind, since Mt. Ebal is the
mountain of curses. 10 In short, de Troyer argues that by “relocating the text, the community
of Qumran used scripture to interpret their experience of being the true Israelites.” 11
7

Ulrich, “4QJosha,” 146.

Kristin de Troyer, “Building the Altar and Reading the Law: The Journeys of Joshua 8:3035,” in Reading the Present in the Qumran Library: The Perception of the Contemporary by Means of
Scriptural Interpretations, ed. Kristin de Troyer and Armin Lange, Society of Biblical Literature Symposium
Series 30 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2005), 162. The order of events in the LXX and the MT
are not identical. In the LXX, the report that the kings beyond the Jordan gathered themselves to fight Israel
(LXX 9:1-2) occurs right after the destruction of Ai (LXX 8:1-29). The LXX then places the building of the
altar and the reading of the law after both of these episodes (Josh 9:2a-f). The MT, however, records the
building of the altar and the reading of the words of the law (Josh 8:30-35) between the destruction of Ai
(Josh 8:1-29) and the account of the kings beyond the Jordan gathering themselves to fight Israel (Josh 9:1-2).
8

Ibid., 161-62.

9

10

Ibid., 161.

11

Ibid.
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Alexander Rofé argues that the different sequence of events found in 4Q47, the
MT, and the LXX derived from different opinions about how Joshua carried out the
commandment of the Torah (i.e., Duet 27). 12 The scribe of the tradition that became the
MT, in Rofé’s opinion, inserted the building of the altar at Joshua 8:30-35 for topographical
reasons: namely, “Joshua had just conquered a foothold in the hill country [Ai].” 13 The
distance between Ai and Shechem is much shorter than other places on Joshua’s
campaign. 14 Thus, “on practical grounds, the placing of the Ebal-story after 8:29 seems
appropriate.” 15 According to Rofé, the LXX reflects the same literary stage as the MT,
but has been situated after Joshua 9:2 because of scribal error. 16
4Q47 is unlike the MT and the LXX in Rofé’s mind. Whereas the sequence of
events found in MT and LXX derived for strategic reasons (proximity of Ai to Ebal), the
sequence of events found in 4Q47 derived from a desire to obey Deuteronomy 27:1-8. 17
Rofé concludes that “an editor of Joshua appointed the erection of the altar and the reading
of the Torah as the first action of Joshua in Canaan” in accord with Moses’ command. 18
Contrary to the above scholars, van der Meer offers a more cautious approach
to 4Q47, and in particular, his analysis of fragment 1, which not only questions Ulrich’s
conclusion that 4Q47 is more original than the MT, but also his conclusion about the
Alexander Rofé, “The Editing of the Book of Joshua in the Light of 4QJosha,” in New Qumran
Texts and Studies: Proceedings of the First Meeting of the International Organization for Qumran Studies,
Paris, 1992, ed. George J. Brooke and Florentino García Martínez, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of
Judah 15 (Leiden, The Netherlands: E. J. Brill, 1994), 80.
12

13

Ibid., 88.

14

Ibid., 77.

15

Ibid

16

Ibid.

17

Ibid., 78.

18

Ibid.
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contents of 4Q47. Unlike de Troyer, Rofé, and Ulrich, van der Meer does not argue that
Joshua 8:30-35 was transposed from its location in MT/LXX or vice versa. Rather, he
proposes,
Those verses of this passage that narrate the writing of the torah on stones and its
recitation (i.e., Josh 8:32, 34-35) were duplicated and added to the text of 4QJosha
after Joshua 5:1. The aim of this duplication of existing material was to bring the
Joshua narratives in complete accordance with the two commandments contained in
Deut 27:2 and Deut 27:4. The scribe responsible for the doublet in 4QJosha must
have understood the commandments in Deut 27:2 and 4 as two separate
commands. 19
Van der Meer, therefore, suggests that the reading of the law immediately after crossing
the Jordan is not a case of transposition, but duplication or addition for interpretive
reasons. Moreover, since the text does not say that the altar was erected after the crossing
of the Jordan, one cannot argue that this text presents a different tradition about the
building of the altar (cf. Ulrich). Rather, the evidence suggests that the scribe only
duplicated the reading of the law, not the building of the altar.
The textual tradition of 4Q47 is discussed extensively by scholars. On the one
hand, Cross argues that the “Joshua manuscripts at Qumran are systematically
‘Septuagintal’ in character.” 20 Contrary to Cross, Greenspoon argues that 4Q47 belongs
to the Masoretic tradition 21 since these texts show “a wide acquaintance with distinctive
Michaël N. van der Meer, Formation and Reformation: The Redaction of the Book of Joshua
in the Light of the Oldest Textual Witnesses, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 102 (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 2004), 513. See van der Meer’s summarizing thoughts on this topic on pp. 532-33.
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England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 151. However, Greenspoon’s comments that “although Cross
has not formally, or at least publicly, abandoned it [the view that the Qumran Joshua manuscripts are
Septuagintal,] in private correspondence he has indicated a marked change in the direction of his thinking
on this issue.” Leonard Greenspoon, “The Qumran Fragments of Joshua: Which Puzzle Are They Part of
and Where Do They Fit?” in Septuagint, Scrolls, and Cognate Writings: Papers Presented to the
International Symposium on the Septuagint and Its Relations to the Dead Sea Scrolls and Other Writings
(Manchester, 1990), ed. George J. Brooke and Barnabas Lindars, Septuagint, Scrolls, and Cognate Writings
33 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), 161.
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largely within an MT ‘context.’” Greenspoon, “The Qumran Fragments of Joshua,” 177.
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readings preserved in the MT, usually in the direction of full texts judged to be secondary
expansions.” 22 Contrary to Cross, Greenspoon states, “This (or, these) scribe(s) had no
knowledge of the distinctive features of the LXX tradition for the book of Joshua. To put
it another way, there are no qualitatively important readings definitely shared by the LXX
and 4QJoshua.” 23 Van der Meer too argues that 4Q47 does not represent an alternative
text form of the book of Joshua (cf. Ulrich), but follows the MT closely. 24 He states that
the relationship between the LXX, 4Q47, and the MT accord with the traditional model
of understanding the history of the Old Testament text. Namely, the proto-MT text is the
Urtext from which 4Q47, the LXX, and the MT all derive. These texts do not exist as
distinct literary editions, but all preserve the same tradition. 25
Contrary to Cross, Greenspoon, and van der Meer, many other scholars label
4Q47 as independent or non-aligned. Ulrich, for example, characterizes 4Q47 as
independent in significant readings, despite agreement in minor details with the MT and
the LXX. 26 Tov too identifies 4Q47 as non-aligned, and qualifies this categorization by
stating that this text is “actually independent” since it contains “readings that diverge
significantly from the other texts.” 27 Elsewhere, Tov identifies 4Q47 [4QJosha] as a
22
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the same version of the book.” Van der Meer, Formation and Reformation, 534.
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source that cannot be grouped as preserving the tradition found in the MT or LXX, but
represents an additional source. 28 He further comments, “In small details, 4QJosha goes
its own way but the scroll usually follows MT+ in large details.” 29 According to Tov, this
fact is true with the exception of three sections: (1) Col 1:1-4 amalgamates verses from
chapters 8, 4, and 5 in that order with an additional verse not found in any text,30 and
Joshua 4:19-5:1 is not found in 4Q47; (2) 4Q47 is missing most of 8:11b-13; and (3)
4Q47 may lack 8:14b-17. 31
De Troyer too contributes to this discussion, but she remains unsure about the
textual tradition of 4Q47. She does identify the sequence of events from fragment 1 as
independent. However, de Troyer comments, “The three texts [MT, LXX, and 4Q47]
may witness to a linear and chronological development of the text of the book of Joshua,
or they may witness to a plurality of texts.” 32 Thus, in de Troyer’s mind, the diversity of
Flint, and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 54 (Boston: Brill, 2004), 333.
Lange too labels 4Q47 as non-aligned. Armin Lange, “The Textual Plurality of the Jewish Scriptures in the
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(2000): 385.
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readings found among the MT, LXX, and the 4Q47 may be ascribed to the scribal process
(see van der Meer), and thus, represent one tradition, or they may represent a plurality of
textual traditions (see Ulrich).
As evident from this discussion, scholarship is divided about how to categorize
the textual tradition found in 4Q47. Does 4Q47 represent a linear development of the
book of Joshua? Or does 4Q47 represent a text independent of the MT and LXX: one that
derived not from the MT, but existed as a literary independent unit? Or is it possible to
categorize 4Q47 as non-biblical?
The following discussion will focus on two issues. First, 4Q47 preserves
several minor differences that at times agree with the MT, at other times agree with the
LXX, and are unique in other cases. These inconsistences, however, do not qualify the
text to be considered non-aligned according to the guidelines advanced here since these
differences are all minor and can be ascribed to the scribal process. 33
Second, the three potential differences identified by Tov above could
potentially mark this text as independent or textually non-aligned. These differences will
be discussed in detail after the minor differences are surveyed.
After discussing these two issues, statistics will be provided to illustrate the
overarching quantitative relationship between the two texts. This discussion and these
statistics will provide a basis for discussing the textual tradition preserved in 4Q47.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Ulrich lists twenty-three differences between the MT and 4Q47. However, eight
of these proposed variants are not included in the following discussion or statistics. Three
of these proposed variants depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. These proposed
differences include the difference between a collective singular and a plural at F9i:L1
33
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(Col 4:1 [Josh 7:12]) and the substitution of “ ָﬠלָהhaving gone up” with “ ֯ה ׄל]ךhaving
walked” at F20:2 (Frgs. 19-22:L2 [Josh 10:9]). The proposed omission at F21-22:L2
(Frgs. 19-22:L5 [Josh 10:11]) may omit the adjective “ גדלותgreat,” but there is a tear in
the manuscript at this precise location so that this adjective could possibly occur in the
lacuna between fragments 21 and 22.
One further proposed variant preserves a synonymous spelling corrected to
align with the MT. The difference could be the omission of a quiescent aleph at F19:L2
(Frgs. 19-22:L2 [Josh 10:9]) or a case of haplography. Nonetheless, this difference too is
not clear enough in the manuscript. Each of these proposed variants are minor, but none
will be counted in the following discussion or statistics because they depend on
insufficient manuscript evidence.
Four other proposed variants are found on fragment 15. Although these readings
are clearly present in the text, sufficient evidence suggests that fragment 15 does not belong
to 4Q47. 34 Therefore, these proposed variants will not be included in the following
statistics. 35 These proposed variants include one proposed omission that would make the
text less explicit. This omission occurs at F15:L1 (Col 5:10 [Josh 8:10]). Here, 4Q47
simply reads ו[הזקנים
֯ “[and] the elders” while the MT reads “ וְ זִקְ נֵי יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ לand the elders of
Israel.”
Two further proposed substitutions are found on fragment 15. The first is found
at F15:L2 (Col 5:10 [Josh 8:11]). 4Q47 reads “ וישובוand they returned.” Ulrich indicates
in his transcription of the fragment the opinion that  וישוביis submitting for “ ﬠָלוּthey went
up.” 36 Ulrich transcribes the pervious word as א[תו,
ׄ
but the tav is uncertain. The second
For a discussion of why fragment 15 likely does not belong to 4Q47, see the discussion
under the section “A Potential Omission of Joshua 8:11b-13.”
34
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8:11b-13.”
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substitution is found at F15:L13 (Col 5:10 [Josh 8:14]). 4Q47 reads לק[ראתם
֯
“to meet
them.” Ulrich suggests that this is a substitution for MT’s reading “ לִ קְ ַראת־יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ לto meet
Israel.”
One other proposed variant occurs at F15:L5 (Col 5:10 [possibly representing
Josh 8:18]). This line reads “ ב[יׄ דך אלהעיin your hand to Ai.” This addition clearly derives
from a second hand, and therefore, is not included in the following statistics. Also, the
fragmentary nature of fragment 15 makes this correction very enigmatic since the
fragment is poorly preserved, preserves several variants, and a potential bottom margin.
Category 1. 4Q47 preserves seven category 1 variants. These variants include
two additions: one is the addition of a conjunctive vav at F9i:L1 (Col 4:1 [Josh 7:12]) and
the other is the addition of the marker of the accusative at F9i:L9 (Col 4:9 [Josh 7:16]).
The text also preserves two omissions. A relative particle is omitted at F1:L1 (Col 1:1
[Josh 8:35]) while a conjunctive vav is omitted at F9i:L7 (Col 4:7 [Josh 7:15]). Last, there
exists three substitutions with respect to the MT. Each of these substitutions concerns the
difference between a plural and a collective singular. On the one hand, the MT has the
plural form while 4Q47 has the collective singular at F4:L1 (Col 2:1 [Josh 6:5]). On the
other hand, 4Q47 preserves the plural form in agreement with the LXX at F9i:L3 (Col 4:3
[Josh 7:13]) and F9i:L4 (Col 4:4 [Josh 7:13]) as opposed to the singular forms of the MT.
Category 2. 4Q47 preserves seven category 2 variants. Among these variants
are four additions which make the text more explicit. At F1:L1 (Col 1:1 [Josh 8:35]), the
object is made explicit. 4Q47 reads [“ את יה[וׄ שוJo]shua.” Likewise, at F1:L2 (Col 1:2
[Josh 8:35]), the reading הירד]ן
ׄ
[“ בעברו [אתafter they crossed] the Jorda[n” makes the text
more explicit. This addition further designates the time when Joshua read the words that
Moses commanded him; namely, after crossing the Jordan. The third addition of 4Q47
that makes the text more explicit occurs at F3:L4 (Col 2:4 [Josh 6:7]). Here 4Q47 reads
“ יהושועJoshua.” This addition likely functions to make the subject of the verb, not
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preserved in the MT, explicit. Last, the addition at F9i:L1 (Col 4:1 [Josh 7:12]) reads ולא
“ פניםand not faces.” This addition provides a fuller orbed picture of Israel’s turning from
Ai in battle. They have not only turned their backs from their enemies עֹ ֶרף יִ פְ נוּ לִ פְ נֵי אֹֽ יְ בֵ יהֶ ם,
but they have not faced them (4Q47). Jeremiah 2:27 and 32:33, like 4Q47, describe the
act of turning as one of turning one’s back and not one’s face. 37 Therefore, 4Q47 has
36F

provided a fuller image than that found in the MT.
There is one category 2 omission preserved in 4Q47. This omission is preserved
at F9i:5 (Col 4:5 [Josh 7:14]). Here, 4Q47 omits יְ הוָה יִ קְ ַרב ַל ִמּ ְשׁ ָפּחוֹת וְ הַ ִמּ ְשׁ ָפּחָ ה ֲאשֶׁ ר־יִ לְ כְּ דֶ ָנּה
“the Lord will draw near by families. And the family which (the Lord) takes . . .” This
omission is likely a case of haplography. The scribe wrote  יהוהonce, instead of twice, and
consequently omitted one step in determining who took the devoted things; specifically,
that after the tribe is selected, then the right family is selected. 4Q47 omits this fact.
Two substitutions belong to category 2. The first substitution that belongs to
category 2 occurs at F2:L5 (Col 1:10 [Josh 5:6]) and concerns the substitution of הַ ְראוֹתָ ם
“he would not let them see,” a hiphil infinitive construct with an objective genitive for a
qal infinitive construct [“ ראותthey would not] see.” The syntax is slightly different and is
more implicit than the MT since the object of the infinitive is implied and not made
explicit.
The second substitution occurs at F9i:L6 (Col 4:6 [Josh 7:15]). 4Q47 reads בהם
“with them,” while the MT reads “ בַּ חֵ ֶרםwith the devoted things.” The difference between
the versions concerns a pronoun (4Q47) substituting for a noun (MT). The substitution has
the same effect as the omission at F15:L1 (Josh 8:10) and the substitution at F2:L5 (Josh
5:6); 4Q47 is less explicit than the MT. The closeness between the forms graphically
might suggest that the difference derived from a type of graphic confusion.
See also Jer 18:17, where the same concept is discussed, but a different verb is used. Here
God shows his back and not his face. A similar example also occurs at 2 Chron 29:6. Israel’s fathers are
described as turning their faces, not backs, and setting their backs.
37
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Category 3. 4Q47 does not preserve certain category 3 variants.
Potential category 3 variants. 4Q47 is inconsistent in minor differences as
demonstrated in the previous discussion. Most often these differences make the text more
or less explicit. These inconsistences, however, do not qualify the text to be considered
non-aligned according to the guidelines advanced here since the differences can be
ascribed to the scribal process.
Nonetheless, the three potential differences identified by Tov could potentially
mark this text as independent or textually non-aligned. These differences are as follows:
First, Col 1:1-4 potentially amalgamates verses from chapters 8, 4, and 5 in that order
with additional elements not found in any text. 38 Moreover, Joshua 4:19-5:1 might be
omitted in 4Q47. Second, 4Q47 may be missing most of 8:11b-13. Third, 4Q47 may lack
8:14b-17. 39
Fragment 1 and 2 (Col 1:1-4). Fragment 1 preserves an upper margin and four
lines preserving legible text. On the basis of this fragment and fragment 2, several scholars
propose that 4Q47 presents a sequence of text at variance with the MT and LXX. Ulrich
argues that the demonstrable data of fragment 1 is as follows: The fragment begins with
part of Joshua 8:34-35; namely, the reading of the law. Next, there is a transitional temporal
clause initiated by “ אחרafter” not found in any other text. Last, the fragment ends with
what appears to be the beginning of Joshua 5:2, the circumcision account. The sequence
of events in fragment 1 according to Ulrich is Joshua 8:34-35, 5:X, and 5:2-3. 40
39F

The content labeled by Tov as belonging to chap. 4 is labeled by most other scholars as X,
which indicates that it is a reading not found in any other text. See Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew
Bible, 314-15.
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Tov identifies the remains of fragment 1 slightly differently. He argues that the
sequence of events corresponds to Joshua 8:34-35 in lines 1-2, Joshua 4:18 in lines 2-3, and
Joshua 5:2 in line 4. 41 What Ulrich identifies as a unique verse (i.e., 5:X), 42 Tov identifies
as the remains of Joshua 4:18, although differing in detail from the MT and LXX. 43
Two facts about this datum are unclear. First, the nature of the temporal clause
is unclear as evident from the disagreement between Ulrich and Tov. There is
correspondence between these lines and Joshua 4:18 since the verb “ נתקוbe lifted out”
occurs in both texts. Nonetheless, these lines differ in many details from Joshua 4:18.
Deciding between Tov and Ulrich’s proposal is difficult because of the poor state of
preservation. This, therefore, calls into question Tov’s claim that 4Q47 omitted Joshua
4:19-5:1 since this proposed omission depends on the proposal that lines 2-3 preserve
Joshua 4:18.
Second, the suggestion that the circumcision account followed the crossing of
the Jordan is plausible, but unsure. According to Ulrich’s analysis of F1:L4, the beginning
of the circumcision account begins on fragment 1, but Ulrich has rightly noted that there
is “little unique text [on line 4] to prove conclusively that chapter 5 followed 8:35” if one
were to base their argument on fragment 1 alone. 44 Rather, Ulrich bases his conclusion on
the proposal that fragment 2 immediately succeeds fragment 1. This proposal is possible.
Ulrich argues that fragment 2’s “first partly preserved word fits perfectly with the last
preserved letter on fragment 1.” 45 This reasoning sounds strong, but the entire first line of
41
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fragment 2 is inconclusive. Ulrich agrees with this point as is evident by the sigla he uses
in his transcription: his transcription is marked as only a possible reading, not a probable
reading, and definitely not the certain reading. 46 Ulrich’s nuance that the circumcision
appears to come after the reading of the law is appropriate.
The following is a more cautious assessment of fragment 1 and 2. Fragment 1
(Col 1) contains a reading of the law, but possibly not that of Joshua 8:34-35 (L1-2). It is
entirely possible that lines 1-2 do not represent a transposition of the material from Joshua
8:34-35 (cf. Ulrich), but an addition (see van der Meer). 47 What follows is a temporal
clause that might describe the crossing of the Jordan (3-4). 48 Whether or not the
circumcision account immediately follows depends on the correct placement of fragment 2.
This more cautious assessment of fragment 1 and 2 not only calls into question
the nature of lines 2-3 and the placement of the circumcision account after the reading of
the law, but it further calls into question the consensus conclusion that 4Q47 preserves a
literary tradition that records the building of the first altar in the Promised Land
immediately after entering the land as opposed to after the battle with Ai (MT and LXX). 49
Ulrich, however, reasons that the building of the altar likely preceded Joshua’s reading of
the words of Moses found in fragment 1 line 1-2 since the reading of the law and the
building of the altar are connected in Deuteronomy 27:1-8 and in the MT and LXX
Joshua.50
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As mentioned, the presence of the verb  נתקcertainly brings Josh 4:18 to mind, but not
enough of the verse is present to make this connection. See Ulrich, “4QJoshuaa and Joshua’s First Altar,”
91, for a discussion of the demonstrable data.
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Several factors weaken Ulrich’s conclusion. First, the building of the altar is
not preserved in the text at all. 51 This fact causes Ulrich’s conclusion to be tentative,
which he admits. 52 Second, is Ulrich right to assume that the reading of the Law must
coincide with the building of the altar? He asserts that Deuteronomy 27:1-8 links the
reading of the Law and the building of the altar, but a close reading of Deuteronomy
27:1-8 indicates that these verses say nothing about the reading of the law, but only that
the words of the Law are to be written on these stones. Thus, Ulrich’s conclusion depends
on unproven assumptions. 53
Although many of Ulrich’s conclusions are uncertain, he has rightly noted the
peculiarity of fragment 1. What is the nature of lines 2-4? And what is the relationship
between Joshua reading the Law in line 1 and these enigmatic lines? Contrary to Ulrich,
van der Meer accounts for the demonstrable data without recourse to proposing
extensive differences. He argues that fragment 1 may have added a detail not found in the
MT; namely, Joshua read the law while Israel crossed the Jordan. This assertion is much
more cautious than Ulrich’s suggestion that 4Q47 originally transposed all of Joshua
pieces fit together incredibly well. Better evidence to support this proposal is found in the preserved text of
fragment 1: it preserves the addition “ את הירדׄ ]ןthe Jordan” at F1:L2 which situates the reading of the law at
the Jordan. Van der Meer, Formation and Reformation, 512, makes this point. Nonetheless, even though good
evidence suggests that fragment 1 preceded fragment 3, this proposal does not prove that Joshua erected an
altar immediately after crossing the Jordan since it could be possible for Joshua to read the law without
erecting an altar.
51
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Ibid. Nonetheless, many have adopted a less nuanced conclusion about 4Q47. See an example
of this phenomenon in Trebolle, “A ‘Canon within a Canon,’” 385. García Martínez’s too is less nuanced
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8:30-35. 54 In light of van der Meer’s suggestion, lines 2-4 may be a reworking of the
crossing of the Jordan (Josh 4:18) to accommodate the new addition. What follows may
be the circumcision account. This suggestion accounts for the data and represents a less
invasive change than that suggested by Ulrich. Tov’s point, therefore, that 4Q47 contains
a sequence of text from Joshua 8, 4, and 5 in that order and the omission of Joshua 4:195:1 is uncertain.
A potential omission of Joshua 8:11b-13. Tov’s second point that 4Q47 is
missing large sections of Joshua 8 is also uncertain. This proposed omission depends on
the following: approximately 40 letter spaces would need to fit between lines 1 and 2 of
fragment 15 (based on reconstructions, these lines would correspond to Col 5:10-11) if
4Q47 read with the MT, 218 letter spaces would need to fit between its lines 2 and 3 (Col
5:11-12), and 48 letter spaces would need to fit between lines 2 and 3 (Col 5:12-13). 55
The fact that 218 letter spaces separate lines 2 and 3 of fragment 15 (Col 5:12-13) invites
Tov’s suggestion.
Although Tov’s proposal appears plausible, it is not certain. First, as already
mentioned, reconstructions should always be viewed tentatively. 56
Second, the discrepancy between letter spaces depends on Ulrich’s proposed
placement of fragment 16, which, according to Ulrich, corresponds to fragment 15 in that
both lines preserve content from lines 12-13 of the reconstructed column 5. Ulrich’s
placement of fragment 16, however, is suspect, and thus, the large discrepancy between
See van der Meer, Formation and Reformation, 513. See also Tov, “The Literary
Development of the Book of Joshua,” 151-53, who makes this conclusion.
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letter spaces may be a mere allusion. 57 Contrary to Ulrich, van der Meer, suggests that
fragment 16 preserves content from Joshua 8:18-19, not Joshua 8:14. 58 This suggestion
does not necessitate the large-scale omission proposed by Tov, and thus, it is preferable. 59
Third, a lack of correspondence between fragment 15 and Joshua 8 might
suggest that this fragment does not belong to 4Q47. Out of the six partially preserved
words, excluding the correction from a second hand, the fragment contains two minor
variants in agreement with the LXX against the MT and one more peculiar variant that
does not align with either the LXX or the MT (this is the reading  וישובוat F15:L2 [Col
5:11]). 60
59F

Further lack of correspondence includes a large vacant space that likely
corresponds to a bottom margin. 61 Other explanations offered to account for this vacant
space are implausible. For example, the vacate could be explained as an open or closed
section. However, van der Meer argues against this view since no other text preserves an
open or closed section at this place in the narrative. He furthers argues that an open or
closed section would be unusual from a narrative perspective. 62 Moreover, the vacat
If Ulrich’s placement of fragment 15 and 16 is right, then the reconstructed line 12 of
fragment 16 (F16:L1) would begin with content from Josh 8:11, but the line would end with content from
Josh 8:14 (F15:3). This fact suggests that the text of 4Q47 was much shorter than the MT. Nonetheless,
several factors suggest that the placement of fragment 16 is suspect.
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could be the result of a scribe skipping space because of damaged leather, but this is not
an adequate solution since a second hand has written in this space. The vacat space may
further represent a phenomenon found in the second half of 1QIsaa where the scribe of
1QIsaa intentionally leaves several spaces blank, and these spaces are not paragraph
markers or bottom margins, but likely depict an obscure exemplar. 63 The blank space
found in 4Q47 corresponds in part to those vacat spaces found throughout the second half
of 1QIsaa since correctors of 1QIsaa, at times, correct the text by filling in the originally
blank space with the omitted text. A second hand has corrector the text here in the vacate
space, or at least written in it. Despite this correspondence, blank spaces found in
manuscripts more likely correspond to paragraph markers and margins rather than
depicting obscure exemplars. A bottom margin, therefore, is still the better explanation
for this vacate space.
Ulrich, however, argues that this blank space is not a bottom margin. This
conclusion depends on his placement of the fragment in his reconstructed column that
necessitates this column being 13 lines short if this vacat were a bottom margin. 64
However, this lack of correspondence is only a problem if one groups this fragment as
belonging to 4Q47.
Despite this evidence, three facts suggest Ulrich’s placement of fragment 15.
First, there is not a suitable alternative location for this fragment if it originally preserved
a text of Joshua.65 Second, fragment 15 corresponds to the rest of the fragments of 4Q47
paleographically. Third, according to Ulrich, fragment 15 corresponds to 4Q47, materially
See Drew Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect? 1QIsaa’s
Damaged Exemplar for Isaiah’s Chapters 34-66,” Dead Sea Discoveries 20, no. 1 (2013): 17-50.
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463.
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See van der Meer’s conclusion of fragment 15 in van der Meer, Formation and Reformation,
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since the leather preserves unusually large pores, as is the case with the rest of the
fragments that make up column 4 and 5. 66 However, van der Meer argues that these facts
do not necessarily mean that the fragment originally belonged to 4Q47. It is possible that
the same scribe wrote this fragment and that it came from the same animal, but this does
not necessitate that the fragments derived from the same work. 67
This evidence demonstrates that the placement of fragment 15 and 16 by
Ulrich is uncertain. Fragment 16 may be situated further down the column and fragment
15 may not belong to 4Q47. 68 Tov’s conclusion that 4Q47 omitted Joshua 8:11b-13 is
uncertain since the evidence can be explained in alternative ways. In short, Tov’s
conclusion that 4Q47 omitted Joshua 8:11b-13 depends on one way of reading the evidence
which is not the only way.
A potential omission of Joshua 8:14b-17. The third main point advanced by
Tov to demonstrate the independent character of 4Q47 is also uncertain. This proposed
omission concerns Joshua 8:14b-17 and depends on the reading found at F15:L5
reconstructed as Col 5:L14 (possibly Josh 8:18), which reads “ ב[יׄ דך אלהעיyour hand to
Ai.” 69 Evidence for a large-scale omission depends on the fact that the prior line
68F

preserves text presumably deriving from Joshua 8:14. One line between Joshua 8:14 and
the end of Joshua 8:18 seems too little space if the text originally contained Joshua 8:14b17 of the MT. Thus, the evidence invites the proposal that 4Q47 originally preserved a
large omission.
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See van der Meer, Formation and Reformation, 464.

Klaus Bieberstein, Lukian und Theodotion im Josuabuch: mit einem Beitrag zu den
Josuarollen von Ḫirbet Qumrān, Biblische Notizen. Beihefte 7 (München, Duetschland: M. Gorg, 1994),
81.
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The prepositional phrase is written as one word.
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Many facts call into question this suggestion. First, it depends on the proper
placement of fragment 15, which is not certain as just demonstrated. Second, both Ulrich
and Tov are uncertain about the nature of this line. Ulrich tentatively reconstructs line 5
as preserving Joshua 8:18 [“ ]ויאמר יהוה אל יהושע נטה בכידון אשר ב[יׄ דך אלהעיAnd the Lord
said to Joshua, ‘Stretch out the javelin which is in] your hand to Ai.’” 70 Third, Tov himself
admits that this omission is possible, not certain. 71 Fourth, the text from line F15:L5 (Col
5:14) derives from a second hand, likely a corrector. Tov reasons that this hand may not be
a corrector but may demonstrate that 4Q47 was originally coupled by multiple scribes. 72
He asserts that “there are several parallels for the interchange of hands in the middle of
Qumran scrolls” and this may be another example of this phenomenon. 73 Although this is
possible, two facts may weaken Tov’s suggestion. The script of 4Q47 is quite different
than that found in this line—they come from different time periods. The script of 4Q47,
according to Ulrich, is “in larger letters, in different ink, and lacks a space between the
two words אל העי. The form of the final kap in  ב[יׄ דךwas not common prior to the early
Herodian period.” 74 Moreover, fragments 17-22 presumably preserve text after this line,
73F

and the hand resembles the script used throughout the text rather than that found in this
line. The evidence as preserved, therefore, does not suggest Tov’s proposal, but suggests
that this text is a correction. Fifth, van der Meer argues that these verses perform an
essential function in the narrative, and therefore, could not be omitted 75 although Tov
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disagrees with this point. 76 To van der Meer’s point, the omission proposed by Tov
would divide verse 14 in half, possible mid-clause.
Thus, the text written by a subsequent hand is likely a correction in the bottom
margin or perhaps a marginal note. The limited amount of textual evidence precludes
certainty, and thus, Tov’s suggestion that 4Q47 may have originally omitted Joshua 8:14b17 must be understood as a suggestion.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q47’s
Textual Tradition
The previous discussion demonstrates two facts. First, 4Q47 preserves several
minor differences that at times agree with the MT, at other times agree with the LXX, and
are unique in other cases. These inconsistences, however, do not qualify the text to be
considered non-aligned according to the guidelines advanced here since these differences
are all minor and can be ascribed to the scribal process. 77
Second, the three potential differences identified by Tov that could potentially
mark this text as independent or textually non-aligned can all be explained in different
ways: some explanations are more extensive while others are less extensive.
Multiple conclusions could reasonably be drawn about the textual tradition of
4Q47. First, the fragmentary nature of the text plus the obscure nature of fragment 1 could
reasonably lead scholars to withhold judgment about the textual tradition of this text.
Second, 4Q47 could be labeled as a reworked biblical text (namely, a nonbiblical text). Tov identifies 4Q47 as a biblical text, but he describes it more specifically
as an exegetical Bible text like 4QRP. 78 There is currently debate about whether reworked
76

See Tov, “The Literary Development of the Book of Joshua,” 135n20.
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Van der Meer also makes this point in van der Meer, Formation and Reformation, 97.

Tov, “The Literary Development of the Book of Joshua,” 152-53. For a critique of this
opinion, see Joachim J. Krause, Exodus und Eisodus: Komposition und Theologie von Josua 1-5,
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texts such as 4QRP are biblical or not. 79 Tov now categorizes 4QRP as a biblical text
although this categorization appears more suggestive than definitive. 80 The evidence to
suggest that 4Q47 is a non-biblical text is as follows: (1) Fragment 1 presents a unique
sequence of events deriving from some type of reworking; 81 (2) the book of Joshua was
reworked in Second Temple Judaism; 82 (3) some second temple Jews reworked the book
of Joshua in order to link Joshua more closely with Moses 83—Rofé, de Troyer, Ulrich,
Tov, and van der Meer suggest that this is the reason for the reworking of fragment 1; 84
and (4) Tov indicates that 4Q378-379 and 4Q522—all works built off of the canonical
Joshua—at times stay close to the book of Joshua while diverging from it at other
times. 85 This inconsistency may explain why a fragment such as fragment 9 of 4Q47 only
Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 161 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2014), 275-96.
See Sidnie White Crawford, “Textual Growth and the Activity of Scribes,” Svensk Exegetisk
Årsbok 82 (2017): 6-27.
79

See Tov’s discussion of why he now categorizes 4QRP as a biblical text in Emanuel Tov,
“From 4QReworked Pentateuch to 4QPentateuch (?),” in Maier, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible,
Qumran, Septuagint, 3:45-59.
80

See Puech, who argues that the reworking is liturgical in Émile Puech, “Les Copies Du Livre
de Josué Dans Les Manuscrits de La Mer Morte: 4Q47, 4Q48, 4Q123 et XJosué,” Revue Biblique 122
(2015): 495.
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Wise labels 4Q378-379 as belonging to the category “rewritten Bible” in Michael Owen Wise,
“4Q378-379,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation, ed. Michael Owen Wise, Martin G. Abegg, and
Edward M. Cook (San Francisco: HarperSan Francisco, 1996), 339. Dimant, likewise, appears to categorize
4Q378 as a reworked text. See her discussion of fragment 3 in Devorah Dimant, “Two Discourses from the
Apocryphon of Joshua” and Their Context (‘4Q378’ 3i-Ii),” Revue de Qumrân 23, no. 1 (89) (2007): 43-61.
82

Dimant, “Two Discourses from the Apocryphon of Joshua,” 58, claims in her discussion of
fragment 3 of 4Q378 that the reworking of fragment 3, column 1 functions to “link Joshua’s words, both
thematically and ideologically, to the legacy of his mentor Moses.”
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deviates from the biblical text in minor details while a fragment like fragment 1 appears
to be completely reworked. Thus, labeling 4Q47 as non-biblical is reasonable in light of
these factors. 86
If 4Q47 was a reworked text, then it is possible it was reworked from a base
text that belonged to the Masoretic tradition. Evidence to support this fact is the
following: (1) all of the certain differences can be explained as deriving from the scribal
process; (2) the potential larger differences are uncertain but can be the result of
abbreviating or reworking a text of the Masoretic tradition; and (3) 4Q47 still agrees with
the MT in many details. 87 Nonetheless, because of the presence of large scale differences
in a fragmentary setting, this text is labeled as ambiguous here.
Table 17. The statistical relationship between 4Q47 and the MT
Total # of Categories Statistical Categories Statistical
Statistical
Words in 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship Category 3 Relationship
4Q47
302
48
84.11%
41
86.42%
0
100%
4Q49
4Q49 is preserved in one fragment and preserves portions from Judges 6:213. 88 Trebolle Barrera characterizes the script as deriving from a late Hasmonaean or
See Hess who suggests that 4Q47 may be a midrashic style text containing a collection of
biblical passages along with commentary. Richard S. Hess, Joshua, TOTC, vol. 6 (Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity, 2008), 21.
86

The words of fragment 15 (fifteen words) are not counted here, those variants that depend on
insufficient manuscript evidence (three), and several readings that may align with the MT (fifty-three), but
also depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. However, PAM photos of five words from fragments 1922 transcribed by Ulrich cannot be found. These words have been included in the final word counts since
Ulrich marks part of these words as certain or probable. Moreover, concerning the statistics, it is important
to note that fragment 1 possesses 26 variants at odds with the MT. The addition of Josh 8:34-35 represents
five variant words while the reworked section possesses fourteen variant words. All of the preserved words
in this reworked section were counted as variants. Also, the discernable words of lines 4-5 of fragment 1,
which Ulrich identifies as Josh 5:2-3, were also counted as variants. There are seven variant words here.
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Julio C. Trebolle Barrera, “4QJudga,” in Ulrich et al., Qumran Cave 4, 161.
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early Herodian hand ca. 50-25 BC. 89 The scroll preserves two orthographic variants when
compared to the MT. In both instances, 4Q49 is more defective than the reading of the
MT. 90 Moreover, the scribe has corrected the text twice, and in both instances the corrected
reading corresponds to the MT (L3 and L9). The first correction adds the phrase בישראל
“in Israel” supralinearly. The second correction is preserved at line 9; here, the scribe
writes a quiescent aleph supralinearly.
One’s analysis of the textual tradition of 4Q49 depends on one’s assessment of
4Q49’s omission of Judges 6:7b-10. Based on this difference, many understand 4Q49 as
representing a different literary edition of Judges, 91 or at minimum, of Judges 6:2-13. 92
Tov is less sure that 4Q49 represents an alternative literary edition, but does classify the
text as non-aligned. 93 Contrary to these scholars, Richard Hess suggests that 4Q49 may
be an abbreviated text, a suggestion which Fernández Marcos considers. 94 Lange, like
89

Trebolle Barrera, “4QJudga,” 161.

Although Trebolle Barrera classifies the difference found at L2 (Judg 6:4) as an orthographic
difference, he also discusses the possibility of it being a morphological variant. Ibid., 162.
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Ibid. See also Eugene Ulrich, “Multiple Literary Editions: Reflections toward a Theory of
the History of The Biblical Text,” in Current Research and Technological Developments on the Dead Sea
Scrolls, ed. Donald W. Parry and Stephen David Ricks, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 20
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Pentateuch in Recent European Interpretation, ed. Thomas B. Dozeman and Konrad Schmid, Society of
Biblical Literature Symposium Series 34 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2006), 103.
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Fernández Marcos and Hess, understands the poor preservation of 4Q49 as prohibiting
firm assessments about the tradition preserved by it. 95 Cross argues that 4Q49 reflects the
type of text in the better Septuagint tradition, but also cautions that one “cannot extrapolate
on much from these few fragments [4QJudga and 4QJudgb].”96
The following discussion demonstrates two facts: 4Q49 contains a limited
number of minor variants while the omission of Judges 6:7-10 is not an adequate basis
for postulating that 4Q49 existed as a separate literary edition.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Trebolle Barrera argues that 4Q49 differs from the MT in seven places. One of
these differences is not included in the following discussion because it depends on
insufficient manuscript evidence. One further potential difference may result from the
excepting process (i.e., the potential large-scale omission at L5-6 of Judges 6:7b-10).
This difference is discussed below as a potential category 3 variant but is not included in
the statistics. Last, one other difference is simply a difference in spelling and is preserved
at L6 (Judg 6:11). 97
95

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 56.
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Apud Robert G. Boling, Judges, The Anchor Bible, vol. 6a (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,

1975), 40.

The difference at L6 (Judg 6:11) does not link 4Q49 to the LXX Antiochian tradition (e.g.,
A, Alexandrinus) contrary to Trebolle Barrera’s tentative suggestion. See Trebolle Barrera’s conclusion that
some LXX manuscripts may follow the reading of 4Q49 against the MT in Trebolle Barrera, “4QJudga,”
164. He states that the prehexaplaric reading Αβιεζρι attested by the Antiochian MSS seems closer to the
Qumran reading האביעזרי. However, LXX A (Alexandrinus) reads πατρός Αβιεζρι which is not the reading
of 4Q49 since the LXX scribe transliterates  אביtwice: first as πατρός and second as the first three letters of
the proper noun Αβιεζρι. Thus, the reading of these LXX manuscripts does not align with the reading of
4Q49. Rather, the reading of 4Q49 likely reads with the MT against Alexandrinus. The reading of the MT
is a gentilic. Gentilics can be derived from compound proper names with an article inserted before the
second part of the compound, thus, אֲבִ י ָ ֽה ֶﬠז ְִרי. See Wilhelm Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, ed. E.
Kautzsch and A. E. Cowley, 2nd English ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1910), §127. The reading of 4Q49 too is
a gentilic; however, it is different in form since it is represented as one word, not two, and, consequently,
the article is repositioned. Gesenius describes the form of the gentilic of the MT as follows: “When the
original substantive is a compound, it is resolved again in two words.” See Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew
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Category 1. Three differences belong to category 1. The category 1 variants
include the omission of two conjunctive vavs at L3 (Judg 6:4) and the substitution of the
relative particle  ֲאשֶׁ רto simply  שֶׁ ־at L9 (Judg 6:13).
Category 2. 4Q49 also preserves two category 2 variants. There is a category 2
omission preserved at L2 (Judg 6:3). Here, 4Q49 omits the MT “ וְ ﬠָלוּ ָﬠלָיוand they used to
come up against them.” This omission is likely the result of haplography, an unintentional
change. 98 The second category 2 variant involves the substitution of the divine name at
L8 (Judg 6:13). Here 4Q49 reads “ אלהיםGod,” whereas the MT reads “ יְ הוָהthe Lord.”
This substitution is minor.
Category 3. 4Q49 does not preserve any certain category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. Each of the above differences
discussed are minor since they can be ascribed to the scribal process. Although the variant
now under consideration (i.e., the omission of Judg 6:7-10) too can be ascribed to the
scribal process, many scholars choose rather to ascribe it to the realm of literary criticism,
and thus, many identify this text as independent. 99 Scholars who classify 4Q49 as
Grammar, §86. Inversely, when a substantive is not conceived of as a compound, the word is represented
as one word (the reading of 4Q49). Thus, the difference between the MT and 4Q49 is meager.
Natalio Fernández Marcos, ed., Biblia Hebraica: Quinta Editione ccum Apparatu Critico
Novis Curis Elaborato: Judges, 5a ed. cum Apparatu Critico novis Curis Elaborato. Biblia Hebraica Quinta
7 (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2011), 6.
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Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 313, claims that 4Q49 may not represent an
independent literary edition, but still identifies it as independent or non-aligned. Thus, for Tov, the nonaligned category is quite expansive; it contains texts that differ in minor details (1QIsaa) and others that
may represent an alternative literary edition (possible 4Q49).
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representing an alternative literary edition include Trebolle Barrera, 100 Eugene Ulrich, 101
Erhard Blum, 102 and Rezetko. 103 Tov classifies 4Q49 as non-aligned, but is less than
certain that the text represents an alternative literary edition. 104
Others disagree that 4Q49 represents an alternative literary edition. Hess
claims that the evidence likely suggests that 4Q49 was a rearranged text, but that the
Trebolle Barrera, “4QJudga,” 162. Julio C. Trebolle Barrera, “Textual Variants in 4QJudga
and the Textual and Editorial History of the Book of Judges,” Revue de Qumran 14, no. 2 (December
1989): 238.
100

Ulrich, “Multiple Literary Editions,” 86, claims that 4Q49 contains an early literary form of
the book of Judges. Ulrich, “The Absence of ‘Sectarian Variants," 182, comments that 4Q49 “retains the
old, uninterrupted folk narrative on a single fragment.” See also Eugene Charles Ulrich, “Deuteronomistically
Inspired Scribal Insertions into the Developing Biblical Texts: 4QJudga and 4QJera,” in Houses Full of All
Good Things: Essays in Memory of Timo Veijola, ed. Juha Pakkala and Martti Nissinen (Helsinki: Finnish
Exegetical Society; Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2008), 490. His view is largely based on the omission of
Judg 6:7-10. He supports his conclusion with the following arguments: (1) Judg 6:7-10 is a coherent unit
that differs from what comes before and after stylistically. (2) It is introduced with a resumptive clause, a
common trait of secondary additions, see Ulrich, “Multiple Literary Editions,” 86. (3) It has been viewed as
a secondary addition for the past 100 years, see Ulrich, “Multiple Literary Editions,” 86-87. (4) Paragraph
markers mark these verses as a separate unity, see Ulrich, “Multiple Literary Editions,” 87. Ulrich, “Multiple
Literary Editions,” 87, nuances his conclusion though, by stating that the poor state of the preservation of
4Q49 prohibits a firm conclusion on the nature of the entire text since one cannot be sure if this omission is
a singular phenomenon or whether the entire text was originally a separate edition of Judges. See his similar
comment in Ulrich, “Deuteronomistically Inspired Scribal Insertions,” 492. Ulrich further discusses that it is
unlikely that 4Q49 would preserve the original text in the first century BC against all other witnesses. Ulrich,
“Deuteronomistically Inspired Scribal Insertions,” 492. Thus, he claims that 4Q49 was likely the “dominant
text in the early Second Temple period, and that this deuteronomistically inspired insertion in the MT and
LXX is part of the late, widespread, developmental growth at the hands of numerous scribes seen in many
biblical books.” Ulrich, “Deuteronomistically Inspired Scribal Insertions,” 492-93.
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Tov claimed in 2002 that “the texts which are most manifestly non-aligned, and actually
independent, are texts which contain (groups of) readings that diverge significantly form the other texts, such
as 4QJosha and 4QJudga.” See Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. Nonetheless, Tov is
more cautious about the textual nature of 4Q49 in his 2012 edition of Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible.
Tov states, “If this minus [the omission of Judges 6:7-10] did not stem from a textual accident, such as the
omission of a complete paragraph, it could reflect an earlier literary version of the book, in which part of
the Dtr+ framework, contained here in 6:7-10, had not yet been found” in Tov, Textual Criticism of the
Hebrew Bible, 313.
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fragmentary evidence should caution scholars from making definitive conclusions. 105
Rofé understands the omission as a mechanical error, and thus, it is not indicative of a
separate literary edition. 106 Fernández Marcos is sympathetic to both Hess’s and Rofé’s
view, 107 while O’Connell understands the omission as possibly intentional. He, therefore,
too concludes that this difference does not indicate an independent literary edition. 108
Several details ought to shape the interpretation of this large omission. First,
the text is poorly preserved as several scholars admit. 109 Whether one accepts the
cautious count here (59 words as sufficiently present) or one accepts the word count of
Trebolle Barrera (he accepts 71 words as sufficiently present in the text), the fact remains
that the text is poorly preserved. Moreover, only nine lines are partially present, and no
line remains fully preserved. Line 5 only preserves partially fourteen letters while
105

Hess, “The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible,” 122-28.

Rofé too disagrees with scholars who claim that 4Q49 represents an independent text. Rofé
reasons that this passage was omitted by means of parablepsis. See Alexander Rofé, “Studying the Biblical
Text in the light of Historico-Literary Criticism: The Reproach of the Prophet in Judg 6:7-10 and 4QJudga,”
in The Dead Sea Scrolls in Context: Integrating the Dead Sea Scrolls in the Study of Ancient Texts,
Languages, and Cultures, ed. Armin Lange, Emanuel Tov, and Matthias Weigold, Supplements to Vetus
Testamentum 140 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2011), 121. It appears plausible that mechanical errors
lead to the omission of more than a few lines. Mennahem Haran points out that the British Library MS
9399 from the thirteenth century omits Psalm 47 probably because of the similarity between the beginnings
of Psalm 47 and 48. See Menahem Haran, “11QPsa and the Canonical Book of Psalms,” in Minḥah LeNaḥum: Biblical and Other Studies Presented to Nahum M. Sarna in Honour of His 70th Birthday, ed.
Marc Zvi. Brettler and Michael A. Fishbane, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament. Supplement
Series 154 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 195n3. Thus, one cannot rule out a mechanical error here.
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Testamentum 63 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1996), 147. Compare these comments to his comment that
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Trebolle Barrera estimates that each line originally contained 59-65 letters per line. 110
Any discussion of the textual tradition of this text must account for this fact.
Second, the text contains two supralinear corrections in the span of only nine
very partially preserved lines. However, one should note that the space above the first
line is missing. Thus, in reality, 4Q49 preserves two supralinear corrections in the span of
only eight very partially preserved lines. Out of the fifty-nine sufficiently preserved
words, two words are corrected, meaning that the scribe has corrected 3.4 percent of the
preserved words. To put it another way, 4Q49 preserves eight lines where one can discern
if a supralinear correction has occurred, and two of those lines have corrections. Thus, 25
percent of the lines that can be tested for supralinearly corrections have them.
Tov’s very helpful appendix 8 of his book Scribal Practices provides a way to
compare the amount of scribal activity found in 4Q49 to several other texts from Qumran
and other Judean Desert locations since he lists the number of scribal interventions and
the average number of lines between scribal interventions for 97 texts. 111 Out of the 97
texts surveyed, only three texts have a lower average number of lines between scribal
interventions than 4Q49 (i.e., 5QDeut, 1QIsaa, 4QJera) while one text has the same
average number of lines between scribal interventions (4QQoha). One can see that this
fragment has a considerable amount of scribal activity when compared to the other texts
listed in this appendix. However, because of the poor preservation of this text, one cannot
be sure that this fragment is representative of the entire text. Nonetheless, this evidence
does indicate that this fragment was poorly copied or at least was copied from a poor
110

Trebolle Barrera, “4QJudga,” 161.

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 331-35. Tov discusses 163 texts in his table, but
only provides data for 97 of these texts. Tov does not provide data in columns 10 and 11 for 66 texts likely
because of these texts poor preservation: 4Q49 is one of these texts.
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exemplar. Fernández Marcos’s conclusion that 4Q49 is a poorly copied text is, therefore,
plausible. 112
Third, the text contains one omission that likely derived from a mechanical error
(i.e., haplography). 113 The fact that there is one omission that most likely derived from
haplography in the span of only 59 sufficiently preserved words is high. This fact, again,
indicates that 4Q49 was either copied from a poor exemplar or was itself poorly copied. 114
Fourth, the omission of Judges 6:7-10 occurs in a lacuna. This fact casts some
doubt on the nature of this omission. Although the lacuna is far too small to contain
Judges 6:7-10 written on the line in the same size font as the rest of the text, there is
precedent for large amounts of text corrected in small spaces. For example, Col 30:11 of
1QIsaa preserves a considerable amount of text written above the line by the original
scribe and down the margin of the next column. 115 Although this phenomenon happens
infrequently, it does cast some doubt on the nature of this difference.
Fifth, the omitted text coincides closely with paragraph markers, a detail integral
to Hess’s argument. 116 This fact is important since abbreviated texts exist in Qumran and
the omitted material at times occurs between paragraph markers. For example, Tov argues
that 4Q106 (4QCanta) and 4Q107 (4QCantb) omitted text between paragraph markers not
because of scribal negligence or because they testify to a separate literary edition, but
Fernández Marcos, “The Genuine Text of Judges,” 39. Cf. Rezetko, “The Qumran Scrolls
of the Book of Judges,” 29n117, concludes that this claim is uncorroborated.
112

If one accepts the possible omission of  וְ לִ גְ מַ ֵלּיהֶ םat L4 (Judg 6:5), then two omissions in this
text likely derived from mechanical errors. However, this second omission is possible, but uncertain due to
insufficient manuscript evidence
113

114

Fernández Marcos, “The Genuine Text of Judges,” 39, argues for the latter.

Col 32:14 and Col 33:7 of 1QIsaa similarly preserve content supralinearly and down the
margin but come from a secondary hand.
115

116

Hess, “The Dead Sea Scrolls,” 125-27.
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because of the scribes’ conscious desire to shorter the texts. 117 Tov further argues that
4Q15 (4QExodd) may reasonably be labeled an abbreviated text, 118 a point supported by
Judith Sanderson, who suggests that 4Q15 may be a liturgical scroll. 119 Like 4Q49, this
text too omits material between paragraph markers. Thus, the fact that a complete literary
unit is likely omitted in 4Q49 might suggest that the text is rearranged, abbreviated, or
excerpted.
Sixth, 4Q49 is unique in omitting Judges 6:7-10. 120 Rezetko argues that this
claim, pointed out by Fernández Marcos’, is irrelevant because of the limited early textual
evidence and other comparable textual situations. 121 He argues that 4QJudga is the oldest
surviving text to preserve Judges 6:2-13 and precedes Codex Vaticanus by at least 300
years. 122 This gap in time could have resulted in numerous textual alterations and
developments that could have led to 4Q49’s shorter reading becoming unique among the
manuscripts. 123 Rezetko’s view is possible, but does not match the surviving evidence.
Fernández Marcos’s thorough examination of the Greek witnesses leads him to the
conclusion that the “Hebrew text known by the translators [of the LXX] was only slightly
different from M.” 124 Moreover, it is hard to image how this addition would infiltrate all
textual witnesses except 4Q49. Understanding 4Q49 as some type of abbreviated text
Emanuel Tov, “106-107. Introduction to 4QCanta-C,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to
Chronicles, vol. 11, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 16 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2000), 195.
117
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Ibid., 196.
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Judith E. Sanderson, “4QExodd,” in Qumrân Cave 4: Genesis to Numbers, 127.
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Fernández Marcos, “The Hebrew and Greek Texts of Judges,” 6.
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Rezetko, “The Qumran Scrolls of the Book of Judges,” 29.
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Ibid., 30.
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Fernández Marcos, Biblia Hebraica, 8.
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makes better sense of the data.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q49’s
Textual Tradition
The conclusion that 4Q49 represented a separate literary edition is not
persuasive. Too little of the manuscript is preserved to substantiate this claim. Moreover,
ample evidence suggests that the text was either poorly copied or copied from a poor
exemplar. Last, the nature of the omission (it likely omits a complete literary unit) and
the fact that the text alone preserves this reading suggests that this text is a type of
abbreviated text. 4Q49 resembles other excerpted texts in at least two ways. 125 First, one
complete literary unit is omitted. Second, these texts are at times unique in how they
abbreviate/excerpt the biblical text, and thus, not all abbreviated texts need to be
abbreviated in the exact same manner. The evidence suggests, therefore, that 4Q49 does
not represent an independent textual edition of Judges but represents an abbreviated text.
The base of this text could reasonably be understood as a text belonging to the Masoretic
tradition. 126
The overarching statistical relationship between these texts furnishes some
The text contains several minor differences that might indicate, although does not necessarily
indicate, that the text was copied from memory. See Julie A Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at
Qumran,” Revue de Qumran 18, no. 1 (April 1997): 60. Rabbinic tradition permitted mezuzot and
phylacteries to be written by heart, not from a written text (b. Megilla 18b). See ibid., 61 n68. See also
Edward L. Greenstein, “Misquotation of Scripture in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in The Frank Talmage Memorial
Volume, ed. Barry Walfish, vol. 1, Jewish History 6 (Haifa, Israel: Haifa University Press, 1993), 71-83.
See also Brooke’s comments about the nature of the tefillin and mezuzot from Qumran, in George J. Brooke,
“The Textual Tradition of the Temple Scroll and Recently Published Manuscripts of the Pentateuch,” in The
Dead Sea Scrolls: Forty Years of Research, ed. Devorah Dimant and Uriel Rappaport, Series on the Texts of
the Desert of Judah 10 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1992), 279-80. He says that the types of differences
between these texts and biblical texts may not simply be the result of scribal memory, but they might be the
result of a desire to make the Pentateuch more internally consistent through assimilation. However, the
example of parablepsis at L2 (Judg 6:3) likely indicates that these small differences derive from poor copying,
not copying from memory.
125

Despite this evidence and due to the limited size of the text, one could reasonably withhold
judgment on the nature of this text.
126
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support for this explanation. The agreement is moderate, less than most other texts from
the Prophets identified by Tov as textual non-aligned, but this is because half of the
differences derive from an example of parablepsis. 127 The lower statistical relationship
between the texts, therefore, is likely the result of poor copying. Nonetheless, because of
the presence of a large-scale difference in a fragmentary setting, this text is labeled as
ambiguous here.
Table 18. The statistical relationship between 4Q49 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q49 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
59
8
86.44%
5
93.22%
0
100%

6Q4
6Q4 (6QpapKgs) is a text poorly preserved on 94 fragments of papyri. 128 The
contents of only 17 fragments have been identified. The script is described as archaic and
is dated to the second half of the second century BC. 129
Tov has discussed the nature of papyri at Qumran in detail. The use of papyrus
as a writing material is not uncommon among literary works from Qumran even though
most literary works (non-documentary) were written on leather, not papyrus. 130
According to Tov, 131 non-documentary works are preserved on papyri at Qumran—14
Twelve words transcribed by Trebolle Barrera are not accepted here since they are not
sufficiently preserved.
127

Maurice Baillet, “Livres des Rois,” in Les “Petites Grottes” de Qumran: Exploration de la
Falaise, les Grottes 2Q, 3Q, 5Q, 7Q à 10Q, le Rouleau de Cuivre, ed. Maurice Baillet, J. T. Milik, R. de
Vaux, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of Jordan 3 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), 107.
128
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Ibid.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 32.
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percent of the total number of texts, 131 but biblical papyri only represents 1 percent of the
texts found at Qumran. 132 Tov characterizes the content of Qumran papyri as follows:
“The collection of Qumran papyri is mainly sectarian and liturgical, and usually nonbiblical. Most papyri may reflect personal copies owned by members of the Qumran
community, while some may have been imported from other sources.” 133 Moreover,
several non-documentary texts exist on papyri and on leather, 134 but no differences in
content between these works distinguish them from each other. 135 Likewise, Tov argues
that the scribal conventions—orthography, paragraphing system, word division, writing
in columns, etc.—of those texts written on papyri do not differ from those written on
leather although papyri do not evidence ruling, do not prefer correcting a text by means
of crossing words out, and do not prefer cancelation dots. 136
The textual tradition of 6Q4 is debated. Baillet describes the text of 6Q4 as
shorter than the MT and close to the LXX and Vulgate. 137 Trebolle Barrera describes the
textual filiation by fragment. He states that fragments 1-9 agree with the MT while
fragments 10-16 “show a certain divergence from MT, both in the comparatively few
words which have survived and in the length of the text as indicated by the lacunae.” 138
131

Ibid., 45-46.

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 47. This fact corresponds to the statement in m.
Yad. 4:5 which says that only passages of Scripture written on skin make the hands unclean.
132
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Ibid., 51.
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See table 5 for a list of works that are preserved on both papyri and leather in ibid., 48.
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Ibid., 51.
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Ibid., 52.
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Baillet, Milik, and Vaux, “Livres des Rois,” 107.

Julio Trebolle Barrera, “Qumran Fragments of the Book of Kings,” in The Books of Kings:
Sources, Composition, Historiography and Reception, ed. André Lemaire, Baruch Halpern, and Matthew J.
Adams, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 129 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2010), 25.
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He suggests that the “Greek proto-Lucianic recension could reflect an original Hebrew
close to the textual form of these Qumran fragments.” 139 He further describes the content
of fragments 16-17 as agreeing with the MT, and the final 76 fragments as too fragmentary
to describe. 140 Tov identifies 6Q4 as textually non-aligned, 141 as does Lange. 142
Description and Categorization
of Variants
6Q4 is very poorly preserved. Nonetheless, Baillet’s epigraphic skill provides
some attempt to comprehend this poorly preserved manuscript. It is important to note that
his transcriptions often depend on little manuscript evidence (as he notes most often) and
on reconstructions. The text is approached much more cautiously here than Baillet since
comparison between Baillet’s transcriptions with photos of IAA demonstrate that most of
his readings are less than certain. Therefore, Baillet’s four variants that depend on spatial
reconstructions are not accepted here nor are seven further variants that depend on
insufficient manuscript grounds. 143
139

Trebolle Barrera, “Qumran Fragments of the Book of Kings,” 25.

140

Ibid., 26.

141

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 33, 333.

142

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.

As mentioned, Baillet’s approach to 6Q4 is much more generous than the approach taken
here. One of his proposed reconstructed variants illustrates the difference in approaches. This proposed
variant is the substitution of “ וַתַּ ﬠַשׂand she did” for “ ותלךand she went” at F15:L3 (2 Kgs 8:2). This proposal
has no manuscript evidence to support it and no support among the versions but is based on a subsequent
variant; namely the omission of “ וַתֵּ לֶ� הִ יא וּבֵ יתָ הּ וַתָּ גָרand she went with her household, and she sojourned.” See
Baillet, “Livres des Rois,” 109. His reasoning appears to be that since the text omits the form of the verb הלך
later in the verse, it probably substituted the form of the verb  עשׂהfound in the MT and the versions earlier
in the verse for a form of הלך. This reasoning is highly tentative but is further weakened by the fact that the
supposed omission of  וַתֵּ לֶ� ִהיא וּבֵ יתָ הּ וַתָּ גָרis far from certain. This omission depends on Baillet’s transcription
of line 4, but his transcription is doubtful. Although this variant depends on insufficient manuscript evidence,
if one accepted Baillet’s reading it would agree with the qere. Overall, very little of this line is preserved,
and thus, the proposed omission of  וַתֵּ לֶ� הִ יא וּבֵ יתָ הּ וַתָּ גָרis doubtful. Subsequently, his proposed variant with
no support among the versions and no manuscript support is further cast into doubt. This proposed variant,
thus, illustrates how drastically different the approach taken here is to the approach taken by Baillet. The
143
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One of these variants depends on some evidence but is ultimately uncertain.
This proposed reading of [“ כדבר איש האלהי[םaccording to the word of the man of Go]d” at
F15:L1 (2 Kgs 7:20) preserves clearly only the final mem. Baillet’s suggested variant
depends on the conclusion that the following space is a vacat representing a paragraph
break. However, the space may or may not have been an original paragraph break.
Examination of line 5 of fragment 15 shows that the papyri has deteriorated so that the
bottom half of some of these letters are now completely gone; the papyri is mostly blank
just like the space after this final mem in line 1. Thus, this blank space could simply be
the result of deterioration. The poor nature of this text precludes certainty about the
addition proposed by Baillet.
The remaining six variants that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence are
preserved at F5:L5 (1 Kgs 22:31), F10:L4 (Frgs. 10-14:L4 [2 Kgs 7:9]), 144 F15:L3 (2 Kgs
8:1), 145 F15:L4 (2 Kgs 8:2), F15:L4 (2 Kgs 8:2), and F15:L5 (2 Kgs 8:2). None of these
variants are accepted as genuine variants. All of these variants illustrate that Baillet’s
approach to the text was freer than the approach adopted here.
One further difference at F15:L4 (2 Kgs 8:1) could be an example of confusion
of gutturals although it would also be reasonable to group this difference as a category 1
variant. 146
approach here is much less generous.
One can refer to the fragments grouped together as belonging to the same column and
corresponding line number provided by the editors, or one can refer to the exact fragment and line number
corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided in this dissertation. The first refence given is the
reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference is
that of the fragments grouped together as belonging to the same column and the corresponding
reconstructed line number.
144

This variant depends on insufficient manuscript evidence but if one accepted Baillet’s
reading, it would agree with the qere.
145
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appendix 2.

For more about the nature of these variants, see table “6Q4: Description of variants” in
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Category 1. 6Q4 does not preserve any certain category 1 variants.
Category 2. After Baillet’s seven readings based on insufficient manuscript
evidence and one potential difference concerning a synonymous reading are removed,
only three category 2 variants remain. The first category 2 variant preserved in 6Q4 is
found at F11:L2 (Frgs. 10-14:L2 [2 Kgs 7:8]). 147 6Q4 reads “ וישא]ו [משואםand [they]
lifted up their load as opposed to the MT which reads “ יִּ ְשׂאוּ ִמשָּׁ םand they lifted up from
there.” The difference is that 6Q4 makes the object of the verb implied in the MT
explicit. 148
147F

The second category 2 substitution is found at F15:L6 (2 Kgs 8:4). 6Q4 reads
“ ספר נאtell me,” whereas the MT reads “ סַ פְּ ָרה־ ָנּאtell me.” The difference is one of
emphasis. Interchange between the long form and short form imperative is not unknown
among the biblical-DSS. 149
148F

The third category 2 substitution is found at F15:L6 (2 Kgs 8:4). 6Q4 reads
“ א[ל]י[שעElisha,” while the MT reads “ ִאישׁ־הָ אֱ�הִ יםthe man of God.” 6Q4 substitutes the
title of the MT for a proper noun. The title “man of God” is used often to refer to Elisha
Although Baillet transcribes the reading as “ משואםburden, load,” the following transcription
is more likely ]מש[ו֯ אם. This transcription is based on PAM 42.945 Plate 894. See The Leon Levy Dead Sea
Scrolls, “Plate 894,” accessed November 3, 2017 http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/
image/B-284843. The reading according to Baillet is an aberrant spelling of “ מַ שָּׂ אload, burden.” See Baillet,
“Livres des Rois,” 109. The Aramaic “ מַ שּׂוֹאburden, load” supports this suggestion. See Marcus Jastrow, A
Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature: ת–ל, vol. 2
(New York: Pardes, 1950), s.v. “מַ שּׂוֹא, ַ)מַ סּוֹי(ימַ שּׂוֹ ְשּׁאוֹימ.” However, the letter Baillet transcribes as a vav
does not resemble the vav of this scribe. Notice how there is a horizontal stroke present on the very righthand edge of fragment 12, line 2. This horizontal stroke argues against this being a vav and suggests that
the letter may have been a shin. Thus, it is uncertain if 6Q4 preserves the aberrant spelling suggested by
Baillet.
147

A small lacuna between the verb and this object in 6Q4 may suggest that  ִמשָּׁ םwas originally
in the text, now in the lacuna. In this situation, ]מ[שאם
֯
or  ]מש[ו֯ אםwould be an addition, not a substitution,
but this suggestion is not likely. The lacuna is very small.
148

Reymond offers examples of this interchange, in Eric D. Reymond, Qumran Hebrew: An
Overview of Orthography, Phonology, and Morphology, Resources for Biblical study 76 (Atlanta: Society
of Biblical Literature, 2014), 204.
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(e.g., 2 Kgs 4:7, 9, 1), and thus, the terms are interchangeable as is evident in 2 Kings
5:20 where Gehazi is describes as a boy (i.e., servant) of Elisha, the man of God. The
substitution here, therefore, may be unintentional. However, Elisha is referred to twice in
2 Kings 8:4, once as “the man of God” and once as “Elisha.” Unfortunately, the second
reference to Elisha is no longer preserved in 6Q4, but if it read with the MT, the
substitution could be an intentional change: a case of harmonization so that both referents
read “Elisha.”
Category 3. 6Q4 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 6Q4’s
Textual Tradition
6Q4 is preserved very poorly and this fact calls into question Baillet’s
conclusion that 6Q4 is shorter than the MT and close to the LXX and Vulgate. 150 Out of
the four clearly preserved variants, there are no agreements with the LXX or Vulgate
against the MT. First, although Baillet argues that the LXX and the Vulgate read with
6Q4’s preposition  אלagainst the MT’s  ﬠַלat F15:L4 (2 Kgs 8:1), this conclusion is
weakened by two facts: these prepositions share semantic overlap and the reading of 6Q4
could have derived from confusion of gutturals. Moreover, at F11:L2 (Frgs. 10-14:L2 [2
Kgs 7:8]), 6Q4’s reading “ וישא]ו [משואםand they lifted their load” as opposed to the MT,
which reads “ וַיִּ ְשׂאוּ ִמשָּׁ םand they lifted from there,” agrees with only three LXX
manuscripts. 151 In addition, at F15:L6 (2 Kgs 8:4), 6Q4 reads “ א[ל]י[שעElisha,” while the
MT reads ֱ�הים
ִ “ ִאישׁ־הָ אthe man of God,” and this reading of 6Q4 only agrees with one
LXX manuscript according to Baillet. 152 Thus, the proposed connection between 6Q4 and
15F

150

Baillet, “Livres des Rois,” 107.

151

Ibid., 109.

152

Ibid., 110.
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the LXX and the Vulgate when one only considers those differences that depend on
sufficient manuscript evidence is negligible.
Likewise, Trebolle Barrera’s analysis that fragments 10-16 “show a certain
divergence from MT, both in the comparatively few words which have survived and in
the length of the text as indicated by the lacunae” 153 is also questionable. First, several
words that Baillet claims are preserved are doubtful. Second, the extremely poor state of
6Q4 makes spatial reconstructions unhelpful for reconstructing the text of 6Q4. Thus,
Trebolle Barrera’s claims are dismissed here.
Contrary to Baillet and Trebolle Barrera’s claims, the preserved manuscript
evidence does not argue against categorizing the text as belonging to the Masoretic
tradition. This conclusion depends on the fact that the text only preserves four variants
which can all be ascribed to the scribal process. Moreover, the overarching statistical
relationship between these texts when one only accounts for those readings that are
sufficiently preserved, is high. Therefore, it is reasonable to classify what remains of 6Q4
as preserving the Masoretic tradition. 154
Table 19. The statistical relationship between 6Q4 and the MT
Total # of Categories Statistical Categories Statistical
Statistical
Words in 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship Category 3 Relationship
6Q4
78
4
94.87%
4
94.87%
0
100%

1QIsaa
1QIsaa (St. Mark’s Isaiah) has received considerable treatment from numerous
scholars because of its early discovery (ca., 1950) and its size (1QIsaa preserves the entire
153

Trebolle Barrera, “Qumran Fragments of the Book of Kings,” 25.

154

Overall, fifty-six words transcribed by Baillet depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.
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text of Isaiah with few lacunae). This treatment has resulted in numerous editions,
articles, and books, 155 as well as digital content. 156 1QIsaa dates ca. 150-125 B.C. on
paleographical grounds. 157 Radiocarbon dating has furnished two date ranges. The 1σ 158
range is 335-122 BC and 2σ 159 is 356-291 BC (24 percent) and 250-103 BC (76
percent). 160
Bifurcation of 1QIsaa
1QIsaa is divided into two segments. 161 Scholars argue that this bifurcation is
evident on manuscript grounds (the scribe leaves space for three lines of text plus the
typical bottom margin blank at the bottom of Col 27), on paleographic grounds, and on
For a helpful bibliography of editions, photographs, articles, and books, see Eugene Ulrich,
Peter W. Flint, and Martin G. Abegg, Qumran Cave 1. II: The Isaiah Scrolls Part 2: Introductions,
Commentary, and Textual Variants, vol. 32, pt. 2 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2010), 42.
155

See “The Digital Dead Sea Scrolls,” accessed February 6, 2018,
http://dss.collections.imj.org.il. This website offers high quality photographs of several texts, including
1QIsaa. Accordance too offers several digitized resources. See especially Martin G. Abegg, James E. Bowley,
and Edward M. Cook, Accordance 11.2.5 Dead Sea Scroll Biblical Corpus (Manuscript Order) (DSSB-M),
version 3.2 (Langley, BC Canada: Oak Tree, 2009). These resources were consulted extensively here.
156

See Emanuel Tov, “The Text of Isaiah at Qumran,” in Writing and Reading the Scroll of
Isaiah: Studies of an Interpretive Tradition, ed. Craig C. Broyles and Craig A. Evans, Supplements to
Vetus Testamentum 70 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1997), 494. See also Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg,
Qumran Cave 1, 64.
157

The siglum 1σ indicates that the date range reports with 68 percent accuracy. See Greg
Doudna, “Dating the Scrolls on the Basis of Radiocarbon Analysis,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls after Fifty
Years: A Comprehensive Assessment, ed. Peter W Flint and James C VanderKam, vol. 1 (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 1998), 435-36.
158

159

rate. Ibid., 436.

The siglum 2σ indicates that the true date fits within this range with a 95 percent confidence

See Timothy A. J. Jull et al., “Radiocarbon Dating of Scrolls and Linen Fragments from the
Judean Desert,” Radiocarbon 37, no. 1 (June 2006): 14. See also Tov’s discussion of the radiocarbon
testing in Tov, “The Text of Isaiah at Qumran,” 494. See especially n13. Doudna, “Dating the Scrolls,”
438, explains that two 2σ ranges were given for 1QIsaa because of atmospheric 14C levels.
160

1QIsaa can be studied in digitized format at “The Digital Dead Sea Scrolls,” accessed July 22,
2017, http://dss.collections.imj.org.il/isaiah.
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orthographic grounds. 162 The first segment spans columns 1-27 (Isa 1-33), and the second
segment spans columns 28-54 (Isa 34-66). This bifurcation has led many scholars to
suggest that 1QIsaa was penned by more than one scribe 163 while others contend that
1QIsaa is the product of only one scribe despite the clear differences between columns 127 and 28-54. 164
Some scholars further see the bifurcation as evidence of the book’s
compositional history. On the one hand, Paul Kahle understood the bifurcation as
validation that chapters 33-34 belonged to second Isaiah. 165 On the other hand, William
Brownlee understood this bifurcation as evidence that “the book of Isaiah was the
product of an Isaianic school whose final product was the achievement of a two-volume
William Hugh Brownlee, The Meaning of the Qumrân Scrolls for the Bible (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1964), 247. See also Tov, “The Text of Isaiah at Qumran,” 498-99n37. Cf. Longacre
comments about the unreliability of ascribing 1QIsaa to more than one scribe on the basis of the three blank
lines between the two halves and the difference in orthography. Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal
Lapse, or Physical Defect?,” 48. Abegg too argues that differences between the first half and the second half
of 1QIsaa may be the result of the Vorlage rather than the result of a second scribe, in Martin G. Abegg,
“1QIsaa and 1QIsab: A Rematch,” in Herbert and Tov, The Bible as Book, 223.
162

E.g., Tov, “The Text of Isaiah at Qumran,” 501, who states the same opinion in Tov,
Scribal Practices and Approaches, 21. Tov also identifies 1QHa, 1QpHab, and 11QTa as texts written by
multiple scribes. See also Martin Noth, “Eine Bemerkung Zur Jesajarolle Vom Toten Meer,” Vetus
Testamentum 1, no. 3 (July 1951): 224-26.
163

Kutscher argues that 1QIsaa was the product of one scribe, in Edward Yechezkel Kutscher,
The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll (I Q Isa[Superscript A]) (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 1974), 566-68. See also Malachi Martin, The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scrolls,
vol. 1, Bibliotheque Du Museon 44 (Louvain, Belgium: Publications Universitaires, 1958), 65-73. Martin
argues that although 1QIsaa is the product of three hands (possibly four), the first scribe is “extensive and
runs naturally through the 54 Columns of the Scroll,” in p. 65. He further argues the clear differences
between both halves and the “strange break in Column at the end of Column 27” indicates that the scribe
likely copied from two different documents, in p. 389. For other scholars who comment on whether 1QIsaa
was copied by one or multiple scribes, see Johann Cook (“Orthographical Peculiarities in the Dead Sea
Biblical Scrolls,” Revue de Qumran 14 [1989]: 303-4); Flint (Peter W. Flint, “The Book of Isaiah in the
Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Herbert and Tov, The Bible as Book, 236); and Tov (Emanuel Tov, “Scribal Features
of Two Qumran Scrolls,” in Maier, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, Qumran, Septuagint, 3:369); see
also the opinion of Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg, Qumran Cave 1, 40. Last is the helpful study of R. L. Giese,
“Further Evidence for the Bisection of 1QIsa,” Textus 14 (1988): 61-70.
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Paul Kahle, Die Hebräischen Handschriften aus der Höhle: Franz Delitzsch-Vorlesungen
(Stuttgart, Germany: W. Kohlhammer Verlag, 1951), 72.
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edition of Isaianic material. 166 Brownlee cited Josephus as possibly confirming this
opinion. 167 Kent Richard, likewise, appears to imply that the scribe of 1QIsaa may have
originally viewed Isaiah as two separate books. In a short note, Richards raises the
possibility that b. Baba Bathra 13b may be applicable to 1QIsaa. 168 B. Baba Bathra 13b
states that four lines should be left between each book of the Torah and each book of the
Prophets, but only three lines should be left between each book of the minor prophets
(three lines appear at the bottom of Col 27). If, however, a book of the twelve is
completed near the bottom of a page, it should be resumed at the top of the next sheet
(this situation also applies to 1QIsaa).
Peter Flint wonders if the bifurcation of 1QIsaa is based on conceptual
grounds; namely, Isaiah 34 has a more universal emphasis. 169 Although Flint makes this
suggestion, he also suggests that multiple scribes copying the text could have resulted in
the text’s bifurcation. 170
George J. Brooke too discusses the bifurcation of 1QIsaa and suggests that
Isaiah may have been “commonly copied in two halves and that this has led over several
generations to some distinctive characteristics emerging in the manuscript history of each
half of the book.” 171 He finds support for this statement from the fact that most manuscripts
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Brownlee, The Meaning of the Qumrân Scrolls, 247.

Ibid., 251. Josephus states that Isaiah wrote down his prophecies and left them behind in
books (plural, not singular) (Ant. 10:2:2). Ibid.
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Flint, “The Book of Isaiah in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 236.
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George J. Brooke, “The Bisection of Isaiah in The Scrolls from Qumran,” in Studia Semitica:
The Journal of Semitic Studies Jubilee Volume, ed. Philip S. Alexander et al., Journal of Semitic Studies,
Supplement 16 (Oxford: Oxford University Press on behalf of the University of Manchester, 2005), 89.
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of Isaiah found at Qumran only preserve material from either the first half of Isaiah (Isa
1-33) or the second half (34-66). 172 Furthermore, he argues that the content of 4QIsab and
4QIsac shows evidence akin to the bifurcation of 1QIsaa. 173 Last, he argues that the Isaiah
pesher from Qumran too demonstrate that Isaiah was handled and discussed as two
separate halves. 174
Orthography
One distinctive feature of 1QIsaa that indicates its bifuricated nature is its
orthography. The orthography of columns 1-27 is more defective (closer to that of the
MT and Samaritan Pentateuch) than the orthography found in columns 28-54. 175 Cook
lists many examples that prove this point. For example, Cook notes that the particle כי
“for, when, that, etc.,” occurs 323 in 1QIsaa. On the one hand, in chapters 1-33, the
defective form  כיoccurs 124 times while the plene form  כיאoccurs 37 times. On the other
hand, according to Cook’s analysis, the plene form occurs 158 times in chapters 35-66. 176
A similar pattern is found with regard to the pronoun “ הואhe.” Cook notes that the
defective form  הואis used exclusively in chapters 1-33 while the plene form  הואהis used
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Brooke, “The Bisection of Isaiah," 79-88.
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Ibid., 88-89.
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Ibid., 90-92.

See also Martin, The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scrolls, vol. 1, 363-81, who
surveys and compares certain aspects of orthography, the generalized use of vav, the heavy form tradition
(of pronominal suffixes, independent pronouns, and certain suffixes of the perfect), and the special vowelletter tradition in several DSS manuscripts including 1QIsaa.
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Cook, “Orthographical Peculiarities,” 297. Notice though that Cook does not include chap.
34 in his analysis. Slightly different results are found in the DSS-package in Accordance. Accordance
shows that the defective form ( )כיoccurs 131 times in columns 1-27, while the plene form ( )כיאoccurs 36
times. Within columns 28-54, the defective form occurs 29 times while the plene form occurs 164 times.
See Abegg, Bowley, and Cook, Accordance 11.2.5.
176
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consistently in chapters 34-66 with only two exceptions. 177 More evidence for an
orthographic bifurcation is found when analyzing the use of the second masculine plural
pronominal suffix. The defective form “ כםyou (plural)” and plene  כמהform are used
simultaneously in chapters 1-33 whereas the plene form is used in all but four times in
chapters 35-66. 178 Thus, there is a dichotomy concerning orthography in 1QIsaa—the first
17F

half is more defective than the latter half. 179
178F

Script
Scholars agree about many details of 1QIsaa’s script but disagree if the script
of columns 1-27 differs from that found in columns 28-54. 180 The script is generally
described as a typical middle Hasmonaean hand, ca. 125-100 BC. 181 The scribe is not
consistent in his use of final and medial letters. In fact, only final mem and nun are used
in 1QIsaa, although final kap and sade are usually longer when in final position. 182
Moreover, the scribe usually distinguishes between yod and vav although there are
exceptions. 183
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Cook, “Orthographical Peculiarities,” 298.
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Ibid., 299.

Ibid., 300. Tov, “Scribal Features of Two Qumran Scrolls,” 370-76, comments on the
differences in orthography between the first half and the second half of the book.
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Tov, “Scribal Features of Two Qumran Scrolls,” 370, argues that the script is different.
Burrows, on the other hand, argues that the hand of 1QIsaa is “very regular, showing considerable skill with
the pen,” in Millar Burrows, ed., The Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark’s Monastery, vol. 1 (New Haven, CT:
American Schools of Oriental Research, 1950).
180
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Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg, Qumran Cave 1, 61.

Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls of St. Mark’s Monastery, 1:1. Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg,
Qumran Cave 1, 61, also notes that final forms of bet and vav too can be elongated.
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This conclusion is made by Dewey M. Beegle, “Ligatures with Waw and Yodh in the Dead
Sea Isaiah Scroll,” Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, no. 129 (1953): 14. See also
Millar Burrows, “Waw and Yodh in the Isaiah Dead Sea Scroll (DSIa),” Bulletin of the American Schools
of Oriental Research, no. 124 (1951): 18-20.
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Marginal Readings
1QIsaa further preserves additions that are not additions per se but are likely
marginal readings. The addition at Col 28:25-26 (Isa 35:9) of “ לאno” could be a marginal
reading. The reading clearly appears in a margin. This evidence is insufficient since the
scribe has written several lines into the margin on column 28 (e.g., L2, 3, 10). This line is
unlike the others that extend into the margin since the reading in the margin is a redundant
particle written in a smaller script. These factors seem to indicate that this is not an
addition, but a marginal reading. 184 Another possible marginal reading is found at Col
29:16 (Isa 36:11). This reading, again, is clearly in the margin (the right margin). Here
the addition of “ עמנוwith us” could be a variant reading of the MT �“ אֶ ל־ﬠֲבָ דֶ יwith your
servants” or it could be a variant reading for the MT’s “ אֵ לֵינוּto us.” 185
184F

Textual Tradition
Scholars are divided about how to group the textual tradition of 1QIsaa,
although scholars agree that 1QIsaa agrees in most details with the MT. 186 Several
scholars group 1QIsaa as belonging to the Masoretic Tradition, but identify it as a
popular, modernized version of the MT. 187
184

Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 539.
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Ibid.

Although scholars hoped that 1QIsaa would preserve a textual tradition predating that found
in the MT, Kutscher describes that all scholars were astounded by the close similarity between 1QIsaa and
the MT. Ibid., 2. See also Brownlee, The Meaning of the Qumrân Scrolls for the Bible, 18, who comments
about the textual tradition of 1QIsaa; Peter W. Flint, “The Isaiah Scrolls from the Judean Desert,” in Broyles
and Evans, Writing and Reading the Scroll of Isaiah, 483; Patrick William Skehan, “Text of Isaias at
Qumran,” The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 17, no. 2 (April 1955): 159.
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This is the opinion of Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 84. Kutscher explicitly
identifies 1QIsaa as a popular text possibly deriving from a text identical to the MT. It is not possible, in
Kutscher’s mind, that the MT derived from 1QIsaa in his pp. 2-3. Pulikottil agrees with Kutscher that 1QIsaa
likely derived from a text similar to the MT in Paulson Pulikottil Transmission of Biblical Texts in Qumran:
The Case of the Large Isaiah Scroll1QIsaa, Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series
34 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2001), 38. Brownlee, The Meaning of the Qumrân Scrolls, 165, identifies
1QIsaa as a vulgar text made to aid the reader’s comprehension. Rosenbloom argues that 1QIsaa is a
popularized form of Isaiah in Joseph R. Rosenbloom, The Dead Sea Isaiah Scroll: A Literary Analysis: A
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Patrick Skehan illustrates his opinion about the extreme closeness of 1QIsaa
and the rest of the Isaiah scrolls from Qumran to the MT:
One affirmation respecting the text of Isaias can safely be made now: though the
manuscripts of Qumrân are not held, for the text they offer, to the rigidly controlled
transmission of a definitively fixed consonantal text such as we later find in the
Masora, those cases are extremely rare in which any combination of them, published
or unpublished, gives exclusive or predominant witness to a non-masoretic
reading. 188
Thus, Skehan understands 1QIsaa as preserving the Masoretic tradition although not to
the degree of the Medieval manuscripts.
Other scholars identify 1QIsaa as non-aligned, although not all use this exact
terminology. These scholars include Emanuel Tov, Dominique Barthélemy, and Eugene
Ulrich. According to Tov, 1QIsaa should be classified as non-aligned although it differs
from the MT in the least “meaningful type of deviations, namely in orthography.” 189 In
Tov’s mind, 1QIsaa may have been copied from a proto-Masoretic text, but this cannot be
Comparison with the Masoretic Text and the Biblia Hebraica (Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 1970), xiii. Orlinsky
argues that if 1QIsaa derived from the second Jewish Commonwealth (which it does), then the “chief value
will consist of the fact that it [1QIsaa] helps to demonstrate the reliability of the Masoretic text of the
Hebrew Bible, to convince more biblical scholars that the traditionally preserved text of the Hebrew Bible
should be treated with far greater respect than it has been.” Harry M. Orlinsky, “Studies in the St. Mark’s
Isaiah Scroll,” Journal of Biblical Literature 69, no. 2 (1950): 164. Martin also argued that it is highly
probable that the exemplar of the second (Scribe B) and third scribe (Scribe C) “belonged to the same
current of text-transmission, which in turn was closely related to that of the MT. And both exemplars would
have belonged to the phonetic tradition in orthographic matters.” Malachi Martin, The Scribal Character of
the Dead Sea Scrolls, vol. 2, Bibliotheque Du Museon 45 (Louvain, Belgium: Publications Universitaires,
1958), 658. See also Iwry comments in 1957 that
[Some] variant readings found in the Scroll will engage our attention more particularly because of
the unusual opportunity which they afford us to work out inductive methods for reconstructing an
obscure phrase or a figure of speech long since fossilized in the official, rigidly supervised
transmission of the M.T., but still much alive in a ‘vulgar’ text preserved for us in an uncritical and
unrevised form.” (Samuel Iwry, “The Qumrân Isaiah and the End of the Dial of Ahaz,” Bulletin of
the American Schools of Oriental Research, no. 147 [1957]: 27)
188

Skehan, “Text of Isaias at Qumran,” 162.

Emanuel Tov, “A Didactic and Gradual Approach towards the Biblical DSS,” in Maier,
Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, Qumran, Septuagint, 3:303. See Tov’s graphic representation of
1QIsaa at Emanuel Tov, “Samples,” accessed April 24, 2017, https://www.sbl-site.org/assets/pdfs/pubs/
DSS/Tov.pdf.
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verified because the scribe approached the text freely. 190 Nonetheless, when assessing the
Vorlage of the LXX-Isaiah, Tov indicates that 1QIsaa and the MT are closely connected 191
and even contends in a later publication that 1QIsaa was probably copied from a protoMasoretic text. 192 Thus, Tov views 1QIsaa as non-aligned because of the scribe’s free
approach to the text, which resulted mainly in orthographic differences. Orthography is
not understood here as persuasive evidence for grouping a text as non-aligned.
Dominique Barthélemy too understands 1QIsaa as non-aligned although he
used the category “extra-Masoretic.” 193 He analyzed the variants between the MT and the
Isaiah manuscripts from the DSS wherever 1QIsab was preserved in order to determine
the textual character of 1QIsaa in relationship to 1QIsab. 194 Barthlélemy discovered that
1QIsaa differed from the MT 137 times. 195 Further evidence of 1QIsaa’s extra-Masoretic
character is the presence of three corrections that move the text away from the MT. 196
Most indicative, however, of 1QIsaa’s extra-Masoretic character is the fact that1QIsaa
agrees with 1QIsab, 4QIsad, and the LXX against the MT regarding three variants in close
proximity to one another (the variants occur at Isa 53:11; 12, and 54:1).
See Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 154. Tov further describes the
scribe of 1QIsaa as careless in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 185.
190
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Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 137.
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See Tov, “A Didactic and Gradual Approach,” 304-5, for this opinion.

Dominique Barthélemy, Studies in the Text of the Old Testament: An Introduction to the
Hebrew Old Testament Text Project, ed. Roger L. Omanson, Textual Criticism and the Translator 3
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2012), 389-404.
193

His study is a mixed study since he did not list minor variants such as the addition or omission
of a conjunctive vav or substitutions between  אלand על. Ibid., 392 However, he does label his study as
more quantitative than qualitative. Ibid., 404.
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Ibid., 397.
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Ibid, 405.
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Regarding Barthélemy’s analysis, one must keep in mind that his study is
largely a quantitative analysis as he states. 197 Moreover, many of the differences singled
out by Barthélemy are minor (category 1 and 2 variants). For example, among the 18
pluses Barthélemy singles out as indicative of 1QIsaa “extra-Masoretic” character are
several differences that simply make a particle omitted in the MT explicit (e.g., variants
number 22, 86, and 116 of Barthélemy). 198 Moreover, the 3 corrections that Barthélemy
lists as moving 1QIsaa away from the MT are also quite minor. The first difference is
found at Col 36:12 (Isa 43:3) and concerns the substitution of a synonymous title. The
second difference is found at Col 36:13 (Isa 43:4) and concerns either the addition of an
article or the substitution of the first-person singular imperfect form of the MT for a firstperson singular cohortative form. Both forms are possible due to uncertainty about word
division, but both differences are minor. The third correction is found at Col 42:22 (Isa
51:7). The difference concerns a synonymous term from the same root.
Last, the three variants found in close proximity to each other where 1QIsaa
agrees with 1QIsab, 4QIsad, and the LXX against the MT are intriguing, but it is
questionable if they substantiate the extra-Masoretic label. One of these differences is the
difference between a collective singular and a plural (Isa 53:12), while another substitutes
a participle for a noun plus a pronominal suffix (Isa 53:12). The last variant is not an easy
variant to describe—the addition of “ אורlight” at Isaiah 53:11. In the end, the majority of
these variants Barthélemy highlights are minor.
Barthélemy concludes his analysis of 1QIsaa, 1QIsab, and the MT by saying,
As these results demonstrate, 1QIsaa is clearly further removed from what would
become MT than 1QIsab is. For this reason, 1QIsaa can be described as extraMasoretic and 1QIsab as pre-Masoretic. However, it should be pointed out that,
197

Barthélemy, Studies in the Text of the Old Testament, 404.
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Ibid., 403.
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while the difference between these two designations is fairly clear, it is nevertheless
more quantitative than qualitative. 199
Simply because 1QIsaa is further removed from the MT than 1QIsab does not automatically
indicate that 1QIsaa is extra-Masoretic contrary to Barthélemy’s reasoning. The question
remains how far removed is 1QIsaa from the MT. According to Barthélemy’s study,
which only covers where 1QIsaa and 1QIsab overlap (2,951words), 1QIsaa differs from
the MT 137 times while agreeing in 2,814 words. 200 Thus, the overarching statistical
relationship between these texts is 95.54 percent. Does a text that disagrees mostly in
minor details while preserving a high level of agreement substantiate the label “extraMasoretic?” Barthélemy answers in the affirmative; the opposite is argued here.
Ulrich too identifies 1QIsaa as not belonging to the Masoretic tradition (i.e.,
non-aligned) in his article, “The Developmental Composition of the Book of Isaiah: Light
from 1QIsaa on Additions in the MT.” 201 Ulrich argues that 1QIsaa routinely represents a
textual form earlier than the MT since it routinely preserves a shorter text that reads
smoothly. 202
Although Ulrich understands the large omissions of text found throughout
1QIsaa as evidence that 1QIsaa represents an earlier form of Isaiah, others disagree. Drew
Longacre, builds on William H. Brownlee’s argument that 1QIsaa was copied from a
Vorlage with a damaged bottom edge in his article “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse,
or Physical Defect? 1QIsaa’s Damaged Exemplar for Isaiah Chapters 34-66.” 203 Longacre
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Eugene Charles Ulrich, “The Developmental Composition of the Book of Isaiah: Light
from 1QIsaa on Additions in the MT,” Dead Sea Discoveries 8, no. 3 (2001): 288-305.
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Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect?” Brownlee develops
this theory in William Hugh Brownlee, “The Manuscripts of Isaiah from Which DSIa Was Copied,”
203
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reasons that the omission of text from one or more lines, the corrupt nature of the
minuses, the fact that many of these minuses have been filled in to align closer to the MT,
and the fact that most of these examples occur at regular intervals, weakens Ulrich’s
thesis that these omissions indicate an earlier shorter literary form. 204 Large scale
omissions may not be indicative of 1QIsaa textual tradition according to Longacre, but
might be indicative that the scribe copied from a damaged exemplar.
The above survey demonstrates that scholars are divided concerning how best
to categorize the textual tradition preserved in 1QIsaa. Whereas many early scholars
understood 1QIsaa as reflecting the tradition found in the MT, many modern scholars
disagree. Tov rests his reasoning on a high level of disagreements in minor details (i.e.,
orthography) while Barthélemy grounds his conclusion in its relationship to 1QIsab;
namely, it contains more differences than 1QIsab, and since 1QIsab is a pre-Masoretic
text, 1QIsaa can reasonably be identified as extra-Masoretic. Ulrich, on the other hand,
bases his conclusion on several large omissions found in 1QIsaa. Proper identification of
the textual tradition of 1QIsaa must cover the entire text (contra Barthélemy) and focus on
those variants most indicative of textual traditions (contra Tov and Barthélemy), while
accounting for the physical qualities of the manuscript that surround the large-scale
omissions and substitutions (contra Ulrich). 205 This analysis demonstrates that 1QIsaa,
despite its many deviations from the MT which at times are major, can reasonably be
grouped as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, no. 127 (1952): 16-21. I am thankful Brian
Davidson for making me aware of Longacre’s article.
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Description and Categorization
of Variants
1QIsaa preserves approximately 22,775 words. 206 Ulrich proposes hundreds of
variants, but several do not belong to categories 1, 2, or 3. For example, Ulrich lists
variants that are likely marginal readings in his variant column. These readings occur at
Col 28:25-26 (Isa 35:9) and Col 29:16 (Isa 36:11). Neither of these readings are
categorized or counted in the statistics.
Although Ulrich distinguishes between the first hand and the second hands, at
times a reading is labeled as deriving from a second hand here even when Ulrich does not
make this distinction. For example, an interesting addition occurs at Col 30:18 (Isa 37:13):
“ ושומרוןand Samaria.” Samaria is added to the list of cities that Assyria has conquered.
This addition appears to be a case in harmonization to Isaiah 36:19 where Rabshakeh
announces that the gods of Sepharvaim were unable to deliver Samaria from the king of
Assyria. This variant, however, is not counted as a category 2 variant since  ושומרוןis
written finer, darker, smaller, and is smudged unlike the surrounding text. 207 It is likely
206F

written by a second hand.
Other interesting variants not included in one of the three categories concern
the differences between kethiv/qere. The substitution at Col 42:6 (Isa 50:5) reads אדוני
 אלוהיםin accordance with the qere of the MT  ֲאדֹ נָי יְ הוִ ה. Three are two substitutions
concerning qere perpetuum at Col 50:10 (Isa 61:11). Here 1QIsaa reads יהוה אלוהים,
whereas the MT reads אֲ דֹ נָי יְ הוִ ה. 208 One further case involves a correction toward the qere
207F

The total word count is provided by Abegg, Bowley, and Cook, Accordance 11.2.5. Some
words are difficult to make out on column 54 (the last column), while a few lacunae make a few readings
difficult. Typically, these readings would be excluded in the total word count, but due to the size of this
text, Accordance’s total word count is accepted here except for a few proposed variants that depend on
insufficient manuscript evidence.
206

Kutscher suggests that this reading derived from a second hand. Kutscher, Language and
Linguistic Background, 540.
207

1QIsaa does not always follow the qere when substitutions concerning the divine title occur
(e.g., Col 35:14 [Isa 42:5]). Other ambiguous cases include Col 3:24 (Isa 3:17) (here 1QIsaa originally
208
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of the MT at Col 3:25 (Isa 3:18). Here, the readings  יהוהis corrected by means of
cancelation dots and  אדוניis written above the line. 209
208F

Several other differences proposed by Ulrich concern synonymous spellings
and a few that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. 210 These variants too do not
belong to categories 1, 2, or 3. 211
Sample of synonymous spellings because of phonologic confusion. Many
differences between the MT and 1QIsaa concern synonymous spellings. Many of these
differences concern confusion of homorganic sounds that led to the interchange of several
gutturals such as aleph/he Col 1:4 (Isa 1:4), at Col 1:9 (Isa 1:7), at Col 1:24 (1:21), 212 and
Col 42:18 (Isa 51:4), aleph/ayin at Col 2:8 (Isa 2:2), het/he at Col 4:1 (Isa 3:24), 213 sibilants
(e.g., Col 3:25-26 [Isa 3:18], Col 38:3 [Isa 44:25], Col 41:16 [Isa 49:18], Col 47:4 [Isa
57:5]), 214 dentals (e.g., Col 51:23 [Isa 64:8 (Eng., 9)]), liquids (e.g., confusion between a
lamed/resh at Col 42:7 [Isa 50:6]), 215 and nasals (e.g., Col 42:25 [Isa 51:9] and Col 49:9
agreed with the MT consonantally [i.e., the kethiv], but corrected to read )יהוה, Col 6:6 (Isa 6:11), Col 8:27
(Isa 9:7), and Col 21:31 (Isa 28:2).
For a list of differences between the MT and 1QIsaa, see Kutscher, Language and Linguistic
Background, 519-20.
209

See table in appendix 2 for more details about the few readings that depend on insufficient
manuscript evidence.
210

This section largely reviews the linguistic profile of 1QIsaa. For a more thorough
description of the phonology of 1QIsaa, see Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg, Qumran Cave 1, 29-31. See also the
phonological profile of 1QIsaa in Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 452-518.
211

Confusion of he and aleph may not be because they are homorganic (i.e., produced by the
same organ, but rather because they are weak (i.e., silent).
212

213

Graphic confusion is another explanation for this interchange.

See Rosenthal’s comments about the sibilants in Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical
Aramaic, 2nd ed., Porta Linguarum Orientalium, Neue Serie 5 (Wiesbaden, Geremany: Harrassowitz,
1963), §19.
214

Russell T. Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, A Biblical Aramaic Grammar (Unpublished), n.d.
See also the correction at Col 42:26 (Isa 51:11), where the scribe appeared to erase a word spelled with a
215
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[Isa 60:6]). 216 This confusion also led to the omission of letters such as gutturals. Ayin is
omitted at Col 40:19 (Isa 48:14), aleph at Col 42:15 (Isa 51:2, Col 47:9 [Isa 57:10]), and
het Col 48:6 (Isa 58:11), some of which were corrected. 217
216F

Several differences also exist because of confusion of the weak letters (i.e.,
aleph, vav, yod, and he). The weakness of he contributes to many differences in spelling
between the MT and 1QIsaa since its weakness leaves it prone to elision (e.g., inseparable
prepositions preceding an article, hiphil imperfect forms, 218 the third masculine pronominal
suffixes contracts from  הוּhû to  וֹô, and even the suppression of the he in the third
masculine plural pronominal  הֶ םto )ם. 219
218F

The weakness of the yod and vav also led to different but synonymous spellings.
For example, āw in final position (third masculine pronominal suffix  )יוcontracts so that
both  יוand  וare pronounced alike (ō or ū). 220 Consequently, form becomes an inadequate
219F

indictor of the number of the base noun. Examples of this phenomenon occur at Col 3:10
(Isa 3:6) and Col 3:16 (Isa 3:10).
In addition to elision, the weak letters are also subject to interchange; a
phenomenon that led to differences in spelling among the MT and 1QIsaa. In particular,
lamed and transcribe a word with resh.
Qimron argues that mem and nun were pronounced alike in final position, which led to their
confusion. Elisha Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), §200.142.
In addition to confusion of mem and nun, there are cases where a final nasal is either added (when a word
ends in an open syllable) or dropped. Ibid., §200.143.
216

Martin, The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scrolls, vol. 2, 622, provides a helpful chart
of the cases where a scribe corrected a guttural of the original scribe. He provides a complimentary chart
that graphs the cases where a corrector added a guttural where the original scribe first omitted one. Ibid., 623.
217

For example, the MT represent a hiphil participle with a syncopated he at Isa 3:1, whereas
1QIsa at Col 3:3 (Isa 3:1) maintains the he as is typical in biblical Aramaic.
218
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Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §23k; Paul Joüon and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of
Biblical Hebrew, rev. ed., Subsidia Biblica (Roma: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 2003), §17e.
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Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §200.18.
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this interchange affects words that are originally third yod/vav. 221 For example, this
weakening causes the number of “ מעשיdeed/deeds” at Col 30:24 (Isa 37:19) to be uncertain
on form alone: the form could refer to a plural or singular noun. 222 Moreover, the yod/vav
of final third yod/vav words often elides, but at other times remains in the MT (e.g., third
yod/vav perfects with vocalic suffixes, pausal forms, and qal passive participles). 223 The
form of 1QIsaa “ גדוותיוits banks” at Col 7:29 (Isa 8:7) may differ from the MT in this
regard, גְּ דוֹתָ יו. 224 Additionally, verbs with a yod/vav as a radical too exhibit differences in
spelling. Notice how the verb “ יללto wail” is transcribed like a first yod verb in the MT at
Isaiah 52:5  יְ הֵ ילִ ילוּbut as a first vav verb in 1QIsaa  והוללוat Col 43:19 (Isa 52:5). 225 Thus,
24F

the weakening of these letters led to differences in spellings between the MT and 1QIsaa.
Sample of synonymous spellings because of graphic confusion. Other
synonymous spellings are best described as deriving from graphic similarity. For
example, 1QIsaa has “ שובreturn” where the MT has “ שָׁ ָרבscorching heat” at Col 41:9 (Isa
49:10). See also 1QIsaa’s confusion of “ אֶ ֶפסend” for  אכסon graphic grounds at Col 45:14
The form of the qal infinitive absolute is a prime example of the weakness of the he since it
can be indicated formally with either a he or a vav. See Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §75n. See
also Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §100.34. See also Joüon’s discussion of third yod/vav
verbs in Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §23k; Joüon and Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical
Hebrew, §79c.
221
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Ambiguous readings like this are not included in the table or statistics.

Russell Thomas Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew: A Beginning
Grammar (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2006), 265-66.
223

Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §100.9, does not mention that  ווcould be
used for a consonantal vav. However, Palestinian Talmud and Midrashim Aramaic can represent a
consonantal vav by means of וו. See William Barron Stevenson, Grammar of Palestinian Jewish Aramaic
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), §2.1.
224

Graphic confusion may have resulted in this difference but see how the verbal forms “ יראto
fear” and “ ירשׁto possess” at times follow the first yod pattern and at other times the first vav pattern. See
Fuller and Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew, 242. Martin, The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scrolls,
vol. 2, 647, also states that “confusion of vav and yod is always a danger in 1QIsaa.”
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(Isa 54:15). Proper names also provide examples of graphic confusion. For example,
dalet/resh confusion occurs at Col 49:16 (Isa 60:13). 226 Although vav/yod are commonly
indistinguishable in 1QIsaa, this is not always true as is the case at Col 1:25 (Isa 1:22) and
Col 1:29 (Isa 1:25). Moreover, there are examples where 1QIsaa clearly differs from the
MT concerning yod/vav, but the difference still likely derived from yod/vav confusion.
This phenomenon is clear when 1QIsaa transcribes obscure words. For example, the MT
reading “ לְ ִסיגִ יםas dross” only occurs eight times in the Hebrew Bible 227 and is consistently
26F

transcribed with a yod, not a vav. 228 The transcription in 1QIsaa of this word with a vav at
27F

Col 1:24 (Isa 1:22) and at Col 1:29 (Isa 1:25) likely derived from graphic confusion,
possibly in the scribe’s exemplar. 229
28F

Sample of synonymous spellings because of other types of scribal error.
Other differences in spelling are best described as scribal errors, but not necessarily on
grounds of phonetic or graphic confusion. 230 Haplography explains a difference in spelling
at Col 40:23 (Isa 48:17). Here, the MT’s �ֲ“ מַ ְד ִ ֽריכwho causes you to walk” is transcribed
as ( הדריכהnotice the presence of only one kap in the 1QIsaa form at the end of the word).
The opposite phenomenon—a case of dittography—occurs at Col 26:32 (Isa 33:1) where
the scribe of 1QIsaa likely writes the kap of the pronominal suffix twice “ כהתמכךwhen you
complete” for the MT � ַכּה ִ ֲֽת ְמ. A case of metathesis explains a difference at Col 4:4 (Isa 4:1).
See also Col 1:1-2 (Isa 1:1), Col 1:11 (Isa 1:9) and Col 1:12 (Isa 1:10) for other places where
1QIsa and the MT differ from one another regarding proper names for reasons other than graphic similarity.
226

a

227

Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, vol. 6, s.v. “סיג.“
ִ

However, see Ezek 22:18, where there is a kethiv/qere concerning this very issue. The
kethiv  לְ סוּגhas been corrected to לְ ִסג.
228

229

See Col 7:7 (Isa 7:19) for another example of this phenomenon.

Martin, The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 2:649, argues that many of the
irregular errors found throughout 1QIsaa, both those that are corrected and those that are uncorrected. likely
originate from “infringements of marginal observance, for instance, to Scribe A.”
230
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Sample of synonymous spellings because of other types of scribal
phenomena. Other differences between letters may not properly be labeled errors, but
nonetheless result in synonymous spellings. According to Martin, several peculiarities in
spellings arise especially at the end of the line. There are a few examples where the scribe
began transcribing a word toward the end of a line and ran out of room. On the next line
he wrote the word from the start (cf. 11Q1 which simply finished the word begun on the
previously line). 231 Martin further argues that there are six examples of a scribe running
out of room at his margin and then failing to complete the word on the next line. These
include the form in 1QIsaa  השמfor the MT form  הַ ְשׁמֵ ןat Col 6:3 (Isa 6:10). 232 This same
phenomenon occurs by a corrector at Col 33:14 (Isa 40:14). Here the corrector abbreviates
the final word of the MT יוֹדיﬠֶנּוּ
ִ “and make known to him,” transcribing only יודי. Martin
also notes examples where the scribe writes the second half of a word interlineally. 233
23F

The spelling corresponds to the MT, but the end of the last word of the line is written
above the line. Thus, several differences in spelling do not ultimately indicate different
readings.
Sample of synonymous spellings because of Aramaic influence. Many other
differences likely derive from Aramaic influence. In fact, the influence of Aramaic upon
1QIsaa led Edward Kutscher to suggest that Aramaic was the mother tongue of the
scribe. 234 Aramaic influence is especially striking, according to Kutscher, in the realm of
Martin detects one instance of the phenomenon prevalent in 11Q1 in 1QIsaa at Col 48:19
where the scribe ends line 19 with  נתיבותיand begins the next line with המה. Martin, The Scribal Character
of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 2:645.
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The remaining five examples listed by Martin occur at Col 12:6 (Isa 14:4), Col 17:14 (Isa
22:11), Col 23:26 (Isa 29:16), and Col 31:9 (Isa 37:30). Ibid.
232

Martin lists the following examples: Col 3:13 (Isa 3:9), Col 3:19 (Isa 3:14), and Col 45:10
(Isa 54:11). Ibid., 2:646.
233

234

See Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 24, for these and other examples.
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the noun and pronoun. 235 Regarding the pronoun, the third masculine singular
pronominal suffix  ־הויis found at Col 2:9 (Isa 2:2), Col 9:26 (Isa 10:12). Likewise, the
third feminine singular suffix of the perfect  ־תיis used four times within two verses at
Col 39:25-26 (Isa 47:6-7). Concerning the noun, Kutscher argues that the scribe wrote the
Aramaic word as opposed to the Hebrew on several occasions, such as the form גופן
for  גָפֶןCol 19:4 (Isa 24:7) and  עצרתהfor  ﬠֲצָ ָרהat Col 1:16 (Isa 1:13). 236 Moreover, the
representation of short vowels with matres in Palestinian Talmud and Midrashim
Aramaic may be the reason behind several alternative spellings of segolate nouns where
the stem vowel of the inflected form is represented with a mater. 237 Aramaic influenced
may also be evident in places where the performative he of the hiphil would typically
ellipted in Hebrew such as the hiphil participle  מֵ ִסירtranscribed as  מהסירat Col 3:3 (Isa
3:1). 238 Another example of Aramaic influence concerns third yod/vav verb such as found
at Col 4:13 (Isa 5:2). Here  בנהis spelled with an aleph. 239
238F

Kutscher further argues that the scribe of 1QIsaa avoided transcribing legitimate
Hebrew forms because of their similarity to the Aramaic form, and thus, hypercorrected. 240 For example, Kutscher argues that the scribe intentionally transcribed ממני
“from me” as opposed to the MT “ ִמנִּ יfrom” at Col 39:8 (Isa 46:3) since  ִמנִּ יcan mean
235

Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 24.

236

Ibid.

Stevenson, Grammar of Palestinian Jewish Aramaic, §2.1. Possible examples of this
potential phenomenon include the qatl form as represented with a vav after the first radical (“ מקוברךfrom
your grave”) at Col 12:20 (Isa 14:19) and (“ בורכיםknees”)237 at Col 53:28 (Isa 66:12).
237

238

Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 24.

See the discussion in Stevenson, Grammar of Palestinian Jewish Aramaic, §21, of the use
of aleph and he to represent the final long vowel in the Aramaic of Onkelos and Jonathan, Palestinian
Talmud and Midrashim Aramaic, and Old Testament Aramaic.
239

Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 28. See also another possible case of
hypercorrection at 4Q107 Col 3:7 (Song 4:8), again, due to Aramaic influence.
240
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“from” or “from me” in Hebrew, but always means “from me” in Aramaic. Thus, the
scribe transcribed “ ממניfrom me” although the correct meaning was simply “from: a case
of hyper-correction” 241
240F

Sample of synonymous spellings because different word division. In some
cases, the MT and 1QIsaa differ about where to divide a word. For example, this
phenomenon occurs with regard to titles such as Col 6:29 (Isa 7:14) and Col 8:24 (Isa 9:5
Eng., 9:6). Moreover, the form of 1QIsaa “ מלכיwhat is it to you” accurately follows the
MT �ָ מַ ה־לּuse of the maqqef. A peculiar division occurs at Col 10:1 (Isa 10:15) where the
hiphil participle  ְמנִ יפוֹis transcribed as מניפיו.
Sample of synonymous spellings of segolate nouns. The spelling of segolate
nouns also led to a variety of different spellings. For example, a qatl form is represented
with a yod after the second radical (^“ העכיסי^מanklets”) at Col 3:25 (Isa 3:18) while
another qatl form is represented with a vav after the first radical (“ מקוברךfrom your grave”)
at Col 12:20 (Isa 14:19) and (“ בורכיםknees”) at Col 53:28 (Isa 66:12). 242 The qutl form
can be spelled differently than the MT too. Differences include instances where a vav is
placed after the second radical, not the first (“ ובסורand unripe grapes”) at Col 14:30 (Isa
18:5) and at Col 5:9 (Isa 5:23). These differences too result in synonymous spellings and
are not included in the following categories or statistics.
Sample of synonymous spellings (plene/defective). The orthography of 1QIsaa
can be generally described as more plene than the MT, especially in the second half of the
scroll (Col 27-54). A common difference among DSS-manuscripts and found throughout
241

Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 28.

Kutscher argues that the scribe wrote the Aramaic form of the word  גופןfor the Hebrew
word “ ָגפֶןvine” (a qatl) at Col 19:4 (Isa 24:7). This example is mentioned under the sub-section Aramaic
Influence.Ibid., 24,
242
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1QIsaa is the representation of the qal imperfect and imperative plural plene with a vav
after the second radical (e.g., the imperfect at Col 3:7 [Isa 3:4]) (e.g., the imperative at
Col 1:20 [Isa 1:17] and Col 13:9 [Isa 15:3]). 243 Other common differences in 1QIsaa
concern the long form pronominal suffixes (long forms typically end with a he). 244
Furthermore, 1QIsaa most often represents qal active participle plene.
Sample of unusual spellings. Moreover, there are times when an uncommon
morphological form is substituted for a more common one and vice versa. For example,
there is an example of a pual participle of a root that begins with a mem in the MT.
1QIsaa only represents one mem at Col 14:25 (Isa 18:2). Another unusual form is found
where the scribe of 1QIsaa represents the verb “ נשׂאlift up” as a third he verb at Col 53:28
(Isa 66:12) (Aramaic influence). 245 It also elides the he of a hiphil at Col 47:16 (Isa 57:15
[the syncopation of he is not uncommon in biblical Hebrew]). Interestingly, both the MT
and 1QIsaa represent a hithpael of “ אמרsaid” uniquely in slightly different ways at Isa
61:6 (Col 50:3).
Conclusion about synonymous spellings. 1QIsaa preserves a later linguistic
profile that differs from the MT in many ways. 246 This latter profile is indicated by
several of the spelling practices just surveyed. One further piece of evidence demonstrates
this point: the state of the gutturals of 1QIsaa. The weak state of the gutturals found
throughout 1QIsaa indicates a later linguistic profile since the gutturals are generally well
distinguished in the Hebrew Bible although some weakening is present. For example,
243

See Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §311.13.

244

See the discussion of orthography.

The same phenomenon occurs at Col 52:10 (Isa 65:9) concerning the verb form “ יצאto go
out.” See also Col 53:2 (Isa 65:2), where the scribe transcribed  ימלהfor the MT’s “ ימלאhe will fill.”
245

246

Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 2-3.
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weakening of the aleph is present in several forms when aleph closes a syllable, such as
certain first aleph verbs (e.g., “ י ֹאמֵ רhe said”) and third aleph verbs (e.g., אתי
ִ ָ“ מָ צI found”).
Likewise, the weakening of the he is found in several forms in biblical Hebrew. 247 These
forms include imperfect hiphil forms where the he syncopates, 248 third masculine singular
form ô which is a contraction from hû, 249 inseparable prepositions preceding an article,
and even the suppression of the he in the third masculine plural pronominal suffix  הֶ םto
ם. 250 Despite these facts, the gutturals are generally distinguished.
249F

Not only were the gutturals generally distinguished in biblical Hebrew, but the
polyphonic nature of both the ayin and the het were distinguished at least until the
translation of the Pentateuch into Greek as demonstrated by the Septuagint’s transcriptions
of proper names. Blau argues in On Polyphony in Biblical Hebrew that the grapheme
ayin represented both the proto-Semitic ayin and ġayin since the Hebrew letter ayin was
represented in one of two ways in the Greek Pentateuch: zero/vowel mutation
corresponding to a proto-Semitic ayin and a gamma corresponding to a ġayin. 251 Likewise,
the het represented two sounds: proto-Semitic het and chi, and was thus represented in
the Pentateuch of the Septuagint either by a zero/vowel mutation or a kappa. 252
247

Hebrew, §25.

For a survey of the weakness of the he, see Joüon and Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical

For example, the MT represent a hiphil participle with a syncopated he at Isa 3:1, whereas
1QIsa at Col 3:3 (Isa 3:1) maintains the he as is typical in biblical Aramaic.
248
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William Chomsky, David Kimhi’s Hebrew Grammar: (Mikhlol): Systematically Presented
and Critically Annotated (New York: Bloch, 1952), §46e.
249

250

Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §23k.

Joshua Blau, On Polyphony in Biblical Hebrew (Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and
Humanities, 1982), 5-40.
251

252

Ibid., 40-69.
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1QIsaa, however, represents a linguistic profile much later than that found in
the MT or the LXX, as illustrated by the many examples of substitution and omission of
gutturals discussed above. The weakening of the gutturals prevalent in 1QIsaa is a late
linguistic reality discussed in rabbinic literature. For example, y. Ber. 1:3 states that
residents of Haifa, Beth Shean, and Tibon were not allowed to pass before the ark as
leaders in prayer because they pronounce the het like the letter he and the ayin like the
letter aleph. Similarly, b. Erub. 5:1 preserves a story of Galilean whose inability to
distinguish the het, ayin, and aleph led to confusion. 253
Therefore, in order to properly assess the textual tradition of 1QIsaa,
synonymous spellings must be removed from the discussion since they concern only the
linguistic profile of the text, not its textual tradition. These differences cannot be included
in the categories or statistics (contra Tov).
Category 1. Beyond synonymous spellings of the same word, 1QIsaa contains
many category 1 variants. 254 These include additions (e.g., Col 1:4 [Isa 1:3]) and omissions
of the conjunctive vav (e.g., Col 1:26 [Isa 1:23]), the substitution of synonymous verb
tenses (e.g., Col 3:29 [Isa 3:24]), substitution of number (e.g., Col 2:10 [Isa 2:3]),
substitution of gender (e.g., Col 2:19 [Isa 2:11]), substitution of an accusative for a
prepositional phrase (e.g., Col 1:23 [Isa 1:20]), substitution of a first person imperfect
with a cohortative (e.g., Col 6:2 [Isa 6:8]), and the omission of minor particles such as the
marker of the accusative (e.g., Col 2:12 [Isa 2:4]), and the locative he (e.g., Col 2:16, 17
[Isa 2:7]).
See b. Meg. 3:8 for another example of guttural confusion in rabbinic literature. Brian
Davidson first made me aware of several of these references.
253

Many of these variants involve syntactical synonymous forms. For a fuller discussion of the
syntax of 1QIsaa see Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg, Qumran Cave 1, 36-39.
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Therefore, 1QIsaa is by no means identical to the MT. As the above survey
demonstrates, 1QIsaa contains hundreds of minor differences. Nonetheless, in order to
properly assess the textual tradition of 1QIsaa, these differences should be set aside so
that the more important differences, those most indicative of the text’s tradition, can be
analyzed (contrary to Tov and Barthélemy).
Category 2. In addition to preserving hundreds of synonymous spellings and
category 1 variants, 1QIsaa also contains hundreds of category 2 variants. 255 These
include numerous additions, omissions, and substitutions. Some of these variants are
straightforward while others are quite complex. In addition to straightforward examples,
the following discussion deals with the most complicated differences found between the
MT and 1QIsaa.
Additions. These variants include several different types of additions. Most
often, additions in 1QIsaa simply make the MT more explicit. For example, it is very
common for 1QIsaa to add a pronominal suffix that results in a more explicit text (e.g.,
Col 1:16 [Isa 1:13]). A more explicit text is also achieved by identifying the subject
directly at Col 24:31 (Isa 30:19).
Additions in 1QIsaa often result in a harmonized text. An example at Col 1:1819 (Isa 1:15; cf. Isa 59:3) harmonizes a verse in Isaiah to another verse in the same book
while the addition of “ זריםstrangers” at Col 31:3 (Isa 37:25) harmonizes the text of 1QIsaa
to a parallel passage found in another book (i.e., 2 Kgs 19:24). 256
25 F

A different type of harmonization appears at Col 26:22 (Isa 32:11). 1QIsaa
reads “ חגרנה וספדנה על החלציםgrid and lament on the loins,” while the MT reads ֲגוֹרה ﬠַל־
ָ ח
For more information about the category 2 variants, see the table in appendix 2, titled
“1QIsa : A description of variants.”
255
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Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 540.
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“ ֲחלָצָ יִ םgrid sackcloth on the loins.” This addition appears to harmonize Isaiah 32:11 not
to a parallel verse, but to a common word pair found within judgment cycles. 257
A similar harmonization occurs at Col 37:12 (Isa 44:6). Here 1QIsaa adds שם
“name.” This addition results in the common phrase “ יהוה צבאות שמוthe Lord of hosts is
his name” (e.g., Isa 47:4, 48:2, 51:15, 54:5). Thus, several different types of
harmonizations exist in 1QIsaa.
A more difficult addition is found at Col 31:28-29 (Isa 38:8). This addition may
be a case of dittography or an addition of a historical detail. 258 1QIsaa reads במעלות עלית
“ אחזon the sun dial of the upper chamber of Ahaz,” while the MT simply reads בְ מַ ֲﬠלוֹת
“ אָחָ זon the sun dial of Ahaz.” 259 The addition of the word  עליתfurther defines the sun dial;
namely, it is the sun dial of Ahaz of the upper chamber. Second Kings 23:12 mentions
the upper chamber of Ahaz; specifically, that Josiah tore down the altars found there. 260
259F

Iwry argues that this addition is not a case of dittography. He reasoned that a
reorientation in religious worship occurred during Ahaz’s reign because he was an
Assyrian satellite (2 Kgs 16:7-18). He further argues that the introduction of the Assyrian
sun dial would correspond with the new stellar cult. 261 Moreover, the reading  עליתwould
not represent a perfect case of dittography (the prior word is במעלות, not )במעלית. Although
Kutscher indicates that these roots are connected and cites several verses where the forms
 ספדand  חגרoccur together. Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 538.
257

258

Ibid., 540.

Kutscher reads עלות. Ibid. Cf. the reading of  עליתin Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg, Qumran Cave 1,
158. Ulrich’s reading seems more likely since the head of the letter is more hooked, although, as mentioned,
the scribe does not always distinguish the yod and the vav graphically. Thus, both readings may be possible.
See Iwry’s survey of this variant that this variant was completely overlooked by scholarship because the
original editors of 1QIsaa did not distinguish between yod and vav, but simply followed the MT. Iwry, “The
Qumrân Isaiah,” 30.
259
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See Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 540.

261

See Iwry, “The Qumrân Isaiah,” 31.
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Iwry’s point is right, there is overlap between the vav/yod in 1QIsaa that would account
with this discrepancy. 262 Moreover, contra Iwry, the fact that the root  מעלהappears five
times in this verse makes dittography a possible explanation. The exact nature of this
addition, therefore, is uncertain.
Another difficult category 2 addition is “ עד יכין ועד יכונן ועד ישיםuntil he
establishes (hiphil), until he establishes (polel), until he makes” preserved at Col 50:18
(Isa 62:7). This addition may be an incorporated marginal reading since no other major
witness contains it (the prepositional phrase with the polel form of  )כוןand since the first
prepositional phrase could be understood as synonymous to the second prepositional
phrase. Indeed, there is significant overlap between the hiphil and the polel forms of כון. 263
26F

Nonetheless, this reading is not categorized as a marginal reading since it does not appear
in the margin; rather, it is classified as an addition even though it may be an incorporated
marginal reading.
Omissions. Besides additions, 1QIsaa also preserves several types of
omissions. Forty of these omissions can be described as simply making the text more
implicit. These include the omission of particles such as the emphatic he at Col 5:5 (Isa
5:19), the  נאparticle at Col 4:12 (Isa 5:1), the  כלparticle at Col 18:24 (Isa 23:17), a
prepositional phrase at Col 5:15 (Isa 5:27), and several pronominal suffixes such as found
at Col 11:4 (Isa 11:15).
Other omissions may be better described as interpretative such as the
omissions at Col 37:26 (Isa 44:20).
Several examples of omissions, both small and large-scale, also likely derived
from parablepsis. A small-scale omission at Col 11:1 (Isa 11:12) could be attributed to
262

See Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg, Qumran Cave 1, 61.

See the brief discussion of this variant in Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background,
544. The Vulgate too follows the reading of the MT, not 1QIsaa.
263
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parablepsis. 264 An example of a large-scale omission because of parablepsis resulting
from haplography is found at Col 4:10 (Isa 4:5-6). The scribe’s eyes likely skipped from
one occurrence of  יוממto the second, omitting the material in between.
One further omission represents a meaning opposite to the MT but can still be
reasonable ascribed to the scribal process. This is an omission at Col 51:17 (Isa 64:2,
Eng., 3). 1QIsaa reads “ בעשותכה נוראות נקוהwhen you did awesome deeds that we waited
for,” while the MT reads נוֹראוֹת ל ֹא נְ קַ וֶּה
ָ �ֲשׂוֹת
ְ “ בַּ ﬠwhen you did awesome deeds that we did
not wait for.” It is possible that this is an unintentional change caused by parablepsis
which led to the omission of the negative particle. Rosenbloom, however, wonders if the
verse in the MT was altered because it suggests that man underestimated the powers of
God. 265 Thus, the omission could be interpretative.
264F

Substitutions: graphic confusion. Substitutions are by far the most common
difference between 1QIsaa and the MT. As with the additions and omissions found in
1QIsaa, several different types of substitutions belong to category 2. Several of these
substitutions are best described on the basis of graphic or phonological confusion such as
confusion between vav/yod (e.g., Col 1:28 [Isa 1:24] 266 and bet/mem at Col 39:11 [Isa
46:6]). 267 Other substitutions are best described as involving both graphic and phonological
confusion such as the difference at Col 10:24 (Isa 11:6). Still other substitutions appear to
be more graphic than phonological such as the substitution of the bet/kap (e.g, Col 37:91264

It is possible that the scribe of 1QIsaa is simplifying the idiom “four corners of the earth” to

265

Rosenbloom, The Dead Sea Isaiah Scroll, 66.

“corners.”

This confusion is not uncommon in the manuscript tradition. See Tov, Textual Criticism of
the Hebrew Bible, 229-30. Graphically, the scribe of 1QIsaa routinely distinguishes these two letters. The yod
consistently has a more hooked head than the vav. The extent to which each letter extends toward the line is
not a reliable guide to distinguishing these letters (e.g., Col 23:7 [Isa 29:1] and Col 22:22 [Isa 28:17]).
266

267

Ibid., 230-31.
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0 [Isa 44:4]), 268 bet/samek (e.g., Col 4:9 [Isa 4:4]), dalet/resh (e.g., Col 8:27 [Isa 9:7]).
Likewise, some substitutions appear to be more phonological than graphic such as the
confusion of a dalet/zayin (e.g., Col 12:14 [Isa 14:23]). Unlike those differences
discussed under synonymous spellings, these differences result in cogent readings, and
are therefore categorized as category 2 variants, not synonymous readings.
In some situations, graphic confusion can be quite complex such as cases
where the differences concern multiple letters. For example, the substitution at Col 4:26
(Isa 5:11) likely resulted from a ligature including a resh and a yod.
One of the most extreme set of differences that may derive from graphic
confusion may be the difference found at Col 37:22 (Isa 44:16). 269 Here 1QIsaa reads ועל
“ גחליו ישב ויחםand he sits beside his charcoal and he is warm,” whereas the MT reads יִ צְ לֶה
“ צָ לִ י וְ יִ ְשׂבָּ ע אַף־יָחֹ םand he roasts the roast, and he is satisfied. Also, he is warm.”
Conceptually, these readings are very different, but graphic similarity suggests that the
unique reading of 1QIsaa derived from the MT. 270 If one were to eliminate the “ אַ ףalso,
even” particle of the MT, the following illustration demonstrates how 1QIsaa could have
derived from the MT based on graphic confusion and faulty word division. 271
270F

ועל גחליו ישב ויחם
יצל הצליו ישב עיחם
Moreover, the fact that  ועלis corrected above the line in a hand very similar to the first
hand suggests that the substitution derived from some type of graphic confusion in the
268

Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 231.

1QIsaa agrees with the MT, although the first preposition  עלof the verse is corrected above
the line likely by the first hand. 1QIsaa adds the conjunctive vav here, unlike the MT.
269

Ulrich, Flint, and Abegg, Qumran Cave 1, 166, lists 1QIsaa’s reading as unique, but
suggests that the MT reading is erroneous.
270

This technique of showing graphic similarity is modeled after Longacre, “Developmental
Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect?,” 46.
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scribe’s exemplar. In short, the graphic similarity between these clauses, the presence of
numerous variants, and the supralinear correction all suggest that this reading derived
from graphic confusion. 272
Substitutions: harmonization. Just as several additions resulted in a harmonized
text, so several substitutions found throughout 1QIsaa result in a harmonized text. An
example of harmonization to the immediate context occurs at Col 39:29 (Isa 47:9). Here
1QIsaa transcribes “ אלמנהwidow” for the MT’s “ אַלְ מֹ ןwidowhood.” 1QIsaa’s reading
results in a harmonized passage since  ׄעלמנהoccurs earlier in the passage. The substitution
at Col 54:7 (Isa 66:19) too appears to be a case of harmonization to the immediate
context. 1QIsaa reads “ אותותsigns” while the MT reads “ אוֹתsign.” Kutscher argues that
the object ֵיטים
ִ “ פְּ לsurvivors” not survivor, likely occasioned the change in 1QIsaa. 273
27F

Two changes in person occurring at Col 40:12 (Isa 48:7) and Col 40:13 (Isa
48:8) appear to be further instances of harmonization, but harmonizations that result in
decreased clarity. In both cases, a second person perfect verb ( ְשׁמַ ﬠְ תָּ םat Isa 48:7 and ָשָׁ מַ ﬠְ תּ
at Isa 48:8) is changed to a first-person perfect verb ( שמעתיםat Col 40:12 [Isa 48:7] and
 שמעתיat Col 40:13 [Isa 48:8]). In Isaiah 48:7 of the MT, the subject of the verb is Israel;
you have not heard of them (i.e., new things) while the subject in 1QIsaa Col 40:12 (Isa
48:7) is the Lord; the Lord has not heard of them (i.e., new things). Likewise, in Isaiah
48:8, the MT too supplies “you” as the subject (i.e., Israel); “you [Israel] has not heard”
while 1QIsaa reads a first-person subject; “I [the Lord] have not heard.” The interchange
of subjects here is not alarming since the immediate contexts switches between firstperson subjects and second person subjects. For example, God declares the former things,
announces them, and does them in Isaiah 40:3 (first-person subjects). Isaiah 40:4 has an
Three further interesting substitutions involve graphic similarities and faulty word division.
These differences include the substitutions at Col 17:9 (Isa 22:5), Col 22:26-27 (Isa 28:20), and Col 39:6
(Isa 46:1).
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infinitive construct with a first-person subjective genitive: God knows that Israel is
obstinate. Again, in Isaiah 40:5, God declares and announces them to Israel (first-person
subjects). Isaiah 40:6, then transitions, and declares that Israel (second-person subject) has
heard so God commands them to see all of this. Further, he asks Israel to declare these
things. The text then transitions back to a first-person subject; God again announces the
new things that Israel (second person subject) has not known. Isaiah 40:7 of the MT then
says that Israel has not heard these things (second-person subject), while 1QIsaa reads a
first-person subject: I have not heard (i.e., God) lest you say (second-person subjects in
both texts), behold I knew them (first person subjects in both texts). Isaiah 40:8 then reads
in the MT that you have not heard, and you have not known (second-person subjects)
while 1QIsaa reads, “behold, I have not heard (first-person subject) and you have not
known (second-person subject).”
This brief survey indicates two things. First, the constant switch between first
person and second person might have provided a context for an unintentional or
intentional harmonization. Rosenbloom indicates that the scribe sought to bring the verb
found in Isaiah 48:7 ( )שמעתםinto agreement with the verb ידעתים. 274 He further argues
that the scribe failed to recognize that the subject of  ידעתיםhad changed because it
occurred in direct discourse, a device overlooked by the scribe on other occasions. 275
Second, it may be important to note that both substitutions concern the same verbal root,
“ שׁמעto hear” which are conjugated as first-person verbs in vv. 5, 6. This fact could have
triggered the substitution either intentionally or unintentionally.
The substitution at Col 28:3 (Isa 34:4) is also an example of a harmonization.
1QIsaa reads “ והעמקים יתבקעו וכול צבא השמים יפולוand the valleys will be split and every
274
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Rosenbloom claims that the scribe further explains the text with the addition of a  כיparticle
later in the verse. This addition makes the syntax of the MT explicit (the presence of an object clause after
the verbal form “ ידעתיI knew that . . .”). Ibid.
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host of heaven will fall” while the MT reads “ וְ נָמַ קּוּ כָּל־צְ בָ א הַ שָּׁ מַ יִ םand every host of heaven
will rot.” Kutscher suggests that the scribe substituted “ ונמקוthey will rot” for “ ועמקיםand
the valleys” because of the previous clause of Isaiah 34:3, which reads ונמסו ההרים מדמם
“and the mountains will melt with their blood.” The substitution of 1QIsaa then results in
the word pair mountains/valleys. 276 The fact that the verbs of these clauses are
phonologically similar too suggests an inherent connection between these clauses: ונמסו
“and they will melt” and “ ונמקוand they will rot.” Kutscher further suggests that the
substitution may have been influenced by Micah 1:4, which reads in the MT וְ נָמַ סּוּ ֶ ֽההָ ִרים
“ תַּ ְחתָּ יו וְ הָ ﬠֲמָ קִ ים יִ ְתבַּ קָּ עוּand the mountains will melt under him and the valleys will split
open.” Thus, several factors suggest that this difference derived from a desire to
harmonize the text.
The substitution at Col 41:9 (Isa 49:9) of the MT’s “ ﬠַל־ ְדּ ָרכִ יםupon the ways”
for “ על כול הריםupon every mountain” too may be a case of harmonization to its
immediate context. The parallel construction ָל־שׁ ָפיִ ים
ְ “ בְ כon every bare height” makes
1QIsaa’s reading a more exact parallel. 277
276F

The substitution at Col 26:30 (Isa 32:19) can either be described as a case of
transposition or harmonization. Here 1QIsaa transcribes “ היערthe wood” for the MT הָ ﬠִ יר
“the city.” First, the difference may be a mechanical error: transposition of letters.
Second, the difference may be the result of harmonization (i.e., the first clause of the MT
discusses hail coming down on the wood).
One further variant represents a very different meanings but can still be
reasonably ascribed to the scribal process. This is a substitution found at Col 17:1 (Isa
21:16). 1QIsaa reads “ שלוש שנים כשנׄ י שכירthree years according to the years of a hired
276
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Rosenbloom, The Dead Sea Isaiah Scrol, 59. The addition of the “ כלevery” particle too
supports this theory.
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worker,” while the MT reads “ שָׁ נָה כִּ ְשׁנֵי שָׂ כִ ירa year according to the years of a hired
worker.” Isaiah 21:13-16 records God’s judgment against Arabia. The oracle concludes
by giving the time of the judgment: The MT states it will happen in a year while 1QIsaa
specifies that judgment will occur within three years. The most likely explanation for this
difference is harmonization. The MT says, “A year (singular) according to the years
(plural) of a hired hand.” Thus, the scribe of 1QIsaa may be harmonizing the text to its
immediate context. It is also important to note that Isaiah 16:14 records God’s judgment
on Moab and states that the glory of Moab will be dishonored “ בְּ שָׁ �שׁ שָׁ נִ ים כִּ ְשׁנֵי שָׂ כִ ירin
three years according to the years of a hired hand.” The similarly between this passage
and Isaiah 21:16 is striking and could have led to this substitution. Thus, this variant
could reasonably be a case of harmonization to the immediate construction or to a similar
phrase in Isaiah 16:14. 278
27F

1QIsaa contains category 2 substitutions that likely derived from the scribe’s
desire to interpret the text: a type of harmonization. One example of this could be the
difference at Col 31:6 (Isa 37:27). 1QIsaa reads here “ הנשדפ לפני קדימwhich is scorched
before an east wind,” while the MT reads וּשׁדֵ מָ ה לִ פְ נֵי קָ מָ ה
ְ “as a field before standing
grain.” These phrases modify the inhabitants of the fortified cities that are about to lie in
ruins (Isa 37:26-27). Thus, both phrases communicate a picture of judgment although
slightly differently. The MT indicates that the inhabitants are like a field; namely, one
that is before standing grain (i.e., maturity). 279 The question immediately arises, “What
278F

does it mean for a field to be described as before standing grain (MT)?” The parallel
passage in 2 Kings 19:26, Targum Jonathan and 1QIsaa all read differently than the MT
here. First, 2 Kings 19:26 reads identically to the MT except for a substitution of mem
278
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Clines interprets  קָ מָ הas possibly referring to maturity in David J. A. Clines, ed., The
Dictionary of Classical Hebrew: Yodh-Lamedh, vol. 4 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), s.v.
“קָ מָ ה.“
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(Isa 37:27 reads וּשׁדֵ מָ ה
ְ ) and a pe (2 Kgs 19:26 reads )וּשׁדֵ פָה.
ְ Second Kings 19:26 reads
וּשׁדֵ פָה לִ פְ נֵי קָ מָ ה
ְ “as scorched before standing grain.” The difference between these texts
could have arisen because of graphic or phonological similarity: the mem and pe are
similar graphically and phonologically. However, the ambiguity of Isaiah 37:27 of the
MT makes interpretation a possible explanation too. Deciding between these two
explanations is difficult. Targum Jonathan has the same reading as 2 Kings 19:26.
Targum Jonathan reads “ ְדיִ שׁלוֹק ַﬠד־לָא ְמטָ א לְ ִמהוֵי שׁוּבלִ יןthat is scorched before it reaches to
be an ear of corn.”
1QIsaa follows the Targum of Isaiah 37:27 and 2 Kings 19:26 in rendering
“ הנשדפas that which is scorched” but further deviates from the MT by reading לפני קדימ
“before an east wind.” The supralinear yod appears graphically similar to the yod of the
base text so it may have derived from the first hand. This further deviation interprets the
MT so that the idea of “scorching” is explained: they are scorched before an east wind.
Substitutions: possible examples of harmonization. Other complex differences
could be explained in several ways. The substitution at Col 1:9 (Isa 1:7) may have been
an intentional change or it could have resulted from simple graphic confusion. 1QIsaa
reads “ ושממו עליה כמאפכת זׄ ֯ריםthey (the foreigners) desolate it, as one overthrown by
strangers,” whereas the MT reads וּשׁמָ מָ ה כְּ מַ הְ פֵּ כַת ז ִָרים
ְ “and it is desolate, as one overthrown
by strangers.” The MT’s reading describes the land while the reading of 1QIsaa shifts
from describing the land to discussing the action of the foreigners. The reading of 1QIsaa
is achieved by substituting the noun  ְשׁמָ מָ הfor the un-collapsed geminate verb  ושממוplus
the prepositional phrase “ עליהit” (the suffix referring back to “ אדמהthe land”).
Conceptually, the function of  עלwould seem to introduce the direct object: it (i.e., the
land: “they desolate it”), but  עלdoes not introduce the direct object with the verb  שׁמםin
the Hebrew Bible. 280 Overall, by describing the desolate condition of the land, the MT
279 F
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hides the subject. 1QIsaa, on the other hand, makes the subject explicit—they (i.e., the
foreigners) desolate the land. The change, therefore, is one of agency and could be
interpretative although graphic similarity between these readings is possible.
Another example that could have resulted from either graphic confusion or
interpretation is the difference at Col 20:19 (Isa 26:8). Here, 1QIsaa substitutes the
prepositional phrase �“ וּלְ זִכְ ְרand for your remembrance” with the prepositional phrase
“ ולתורתךand for your law.” Some graphic similarity between these phrases makes graphic
confusion possibility, but the fact that both readings make conceptual sense suggests
interpretation.
Complex category 2 variants. There are several complex category 2 variants.
Scholars have proposed two alternative explanations to account for these variants. Drew
Longacre proposes that several large-scale differences between 1QIsaa Col 27-54 (Isa 3466) and the MT result from a Vorlage with a damaged bottom edge. 281 Four features of
the text suggest this proposal according to Longacre: First, 1QIsaa contains spacing
irregularities throughout columns 27-54 (Isa 34-66). Second, 1QIsaa Col 27-54 is
characterized by several literary and textual difficulties that are often unique readings.
Third, many passages that originally omitted material from the MT are later supplemented
to include the omitted material. Fourth, these three features often converge at the same
locations in 1QIsaa according to a similar distribution pattern. 282
Sheffield Academic Press, 2011), s.v. “שׁמם.“
Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect?,” 17-50. His study
builds on the study of Brownlee, “The Manuscripts of Isaiah.” Longacre and Brownlee are not the only
scholars to suggest that differences between 1QIsaa and the MT should be explained in this manner.
Kutscher also made this suggestion when discussing large-scale omissions. See his discussion of Col 33:1417 (Isa 40:14-16), in Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 551.
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Contrary to Drew Longacre, Ulrich understands the shorter readings from
1QIsaa as indicative of a separate literary form of the book. 283 He reasons that the shorter
forms of 1QIsaa are often smooth while lacking triggers for parablepsis. 284
Longacre and Ulrich have proposed two alternative explanations for dealing
with these large-scale differences, although Ulrich deals with less passages since he only
discusses omissions. These differences are grouped as category 2 variants here since
Longacre’s explanation reasonably attributes these differences to the scribal process. 285
Longacre discusses sixteen examples where the scribe of 1QIsaa could have
copied from an exemplar with a damaged bottom edge. These examples are found at Col
28:18-21 (Isa 34:17-35:2), Col 29:15-18 (Isa 36:11-12), Col 30:10-13 (Isa 37:4-7), Col
31:10-13 (Isa 37:31-33), Col 32: 11-15 (Isa 38:19-22), Col 33:14-17 (Isa 40:14-16), Col
34:14-17 (Isa 41:11-12), Col 36:11-13 (Isa 43:3), Col 38:13-15 (Isa 45:8), Col 42:19-22
(Isa 51:6), Col 44:15-16 (Isa 53:8), Col 45:16-18 (Isa 54:17), Col 46:16-19 (Isa 56:6),
possibly at Col 47:12-14 (Isa 57:13-14), possibly at Col 50:29 (Isa 63:3), possibly at Col
51:29 (Isa 65:3), and Col 52:22-24 (Isa 65:15-16). 286
Examples of complex category 2 variants. The large-scale difference at Col
32:12-14 can reasonably be described as deriving from some type of damage in the
scribe’s exemplar. These lines contain several corrections that largely correct the text to
the MT, but this process is done in stages. 287 The first correction derives from a second
283
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See Ulrich’s discussion of the omission at 1QIsaa Col 28:18-20 (Isa 34:17-35:2) for an
example of his argumentation. Ibid., 298.
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All differences that do not derive from the first hand are given a numerical point in the
statistics, even when a corrector adds the reading originally omitted by 1QIsaa.
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1QIsaa is identical to the MT minus the possible case of dittography, which if it is a case of
dittography, is not a perfect case since there are a few differences. Most notably, the scribe transcribes אלוה
“God” for “ אלfor.” See Talmon for a discussion of this difference, in Shemaryahu Talmon, “Aspects of the
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hand 288 and reflects either a scribal error, a case of dittography, 289 or the retention of a
parallel reading. 290 The first correction is found in line 12-13. The correction reads חי חי
“ יודך כמוני היום אב לבנים יהודיע אלוה אמתך יהוה להושיעניthe living, the living, he is the one
who praises you as I do today as a father makes God known to sons. By your truth, O
Lord, you will save me.” This addition repeats the content of line 11-12 (MT Isa 38:1920a) with one adjustment (whereas the MT has “ אֶ לabout/concerning” 1QIsaa has אלוה
“God).” The duplication of lines 11-12 in lines 12-13 can be explained a case of
dittography or the inclusion of a parallel reading.
Beyond the case of dittography/inclusion of a parallel reading, a possible third
scribe utilized the missing space to fill in Isaiah 38:21-22 of the MT still missing in
1QIsaa. 291 This addition begins in line 14 and continues horizontally down the left-hand
Textual Transmission of the Bible in the Light of Qumran Manuscripts,” in Qumran and the History of the
Biblical Text, ed. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1975), 240-42. Also, he omits the verb “ ישאוlet them lift up” of the MT in Isa 38:21. See also Martin, The
Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scrolls, vol. 2, 543, who argues that lines 12-14 were not originally left
blank, but were erased. He argues that some words of lines 12-14 resemble the script found elsewhere in
the column rather than the script of the correction.
The evidence indicates lines 12-14a came from a second hand. This evidence includes the
size of the letters (the letters are slightly larger than letters of the original scribe). See Ulrich, “The
Developmental Composition of the Book of Isaiah,” 298. Moreover, the nature of the orthography (the
addition is defective rather than plene like the surrounding text) suggests a second hand as does the
sharpness of the script (the addition appears to be written more sharply possibly with a different writing
utensil). Taken together, the evidence appears to indicate that this script came from a second hand.
288

Several scholars have argued that this addition is a case of dittography. See Martin G.
Abegg, Peter W. Flint, and Eugene Charles Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible: The Oldest Known Bible
(San Francisco: HarperSan Francisco, 1999); Ulrich, “The Developmental Composition of the Book of
Isaiah,” 298-99; and Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect?,” 37-38. There is
precedent for dittography occurring within a correction in 1QIsaa. Extending from Col 33:7 down the lefthand margin (Isa 40:8), the corrector repeats the “ ודבר אלוהינוand the word of our Go[d]” even though this
reading is included in the original text.
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The scribe who filled in line 11-12 who either committed the dittography or included the
parallel reading may have omitted vv. 21-22 because of a mechanical error. Parablepsis could have
occurred from the phrase “ בית יהוהhouse of the Lord” in v. 20b (the last words written before this
correction), and the same phrase  בית יהוהat the end of v. 22. Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 311,
recognizes this possibility as does Ulrich in Ulrich, “The Developmental Composition of the Book of Isaiah,”
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margin. Moreover, it is possibly that this correction extends to the first few words of
chapter 39, “ בעת ההיאat that time.” 292
291F

Ulrich has argued that this section of 1QIsaa is indicative of an alternative
literary form, 293 whereas Longacre argues that the nature of the differences likely indicates
a damaged exemplar. 294 Longacre’s view is more plausible for several reasons. 295 First,
portions of three maybe four lines were left blank by the original scribe. The empty space
likely indicates that the scribe knew something was wrong with his text and something
needed to be added. 296 Moreover, Longacre argues that the originally blank space would
have been sufficient space to include the material omitted from the MT (Isa 38:20b22). 297 Second, the result of the later hands that filled in the vacat results in a text that
conforms to the MT, almost perfectly. Third, it is difficult to image that the originally
299. van der Kooij reasons that parablepsis better explains the omission of this content by the scribe who
filled in line 11-12 than postulating the existence of an alternative literary tradition. He further counters
Tov’s argument that vv. 21-22 is an obvious secondary addition on internal grounds in Arie van der Kooij,
“Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible Its Aim and Method,” in Emanuel: Studies in Hebrew Bible,
Septuagint, and Dead Sea Scrolls in Honor of Emanuel Tov, ed. Emanuel Tov, Shalom M. Paul, and Eva
Ben-David, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 94 (Leiden. The Netherlands: Brill, 2003), 736. Cf. Tov’s
reasoning at Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 310-11.
See Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect?,” 37-39, for a
helpful analysis concerning vv. 21-22 and why these verses were likely in the Vorlage of 1QIsaa prior to
being damaged.
292

See Ulrich, “The Developmental Composition of the Book of Isaiah,” 299. Ulrich sees בעת
 ההיאas deriving from the first hand
293

See Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect?,” 37-39. Note,
however, that he explains  בעת ההיאas deriving from the original hand. Ibid., 37.
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Contra Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 310-11. Ulrich argues that the two
additions found in 1QIsaa necessarily attempt to bring 1QIsaa into conformity with the secondarily expanded
tradition inherited in the MT. Ulrich, “The Developmental Composition of the Book of Isaiah,” 298-99.
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Such a large vacate likely did not represent a paragraph marker nor could poor writing
surface account for this original vacate since a corrector fills in the empty space.
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Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect?,” 38. Of course, the
case of dittography/parallel passage found in lines 12-13 forces the final scribe to continue his correction
down the left-hand margin.
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omitted material was a secondary addition since it begins in the middle of verse 20 and
may span to the first few words of the next chapter. Fourth, this passage accords with a
consistent pattern of damage within the second half of 1QIsaa (appro. every 29 lines). 298
For these reasons, 1QIsaa’s original omission of Isaiah 38:20b-22 and possible even the
first few words of 39:1a, although corrected in stages, likely does not indicate a separate
literary edition.
Another complicated large-scale difference between the MT and 1QIsaa is found
at Col 52:23 (Isa 65:15-16). The scribe omits ֙�וְ ַלﬠֲבָ ָ ֥דיו יִ קְ ָ ֖רא ֵ ֥שׁם אַ ֵ ֽחר׃ ֲאשֶׁ֨ ר הַ ִמּ ְתבָּ ֵ ֜ר� בָּ אָ֗ ֶרץ יִ ְתבָּ ֵר
“and to his servants, he will call by another name so that the one who blesses himself in
the land, will bless himself.” 299 In addition to omitting this content, the scribe adds the
words “ ׄת ׄמידcontinually” at the beginning of line 23 and the words “ והיה הנשבעand it will
be that the one who swears” at the end of the line. This large-scale difference is unlike the
prior example in two ways. First, the scribe omits material not corrected by a later hand.
Second, the scribe adds words that do not have counterparts in the MT. In this situation,
the scribe likely “attempted a partial reconstruction of the lacuna, inserting incorrect
contextual guesses at both ends of the damaged text and omitting the correct text (attested
with slight differences by the MT and the LXX).” 300
29F

A slightly different type of large-scale difference occurs at Col 51:29 (Isa 65:3).
This difference is generally described as a substitution whose meaning is certainly different
than the MT’s, but not necessarily contradictory. The MT reads וּמקַ ְטּ ִרים ﬠַל־הַ לְּ בֵ נִ ים
ְ “and
who makes incense upon bricks,” while 1QIsaa reads “ וינקו ידים על האבניםthey clean hands
upon the stones.” This substitution is complicated by several factors. First, what does it
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mean for Israel to clean their hands upon stones (1QIsaa)? This phrase stands in a list of
accusations that God has against Israel. God has spread out his hands to a rebellious nation
(65:2a) who walked in the way that is not good, went after their own devices (65:2b),
provoked God to anger continually (65:3a), sacrificed in gardens, and made incense upon
bricks (MT)/cleaned hands on stones (1QIsaa) (65:3b). Second, it is interesting that in the
MT God describes Israel in this passage exclusively with participles (vv.2-5). 1QIsaa’s
break from this trend by substituting the participle וּמקַ ְטּ ִרים
ְ of the MT with an indicative
 וינקוseems suspect although not necessarily. Third, the fact that scholarship emends 1QIsaa
demonstrates the internal difficulties with 1QIsaa’s reading. 301
30F

Longacre’s thesis that 1QIsaa was copied from a damaged exemplar accounts
for these differences more persuasively than Ulrich’s theory that 1QIsaa was copied from
a literary tradition besides that of the MT. Unlike previous examples, the scribe leaves no
blank line indicating a problem in his exemplar. Nonetheless, three facts indicate that
1QIsaa’s reading does not indicate a separate textual tradition. First, the substitution occurs
where one would expect a damaged exemplar (approx. every 29 lines). Second, the reading
of 1QIsaa is highly enigmatic and obscure. Third, and more convincingly, Longacre draws
attention to the similarity between the letters found in the MT and 1QIsaa and graphically
represents how 1QIsaa and the MT could have derived from the same tradition. 302
( ו מ ק ט ר ים על ה ל בניםMT)
( ו ינ ק וי ד ים על ה א בנים1QIsaa)
Thus, despite the difficulty of this substitution, this substitution likely derived from the
scribe’s attempt to transcribe a damaged Masoretic reading as best he could. As Longacre
See Abegg’s emendation of 1QIsaa in Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible,
377. Notice how he translates  וינקוas “waving.” Kutscher, Language and Linguistic Background, 243, too
proposes an emendation.
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points out, the scribe did one of two things when he reached a damaged section—he left a
blank space(s) to be filled in later or attempted to fill in the lacuna as best he could. 303
Category 3. 1QIsaa preserves few category 3 variants: variants that are
difficult to explain if one only appeals to the scribal process. One category 3 variant is
preserved at Col 2:18 (Isa 2:9-10). Here, 1QIsaa omits the following אַל־תּ ָ ֖שּׂא ל ֶ ָֽהם׃
ִ
ְ֣בּוֹא ו
ﬠָפ֑ר ִמפְּ נֵי֙ ַ ֣פּחַ ד יְה ֔ ָוה וּמֵ ה ַ ֲ֖דר גְּ אֹ נֽ ו׃
ָ אַל־תּ ָ ֖שּׂא ל ֶ ָֽהם׃ בַ ֔צּוּר וְ ִהטָּ ֵ ֖מן ֶ ֽבּ
ִ
ְ“ וDo not lift for them. Enter into the
rock and hide oneself in the dust from before the terror of the Lord and from splendor of
his majesty.” There is no compelling evidence that the first half of 1QIsaa was copied
from an exemplar with a damaged bottom edge according to Longacre, 304 and there is not
30F

an obvious trigger for parablepsis such as a repeated word that could have led to the
omission. Of course, all omissions could potentially be ascribed to parablepsis and the
fact that the omitted material begins mid-verse makes this possible, but the absence of
compelling evidence makes this difference a category 3 variant.
Ulrich asserts that this instance is not an omission properly but was rather an
addition made by the MT. 305 He bases this conclusion on external grounds and on
internal grounds. He argues that the material omitted by 1QIsaa (in Ulrich’s view, added
by the MT) (vv. 9a-10) does not fit the context; namely, verses 9a and 11 discuss the
“humbling of human pride and use similar dictation, expressed in the third person.” 306
Meanwhile, “vv. 9b and 10 are second-person negative and positive commands, which sit
uneasily in the context.” 307
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Overall, Ulrich’s reasoning is tentative for two reasons. First, his reasoning of
the internal grounds is weak since it presupposes a very static text. Second, and more
importantly, is the external evidence. 1QIsaa alone omits these verses. Although possible,
it is questionable how 1QIsaa would preserve the original text against all other witnesses,
especially when it so often aligns with the MT. The alternative explanations are either the
verses were lost through parablepsis or an intentional omission. No solution is entirely
satisfactory. In the end, due to a lack of evidence for ascribing this variant to the scribal
process, it is placed in category 3 although the fact that it alone preserves this reading
should caution scholars from basing the textual tradition of 1QIsaa solely on this
difference.
The second category 3 variant is preserved at Col 40:2 (Isa 47:12-13) and is
difficult to explain. It may be a case of interpretation. 1QIsaa read כשפיך באשר יגעתי
“ מנעוריך ועד היום כרוב עצתךyour incantations, with which you have toiled from your youth
until today according to your multiple schemes” 308 while the MT reads ֲשׁר יָגַ ֖ ﬠ ְַתּ
֥ ֶ כְּ שָׁ ַ֔פיִ � בַּ א
� ִאוּל֥י תַּ ﬠ ֲֽרוֹצִ י׃ נִ לְ ֵ ֖אית ְבּ ֣רֹ ב ﬠֲצָ ָ ֑תי
ַ הוֹﬠיל
֖ ִ עוּריִ � אוּלַ ֛י תּוּכְ ִ ֥לי
֑ ָ ְ“ ִמנּyour sorceries in which you wearied
from your youth. Perhaps you will be able to profit; perhaps you will cause terror. You
are wearied by your many counsels.” This difference includes both an omission and a
substitution. First, the scribe substitutes the MT’s “ אוּלַי תּוּכְ לִ י הוֹﬠִ יל אוּלַי תַּ ﬠֲרוֹצִ יperhaps you
will be able to profit; perhaps you will terrify” for “ ועד היוםand until now,” which
completes the timeframe whereby Israel has made God weary: “from your youth until
today.” Second, the scribe deletes the first word of verse 13: “ נִ לְ אֵ יתyou are wearied.” 309
308F

This is a category 3 variant, but scholars should be cautious about basing an
assessment on the textual tradition of 1QIsaa on this difference since the reading is unique
308
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to 1QIsaa. Moreover, Rosenbloom suggests that the substitution was made to resolve
scribal confusion. 310
Statistics and Conclusion of
1QIsaa Textual Tradition
The above survey demonstrates that 1QIsaa fits well within the Masoretic
tradition. 311 The fact that 1QIsaa is preserved incredibly well provides in depth analysis of
most of its variants. This analysis demonstrates that hundreds of the differences merely
concern synonymous spelling. Beyond synonymous spellings, hundreds more belong to
category 1. These variants are often the presence or absence of small particles that result
in synonymous syntactical constructions. In addition to these variants, hundreds of other
differences concern changes in perspective or meaning that can reasonably be attributed
to the scribal process. After all of these variants are removed, few category 3 variants
remain. These variants only comprise thirty-one points in the statistics. It is possible that
each of these differences too belong to the scribal process, but strong evidence for
grouping them as category 2 variants is lacking. When considering these variants, one
must account for the fact that they are unique. Thus, the basis for categorizing 1QIsaa as
non-aligned or independent are both limited and suspect.
In the end, 1QIsaa preserves a text almost identical to the MT in meaning with
hundreds of differences due to spelling and hundreds more due to the nature of the scribal
process. This fact, coupled with the high statistical relationship between these texts,
demonstrates that 1QIsaa can reasonable be grouped as preserving the Masoretic tradition
despite the presence of a handful of very difficult differences. 312
310

Rosenbloom suggests that the substitution was made to resolve scribal confusion. Ibid, 56.

See the table “1QIsaa: A description of its variants” in appendix 2 for all of the category 2
and 3 variants from 1QIsaa.
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One should further note that Isa 61:10-62:9 is represented stichometrically so that one is
able to analysis the text’s sense divisions. 1QIsaa follows the MT major accents with two exceptions: (i.e.,
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Table 20. The statistical relationship between 1QIsaa and the MT
Total # of
Words in
1QIsaa
25,374

Categories 2
and 3

Statistical
Relationship

Category 3

Statistical
Relationship

903

96.44%

31

99.88%

4Q57
4Q57 (4QIsac) is preserved in 82 fragments and preserves portions of Isaiah 912, 14, 22-26, 28, 30, 33, 44-46, 48-49, 51-55, 66. 313 Ulrich describes the script as a
formal, developed Herodian hand from the middle third of the first century AD. 314
The orthography and morphology are much fuller than the MT. 4Q57
consistently represents the following forms plene אדוני, אלוהים, and זואת. 315 Tov designates
314F

this full orthography as Qumran Scribal Practice (QSP), 316 and describes it as the most
315F

developed orthographic system. 317 1QIsaa—at least the second half of the scroll—and
316F

4Q57 are both written in QSP and preserve overlapping texts. Comparison between these
texts, according to Tov, demonstrate that QSP is not monolithic; rather, certain principles
are operative in all texts written in this fuller practice, but independence exists. 318
317F

there is one difference at Col 50:10 (Isa 61:11) and one at Col 50:17 (Isa 62:6). See Tov Scribal Practices,
136, but not that the first difference is found at Isa 61:11, not 61:10 contrary to Tov. These differences were
not given a statistical point because the statistics concern words, not sense divisions.
See Flint, “The Isaiah Scrolls from the Judean Desert,” 485. 4Q57 is one of only twenty-nine
scrolls from Qumran that preserves the end of the scroll. See Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 111.
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Eugene Ulrich et al., vol. 10, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 15 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1997), 46.
314

Ibid. See also how the orthography of 4Q57 compares to 1QIsaa, other Qumran texts, and
MT in his orthography table. Ibid., 47-48.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333.

317

Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 211.

Ibid, 104. Tov further lists other manuscripts written in QSP that contain overlapping
passages that support this point, in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 268.
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Moreover, 4Q57 transcribes several references to God in paleo-Hebrew. For
example, the scribe always writes  יהוהas well as inseparable prepositions and conjunctive
vavs attached to it in paleo-Hebrew. 319 Likewise,  אלוהיםtoo is written in paleo-Hebrew
along with its suffixes, although Ulrich notes that it is written in the square script once
(F47:L16). 320 Another example of this wide use of paleo-Hebrew includes the
representation of  צבאותtwice in paleo-Hebrew when following ( יהוהi.e., F24:L38 and
F62:L1). 321 Likewise, 4Q57 typically transcribes  אדוניin paleo-Hebrew when referring to
God, but אל, קדוש ישראל, and the pronouns  אניand  אנוכיare written in the square script. 322
321F

Scholars debate the textual tradition of 4Q57. Ulrich does not discuss the textual
tradition in his discussion of 4Q57 although he does state that all “available manuscript
traditions of Isaiah, despite their pluriformity, witness to a single edition.” 323 Abegg,
likewise, only indirectly comments about the textual tradition of 4Q57. He notes that
4Q57 (4QIsac) is primarily distinguished on orthographic grounds. 324 Skehan claims that
the Isaiah Qumran manuscripts do not attest to a different literary edition; rather, the
cases where a Qumran Isaiah text testifies to a non-Masoretic reading is extremely rare. 325
Ulrich and Skehan, “4QIsac,” 46. Tov argues that 4Q57 (4QIsac) represents the most
developed use of paleo-Hebrew to represent the divine name in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches,
243.
319

Ulrich and Skehan, “4QIsac,” 46. Cf. Tov’s discussion of writing prefixes and suffixes in
paleo-Hebrew, in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 241.
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Ulrich and Skehan, “4QIsac,” 46. See Tov’s discussion of the paleo-Hebrew script in Tov,
Scribal Practices and Approaches, 238-48. Here, he argues that 4Q57 alone agrees with the rules of the
Talmud (y. Meg 1.71d and Sof 4.1) in representing  צבאותas a divine name, in Tov, Scribal Practices and
Approaches, 241.
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Tov agrees with this point. 326 Nonetheless, he identifies 4Q57 as textually non-aligned
since the text is not exclusively close to the MT or LXX while containing unique
readings. 327 Tov claims that 4Q57 may have been “copied from a text that did not differ
much from the Isaiah scrolls from cave 4, or from 1QIsab, most of which are rather close
to MT, but no certainty can be had.” 328 Lange too lists 4Q57 as non-aligned. 329
Description and Categorization
of the Variants
Most of the differences noted by Ulrich in his list of variants concern
orthography, phonology, and morphology only. 330 A sampling of these variants include
the addition of a prosthetic aleph at F36:L2 (Isa 52:10), differences in representing the
third person masculine singular pronominal suffix because of syncope of the he (e.g.,
F30:L2 [Isa 48:15]), 331 substitution of gutturals at F9ii:L17 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12i, 52:L29 [Isa
24:2]) and F4:L3 (Isa 10:28), the omission of a final nasal at F6:L8 (Isa 11:8), 332 and
alternative spellings of an infinitive absolute of a third yod/vav verb at F9i:L5 (F9i:L27
[Isa 22:13]).
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A few other minor differences are not included in the following discussion and
statistics, such as one variant that agrees with the kethiv at F50 (Isa 10:32), one difference
that agrees with the qere at F9ii:L15 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12, 52i:L27 [Isa 24:1]), five proposed
variants that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence such as the difference at F13:1
(F13:L6 [Isa 24:19]), and two variants that are unclear paleographically. These differences
are preserved at F6:L2 (Isa11:4) and F9ii:L9 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12, 52i:L36 [Isa 24:8]).
Category 1. Several differences belong to category 1. A sampling of these
variants includes the addition of conjunctive vav, the addition of the marker of the
accusative, the addition of a form of the verb “ היהto exist” omitted in the MT, the
difference between a collective singular and a plural, and the substitution of tense. 333
32F

Category 2. Several differences belong to category 2. Seven of these are
additions. Four of these additions concern the addition of a pronominal suffix that makes
the text more explicit.
The other three additions are more complex and categorized less easily. First,
4Q57 reads “ את כבוד יהוהthe glory of the Lord” at F6:L6 (Isa 11:9) whereas the MT
simply reads “ אֶ ת־יְ הוָהthe Lord.” Isaiah 11:9 and Habakkuk 2:14 are very similar in the
MT, and the addition of  כבודaligns 4Q57 even more closely to Habakkuk 2:14 as Ulrich
notes. 334 The Targum too reads against the MT here and with 4Q57 in rendering a
genitive construction. However, the noun of the Targum is slightly different than that of
4Q57: 4Q57 adds “ כבודglory” whereas the Targum supplies “ דַ חלְ תָ אfear.” 335 The phrase
34F
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For more details about these variants, see table “4Q57: Description of variants” in appendix 2.

See Ulrich and Skehan, “4QIsac,” 52. The addition of a lamed preposition to the verbal
noun  דעהin F6:L6 (Isa 11:9) too aligns the text more closely to Hab 2:14.
334
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The genitive of the Targum is not expressed by the case of the governing noun, but by the
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“ כְּ בוֹד יְ הוָהthe glory of the Lord” is translated in the Targum typically with a form of the
noun ( יְ קָ רe.g., Tar. Isa 60:1), not “ דַ ֲחלָאfear.” The addition in 4Q57 may correspond to
the reverential attitude when speaking of God pervasive in the Targums or it could simply
represent a harmonization to Habakkuk 2:14. 336
The second addition is preserved at F9ii:L22 (Frgs. 9ii:L34 [Isa 24:7]). Here
4Q57 reads “ גפן יצהרvine and oil” whereas the MT simply reads “ ָגּפֶןvine.” 4Q57
transcribes a double subject so that both the vine and oil languish when God judges the
earth contrary to the MT, which only lists a single subject as languishing. Ulrich cites
Joel 1:10 for comparison since this verse is similar grammatically to 4Q57 in that יִ צְ הָ ר
“oil” is the subject of the pulal form of the verb “ אמלlanguish” and conceptually since
both passages describe God’s coming judgment as affecting the grounds ability to
produce its fruit. 337 Thus, this difference can be described as a harmonization.
36F

The third addition is found at F9ii:L28 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12, 52i:L40 [Isa 24:15]).
4Q57 reads here [ ]כבוד
ׄ
“ בוארים בארםwith the fires in Aram, glorify [the Lord],” whereas
the MT reads “ בָּ אֻ ִרים כּ ְַבּדוּ יְהוָהin the east, glorify the Lord.” The word  בואריםof 4Q57
represents  בָּ אֻ ִריםof the MT albeit with the mater moved forward. The MT meaning of
( בָּ אֻ ִריםliterally “with fire”) is difficult. Clines defines this occurrence as “region of light,
east,” but this is the only example of  אוּרmeaning “east.” 338 The Targum’s expansion
supports this translation since it reads הוֹרא
ָ ְ“ בְ מֵ יתֵ י נwhen the light enters.” 339 The major
38 F
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Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, vol. 1, s.v. “אוּר.“ See also Francis Brown et al.,
The New Brown, Driver, Briggs, Gesenius Hebrew and English Lexicon (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1979),
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On the other hand, the LXX appears to skip בָּ א ִֻרים, by rendering διὰ τοῦτο ἡ δόξα κυρίου ἐν
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difference between the MT and 4Q57 is the addition of בארם. This addition, unique
among the manuscripts, is likely interpretative; namely, it further defines the word בוארים
by specifying who is to praise the Lord in the east—Aram a people to the northeast of
Israel. 340 Thus, the difference again can be described as a case of harmonization.
39F

There are two category 2 omissions. Both of these variants omit a pronominal
suffix present in the MT. At F18:L1 (Frgs. 18-20:L2 [Isa 30:8]), 4Q57 reads “ כתו[בwrite”
where the MT reads “ כ ְָתבָ הּwrite it.” Furthermore, at F47:L4 (Frgs. 44-47:L18 [Isa 55:6])
4Q57 reads בהמ[צא
ׄ
“while [he] may be found” where the MT reads “ בְּ הִ מָּ צְ אוֹwhile he may
be found.” Both of these omissions are slight changes.
Besides additions and omissions, 4Q57 preserves category 2 substitutions. In
three of these differences, the subject of the verb is changed from either a third or second
person subject to a first-person subject. First, this occurs at F1:L1 (Isa 9:3). Here, 4Q57
הח[תותי
֯
“I shatt[ered]” whereas the MT reads ָ“ הַ חִ תֹּ תyou shattered.” In 4Q57, the change
signifies that the Lord is speaking as opposed to the prophet in the MT. Second, at F28:L2
(Isa 48:11) 4Q57 reads “ איׄ חלI am profaned,” while the MT reads “ יֵהָ לit (i.e., my name)
is profaned.” 341 This difference represents a slight change in perspective. Third, at F30:L2
(Isa 48:15), 4Q57 transcribes “and I will ma[ke his way prosper]”  וא]צליחfor the MT’s
ַ“ וְ הִ צְ לִ יחand he will prosper in his way [ESV].” 4Q57, again, appears interpretative since
the servant prospering in his way depends on the Lord who first calls him and brings him.
The vav plus perfect construction of the MT may indicate purpose/result: that he might
prosper in his way. 342 Thus, in both readings, the person prospers because of the Lord. In
341F

Briggs, s.v. “אוּרים.“
ִ
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Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, vol. 1, “א ֲָרם.”

The yod of  איׄ חלresembles a vav on paleographic grounds, but the vav and yod are not
always clearly distinguished in 4Q57. If the letter is a yod, it represents a sere plene.
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each of these three examples, 4Q57 identifies God as the subject of the verb and draws
out a nuance implicit in the MT. This change too can be described as a harmonization.
Four substitutions that belong to category 2 involve the substitutions of lexemes.
First, 4Q57 reads at F9ii:L4 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12, 52i:L16 [Isa 23:12]) “ עוזstrength,” whereas
the MT reads “ עוֹדagain.” Phonological reasons could explain this difference since dalet
and zayin. 343 The interchange of these letters occurs in biblical Aramaic (e.g., BA דָּ כְ ָרן,
but BH “ זִכְּ רוִ ןmemorandum” and דּהַ ב,ְ but “ זָהָ בgold”). 344
The next difference is interesting. 4Q57 reads “ מיוםfrom the day” at F9ii:L28
(Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12, 52i:40:40 [Isa 24:14]), while the MT reads “ ִמיָּםfrom the sea.” The
preposition min may have a causal function in 4Q57 “on account of, because of.” 345 4Q57
would then envision the people lifting up voices and rejoicing in Isaiah 24:14 “because of
the day” (i.e., the day when the nations glorify God). This reading is different from the
MT, which understands the prepositional phrase introduced by the min as indicating
direction; 346 the shout comes “from the sea” (MT), not “because of a day” (4Q57).
Although this variant presents a different reading, the graphic difference between  יםand
 יוםis slight. A number of graphic issues could account for the substitution.
Another category 2 substitution concerns the substitution of an adjective of the
MT “ צַ ִדּיקrighteous” with a noun “ ֫ ֶצדֶ קrighteousness” at F14:L11 (Frgs. 12ii, 14-15,
53:L33 [Isa 26:7]). The verse of 4Q57 is sufficiently preserved to conclude that the line
likely does not vary from the MT in large details. The verse of the MT is composed of
Grammar (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2017), §53a.
See Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §6; Joüon and Muraoka, A Grammar of
Biblical Hebrew, §5c-5s, for a division of Hebrew consonants.
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two parallel lines. The first is a statement that the path of the righteous is upright. The
second line develops the first line by identifying the Upright One as the one who makes
the paths straight. The reading then of 4Q57 does not undermine this analysis; rather, it
equates the paths of the righteous with the path of righteousness. This difference is minor.
A category 2 substitution is also preserved at F56:L2 (Frgs. 33-35, 55-57:L3
[Isa 51:9]). Ulrich transcribes 4Q57’s reading as המוח[צת
ׄ
“who shattered” with 1QIsaa and
the Vulgate against the MT’s reading of “ הַ מַּ חְ צֶ בֶ תwho struck down.” However, as Ulrich’s
transcription denotes, the sade is not certain but probable. The difference between the
MT and 4Q57, which agrees with 1QIsaa, is interpretative. The root of the MT  חצבmeans
literally “to hew” in the qal. However, it is used figuratively to denote “to strike down” in
only two passages: one in the qal at Hosea 6:5 and here in the hiphil at Isaiah 51:9. 347 4Q57
and 1QIsaa, however, transcribe a form of the root  מחץthat means literarily “to strike
through” and occurs fifteen times. 348 Therefore, the reading of 4Q57 is likely a case of
347F

interpretation where the scribe transcribed a more common word for a less common
word. 349
348F

Category 3. 4Q57 does preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q57’s
Textual Tradition
The above discussion demonstrates that the differences between 4Q57 and the
MT are all minor and can be ascribed to the scribal process. Three points are especially
David J. A. Clines, ed., The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew: Zayin-Teth, vol. 3 (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), s.v. “ ”חצבesp. 290.
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The Vulgate, like 4Q57, reads a form of percutio that means to “strike through.” Notice that
this is the only time the Vulgate uses a form of the verb percutio to translate the verb “ חצבto hew.” This
supports the conclusion that the MT’s figurative use of  חצבis uncommon and likely lead to the substitution
of 4Q57.
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striking about these variants. First, most of the differences can reasonably be explained as
examples of harmonization. Second, the text only preserves two omissions with respect to
the MT, but fifteen additions and twenty-seven substitutions. Third, two instances of
confusion of gutturals and one instance of confusion of dentals indicates a later linguistic
profile while a fuller orthographic system indicates a type of grammatical updating. Thus,
4Q57 appears to be an “updated” version of the MT akin to 1QIsaa and previously
described by many scholars as a type of “vulgar” manuscript when compared to the MT.
Beyond these concluding thoughts about the nature of the variants, it is important to note
that 4Q57, despite these differences, agrees with the MT in most details.
Table 21. The statistical relationship between 4Q57 and the MT
Total # of Categories Statistical Categories Statistical
Statistical
Words in 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship Category 3 Relationship
4Q57
1043
45
95.69%
20
98.08%
0
100%

4Q64
4Q64 (4QIsak) preserves portions of Isaiah 28:26-29:9 in five fragments. 350
Ulrich describes the script as a late Hasmonaean hand from the middle of the first century
BC (ca. 50 BC). Concerning orthography, Ulrich lists five differences that distinguish
4Q64 from the MT. 351
Scholars do not agree about how to categorize 4Q64. Ulrich describes the
textual tradition as uncertain, but problematic if the fragments are arranged according to
350

Prophets, 125.

Eugene Ulrich and Patrick W Skehan, “4QIsak,” in Ulrich et al. Qumrân Cave 4: The

Ibid. Flint, “The Isaiah Scrolls from the Judean Desert,” 486-87, states that the orthography
of 4Q64 is fuller than that of the MT.
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the MT, LXX, or 1QIsaa. 352 Ulrich states,
Since fragments 2-3 are anchored at the left margin, the relative position of the
words on fragment 1 shows either that line 1 was about seventeen letters shorter
than the text of MT between fragments 1 and 2, or that line 2 had a different
arrangement, perhaps the transposition of phrases in v.27. There is no reason to
suppose an interval within line 2. 353
Ulrich further notes that the textual evidence of Isaiah 28:26-29:9, the text preserved in
4Q64, is complex, and this fact suggests that 4Q64 represented a separate textual
tradition. 354 However, Skehan has a different understanding of the text of Isaiah at Qumran.
He not only states that the Isaiah Qumran manuscripts do not attest to a different literary
edition, he further states that the cases where a Qumran Isaiah text testifies to a nonMasoretic reading are extremely rare. 355 Tov agrees with this point, 356 and comments that
although 4Q64 is too short for pronouncing a clear judgment on the nature of its tradition,
it appears close to the MT and secondarily to the LXX. 357 Nonetheless, Tov identifies
4Q64 as possibly non-aligned. 358 Lange classifies most texts preserving less than 100
words as too badly damaged to be categorized. 359 Thus, he withholds opinion about
4Q64. 360
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333. Tov’s assessment of 4Q64 indicates that a
non-aligned text is not necessarily an independent literary tradition but can remain quite close to a textual
tradition previously known.
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Categorization and Description
of the Variants
Ulrich lists six differences between 4Q64 and the MT as variants. 361 However,
one proposed variant is excluded in the following discussion and statistics. It is found at
F1:L2 (Frgs. 1-5:L2 [Isa 28:28]) and concerns the addition of a conjunctive vav above the
line “ וׄ לחםand bread.” 362 Ulrich notes an ink stroke above the lamed and states that it
361 F

“appears to be the addition of a conjunction.” 363 This stroke could be an addition of a
362 F

conjunction, but the stroke is truncated and curved at the bottom so that it resembles a
comma. No vav resembles this stroke in 4Q64. Moreover, an orthographic difference is
preserved at F3:L2 (Frgs. 1-5:L2 [Isa 29:1]).
Category 1. There remain five sufficiently preserved variants. Four of these
variants are categorized as category 1 variants, although one of these variants can also
reasonably be grouped as a category 2 variant. The first variant is preserved at F3:L1
(Frgs. 1-5:L3 [Isa 28:29]) and concerns the substitution of gender. 4Q64 renders י[צא
ׄ
“[this also] comes,” while the MT reads יָצָ אָה. The difference is small since the subject is
a demonstrative pronoun referring back to the process of preparing dill and cumin. The
MT understands this process as feminine while 4Q64 renders it as masculine. Moreover,
the fact that the next word begins with a he suggests that the form of 4Q64 may be a case
of haplography.
Ulrich and Skehan, “4QIsak,” 125-27. Many of the citations in this text can be referenced in
multiple ways. One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editors, or one
can refer to the exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided
here. The first refence given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the
fragment while the second reference is that of the fragments which make up the reconstructed column and
the corresponding reconstructed line number.
361

This fragment is not found on either PAM photo 43.019 or 42.649 and can be viewed on the
IAA database. Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls, “Plate 250, Frag 14,” accessed November 15, 2017,
http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-360245. See Ulrich and Skehan, “4QIsak,”
125-27.
362
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Ulrich and Skehan, “4QIsak,” 126.
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The second category 1 variant is a substitution that occurs at F2:L1 (Frgs. 15:L1 [Isa 28:27]). 4Q64 reads “ ידושit is threshed,” while the MT reads “ יוּדַ שׁit is threshed.”
Ulrich lists this variant in his variant column, but also indicates that the difference may be
simply orthographic. The MT represents a hophal form of the verb  דוּשׁas one would expect
with the vav between the performative and the first consonant of the root, while 4Q64
resembles the qal or niphal as indicated by the vav between the first and third consonant
of the root. Although it is possible for a hophal to be written defectively so that no vav
need exist between the performative vowel and the first consonant of the root (see 1QIsaa
here and also the form “ הֻסַּ גis turned back” at Isa 59:14), 364 the fact that 4Q64 represents
a vav between the first and third consonant of the root indicates that this is likely a qal or
niphal, not a hophal. The poor state in which this text is preserved precludes certainty
about the voice of the verb, but the niphal and hophal of  דושׁboth indicate passive voice.
Due to the overlap between these stems, this variant is best grouped as a category 1 variant,
possibly an example of interpretation where the scribe renders a more common stem (i.e.,
niphal) for a less common stem (hophal). 365
364F

The third category 1 variant represents a change in gender concerning the noun
“ אֲ ִריאֵ לAriel” and is preserved at F3:L2 (Frgs. 1-5:L2 [Isa 29:1]). 4Q64 has the form ׄסופי
“add,” while the MT has “ ְספוּadd.” The feminine form of 4Q64, in agreement with 1QIsaa,
is an attempt to make the text more internally consistent (i.e., a harmonization). Ariel is
consistenly referred to as a feminine entity in the MT except here at Isaiah 29:1. 366 This
365F

is a minor difference.
For a discussion of this form and examples of the form written defectively, see Gesenius’
Hebrew Grammar, §72ee.
364

365

The hophal form of the  דוּשׁonly occurs once in the OT.

366

See especially the pronominal suffixes referring to Ariel in Isa 29:7.
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Although there is a change in gender, the stem of 4Q64 and the MT can
reasonably be understood as the same stem. It is common for a qal imperative to be
spelled with a vav between the second and third root consonants, 367 but this is not the
common form of first yod/vav forms. However, there is a first yod/vav verb spelled with a
vav at 4Q417 F1i:L14. The text reads “ רוׄ שpossess” from ירשׁ. This fact suggests that the
lexical root of 4Q64 may be the same as the MT. This fact, plus the fact that  סוּףis much
less common than the root יסף, ( סוּףoccurs nine times in the MT, zero times in the
biblical-DSS, and one time in the non-biblical DSS while the root  יסףoccurs 215 times in
the MT, sixty-three times in the biblical-DSS, and fifty-two times in the non-biblical
DSS) 368 indicates that the texts read the same lexical root. 369
The fourth category 1 variant is a difference in tense and is preserved at F4:L1
(Frgs. 1-5:L5 [Isa 29:2]). Here, 4Q64 represents an imperfect ו[תהיה
ׄ “[and] there will be,”
possibly with a conjunctive vav, 370 while the MT renders a vav-consecutive perfect וְ הָ יְ תָ ה
“and there will be.”
Category 2. 4Q64 preserves one category 2 variant: a substitution found at
F3:L1 (Frgs. 1-5:L3 [Isa 28:29]). 4Q64 preserves the form “ הפילcause to fall/cause to be
wonderful,” while the MT has the form “ הִ פְ לִ יאhe causes to be wonderful.” The form of
4Q64 is a hiphal perfect from the root “ נפלto fall,” while the form of the MT is a hiphal
perfect from the root “ פלאto be wonderful.” Two facts suggest that this difference may
367

Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §311.14.

For the biblical-DSS and non-biblical DSS corpi, reconstructed words that occur inside of
brackets were ignored. Searches where done in Abegg, Bowley, and Cook, Accordance 11.2.5.
368

Abegg, Bowley, and Cook, Accordance 11.2.5, describes this root as deriving from יסף, not
סוּף. See also the translation of the biblical-DSS in Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible,
312, which reads the form of 4Q64 as a form of יסף, not סוּף.
369

Notice how the vav is not actually in the manuscript. It is possible that the text omitted it,
but it is more likely that it was originally present and now obscured by the lacuna.
370
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not be a “real variant,” but rather a scribal error. 371 First, the reading of 4Q64 is very
difficult. The hiphil form of  נפלnever takes the object “ עצהcounsel,” so it not clear what
it would mean that “he causes coun[sel] to fall.” The only object similar to  ﬠֵצָ הlisted in
the article on  נפלin The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew is “ דָּ בָ רword, thing” at Esther
6:10. 372 Here the idea is that no “word should fail or be left out.” This idea does not fit
371F

the context of Isaiah 28:29. Second, the form of 4Q64 is very similar to that of the MT,
and thus, a type of graphic confusion and/or weakening of the third aleph, already quiet
in the Hebrew Bible could explain the difference. 373 Nonetheless, the form is intelligible,
372F

so the difference is grouped as a category 2 variant.
Category 3. 4Q64 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q64’s
Textual Tradition
One can categorize what remains of 4Q64 as belonging to the Masoretic
tradition. Several facts demonstrate this point. First, the differences between 4Q64 and
the MT can reasonably be described as deriving from the scribal process. Second, the
differences appear to indicate scribal negligence and a tendency to harmonize. Third,
4Q64 agrees with the MT in most details. 374
A real variant is a variant that cannot be explained as an orthographic or morphologic
change. For this definition, see Abegg, “1QIsaa and 1QIsab,” 228n13.
371

372

Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, vol. 5, s.v. “נפל.“

See Ulrich and Skehan, “4QIsak,” 125. See also the translation of the biblical-DSS in
Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 312, and how they omit any reference to 4Q64
(4QIsak) for this verse in the footnotes. However, this verb is described as deriving from the root  נפלin
Abegg, Bowley, and Cook, Accordance 11.2.5.
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Seven words depend on insufficient manuscript evidence transcribed in Ulrich and Skehan,
“4QIsak,” 125-27. Cf. also the total word of 4Q64 supplied in Abegg, “1QIsaa and 1QIsab,” 222-23. Abegg
claims that 4Q64 preserves forty-two words as opposed to forty-three as listed in the table above. This
difference is due to his methodology and likely differences of opinion about which words are sufficiently
preserved. Abegg, “1QIsaa and 1QIsab,” 223, claims that there are six differences between 4Q64 and the
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Table 22. The statistical relationship between 4Q64 and the MT
Total # of Categories Statistical Categories Statistical
Statistical
Words in 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship Category 3 Relationship
4Q64
43
5
88.37%
1
97.67%
0
100%

2Q13
2Q13 (2QJer) is preserved in twenty-seven fragments, thirteen of which are
identified. The text preserves portions from Jeremiah 42-44 and 46-49. Baillet describes
the script as a beautiful Herodian hand, dating to the beginning of the Christian era, while
the orthography and morphology are described as generally full. 375 Tov labels this full
spelling practice as QSP. 376
Scholars debate how best to categorize the textual tradition preserved in 2Q13.
Baillet describes the tradition as corresponding roughly to the MT even though the text
strays from the MT frequently at first glance. 377 He bases this conclusion on the
following evidence. First, the order of chapters follows the order of the MT, not the LXX.
Second, none of the sixteen omissions found in the LXX are found in 2Q13. Third, an
additional thirty-four variants found in the LXX are not found in 2Q13. 378 He further
notes that the text tends to agree with the Vulgate: twenty times with the MT, four times
with the LXX, and two times with 2Q13 against the MT and LXX. 379 Armin Lange, like
MT, whereas cites five differences are accepted here. This discrepancy depends on the fact that one variant
proposed by Ulrich depends on insufficient manuscript evidence.
375

Qumran, 62.

Maurice Baillet, “Grotte 2: Jérémie,” in Baillet, Milik, de Vaux, Les “Petites Grottes” de
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333. See his full discussion of QSP in Tov, 261-73.
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Baillet, categorizes 2Q13 as corresponding roughly to the MT. He categorizes the text as
semi-Masoretic. 380 Contrary to Baillet and Lange, Tov identifies 2Q13 as non-aligned. 381
Description and Categorization
of the Variants
Baillet suggests that 2Q13 has twenty-seven textual variants when compared to
the MT. 382 Out of these twenty-seven proposed variants, four depend on insufficient
manuscript evidence. 383 Nonetheless, one should note that these are all minor. Two
concern the substitution of gender at F9ii:L2 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L2 [Jer 48:26]) and F9ii:L4
(Frgs. 9ii-12:L4 [Jer 48:28]) (a substitution prevalent in this text), while one at F9ii:L4
(Frgs. 9ii-12:L4 [Jer 48:28]) concerns the substitution of number and gender. The last
proposed variant that depends on insufficient manuscript evidence concerns the omission
of an article at F9ii:L8 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L8 [Jer 48:31]).
Other differences preserved in the text, but not discussed in the following
discussion and statistics, are synonymous spellings such as the rendering of a masculine
plural gentilic with two yods instead of one yod—see F3:L2 (Frgs. 3-4:L2 [Jer 43:9])
where the MT reads הוּדים
ִ ְ יand 2Q13 reads “ יהודייםJudeans,” and F8:L8 (Frgs. 7-8:L8 [Jer
47:4]) where the MT reads “ פְּ לִ ְשׁ ִתּיםPhilistines” where 2Q13 reads פלשתיים. 384 Moreover,
38F

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55. The semi-Masoretic label is ascribed to texts that are close
to the text of MT but deviate from it more than 2 percent. Ibid., 53-54.
380
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 333.

Baillet, “Grotte 2: Jérémie,” 62-69. This total does not account for those variants based
completely on reconstruction.
382

One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editor, or one
can refer to the exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided in
this dissertation. The first refence given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line
of the fragment while the second reference is that of the fragments which make up the reconstructed column
and the corresponding reconstructed line number.
383

The gentilic הוּדיִּ ים
ִ ְ יis found consistently as the kethiv in Esther (e.g., Esth 4:7; 8:1, 7, 13; 9:15,
18). See Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §24b.
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one further difference at F9ii:L3 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L3 [Jer 48:27]) agrees with the qere and is,
therefore, not discussed in the following discussion or statistics.
One further difference not counted in the statistics should be discussed in some
detail. This difference is preserved at F1:L3 (Frgs. 1-2:L3 [Jer 42:9]). 2Q13’s reading
likely derives from graphic confusion. It reads “ אלוהימהtheir God,” while the MT reads
“ אֲ לֵיהֶ םto them.” Baillet states that the scribe naturally thought to transcribe “ אלוהיםGod”
after “ ויואמרand he said.” He did this, but noticed his mistake, and so transcribed a yod,
but did not erase the vav. 385 Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich translate 2Q13 as “and their god,
384F

[s]aid,” but cite this reading as a possible error. 386 The difference likely derived from
385F

some type of scribal error since the form of 2Q13 never occurs in DSS corpus.
Category 1. Thirteen of the preserved variants between 2Q13 and the MT
belong to category 1. Two are additions of a conjunctive vav, and the remaining eleven
variants mostly concern substitution of gender and number. 387
Category 2. There are ten category 2 variants. Three of these variants are
additions. The first addition is preserved at F9ii:L3 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L3 [Jer 48:27]). 2Q13
adds the personal pronoun “ היׄ אהshe.” The MT is a verbal clause � ְוְ ִאם לוֹא הַ ְשּׂחק הָ יָה ל
“ יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ לdid not Israel exist to you as an object of laughter?” 2Q13 reads [ואם ל]וא לשחוק
“ היׄ אה ה]יתה לכה[ ישראלdid not she, Israel e[xist to you as an object of laughter]r?” The
construction of 2Q13 is a casus pendens construction (or extraposition). The addition of
“ היׄ אהshe” functions as the suspended noun referring to Israel, the subject of the verbal
385

Baillet, “Grotte 2: Jérémie,” 63.
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Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 401. See also 401n67.

See table “2Q13: Description of variants” in appendix 2 for more information on the
differences not counted as category 1, 2, or 3 variants as well as the category 1 variants.
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clause. The MT does not suspend the subject; rather, it renders a verbal clause with an
accusative placed before the verb. The construction of 2Q13 indicates emphasis.
The second addition is found at F9ii:L3 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L3 [Jer 48:27]). 2Q13
reads “ ֯בגנבכ]הamong your thieves,” while the MT reads “ בְּ ַג ָנּבִ יםamong thieves.” Baillet
argues that this word is a piel infinitive “to steal,” contrary to the MT which reads this
word as a noun “thieves” because the word is not spelled plene. 388 Baillet’s suggestion
387F

that the scribe would have spelled this form plene is not persuasive even though the
spelling practice of this scribe can be grouped as QSP since texts written in QSP do not
necessarily represent every vowel. 389 Thus, the difference between these readings might
38F

simply be an addition of a pronominal suffix. 390 This addition identifies the thieves of the
389F

MT as those of Moab and intensifies Moab’s guilt. This addition appears interpretative.
Another pronominal suffix is added in 2Q13 at F9ii:L4 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L4 [Jer
48:28]). The MT reads “ ﬠָ ִריםthe cities,” whereas 2Q13 reads “ ער[יךyour [cities].” The
addition simply makes the MT more explicit.
In addition to preserving three additions, 2Q13 also preserves three category 2
substitutions. The first category 2 substitution is also best described as resulting from a
scribal error and is preserved at F8:L10 (Frgs. 7-8:10 [Jer 47:5]). The MT reads ִתּ ְתגּוֹדָ ִדי
“you will cut yourself,” while 2Q13 reads “ תתגורריyou will drag/chew/scratch yourself.”
Substitution of dalet/resh deriving from graphic confusion is not an uncommon interchange
(e.g., 1QIsaa Col 49:16 [Isa 60:13] and 1QIsaa Col 8:27 [Isa 9:7]). Both of the verbs
involved in the substitution of 4Q64 are uncommon, but the root —גררthe verb supplied
by 2Q13—likely derived from the MT for several reasons. First, the hithpolel stem of גרר
388

Baillet, “Grotte 2: Jérémie,” 67.
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See Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 268.

The LXX too adds a pronominal suffix like 2Q13 but interprets the MT or has a different
exemplar. If the LXX is based on a different exemplar than the MT here, then 2Q13 is not the exemplar since
what is preserved follows the MT, not the LXX, with the exception of the addition of the pronominal suffix.
390
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meaning “to drag, to chew, to scratch” does not occur in the OT and only once in the
biblical and non-biblical Judean Desert texts (here in 2Q13), whereas the root “ גדדto cut
oneself” occurs six times in the OT and only in the hithpolel stem. Second, this passage
records God’s judgment against the Philistines, and thus, the reading of 4Q64 is puzzling.
The context favors the reading the root  גדדas original. Thus, it seems best to understand
the reading of 2Q13 as secondary. Regardless though of which reading is primary, the
difference likely derived from graphic confusion: confusion of dalet/resh.
The second substitution is preserved at F9ii:L5 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L5 [Jer 48:29]).
2Q13 reads “ שמעו נאlisten, please,” while the MT reads “ ְשׁמַ ﬠְ נוּwe have heard.” 391 The
390F

substitution involves tense—2Q13 reads an imperative while the MT has a perfect.
Whereas the MT states a known fact—Jeremiah’s audience have heard of Moab’s pride—
2Q13 tells the audience to listen to the pride of Moab. Graphic confusion is a possible
explanation for this difference, but the use of an imperative in the prior verse (v. 28) may
have occasioned the use of the imperative again in verse 29 either intentionally or
unintentionally. One should note that in 2Q13, the audience is commanded to listen to the
pride, but the pride is not described. The text simply states that Moab is prideful.
Regardless of what text is primary, the difference can be ascribed to the scribal process:
possibly a case of harmonization to the immediate context.
The third substitution is preserved at F12:L2 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L15 [Jer 48:37]).
2Q13 reads [תגר]ע
ׄ “will be cut,” while the MT reads “ גְּ רֻ ﬠָהis cut.” 392 The passage is an
391F

announcement of judgment concerning Moab (Jer 48:1). The MT portrayal of God’s
judgment of Moab is not confined to one tense; rather, God’s judgment of Moab is
described with perfects (e.g., Jer 48:25), imperatives (e.g., 48:26), imperfects (e.g., 48:20),
The use of the  נאparticle in 2Q13 demonstrates that the verb of 2Q13 is to be read as an
imperative, not a perfect. The  נָאparticle is used once with the vav-consecutive perfect to indicate a wish (Gen
40:14), but this particle never occurs with a perfect. Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §105b, §112aa.
391
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2Q13 reads with the LXX here. See Baillet, “Grotte 2: Jérémie,” 68.
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and participles and nouns (e.g., Jer 48:37). The substitution of a qal passive participle
with an imperfect is minor and fits within the variety of tenses and other parts of speech
used by the MT in this passage.
Besides additions and substitutions, 2Q13 also preserves three variants whose
exact description is ambiguous. The first ambiguous variant preserved in 2Q13 is found
at F5:L4 (Jer 44:2). 2Q13 reads “ ה[יום הזה מthis day mem,” while the MT reads הַ יּוֹם הַ ֶזּה
“ וְ אֵ ין בָּ הֶ ם יוֹשֵׁ ב ִמפְּ נֵיthis day and there is none who dwell in them. Because . . .” The
presence of the mem in 2Q13 might indicate that 2Q13 has omitted  ואין בהם יושבor it
might indicate that these words were transposed before the phrase היום הזה. The limited
amount of textual evidence precludes certainty about the nature of this variant. 393
392F

The second unclear variant(s) is/are found at F9ii:L6 (Frgs. 9ii-12:L6 [Jer
48:29]). 2Q13 reads ֯“ שמעו נא גאון מואב ] ג[אה מ]אוד[ גאונו ואיננׄ ]ו [ו֯ גאותו] ורו[ם לבבוlisten,
please, to the pride of Moab: how ver[y pr]oud, his pride and [she] is no more, her pride
[and the loftines]s of his heart.” 394 The MT reads שָׁ ַ ֥מﬠְ נוּ גְ אוֹן־מוֹאָ֖ב גּ ֶ ֵ֣אה ְמאֹ֑ ד גָּבְ ֧הוֹ וּגְ אוֹנ֛ וֹ וְ ַג ֲאו ָ֖תוֹ
“ וְ ֻ ֥רם לִ ֽבּוֹ ׃we have heard of the pride of Moab, how very proud, his pride and his arrogance,
his pride and the loftiness of his heart.” Two differences have unclear descriptions after
the athnach of the MT. The differences concern the words “ גָּבְ הוֹ וּגְ אוֹנוֹhis pride and his
arrogance” of the MT that are transcribed according to Baillet as “ גאונו ואיננׄ ]וhis pride
and [his] vanity.” 395 If Baillet’s transcription is correct, 396 the differences concern two
394F

395F

Although this variant is uncertain, it needs to have a point value in the statistics. It will be
assigned one point in the statistics (the most cautious approach).
393

394

See Baillet, “Grotte 2: Jérémie,” 67, for a discussion of these differences and his translation.

See Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 405, but note that the translators
do not account for the conjunctive.
395

There is sufficient space in the lacuna at the end of line 5 for the scribe to have transcribed
 גבהוin accordance with the MT. It is likely though that  ואיננׄ ]וarose due to graphic confusion of וְ ַג ֲאו ָ֖תוֹ. Thus,
Baillet’s proposal that the difference between these texts involves two substitutions is a satisfactory
explanation.
396
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substitutions. 2Q13 substitutes  גּ ְָבהוֹof the MT for  גאונוfor a word with sematic overlap
(the next word of the MT) and  וּגְ אוֹנוֹfor —ואיננׄ ]וanother substitution concerning
semantically similar words. The graphic similarity between the readings suggest a type of
graphic confusion.
The third unclear variant is found at F13i:L4 (Jer 48:45). 2Q13 reads ׄמקרית
“from the city,” according to Baillet, but the min preposition depends on insufficient
evidence. Nonetheless, the noun “ קִ ְריָהcity,” in construct, “city of” is sufficiently present.
Unfortunately, fragment 13 only preserves the last word of three lines so that all that is
known about this variant is that it is an addition.397 Baillet transcribes the end of this line
and the beginning of the next as follows: [ -- [מקרית ]סיחון
ׄ “ ולהבהand a flame from the
city of Sihon.” 398 The MT, however, reads “ וְ ֶ ֽלהָ בָ ה ִמבֵּ ין ִסיחוֹןand a flame from among
Sihon.” Baillet’s proposal would be strengthened if the text indeed read “ מקירתfrom the
city,” but as mentioned, the min is not sufficiently preserved as he himself notes. 399 Thus,
398F

one cannot be certain of Baillet’s proposal. The variant may simply be an addition rather
than a substitution. The reading of 2Q13 could be “[from among] city of [Sihon]” as
opposed to the substitution proposed by Baillet.
Category 3. 2Q13 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 2Q13’s
Textual Tradition
One can categorize what remains of 2Q13 as belonging to the Masoretic
tradition. Three facts demonstrate this point. First, the differences between this text and
Baillet reads a he as present on the first line, but the evidence for this letter is small. If one
accepts his reading, then portions of four lines are partially preserved. See Baillet, “Grotte 2: Jérémie,” 68.
397
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the MT can reasonably be explained as deriving from the scribal process. Second, the
differences indicate scribal negligence and a tendency to interpret. Third, 2Q13 preserves
a high degree of agreement with the MT despite its several disagreements in minor
details. 400
Table 23. The statistical relationship between 2Q13 and the MT
Total # of Categories Statistical Categories Statistical
Statistical
Words in 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship Category 3 Relationship
2Q13
267
23
91.39%
10
96.25%
0
100%

4Q73
4Q73 (4QEzeka) preserves portions of Ezekiel 10-11, 23, and 41 in four
fragments. 401 Sanderson describes the script as late Hasmonaean with some characteristics
of an early Herodian semiformal hand, which dates to ca. middle of the first century
BC. 402 She describes the orthography as close to that of MT. 403 In fact, Sanderson lists
only four orthographic variants: one is more defective than the MT, while three are more
plene. 404 Sanderson further states that 4Q73 preserves one supralinear correction and one
possible error caused by phonetic confusion. 405 Moreover, the text’s paragraph markers
Sixty-nine words transcribed by Baillet depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. These
words are excluded from the total word count.
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agree with those of the MT twice (between 11:1-2 and between 23:45-46) and disagree in
one, possibly two, instances. 406
Tov describes 4Q73 as a de luxe edition. Common characteristics of de luxe
editions are the use of large top and bottom margins, the presence of a large writing block
(i.e., the space divided by horizontal and vertical lines designated for writing), 407 fine
calligraphy, the proto-rabbinic text form of Scripture, and a limited amount of scribal
interventions. 408 He further notes that although only 21.5 percent of the texts found at
Qumran are biblical, 73.3 percent of the texts with wide top and bottom margins (i.e., de
luxe editions) are biblical. Thus, according to Tov, the “large-format inscription was used
especially for the books of Hebrew Scripture.” 409
The textual tradition of 4Q73 is debated. Sanderson argues that 4Q73 is “very
close to that [text] preserved in the later MT. Only six variants have been preserved, all of
them quite minor.” 410 Lange, like Sanderson, categorizes 4Q73 as a text very close to the
MT: he designates it as a proto-MT text. 411 Tov, however, identifies 4Q73 as non406
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See Tov’s discussion of writing blocks, columns, and margins in Tov, Scribal Practices and
Approaches, 82-104.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 127.

Sanderson, “4QEzeka,” 210. Davila’s review of Qumran Cave 4 accepts Sanderson’s claim
that all three of the Ezekiel manuscripts from Cave 4 are very close to the MT. James R. Davila, “Qumran
Cave 4 V 10 The Prophets,” The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 62, no. 2 (April 2000): 346. Cf. Herbert’s
review of Qumran Cave 4, who claims that Sanderson’s suggestion appears correct, but states that she has
not determined that these texts are closer to the MT than any other text. Edward D. Herbert, “Qumran Cave
4 V 10 The Prophets,” Journal of Semitic Studies 43, no. 2 (1998): 378.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55. Lange identifies texts that deviate less than 2 percent from
the MT as proto-MT texts. Ibid., 53-54. Lange makes this same point in his review: Armin Lange,
“Qumran Cave 4 V 10 The Prophets,” Zeitschrift Für Die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 110, no. 3 (1998):
482.
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aligned 412—one of only two de luxe texts characterized by Tov as exclusively
independent. 413 George Brooke likewise comments about the nature of 4Q73 by
questioning its biblical status. He says,
Perhaps it is worth noting even at this early stage in our investigation that all these
passages feature variously in other non-biblical texts from the Qumran Caves. Is it
merely accidental that it is these sections of Ezekiel which have survived in
4QEzeka or was it an anthology of excerpted Ezekiel texts which were of some
special significance to its complier? 414
Thus, the exact status of 4Q73 along with its textual tradition is debated among scholars.
Description and Categorization
of the Variants
Sanderson lists six variants that distinguish 4Q73 from the MT. 415 Although
she lists six variants, she reasons that three may not be real textual variants. Rather, the
difference at F3ii:L2 (Ezek 23:45) may be a phonetic error caused by confusing of dentals,
the difference at F3ii:L2 (Ezek 23:45) may be defective spelling, and the difference at
F5:L1 (Ezek 41:5-6) depends on proper placement of fragment 5, but she notes that based
on the preserved content, the fragment can be placed elsewhere (e.g., Ezek 41:6-7). 416
Therefore, only three variants are explained here as textual variants.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.

Tov also identifies 4QDeutk1 as independent and reflecting the QSP, and categorizes
4QSam as de luxe edition, but the textual tradition of 4QSama is complex. He identifies it as independent
and relating to the LXX. See his table of biblical de luxe texts. Ibid, 126.
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George J. Brooke, “Ezekiel in Some Qumran and New Testament Texts,” in The Madrid
Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. Julio Trebolle
Barrera and Luis Vegas Montaner, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 11 (Leiden, The Netherlands:
Brill, 1992), 319.
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The three remaining textual variants all belong to category 1. Two of these
variants involve the substitution of number (i.e., F1:L6 (Ezek 10:8) and F3ii:L1 (Ezek
23:44) while one involves the substitution of gender F2:L6 (Ezek 10:21). Moreover, each
of these differences can reasonably be understood as instances of harmonizations. The
reading of 4Q73 at F1:L6 (Ezek 10:8) of “ ידיhands of” conforms the text to Ezekiel 1:8
and 10:21 while the reading “ ויבאוthey come” at F3ii:L1 (Ezek 23:44) conforms the
number of the subject to the immediate context. The reading of “ וארבעהand four” as
feminine at F2:L6 (Ezek 10:21) finds precedent in the kethiv of Ezekiel 7:2, but not at
Ezekiel 1:6.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q73’s
Textual Tradition
One can categorize what remains of 4Q73 as belonging to the Masoretic
tradition. Three facts demonstrate this point: the variants are minor and can be understood
as instances of harmonizations. Moreover, 4Q73 preserves an extremely high degree of
agreement with the MT. 417
Table 24. The statistical relationship between 4Q73 and the MT
Total # of Categories 1, Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q73 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
214
3
98.60%
0
100%
0
100%

4Q76
4Q76 (4QXIIa) preserves portions of Zechariah 14; Malachi 2; 3; and Jonah 1,
2 in twenty-one identified fragments. 418 Russell E. Fuller describes the script as one of the
Twenty-five words transcribed by Sanderson depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.
These words are excluded from the total word count.
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few biblical manuscripts from Qumran written in a semi-cursive script. 419 Fuller further
described the script as dating from the early Hasmonaean period, ca. 150-125 BC. 420
Paleographically, vav and yod are not always easily distinguished, although yod is typically
shorter than the vav while having a less sharp, more shaded head than the vav. 421 Fuller
describes the orthography as similar to the orthography of the MT, but utilizes vav as a
mater more often than the MT. 422 He further points out two supralinear corrections made
by the original scribe. 423
Scholars consistently label 4Q76 as non-aligned. Moreover, according to
Fuller, the preserved portions of Jonah indicate that “Jonah was placed in the second half
and probably in the final third of the collection.” 424 More specifically, he argues based on
his reconstructions that Jonah followed Malachi in this collection. 425 According to Fuller,
this is a significant feature of this scroll that illustrates its non-aligned status. 426 Hanne
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Ibid. See also Russell E. Fuller, “The Text of the Twelve Minor Prophets,” Currents in
Research: Biblical Studies 7 (October 1999): 83-84. In his dissertation, Fuller was less definitive about the
textual tradition of 4Q76. He stated that 4Q76 occupied a middle position between the LXX and the MT.
Russell E. Fuller, “The Minor Prophets Manuscripts from Qumrân, Cave IV” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard
University, 1988), 38.
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von Weissenberg, 427 Tov, 428 Lange 429 Brooke, 430 and García Martínez, 431 likewise, label
4Q76 as non-aligned.
Description and Categorization
of the Variants
Several differences that Fuller lists as variants between 4Q76 and the MT do
not belong to either category 1, 2, or 3. Five of these differences concern synonymous
spellings: two of the differences could be instances where 4Q76 is more defective than
the MT. These occur at F4ii:L3 (Col 3:11 [Mal 3:10]) and F17:L2 (Col 5:18 [Jon 1:8]). 432
One further difference concerns the representation of the proper name “Elijah” and is
found at F10:L3 (Col 4:16 [Mal 3:23]). The last two differences concern synonymous
spellings. These differences are preserved at F2i:L2 (Col 1:13 [Mal 2:10]) which
concerns the difference between a contracted form of the third masculine singular
pronominal suffix and an uncontracted form and a third yod/vav verb represented with a
third aleph at F3:L4 (Col 2:4 [Mal 2:16]). Beyond synonymous spellings, six proposed
Hanne von Weissenberg, “‘Aligned’ or ‘Non-Aligned’? The Textual Status of the Qumran
Cave 4 Manuscripts of the Minor Prophets,” in Perspectives on the Formation of the Book of the Twelve,
ed. Rainer Albertz, James Nogalski, and Jakob Wöhrle, Beihefte Zur Zeitschrift Für Die Alttestamentliche
Wissenschaft 433 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2012), 386.
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George J. Brooke, “The Twelve Minor Prophets and the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Congress
Volume Leiden 2004 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2006), 21. Brooke identifies 4Q76 as non-aligned,
but appears uncertain if Jonah originally followed Malachi in this manuscript.
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Florentino García Martínez, “The Text of the XII Prophets at Qumran,” Old Testament
Essays 17 (2004): 106.
431

One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editor, or to the
exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided here. The first
refence given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while the
second reference is that of the fragments which make up the reconstructed column and the corresponding
reconstructed line number.
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variants depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. One further difference concerns the
differences between vav and yod, but the script is not conclusive. 433
Category 1. After these proposed differences are removed, 4Q76 preserves
sixteen category 1 variants. 434 These variants include the addition of a conjunctive vav
three times, the omission of an article and accusative he, and the substitution of number,
tense, and other synonymous forms. 435
Category 2. 4Q76 preserves two category 2 additions. The first addition
simply makes the subject of the participle explicit and is found at F2ii:L4 (Col 2:14 [Mal
3:1]). 4Q76 reads צב]אות
֯ בא אמר יהוה
֯ “ הנוBehold, he is the one who comes says the Lord
of ho[sts],” while the MT reads “ ִהנֵּה־בָ א אָמַ ר יְ הוָה צְ בָ אוֹתBehold, (he) is the one who comes
says the Lord of hosts.” The addition of the pronominal suffix attached to the particle הנה
simply makes the subject explicit.
The second addition concerns the addition the prepositional phrase הקרי[אה כזות
“according to this message” found at F22:L1 (Jonah 3:2). Fuller argues that this reading
agrees with the LXX and the Old Latin against the MT, but two reasons weaken this
assertion. 436 First, the demonstrative pronoun is clearly present, but the letter that precedes
435F

433

For more about these variants, see table titled “4Q76: Description of variants” in appendix 2.

Although two differences are found at F4ii:L5 (Col 3:L13 [Mal 3:10]), the differences have
been counted as one variant, but have two points in the statistics. The difference concerns the addition of an
article and a marker of the accusative.
434

See the table “4Q76: Description of variants” in appendix 2. Also, see the addition at F3:L4
(Col 2:4 [Mal 2:16]). 4Q76 reads “ כי אם שנתה שלחfor if you hate so that you divorce,” while the MT readsכִּ י־
“ שָׂ נֵא שַׁ ַלּחif one hates so that he divorces.” There are two differences here: one addition and one substitution.
The addition interprets the syntactical relationship of Mal 2:16 and 17 as causal. Namely, according to
4Q76, Mal 2:17 provides the ground of Mal 2:16. The addition may be considered interpretative, but minor
since Hebrew can depict causal clauses simply by juxtaposing clauses together as is done in the MT. See
Fuller and Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, §72. Thus, the texts can be read synonymously.
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the pronoun is not clearly a kap preposition, contrary to Fuller’s transcriptions, but is more
closely related to a he. 437 No horizontal base stroke is preserved and the letter possesses
two downward strokes much like the letter that immediately precedes this word: a he.
Thus, the pronoun is certainly to be read against the MT, but the preposition is less clear,
and thus, the reading does not necessarily agree with the LXX and the Old Latin. The
LXX has the preposition κατά “according to” while the Old Latin has the preposition
secundum “according to.” Second, the pronoun  זותsimply means “this,” whereas the
reading of the LXX ἔμπροσθεν “before” and the Old Latin priorem “prior” both indicate
that the message Jonah is now to preach is the same message God previously told him to
proclaim. This detail is not necessarily communicated by the demonstrative pronoun ;זות
rather, 4Q76 is more naturally translated as “this,” not “prior.” 4Q76, then, simply indicates
that Jonah is to proclaim “this message.” In short, agreement between 4Q76 and the LXX
and Old Latin depend on the presence of the preposition kap. In the end, 4Q76 clearly
differs from the MT only by denoting the message as “this message.”
Besides preserving two additions, 4Q76 preserves one omission. This omission
occurs at F2i:L7 (Col 1:20 [Mal 2:14]) and concerns the omission of the relative clause
“ אֲ שֶׁ ר אַתָּ ה בָּ ג ְַדתָּ ה בָּ הּwith whom you betrayed,” which further describes the divorced Israelite
wives. There is no motivation for parablepsis, although a scribe can unintentionally skip
material without a motivation present. It is more likely though that 4Q76 omitted the
phrase “ אֲ שֶׁ ר אַתָּ ה בָּ ג ְַדתָּ ה בָּ הּwith whom you betrayed” in order to harmonize the text to the
wider context. The wider context seems to indicate that the Israelite husbands have not
yet betrayed their Israelite wives as indicated by the admonition “ ונשמרתם ברוחכםand
guard yourself in your spirit,” which is partially preserved at F3:L3 and fully preserved at
F3:L6. Moreover, the prohibition signaled by the  לאplus the imperfect ול[א תבגדו
֯ ] “you
See Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls, “Plate 314, Frag 13, accessed December 5, 2017,
http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-360680.
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shall not betray” suggests that at least some of the Israelites have not yet betrayed their
Israelite wives. Thus, this omission may be the result of harmonization to the immediate
context.
4Q76 also preserves four substitutions that belong to category 2. The first is
found at F2i:L4 (Col 1:15 [Mal 2:11]). From a graphic standpoint, the difference is quite
small, the addition of a yod. 4Q76 reads [“ ובעל [בית אל נכרand he has married] the house
of a foreign god,” while the MT reads “ וּבָ ﬠַל בַּ ת־אֵ ל ֵנ ָכרand he has married the daughter of
a foreign god.” The difference though is likely interpretative. The reading of the MT
identifies Israel’s abandonment of the wife of their youth for foreign women as idolatry
since they have married “ בַּ ת־אֵ ל ֵנכָרdaughters of a foreign god.” This act equates to defiling
the holiness of the Lord (Mal 2:11) 438 and results in the defilement of the covenant of
437F

their fathers (Mal 2:11). Furthermore, those who have married foreign women will be
“cut off” from being God’s people because they have acted like the people of another
god. The reading of the LXX, καὶ ἐπετήδευσεν εἰς θεοὺς ἀλλοτρίους “and he pursued
foreign gods,” makes the notion of idolatry more explicit by means of its substitution: in
marrying foreign women, Israel has pursued other gods. Thus, Israel’s divorce of their
Israelite wives is closely linked to idolatry both in the MT and the LXX.
4Q76 interprets the MT so that divorce becomes more closely linked to idolatry.
In 4Q76, Israel has not just married “ בַּ תdaughter” of a foreign god, but has married בית
“house” the house of a foreign god. 439 In effect, the substitution further highlights the
438F

See the Targum’s rendering of Mal 2:11. The text interprets the noun “ קֹ֤ דֶ שׁholiness” as
referring to the people of Judah themselves. The text reads ַפשׁהוֹן דַ ֲהוָת קַ ִדישָׁ א קֳ דָ ם יוי
ְ א ֲֵרי אַפִ יסוּ ְדבֵ ית יְ הוּדָ ה נ
“because those of the house of Judah have desecrated themselves who existed as holy before the Lord.”
Thus, according to the Targum, the people have desecrated themselves. This fact too stresses the notion of
idolatry since the people were to be “holy to the Lord,” but now they have profaned themselves.
438

Interestingly, the Targum’s interpretation of this passage highlights the notion of “house”
since it identifies Judah as “ ְדבֵ ית יְ הוּדָ הthose of the house of Judah” twice in Mal 2:11, not just  יְ הוּדָ הas in the
MT. See the one other occurrence of  יְ הוּדָ הin the Targum Malachi, which translates  יְ הוּדָ הas “ ֲאנָשׁ יְ הוּדָ הmen
of Judah,” not “ בֵ ית יְ הוּדָ הhouse of Judah.” The topic of family and idolatry is deeply weeded together in
Mal 2:10-12.
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meaning of the MT: divorcing an Israelite wife and remarrying a foreign woman amounts
to rejecting Israel’s common father and common God (Mal 2:10), to betraying the covenant
of the fathers (Mal 2:10), and to committing an abomination in Israel and in Jerusalem that
is in fact defiling (i.e., desecrating) God’s holiness. Ultimately, it leads to being rejected
as God’s people (Mal 2:12). The substitution of the MT’s  בַּ תwith  ביתthen interprets the
MT with the result that the essence of the divorce is highlighted: divorce is idolatry and
rejection of God’s family (i.e., his house).
The next substitution occurs at F3:L4 (Col 2:4 [Mal 2:16]). 4Q76 reads כי אם
“ שנתה שלחfor if you hate so that you divorce,” while the MT reads “ כִּ י־שָׂ נֵא שַׁ ַלּחif one
hates so that he divorces.” There are two differences here. The first is minor: a category 1
addition that makes the syntax explicit. This category 1 variant is the substitution of the כִּ י
particle of the MT with כי אם. 440 The second difference concerns a change in subject:
4Q76 represents the subject as second-person while the MT represents the subject as
third-person. The ambiguity of the subject of the MT verb “ שָׂ נֵאhe hates” likely led to the
genesis of this variant since it is unclear if the subject is God or a man of Israel. 441 While
40F

the KJV, NRSV, and NLT identify the subject as the Lord, the HCSB, ESV, and NIV all
identify the subject as an Israelite, but keep the subject as a third person like the MT (i.e.,
any man). The LXX, Targum, and Vulgate, like the HCSB, ESV, and NIV, interpret the
subject as referring to an Israelite, not to God (contra. KJV, NRSV, and NLT), but they
mark this interpretation by conjugating the verb, not as a third person, but as a second
person. 4Q76 does likewise. Thus, the difference is interpretative: it interprets the
ambiguous subject of the MT as an Israelite.
This variant is classified as a substitution, not an addition, because the particles כי אם
convey one meaning, not two.
440

The history of this verse’s interpretation is ancient and extensive. 4Q76 interprets the verse
by means of changing the subject as does the LXX, Targum, and Vulgate. Modern translators too recognize
the difficulty of this verse.
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The next category 2 substitution is at F2ii:L5 (Col 2:15 [Mal 3:2]). 4Q76
represents the object as “ אותםthem,” whereas the MT reads “ אֶ ת־יוֹםthe day.” Graphic
confusion likely resulted in this difference since vav and yod can both extend to the base
of the line in this text.442 Moreover, one could easily imagine how a litigated tav, yod,
41F

and vav would contribute to this graphic substitution. Nonetheless, the reading of 4Q76
makes conceptual sense, and thus, may not have alarmed the scribe. The difference is
essentially one of focus. The MT emphasizes the fact that Israel will not be able to endure
the day of his coming whereas 4Q76 emphasizes those coming to judge Israel: they [i.e.,
Israel] will not be able to endure them when he comes.
The last substitution preserved in 4Q76 is found at F91:L5 (Col 4:12 [Mal
3:17]). This difference represents a change in lexeme. The MT reads “ וְ ﬠַ סּוֹתֶ םand you will
tread down,” while 4Q76 reads “ ועוצותםand you shall counsel.” The difference may have
derived from a misunderstanding of the MT since it is a hapax. Against this view is the
fact that the versions appear to have understood it. 443 The difference, however, could
42F

have derived from graphic or phonetic confusion, although this proposal is not without
difficulties. The difficulty of this proposal is to account for the interchange of the sade
and samek, which Fuller asserts is nowhere attested at Qumran. 444 Therefore, explanations
43F

that attribute this difference to the scribal process are not without problems although the
closeness between the words suggest either phonological or graphic confusion.
Attributing this difference to an editorial process too is problematic. First, what
exactly is the form of 4Q76. If the form is qal (the only stem in which the lexeme of 4Q76
occurs in the MT and at Qumran), then the added vav is problematic. The stem could be
an intensive (either a piel or a pual) since the doubling of the second radical would result
442
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in a fuller form with all three radicals present. Nonetheless, this root does not occur as an
intensive. Second, the reading of 4Q76 is very difficult. If the voice of the verbal form is
active, then what does it mean for the righteous to give counsel to the wicked in this
context? If one reads the voice as a passive, further ambiguity arises. Thus, the difficulty
of 4Q76 along with the similarity between the words graphically and phonologically
suggest an unintentional error. Although this is the most likely explanation for the
variant, no one explanation is without problems.
Potential category 3. Scholars generally accept Fuller’s reconstruction of the
order of books (i.e., Jonah was situated after Malachi), but this suggestion is far from
certain. Fuller’s argument that the book of Jonah followed the book of Malachi depends
on two pieces of evidence: one certain and one suggestive. First, Malachi is clearly not
the last text written on this manuscript since fragment 9 preserves content from two
columns (Col 4 and 5 according to Fuller’s reconstruction), one of which follows the
ending of the book of Malachi and preserves two letters. 445 Second, Fuller identifies these
letters as remains of Jonah 1:5. 446 This suggestion depends on physically joining
fragment 9 with fragment 15, which preserves Jonah 1:3-5 partially. The suggestion is
then supported by Fuller’s placement of fragments 11-14: all of which preserve portions
of Jonah in Fuller’s reconstructed column 5. 447
Several factors, however, weaken Fuller reconstruction of column 5, and his
Russell E. Fuller, ed., “4QXIIg,” in Qumrân Cave 4: The Prophets, 228. See Fuller’s even
more cautious treatment of the remains of fragment 9 ii in his dissertation. Fuller, “The Minor Prophets
Manuscripts,” 30. See also Philippe Guillaume, “The Unlikely Malachi-Jonah Sequence (4QXIIa),” The
Journal of Hebrew Scriptures 7 (2007): 3.
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The beginning of lines 10 and 11 of column 5 are preserved on fragment 9ii in Fuller,

For a critique of Fuller’s placement of fragments 11-14, see Guillaume in “The Unlikely
Malachi-Jonah Sequence (4QXIIa),” 4.
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suggestion that Jonah followed Malachi in this manuscript. 448 First, Guillaume notes that
the actual join suggested by Fuller between fragment 9 and 15 is very narrow, ca. 5 mm
and no letters or marks begin on one fragment and are completed on the next. 449
Second, Fuller’s placement of fragments 11-14, which strengthens his proposal
if proven, is not without problems. These problems include the suggestion that fragment
11 preserves the beginning of Jonah and occupied lines 3-4 of the reconstructed column
5. However, fragment 11 is poorly preserved. 450 All that is sufficiently preserved from
this fragment are the letters הג. 451 Moreover, Fuller’s placement of fragment 11 depends
450F

on postulating an usually large space between fragment 11 and 12.” 452 Moreover, the
451F

placement of fragments 11-14, if correct, also suggest that Jonah 1:3 was shorter than the
text of the MT. 453
452F

Third, fragments 11-14 do not preserve any margins, and thus, cannot be
anchored to a specific place of column 5. 454
Last, although fragments 17-18 do preserve portions of Jonah and a bottom
margin, four lines separate these lines from fragments 11-15 according to Fuller’s
Many of the following reasons along with others are found in Guillaume in Guillaume in
“The Unlikely Malachi-Jonah Sequence (4QXIIa),” 4-10.
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See Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls, “Plate 314, Frag 1,” accessed December 5, 2017,
http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-360655. The fragmentary nature of this
fragment weakens Fuller’s proposal as also pointed out by Guillaume in “The Unlikely Malachi-Jonah
Sequence (4QXIIa),” 6.
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reconstruction. Such a large gap illustrates the fragmentary nature of Fuller’s reconstructed
column 5 and casts doubt on the suggestion that the fragments 11-15 belong to the same
column as the second column found on fragment 9 that contains some enigmatic text after
Malachi (perhaps a colophon). 455 In the end, Fuller’s suggestion depends on two preserved
letters on the left-hand column of fragment 9, which are unable to be physically joined to
any fragment that clearly preserves portions of Jonah. As Heinz-Josef Fabry notes, this is
far too little evidence to substantiate a sequence Malachi—Jonah. 456
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q76’s
Textual Tradition
One can reasonably categorize what remains of 4Q76 as belonging to the
Masoretic tradition. Three facts demonstrate this point. First, the differences between this
text and the MT are minor. Second, the differences indicate a tendency to interpret. Third,
4Q76 preserves a high degree of agreement with the MT. 457
Table 25. The statistical relationship between 4Q76 and the MT
Total # of Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q76 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
436
29
93.35%
12
97.25%
0
100%

4Q78
4Q78 (4QXIIc) consists of fifty-one fragments (thirty-six of which are
Guillaume rightly concludes that Mal 3 is not the end of this manuscript in Guillaume in
“The Unlikely Malachi-Jonah Sequence (4QXIIa),” 9.
455

Heinz-Josef Fabry, “The Reception of Nahum and Habakkuk in the Septuagint and Qumran,”
in Tov, Paul, and Ben-David, Emanuel, 246.
456

Eighty-six words transcribed by Fuller depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. These
words are excluded from the total word count.
457
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identified) preserving portions of Hosea, Joel, Amos, and Zephaniah. 458 Fuller describes
the script as closest to the semiformal tradition (ca. 75 BC). 459 The orthography and
morphology is more plene than the MT. Longer forms of verbal afformatives as well as
suffixes are used. 460 Tov labels the spelling practice as QSP. 461
4Q78 contains a high level of scribal intervention. Fuller notes that at least
twelve supralinear insertions are found throughout the manuscript (while two further
interventions are suggested), all of which he attributes to the original hand. 462 Tov lists
4Q78 as possessing thirteen instances of scribal intervention: 463 one intervention every
eight lines.
The textual tradition of 4Q78 is debated. Fuller classifies 4Q78 as relatively
close to the Vorlage of the LXX. 464 Contrary to Fuller, Brooke is unsure if agreement
between 4Q78 and the LXX is sufficient to label the text as aligning with the LXX. 465
Tov has identified 4Q78 as non-aligned 466 as has Lange 467 and García Martínez. 468
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Fuller, “4QXIIc,” 239.

Tov includes in his list of thirteen cases of scribal intervention one instance of cancelation
dots/strokes occurring above and below the letter found at 4Q78 F34:L3 (Zeph 3:1). See Tov, Scribal
Practices and Approaches, 191.
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Description and Categorization
of the Variants
Several differences that Fuller lists as variants between 4Q76 and the MT
belong neither to category 1, 2, nor 3. These differences include examples that may be
erased; namely, the erasure of an article at F12:L5 (Frgs. 10-12:L8 [Joel 1:18]) and at
F12:L6 (Frgs. 10-12:L9 [Joel 1:19]). 469 Moreover, the apparent omission of Joel 4:6b-8
based on spatial considerations is corrected so that some, maybe everything initially
omitted, would have been present if the manuscript were better preserved. Furthermore,
four examples of synonymous spellings, one scribal error that led to a very difficult
reading, and one difference that depends on insufficient manuscript evidence are not
included in the following discussions and statistics. 470 One difference could be a
synonymous reading: 4Q78 being the more defective reading. 471
Category 1. Ten differences belong to category 1. Three category 1 variants
are additions: two concern the addition of a conjunctive vav while one concerns the
addition of an article. Two further category 1 variants are omissions of a conjunctive vav.
The last five category 1 variants are substitutions: two concern the substitution of a verbal
One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editors, or one
can refer to the exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided
here. The first refence given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the
fragment while the second reference is that of the fragments which make up the reconstructed column and
the corresponding reconstructed line number.
469

See table “4Q78: Description of variants” in appendix 2 for more details about the
differences not included in categories 1, 2, nor 3.
470

4Q78 reads “ [ו֯ יבש מק]ורוand it will dry up [its] foun[tain],” while the MT reads וְ יֵבוֹשׁ ְמקוֹרוֹ
“and its fountain will be ashamed.” This substitution could be described as a mere orthographic difference:
4Q78 simply represents the form of the MT defectively. Although 4Q78 is written in QSP, 4Q78 reads ׄבצר
“who gathered the heavens” a qal participle written defectively at F8:L2 (Hos 13:4). If one understood this
difference as a variant, it would likely be a case of interpretation where 4Q78 interprets the lexeme “ בוֹשׁto
be ashamed” of the MT as “ יבשׁto be dry.” This interpretation is implied by the MT itself since shaming a
fountain is to dry it up. This interpretation is further found in the LXX (i.e., ἀναξηρανεῖ “it will dry up”)
and in the Vulgate (i.e., siccabit “it will dry up”). If one understands this as a textual variant, 4Q78 does not
necessarily depend on the LXX or Vulgate for the reading since the MT itself invites this interpretation. It
is reasonable though to identify this as a mere orthographic difference.
471
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stem, one concerns the substitution of number, one concerns the substitution of tense, and
one concerns the substitution of forms of the imperative. 472
Category 2. 4Q78 possesses ten category 2 variants: five are additions. The
first addition is a large expansion found at F8:L2-3 (Hos 13:4). Fuller reconstructs the
addition in accordance with the LXX: אנוכי יהוה אלוהיכ[ה ׄבצר שמים]וקונה ארץ אשר ידיו ברא
ו[אנוכי העלותיכה ]מארץ מצרים
֯ [“ כול צבא השמים ולוא הראיתים לכה ללכת אחריהמהI, the Lord
yo]u[r God], who gathered the heavens [and creating the land, whose hands created all
the hosts of heaven, and I did not reveal them to you to walk after them, but] I brought
you up [from the land of Egypt.” The MT’s reading is much shorter: וְ אָנֹ כִ י יְ הוָה אֱ�הֶ י� מֵ אֶ ֶרץ
“ ִמצְ ָריִ םand I am the Lord your God from the land of Egypt.” Fragment 8 is fragmentary
and only contains the far-left hand side of a column with its left-hand margin. The fact
that the addition spans at least two full lines and that no marks of correction are visible
indicates that 4Q82 likely read with the longer text of the LXX.
Reasonable evidence suggests that this difference derived from the scribal
process. First, this difference could be an instance where the LXX and 4Q78 preserve the
original reading against the MT. Fuller makes this suggestion; he claims that the MT
suffered from haplography from  אלוהיכהto העלותיכה. 473 Second, one could argue that the
472F

LXX is expansive and 4Q78 either copied from a text with this expansion or copied from
a text without it but conflated his text to include the longer reading of the LXX. 474 Both
473F

reasons would account for the differences as deriving from the scribal process. The fact
See table “4Q78: Description of variants” in appendix 2 for more details about the category
1 variants of 4Q78.
472
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Russell Fuller, “A Critical Note on Hosea 12:10 and 13:4,” Revue Biblique 98, no. 3 (1991):

474

Fuller sees this as an unlikely explanation in ibid, 356-57.

349, 352.
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that 4Q78 preserves only two omissions when compared against the other texts suggest
that 4Q78 may be a conflated text. 475
The second addition is found at F14:L10 (Frgs. 14-17:L10 [Joel 2:19]) and
concerns a supralinear correction against the majority of texts. The addition is ^^ואכלתמה
“ [ושבעתמ]הand you will eat and be filled” while the MT simply reads “ ְשׂבַ ﬠְ תֶּ םand you
will be satisfied.” The passage describes how God will show mercy to his people. Instead
of setting the name of his people as a reproach, he will send grain, new wine, and oil that
his people might be satisfied (MT). 4Q78 reads “that you will eat and that you will be
satisfied.” This addition is likely a case of harmonization since the combination of the
verbal forms “ אכלto eat” and “ שׂבעto be satisfied” is a common word-pair found
throughout the OT. 476 Moreover, Joel 2:26 describes that God will show mercy to Israel
by sending them grain, new wine, and oil (2:24). Then, God’s people will indeed eat and
be satisfied (2:26). This addition further echoes Deuteronomy 11:14-15 in stating that
covenantal obedience results in gathering �“ ְד ָגנֶ� וְ ִ ֽתירֹ ְשׁ� וְ יִ צְ הָ ֶרyour grain and your new
wine and you oil” (v.14) and in stating that ָ“ וְ אָכַלְ תָּ וְ שָׂ ָ ֽבעתּand you will eat and be
satisfied.” Therefore, the addition is a harmonization.
The third addition occurs at F20:L2 (Frgs. 18-20:L13 [Joel 4:18]) and concerns
the supralinear addition of ^" ^כולall.” 4Q78 reads “ והשקה [את ^כול^ נחל השט]יםand
irrigate] the entire valley of Shitt[im,” while the MT reads “ וְ הִ ְשׁקָ ה אֶ ת־נַחַ ל הַ ִשּׁ ִטּיand irrigate
the valley of Shittim.” The difference interprets the MT by clarifying that all of the valley
of Shittim will be irrigated by the fountain from the house of the Lord (2:18).
The fourth addition again concerns a supralinear correction. This addition is
found at F19:L3 (Frgs. 18-20:L14 [Joel 4:19]). 4Q78 reads ואדום[ ]ל[מדבר ^ ֯למדבר^ שממ]ה
See the section “Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q78’s Textual Tradition.” Sungjim Kim
suggests that 4Q78 may be a conflated text in Sungjim Kim, “Is the Masoretic Text Still a Reliable Primary
Text for the Book of Hosea,” Bulletin for Biblical Research 28, no. 1 (2018): 44-45.
475
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Fuller, “The Minor Prophets Manuscripts,” 85.
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“and Edom will exist] as a wilderness, a desolate ^wilderness^,” whereas the MT reads
“ ֶו ֱאדוֹם לְ ִמ ְדבַּ ר ְשׁמָ מָ ה ִ ֽתּ ְהיֶהAnd Edom will exist as a desolate wilderness.” The addition
alters the syntax so that 4Q78 modifies [“ ]ל[מדברas] a desert” with an appositional clause
“ ^ ֯למדבר^ שממ]הas a desolate wilderness[s,” while the MT simply modifies  לְ ִמ ְדבַּ רwith a
genitive “ ְשׁמָ מָ הdesolation” without recourse to apposition. The difference is slight and
could have derived from a case of dittography. Perhaps 4Q78 represents a more emphatic
construction by means of repeating the prepositional phrase.
The fifth addition is found at F18:L1-2 (Frgs. 18-20:L1-2 [Joel 4:6b-8]). This
addition is part of a longer correction no longer preserved that attempted to correct an
original omission that spanned parts of Joel 4:6-9. An original omission likely existed
since the end of line 1 of fragment 18 is preserved and corresponds to Joel 4:6 while the
end of line 2 of fragment 18 is preserved and corresponds to Joel 4:9. 477 Spatial
considerations, therefore, indicate a large-scale omission possibly caused by
homoioteleuton of  בניof 4:6 and  בניof 4:8, as suggested by Cross. 478 Nonetheless, the
presence of text written in the left margin of line 1, as noted by Cross, 479 and above line
2, demonstrates that this omission was corrected, either in part or in full. 480 Although the
extent of this correction is not knowable, the presence of ^ ^צב[אות דברwritten above the
line does demonstrate that the correction involves one variant from the MT. Namely, the
MT of Joel 4:8 read “ יְ הוָה ִדּבֵּ רthe Lord has spoken,” but 4Q78 read ^^“ ^צב[אות דברof
ho]sts has spoken^” so that the difference is likely an expansion of a divine title, a minor
difference.
477

Fuller, “4QXIIc,” 245.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.

Unfortunately, the majority of line 1 and line 2 are not preserved. In addition, the entire righthand margin is no longer extent. Thus, the extent to which the scribe corrected the text cannot be known.
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4Q78 further preserves five category 2 substitutions. The first and second
substitution are found at F12:L4 (Frgs. 10-12:L7 [Joel 1:17]). 4Q78 reads עפ^ש^ו פורות
“the heifers decay” 481 whereas the MT reads “ ﬠָבְ שׁוּ פְ רֻ דוֹתthose things that are separated
shrivel.” The first difference concerns the reading of 4Q78  עפ^ש^וagainst the MT’s  ָﬠבְ שׁוּ.
This difference was likely unintentional: a scribal error either arising on graphic or
phonological grounds. 482 However, it could also be described as intentional possibly due to
unfamiliarity with the root עבשׁ, since this root is a hapax in the OT and never occurs at
Qumran or in rabbinic literature. 4Q78’s transcription of “ עפ^ש^וdecay,” although also
uncommon (it never occurs in the OT and only here at Qumran), is used in rabbinic
literature to mean “to grow moldy, to decay.” 483 However, the similarity between the
forms graphically points to an unintentional change. Notice also that the Vulgate
interprets the text like 4Q78 by transcribing conputruerunt “they have rotted,” whereas
the Targum appears to follow the MT by reading תמ ִסיאוּ
ְ “ ִאthey are melted.” 484 This
483F

difference likely derived from the scribal process.
The second substitution in this clause is 4Q78’s reading “ פורותheifers” for the
MT’s “ פְ רֻ דוֹתthose things that are separated.” On the one hand, the reading of the MT is
either a qal passive participle from the root “ פרדto separate” or a noun built of a qal
passive form “i.e., seed or dried figs.” 485 On the other hand, the reading of 4Q78 likely
48F

refers to cows: a reading supported by the LXX (i.e., δαμάλεις “heifers” and Vulgate
4Q78’s reading is highly enigmatic. The translation provided is that of Abegg, Flint, and
Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 429
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(i.e., iumenta “beasts of burden”). The reading again likely derived from the scribal
process: graphic confusion or interpretation.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F14:L3 (Frgs. 14-17:L3 [Joel
2:13]). 4Q78 reads גדיכ]מה
֯
“your young kid goats,” while the MT reads “ בִּ גְ דֵ יכֶםyour
garments.” This difference likely derived from a simple scribal error: omission of a
single letter. 486 The scribe, according to Fuller’s transcriptions, writes a single letter
above the line four times which likely demonstrates that the scribe committed parablepsis
of one letter on more than one occasion. 487 The internal evidence too supports seeing this
difference as an example of parablepsis since the verb “ קרעto tear” never takes the object
 גְּ ִדיin the OT 488 in the non-biblical DSS, 489 or in the Mishna. 490
The next category 2 substitution is found at F21:L4 (Frgs. 21-23:L4 [Amos
2:16]). 4Q78 reads “ ומוצאthe one who finds,” while the MT reads אַמּיץ
ִ ְ“ וhe who is strong.”
Again, graphic confusion is a likely explanation for this variant since each reading shares
the same consonants albeit substitution of yod/vav. Fuller suggests that the reading of 4Q78
is the result of unintentional metathesis or intentional metathesis because of confusion of
the idiom. 491 As Fuller notes, the idiom אַמּיץ לִ בּוֹ
ִ ְ“ וstrong of his heart” only occurs here in
Amos 2:16 to denote courage or strength. 492 Thus, the rarity of this idiom and the graphic
491F
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David J. A. Clines, ed., The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew: Sade-Resh, vol. 7 (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 2010), s.v. “קרע.“
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Martin G. Abegg, Dead Sea Scrolls Non-Biblical Texts, Accordance Bible Software
(Langley, BC Canada: Oak Tree Software, 2009).
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Martin G. Abegg, Mishna (Kaufmann), version 3.2, Accordance Bible Software (Langley,
BC Canada: Oak Tree Software, 2009).
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Fuller, “The Minor Prophets Manuscripts,” 93.

David J. A. Clines, ed., The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew: Beth-Waw, vol. 2 (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), s.v. “לֵב.“ Notice that Ps 27:14 uses the verbal form of the root  אמץto
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similarly demonstrates that this difference likely derived from the scribal process. 493
Another category 2 substitution is preserved at F31:L2 (Frgs. 30-33:L9 [Amos
7:8]). 4Q78 reads ] ֯מתי
֯ “ ֯שI set,” whereas the MT reads (“ שָׂ םI) am a setter.” 4Q78 has
substituted a participle for a perfect verb. While 4Q78 declares an action to have
occurred—God has “set” the plumb-line (4Q78)—the MT’s use of a participle is highly
descriptive: God is a setter of the plumb-line. 494 Thus, the substitution shifts the focus.
493F

Category 3. 4Q78 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q78’s
Textual Tradition
Several concluding comments should be considered when assessing the
variants preserved in 4Q78. First, many of the differences appear to derive from scribal
error. This is evident at F29:L3 (Frgs. 24-29, 48:L10 [Amos 4:2]) where the reading
 בסופודis unintelligible. Fuller’s discussion of this variant suggests that the scribe may
have intended  סיפותa plural of “ סַ ףbasin” and, thus, substituted dentals. 495 Moreover, the
49F

fact that the versions support the MT, not 4Q78, 496 further supports understanding this
495F

reading as a scribal error. Other possible examples of scribal error include the difference
preserved at F12:L4 (Frgs. 10-12:L7 [Joel 1:17]) where either graphic or phonological
confusion may have led to an interchange of a bet and a pe. Graphic similarity could also
be the reason for the differences at F12:L4 (Frgs. 10-12:L7 [Joel 1:17]) and F21:L4 (Frgs.
21-23:L4 [Amos 2:16]). Second, the text preserves a high proportion of scribal
denote courage: � ֶ“ וְ יַאֲ מֵ ץ לִ בּand let your heart be strong.”
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intervention. Fuller claims that 4Q78 has at least twelve supralinear insertions 497 while
Tov indicates that 4Q78 possesses thirteen instances of scribal intervention (e.g,
supralinear corrections, deletions, erasures, and reshaping of letters). 498 One should note
that among these interventions is the correction of one large omission likely caused by
parablepsis, and one large scale erasure found on F18:L4. Third, one difference appears
to derive from the scribe skipping one letter, an error made by the scribe on more than
this occasion (see the examples of supralinear corrections of just one letter above the
line). 499 Fourth, it is possible to read the supralinear correction at F19:L3 (Frgs. 18-20:L14
[Joel 4:19]) as a case of dittography. Thus, ample evidence suggests that 4Q78 contains
several scribal errors and perhaps suggests that the manuscript was poorly copied.
In addition to noting that the text was perhaps copied poorly, it is also important
to note that the text is generally fuller than the MT. Overall, when one accounts for all
category 1, 2, and 3 variants, the text preserves eight additions, only two omissions (both
concern the omission of a conjunctive vav while one original omission was corrected
above the line), and eleven substitutions. This fact suggests that the scribe was more
prone to expanding his text rather than omitting it.
This tendency may account for the scribe including the longer reading of the
LXX at Hosea 13:4 and might present an alternative proposal to Fuller’s suggestion that
4Q78 is directly related to the LXX. Contrary to Fuller, it is possible that the scribe of
4Q78 copied from a text belonging to the Masoretic tradition, but made various types of
additions (e.g., interpretations based on context and conflated readings from separate texts)
497
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
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to produce a fuller text. This suggestion is supported by the fact that 4Q78 only preserves
two omissions when compared to the textual evidence: two omissions of a conjunctive
vav against the MT, very minor differences. 500 Thus, 4Q78 may be a conflated text. 501
Thus, based on the nature of the manuscript and the overarching statistical
relationship between this text and the MT, one can reasonable categorize what remains of
4Q78 as belonging to the Masoretic tradition. 502
Table 26. The statistical relationship between 4Q78 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q78 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
503

25

95.03%

15

97.02%

0

100%

4Q79
4Q79 (4QXIId) is preserved as two joined fragments containing Hosea 1:62:5. 503 Fuller describes the script as difficult to date since is preserves several unique
forms while also evidencing archaic and younger forms. 504 He suggests dating the text to
The Targum has a slightly longer reading than 4Q78 at Joel 2:11. Whereas 4Q78 reads וּמי
ִ
“ יְ כִ ילֶנּוּand who can endure it,” the Targum reads “ וּמַ ן יָכוֹל לְ סוֹבָ רוּתֵ יהand who is able to bear it.” However,
the difference between the Targum and 4Q78 should not be classified as an omission but a substitution. The
Targum transcribes the verb “ יכלto be able” not “ כולto endure” like the MT and 4Q78. The Targum needs
an infinitive to complete the meaning of the verb, which is not the case with the verb “ כולto endure.” In fact,
the verb “ כולto endure” never takes an infinitive to complete its meaning in the OT or the non-biblical-DSS.
500

501

45.

See Kim, “Is the Masoretic Text Still a Reliable Primary Text for the Book of Hosea,” 44-

Sixty words are transcribed by Fuller in Fuller, “4QXIIc,” 237-51, which depend on
insufficient manuscript evidence. These words are excluded from the total word count.
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the end of the first half of the first century BC. 505 Moreover, Fuller describes the
orthography as idiosyncratic in that a yod is omitted twice where the MT has it and is
added once while omitting an aleph four times. 506
Scholars debate the textual tradition of 4Q79. On the one hand, Fuller
classifies the text as close to the proto-Masoretic tradition, 507 while Tov cautiously
classifies the text as non-aligned. 508 Lange lists 4Q79 as a manuscript too damaged for
classification 509 as does Brooke. 510
Description and Categorization
of the Variants
Four differences listed by Fuller are not discussed in the following section
since these forms can be reasonably described as synonymous to the reading of the MT.
Three of these differences concern the omission of a quiescent aleph, including the
puzzling form “ הרץthe land” for the MT’s אָרץ
ֶ ָ“ הthe land” at F2:L4 (Frgs. 1-2:L9 [Hos
2:2]). 511 The fourth difference likely represents a sere of a niphal imperfect plene at
510F

F1:L6 (Frgs. 1-2:L6 [Hos 2:1]). 512
51F
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One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editor, or to the
exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided here. The first
refence given is the reference to the fragment number and corresponding line of the fragment while the
second reference is that of the fragments which make up the reconstructed column and the corresponding
reconstructed line number.
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Category 1. 4Q79 does not preserve category 1 variants.
Category 2. 4Q79 preserves two category 2 variants. The first is found at F2:L2
(Frgs. 1-2:L1 [Hos 2:1]) and concerns the substitution of voice. 4Q70 reads יומר
֯
“and he
used to say” a qal imperfect with a quiescent aleph, while the MT reads a niphal imperfect
“ ֵיאָמֵ רand it used to be said.” The interchange of voice is slight.
The exact description of the next variant preserved at F2:L7 (Frgs. 1-2:L12
[Hos 2:4]) is unclear due to the fragmentary nature of the text. 4Q79 reads זנוניה מבי]ן פניה
[ .“ ונאפופיה מבין שדיהher prostitutions from betwe[en her face and her adulteries from
between her breasts . . .],” while the MT reads ָ“ זְנוּנֶיהָ ִמ ָפּנֶיה וְ נַאֲפוּ ֶפיהָ ִמבֵּ ין שָׁ דֶ יהher
prostitutions from before her and her adulteries from between her breasts.” Fuller notes
that this difference could either be explained as a transposition of clauses, a variant text
(i.e., omission caused by parablepsis), or a scribal error (i.e., graphic or phonetic
confusion of bet with pe). 513 Unfortunately, the poor state of the text prohibits a clearer
512F

description of the difference. 514
513F

Category 3. 4Q79 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q79’s
Textual Tradition
4Q79 is poorly preserved, and thus, conclusions about the textual tradition of
this text must be made cautiously. Nonetheless, the text preserves only two category 2
variants while maintaining a high statistical relationship with the MT. Moreover, one of
the category 2 variants can reasonably be described as deriving either from parablepsis or
513

Fuller, “4QXIId,” 256.

This variant will be given one-point value in the statistics as if the variant was a
transposition even though the exact identity of the variant is impossible to know. This approach accounts
for a variant but approaches the difference conservatively.
514
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graphic/phonological confusion. This fact coupled with the phenomenon of omitting four
alephs may indicate that the text was poorly copied. 515 Thus, this evidence indicates that
4Q79 can reasonably be grouped as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Table 27. The statistical relationship between 4Q79 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q79 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
39
2
94.87%
2
94.87%
0
100%

4Q80
4Q80 (4QXIIe) preserves portions of Haggai and Zechariah in twenty-five
fragments, seven of which are unidentifiable. 516 Fuller describes the script as consisting of
elements from the semi-cursive tradition, the semiformal tradition, and the formal tradition.
He summarizes the script as either a semiformal or formal hand of the late Hasmonaean
period, ca. 75-50 BC; Fuller describes the orthography as slightly fuller than the MT
since it always marks ā to ō and u to ō, 517 whereas Tov identifies the orthography as
corresponding to QSP. 518 Fuller further notes the presence of four supralinear corrections,
three of which derive from the original hand, multiple cases of erasure, and one example
of text written down a left margin. 519
515

The omission of the aleph at F2:L4 (F1-2:L9 [Hos 2:2]) coincides with a pausal form in the
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Russell E. Fuller, ed., “4QXIIe,” in Ulrich et al., Qumrân Cave 4: The Prophets, 257.
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Ibid.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
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Fuller, “4QXIIe,” 259.
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Scholars debate the proper classification of 4Q80. Fuller, for example, argues
that 4Q80 “stands very close to the textual tradition represented by LXX.” 520 Tov,
however, disagrees. He lists 4Q80 as non-aligned. 521 Brooke, like Tov, identifies the text
as non-aligned and notes that the text does not appear to agree with the LXX in any
significant variant. 522 Lange classifies 4Q80 as a proto-Masoretic text, 523 while García
Martínez claims that the text agrees with the MT in most cases. 524
Description and Categorization
of the Variants
Fuller lists six differences between the MT and 4Q80 that are not considered in
the following discussions and statistics because they either represent synonymous forms
or depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. Four differences listed as variants
represent mere orthographic differences. These differences occur at F10:L9 (Frgs. 813:L13 [Zech 3:9]), F17:L1 (Zech 8:6), F18:L2 (Zech 12:8), and F18:L3 (Zech 12:9). 525
Two further differences depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. The first difference
is found at F15:L5 (Frgs. 14-15:L12 [Zech 6:5]). 526
520

Fuller, “The Text of the Twelve Minor Prophets,” 85.

521

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
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Brooke, “The Twelve Minor Prophets,” 24.

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55. Lange classifies texts that deviate less than 2 percent from
the medieval MT as proto-Masoretic. See this definition in ibid., 53-54.
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García Martínez, “The Text of the XII Prophets,” 109.

One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editor, or to the
exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided here. The first
refence given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while the
second reference is that of the fragments which make up the reconstructed column and the corresponding
reconstructed line number.
525

Fuller reads “ אדוןLord” like the MT, but argues that traces of the prior letter remain which
do not correspond to the MT. See Fuller’s discussion of this variant in Fuller, “4QXIIe,” 263. Nonetheless,
the traces in question appear to belong not to the prior word, but to the first letter of this word: the aleph.
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The second variant that depends on insufficient evidence is highly complex
and is preserved at F14:L2 (Frgs. 14-15:L2 [Zech 5:9]). 4Q80 reads {{] }}ואש[אה עיני
^]ואר[אה^ והנה
֯
“[and I lif]ted my eyes ^and I saw^ and behold,” while the MT reads וָאֶ שָּׂ א
“ ֵﬠינַי וָאֵ ֶרא וְ ִהנֵּהand I lifted up my eyes and I saw and behold.” The poor state of the text
complicates the analysis of the supralinear correction and the cancelation dots
(cancelation dots are marked by the brackets {}). Regarding the supralinear correction, a
possible aleph and a he are all that remain. These letters could either represent the
originally omitted “ ואראהand I saw” of the MT or they could represent the verb ואשאה
“and I lifted up” originally present in the text, but now marked out by cancelation dots. 527
The supralinear correction appears to derive from a second hand on paleographic grounds,
but an adequate explanation of the correction remains elusive. 528 Regarding the cancelation
of “ ואש[אה עיניand I lifted up my eyes,” one is unable to determine if they derived from
the first or a subsequent hand. 529 The cancelation of  ואש[אה עיניby either the first or
second hand would represent a unique and peculiar reading unless the scribe committed
dittography when writing עיני ואש[אה. This explanation is speculative but demonstrates
that a clear understanding of these corrections eludes modern readers: the text is too
poorly preserved. 530
529F

Category 1. 4Q80 further preserves three category 1 variants. There is one
addition of an interrogative he at F17:L1 (Zech 8:6), a substitution of gender at F15:L1
Cancelation dots function to delete the dotted words according to Tov, Scribal Practices
and Approaches, 189.
527

differences.
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Fuller, “4QXIIe,” 263.
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Ibid.
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See the table “4Q80: Description of variants” in appendix 2 for more details about these
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(Frgs. 14-15:L8 [Zech 6:1]), and a further substitution of a synonymous lexical root at
F15:L3 (Frgs. 14-15:L10 [Zech 6:3]). 531
Category 2. 4Q80 preserves one category 2 variant. This variant is an
omission, and it is preserved at F3:L5 (Zech 1:6). It concerns the omission of the
prepositional phrase “ לָנוּto us” of the MT. The difference results in 4Q80 being more
implicit than the MT. Whereas the MT reads, “Just as the Lord of hosts has purposed to
do to us” 4Q80 reads [just as the Lord of ho]st[s has purposed] to [d]o.”
Category 3. 4Q80 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q80’s
Textual Tradition
4Q80 can be reasonably grouped as a text belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
As noted, the manuscript contains several differences that concern synonymous spellings
while only preserving three category 1 variants and one category 2 variant. The fact that
4Q80 has a high degree of scribal intervention is one further fact that should be accounted
for when classifying the textual tradition of 4Q80 since scribal intervention may indicate
careless copying. 532 These interventions include additions made above the line, corrections
made in the margin, and omissions made by erasing and cancelation dots. Thus, the high
degree of correspondence between 4Q80 and the MT, and the fact that most differences
are minor, indicate that 4Q80 can reasonably be grouped as belonging to the Masoretic
tradition.
531

differences.

See the table “4Q80: Description of cariants” in appendix 2 for more details about these

One correction per ten lines indicates a high degree of scribal intervention according to
Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 253. Tov claims that 4Q80 has an average of one correction per
every eight lines. Ibid., 334.
532
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Table 28. The statistical relationship between 4Q80 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q80 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
166
5
96.99%
2
98.80%
0
100%

4Q82
4Q82 (4QXIIg) poorly preserves portions of Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah,
Micah, Nahum, possibly Habakkuk, Zephaniah, and Zechariah in approximately 100
identifiable fragments. 533 Fuller describes that the poor state of preservation results in
several difficult problems:
First, many fragments consist of multiple layers of the scroll stuck on top of each
other. Some of these have deteriorated in such a way that adjacent letters do not
necessarily belong to the same word but may derive from different layers, different
revolutions of the scroll as it lay prior to deterioration. Secondly, on some fragments
the ink of one layer has impressed itself in mirror image on the verso of the layer
that lay above it. Thirdly, the writing on most of the fragments is illegible to the
unaided eye, and thus direct work on the original manuscript in the museum often
does not offer the correctives it usually does to work based on the photographs. 534
Fuller describes the script of 4Q82 as a late Hasmonean or early Herodian
formal hand from the last third of the first century BC. 535 Fuller describes the orthography
533

Fuller, “4QXIIe,” in Ulrich et al., Qumrân Cave 4: The Prophets, 271-318.

Ibid., 271. Due to the extremely poor state in which 4Q82 is preserved, the transcriptions
provided by Fuller are accepted here. Thus, all transcriptions denoted by him as probable or certain are
accepted as valid whereas readings that depend mainly on possible letters, as indicated by Fuller, are not
accepted here. Citations of the texts here, therefore, follow the column, fragment, and line numbers
provided by Fuller in ibid., 271-318. In the citations, “Greek letters are used to designate the layers of a
given fragment with ‘α’ signifying the lowest visible layer with identifiable text, ‘β’ indicating the next
visible layer with identifiable text lying above ‘α’, and so on.” Ibid., 274-75. Fuller states that more layers
of leather may have intervened between the sequence ‘α-β-γ’ in ibid., 275. Moreover, the terms recto and
verso are used in the following citations. When referring to leather, recto refers to the “hairy, usually
inscribed side, while the verso indicates the uninscribed flesh side. Here also [as with identifying the recto
verses the verso side of papyri] the distinction is sometimes hard to make, and some scholars call any
inscribed surface ‘recto,’ even if it happens to be the flesh side.” See Tov, Scribal Practices and
Approaches, 68-9.
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Fuller, “4QXIIg,” 272.
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as “somewhat fuller than that of the MT.” 536 Tov suggests that the writing practice of
4Q82 might belong to QSP.537 The text, according to Fuller, is a carefully copied
manuscript exhibiting few errors with only nine corrections made by the original scribe
(six corrections agree with the MT while three disagree). 538 Tov agrees with Fuller that
4Q82 preserves nine instances of scribal intervention, which amounts to an intervention
every thirty-eight lines. 539 Since Fuller estimates approximately 30 lines per column, this
text on average would preserve less than one correction per column. 540
Scholars debate the textual tradition of 4Q82. Fuller describes the textual
tradition as closer to the MT than the LXX. 541 Similarly, Lange lists 4Q82 as a semiMasoretic text. 542 More specifically, he categorized 4Q82 as an editorial text. 543 García
Martínez too states that 4Q82 agrees generally with the MT. 544 Tov, however, lists 4Q82
as textually non-aligned 545 as does Brooke. 546
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Fuller, “The Text of the Twelve Minor Prophets,” 86.

See Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55. A semi-Masoretic text is a text that is close to the MT,
but deviates more than 2 percent from it. For this definition, see ibid., 54.
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Lange defines an editorial text as a text “in which one or more scribes alter a parent text
intentionally to improve its linguistics and stylistic quality and to achieve coherence,” and further states,
“Editorial work concerns mostly small textual changes typical of modern copyediting.” Armin Lange,
“4QXIIg (4Q82) as an Editorial Text,” Textus 26 (2016): 1-2.
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Description and Categorization
of the Variants
Seventeen of the differences listed by Fuller are not included in the following
statistics and discussions. Eight of these differences concern words that are only possible
readings according to Fuller’s transcriptions. 547 Moreover, seven differences depend on
sufficient manuscript evidence, yet can reasonably be described as synonymous forms
and spellings of the same word. One further difference concerns an unintelligible reading
classified as a scribal error here. Last, two differences are not discussed in this section
because they concern kethiv/qere. 548
Category 1. Once these readings are removed from the discussion, twelve
variants remain that belong to category 1, including five additions, one omission, and six
substitutions. 549
Category 2. There are three category 2 additions, six category 2 substitutions,
three category 2 variant whose description is unclear, and two more complex variants.
The first and second additions concern elaborations on the divine name. The
additions found at Frgs. 52β, 53β, 54β, 56β, 59-60 verso, 61 verso-64:L1 (Amos 7:8), and
L14 (Amos 7:17), read “ ]אד[ו֯ ני יה]והLord Yahweh,” while the MT reads “ יְ הוָהYahweh.”
Lange suggests that the difference may further correspond to the use of the divine name
in Amos. 550 He suggests that the commonality of the phrase  ֲאדֹ נָי יְ הוִ הcould have caused
these changes. 551 This may be true since this phrase is common, but the designation of
50F

For a detailed discussion about these readings and those that follow, see table “4Q82:
Description of variants” in appendix 2.
547
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For a list of the of these differences, see table “4Q82: Description of variants” in appendix 2.
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For a list of the category 1 variants, see table “4Q82: Description of variants” in appendix 2.

The name Yahweh is used here in translation in order to indicate the nature of the variant.
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Lange, “4QXIIg (4Q82) as an Editorial Text,” 21-22.
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God as merely “ יְ הוָהYahweh” is also common. Thus, the difference may merely indicate
that the scribe tended to add material rather than omit it.
The third addition is found at Frgs. 78ii, 82-87:L6 (Jonah 2:7 [Eng., 6]). 4Q82
reads“ ֯חיׄ י נפשיmy life, my soul,” while the MT reads “ חַ יַּיmy life.” The difference simply
further describes “ חַ יַּיmy life” by identifying it also as “ נפשיmy soul.” The noun ֶנפֶשׁ
occurs in the MT in Jonah 2:6 [Eng., 5] and 8 [Eng., 7], and in both instances, the soul is
described graphically as dying: “The waters surrounded me unto the soul,” while Jonah
2:8 [Eng., 7] says while “my soul was feeble beside me.” After describing the soul in
terms of judgment and death, Jonah states that his deliverance concerned his “life,” not
“soul.” Thus, the immediate context provides fertile ground for the addition. 552 The
51F

difference is likely a harmonization to the immediate context.
The first category 2 substitution is found at Frgs. 52β, 53β, 54β, 56β, 59-60
verso, 61 verso-64:L2 (Amos 7:8). 4Q82 reads יהוה
ׄ “Yahweh,” while the MT reads ֲאדֹ נָי
“the Lord.” The difference is minor, but may correspond to the how Amos depicts the
divine name. 553 On the one hand, depicting God as merely “ ֲאדֹ נָיthe Lord” occurs only
three times in the MT of Amos (i.e., 7:7, 8; 9:1), whereas denoting God as only יְ הוָה
“Yahweh” occurs eight times in Amos 1 alone. This difference, therefore, harmonizes
this occurrence to its wider usage.
The second category 2 substitution is found at Frgs. 70-75:L10 (Obad 4). 4Q82
reads “ תשיםyou will put,” while the MT reads “ ִשׂיםto put.” The difference is likely a
harmonization made to the immediate context since the verb parallel to the variant in
question is a second person imperfect (i.e., ַ“ תַּ גְ בִּ יהּyou are high”). The fact that the tav is
made in the right-hand margin of 4Q82 made by the original scribe suggests that the
552

Lange, “4QXIIg (4Q82) as an Editorial Text,” 25.

Lange offers a similar explanation for the other two instances where variants concern the
divine name. Ibid., 21-22.
553
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imperfect form is an intentional correction made after the word was written, likely
because of a desire to harmonize the text. 554
The third substitution is not listed by Fuller in his variant column but is found
at Frgs. 72ii, 82-87 (Jonah 2:10 [Eng., 9]). 555 The difference is minor, but one of
emphasis. 4Q82 reads a regular first-person imperfect form “ ׄאשלםI will repay,” while the
MT reads a cohortative “ אֲ שַׁ לֵּמָ הI will repay!” The difference between a first-person
imperfect and forms with the afformative he is blurred in Qumran Hebrew, but as Qimron
mentions, these forms are not entirely interchangeable. 556 In fact, the usage of the
5F

cohortative form increases drastically in Qumran Hebrew, so if these variants merely
represented synonymous forms, one would expect the MT to read a simple imperfect and
the Qumran text to read the form with the afformative. Since the reverse is true here, the
forms likely represent a variant although this may be a case of hyper-correction. The
difference may be one of emphasis.
The fourth category 2 substitution is found at Frgs. 88-91i:L2 (Jonah 4:6) and
again concerns the divine name. This time 4Q82 reads יהוה
֯ “ אדוניthe Lord Yahweh,”
while the MT reads ֱ�הים
ִ “ יְ הוָה־אthe Lord God.” As with the other variants concerning the
divine name, this difference also appears to result from harmonization. The phrase ֲאדֹ נָי
 יְ הוִ הappears twenty-five times in the MT Minor Prophets. 557 In the MT Minor Prophets,
if the author wanted to elaborate further on the divine title by adding a genitive, either a
pronominal suffix (i.e., the Lord your God) or a noun (i.e., the Lord God of hosts), then
the author did not use  ֲאדֹ נָי יְ הוִ ה, but a form of  יְ הוָה אֱ�הִ יםplus a pronominal suffix or
Fuller, “4QXIIg,” 309, notes that the tav is likely a correction made by the original scribe
since the tav is written well into the right margin.
554
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Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §311.122.
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genitive. In the Minor Prophets, the only time  יְ הוָה אֱ�הִ יםis used without a genitive is
here. Thus, the reading of 4Q82 is likely a case of harmonization.
The fifth category 2 substitution is preserved at Frgs. 91ii, 93-94i:L9 (Mic 2:3).
4Q82 reads צוא[רותיהם
֯
“their [nec]ks,” while the MT reads ארֹ תֵ יכֶם
ֽ ְ“ צַ וּyour necks.” The
passage discusses God’s indictment against this wicked family (i.e., God’s people). This
family is described with third person subjects and pronominal suffixes in verses 1-3a of
the MT. After the athnach of verse 3, however, the same subject is described as second
person subjects in the MT. This substitution, therefore, harmonizes the person (i.e., 4Q82
represents the people as a third person entity, not a second person) to its immediate context.
However, this explanation is weakened by the subsequent second person verb, which is
partially preserved in 4Q82 תל ֯כ]ו
֯ “ ולואand you shall not walk,” not “and he/they shall not
walk.” In light of this fact, Lange suggests that the text evidences unsystematic
grammatical updating. 558 This explanation is possible, but could the scribe also have
57F

confused the het and the kap of this substitution on phonological grounds? 559
58F

The sixth category 2 variant is found at F104:L2 (Zech 10:12). 4Q82 reads
[“ ובשמו יתהל[לוand they will bo]ast [in his name],” while the MT reads “ וּבִ ְשׁמוֹ יִ ְתהַ ָלּכוּthey
shall walk in his name.” On the one hand, the change could be interpretative. The MT
reads, “They will walk in the name of the Lord;” this usage is obviously figurative. 4Q82’s
substitution, therefore, may simply be interpreting the figurative meaning of the MT. On
the one hand, if the verb of 4Q82 is “ הללpraise, boast,” then it is important to note that it
often takes the noun “ שֵׁ םname” as an object (e.g., Joel 2:26; Ps 74:21; 113:1; 135:1;
148:2, 5, 13; 149:3) or a form of the prepositional phrase ( בְּ שֵׁ םe.g., Ps 105:3; 1 Chron
558

Lange, “4QXIIg (4Q82) as an Editorial Text,” 26-27.

A category 1 variant concerns a change in number at Frgs. 91ii, 93-94i:L10 (Mic 2:4), which
Lange suggests also derives from grammatical editing. This explanation too is possible, but the parallel verb
is no longer preserved. Therefore, we cannot be certain about the exact nature of this change.
559
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16:10). On the other hand, the combination of the verb “ הלךto walk” with the object שֵׁ ם
“name” occurs once at 2 Chronicles 26:8, but in a different context while the combination
of  הלךwith the prepositional phrase  בְּ שֵׁ םoccurs twice in Micah 4:5. Thus, the difference
may be interpretive. 560
59F

Three further variants whose exact description remains unclear are preserved
in 4Q82. The first variant that belongs to this category is found at Frgs. 52β, 53β, 54β,
56β, 59-60 verso, 61 verso-64:L12 (Amos 7:15). 4Q82 reads “ ו֯ י֯ ֯אמר יה]והand the Lord
said,” while the MT reads “ ַויּ ֹאמֶ ר אֵ לַי יְ הוָהand the Lord said to me.” The difference could
be an omission as suggested by Fuller 561 and Lange, 562 but this difference could also be a
560F

561F

case of transposition. Lange notes the peculiarity of positioning the prepositional phrase
prior to the subject and suggests that this peculiar word order lead to the phrase’s
omission. 563 This is possible, but this same argument suggests transposition of the
562F

prepositional phrase. The fragmentary nature of the line precludes certainty about this
variant.
The exact nature of the variant at Frgs. 19β· 27-30α, 31 verso-32:L:16 (Hos
12:10) is also unclear: it could either be an addition or a substitution. 4Q82 may read כימי
[מעלכה ׄמ ׄע ֯ד
֯ “[as in the days] when I brought you up to the appointed time/feast,” 564 whereas
the MT reads “ כִּ ימֵ י מוֹ ֵﬠדas in the days of the appointed time.” The entire verse of the MT
reads, “I am the Lord your God from the land of Egypt. I will cause you to dwell again in
It should also be noted that the readings are closely related graphically. In fact, these two
letters are similar in most square scripts minus the fact that the lamed extends above the line. Textual
damage (e.g., peeled leather) or slightly smudged ink could have obscured the reading.
560
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Fuller, “4QXIIg,” 306.
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Lange, “4QXIIg (4Q82) as an Editorial Text,” 12-13.
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It is possible that the prepositional phrase  כימיwas not originally found in 4Q82.
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tents as in the days of the appointed time/feast.” Regardless of whether the variant is an
addition or a substitution,565 both texts connect Israel’s future of dwelling in tents to their
past. The MT does this by stating that their future in tents will be as the days of the
appointed feast/time, while 4Q82 does this by stating that their future in tents will be like
when God brought them up to the appointed time/feast. Thus, although the exact nature
of the variant is unclear, both texts appear to connect the passage more closely to the
Exodus image already evident in the verse. 566
Lange argues that this change is interpretative and was occasioned by the
ambiguity of the MT and Psalm 81:11:
The 4QXIIg-text was most probably influenced by Ps 81:11 in reading מעלכה.
֯ The
MT-text of Hos 12:10 was difficult to understand in late Second Temple period. The
phrase  כימי מועדis relatively disconnected from the rest of the verse. Hos 12:10
threatens addresses that because of their crimes they will live in tents again, i.e. they
will suffer the same punishment as the desert generation did for its apostasy. The
adverbial addition ‘as in the days of the appointed festival ( )כימי מועדmakes no
sense in this context. Therefore the text of 4QXIIg substituted  כימי מועדwith  ֯מעלכהin
light of Ps 81:11. 567
56F

The considerable amount of textual overlap between Psalm 81:11 and Hosea 12:10 and
the difficulty of understanding the meaning of “the days of the appointed time/feast”
support Lange’s assertion, but this reasoning does not establish if 4Q82 originally
omitted the phrase כימי. It is possible that the text simply added “ ֯מעלכהwhen I brought
you up” for the interpretive reasons suggested by Lange.
565
Fuller, “4QXIIg,” 287, argues that spatial considerations suggest that 4Q82 did not preserve
the entire text of the MT. Thus, Lange, “4QXIIg (4Q82) as an Editorial Text,” 18, does not understand this
difference as an addition, but as a substitution: “ ֯מעלכהthat brought you up” substitutes for the MT’s “ כִּ ימֵ יas
in the days.” This suggestion is weakened by the fact that this line only preserve nine letters partially. This
fact plus the few letters needed to preserve the MT’s  כימיsuggest that such precision is elusive; simply, not
enough data remain to determine if this difference is an addition or a substitution. Contrary to Fuller and
Lange, Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich translate Hos 12:10 [Eng., 9] as an addition, not a substitution in Abegg,
Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 426.
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The third variant whose description is unclear is found at Frgs. 97 recto99i:L1 (Nah 2:9). 4Q82 reads ]מימיה
ׄ
“her days,” while the MT reads “ ִמימֵ י הִ יאfrom the
days, she is.” The exact identity of the reading of 4Q82 is uncertain since the text is
missing after the pronominal suffix—the text may substitute the MT’s personal pronoun
with the pronominal suffix (see LXX and Vulgate) or it may add the pronominal suffix
while keeping the pronoun. Moreover, the MT too is uncertain; not because of
fragmentary evidence, but due to syntactical peculiarity. 568
567 F

The MT reading, although difficult, can reasonably account for the divergent
readings of Nahum 2:9. The Targum reads “ ִמיוֹמֵ י קְ דַ ם ִהיאfrom ancient days, she is,”
interprets the difficulty of the MT by means of an addition (i.e., )קְ דַ ם. The LXX and
Vulgate are more complex but may likewise be the result of interpretation. The LXX
reads τὰ ὕδατα αὐτῆς “her waters” like the Vulgate which reads aquae eius “her waters.”
Among the differences between the LXX and the Vulgate against the MT is the fact that
the LXX and Vulgate substitute a genitive personal pronoun “her” for the personal
pronoun. 569 4Q82 reads like the LXX and the Vulgate in supplying a pronominal suffix.
This move could be occasioned by the reading of the MT; namely,  ִמימֵ יis in the construct
state, not the absolute state. Thus, this difference, although enigmatic at points, likely
derives from the difficult syntax of the MT.
The first more complex variant concerns an addition and a substitution and is
preserved at F19β, 27-30α, 31 verso-32:L5 (Hos 11:10). 4Q82 reads א[חריו ^] [י֯ הוה] [^ ׄיל ֯ך
וכא ֯ר]יה
֯ “after him, ^the Lord^ walks, and as a lion,” while the MT reads אַח ֲֵרי יְ הוָה יֵלְ כוּ
See Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, vol. 4, s.v. “יוֹם.“ See also Gesenius’
comment that Nah 2:9 “is evidently very corrupt,” in Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, 130dn3.
Although the MT reading is difficult, it is old as evident from MurXII which reads with the MT.
568

The LXX and Vulgate further disagree with the MT here in two other instances. First, these
texts understand the consonants  מיםas waters, not days. Second, these texts understand the consonants מים
as a nominative, not a genitive of a preposition.
569
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אַריֵה
ְ ְ“ כּafter the Lord, they walk; as a lion.” The differences between these texts concern
the addition of a pronominal suffix (i.e., )א[חריו, a substitution of the number of the
subject (the MT reads a plural subject and refers to Ephraim while 4Q82 is singular and
refers to the Lord), and an addition of a conjunctive vav. 570 On the one hand, the high
concentration of small changes that remain graphically similar to the MT suggest that the
differences arose from some type of graphic confusion, perhaps a damaged exemplar.
The fact that the text has few examples of scribal intervention, however, may suggest
otherwise. 571
The immediate context suggests that the difference is interpretative. These
differences may be a case of harmonization since the Lord is the subject of the prior two
verses and the verb that immediately proceeds the verb in question. Moreover, Hosea
11:7 states that God’s people turn from the Lord, not to him.
The sequence of events of verse 10 further suggest explaining this difference
as interpretative. The sequence of events of 4Q82, assuming the text reads like the MT
where missing, would have read, “The Lord walks [af]ter him (Ephraim) and as a li[on,
he roars. When he roars, then his sons tremble from the sea] (Hos 12:10).” The MT, on
the other hand, reads, “They walk after the Lord. He roars as a lion. When he roars, then
his sons tremble from the sea. (Hos 12:10).” The sequence of 4Q82 is smoother than the
MT since, on conceptual grounds, it makes sense that the Lord would go after his people,
roar, and then they would come to him (4Q82).
The second more complex variant concerns an addition and a substitution and
is preserved at Frgs. 47α ii, 50:L14 (Amos 5:15), and both differences appear to be
interpretative. The first difference is a substitution. 4Q82 reads נאנו
ׄ “ ׄשwe have hated,”
Although  יהוהwas originally omitted from the text, the original scribe likely made this
correction, and thus, it is possible that  יהוהwas in the scribe’s exemplar. In fact, Fuller argues that all nine
corrections were made by the original scribe, in Fuller, “4QXIIg,” 274.
570
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For a discussion of this variant, see Lange, “4QXIIg (4Q82) as an Editorial Text,” 15-16.
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while the MT reads “ ִשׂנְ אוּhate.” This difference is a change is aspect: the 4Q82 has a
first-person plural perfect while the MT reads an imperative. The second difference is an
addition. 4Q82 reads ׄיחננו
ׄ “he may be gracious to us,” while the MT reads “ ֶ ֽי ֱחנַןhe may be
gracious.” Lange notes that these two differences are interpretative. By means of
employing the first-person, both differences indicate that the scribe interpreted verse 15
as direct speech, a fact not entirely clear when reading the MT. 572
571F

Category 3. 4Q82 does not preserve category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q82’s
Textual Tradition
As the previous discussion demonstrates, the differences between 4Q82 and
the MT can reasonably be ascribed to the scribal process. Several other facts are
important to note when assessing the nature of these variants. First, the text is fuller than
the MT—from those differences that belong to category 1, 2, and 3, the text preserves
eight additions, twelve substitutions, two sets of complex variants, three unclear variants,
and only one sure omission. Second, the text has a tendency to interpret. Third, the text
preserves few instances of scribal intervention. In addition to these comments about the
nature of these variants, it is also important to note that 4Q82 and the MT share a high
statistical relationship. These factors indicate that 4Q82 can reasonably be classified as
belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Table 29. The statistical relationship between 4Q82 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q82 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
982
31
96.84%
18
98.17%
0
100%
572

Lange, “4QXIIg (4Q82) as an Editorial Text,” 21.
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Most of the Prophetic manuscripts from Qumran that Emanuel Tov identifies
as exclusively belonging to the non-aligned category should be classified as preserving
the Masoretic tradition for at least two reasons. First, the majority of variants preserved in
these texts are minor and do not provide an adequate basis for supposing a textual tradition
other than the MT. Second, each text agrees with the MT in most readings. Exceptions to
the conclusion that these texts should be classified as belonging to the Masoretic tradition,
may be 4Q47 and 4Q49. These texts preserve differences that can be explained in
different directions while existing in highly fragmentary states. These texts are labeled
ambiguous here.
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CHAPTER 4
THE NON-ALIGNED TEXTS OF THE WRITINGS
This chapter analyzes the manuscripts of the Writings from Qumran that
Emanuel Tov identifies exclusively as non-aligned. Each text is analyzed according to the
methodology outlined in chapter 1. Then, conclusions are drawn about the textual tradition
of each text. It will be demonstrated that these manuscripts, or what remains of them, can
be reasonably grouped as belonging to the Masoretic tradition with few exceptions. This
conclusion even applies to most of those texts that preserve Psalms: the texts potentially
most at odds with their MT counterpart. In short, the argument concerning the texts
preserving Psalms is largely that these texts should be understood as preserving a text
belonging to the Masoretic tradition, but one that has been adapted for liturgical purposes.
4Q83
4Q83 (4QPsa) preserves portions of Psalms 5, 25, 31, 33-36, 38, 71, 47, 53-54,
56, 62-63, 66-67, 69 in twenty fragments. 1 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the editors) describe
Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, eds., “4QPsa,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, vol. 11, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 16 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2000), 7-22.
Based on the pattern of deterioration, Stegemann argued that 4Q83 originally preserved a large amount of
text following the last identifiable fragments so that the manuscript may have originally contained a
complete Psalter. Ibid., 7-8. Moreover, the writing block of 4Q83 is very large (ca. 35 lines per column, see
ibid., 7; the term very large is found in Emanuel Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the
Texts Found in the Judean Desert, ed. Florentino García Martínez, Peter W. Flint, and Eibert J. C.
Tigchelaar, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 54 [Boston: Brill, 2004), 88]), and this too might
suggest that the text originally contained the entire Psalter. Compare Flint’s comments about 4Q83 in Peter
W. Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls and the Book of Psalms, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah
(Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1997), 156-57, 168.
1
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the script as an early semiformal hand from the second century BC. 2 4Q83 is likely the
oldest preserved manuscript preserving psalms. 3 It also preserves the second largest text
in terms of content from the Psalms among the DSS (only 11Q5 preserves more
content). 4 The orthography of 4Q83 is slightly fuller than the MT: the editors note that
the vav is used to represent o/u, and possibly ā while vav and yod are at times used to
represent the šewa. 5 Moreover,  כולand  לואare consistently written plene as are the
second person pronominal suffix ( )כהand the second person perfect afformative ()תה. 6
5F

The editors only note one possible correction written above the line, which may indicate
that the scribe copied the text carefully. 7 The text is not written in a stichographic layout. 8
6F

7F

Scholars debate the textual character of 4Q83. Tov categorizes 4Q83 as a
liturgical text—a Scripture-like composition—which, according to his classification grid,
is a special sub-group of the non-aligned category. 9 Lange too categorizes the text as
2

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 8.

However, 4Q98g (4QPsx or 4QPs 89) may be older, as noted by Peter W. Flint and Andrea E.
Alvarez, “The Oldest of All the Psalms Scrolls: The Text and Translation of 4QPsa,” in The Scrolls and the
Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years After, ed. Stanley Porter and Craig A. Evans, Journal for the Study of the
Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 26 (Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 146.
3

Eugene Ulrich, “The Oldest Psalms Manuscript: 4QPsa (4Q83),” in The Provo International
Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls: Technological Innovations, New Texts, and Reformulated Issues, ed.
Donald W. Parry and Eugene Ulrich, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 30 (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 1999), 72.
4

5

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 8.

6

Ibid.

Ibid., 10. The amount of scribal intervention in this text is indeed meager. See Tov, Scribal
Practices and Approaches, 334. Compare the amount of scribal intervention found in other texts in ibid.,
332-35.
7

8

(4Q83),” 75.

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 168; Ulrich, “The Oldest Psalms Manuscript: 4QPsa

Emanuel Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert—An Overview and Analysis of
the Published Texts,” in The Bible as Book: The Hebrew Bible and the Judaean Desert Discoveries, ed.
Edward D. Herbert and Emanuel Tov (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll, 2002) 156. See also Tov’s discussion of
Scripture-like compositions in Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 3rd ed. (Minneapolis:
9
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textually non-aligned. 10
Flint does not describe 4Q83 as non-aligned but suggests that 4Q83 preserves
an earlier form of the Hebrew text: “The fact that 4QPsa contains one of the highest
number of variants in proportion to its size suggests that earlier manuscripts such as this
tend to preserve earlier forms of the Hebrew text.” 11 The preservation of “major
variants,” likewise, suggests that 4Q83 preserves an alternative form of the Psalter, in
Flint’s opinion. 12
Flint further suggests that this earlier form should be understood as a different
edition of the Psalter beginning with Psalms 1 or 2 and ending with 89: he labels this
edition, Edition I. 13 Ulrich, however, states, “A definite conclusion regarding the extent
of this Psalter seems to be impossible, but in view of the small script and the large
columns, it is possible that this scroll originally contained a complete Psalter” (i.e., Pss 1150), contrary to Flint’s suggestion. 14
Therefore, the textual nature of 4Q83 is debated: is it a liturgical text—a
Scripture like text (Tov), or does it represent an earlier text form that may even represent
a separate edition of the Psalter (Flint)? It is demonstrated here that despite the higher
proportion of differences preserved in 4Q83, the text can still be reasonably understood
Fortress, 2012), 320-21.
Armin Lange, “The Textual Plurality of the Jewish Scriptures in the second Temple Period
in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Qumran and the Bible: Studying the Jewish and Christian Scriptures
in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls, ed. Nóra Dávid and Armin Lange, Contributions to Biblical Exegesis and
Theology 57 (Leuven, Belgium: Peeters, 2010), 55.
10

11

Flint and Alvarez, “The Oldest of All the Psalms Scrolls,” 147.

12

Ibid., 148-49.

Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls, 168. However, compare his comments here with more
tentative comments made prior on pp. 156-57.
13

14

Ulrich, “The Oldest Psalms Manuscript: 4QPsa (4Q83),” 73.
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as belonging to the Masoretic tradition (contrary to Flint). Tov’s suggestion that the text
is liturgical is probable.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several proposed differences between 4Q83 and the MT are not included in the
following discussion or statistics. These proposed differences include examples that
depend on insufficient manuscript evidence, examples of scribal error, examples of
synonymous spellings, 15 and a difference concerning a kethiv/qere. 16
Category 1. 4Q83 preserved several category 1 variants. These variants
include three examples of additions, eight omissions, thirteen substitutions, and one
variant with an unclear description.
Category 2. Most of the variants preserved in 4Q83 belong to category 2. Four
of these category 2 variants are additions. The first addition is preserved at F4ii:L7 (Ps
36:7). Here 4Q83 adds the prepositional phrase “ בהby it.” 17 The fragmentary nature of
16 F

One possible example of synonymous forms should be noted here. It is preserved at F20:L11
(Col 3:34 [Ps 69:17]). 4Q83 reads כטוב חסדכה: “According to the goodness of your steadfast love”; contrary
to the MT, which reads � ֶכִּ י־טוֹב חַ ְסדּ: “For your steadfast love is good.” Flint and Alvarez categorize this
variant as a major variant that seems preferable due to the parallelism of this verse. Flint and Alvarez, “The
Oldest of All the Psalms Scrolls,” 148. The second half of this verse states that כְּ רֹב ַרחֲמֶ י� פְּ נֵה אֵ לָי: “According
to the abundance of your mercy, turn to me.” Flint’s and Alvarez’s reasoning, however, is faulty since it
assumes Hebrew poetry always prefers the more synonymous line. The flexibility and diversity of Hebrew
parallelism, however, cautions against this reasoning. Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 8, suggest that
the reading of 4Q83 may be an example of  כיjoined to the following word. This explanation would reduce
this difference to a mere orthographic difference. Analogous examples of  כיattached to the following word
are preserved in the non-biblical DSS (i.e., 1QSa Col 1:10, 1QHa Col 7:25, 4Q504 Frgs. 1-2Riv:L13 [R
referring to recto]) and in the Mishnah (i.e., m. Sukk 1:2). In each of these instances the yod of the כי
particle remains. There are only two (possibly one) examples of the  כיparticle attaching to a subsequent
word and apocopating the yod: 4Q491 F10ii:L15 (this reading, however, is not certain) and 4Q513 F13:L7.
This difference may be a third example of this phenomenon.
15

16

For details about these proposed variants, see table “4Q83: Description of variants,” in

17

Martin G. Abegg, Peter W. Flint, and Eugene Charles Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible:

appendix 3.
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the text precludes certainty about the function of the bet preposition and the referent of
the pronominal suffix. Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich suggest that the bet denotes instrument
and that the pronominal suffix refers back to “ צדקתךyour righteousness.” 18 This
17F

explanation is possible, but uncertain. The text is too poorly preserved for definitive
conclusions.
The second addition is preserved at F9ii:L4 (Ps 38:20). 4Q83 reads שקרי
ׄ “by
deceiving me,” 19 while the MT reads “ שָׁ קֶ רwithout cause.” 20 The texts are similar albeit
19 F

the addition of the pronominal suffix which functions to make the MT explicit.
The third addition is the addition of the prepositional phrase “ ליto me,”
preserved at F9ii:L5 (Ps 38:23). The addition simply makes the MT explicit by indicating
the direction of the verb “make haste to me.”
The fourth category 2 addition is the addition of an entire colon preserved at
F19ii:L10 (Col 3:33 [Ps 69:15]). 21 4Q83 reads ׄטבע]ה [ויקחני גזלי
֯ ו[א ֯ל ֯א
֯ “[and] do not let me
sink; and do not let the one who robs me take me,” while the MT reads “ וְ אַל־אֶ ְטבָּ ﬠָהand do
not let me sink.” 22 4Q83 adds a line to David’s prayer that further identifies his enemies.
21F

The Oldest Known Bible (San Francisco: HarperSan Francisco, 1999), 524.
18

Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 524.

19

See the translation “by deceiving me,” in ibid., 526.

David J. A. Clines, ed., The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 2011), s.v. “שֶׁ קֶ ר.“
20

One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editors (or even
the fragments grouped together to form a reconstructed column), or one can refer to the exact fragment and
line number corresponding to the actual fragment when citing this text. Both are provided here. The first
reference given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while the
second reference is that of either the reconstructed column or the group of fragments grouped together by
the editors and the corresponding reconstructed line number. If the editors reconstruct the column, the
group of fragments is not listed so that the citations do not become unclear.
21

Context suggests that the negative particle applies to the additional line too. See also the
translation of Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 533.
22
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His enemies are those who “rob/seize him,” and the prayer is that these people would not
“take/conquer” David. David asks earlier in the Psalm (in both the MT and in 4Q83) “what
I did not steal must I now restore? (ESV)” (Ps 69:5). In the next verse, 4Q83 preserves
two variants (not found in the MT) that continue to stress David’s innocence in respect to
stealing: 23 4Q83 reads “[O God], you know that I have not borrowed that I should repay
[it] (Ps 69:6).24 The addition of the phrase ׄ“ ויקחני גזליand do not let those who rob me
capture me” in Psalm 69:15, therefore, identifies the enemies as those who rob David.
David is not the robber that he should repay (69:5), his enemies are (69:15 [4Q83]). The
addition appears to be interpretative. Moreover, there is not a motivation for parablepsis
in the MT if one assumes 4Q83 to have been the original reading.
In addition to these category 2 additions, 4Q83 preserves two omissions. The
first category 2 omission is preserved at F11:L2 (Frgs. 11-12:L2 [Ps 53:4]). 4Q83 simply
reads “ [כולall” while the MT reads “ כֻּלּוֹeveryone.” The omission is slight since the
particle  כֹּ לcan function substantially. The difference could have derived from metathesis.
The second category 2 omission is preserved at F20:L11 (Col 3:34 [Ps 69:17]).
4Q83 omits “ יהוהthe Lord,” which functions as a vocative in the MT. In both texts,
David is still portrayed as crying out to the Lord, but the MT highlights the urgency and
personal cry of David. The omission may have derived from a desire to harmonize the
text since no immediate verse preserves a vocative in the MT or in 4Q83.
Substitutions in 4Q83 outnumber the instances of additions and omissions by
far. The first category 2 substitution is preserved at F4ii:L5 (Ps 36:5). 4Q83 reads יתיעץ
כ ׄול ׄדרך, “he takes counsel on every way,” while the MT reads �יִ ְת ַיצֵּ ב ﬠַל־דֶּ ֶר, “he sets
himself upon the way.” Two facts indicate that this difference most likely derived from
23

For comments about this reading, see Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 20.

Compare the translation of Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 533. This
translation is based on the transcription of Flint and Alvarez, “The Oldest of All the Psalms Scrolls,” 166.
24
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the scribal process. First, despite the two differences—the substitution of lexical stem and
the substitution of the preposition  ﬠַלfor the particle —כולthe phrases are graphically
similar. Second, 4Q83’s reading replaces the more general verb of the MT with a more
specific verb that harmonizes to the immediate context. The MT—“ יִ ְת ַיצֵּ בsets himself”—
is general and its exact meaning is determined by the context. 4Q83 has interpreted this
general verb in light of the context by substituting it with the verbal form —יתיעץto take
counsel. The difference may have derived from a combination of graphic confusion and
interpretation.
The second category 2 substitution is preserved at F4ii:L6 (Ps 36:6). The
difference here is common. 4Q83 described God’s loving-kindness as “ מהשמיםfrom
heaven,” while the MT describes it as “ בְּ הַ שָּׁ מַ יִ םin heaven.” The substitution of the
prepositions min and bet could derive from either graphic or phonological confusion.
Another category 2 substitution is preserved at F9ii:L6 (Ps 71:3). 4Q83 reads
]◦עדמ
ׄ “ לביmy heart/a lion ????,” while the MT reads “ ָלבוֹא תַּ ִמידthat I might enter
continually.” 25 The fragmentary nature of this line precludes an adequate understanding
of this variant. However, again, the available evidence indicates that the confusion could
have resulted from a paleographic issue. The word “ לביmy heart” in 4Q83 is graphically
similar to the reading of the MT: “ ָלבוֹאmight enter.” Although the yod/vav are formally
distinct in this manuscript, 26 graphic confusion between yod/vav could have occurred in
the scribe’s exemplar. The partially preserved word ]◦ ”????“ עדׄ מlikewise may derive
from a paleographic problem. Half of the letters of the MT’s “ תַּ ִמידcontinually” are
represented by 4Q83 albeit with metathesis of mem and dalet. One should note that the
letters  עדמdo not begin any word in the MT. Thus, there is strong evidence that the
reading of 4Q83 resulted from a paleographic issue, perhaps a damaged exemplar.
25

See the translation of Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 526.

26

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 8.
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The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F9ii:L8 (Ps 71:6). This
difference concerns the representation of “ עוזיmy refuge” in 4Q83 for גוֹזִי, “who took
me.” This difference likewise can either be explained as deriving from interpretation or a
paleographic problem. Two factors suggest that the difference derived from interpretation.
First, the MT’s reading is a hapax, and second, the following verse declares God to be a
“strong refuge.” 4Q83 might be interpreting the text in light of its immediate context.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F18:L4 (Col 2:35 [Ps 67:8]).
4Q83 reads ]יברכוכה אלהים, “may they bless you, O God,” while the MT reads יְ בָ ְרכֵנוּ
אֱ�הים,
ִ
“may God bless us.” While the difference between a singular noun and a plural
noun most often denotes a difference between a collective singular and a plural, in this
instance, the difference is material as indicated by the interchange of pronominal suffixes.
The MT alternates subjects in the immediate context: at times God is the subject, and at
other times humanity is the subject. The scribe may be harmonizing the text by
substituting the subjects, but the poor state of the text’s preservation prohibits a thorough
investigation of this theory.
The next substitution is preserved at F20:L2 (Col 3:25 [Ps 69:3]). 4Q83 reads
בין, “between,” while the MT reads בִּ יוֵן, “in mud.” On the one hand, the readings are
similar graphically and phonologically, and this fact suggests a type of unintentional
change. The word of the MT only occurs twice in the OT, but it was well known by
scribes. This fact is clear since the LXX and Vulgate translate the word literally. The
Targums figurative translation also indicates that they were familiar with the word as
does the Mishnah’s interpretation of the word of Psalm 40:3 at m. Miqw 9:2. The
difference, then, likely did not derive from a misunderstanding of the word.
The difference is likely a case of interpretation. It is possible that the scribe
attempted to make the lines more synonymous. Notice how in the MT of verse 3 David is
said to first, sink into the depths of the mud; second, to enter into the depths of the
waters; and third, to be overflowed with floods. By substituting “mud” for “between,” the
285

scribe describes David’s troubles in terms of water in all three occasions. A more probable
explanation explains the difference in light of the word מצוּלָה.
ְ This noun often denotes
depths of water (e.g., Jonah 2:4; Ps 68:23), not mud, and this may have triggered the
reading בין.
The variant is likely just one case of substitution and is preserved at F19ii:L5
(Col 3:28 [Ps 69:6]). 4Q83 reads ] ֯ואשלמנ
ׄ
 ֯אתה ידעתה לוא לויתי, “you know that I have not
borrowed that I shall repay,” while the MT reads אַשׁמוֹתַ י
ְ ְ“ אַתָּ ה יָדַ ﬠְ תָּ לְ ִאוַּלְ ִתּי וyou know my
folly. My guilt . . .” Like most category 2 variants that result in a major difference, this
category 2 substitution resembles the MT reading graphically. Moreover, the differences
harmonize the verse to the immediate context. David prays in the previous verse, “What I
did not steal must I now restore? (ESV). 27 4Q83, therefore, continues this thought by
26F

means of its substitutions. This text has demonstrated a tendency toward interpretation
and this tendency may again be evident here.
Faulty word division and perhaps graphic confusion could have resulted in
4Q83’s reading מי זר היית]י, “Oh, I exist as a stranger,” which substitutes for the MT’s
יתי
ִ ִמוּזָר הָ י, “I exist as a stranger” at F20:L6 (Col 3:29 [Ps 69:9]). Initial confusion of
vav/yod would have led to the word division preserved in 4Q83. It should be noted that
the hophal of “ זורbe strange” occurs only once in the MT. Perhaps this unique form led
to the reading in 4Q83.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F20:L7 (Col 3:30 [Ps 69:11]).
4Q83 reads ואך בצום נפשי, “but I struck my soul with fasting,” 28 while the MT reads ָואֶ בְ ֶכּה
בַ צּוֹם נַפְ ִשׁי, “My soul—I wept with fasting.” 29 Flint and Alvarez categorize this variant as a
28F

27

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 20.

28

Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 533.

This phrase includes two subjects—one of the person (first person subject of the verb) and
one of a thing (my soul). This idiom is described in Wilhelm Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, ed. E.
Kautzsch and A. E. Cowley, 2nd English ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1910), §144l. This idiom is distinct from
29
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major variant that makes better contextual sense. 30 However, it is important to note that
the verbal root נכה, “to smite” (the verb of 4Q83), never occurs with the object צוֹם
“fasting.” Rather, if a verbal root is used to denote fasting, the verbal root ענה, “to afflict,”
is often used in conjunction with the object צוֹם, “fasting,” or the verbal root צום, “to fast,”
is used. Flint and Alvarez’s suggestion would be a unique construction found nowhere
else in the MT. On the other hand, the MT phrase too is unique and obscure: what exactly
does it mean for one’s soul to weep? The reading of 4Q83, therefore, can be explained as
an interpretation that attempts to make sense of an exemplar close to the MT without
drastically altering the exemplar’s reading. This phenomenon is pervasive in this text.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F19ii:L8 (Col 3:31 [Ps 69:12]).
4Q83 reads ותהי, “and it existed,” while the MT reads  ָואֱהִ י, “and I existed.” The reading
of 4Q83 harmonizes the subject of the verse’s second clause to the immediate context
since the same verb occurs in the previous verse but with a 3fs subject (“ ֶנ ֶפשׁsoul”). The
difference, therefore, is slight, since both subjects refer to the same person and likely
indicates the scribe’s tendency to interpret.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F19ii:L8 (Col 3:31 [Ps 69:13]).
Here 4Q83 transposes a prepositional phrase. 31 4Q83 reads י[שיחו ישבי שער בי, “th]ose
who sit in the gate talk about me,” whereas the MT reads  ָי ִשׂיחוּ בִ י יֹ ְשׁבֵ י שָׁ ַﬠר, “those who sit
in the gate talk about me” (the difference being the word order and placement of the
prepositional phrase). This difference represents only a slight difference.
the accusative of the organ, which often accompanies verbs of speaking (ibid., §117s) since the subject of
the thing always takes a “suffix in the same person as the personal subject.” Ibid., §144l.
30

Flint and Alvarez, “The Oldest of All the Psalms Scrolls,” 148.

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 21, argue that this variant is not an instance of
transposition, but an instance of omission and addition; namely, the  ביof 4Q83 is to be read with the second
half of the verse, not the first, contrary to the MT. This explanation, however, is unnecessarily convoluted
since transposition also accounts for the difference.
31
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The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F20:L8 (Col 3:31 [Ps 69:13]).
4Q83 reads ] ׄיׄ נגנׄ ו, “they sing,” contrary to the MT which reads וּנְ גִ ינוֹת, “and songs.” The
first letter of 4Q83 is likely a yod, not a vav like the reading of the MT. The second and
third letters match both readings, but the fourth again appears to side with the editors’
proposed reading against the MT. The most common explanations for the differences in
this manuscript are again applicable here: the difference could have arisen from graphic
confusion, interpretation, or a combination of the two. The MT reading, וּנְ גִ ינוֹת שׁוֹתֵ י שֵׁ כָר,
“with songs those who drink strong drink,” implies a verb corresponding to the act of
“singing.” 4Q83 supplies this verb.
Two category 2 substitutions are preserved at F19ii:L9 (Col 3:32 [Ps 69:14]).
4Q83 reads יהו[ה עתה רצון
ׄ
]ואני תפלתי למה, “and I, what is my prayer, [O Lor]d? Now is (a
time of) acceptance,” while the MT reads וַאֲ נִ י ְתפִ ָלּ ִ ֽתי־לְ � יְ הוָה ﬠֵת ָרצוֹן, “and I, my prayer is to
you, O Lord, at the acceptable time.” Both of these substitutions share at least two
features. First, the similarity graphically is striking. This fact is evident in the first
substitution where 4Q83 substitutes the prepositional phrase � ְ“ לto you” of the MT with
the interrogative pronoun of 4Q83 “ למהwhat/why.” The main difference regarding this
substitution is between the letters mem and kap, which is usually, minimal. The second
variant—4Q83’s reading of “ עתהnow” against the MT’s “ ﬠֵתtime”—are likewise
graphically similar. Second, in both of these variants 4Q83 adds a nuance not found in
the MT by means of the substitution. However, the detail of the MT which 4Q83
substituted is supplied by the context in both variants. Thus, the difference, appearing to
be more intentional than unintentional, might suggest another instance of interpretation.
The next category 2 substitution is found at F19ii:L10 (Col 3:33 [Ps 69:15]).
4Q83 reads [“ הצ[ילניdeliv]er me,” while the MT reads  ִא ָנּצְ לָה, “let me be delivered.” The
hiphal imperative preserved in 4Q83 here is found in both the MT and 4Q83 earlier in the
verse. The fluctuation of tense and verbal stem in the MT is, thus, harmonized in 4Q83.
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The next category 2 substitution is found at F19ii:L11 (Col 3:34 [Ps 69:16]).
4Q83 reads “ פּיmy mouth,” while the MT reads ָפִּ יה, “its mouth.” According to 4Q83,
David’s prayer is that “or the pit [close] my mouth [on me].”32 The prayer according to
31F

the MT is that “or the pit close its mouth on me.” The substitution of pronominal suffixes
changes the perspective slightly, but the imagery remains the same: David is praying that
he would figuratively not drown.
The final two category 2 variants concern forms of the imperative and are
found at F19ii:L12 (Col 3:35 [Ps 69:18]) and F19ii:L12 (Col 3:35 [Ps 69:19]).
Interestingly, each text reads an emphatic imperative where the other text reads a simple
imperative. In Psalm 69:18, just enough of the form of 4Q83 is present to indicate that the
form was an emphatic imperative מה[רה
֯
“make haste!” contrary to the MT’s form מַ הֵ ר
“hasten.” The reverse is found in Psalms 69:19. 4Q83 reads “ קרבdraw near,” while the
MT reads קָ ְרבָ ה, “draw near!”
Three further category 2 variants cannot be precisely described. The first unclear
variant is preserved at F7:L6 (Frgs. 7-8:L6 [Ps 38:12]). 4Q83 reads מנ[גד ׄרעי ומיוד֯ ]עי,
“bef]ore my friends and compani[ons,” 33 contrary to the MT which reads אֹֽ הֲבַ י וְ ֵר ַﬠי ִמ ֶנּגֶד
נִ גְ ﬠִ י ַיﬠֲמֹ דוּ, “my friends and my companions, they stand away from my plagues.”
Unfortunately, the fragment is poorly preserved so one cannot be sure about the exact
nature of these differences. Graphic similarity between the MT’s  ִמ ֶנּגֶד נִ גְ ﬠִ י ַיﬠֲמֹ דוּand מנ[גד
 ׄרעי ומיוד֯ ]עיmay suggest that the scribe has substituted  ַיﬠֲמֹ דוּfor  ומיוד֯ ]עיand  נִ גְ ﬠִ יfor רעי.
ׄ
However, it is possible that 4Q83’s reading substitutes  אֹֽ הֲבַ יfor  ומיוד֯ ]עיand rearranges the
word order. The fragmentary evidence precludes any firm conclusions. 34 However, 4Q83
3F

preserves some type of substitution.
32

Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 533.

33

Ibid., 525.

34

Although this variant is unclear, the reading certainly represents a variant. Therefore, it will
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Another category 2 variant is unclear: it may either represent an omission or a
transposition. Although fragmentary evidence precludes an exact understanding of the
variant, enough evidence is preserved to indicate a variant. The variant occurs at F20:L5
(Col 3:28 [Ps 69:7]). 4Q83 י[בושו קויכה ֯א]דני יה[ו֯ ֯ה] צבאות
֯ [“ אלDo not] let those who hope
in you be [as]hamed, O L[ord G]o[d of hosts,” which reads contrary to the MT: אַל־יֵבשׁוּ
 ִבי קוֶֹי� ֲאדֹ נָי יְ הוִ ה צְ בָ אוֹת, “do not let those who hope in you be ashamed because of me, O
Lord God of hosts.” Although this transcription describes the variant as an omission, not
enough of the aleph of “ אדניLord” is present to substantiate this claim. It is possible that
the prepositional phrase “ ביbecause of me” was present in the lacuna after “ קויכהthose
who hope in you.” Conclusions about this variant, therefore, are uncertain. The evidence
is too sparse. 35
34F

The next unclear variant is very similar to the last one: it may either represent
an omission or a transposition of the same prepositional phrase. It is preserved at F20:L6
(Col 3:29 [Ps 69:7]). Again, although fragmentary evidence precludes an exact
understanding of the variant, enough evidence is preserved to indicate a variant. 4Q83
reads יכה
ׄ מבקש
ׄ
אל[ ]י[ ֯כלמו, “do not let those who seek you be humiliated.” The MT reads
�אַל־יִ כָּלְ מוּ ִבי ְמבַ קְ שֶׁ י, “do not let those who seek you be humiliated because of me.” The
prepositional phrase could be positioned before the negative particle. The fragmentary
evidence, again, precludes certainty.
The first complex variant that belongs to category 2 is preserved at F9ii:L2 (Ps
38:16) and is composed of several smaller variants. 4Q83 reads ׄאלהי
ׄ אדני אתה תענני כי, “O
Lord, you will answer me for my God” while the MT reads “ אַתָּ ה תַ ֲﬠנֶה ֲאדֹ נָי אֱ �הָ יyou will
answer, O Lord my God.” There are three differences between these two texts, all of which
receive two points in the statistics, which corresponds to the difference deriving from graphic confusion.
This approach would yield a more conservative statistical relationship between the texts.
This variant will receive one point in the statistics as if it were a mere transposition of words
since this yields the more conservative statistical relationship.
35
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can be ascribed to the scribal process. First, the word order is slightly different. Part of the
vocative—O Lord—of the MT is moved forward to the beginning of the clause. Second,
by only moving part of the MT’s vocative forward, the second component of the divine
title of the MT now serves a second function not found in the MT; namely, to state the
reason why God will answer David. The scribe states this reason by adding a כי
“because” particle. 36 Third, 4Q83 makes the object of the verb explicit. One should
35F

notice that this difference could have resulted from graphic confusion: the MT’s he could
be mistaken for a nun and yod. Overall, these differences result in a more explicit text
with an added additional nuance.
The second complex category 2 group of variants is preserved at F9ii:L4 (Ps
38:21). 4Q83 reads י֯ שסני תחת דבר טוב, “he plunder(s) me because (I) speak good,” while
the MT reads י־]ר ְדפִ י[־טוֹב
ֽ ָ ִיִ ְשׂ ְטנוּנִ י תַּ חַ ת ְרדוֹפ, “they accuse me because I follow good (ESV).”
This section of verse 21 preserves several variants. Two variants concern the substitution
of lexical stems: the MT has “ שׂטןto accuse,” while 4Q83 has “ שׁססto plunder.” The
readings are graphically similar. Moreover, the infinitive construct of the MT is from the
root “ דרףto pursue,” while 4Q83 has either a noun or an infinitive construct from the root
“ דברword” or “to speak.” 37 4Q83’s reading “ דברword” fits the context since it contrasts
with the activity of the enemies of the prior verse: they hate David “with lies.” One further
variant concerns the omission of the pronominal suffix. This difference is minor and
could be supplied by context. The similarity between these forms graphically suggests
that a type of graphic confusion caused them, but perhaps interpretation was also a
motivation.
The third complex category 2 group of variants is preserved at F12:L2 (Frgs.
11-12:L4 [Ps 53:7]). 4Q83 reads ביום ציון, “on the day of Zion,” while the MT reads  ִמצִּ יּוֹן,
36

Verses 16-19 all begin with kî clauses in the MT.

37

The imperfect verb of 4Q83 may not differ regarding number—it may be defective.
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“from Zion.” This substitution of these prepositions is common and could derive from
either graphic or phonological confusion. However, the addition of “ יוםday” is more
complicated to explain. Perhaps the difference could be conceived as developing in two
stages. First, a scribe confused the mem preposition for a bet. Second, in order to make
sense of the bet preposition, the scribe added “ יוםday.” This addition would indicate that
salvation comes to Israel at a certain time (4Q83), 38 as opposed to salvation coming from
37F

a certain location (MT).
The next complex group of variants that occur together are preserved at F20:L3
(Col 3:26 [Ps 69:4]). 4Q82’s reads [כליו שני בחיל לאלהי יש]ראל, “my teeth have become
consumed with agony for the God of Israel,” while the MT reads  כָּלוּ ֵﬠינַי ְמיַחֵ ל לֵא�הָ י, “my
eyes have become dim as they waited for my God.” The reading of 4Q83 is very difficult
and lacks precedent in the MT since “ שֵׁ ןtooth” is never the subject of the verb “ כלהbe
complete, be finished.” Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich too note that the meaning of 4Q83 is
uncertain. 39 This difference may have derived from graphic confusion. The sequence עי
could be construed as  שespecially if the yod approached the base line. Graphic similarity
also explains the substitution of the mem performative and the bet preposition. The reading
of 4Q83  בחילevidences metathesis of letters—MT reads מיַחֵ ל.
ְ Moreover, the substitution
of the MT’s “ לֵא�הָ יfor my God” as [“ לאלהי יש]ראלfor the God of Israel” harmonizes this
verse to verse 7. It is imaginable that if a scribe was copying from a damaged text, he
would at times look to the surrounding context to aid his transcriptions. 40 Thus, the high
39F

proportion of graphically similar differences might indicate a paleographic problem.
38

One should note that the second half of this verse begins with a temporal clause.

39

See Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 532n115.

Drew Longacre suggests that this is the approach, at times, of the scribe of 1QIsaa. See Drew
Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect? 1QIsaa’s Damaged Exemplar for
Isaiah’s Chapters 34-66,” Dead Sea Discoveries 20, no. 1 (2013): 49.
40
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Category 3. 4Q83 does not possess any certain category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. 4Q83 may possess up to
three category 3 variants, but these variants are better categorized as differences deriving
from the excerpted nature, and thus, not included in categories 1, 2, or 3. The first
potential category 3 variant concerns the order of psalms found in the manuscript. Flint
labels this type of variant a “macro variant.” 41 4Q83 preserves the sequence Psalm 31 to
33 omitting or transposing Psalm 32 as does 4Q98. The fact that many scrolls preserving
Psalms are excerpted texts gives some precedent for understanding 4Q83 as excerpted.
However, one should note that 4Q83 possesses a very large writing block (35 lines per
column); 42 excerpted texts are typically much smaller. Tov is right to indicate that
differences that derive from the nature of the excerpted text—such as rearranged text and
large-scale omissions—cannot be evidence for a different textual tradition. 43
The second and third difference that likely derive from the text’s function
concerns disagreements about how to divide the Psalms. 4Q83 begins Psalm 71 on the
same line as the ending of Psalm 38 with only a slight interval in between them. Ulrich,
Skehan, and Flint argue that the continuation of Psalm 71 on the same line with a dearth
of space between it and Psalm 38 suggests that the Psalms were conceived as a single
psalm. 44 However, Tov understands the space between these psalms as corresponding to a
closed section, a phenomenon that occurs elsewhere among the DSS. 45 Thus, the
41

Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls, 153.

42

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 88.

See Emanuel Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts from Qumran,” Revue de
Qumran 16, no. 4 (December 1995): 599.
43

44

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 15.

45

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 164.
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conclusion of the editors is not conclusive. Furthermore, Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint
suggest that a reconstructed interval between Psalm 36:5 and 36:6 suggests that the scribe
understood what follows Psalm 36:5 as a new psalm. 46 One should note that this interval
is based on spatial reconstructions. It is possible that the scribe skipped this space for
reasons besides indicating a content division (e.g., the leather could be damaged).
Even though the editors’ conclusions are not conclusive, the phenomenon of
representing two psalms as one or one psalm as two are phenomena not uncommon
among the Hebrew manuscripts, even manuscripts that clearly belong to the Masoretic
tradition. 47 Yarchin discusses that liturgical reasons affected the layout of the Great
Hallel; namely, whether it was regarded as two psalms or one. For example, both
Leningrad and Aleppo understand Psalms 114 and 115 as a single psalm resulting in a
Psalter comprised of 149 psalms, not 150. 48 Further differences concerning the exact
division between the psalms is also present in other Medieval manuscripts—manuscripts
that clearly preserve the Masoretic tradition. For instances, at times Psalms 92 and 93 are
represented as one psalm as are Psalms 96 and 97. 49 Moreover, rabbinic literature
demonstrates that the Psalter was not always divided into 150 individual Psalms (see y.
Šabb. 16:1, 15c, which states that the book of Psalms was comprised of 147 Psalms).
This statement by no means indicates that there was not a standard authoritative Psalter
since the precise number of halleujahs (123) is cited in this discussion. Knowledge of the
precise number of halleujahs would only be possible if there was a standard text.
Therefore, the statement that the Psalter contained 147 psalms concerns disagreements
46

See Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsa,” 14.

William Yarchin, “Were the Psalms Collections at Qumran True Psalters?” Journal of
Biblical Literature 134, no. 4 (2015): 775-89.
47

48

Ibid., 780.

Ibid., 786. See also the LXX that groups Ps 9 and 10 together as a single psalm and yet it is
well known that the LXX preserves a Masoretic edition of the Psalter.
49
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about how to divide the psalms of the canonical Psalter. Thus, grouping two psalms as
one or one as two within Masoretic texts undermines the value of these proposed variants
since these differences are found in later stable Masoretic texts. Nonetheless, one should
note that whether 4Q83 attests to differences at all in these two instances is uncertain.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q83’s
Textual Tradition
The textual tradition preserved in 4Q83 can reasonably be identified as
belonging to the Masoretic tradition. 50 The text preserves a number of variants, but
contrary to Flint and Alvarez, who state that the high proportion of variants indicates its
independent nature, 51 most of these variants can reasonably be described as
interpretations. Interestingly, an overwhelming majority of the category 2 substitutions
appear to be interpretations but also remain graphically and phonetically similar to the
reading of the MT. 52 This phenomenon may indicate a tendency to interpret an exemplar
close to the MT without changing the text drastically or possibly that the scribe copied
the text from memory or diction. 53
The editors transcribe 64 that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. Lange argues that
420 words are preserved in this text in Armin Lange, “Collecting Psalms in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls,”
in A Teacher for All Generations: Essays in Honor of James C. Vanderkam, ed. Eric F. Mason et al., vol. 2,
Supplements to the Journal for the Study of Judaism 153 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2012), 300. The
methodologies employed are similar except for how a word is counted. For Lange,  מלכוis one word. Here,
it is two. This difference likely results in the discrepancies found between these word counts although
subjective judgment about what is adequately preserved and what is not likely accounts for some
differences too.
50

51

Flint and Alvarez, “The Oldest of All the Psalms Scrolls,” 147.

This feature might indicate that the scribe copied from a damaged exemplar. Longacre argues
that 1QIsa was copied from a damaged exemplar in Longacre, “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or
Physical Defect?,” 17-50.
52

a

There is no omission with a clear motivation for parablepsis in this text, a typical error when
texts are copied from an exemplar.
53
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Table 30. Graphically similar variants
Variants that are Graphically Similar
Description Fragment, Line,
Detailed Description of
Category
4Q83
MT
of Variant
and Verse
Variant
Graphically Similar Variants that are likely Interpretive
F1:L4 (Ps
Substitution of
בצנה
כַּצִּ נָּה
5:13)
Similar Preposition
F9ii:L8 (Ps
Substitutions of
עוזי
גוֹזִי
71:6)
lexeme
F20:L2 (Col
Substitution:
בין
בִּ יוֵן
3:25) (Ps 69:3)
Graphic Similarity
ָאַתָּ ה יָדַ ﬠְ תּ
Substitution F19ii:L5 (Col
֯אתה ידעתה לוא
Substitution: Likely
לְ ִאוַּלְ ִתּי
2
3:28) (Ps 69:6)
] ֯ואשלמנ
ׄ
לויתי
graphic confusion
אַשׁמוֹתַ י
ְ ְו
F20:L7 (Col
וָאֶ בְ כֶּה בַ צּוֹם
Substitution of
ואך בצום נפשי
3:30) (Ps 69:11)
נַפְ ִשׁי
Lexeme
Substitution: graphic
F20:L8 (Col
similarity or
] ׄיׄ נגנׄ ו
וּנְ גִ ינוֹת
3:31) (Ps 69:13)
interpretation
Complex
F9ii:L2 (Ps
אדני אתה תענני
אַתָּ ה תַ ֲﬠנֶה
Transposition and
Variants
38:16)
ׄאלהי
ׄ כי
ֲאדֹ נָי ֱא�הָ י
Additions
Graphically Similar Variants, but not Likely Interpretive
F9ii:L6 (Ps
Substitution of
1
Substitution
הצילני
תַּ צִּ י ֵלנִי
71:2)
Tense
Substitution of
F4ii:L6 (Ps
Preposition:
2
Substitution
מהשמים
בְּ הַ שָּׁ מַ יִם
36:6)
graphic/phonologic
similarity
Graphically Similar Variants: Uncertain
F18:L3 (Col
Addition of
1
Addition
וידוכה
�יוֹדוּ
2:34) (Ps 67:6)
Conjunctive vav
Substitution:
F4ii:L5 (Ps
כול דׄ רך
ׄ יתיעץ
� יִ ְתיַצֵּ ב ﬠַל־דֶּ ֶרLexeme and particle
36:5)
- graphic similarity
F9ii:L6 (Ps
Substitution:
]◦לבי עדׄ מ
לָבוֹא תַּ ִמיד
71:3)
Graphic Similarity
F20:L6 (Col
Substitution: Likely
Substitution
מי זר היית]י
יתי
ִ מוּזָר הָ ִי
3:29) (Ps 69:9)
graphic confusion
Substitution: graphic
F20:L8 (Col
2
similarity or
] ׄיׄ נגנׄ ו
וּנְ גִ ינוֹת
3:31) (Ps 69:13)
interpretation
F19ii:L9 (Col
]ַואֲנִ י ְתפִ לּ ִ ָֽתי־לְ � ואני תפלתי למה
Substitution:
3:32) (Ps 69:14)
יהו[ה עתה רצון
ׄ
יְ הוָה ﬠֵת ָרצוֹן
Graphic Similarity
יִ ְשׂ ְטנוּנִ י תַּ חַ ת
F9ii:L4 (Ps
יי֯ שסני תחת דבר
י־]ר ְדפִ י[־
ֽ ָ ְִרדוֹפ
Substitutions
38:21)
טוב
Complex
טוֹב
Variants
F20:L3 (Col
כליו שני בחיל
כָּלוּ ֵﬠינַי ְמיַחֵ ל
Substitutions and
3:26) (Ps 69:4)
[לאלהי יש]ראל
לֵא�הָ י
Addition

These variants, therefore, suggest that the high proportion of variants preserved
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in 4Q83 do not necessarily indicate the text’s independent status, but might indicate it as
an interpretative text (perhaps an updated text), as a text copied from an exemplar with
paleographic problems, as a text with a combination of these issues, or a text copied from
memory. Presupposing the MT as this text’s exemplar makes sense of all of the differences,
and thus, the text can reasonably be categorized as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Table 31. The statistical relationship between 4Q83 and the MT
Total # of Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q83 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
558

73

86.92%

48

91.40%

0

100%

4Q84
4Q84 (4QPsb) preserves portions of Psalms 91-94, 96, 98-100, 102-103, 112113, 115, 116-118. 54 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the editors) describe the script as a late
Herodian hand from the middle of the first century AD, while the orthography is less full
than the MT. 55 The text is written in a stichometric format with three to four words per
line, except from Psalm 118, which has a full verse per line. 56 An average of one
correction is made per every 43 lines by the original scribe. 57
Scholars debate the textual character of 4Q84. Tov categorizes 4Q84 as a
liturgical text (a type of excerpted text)—a Scripture-like composition—which, according
Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPsb,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, 23-48.
54

55

Ibid., 24.

Patrick William Skehan, “Psalm Manuscript from Qumran (4Q Psb),” The Catholic Biblical
Quarterly 26, no. 3 (July 1964): 3134; Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsb,” 24.
56

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334. See also Ulrich, Flint, and Skehan who list the
four corrections in Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsb,” 26.
57
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to his classification grid, is a special sub-group of the non-aligned text. 58 The text is small,
which likely indicates that it did not contain the whole book of Psalms; rather, it appears
to be excerpted, possibly for liturgical reasons, per Tov’s suggestion. 59 Tov further
suggests that the same collection of Psalms preserved in 11Q5, 11Q6, 4Q87 is also likely
preserved in 4Q84. 60 Flint, however, disagrees with this point since 4Q84 conflicts with
11Q5 regarding the position of Psalm 93. 61 Lange categorizes the text as textually nonaligned. 62 Although Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint do not use the label non-aligned, they
argue that the omission or transposition of Psalms 104-111 in 4Q84 represents a major
variant against the Masoretic Psalter. 63
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several variants listed by the editors will not be included in the following
discussion or statistics. These include two proposed variants that depend on insufficient
manuscript evidence, three differences that might be synonymous spellings, one example
of 4Q84 representing  הללויהas one word, not two, one difference that is corrected to the
Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. See also Tov’s discussion of
Scripture-like compositions in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21; Tov, Scribal Practices
and Approaches, 334.
58

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 594-95. Tov argues that small dimensions
of a scroll might indicate a text’s excerpted nature since “it is difficult to imagine how the scroll would
have contained all of the biblical book in a scroll of limited dimensions.” Ibid., 596. He cites b. B. Bat 14a
to support this suggestion.
59
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Ibid., 594-95.

61

Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls, 165.

62

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsb,” 23. It is important to note that the omission or
transposition of Pss 104-111 is only a major variant if 4Q84 is an actual Psalter. However, strong evidence
suggests that the text is an excerpted text, and thus, one should not understand differences that derive from
the excerpting process—such as rearranged text and large-scale omissions—as evidence for a text’s
alternative textual tradition. See Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 599.
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MT by the original scribe, and one further example concerning a kethiv/qere (4Q84
follows the qere). 64
Category 1. 4Q84 preserves several category 1 variants. These include two
additions, three omissions, and eight substitutions.
Category 2. 4Q84 preserves one category 2 addition at F5ii:L4 (Col 4:15 [Ps
92:15]). 65 4Q84 reads בשיבה טובה, “in a good old age,” while the MT reads בְּ שֵׂ יבָ ה, “in old
age.” The addition harmonizes Psalm 92:15 to a common idiom. The prepositional phrase
bet, plus the noun שֵׂ יבָ ה, “old age,” occurs five times in the MT (Gen 15:15; 25:8; Jdg 8:32;
Ps 92:15; 1 Chr 29:28). In each of these occurrences, the noun  שֵׂ יבָ הis modified by the
adjective טוֹב, except for here at Psalm 92:15. The addition, therefore, either intentionally
or unintentionally harmonizes this unique reading to the more common expression.
In addition to one category 2 addition, 4Q84 further preserves two category 2
omissions. The first omission is preserved at F18i:L7 (Col 20:16 [Ps 102:17]). 4Q84
reads בכבוד, “in glory,” while the MT reads בִּ כְ בוֹדוֹ, “in his glory.” The omission simply
makes the text less explicit. Whereas the MT describes the Lord as appearing in his glory,
4Q84 simply describes the Lord appearing in glory.
The second omission is preserved at F28ii:L6–7 (Col 34:14 [Ps 118:11–12]).
4Q84 omits “ גַם־סְ בָ בוּ ִני ְבּשֵׁ ם יְ הוָה כִּ י א ֲִמילַם׃ סַ בּוּנִ יindeed, they have surrounded me; in the
name of the Lord indeed I cut them off. They surround me . . .” The omission can be
For further information concerning these differences, see table “4Q84: Description of
variants,” in appendix 3.
64

One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editors (or even
the fragments grouped together to form a reconstructed column), or to the exact fragment and line number
corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided here. The first reference given is the reference to
the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference is that of either
the reconstructed column or the group of fragments grouped together by the editors and the corresponding
reconstructed line number. If the editors reconstruct the column, the group of fragments is not listed so that
the citations do not become unclear.
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described as a case of parablepsis due to haplography: the scribe’s eyes skipping from
 סבוניto סבוני.
The text preserves two category 2 substitutions. The first category 2 substitution
is preserved at F18i:L5: (Col 20:14 [Ps 102:16]). 4Q84 reads כבודו, “his glory,” while the
MT reads �בוֹד
ְ ְכּ, “your glory.” 66 Psalm 102:16 is comprised of two synonymous lines that
65F

describe the response of the nations/kings of the earth to the Lord rebuilding Zion. The
first line of the MT and 4Q84 reads “and the nations fear the name of the Lord,” 67 but the
6F

second lines differs in one detail. Whereas the MT represents the psalmist as speaking
directly to God, “your glory,” 4Q84 does not; it says, “his glory.” 4Q84 harmonizes the
lines so that both lines speak about God, not to God. The difference is a harmonization to
the immediate context.
A harmonization to a common phrase reasonably explains the second category
2 substitution preserved at F15ii:L5 (Col 21:5 [Ps 102:20]). Here 4Q84 readsממעון ֯קד֯ שו,
“from his holy habitation,” while the MT reads מ ְמּרוֹם קָ ְדשׁוֹ,
ִ “from his holy height.” God’s
actions in three passages take place וֹ/� ִמ ְמּעוֹן קָ ְד ְשׁ, “from your/his holy habitation” (i.e.,
Deut 26:15; Jer 25:30; Zech 2:13), but are only once said to occur  ִמ ְמּרוֹם קָ ְדשׁוֹ, “from his
holy height” (i.e., Ps 102:20). Moreover, God’s dwelling is described as a וֹ/� ְמעוֹן קָ ְד ְשׁfive
times in the MT (i.e., Deut 28:15; Jer 25:30; Zech 2:13; Ps 68:6; 2 Chr 30:27), whereas
God’s dwelling is only described once in the MT as his holy height (i.e., here at Ps
102:20). 68 The difference is an example of harmonization to a more common phrase. 69
67F

68F

66

The actual form of the MT is a pausal form, � ֶכְּ בוֹד.

67

The only difference in this line is that 4Q84 has omitted a conjunctive vav found in the MT.

However, see Ezek 20:40 where God’s dwelling is described as “ בְ הַ ר־קָ ְד ִשׁיon my holy
mountain” with the appositional clause “ בְּ הַ ר ְמרוֹם יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ לon the mountain height of Israel.”
68

It is possible to suggest that this substitution was not just a case of harmonization to a more
common phrase, but a case of harmonization to a particular text: namely, Deut 26:16 (see Ulrich, Skehan,
and Flint, “4QPsb,” 39). There is a high level of correspondence between these texts including the similar
prepositional phrase, the root of the verb, and the juxtaposition of God’s holy habitation/height with the
69
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Category 3. 4Q84 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. 4Q84 preserves a slightly
different arrangement of psalms. On fragment 25, the scroll moves from Psalm 103 to
Psalm 112, and thus, either omits or transposes Psalms 104-111. Ulrich, Flint, and
Skehan argue that this variant is “the single most significant variant in the scroll.” 70
However, the small dimensions of this manuscript and the fact that the Psalms were often
subjugated to excerpting indicates that this variant likely does not indicate a separate
textual tradition, but results from the excerpting process.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q84’s
Textual Tradition
The textual tradition preserved in 4Q84 can reasonably be identified as the
Masoretic tradition. 71 Several reasons suggest this conclusion. First, the variants can
reasonably be explained as deriving from the scribal process. Second, the texts agree in
most readings. Third, the texts, not only agree in most readings, but is the vast majority of
sense units. In fact, Tov argues that the proto-MT scribes are those responsible for
developing the stichometric layout. 72 Thus, this text is most likely excerpted from a
phrase “from heaven.” This correspondence might suggest that that the scribe is harmonizing 4Q84 to
Deuteronomy 26:16 in particular.
70

Ulrich, Flint, and Skehan, “4QPsb,” 42.

Ninety-three words are transcribed by the editors but not accepted as sufficiently preserved
in the total word counts. Compare the total word count in Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300. He states that
490 words are sufficiently preserved in 4Q84, but note how he counts a word: he understands  מלכוas one
word whereas here it is understood as two. Ibid., 299.
71

Emanuel Tov, “The Background of the Stichometric Arrangements of Poetry in The Judean
Desert Scrolls,” in Prayer and Poetry in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature: Essays on Prayer
and Poetry in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature in Honor of Eileen Schuller on the Occasion of
Her 65th Birthday, ed. Jeremy Penner, Ken M. Penner, and Cecilia Wassen, Studies on the Texts of the
Desert of Judah 98 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2012), 409-20.
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Masoretic exemplar. It belongs to the Masoretic tradition. 73
Table 32. The statistical relationship between 4Q84 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q84 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
595

28

95.29%

15

97.48%

0

100%

4Q86
4Q86 (4QPsd) preserves portions of Psalms 106 (possibly), 147, and 104 in
fourteen fragments. 74 The script is described as a late Hasmonaen hand from the mid-first
century BC while the orthography is described as close to the MT. Tov claims that the
text is written in both stichometric (one hemistich per line) and prose format. 75 Ulrich,
Skehan, and Flint (the editors) note that articular participles in the MT appear anarthrous,
the fuller second masculine singular afformative ending is used, and the scribe
inconsistently spells the third masculine plural imperfect with an indicative nun. 76 They
argue that the text was copied carefully since the remaining fragments contain few
corrections, although they note the supralinear addition of an entire hemistich above line
It should be further noted that 4Q84 is arranged in a stichometric format, and thus, comparison
can be made not only between the words, but also between the sense divisions. There is one instance where
4Q84 diverges from the MT regarding sense units. It is preserved at F18ii:L4-7 (Col 21:13-16 [Ps 102:2425]), but this difference is not given a point value in the statistics since the statistics only cover words, not
sense divisions. Nonetheless, the overwhelming agreement between 4Q84 and the MT regarding sense
divisions is further evidence for the text belonging to the Masoretic tradition. See Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint,
“4QPsd,” 29.
73

74

Ibid., 63.

Ibid., 64, argue that the stichometric format begins on the first line of fragment 7. Thus, one
cannot be sure about where the prose format ends and the stichometric format begins. See also Tov, Scribal
Practices and Approaches, 171; Tov, “The Background of the Stichometric Arrangements,” 415.
75

76

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsd,” 64.
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13 in column 2. 77
Scholars debate the textual character of 4Q86. The editors argue that this text
is distinctive (i.e., non-aligned) due to the presence of several significant variants. 78
Wilson, on the other hand, recommends caution when analyzing this text: it is too
fragmentary. 79 Tov categorizes 4Q86 as a liturgical text—a Scripture-like composition—
which, according to Tov’s classification grid, is a special sub-group of the non-aligned
text.80 Lange too categorizes the text as textually non-aligned. 81
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several differences recorded by the editors do not belong to categories 1, 2, or
3. These variants include examples that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence as
well as differences that may simply be synonymous spellings. In addition, they suggest
that Psalm 106 immediately precedes Psalm 147 in this manuscript because of a
downward stroke of ink that extends below the line. They argue that the downward stroke
does not correspond to the ending of Psalm 146 וָדֹ ר ַ ֽהלְ לוּ־יָהּ, “and generations, praise the
Lord;” rather, it likely corresponds to the ending of Psalm 106. They transcribe the
remains of the line as ]ה[ל ֯לויה
֯
֯אמ[ן, “amen, praise the Lord. Although part of the
77

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsd,” 64.

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsd,” 65. See also the preliminary edition where Flint labels
this text as a mixed text in Peter W. Flint, “A Preliminary Edition of 4QPsd (4Q86),” in Parry and Ulrich, The
Provo International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls, 95-96. See also table 4, “Distinctive and Affiliated
Variant Readings” in ibid., 97.
78

Gerald Henry Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, Dissertation Series, Society of
Biblical Literature 76 (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1985), 67-68.
79

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. See also Tov’s discussion of
Scripture-like compositions in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21. Furthermore, see Tov,
Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
80
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.
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downward stroke is visible, the evidence is too sparse to substantiate this claim. First, the
ink could be an errant stroke, a feature not uncommon among the DSS. 82 Second, there
could be a textual variant here, perhaps this Psalm transposes צִ יּוֹן, “Zion.” These two
suggestions indicate that the Psalm 106 does not necessarily precede Psalm 147. 83
82F

Category 1. 4Q86 preserves several category 1 variants. Among these variants
are instances of the addition of small particles such as the conjunctive vav, omission of
small particles such as the article, and substitution of tense.
Two category 1 additions should be mentioned. They are preserved at F5ii:L5
ׄ
ישקו חיׄ וׄ ת }}◦◦{{ את, “the wild animals
(Col 3:5 [Ps 104:11]).84 Here 4Q86 reads ה}}◦{{א
drink the ????,”85 while the MT reads  ַי ְשׁקוּ ָכּל־חַ יְ תוֹ שָׂ דָ י, “they cause all of its beasts to
drink.” The reading of 4Q86 is complicated. The editors suggest that the leather has
either been damaged or the text has been erased, 86 and Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich note the
85F

uncertainty of the verb’s object. 87 Unfortunately, the rest of the line after this obscured
86F

For example, on this very fragment, above this very line, Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint,
“4QPsd,” 66, ascribe traces of ink to a random spot rather than the remains of a letter.
82

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsd,” 63, note that this identification is merely a suggestion.
See also Flint, “A Preliminary Edition of 4QPsd (4Q86),” 95.
83

One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editors (or even
the fragments grouped together to form a reconstructed column), or to the exact fragment and line number
corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided here. The first reference given is the reference to
the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference is that of either
the reconstructed column or the group of fragments grouped together by the editors and the corresponding
reconstructed line number. Note that if the editors reconstruct the column, the group of fragments is not
listed so that the citations do not become unclear.
84

85

Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 552.

86

See the discussion of this reading in Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsd,” 69.

87

Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 552n251.
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reading is lost. The text preserves at least two additions: the addition of the marker of the
accusative and an article. 88
Category 2. 4Q86 preserves two category 2 omissions. The first two are
preserved at F5ii:L5 (Col 3:5 [Ps 104:11]). 4Q86 reads חיׄ וׄ ת, “beast,” whereas the MT
reads  ָכּל־חַ יְ תוֹ, “all its beasts.” The omission of the pronominal suffix and  כלparticle are
slight differences and simply make the MT more implicit.
The second omission is preserved at F14:L1 (Col 5:17 [Ps 104:34]). 4Q86 has
omitted אָנֹכִ י אֶ ְשׂמַ ח בַּ יהוָה, “I will rejoice in the Lord.” This omission may have been caused
by parablepsis due to haplography: the eyes may have skipped from the end of  שׂיחיto
כי. 89 This proposed motivation depends on the similarity of only one letter. For many this
will appear tentative grounds. However, the scribe originally omitted the hemistich [נוט]י
ׄ
שמים כיריעה, “who stretches out the heavens as a curtain,” but later added it supralinearly.
It is important to note that this original omission was likely caused by parablepsis of one
letter (the scribe’s eyes likely skipped from  כשלמהto )כיריעה. Thus, this explanation has
precedent.
The first category 2 substitution is preserved at F6:L8 (Col 2:16 [Ps 104:5])
and concerns the substitution of a perfect verb of the MT, יֽסַ ד,ָ “he established,” for a
participles יוסד, “he is one who established.” The difference between the perfect and the
participle is one of focus: whereas a verb stresses action as occurring, the participle
expresses habitual or abiding state. 90 The difference may harmonize the reading to the
immediate context since Psalm 104 describes God with participles in verse 2a עֹ טֶ ה, “he
88

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsd,” 86.

The fragment preserves Ps 104 in stichometric format preserving one colon per line. Also, note
the blank space after  ֯שיחיon fragment 14 of column 5. These two facts indicate that this phrase was likely
omitted.
89

Russell Fuller and Kyoungwon Choi, Invitation to Biblical Hebrew Syntax: An Intermediate
Grammar (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2017), §16a.
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who covers;” verse 2b נוֹטֶ ה, “he who stretches;” verse 3a הַ ְמקָ ֶ ֽרה, “he who lays;” verse 3b
�ֵה ְמהַ לּ,
ֽ ַ “he who walks;” and verse 4 עֹ שֶׂ ה, “he who makes.” Thus, it is reasonable to
understand why the next verb would be substituted for a participle (i.e., the MT’s  ָיֽסַ דfor
)יוסד. The substitution is a harmonization to the immediate context.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F5ii:L6 (Col 3:6 [Ps 104:11]).
4Q86 reads י֯ ֯שכירוׄ פראים ׄצ ׄמ ׄאם, “they cause the donkeys to be drunk with their thirst,”
while the MT reads יִ ְשׁ ְבּרוּ פְ ָר ִאים צְ מָ אָם, “the donkeys quench their thirst.” There are two
variants here: the substitution of the verbal stem (a qal for a hiphil) and the lexical stem
( שׁברfor )שׁכר. 91 Both differences appear to be cases of harmonization. First, the
substitution of the qal stem for the hiphil stem harmonizes this verse to the prior verse so
that “springs” are the subjects of both verbs (i.e., the springs of v. 10 give drink to the
beasts and make the donkeys drunk). Second, the substitution of the lexical stem
substitutes the MT’s less common usage for a word more commonly used in this context.
The only place the verb שׁבר, “to break,” is used figuratively to mean “to quench thirst,” is
here. 92 The verb שׁכר, however, is often connected to the idea of drinking too much;
namely, being drunk. 93 The variants remain graphically similar, so this might suggest that
92F

the differences arose due to graphic similarity. Interpretation is a better explanation for
the difference since 4Q86 reads more smoothly.
The last category 2 substitution is preserved at F10ii:L6 (Col 4:15 [Ps 104:24]).
Here, 4Q86 reads נעשו, “they are done,” whereas the MT reads ָ ָﬠ ִשׂית, “you have done.”
The difference is mainly one of voice: the MT is active while 4Q86 is passive. The direct
object of the MT is the subject of 4Q86.
Although there are two differences here, these differences only represent one point in the
statistics since the differences concern only one word. One word equals one point in the statistics.
91
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Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, s.v., “שׁבר.“

93

Ibid., s.v., “שׁכר.“
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Category 3. 4Q86 does not preserve any certain category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. 4Q86 preserves a sequence of
psalms that differs from the MT at F6:L2 (Col 2:11 [Ps 147, 104]). Here Psalm 147 ends
and a large vacat space is left corresponding to the end of a psalm. The text that follows
is Psalm 104. The editors argue that this difference in sequence is a significant variant, 94
but the difference is more likely the result of the excerpting process, and thus, does not
necessarily indicate the text’s textual tradition. The text preserves a medium sized writing
block according to Tov 95 and is estimated to have originally preserved ca. 19 lines per
column. 96 These dimensions make it highly unlikely that this text preserved the entire
Psalter. Thus, it is best to understand this difference as evidence of the text’s excerpted
nature. 97
Statistics and Conclusion of
4Q86’s Textual Tradition
The textual tradition preserved in 4Q86 can reasonably be identified as the
Masoretic tradition since the variants can reasonably be ascribed to the scribal process. 98
The different sequence and the liturgical nature of the Psalms suggest that the manuscript
was an excerpted text, possibly excerpted for liturgical purposes. When compared to
94

(4Q86),” 95.

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsd,” 64. See also Flint, “A Preliminary Edition of 4QPsd

95

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 86.

96

Ibid., 96.

This opinion is held by Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 595. Flint, “A
Preliminary Edition of 4QPsd (4Q86),” 93, may allude to this opinion by stating that the manuscript
contained at least nine columns.
97

Twenty-five words transcribed by the editors are not accepted in this total word count.
Compare the total word count by Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300. He states that 139 words are sufficiently
preserved in 4Q86, but note how he counts a word: he understands  מלכוas one word whereas it is
understood as two here. Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 299.
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many other non-aligned texts, 4Q86 shares a lower statistical relationship with the MT;
yet, many of these differences appear to be interpretative. One should additionally note
that a fifth of the differences belonging to categories 1 and 2 derive from one instance of
parablepsis. Thus, this text is most likely excerpted from a Masoretic exemplar. It
belongs to the Masoretic tradition.
Table 33. The statistical relationship between 4Q86 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q86 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
171

20

88.30%

10

94.15%

0

100%

4Q87
4Q87 (4QPse) preserves portions of Psalms 76, 78, 81, 86, 88, 89, 103, 109,
114-116, 118, 104, 105, 106/146 (?), 120, 125, 126, 129, and 130 in an order that differs
from the MT, according to Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the editors). 99 The editors describe
the script as a late Herodian hand ca. mid-first century AD with elongated final mem and
aleph. The nun is ornate with keraiai. Moreover, the text is written in prose format, 100
while the orthography is fuller than the MT. 101 The supralinear corrections and headings
are written in a more slender and cursive script. 102 Thus, the editors suggest,
It appears that the scribe first copied a text in which the superscriptions to Psalms
126-130 and other elements were not present, and later inserted these headings and
Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPse,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, 73-84. The exact sequence of psalms is not always conclusive because of the poor
state of preservation, but manuscript evidence does demonstrate that Ps 118 immediately preceded Ps 104
(see fragment 14). See table 1 in ibid., 73. Moreover, the remains of F1:L5—what the editors transcribe as
Ps 77—is very poorly preserved.
99

100

Ibid., 74.

101

Ibid.

102

Ibid.
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made other changes with the purpose of conforming to another Hebrew text similar
to consonantal MT. 103
Overall, the text preserves six instances of scribal intervention, which averages to one
scribal intervention per every twelve lines. 104
Scholars debate the exact nature and the tradition preserved in 4Q87. The
editors argue that this text, although poorly preserved, appears to preserve the same
Psalter preserved in 11Q5 and 11Q6. Correspondence between 4Q87 and 11Q5 includes
the sequence of Psalms 103 to 109, which may also be found in 11Q5; a shared variant at
Psalm 125:4; and a shorter reading in the base-text (non-corrected text) at Psalm 125:5,
which is corrected in 4Q87 to the MT. 105
In his preliminary edition of 4Q87, Flint is more certain that 4Q87 represents
the same collection as preserved in 11Q5: “My own research on the Psalms scrolls shows
that Cave 4 contained at least one copy of the 11QPsa-Psalter in the form of 4QPse
(4Q87).” 106 Correspondence between these texts includes agreement in macrovariants 107—the sequence Psalm 118 then Psalm 104, the possibly arrangement of Psalm
104 then Psalm 147 and Psalm 105, and the possible sequence of Psalm 105 to Psalm
146—as well as individual variants. 108 Flint summarizes the macro variants by stating
103

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPse,” 74.

104

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
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Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPse,” 76.

Peter W. Flint, “‘11QPsa-Psalter’ in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Including the Preliminary Edition
of 4QPse,” in The Quest for Context and Meaning: Studies in Biblical Intertextuality in Honor of James A.
Sanders, ed. Craig A. Evans and Shemaryahu Talmon, Biblical Interpretation Series 28 (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 1997), 178.
106

This term is used by Flint to describe differences in sequence and inclusion of nonMasoretic Psalms. See Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls, 182.
107

For a table listing the instances where 4Q87 agrees with 11Q5 against the MT, with the MT
against 11Q5, and where the text is corrected to fit the MT, see Flint, “‘11QPsa-Psalter’ in the Dead Sea
Scrolls,” 182-83.
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that the sequence of Psalms 118, 104, [147], 105, 146 is very likely preserved in 4Q87. 109
Tov agrees with the editors’ suggestion that 4Q87 preserves the same collection
as found in 11Q5. 110 However, Tov does not see this collection as a genuine “Psalter” but
as a liturgical text (i.e., a prayer books)—a Scripture-like composition—which, according
to Tov’s classification grid, is a special sub-group of the non-aligned text. 111 Lange too
categorizes the text as textually non-aligned. 112
Contrary to these scholars, Dahmen argues that the points of similarities
advanced by Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint cannot be proven. 113 Cabajosa, in his discussion of
the Peshitta-Psalms, claims that 4Q87 does not disagree with the MT in any significant
way. 114 In fact, it should be noted that each of the differences can be ascribed to the
scribal process. These facts, plus the tendency to correct the base text to a Masoretic like
text, indicate that this text is not clearly a 11Q5 like text.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several proposed variants are not included in the following discussion and
statistics. These proposed variants include examples that depend on insufficient
109

Flint, “‘11QPsa-Psalter’ in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” 182.

110

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 594-95.

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. See also Tov’s discussion of
Scripture-like compositions in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21; Tov, Scribal Practices
and Approaches, 334.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.

Ulrich Dahmen, Psalmen- und Psalter-Rezeption im Frühjudentum: Rekonstruktion,
Textbestand, Struktur und Pragmatik der Psalmenrolle 11QPsa aus Qumran, Studies on the Texts of the
Desert of Judah 49 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2003), 52-59.
113

Ignacio Carbajosa, The Character of the Syriac Version of Psalms: A Study of Psalms 90150 in the Peshitta, Monographs of the Peshiṭta Institute Studies in the Syriac Versions of the Bible and
Their Cultural Contexts, vol. 17 (Leiden, The Netherlands, Brill, 2008), 347.
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manuscript evidence and differences that have been corrected to align the text more
closely with the MT. 115
Category 1. 4Q87 preserves several category 1 variants. These variants
include one addition of a preposition, one omission of a preposition and one article, and
four substitutions: two substitutions of number, one substitution of a similar lexeme, and
an instance of transposition. 116
Category 2. 4Q87 preserves two category 2 omissions. In both instances, 4Q87
omits a pronominal suffix. The first omission is preserved at F26i:L5 (Ps 125:4). 117 4Q87
reads “ בלבin heart” while the MT reads “ בְּ לִ בּוֹתָ םin their hearts.” 118 This omission may be
an instance of parablepsis: the scribes eyes skipping from the vav of  בלבותםto the
conjunctive vav beginning the next verse. The second omission is preserved at F26i:L4
(Ps 125:3). 4Q87 reads “ יד^י^םhands” whereas the MT reads “ יְ דֵ יהֶ םtheir hands.” Both of
these omissions simply make the text more implicit.
4Q87 further preserves one category 2 substitution. It is preserved at F20:L1
(Frgs. 18 col ii, 20-24:L1 [Ps 105:37]). 4Q87 reads ויוצא עמ]ו,
֯
“and he brought [his]
people out,” for the MT’s  ַ ֽויּוֹצִ יאֵ ם, “and he brought them out.” The substitution is an
115

“4QPse,” 74.

These corrections are made by the original scribe as noted by Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint,

For more information about the proposed variants not categorized in either category 1, 2, or
3 and those that belong to category 1, see table “4Q87: Description of variants,” in appendix 3.
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One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editors (or even
the fragments grouped together to form a reconstructed column), or one can refer to the exact fragment and
line number corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided in this dissertation. The first reference
given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while the second
reference is that of either the reconstructed column or the group of fragments grouped together by the
editors and the corresponding reconstructed line number. If the editors reconstruct the column, the group of
fragments is not listed so that the citations do not become unclear.
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The substitution of number is a category 1 variant. For information about this and other
category 1 variants, see table “4Q87: Description of variants,” in appendix 3.
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interpretation that simply makes the text more explicit. In verse 36, the psalmist describes
how God struck down the first born of Egypt. Then, the psalmist describes how God
brought Israel out from Egypt with silver and gold, but the psalmists uses a pronoun, not
the noun, “his people” or “Israel.” The context, therefore, clearly indicates that the
antecedent is Israel. 4Q87 makes this point clear by defining more specifically the object
of the verb: they are “his people.” 119
A complex variant is preserved at F25:L1 (Ps 120:6). 4Q87 reads ר[בת שכנה
לנפ]שי, “[lo]ng (it) has dwelt with my soul,” 120 whereas the MT reads רבַּ ת ָ ֽשׁכְ נָה־לָּהּ נַפְ ִשׁי,ַ
“long, my soul has dwelt with itself.” The text omits the pronominal suffix of the lamed
preposition and attaches the lamed preposition to נפ]שי, “[my] sou[l].” The MT
construction is emphatic, the prepositional phrase functions like a dativus commodi. 121
120F

4Q87 may be smoothing out the construction or the reading may have resulted from a
scribal error: omission of one letter, the he.
Category 3. 4Q87 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint
propose that 4Q87 preserves the sequence Psalms 103 to 109 and Psalms 118, 104, 147,
The same reasons most have motivated the translators of the ESV and the NIV who, likewise,
translate, “Then he brought out Israel with silver and gold.” Neither the MT, LXX, Vulgate, Targum, nor
the DSS read “Israel.” Rather, the translation committee of the ESV and the NIV were motivated by the
same desire as 4Q87: clarity. Of course, the clarity is achieved in 4Q87 slightly differently since 4Q87
renders the object as “his people.”
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The text is fragmentary so that the subject is not known. However, see the translation in
Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 557.
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Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §119s. Joüon states that “the  לof the dativus
commodi is used in a very particular way with the pronoun of the same person as that of the verb.” Paul
Joüon and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, Subsidia Biblica, 14/1-14/2 (Roma: Editrice
Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 2003), §133d, emphasis original
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105, and possibly 146. 122 However, it should be noted that the transition between psalms is
only preserved in four instances in 4Q87, and out of these four instances, two examples
probably differ from the MT (i.e., the sequence Pss 118 to 104 on fragment 14 and the
sequence 104, 147 [possibly], and 105). 123
The sequence Psalm 118 then 104 is possible since the first line of fragment
fourteen corresponds to Psalm 118:29, not Psalm 103. It is, however, possible that the
remains of the first line coincide with a variant: perhaps an addition of the phrase הודו
ליהוה כי טוב כי לעולם חסדו, “give thanks to the Lord for he is good; his steadfast love is
forever,” to the end of Psalm 103. 124 The fact that this explanation could be proposed
123F

illustrates the fragmentary nature of this difference.
The proposed sequence of Psalm 103 then 109 is uncertain as the editors
claim. 125 The text is extremely fragmentary: all that is transcribed of the first line of this
fragment are the bottom two strokes of a he.
The proposed sequence of Psalms 104, 147, and 105 is uncertain, but enough
data remains to indicate that the sequence likely does not follow the MT. Ulrich, Skehan,
and Flint claim that Psalm 105 could not have followed Psalm 104. 126 They argue that a
composition of 15 lines would need to occur between Psalms 104 and 105 in order to
account material details of these fragments (top margins are preserved for both Psalms
104 and 105), the supposed number of lines per column (i.e., 25-26), 127 and the
122

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPse,” 74, 76.
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Ibid., 74.
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Flint suggests this explanation but dismisses it in Flint, “‘11QPsa-Psalter’ in the Dead Sea

Scrolls,” 179.
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Ibid., 79.
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Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPse,” 76.
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Ibid., 74.
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approximate number of letter spaces per line (i.e., 35-37, but up to ca. 44 in fragments
18-24). 128 Thus, they suggest that Psalm 147 was likely originally present between Psalm
104 and 105 in agreement with 11Q5.
This suggestion is possible, but some evidence suggests that Psalm 105 could
have immediately followed Psalm 104. Psalm 104:20-22 is preserved along with a top
margin. It would take approximately 536 letter spaces to complete Psalm 104 if Psalm
104 read with the MT. On the low end, if one calculated approximately 35 letter spaces
per line, then Psalm 104 would have been preserved in the subsequent 15 lines of this
column. If one calculated on the high end—44 letter spaces per line, Psalm 104 would have
been preserved in the subsequent 12 lines. This would leave approximately 7-10 lines
remaining in this column. Psalm 105:36 begins at the top of another column, and if one
assumes that Psalm 105 immediately followed Psalm 104 then there would be
approximately 32-37 lines between the ending of Psalm 104 and the beginning of Psalm
105:36. If one presumed that the lines preserved 35 letter spaces, then the text fitting this
lacuna would need to be approximately 1,100 letter spaces; this is approximately how
many letter spaces would be needed to reconstruct Psalm 105:1-35 according to the
Masoretic spelling. However, if one calculated 44 letter spaces per line and understood
there to be 37 lines, then there would need to be approximately 1,600 letter spaces. Thus,
based on the margins, the letter spaces, and the presumed column heights, the MT order
is not impossible.
However, this hypothesis is complicated by fragment 18, which preserves
portions of two subsequent columns. If one understands the remains of fragment 18 col i
as corresponding to Psalm 105:1-3, then reconstructing the MT is severely complicated
since it would necessitate a composition other than Psalm 105 as occupying the
approximately 7-10 lines after the ending of Psalm 104. One should note though that
128

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPse,” 74.
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fragment 18 col i is extremely fragmentary and perhaps the remains represent a textual
variant. Therefore, in light of this data, the Masoretic order should not be completely
ruled out, but in light of fragment 18, it should be understood as unlikely. Moreover, one
should further note that whether or not the text originally had Psalm 147 after Psalm 104
is a suggestion that cannot be confirmed due to the fragmentary nature of the text. 129
The last proposed sequence is preserved at fragments 19 ii, 20-24 and might
attest to the order Psalm 105 followed by Psalm 146 in agreement with 11Q5 against the
MT and LXX. 130 However, all that is preserved of the psalm following Psalm 105 is
הללויה, “Halleluiah,” which also corresponds to the beginning of Psalm 106. Thus, the
text does not necessarily agree with 11Q5 against the MT here. 131
130 F

Thus, of all the macro-variants, there appear two probable deviations from the
Masoretic sequence. This evidence casts doubt on whether 4Q87 represents the same
collection as preserved in 11Q5.
Even if one granted each of these proposed macro-variants, Ulrich, Skehan,
and Flint’s suggestion that 4Q87 and 11Q5 are copies of the same Psalter depends on the
assumption that 4Q87 in fact preserves a Psalter and not a Scripture-like composition such
as a prayer book. The text preserves a large writing block (25-26 lines per column), which
suggests that it originally could have possessed a large amount of text. 132 Nonetheless,
the text still could conceivably be understood as a liturgical text, perhaps a larger
129

This is indicated in Dahmen, Psalmen- und Psalter-Rezeption im Frühjudentum, 53.

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPse,” 82-83. The editors base this reasoning on other shared
agreements between 4Q87 and 11Q5. Ibid., 74-76.
130
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Scrolls,” 182.
132

See Flint’s discussion of this ambiguity in Flint, “‘11QPsa-Psalter’ in the Dead Sea
Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 87.
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liturgical text. 133 Tov understands 11Q8 to be a de luxe text and also liturgical. 134
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q87’s
Textual Tradition
The textual tradition preserved in 4Q87 can reasonably be identified as the
Masoretic tradition since the variants can all be ascribed to the scribal process. 135 The
text deviates in minor details and shows an inclination to correct its base text to a
Masoretic like text. Additionally, 4Q87 preserves a high statistical relationship when
compared to the MT. It is possible that the text was an excerpted text. Thus, it is perhaps
better to label the text as an excerpted text belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Table 34. The statistical relationship between 4Q87 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q87 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
234
11
95.30%
4
98.29%
0
100%

4Q88
4Q88 (4QPsf) preserves portions of Psalms 22, 107, 109, and three apocryphal
psalms: the Apostrophe to Zion, the Eschatological Hymn, and the Apostrophe to Judah. 136
The manuscript is not written in stichometric format. 137 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the
133

Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21.

See Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156; Tov, Scribal Practices and
Approaches, 334; Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 129.
134

The editors transcribe 52 words that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence and they
are not counted in the total word count. Compare the total word count by Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300.
He states that 220 words are sufficiently preserved in 4Q87, but note how he counts a word: he understands
 מלכוas one word whereas it is understood as two here. Ibid., 299.
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Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPsf,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, 85-106.
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Ibid., 86. Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 169, 334. However, in the preliminary
edition, Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint indicate that the text was written stichometrically with one hemistich per
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editors) describe the script as a Hasmonaean semicursive script from ca. 50 BC while
they describe the orthography as fuller than the MT including the longer form of the 2ms
pronominal suffix ( )כה138. The editors note two supralinear corrections: one in Psalm 107
and one in the Apostrophe to Judah. 139 The text averages a correction every sixty-one
138F

lines. 140 Additionally, the text has been cut horizontally right at the division between the
139F

biblical and apocryphal psalms. The editors suggest that the damage was done by “a knife,
sword, or other sharp instrument, most likely by Roman soldiers who were ravaging the
Qumran site in 68 CE.” 141
140F

Scholars debate the nature of 4Q88 and its textual tradition. The editors do not
label the text but describe the extent to which it differs from the MT. These differences
include individual variants and the inclusion of non-Masoretic Psalms. 142 Wilson
recommends that scholars approach 4Q88 cautiously due to the text’s fragmentary
nature. 143 Caution is further recommended since no material joint connects the biblical
psalms with the apocryphal psalms, but, according to Wilson, “only a highly probable
positioning of two separate fragments.” 144 Moreover, Wilson argues that the text does not
line from col 3:6 to the end of col. 4. See Patrick William Skehan, Eugene Charles Ulrich, and Peter W.
Flint, “A Scroll Containing ‘Biblical’ and ‘Apocryphal’ Psalms: A Preliminary Edition of 4QPsf (4Q88),”
The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 60, no. 2 (April 1998): 269-70.
138
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preserve the collection of psalms preserved in 11Q5 since the “Apocrypha of Zion”
appears in a different sequence in each text. 145
Tov, likewise, does not group 4Q88 as preserving the same collection as 11Q5
despite preserving the “Apocrypha of Zion.” 146 He further identifies the text not as a
genuine “Psalter” but as a liturgical text (i.e., a prayer book)—a Scripture-like
composition—which according to Tov’s classification grid is a special sub-group of the
non-aligned category. 147 Lange too categorizes the text as textually non-aligned. 148
Description and Categorization
of Variants
There are several proposed variants that are not counted in either category 1, 2,
or 3. For example, some variants depend on insufficient manuscript evidence while
several others merely represent synonymous spellings.
Category 1. 4Q88 preserves twelve category 1 variants. A sampling of the
category 1 variants includes the addition of conjunctive vav, the omissions of conjunctive
vav, and substitution of number.
Category 2. 4Q88 preserves several category 2 variants. One of these variants
is an omission preserved at F9:L1 (Col 6:1 [Ps 109:4]). 149 4Q88 reads [יסטמוני יסי]מו,
145

Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, 68.
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Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 594-95.

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. See also Tov’s discussion of
Scripture-like compositions in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21; Tov, Scribal Practices
and Approaches, 334.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.

One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editors (or even
the fragments grouped together to form a reconstructed column), or the exact fragment and line number
corresponding to the actual fragment. Both are provided here. The first reference given is the reference to the
fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference is that of either the
reconstructed column or the group of fragments grouped together by the editors and the corresponding
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“they accuse me. They se[t]. . . ” 150 while the MT reads יִ ְשׂ ְטנוּנִ י ַואֲנִ י ְתפִ ָלּה ַויּ ִָשׂימוּ, “they
accuse me, but I am in prayer. They set . . .” This difference can be explained as an
example of parablepsis: the eyes skipping  ַואֲנִ י ְתפִ ָלּהbecause of the initial vav.
4Q88 further preserves several category 2 substitutions. The first category 2
substitution is preserved at F1:L6 (Frgs. 1-2:L23 [Ps 22:16]). Here 4Q88 reads עפר מות
]שופט
ׄ
“he who places [me] in the dust of death,” 151 while the MT reads ו ַל ֲﬠ ַפר־מָ וֶת ִתּ ְשׁפְּ תֵ נִ י,ֽ ְ
“you lay me to the dust of death.” The difference may have derived from a
misunderstanding of the word since the verb  שׁפתonly occurs five times in the MT, 152 zero
times in the non-biblical-DSS, 153 possibly once in the biblical-DSS (5/6Hev1b Frgs. 8152F

9:L11 [Ps 22:16)], 154 and five times in the Mishnah. 155 However, the scribes of the
153F

154F

translations properly understood the word. Haplography may be a better explanation (the
scribe wrote the tav once instead of twice leading to the substitution of an imperfect verb
for a participle) and then confused a tav for a tet. The confusion of phonetically similar
letters such as sibilants is prevalent in this text and may provide some evidence for this
suggestion.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F5:L2-3 (Col 2:7-8 [Ps 107:9]).
Here the MT reads כִּ י־הִ ְשׂבִּ י ַﬠ ֶנ ֶפשׁ שֹׁ קֵ קָ ה וְ נֶפֶ שׁ ְרﬠֵ בָ ה ִמ ֵלּא־טוֹב, “for he causes the longing soul
reconstructed line number. If the editors reconstruct the column, the group of fragments is not listed so that
the citations do not become unclear.
150
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Canada: Oak Tree Software, n.d.).
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to be satisfied; and the hungry soul, he fills with good.” 4Q88 is fragmentary, but enough
of the evidence is preserved to conclude that the scribe transposed the participle שקקה
with the adjective רעבה. 4Q88 read רעב ֯ה
ׄ [ לא ]טוב ]כי השביע נפש
֯ [“ ]ונפש ש[ ֯ק ׄקה ]מfor he
causes the hungry soul to be satisfied; and the longing soul, he fills with good.” The
difference is slight especially since the parallel lines are synonymous.
The next two category 2 substitutions are found at F3ii:L6 (Col 2:19 [Ps
107:15]). Here 4Q88 reads ה]ודו [ליהוה חסידו, “gi[ve thanks] to the Lord all his godly ones,”
while the MT reads יוֹדוּ לַיהוָה חַ ְסדּוֹ, “Let them give thanks to the Lord because of his
steadfast love.” The first difference substitutes a jussive for an imperative, which represents
a slight change of perspective. The second difference is more substantial since it actually
changes the word’s role in the sentence. In the MT, the word functions as an adverbial
clause specifying why “Israel ought to praise the Lord.” In 4Q88, the word functions as a
vocative in order to specify who is to praise the Lord; namely, “his godly ones.” The
main theme of this psalm is the steadfast-love of the Lord as indicated by the introduction
(v. 1), the conclusion (v. 43), and the common refrain יוֹדוּ לַיהוָה חַ ְסדּוֹ, “Let them give
thanks to the Lord because of his steadfast-love” (see vv. 8, 15, 21, 31). Unfortunately,
none of these other readings are preserved in 4Q88 to help explain the difference here.
The similarity of the words graphically might suggest a type of graphic confusion, but the
evidence is too fragmentary to be more definitive.
Alternatively, the LXX reading τὰ ἐλέη αὐτοῦ, “his mercies,” is reconstructed
by the editors of DJD as חסדיו. This reading understands God’s acts as plural as opposed
to a collective singular. The difference between the LXX and the MT is simple: the
difference in number that could have arisen based on the particular scribe’s conception of
God’s mercies or possibly due to the contraction of the diphthong  יוso that both this form
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and  וwere pronounced alike. 156 Perhaps 4Q88 originally read a plural and then suffered
metathesis of the dalet and yod.
Finally, the difference can be explained as a type of harmonization. It could be
a harmonization to the immediate context since verses 2-3 commands that the “redeemed
of the Lord” and “those gathered from the lands” sing this psalm. It is also possible that
the scribe is applying the text to his contemporary audience, and thus, the difference can
be explained as a type of updating. The scribe may be doing this when he substitutes the
jussive (third person volatile) for an imperative (second-person). The effect is that the
psalm no longer commands them (the past audience) to praise the Lord, but his
contemporary audience. The substitution of חַ ְסדּוֹ, “loving-kindness” for חסידו, “his godly
ones,” may too be derived for a desire to apply the text. Namely, he is identifying those
of the community as the godly ones, contrary to those who rebelled against God’s words
and spurned his counsel (Ps 107:11), who were fools because of their inequity (Ps
107:17), 157 who went on business trips on ships with evil intentions (Ps 107:23-26), and
156F

whose evil caused the land to turn into a desert (Ps 107:33-34). This tendency—if this is
the motive for these changes—might be analogous to David’s use of Exodus 17:1-7 in
Psalm 95:7-11 158 and the author of Hebrews use of Psalm 95:7-11 in Hebrews 3-4. In
157F

both instances, the authors indicate that their audience is reliving the wilderness
wandering’s place in human history. Thus, several explanations can be posited for this
difference.
See Qimron’s discussion of this feature in Elisha Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea
Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), §200.18.
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Notice how the sailors are described as those who went on business trips and describes
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The next category 2 substitution is found at F3iii:L2 (Col 4:17 [Ps 107:26]).
Here 4Q88 reads [בה]ם, “on account of them,” while the MT reads בְּ ָרﬠָה, “on account of
evil.” 4Q88 interprets the MT since  ָרﬠָהin the MT likely does not refer to ethical evil, but
to misfortune. The sailors are in distress because waves (third-person masculine plural
noun) that go up to the heavens and then down to the depths. This evil is what makes
their hearts melt. Thus, when 4Q88 reads [יעלו שמים ]יר[דו תהומות ונפשם בה]ם, the
pronominal suffix attached to the bet preposition refers to the גלים, “waves,” of verse 25
and demonstrates what makes their hearts melt: them (i.e., the waves). This substitution is
likely occasioned by a desire to interpret the MT.
The next category 2 substitution is found at F8i:L9 (Col 3:21 [Ps 107:28]).
Here 4Q88 reads וישיעם, “he saves them,” while the MT reads יוֹצִ יאֵ ם, “he brings them
out.” 4Q88 again is interpreting the MT to make the meaning clearer: God is not just
bringing the sailors out of their distress, but he is saving them. 4Q88 has interpreted the
MT in light of its immediate context and supplied the more specific verb.
A further category 2 substitution is preserved at F8i:L9 (Col 3:21 [Ps 107:29]).
Here 4Q88 reads ויופך שערה
ׄ , “he overthrew the storm,” while the MT reads יָקֵ ם ְס ָﬠ ָרה, “he
calmed the storm down.” Again, this difference is likely the result of interpretation since
the verb  קוּםtypically denotes the concept of “rising,” but the context clearly indicates
that God is bringing an end to the storm as is evident by the prepositional phrase לִ ְדמָ מָ ה,
“for silence.” In fact, this is the only occasion where the verb  קוּםdenotes the concept of
“settling” or “calming down.” The context, therefore, again leads the scribe to substitute a
verb more common for this particular context. This difference too is likely an
interpretation.
The next category 2 substitution, likewise, may have derived from interpretation
and is preserved at F8i:L10 (Col 3:22 [Ps 107:29]). Here 4Q88 reads גלי ים, “waves of the
sea,” where the MT reads  ַגלֵּיהֶ ם, “their waves.” 4Q88 has simply identified the referent of
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the MT: it is the waves of the water. The difference may be an interpretation, or it may be
faulty word division.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F8i:L2 (Col 4:14 [Ps 107:36]).
Here 4Q88 reads עם רב, “a great people,” while the MT reads ר ֵﬠבִ ים,ְ “the hungry.” The
substitution could be explained as an internal harmonization since this section of the
psalm is now discussing God’s restoration. However, a paleographic problem too may
have caused the substitution.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F8i:L10 (Col 4:22 [Ps
107:41]). Here 4Q88 reads בעני, “in their affliction,” while the MT reads מֵ עוֹנִ י, “from
affliction.” Graphic or phonologic confusion could easily account for this change.
Phonetic confusion appears more likely due to the pervasive interchange between sibilants:
a phonetic error.
The last category 2 substitution is preserved at F9:L1 (Col 6:1 [Ps 109:4]). 4Q88
reads ]יסטמוני, “they are hostile to me,” whereas the MT reads יִ ְשׂ ְטנוּנִ י, “they accuse me.”
Both verbs depict the opponents as against David. The best solution appears to be phonetic
confusion, but one should note that the verbal root  שׂטןfound in the MT is preserved two
times in the biblical-DSS and both times the verbal root is substituted: here in 4Q88 and
in 4Q83 F9ii:L4 (Ps 36:21). Both words, however, occur only sparingly in Hebrew
literature, so it is difficult to say if the substitution was occasioned by the scribe’s
contemporary usage. Concerning שׂטן, the verbal root is never used in the non-biblical
DSS 159 while neither the nominal nor the verbal root of occurs in the Mishnah. 160 The
root  שׂטםis only used once in the non-biblical DSS, once in the biblical-DSS, and never
159

Abegg, Dead Sea Scrolls Non-Biblical Texts.

160

Abegg, Mishnah (Kaufmann).
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in the Mishnah. The best explanation for this reading again is phonetic confusion which
is clearly evident already in this word (i.e., the scribe has confused the sibilants). 161
There are two unclear variants preserved in 4Q88. The first is preserved at
F8i:L10-11 (Col 4:22-23 [Ps 107:41]). Here, 4Q88 reads “ עלוׄ ◦] [◦ כצ]אןon account [makes
their families] like flo[cks] 162 while the MT reads “ ַויָּשֶׂ ם ַכּצּ ֹאן ִמ ְשׁ ָפּחוֹתand sets as flocks
(their) families.” The poor state of the text’s preservation precludes certainty about this
variant. All that can be said is that 4Q88 reads ׄ עלוwhich is not represented in the MT. It
is unclear if this is an addition or a substitution.163
162F

The second is preserved at F5:L6 (Col 2:11 [Ps 107:11]). 4Q88 preserves a
final mem, which suggests an addition. The editors have transcribed the following as a
possible reading: [[הם ֯ה]מרו
֯ “they rebelled” whereas the MT reads “ ִ ֽכּי־הִ ְמרוּbecause they
rebelled.” One cannot be certain if 4Q88 omitted the  כִּ יparticle; the evidence is too
fragmentary. Moreover, the presence of the final mem suggests an addition, but one
cannot be sure about its nature; the text is too poorly preserved.
Category 3. 4Q88 does not preserve any certain category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. Some scholars argue that the
inclusion of non-Masoretic Psalms among DSS represent a significant difference
indicative of the text’s independent status. Combining into one scroll Apocryphal Psalms
and biblical Psalms, however, is not indicative of this text’s textual tradition since the
inclusion of non-canonical psalms within canonical psalms are found in texts that
For a discussion of the interchange between final nasals, see Qimron, The Hebrew of the
Dead Sea Scrolls, §200.142.
161

162

For this translation, see Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 588.

The translation provided by Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich understands the difference as a
substitution. Ibid., 588. However, the editors suggest that this variant may be an addition. See Ulrich,
Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsf,” 95.
163
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preserve the Masoretic Psalter. A prime example of this is the LXX, which includes
Psalm 151, but clearly demarcates the text as non-canonical. The superscription reads
Οὗτος ὁ ψαλμὸς ἰδιόγραφος εἰς Δαυιδ καὶ ἔξωθεν τοῦ ἀριθμοῦ· ὅτε ἐμονομάχησεν τῷ
Γολιαδ, “This Psalm is by the hand of David and outside the number made when he
fought Goliath.” 164 Thus, this superscription demonstrates that ancient Jews did not have
a fundamental problem with combining canonical and non-canonical psalms together in
the same scroll.
Similarly, the inclusion of both biblical Psalms and apocryphal Psalms on the
same scroll does not necessarily indicate the canonical status of the Apocryphal Psalms
but may depend on thematic purposes. For example, 11Q11 (11QApPsa or 11QPsApa)
partially preserves four psalms, three of which are apocryphal and Psalm 91—a Psalm of
David. These texts appear to be arranged for thematic purposes. J. P. M. van der Ploeg
suggests that these psalms are those sung over the stricken (i.e., the demon possessed). 165
The assumption that 4Q88 is a Psalms scroll is premature. 4Q88 may simply represent a
collection of texts such as a prayer book. 166
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q88’s
Textual Tradition
The textual tradition preserved in 4Q88 of the Masoretic Psalms can reasonably
Pietersma recognizes that the superscription prior to the ὅτε clause is likely original to the
LXX. Albert Pietersma, “David in the Greek Psalms,” Vetus Testamentum 30 (1980): 226. Compare
Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, 70.
164

J. P. M. van der Ploeg, “Un Petit Rouleau de Psaumes Apocryphes,” in Tradition und Glaube:
Das Frühe Christentum in Seiner Umwelt. Festgabe für Karl Georg Kuhn zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. Gert
Jeremias, Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn, and Hartmut Stegemann (Göttingen, Germany: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1971), 129. See also Craig A. Evans, “Jesus and Psalm 91 in Light of the Exorcism Scrolls,” in Celebrating
the Dead Sea Scrolls: A Canadian Collection, ed. Peter W. Flint, Jean Duhaime, and Kyung S. Baek, Early
Judaism and Its Literature 30 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2011), 91.
165

166

prayer book.

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 594-95, suggests that this text may be a
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be identified as the Masoretic tradition. 167 Admittedly, the text agrees with the MT in less
details than most non-aligned texts, but the differences can reasonably be ascribed to the
scribal process. The differences suggest that the scribe made several phonetic errors and
tended to interpret. Moreover, the inclusion of non-Masoretic psalms suggests that the
text was a liturgical text, perhaps a prayer book (Tov), and do not necessarily depict the
text as an independent Psalter. 168
Table 35. The statistical relationship between 4Q88 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q88 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
203
29
85.71%
17
91.63%
0
100%

4Q92
4Q92 (4QPsk) preserves portions of Psalm 135 and possibly Psalm 99 in 2
fragments. 169 The script is described as Hasmonaean and dates to ca. 100-30 BC and is
written in prose format. 170 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the editors) describe the text as
only preserving two orthographic differences when compared to other scrolls. 171 The text
The editors transcribe 35 words that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence and they
are not counted in the total word count. Compare the total word count by Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300.
He states that 220 words are sufficiently preserved in 4Q92, but note how he counts a word: he understands
 מלכוas one word whereas it is understood as two here. Ibid., 299.
167

168

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 594-95.

Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPsk,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, 123-25. The identification of col 2 as Ps 99 is uncertain due to the columns poor
state of preservation. However, in light of what is visible, Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint have concluded that the
text most likely belongs to Ps 99, although the column may be the remains of an apocryphal Psalm or
biblical Psalms with a textual variant. Ibid., 124-25.
169

170

Ibid., 123.

Ibid. Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint are right to indicate that only two words contain orthographic
differences, but one of these words concerns two differences. Thus, there are three orthographic differences
when 4Q92 is compared to the MT.
171
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does not preserve any instance of scribal intervention. 172
Scholars debate the textual tradition of 4Q92. Tov identifies the text not as a
genuine “Psalters” but as a liturgical text (i.e., a prayer book)—a Scripture-like
composition—which, according to Tov’s classification grid, is a special sub-group of the
non-aligned category. 173 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint do not comment about the textual
tradition of the text, likely due to the text’s poor state of preservation 174 as does Lange. 175
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Four proposed variants are not discussed in the following discussion or included
in the statistics. Three of these variants depend on insufficient evidence. The first
insufficiently preserved difference is preserved at Col 1:1 (Ps 135:6). Ulrich proposes that
the partial remains of two letters suggest the addition ] ֯לעשות יעשה אין כי אין כיהוה וא[י֯ ן
 שיעשה כמלך אלהיםin agreement with 4QPsn (4Q95) and 11QPsa (11Q5). 176 This
suggestion is possible, but not certain since this line is poorly preserved. Moreover,
although the identification of these letters corresponds to the reading suggested, they also
correspond partially to the MT reading  חפץas Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint indicate. 177
176F

The second proposed difference that depends on insufficient manuscript
evidence is preserved at Col 2:3 (possibly Ps 99:1) and concerns the proposal of the
172

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsk,” 123.

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. Tov does not include this text in
his discussion of Scripture-like compositions in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21. Note
that it is listed as non-aligned in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
173

174

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsk.”

175

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55-56.

176

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsk,” 124.

Ibid. See The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls, “Plate 1151, Frag 2,” accessed June 14, 2018
http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-487621.
177
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superscription ל ׄדו֯ ]ד,ׄ “to David.” The first two transcribed letters are probable as indicated
by the sigla, but if the text read  לדודor even לדויד, there would likely be traces of the third
letter. The lack of remains for the third letter calls this proposal into question.
The third proposed difference is a “macro-variant” (i.e., a difference in
sequence). The second column only preserves six words partially. Although Psalm 99
corresponds best to this content, it is entirely possible that one of these words is a variant
reading or that the column belongs to an altogether different composition. 178 Moreover,
the content from column 1 preserves a portion of Psalm 135, but poorly. It is possible that
column 1 merely represents a quote from Psalm 135. The claim that Psalm 99 followed
Psalm 135 in this text, then, depends on insufficient evidence.
The fourth proposed variant may merely represent an orthographic difference
(i.e., yod can represent final e) 179 rather than a textual variant (i.e., substitution of a
collective singular for a plural noun). This difference is found at Col 1:5 (Ps 135:15). 180
Category 1. 4Q92 preserves no category 1 variants.
Category 2. 4Q92 perseveres two category 2 variants. The first category 2
variant is an omission preserved at Col 1:3 (Ps 135:10). 4Q92 omits וְ הָ ַרג, “and has
slayed” of the MT. The difference likely derived from the scribe’s eyes skipping space on
the manuscript, although no motivation is preserved. Nonetheless, the fact that only one
word is skipped suggests this unintentional error. The difference between the texts is
slight. The parallelism of the MT emphasizes God’s greatness above all other gods
because he smote the mighty nations (i.e., the nations who formerly dwelt in the

appendix 3.
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Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsk,” 124-25.

179

See Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §100.34.

180

For more details about these variants, see table “4Q92: Description of variants,” in
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Promised Land) and he slew the mighty kings. The omission of the verb causes the verb
of the previous line to be supplied here: (i.e., “he smote”). Since the lines are
synonymous, the difference is slight.
4Q92 preserves one category 2 substitution. This substitution is found at Col
1:3 (Ps 135:11). 4Q92 reads את סיחון, “Sihon,” while the MT reads לְ ִסיחוֹן, “namely,
Sihon.” The use of lamed in the MT emphasizes the kings slain by God. 181 The use of the
180F

marker of the accusative in 4Q92, however, simply identifies Sihon as the object of the
verb in the prior verse. The difference is minor, one of emphasis.
Category 3. 4Q92 preserves no category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q92’s
Textual Tradition
The textual tradition preserved in 4Q92 can reasonably be identified as the
Masoretic tradition. 182 However, the poor state of this text’s preservation makes any
statement about the text’s tradition suggestive. 183 It further calls into question if this text
is a biblical scroll since what is preserved may be a mere quote from a different
composition. Nonetheless, the content from column 1 does not represent any significant
variant when compared to the Masoretic text. Thus, what remains of the text can
reasonably be identified as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
181

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsk,” 124-25.

The editors transcribe eleven words that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence and are
not counted in the total word count. For the transcriptions, see ibid., 123-25.
182

Five words found in 4Q92 are not included in the total word count because they depend on
insufficient manuscript evidence. Moreover, the six partially preserved words from column 2 are excluded
also because they cannot be persuasively identified as preserving a biblical-psalm.
183
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Table 36. The statistical relationship between 4Q92 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q92 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
26
3
88.46%
3
88.46%
0
100%

4Q93
4Q93 (4QPsl) preserves portions of Psalm 104 in one fragment spanning two
columns. 184 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the editors) describe the script as dating the
manuscript to the second half of the first century BC. 185 Other paleographic notes include
the use of a smaller ayin, the inability to distinguish yod and vav graphically, and the
cramming of words together in order to accommodate the stichometric arrangement. 186 The
185F

text is written in a stichometric format: one hemistich per line. 187 The orthography is not
186F

consistent. 188 Moreover, there is no evidence of scribal intervention preserved in the text.189
187F

18F

The textual tradition of 4Q93 is debated. Tov suggests that this text is
excerpted, 190 and that is possible in the minds of the editors. 191 Material features that
Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPsl,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, 127-29.
184

185

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsl,” 127.

186

Ibid., 127-28.

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 171. See also the discussion of the stichometric
format in Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsl,” 127. Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 170, notes that
Ps 104 is always presented stichometrically.
187

188

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsl,” 128.

189

Ibid.

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 98. Tov argues that the text only contained Ps 104,
but elsewhere he does not list 4Q93 as a liturgical text (Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,”
156) or as a Scripture-like text; namely, a liturgical text or excerpted text for personal use (Tov, Textual
Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21), perhaps because of its limited size. He questionably marks this text
as non-aligned in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
190

191

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsl,” 128.
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support this conclusion include the dimensions of the columns (approx. 15 lines high and
approx. 13-21 letter-spaces wide). 192 Tov further categorizes the text as possibly nonaligned, 193 while Lange reserves judgment due to the text’s poor state of preservation. 194
Description and Categorization
of Variants
4Q93 contains several orthographic differences when compared to the MT.
Noteworthy orthographic differences include a peculiar use of a yod at F1:L5 (Col 1:10
[Ps 104:4]) and the interchange of sibilants at F1:L6 (Col 1:11 [Ps 104:5]).195
Three other differences can reasonably be grouped as either category 1 variants
(e.g., differences between collective singulars and plurals) or orthographic differences. In
the first example, the yod may represent final e preserved at F1:L4 (Col 1:9 [Ps
104:4]), 196 while the second ambiguity may depend on the contraction of the diphthong
aw at F1:L4 (Col 1:9 [Ps 104:4]) and F1:L5 (Col 1:10 [Ps 104:4]). 197 These differences
are considered orthographic variants here.
Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsl,” 127. For a discussion of the size of texts as evidence for
a text’s excerpted nature, see Julie A. Duncan, “Excerpted Texts of Deuteronomy at Qumran,” Revue de
Qumran 18, no. 1 (April 1997): 49-50; Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 596; Brent Strawn,
“Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran: Their Significance for the Textual History of the Hebrew Bible and the
Socio-Religious History of the Qumran Community and Its Literature,” in The Bible and the Dead Sea
Scrolls: The Second Princeton Symposium on Judaism and Christian Origins, ed. James H Charlesworth
(Waco, TX.: Baylor University Press, 2006), 2:114-16.
192

193

Desert,” 156.
194

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334; Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean
Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55-56.

One can refer to the reconstructed line number when citing this text or to the actual line
number of the fragment (only one fragment exists for this text, but the fragment preserves content from two
consequent columns). The first reference given is the reference to the fragment number (there is only one)
and the corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference refers to the column and the
reconstructed line number.
195

196

Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §100.34.

197

Ibid., §200.18. For information about these variants, see table “4Q93: Description of the
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Category 1. 4Q93 preserves one category 1 variant. This variant concerns the
addition of a lamed preposition at F1:L7 (Col 1:12 [Ps 104:5]). 198
Category 2. 4Q93 preserves no category 2 variants.
Category 3. 4Q93 preserves no category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q93’s
Textual Tradition
4Q93 is poorly preserved. Only 27 words are sufficiently preserved in two
small columns. 199 Moreover, the small size of the columns strongly suggest that this
manuscript was not a copy of the entire Psalter, but an excerpted text. However, due to
the fragmentary nature of the remains, one cannot be certain that what remains was not a
mere quotation. Nonetheless, what is preserved can reasonable be classified as Masoretic
since the text only preserves one category 1 variant.
Table 37. The statistical relationship between 4Q93 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q93 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
27
1
96.30%
0
100.00%
0
100%

4Q95
4Q95 (4QPsn) may preserve portions of Psalms 135 and 136 in three
fragments. 200 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the editors) describe the script as a Herodian
variants,” in appendix 4.
198

appendix 4.

For information about these variants, see table “4Q93: Description of the variants,” in

Six words identified by Ulrich are not included in the total word count because they are
insufficiently preserved.
199

200

Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPsn,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
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hand that dates to the end of the first century BC. 201 The text is written in prose format. 202
Conclusions are difficult to draw concerning the orthography of the text due to its poor
preservation. 203 The preserved text evidences no instances of scribal intervention. 204
It is very difficult to determine the identity of 4Q95 because of its fragmentary
nature. Fragment 1 preserves portions of Psalm 135 while the identity of the text preserved
in fragments 2-3 is less clear. The editors propose that the first three lines of fragments 2-3
partially preserve Psalm 135:11-12 and that lines 4-5 partially preserve Psalm 136:23-24.
They argue that “the compiler has succeeded in blending material from Psalm 135 with
that of 136 at points where the separate Psalms contain very similar readings.” 205 The
result of this amalgamation is a new psalm. 206 11Q5 Col 16:1-6 may provide some
precedent for this phenomenon since the scribe adds a catena of texts from Psalm 118 and
appends it to Psalm 136 (the same Psalm in question in 4Q95). 207 However, contrary to
Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, it is possible that fragments 2-3 of 4Q95 preserve Psalm
136:19-24 with only minor deviations when compared to the MT. The following
discussion and statistics will account for both proposals.
The textual nature of this text is debated. The editors understand the text as
closer to 11Q5 than the MT, but also as independent from 11Q5 in possibly amalgamating
Psalms to Chronicles, 135-37.
201

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsn,” 135.

202

Ibid.

203

Ibid.

204

Ibid.

205

Ibid., 137.

206

Ibid., 135.

At the end of Ps 136, there is a blank space a few letter spaces wide that likely indicates that
the scribe understood the catena from Ps 118 appended to Ps 136 as secondary.
207
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portions of Psalms 135 and 136 into one “new Psalm.” 208 Tov, likewise, sees the text as
non-aligned 209 and as an excerpted text. 210 Lange, however, classifies 4Q95 as a text that
may not preserve a biblical book. 211
Description and Categorization
of Variants
On the one hand, there are two proposed variants, if one understands fragments
2-3 as preserving Psalm 136:20-24, that depend on insufficient evidence. These potential
differences are found at F2:L2 (Frgs. 2-3:L2 [Ps 136:21 or 135:12]) and at F:2:L2 (F23:L2 [Ps 136:21 or 135:12]). 212 On the other hand, two different variants depend on
insufficient manuscript evidence if one understands fragments 2-3 as preserving Psalm
135:11-12 followed by 136:23-24. These are preserved at F2:L2 (Frgs. 2-3:L2 [Ps 136:21
or 135:12]) and F3:L2 (Frgs. 2-3:L3 [Ps 136:21 or 135:12]). 213
Category 1. 4Q95 does not preserve any category 1 variants.
Category 2. 4Q95 preserves a category 2 addition at F1:L1-2 (Ps 135:6). Here
4Q95 reads יעש]ה אין כי אין כיהוה ואין שיעשה[ ]כמלך אלוהים
ׄ  ׄלעשות, “to do as he does; there is
208

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsn,” 135-37.

209

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 592. Though he does not include this text
in his list in Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156; or in his discussion of Scripture-like
compositions in Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21.
210

211

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 56.

One can refer to the exact fragment number or to the group of fragments placed together as
part of a reconstructed column. Both citations are given here. The first reference given is the reference to
the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment (or the presumed line because at times the
difference is now missing) while the second reference refers to the group of fragments (where applicable)
and the line number.
212

213

See table “4Q95: Description of variants,” in appendix 3.
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none like the Lord, there is “to do, as do[es; there is none like the Lord, there is none like
the Lord, and there is none who acts like the King of gods]” 214 in agreement with
11Q5. 215 This Psalm calls God’s people to praise him because of his uniqueness and
greatness: The Lord is above all gods (v. 5); he does whatever he pleases (v. 6); he saved
his people from Pharaoh and the mighty kings of Canaan (vv. 8-12). The addition of
4Q95 is also found in 11Q5 and simply expands on this idea.
Category 2 variant if fragments 2-3 preserve portions of Psalm 136:20-24.
A category 2 substitution is found at F3:L2 (F2-3:L3 [Ps 136:22 or Ps 135:12]) if the line
preserves Psalm 136:22. 4Q95 reads עמו, “his people,” while the MT reads  ַﬠבְ דּוֹ, “his
servant.” In both texts, the construct phrase functions appositionally to further define
Israel. 4Q95 defines Israel as “his people,” while the MT defines Israel as “his servant.”
Both designations are common in Scripture (e.g., Israel is defined as God’s people at Exod
18:1; Deut 21:8; Judg 11:23; 1 Sam 9:16 while Israel is defined as God’s servant or at Isa
41:8; 44:21; Neh 1:6; 1 Chron 16:13). Moreover, Israel is designated as God’s people more
commonly than God’s servant. If this reading corresponds to Psalm 136:22, then this fact
may have led to this substitution.
Category 2 variants if fragments 2-3 preserves portions of Psalm 135:1112 + 136:23-24. A category 2 addition is preserved at F2:L2 (Frgs. 2-3:L2 [Ps 136:21 or
135:12]) if one understands this line as representing Psalm 135:12. Here the top of a
lamed is preserved, which indicates some type of addition. The editors transcribe here the
prepositional phrase [ ׄל]נוwhich would make the text more explicit. However, if one
Translation from Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 568. They suggest
that the entire addition of 11Q5 was originally found in 4Q95 since there are 70 letter spaces between the
first partially preserved letter of line 1 (i.e., what Ulrich transcribes as a sade) to the corresponding position
of line 2 contrary to the fourteen letter spaces if one were to read with the MT here.
214

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsn,” 136. Although they list 4QPsk (4Q92) as reading with
11Q5 (11QPs ) and 4Q92 (4QPsk), the reading of 4Q92 is inconclusive.
215
a
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understands this line as representing Psalm 136:21, then the partially preserved lamed
may represent the preposition in the prepositional phrase “ לעולםforever.”
Category 3. 4Q95 preserves no category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q95’s
Textual Tradition
It is difficult to classify the textual tradition of 4Q95 since the text is poorly
preserved. In fact, it is unclear what text this manuscript preserves. Fragment 1 preserves
portions of Psalm 135 while fragments 2-3 may either preserve a new psalm (i.e., an
amalgamation of Pss 135 and 136 or portions of Ps 136:20-24. 216 Moreover, due to the
small amount of text preserved, one cannot be sure that this text actually preserved a
biblical text, as suggested by Lange. 217 The text is ambiguous.

Table 38. The statistical relationship between 4Q95 and the MT if
fragments 2-3 preserve portions of Psalm 136:20-24
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q95 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
28
4
85.71%
4
85.71%
0
100%
Table 39. The statistical relationship between 4Q95 and the MT if fragments 2-3 preserve
portions of a Psalm 135:11-12 and 136:23-24 (i.e., a New Psalm)
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q95 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
28
5
82.14%
5
82.14%
0
100%

This proposal is made in Abegg, Bowley, and Cook, Accordance 11.2.5 Dead Sea Scroll
Biblical Corpus.
216

217

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55-56.
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4Q98
4Q98 (4QPsq) 218 is preserved in two adjoining columns preserving portions of
Psalms 31, 33, and 35. 219 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the editors) describe the manuscript
as written in prose format in a Herodian script, resembling the early Herodian round
semiformal hand dating to the late first century BC or early first century AD. 220 The
orthography is mixed: the manuscript spells the kōl particle plene, but often omits a yod
where the MT supplies one. 221 The editors further note that no corrections or evidence of
a later hand is preserved in the text.222
Scholars debate the nature of 4Q98. Milik understood this text as a copy of a
genuine Psalter and noted its importance due its aberrant arrangement and individual
textual variants. 223 The editors’ evaluation of the variants indicate the belief that the text is
removed from the MT since the text’s sequence is at odds with the MT: Psalm 31 is
followed by Psalm 33, not Psalm 32; 224 Psalm 33:13-22 begins on a new line which may
indicate that these verses represent a “new Psalm;” a longer text is preserved at Psalm
33:7; and the texts disagree regarding a superscription at Psalm 33 (4Q98 and the LXX
For a discussion of the provenance of this text, see Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint “4QPsq,” in
Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles, 145. Jozef Tadeusz Milik, “Deux Documents Inédits Du Désert
de Juda,” Biblica 38, no. 3 (1957): 245, grouped 4Q98 as deriving from Qumran Cave 4 rather than Naḥal
Ḥever because of its variants.
218

Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPsq,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, 145-49.
219

37.

220

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsq,” 146.

221

Ibid.

222

Ibid.

223

Milik, “Deux Documents Inédits Du Désert de Juda,” 246.

224

Flint identifies this as a major difference from the MT. Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls,
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add a superscription). 225 Tov understands the text to be an excerpted text for liturgical
purposes: a special sub-category of the non-aligned category. 226 Lange likewise
categorizes the text as non-aligned. 227
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several of the differences proposed by the editors are not categorized in either
category 1, 2, or 3. A sampling of these variants include examples that can reasonably be
described as synonymous spellings, while others depend on insufficient manuscript
evidence. There is one example of scribal error. 228
Category 1. There are two category 1 variants. One concerns tense while the
second concerns the substitution of a similar lexeme.
Category 2. 4Q98 preserves two category 2 additions. The first addition
involves a superscription at Col 1:2 (Ps 33:1). 4Q98 reads לדויד שיר מזמור, “to David, a
song, a psalm.” This addition is not alarming for several reasons. First, scribes tended to
add superscriptions to psalms over time. This fact is evident by comparing the
superscriptions of the LXX to the MT. 229 Albert Pietersma states that the superscriptions
28F

of “the LXX is an expansion on the MT. All that is in the MT is in the LXX, and at no
225

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsq,” 146-49.

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. See also Tov, Scribal Practices
and Approaches, 334.
226

227

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 54-55.

The scribal error is preserved at Col 2:7 (Ps 35:15). Here 4Q98 reads תכים, while the MT
reads נֵכִ ים. The reading of 4Q98 is very difficult while remaining graphically similar to the MT. A ligatured
vav nun could easily account for this confusion. Compare the phrase  בכמונהin column 1 line 4. Here the vav
and the nun if ligatured would be very similar to a tav. The translation in Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The
Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 524, indicates that they view this difference as a scribal error.
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Pietersma, “David in the Greek Psalms,” 213.
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point do they contradict each other.” 230 Second, this addition is not alarming since
attribution of this psalm to David is preserved in the LXX. The superscription reads
simply Τῷ Δαυιδ, “to David” [LXX Ps 32]. 231 Third, within the first book of the Psalter
(i.e., Pss 1-41) only four psalms in the MT lack a superscription (Pss 1, 2, 10, 33); all of
the other psalms are attributed to David ()לְ דָ וִ ד. 232 Moreover, the inclusion of שיר מזמור, “a
song, a psalm,” in the superscription is also not alarming since the audience is
commanded to sing praise “ ” ַזמּרוּand sing “ ” ִשׁירוּto God (see Ps 33:3).
The second addition is preserved at Col 1:6 (Ps 33:7). Here, 4Q98 adds the
colon ]מים] נצבו כמו [נ֯ וׄ ד
ׄ ש ֯ם ֯ה,
ׄ “There the waters [stood up like] a heap.” 233 This added
colon adds a phrase that resembles Exodus 15:8 and Psalm 78:13 and may be a case of
harmonization. The exact extent to which this added phrase corresponds to these other
passages, however, is unclear. In actuality, the adverb  שםtranscribed by Ulrich, Skehan,
and Flint depends on meager evidence as does the following article. All that is
sufficiently present here is the noun מים, but not its article, and the very last letter of the
last word, quite possibly a dalet. What is sufficiently preserved corresponds to Exodus
15:8, but more so to Psalm 78:13. Nonetheless, the poor state of the fragment’s
preservation precludes a more certain understanding of this variant. 234
23F

230

Pietersma, “David in the Greek Psalms,” 214.

For a list of LXX manuscripts have a slightly fuller title, see Milik, “Deux Documents
Inédits Du Désert de Juda,” 247.
231

Only Pss 1, 2, 10, and 33 (this psalm under discussion) lack לְ דָ וִ ד. However, the LXX reads
Pss 9 and 10 as one psalm.
232

233

For translation, albeit without the brackets, see Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsq,” 147.

One should note that the event discussed in Exod 15:8 and Ps 78:13 is the Exodus while the
event sung about in Ps 33 is creation. It is possible that the psalmist is connecting the exodus and creation
themes here. One further piece of evidence may support this conclusion. The next verse, Ps 33:8, in both the
MT and 4Q98, states that the creation should cause the earth to fear the Lord. This reason is also the reason
for the plagues against Egypt (e.g., Exod 8:22; 9:14, 29; 10:2), and this is the reason for Israel crossing the
Red Sea (Exod 14:10). Thus, it is possible that this added phrase draws out the connection already present in
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Category 3. 4Q98 preserves no category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. 4Q98 does not follow the
order of the Psalms of the Masoretic Text since Psalm 33 immediately succeeds Psalm 31
as it does in 4Q83. Whether one categorizes the different order of psalms as a category 3
variant depends on one’s conclusion about the nature of the manuscript: is 4Q98 a
biblical-text or an excerpted text. If the text was originally intended as an excerpted text,
then the rearranged order of Psalms does not indicate a different literary edition but
reflects the text’s excerpted nature. Tov is right to indicate that differences that derive
from the nature of the excerpted text—such as rearranged text and large-scale omissions—
cannot be evidence for a different textual tradition. 235
A second difference noted by the editors as significant is the vacat space that
separates Psalm 31:1-12 and Psalm 31:13-22 at Col 1:8-10. Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint
suggest that this interval indicates that verses 13-22 constituted a “new Psalm.” 236 The
manuscript evidence indicates that vacat spaces often separate individual Psalms. 237
However, one cannot be sure that every vacat space always indicates a transition between
Psalms. Other factors could have led to the vacat. Unfortunately, the poor state of the
text’s preservation precludes any thorough investigation into the intervals preserved in
the text. The other preserved interval is peculiar in some respects and may indicate a
paragraphing system unique to this text. Moreover, one should also note that disagreements
about the exact beginning and ending to Psalms is a difference found within texts that
this passage between creation and the Exodus. However, although there is some evidence for this suggestion,
the evidence is fragmentary, and thus, the nature of this addition is merely suggestive.
235

See Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 599.
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Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsq,” 148.

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 163-64, lists four different types of scribal breaks
used to indicate a new Psalm.
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clearly preserve the Masoretic tradition. Thus, the difference is not indicative of a text’s
extra-Masoretic nature. 238 Rather, it could possibly have derived from a liturgical use.
The question then is, is 4Q98 an excerpted text? A few facts suggest this
conclusion. First, it is recognized that many manuscripts preserve a type of scribal break,
vacat, and/or other scribal sign at the division of excerption. 239 Most often, individual
psalms are divided from other psalms by a vacat, but the vacat preserved in column 1 is
unusual. Psalm 31 ends on line 1 prior to the end of the line and the next line begins after
an indentation, which is not unusual among the manuscripts. 240 However, what is unique
is the length of the indentation. Moreover, all that is preserved on the first line of Psalm
33 is the superscription that is positioned to left hand margin. 241
Second, the text has a sequence that differs not only from the MT, but also
from the LXX. Of course, this datum can be read in two different ways: as evidence of
the text’s excerpted nature or as evidence of the text’s independent nature. 242 However,
since the LXX translation predates 4Q98 (and likely 4Q83) and was clearly known as a
true-Psalter scroll, the rearranged sequence of texts is more likely indicative of the text’s
excerpted nature rather than its independent status.
Third, for several reasons (e.g., their liturgical nature), Psalms were subject to
excerption, and thus, there is precedent for labeling this text as an excerpted text. 243
For a discussion of this phenomenon among texts preserving the Masoretic tradition, see the
section on 4Q83 above titled “Differences likely caused by the excerpted nature” where 4Q83 may
represent Pss 38 and 71 as one Psalm.
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Strawn, “Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran,” 114.

240

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 163-64.

241

See ibid., 177.

242

See Strawn’s interaction with this dilemma in Strawn, “Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran,”

132-33.

Tov understands most texts preserving Psalms from cave 4 and 11 as excerpted. See Tov,
“The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. This reason corresponds to Strawn’s third characteristic
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Despite these facts, it is well known that a characteristic of most excerpted texts
is their small dimensions—a characteristic that 4Q98 does not share. 244 Ulrich, Skehan,
and Flint claim that 4Q98 originally persevered ca. 29 lines per column at an estimated
height 23.6 cm. 245 In fact, Tov labels 4Q98 as a text with large dimensions that may have
been a de luxe edition: 246 a group of manuscripts with large margins, a large number of
lines, a close relationship to the MT, and little scribal intervention. 247 The main criterion
supporting 4Q98 as a de luxe manuscript is its column height. However, one should note
that column height as an indicator of an excerpted manuscript is relative since complete
biblical books are not all the same size. The dimensions of a complete Psalter would be
much longer than the dimensions of several other books. Thus, it would seem that an
excerpted text preserving Psalms could be quite larger than an excerpted book of
Deuteronomy. One should further note that the de luxe category is not used exclusively
for biblical books. 248 Thus, it is not beyond reason that an excerpted text likewise could
be formatting as a de luxe edition.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q98’s
Textual Tradition
The textual tradition preserved in 4Q98 can be reasonably identified as the
Masoretic tradition. 249 The variants preserved are minor in that they can be attributed to
of excerpted texts. See Strawn, “Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran,” 116-18.
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Strawn, “Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran,” 596.
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The material features are discussed in detail in Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsq,” 145.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 129.

247

Ibid., 128.

248

Ibid., 126-29.

Twenty-six words transcribed by Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint are not included in the final word
count for this text because they depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. Compare the total word count
by Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300. He states that 111 words are sufficiently preserved in 4Q98, but note
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the scribal process. Moreover, the two texts share a high statistical relationship as table
40 demonstrates. The text is likely an excerpted text, and this fact accounts for the
omission or transposition of Psalm 32 and the possible conception of Psalm 31 as more
than one Psalm.
Table 40. The statistical relationship between 4Q98 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q98 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
127
8
93.70%
6
95.28%
0
100%

4Q98a
4Q98a (4QPsr) is preserved in four fragments and preserves portions of Psalm
26-27 and 30. 250 Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint (the editors) describe the text as written in
prose format and the script as belonging to the Herodian period, while claiming that too
little of the text remains for the orthography to be classified. 251 There is no evidence of
scribal intervention. 252
The textual tradition of 4Q98a is debated. The editors do not comment about
the textual tradition or nature of 4Q98a. Tov categorizes the text as non-aligned. 253
how he counts a word: he understands  מלכוas one word whereas it is understood as two here. Ibid., 299. The
photo of 4Q98 found at The British Library, Online Gallery, “Dead Sea Scrolls, Qumran, Israel, c50AD.
Psalms Musée Bible et Terre Sainte, Paris,” accessed June 14, 2018, http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/
sacredtexts/deadseascrolls_lg.html, was consulted to compare the editors’ transcriptions. Beatriz Riestra
from the IAA was very kind to direct me to this photo.
Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPsr,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, 160-62.
250

251

Ibid., 160.

252

Ibid.

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334. Notably, this is one of the texts from cave 4
preserving Psalms that he does not list as an excerpted text. See Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean
Desert,” 156; Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21.
253
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Lange, however, withholds judgment about the textual nature of the text due to poor
preservation. 254
Description and Categorization
of Variants
The editors propose two differences that depend on insufficient manuscript
evidence. 255 The first is partially preserved at F3:L3 (Col 1:5 [Ps 26:11]). 256 The editors
rightly state that the third to the last letter is likely a yod, and thus, the reading differs
from the MT. However, none of the prior letters are preserved, which makes identifying
this difference as a variant difficult since the yod may simply represent a plene spelling of
the MT. The second proposed variant is found at F2ii:L3 (Col 2:3 [Ps 30:10]). Here, the
first two letters are written closely together, perhaps ligatured, which makes the editors
proposed reading of vav and yod possible, but the mark also resembles a he. If this letter
is a he, then the reading of 4Q98a may be preserving content further down the light (i.e.,
the MT’s )יְ הוָה �היֵה. Therefore, neither of these proposed variants are certain.
Category 1. The text preserves one category 1 variant. This difference is found
at F2ii:L1 (Col 2:1 [Ps 30:10]) and concerns the substitution of similar prepositions.257
254

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55-56.

255

See table 4Q98a: Description of variants, in appendix 3, for more details about these

variants.

One can refer to the reconstructed column and reconstructed line number provided by the
editors (or even the fragments grouped together to form a reconstructed column), or one can refer to the
exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment when citing this text. Both are
provided in this dissertation. The first reference given is the reference to the exact fragment number and the
corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference is that of either the reconstructed column or
the group of fragments grouped together by the editors and the corresponding reconstructed line number.
Note that if the editors reconstruct the column, the group of fragments is not listed so that the citations do
not become unclear.
256

257

See table “4Q98a: Description of variants,” in appendix 3, for more details about this variant.
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Category 2. 4Q98a preserves one category 2 variant at F2ii:L1 (Col 2:1 [Ps
30:9]). 4Q98a reads יׄ ]הוה, “Yahweh,” while the MT reads  ֲאדֹ נָי, “Lord.” Substitution of
the divine name is very common among Hebrew manuscripts.
Category 3. 4Q98a preservers no category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q98a’s
Textual Tradition
4Q98a is very poorly preserved (only 29 words are sufficiently preserved). 258
Due to poor preservation (it preserves content from two columns partially), one cannot be
sure if 4Q98a is a biblical text. The remaining content may be a quotation from a nonbiblical text. Nonetheless, the text preserves no large-scale difference when compared to
the MT. Thus, the content which remains can reasonably be classified as belonging to the
Masoretic tradition.
Table 41. The statistical relationship between 4Q98a and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q98a 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
35
2
94.29%
1
97.14%
0
100%

4Q98g
4Q98g (4QPsx) preserves in one fragment portions of Psalm 89. 259 Ulrich,
Skehan, and Flint (the editors) date 4Q98g paleographically to the Hasmonaean period
and accept the date suggested by J. T. Milik: ca. 175-125 BC. 260 By accepting Milik’s
258

Seven words transcribed by Ulrich depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.

Eugene Ulrich, Patrick W. Skehan, and Peter W. Flint, “4QPsx,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI,
Psalms to Chronicles, 163.
259

See Jozef Tadeusz Milik, “Fragment d’une Source Du Psautier (4Q Ps 89) et Fragments
Des Jubilés, Du Document de Damas,” Revue Biblique 73, no. 1 (January 1966): 95, 102. Contrary to
Milik’s proposal, see J. P. M. van der Ploeg, “Le Sens et Un Probleme Textuel Du Ps LXXXIX,” in
260
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early date, the editors claim that this manuscript is one of the earliest Psalm scrolls
extant. 261 Concerning orthography, they suggest that it is inconsistent and difficult to
categorize. 262 Tov, likewise, categorizes the orthography as unclear 263 but notes that the
text does not consistently use final letters in final position such as the spelling  עמat F1:L2
(Ps 89:20). 264 The difference found at F1:L1 (Ps 89:20) further illustrates the text’s
ambiguous spelling practice. 4Q98g reads שת, which the editors suggest is a “Hebrew
form with ancient orthography. 265 This spelling, however, may rather be attributed to
264F

Aramaic influence as suggested by Skehan. 266 Several characteristics of the text,
265F

including a high degree of scribal intervention, indicate that the scribe was either a
beginner or unskilled. 267
26F

The nature of 4Q98g is unclear because of the text’s poor preservation, the
high proportion of differences, and the nature of these differences—verses are rearranged
in an order very different than found in the MT. The sequence of verses from Psalm 89
are as follows: 20-22, 26, 23, 27-28, and 31. These facts have led to three general
Mélanges Bibliques El Orientaux En l’honneur de M. Henri Cazelles, ed. André Caquot and Mathias
Delcor, Alter Orient Und Altes Testament 212 (Kevelaer, Germany: Butzon & Bercker, 1981), 475. He
dates the text to the second half of the first century BC.
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Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 163.
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See the table of orthographic differences in Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 163-64.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 198.

264

Ibid., 231-32. Notice also a sade that formally appears to be a final sade written medially in

line 2.

See Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 166. This is the opinion of Milik, “Fragment d’une
Source Du Psautier (4Q Ps 89),” 99-100.
265

See Patrick William Skehan, “Gleanings from Psalm Texts from Qumran,” in Caquot and
Delcor, Melanges Bibliques, 442.
266

Ibid., 441-42. See also Pajunen, who labels the scribe a beginner in Mika S. Pajunen,
“4QPs[x]: A Collective Interpretation of Psalm 89:20-38,” Journal of Biblical Literature 133, no. 3 (2014):
484.
267
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suggestions about the nature of this text. First, this may be an independent form of Psalm
89. 268 Second, the scroll is not a biblical text. Proponents of this view include Skehan,
who argues that this fragment was a practice page written from memory. 269 Van der
Ploeg too believed that this scroll was not a biblical text, but the remains of a libretto of
messianic testimonia. 270 Tov categorizes 4Q98g as a non-biblical text; namely, a liturgical
or excerpted text. 271 Third, the text is too badly damaged to know the text’s nature. 272
Pajunen discusses this text in depth and likewise claims that it did not preserve
a biblical text. He claims that the material aspects of the text (i.e., estimated size of the
fragment, indications of limited writing space, lack of ruling, and presence of stitching)
indicate that “the fragment is part of the handle sheet preceding a scroll that was already
written and sewn together before this text was put on it.” 273 Moreover, certain scribal
features, such as the presence of several errors and corrections, indicate that this fragment
was written by a beginner scribe. 274 He also claims that the majority of the variants that
differentiate this text from the MT derive from a tendency to interpret a Masoretic-like
exemplar. Essentially, the scribe has taken “God’s promises to David and adapted [them]
to a collective use.” 275 Therefore, Pajunen assesses 4Q98g as an abbreviated form of
This opinion is evident in Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 163-67; Milik, “Fragment
d’une Source Du Psautier (4Q Ps 89),” 104.
268

See Skehan, “Gleanings from Psalm Texts from Qumran,” 439-52. Inelegant and irregular
handwriting has led other scholars to make similar suggestions about other texts. See Tov’s discussion in
Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 14.
269
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Ploeg, “Le Sens et Un Probleme Textuel Du Ps LXXXIX,” 475, 481.
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Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 56.
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Pajunen, “4QPs[X],” 485.
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Ibid., 484.
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Ibid., 489.
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Psalm 89 beginning at verse 20 and not extending beyond verse 38 that is secondary to
the MT: it is an interpretation of this Psalm. 276
Description and Categorization
of Variants
The editors propose several differences between 4Q98g and the MT that for
various reasons do not belong to categories 1, 2, or 3. These proposed differences include
four differences that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. 277 One additional
difference depends on rightly distinguishing between a vav and yod that is inconclusive
materially. Other differences derive from Aramaic influence and a different form of the
personal pronoun.
Category 1. 4Q98g preserves two category 1 variants. These include the
omission of a conjunctive vav at L5 (Ps 89:26) and the substitution of a similar lexeme at
L6 (Ps 89:2). 278
Category 2. 4Q98g preserves six category 2 variants when compared to the
MT. These include two omissions. The first category 2 omission is found on L5 (Ps
89:26). Here 4Q98g reads יד, “hand,” while the MT reads יָדוֹ, “his hand.” The omission of
the pronominal suffix is a very common difference among the non-aligned texts. In this
case, however, it is difficult to determine if 4Q98g implies the pronominal suffix or not:
the text is too fragmentary.
276

Ibid., 494.

For more information about these differences, see table 4Q98g: Description of variants, in
appendix 3. See also Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 166.
277

For more information about these category 1 variants, see table “4Q98g: Description of
variants,” in appendix 4.
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The second category 2 omission is preserved at L7 (Ps 89:28). Here 4Q98g
omits the אַ ף, “so; even,” of the MT. 279 The omission of this particle does not necessarily
278F

change the syntax since context often denote syntactical relationships between clauses.
In addition to two category 2 omissions, 4Q98g further preserves three
category 2 substitutions. The first category 2 substitution is preserved at L1 (Ps 89:20).
4Q98g reads ל[ב ֯חריכ,
֯
“[to] your chosen ones,” while the MT reads �לח ֲִסידֶ י,
ֽ ַ “to your godly
ones.” The difference is likely an interpretation. The root  בחרoccurs twice in Psalm 89
(MT), and in both instances it refers to David (vv. 4, 20). By substituting the MT’s
“[to] your chosen ones,” the text
� ַ ֽלח ֲִסידֶ יto your godly ones in verse 20 with ל[ב ֯חריכ,
֯
identifies the one God is addressing as David. This interpretation accounts for the internal
evidence since the subject of God’s message is David and God’s covenant with him. The
difference is likely a case of harmonization. 280
279F

The harmonistic tendency of this scribe is evident in the reading שמן, “oil,” in
L4 (Ps 89:22) crossed out by cancellation dots. The context (i.e., the previous verse which
discusses how God has anointed my holy one with oil) and the syntax of the clause (i.e.,
the relative clause which begins this verse and functions to link these two verses closely
together) led the scribe initially to transcribe  שמןrather than  ידיor ידו. 281 The scribal
intervention demonstrates that the scribe, at least here, harmonized the reading to the
immediate context since he later corrected it.
The second category 2 substitution is found at L3 (Ps 89:21). 4Q98g reads מן
שמן, “from/some oil,” while the MT reads בְּ שֶׁ מֶ ן, “with oil.” The substitution of the bet
279

consequence.

Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, s.v. “אַ ף.“ understands  אַ ףas denoting

Skehan, Ulrich, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 166, note the similarity between v. 4 and this
substitution. For a slightly different explanation for this substitution, see Pajunen, “4QPs[X],” 490.
280

281

Pajunen, “4QPs[X],” 488.
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preposition of the MT with the min preposition changes the syntax of the verse slightly.
Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint interpret the min as a partitive min 282 while the bet preposition
of the MT denotes instrument: “with oil.” 283 The substitution of the bet preposition and
the min preposition, although representing a slightly different reading, is a common
substitution among Hebrew manuscripts. Graphic or phonological confusion could
occasion this substitution.
The third category 2 substitution is preserved at L4 (Ps 89:22). 4Q98g reads
ו תכנכם/ידי, “my hand will always remain with you,” 284 while the MT reads י ִָדי ִתּכּוֹן ﬠִ מּוֹ, “for
my hand shall sustain him” (ESV). Pajunen claims that this substitution is occasioned by
interpretation; namely, the scribe has reinterpreted the Davidic promises as applying not
to David, but to the collective community. 285 However, this conclusion rests on
284F

reconstructions and other unclear readings. Thus, it is possible that this difference simply
represents a change in perspective where God addresses David in the second person, not
the third.
One complex group of variants cannot be precisely described because of the
text’s poor preservation. This variant is found at L6 (Ps 89:23). 4Q98g read ׄלענותו
ׄ
לא על
יוסיף [אואב ובן, “[No longer shall] the enemy or the wicked [oppress him],” 286 while the
MT reads  ֽל ֹא־י ִַשּׁא אוֹיֵב בּוֹ וּבֶ ן־ ַﬠוְ לָה ל ֹא יְ ַﬠנֶּנּוּ, “The enemy shall not outwit him nor shall the
wicked oppress him.” These readings preserve at least two variants. First, 4Q98g omits or
282

Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 165.
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See Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, s.v. “שֶׁ מֶ ן.“

Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich here understand the suffix to be a vav. Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich,
The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 538.
284
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Pajunen, “4QPs[X],” 489.

For translation, see Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 165. However, the words “oppress
him” are not sufficiently preserved in the fragment so the brackets are not from Ulrich.
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transposes the prepositional phrase “ בּוֹhim.” 287 Second, the scribe substitutes the MT’s
 ﬠַ וְ לָהwith the synonym ( עלthis is a category 1 variant). Third, the scribe substitutes the
negative particle of the MT  ל ֹאfor a lamed preposition. Fourth, the scribe substitutes the
MT’s imperfect with an infinitive construct. The high concentration of variants in a short
space suggests a paleographic issue or a text written from memory, 288 especially since the
287F

meaning of the preserved words does not differ conceptually from the MT.
Category 3. 4Q98g does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. 4Q98g presents a sequence of
verses at odds with the MT. The text preserves the sequence 20-22, 26, 23, 27-28, and 31.
Rearranging verses has precedent in other scrolls. For example, 11Q5 Col 16:1-6 adds a
catena of texts from Psalm 118 and appends it to Psalm 136. 289 It is possible to understand
this text as a liturgical text.290 More specifically, it appears to be a text that derives from
Psalm 89, and not a copy of Psalm 89. The poor preservation of the text prohibits a
If the phrase is omitted, it may have been caused by parablepsis; namely, the scribe’s eyes
have skipped from the vav suffix to the conjunctive vav.
287

Skehan, “Gleanings from Psalm Texts from Qumran,” 441. Compare Pajunen, “4QPs[X],”
484, who states that the scribe’s corrections argue against Skehan’s view that the text was written from
memory. He cites the supralinear corrections in lines 6-7, the infralinear correction in line 1, the
cancellation dots in line 4, and the reshaping of the yod to resh as evidence that the scribe used a prototype.
However, the infralinear correction of line 1 and the supralinear corrections of lines 6-7 may not be
corrections but may have resulted from not having enough space on the line to complete a final word. This is
the opinion of Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 166, concerning the infralinear correction of line 1.
Moreover, the supralinear correction occur as the last letters of lines 5, 6, and 7, and thus, are likely written
supralinearly in an attempt to fit the entire word on the line. Thus, these marginal and supralinear writings
are not corrections, but evidence of poor copying. The use of cancellation dots and the reshaping of the
letters could have been occasioned without the aid of an exemplar. Thus, Skehan’s view that this text is
written from memory is not weakened by the scribal intervention preserved in the text.
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At the end of Ps 136 is a blank space a few letter spaces wide that likely indicates that the
scribe understood the catena from Ps 118 appended to Ps 136 as secondary.
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290

liturgical text.

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156, understands this text to be a
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thorough understanding of the nature of this text, but enough of this text is preserved to
indicate that what is preserved is not a reliable indicator of the true text of Psalm 89.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q98g’s
Textual Tradition
It is difficult to classify the textual tradition of 4Q98g since the text is poorly
preserved (4Q98g only preserves partially 35 words), the high proportion of differences,
and the nature of these differences—verses are rearranged in an order very different than
found in the MT. Moreover, substantial evidence suggests that the scribe was either a
beginner or poor. For example, some letters are bigger than others (compare the letters
from line 1 with the rest of the text); the text is not always written straight (see how lines
6 and 7 trail downward); some words are written higher than others (see the last word of
line 3, which is written much higher than the prior word); words are crowded together at
the end of some (possibly most) lines due to the scribe’s inability to space properly the
words (see lines 1, 4 and 5, and possibly even 6 and 7); the use of cancellation dots (see
line 4); and a letter reshaped from a possible yod to a resh on line 2. Moreover, scribe is
subject to Aramaic influence 291 and is inconsistent in the use of final letters (e.g., at times
he uses final mem [line 4] but not at other times [line 2 and 5]). 292 All of these factors cast
serious doubt on the ability of this scribe.
It is highly likely that this text was written from memory. Pajunen, however,
states that the scribe’s corrections argues against this view. 293 He cites the supralinear
corrections in lines 6-7, the infralinear correction in line 1, the cancellation dots in line 4,
and the reshaping of the yod to resh as evidence that the scribe used a prototype. 294
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Pajunen, “4QPs[X],” 484.
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However, the infralinear of line 1 and supralinear corrections of lines 6-7 may not be
corrections but may have resulted because of a desire to transcribe too much content at
the end of the line. 295 Moreover, the supralinear writing occurs as the last letter of lines 5,
6, and 7, and thus, are likely written supralinearly in an attempt to fit the entire word on
the line. The use of cancellation dots and the reshaping of the letters could have been
occasioned without the aid of an exemplar. Thus, Skahan’s view that text is written from
memory is not weakened by the scribal intervention preserved in the text. Moreover, the
substitution of synonymous lexemes, harmonizations, and Aramaic influence 296 likewise
suggest that the text was written from memory.
Overall, this text appears to be written carelessly. The difference of sequence
also suggests that this text is not a biblical text. Moreover, the text is poorly preserved so
that an in-depth understanding of many of variants must remain suggestive. For these
reasons, the overarching statistical relationship between this text and the MT is
considerably low. However, one should not expect a text like this one to preserve a high
statistical relationship. The text can be shown to be dependent on the MT as demonstrated
here. 297 Nonetheless, the text is labeled as ambiguous here due to the nature of the
differences, the overarching statistical relationship, and the text’s poor preservation.
Table 42. The statistical relationship between 4Q98g and the MT if one
does not account for the sequence of verses
Total # of
Words in
4Q98g
36

Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
10

72.22%

8

77.78%

0

100%

This is the opinion of Ulrich, Skehan, and Flint, “4QPsx,” 166, concerning the infralinear
correction of line 1.
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11Q5
11Q5 (11QPsa) has received considerable treatment amongst scholars since it
differs from the MT/LXX Psalter in several ways while being relatively well preserved.
James Sanders identified 11Q5 as preserved in four separable leaves that make up the
actual scroll along with four additional fragments (fragments A-D). 298 Since Sanders’s
publication of 11Q5, two subsequent fragments have been identified as belonging to
11Q5 and were published in DJD, 23 (Fragments E-F). 299 Fragments A-D preserve
portions of Psalms 101, 102, 103, 104, 300 and 109. 301 Fragments E-F preserve portions of
Psalms 118, 104, 147, and 105. 302 The preserved columns of the scroll preserve portions
of Psalms 105, 146, or perhaps a new psalm derived from Psalms 146, 148, 121-132, 119,
135-136, a catena based on Psalm 118 appended to Psalms 136, 145, and a psalm titled
Psalm II (Syriac), 303 elsewhere known as Psalm 154. 304 A psalm unknown prior to the
discovery of 11Q5 titled “Plea for Deliverance” by Sanders, 305 Psalms 139, 137-138,
See James A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), vol. 4, Discoveries
in the Judaean Desert 4 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1965), 3.
298

See Florentino García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, eds.,
“11QPsalms , Fragments E, F,” in Qumran Cave 11: 11Q2-18, 11Q20-31, vol. 2, Discoveries in the
Judaean Desert 23 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1998), 29-36. However, one should note that fragment F is very
small.
299
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See the suggestion in Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 5, that
fragment C possibly preserves portions of Ps 104. However, fragment C does not preserve portions of Ps
104, as indicated by fragment E: Ps 104 is preserved there. See García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der
Woude, “11QPsalmsa, Fragments E, F,” 30.
300
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See Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 5.

See García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsalmsa, Fragments E, F,” 2936. Fragment F is very fragmentary.
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Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 39.
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Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 572.

Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 40. See Abegg, Flint, and
Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 573, for a brief introduction to this psalm.
305
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portions of Sirach 51, another psalm unknown before discovery of Qumran titled
“Apostrophe to Zion by Sander” are next. 306 Psalms 93, 141, 133, 144, a psalm titled
Psalm III (Syriac) 307 or elsewhere Psalm 155, 308 Psalms 142, 143, 149, 150, a psalm
unknown outside of 11Q5 and titled “Hymn to the Creator by Sanders” 309 are preserved
next in the scroll. A portion 2 Samuel 23:7, a section of prose titled “David’s compositions
by Sanders,” 310 Psalm 140, 134, 151A, and Psalm 151B 311 conclude the scroll. 312
Sanders describes the script of 11Q5 in detail in his critical edition. 313 A
sampling of his observations include the following: First, the scribe always wrote the
divine name in paleo-Hebrew, although at times, he omits it or substitutes for it  אדוניor
אלוהים. 314 Second, the vav and yod are not always distinguishable in form especially when
31F

the letters are ligatured. 315 Third, Sanders notes that the script resembles the transition
314F
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For a brief introduction to this psalm, see Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls
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Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 47.

Bible, 579.

Ibid., 48. For a brief introduction to this prose section, see Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The
Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 583.
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See Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 49. For a brief introduction
to these psalms and a rationale for labeling them versions of the LXX Ps 151, see Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich,
The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 585.
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Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 5. For an introduction to this
psalm, see Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 576.
312

García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude state that the script of fragments E and F
“is identical to the hand of the main body of the scroll,” in García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der
Woude, “11QPsalmsa, Fragments E, F,” 29.
313

Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 6. However, in one instance the
divine name is omitted, and space is left blank. Ibid., 24. The practice of leaving space blank for the divine
name is a practice found in a few manuscripts, according to Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 221.
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from the early to the late Herodian period. Based on the text’s script, Sanders assigns the
scroll to the first half of the first century AD. 316
11Q5 is written in prose format except for Psalm 119, which is written
stichometrically with two hemistichs per line without a space between them. 317
Regarding orthography, the scroll is much fuller than the MT. 318 Tov labels
this spelling practice Qumran Scribal Practice (QSP), 319 while Sanders discusses the
characteristics of this fuller orthography in detail. 320 Sanders notes that the scroll uses a
vav to mark ḥolem, shureq, qibbuṣ, and qameṣ ḥaṭuf. 321 Moreover, the use of vav is used
in the qal imperative even when it reduces in the Tiberian pointing322 as well as imperfects
with suffixes (here the vav stands between the first and second root letters). 323 Sanders
further notes seven uncommon occurrences of vav in the scroll (e.g.,  עוזרנוat Col 4:1). 324
According to Sanders, the use of yod corresponds to its use in the Masoretic text with few
exceptions. 325 Among these exceptions are the spelling  דוידfor the MT’s דָ וִ ד, and the
316

Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 9.

317

Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 170.

The orthographic profile of fragments E and F is similar to that of the main scroll. See
García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsalmsa, Fragments E, F,” 30.
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See Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
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Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 9-13.
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Ibid., 9.
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Ibid., 10.

Ibid., 11. See the discussion of this phenomenon in Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, §311.13.
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spelling ירושלים, as opposed to the more defective spelling of the MT יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם. 326 The aleph
generally corresponds to the Masoretic text. For example,  כיis always spelled defectively
without a final aleph (an unexpected trait due to the fact that the text is written in QSP).
There are, however, six examples of the omission of the aleph and three examples of the
addition of an aleph. 327 Concerning he, Sanders notes that the second-person masculine
suffix is spelled plene as is the corresponding afformative of the perfect (with one
possible exception). 328 However, see the form  פיהin Col 21:6 (Ps 138:4). Sanders notes
that the final he here is erased. 329 The pronoun  הואtoo is spelled plene הואה, while the
scroll uses the cohortative form with a final he much more often than the MT. 330 With
329F

few exceptions, the orthographic profile of 11Q5 fits well within the QSP. 331
30F

Sanders ends his introduction to 11Q5 by discussing surface observations. 332
Here, Sanders argues that scribal dots are found in four places. 333 Other instances of
scribal intervention include one example of a marginal marking, twenty-four examples of
supralinear correction, and twenty-eight clear instances of erasures. 334 Other observations
about the surface include fourteen places where the scribe avoided writing on the leather
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See Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, §100.2-§100.9, for a full discussion of
the orthography of Qumran Hebrew. See also the orthographic and morphological features of QSP in Tov,
Scribal Practices and Approaches, 266-70.
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Ibid., 13. Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 193, identifies two of these instances
(e.g., Col 16:7 [Ps 145:1] and Col 21:2 [Ps 138:1]) as cancelation dots.
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and evidence for leather shrinkage. 335 Tov calculates that this text averages a scribal
intervention every nine lines. 336
11Q5 is a difficult text to categorize. The text preserves forty psalms from the
Masoretic psalter, but not in the order of the Masoretic text. Moreover, the scroll
preserves several non-canonical psalms 337 and two further psalms that derive from
canonical psalms. 338 The text further contains the remains of 2 Samuel 23:7 and a prose
section that recounts David as a great song writer in column 27. 339 The reordering of the
canonical Psalms and the inclusion of non-canonical psalms has lead several scholars to
categorize 11Q5 as a Qumran Psalter scroll (a genuine and independent Psalter), while
many others have understood these features to indicate the text’s non-biblical status:
namely, its excerpted nature.
James Sanders asserts that 11Q5 is a Psalter scroll known by at least some
Jews of that time. 340 This view, however, is not immediately apparent in Sanders’ first
Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa), 14. Here, Sanders points out that
leather shrinkage might give readers the impression that a lacuna is larger than it is.
335
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.

See the suggestion of Eshel and Strugnell who point out that the Eschatological Hymn and
the Apostrophe of Zion may actually be one alphabetical acrostic. Ḥanan Eshel and John Strugnell,
“Alphabetical Acrostics in Pre-Tannaitic Hebrew,” The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 62, no. 3 (July 2000):
447.
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Sanders, and those who agree with him, base their understanding of 11Q5 as a Psalter scroll
not dependent on the Masoretic Psalter on these two facts. See James A. Sanders, “The Modern History of
the Qumran Psalms Scroll and Canonical Criticism,” in Emanuel: Studies in Hebrew Bible, Septuagint, and
Dead Sea Scrolls in Honor of Emanuel Tov, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 94 (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 2003), 404. See also Peter W. Flint, “Five Surprises in the Qumran Psalms Scrolls,” in
Flores Florentino: Dead Sea Scrolls and Other Early Jewish Studies in Honour of Florentino García
Martínez (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2007), 184.
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The canonical psalms preserved in 11Q5 do not diverge from the known manuscripts in any
large detail. Sanders claims that all known manuscripts of the Psalms belong to one basic recension.
Sanders, “Variorum in the Psalms Scroll (11QPSa),” 83.
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publications nor in his critical edition of the text. 341
Sanders’ opinion that the scroll represented a genuine Psalter is perhaps first
alluded to in an article titled “Two Non-Canonical Psalms in 11QPs.” 342 In this publication,
Sanders expressed his opinion that three Psalms, found only among late Syriac manuscripts
but preserved in 11Q5, were considered canonical by those at Qumran. He reasoned that
Syriac Psalm 3 is just as biblical as Psalm 22 due to its form—it combines the genres of
thanksgiving and lament together. 343 Moreover, all three of the psalms included in the
Peshitta and preserved in 11Q5, but not in the MT, are interspersed amongst the Masoretic
Psalms in 11Q5. In Sanders opinion, this fact demonstrates their canonical status. 344
Sanders’ view that 11Q5 represented a genuine Psalter is clearly stated in an
article titled “Variorum in the Psalms Scroll.” 345 In this article, Sanders clearly states,
The material in the Psalms Scroll lacks any clearly theological or even liturgical
bias, but on the contrary wants above all, and perhaps despite all, to be ‘Davidic’ in
its cadences, it seems wise to view the Psalms scroll as evidence of a Psalter
tradition distinct from the ‘canonical’ (Masoretic) which was accepted by the
Rabbis after the First Jewish Revolt, in the last quarter of the first century A.D. 346
This notion is further evident when he says, “There simply was no evidence that I could
see to view the Psalms Scroll as somehow derivative of an already set Psalter; there were
See Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumran̂ Cave 11 (11QPsa). See also James A. Sanders,
“The Scroll of Psalms (11QPss) from Cave 11: A Preliminary Report,” Bulletin of the American Schools of
Oriental Research 165 (1962): 11-15. See also James A. Sanders, “Ps 151 in 11QPss,” Zeitschrift Für Die
Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 75, no. 1 (1963): 85.
341

James A. Sanders, “Two Non-Canonical Psalms in 11QPs,” Zeitschrift Für Die
Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 76, no. 1 (1964): 57-75. The provisional title given to the scroll of 11QPss
does not necessarily indicate that Sanders viewed 11Q5 as canonical since this was a provisional title given
to the text among scholars rather than by Sanders’ himself. See Sanders, “The Scroll of Psalms (11QPss),” 11.
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Ibid., 90. Compare how Sanders, “Cave 11 Surprises,” 40, attributes the Psalm of 11Q5 Col
16 as “floating bits of liturgical material familiar from Psalm 118, 136 and elsewhere.”
346
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only old assumptions that, in my view, were being called in question in various ways.” 347
Sanders sets forth several reasons for understanding 11Q5 as a genuine Psalter
throughout his works. These reasons include his belief that the entire scroll was
understood to have been written by David. 348 He further argues that the non-canonical
psalms followed the same format and style as the canonical ones. 349 Additionally, the
presence of larger editorial changes concerning superscriptions and the interjection
hallelujah also suggest that 11Q5 was an alternative edition of the Psalter. 350 Moreover,
11Q6 (11QPsb) follows 11Q5 both in order and in content so that 11Q5, in Sanders’
Sanders, “The Modern History of the Qumran Psalms Scroll,” 404. Besides those surveyed
in this paper, many others agree with Sanders’ conclusions about the nature of 11Q5. Among those are Angela
Kim [Harkins]. See Angela Kim [Harkins], “Authorizing Interpretation in Poetic Compositions in the Dead
Sea Scrolls and Later Jewish and Christian Traditions,” Dead Sea Discoveries 10, no. 1 (2003): 48. See also
Eva Mroczek, who believes that Sanders’ and Flint’s conception of 11Q5 does not go far enough. Mroczek
credits Sanders with revising “the established story of the biblical canon.” Eva Mroczek, “Psalms Unbound:
Ancient Concepts of Textual Tradition in 11QPsalmsa and Related Texts” (Ph.D., diss., University of
Toronto, 2012), 12. She further asks, “What does it mean to ask if a text is scriptural when there is no
longer a firm standard of comparison, such as the MT . . . and when texts that we recognize as scripture and
those that are ostensibly non-scriptural seem to display the same authorizing strategies and function similarly
in a community?” Ibid., 12. Although she credits Sanders with opening up a new avenue, she argues that his
theory is still flawed because it “invites thinking in terms of ‘proto-Psalters,’ evolutionary moments on a
timeline that marches toward the telos of the Bible, rather than describing the evidence on its own terms.
My claim is stronger: the ‘Book of Psalms’ did not exist as a conceptual category in the Second Temple
period.” Eva Mroczek, “The Hegemony of the Biblical in the Study of Second Temple Literature,” Journal
of Ancient Judaism 6, no. 1 (2015): 13-14.
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Sanders, “Ps 151 in 11QPss,” 85, argues that those at Qumran understood 11Q5 as Davidic.
Sanders, “Variorum in the Psalms Scroll (11QPsa),” 90, explicitly cites this as evidence for the text’s
canonical status. Sanders, “Cave 11 Surprises,” 48, appears to make this same connection. See Haran’s
critique of this position in Menahem Haran, “11QPsa and the Canonical Book of Psalms,” in Minḥah LeNaḥum: Biblical and Other Studies Presented to Nahum M. Sarna in Honour of His 70th Birthday, ed.
Marc Zvi Brettler and Michael A. Fishbane, Journal for the Study of the Old Testament, Supplement Series
154 (Sheffield, England: JSOT Press, 1993), 200-201.
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Sanders, “Cave 11 Surprises,” 47-48. See further brief comments in James A. Sanders, “The
Qumran Psalms Scroll (11 QPsa) Reviewed,” in On Language, Culture and Religion: In Honor of Eugene
A. Nida, ed. Matthew Black and William Allen Smalley (Paris: Mouton [The Hague], 1974), 97.
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mind, 351 cannot be simply a personal copy or maverick collection of the Psalms. 352
Rather, he explains, “The sum of it [agreement between 11Q6 and 11Q5] is that our
surprising Cave 11 contained two copies of the one really imposing witness to the
Hebrew Psalter in pre-Masoretic times.” 353 Sanders’ understanding that 11Q5 was a true
Psalter depends largely on these reasons.
Flint, likewise, agrees that 11Q5 witnessed to a genuine Psalter, an alternative
edition of the book of Psalms. 354 Flint surveys both external and internal evidence in his
publications. He finds some external evidence to support his view since Jubilees 2:2-3
appears to depend on lines 4-5 of “The Hymn to the Creator.” According to Flint, this
implies the Hymn’s authoritative status and confirms that the author viewed the text as
scriptural: “If he selected the Hymn from a collection like 11QPsa, the entire 11QPsaPslater may have been authoritative to him.” 355
Flint finds more persuasive support about the usage of 11Q5 in 11Q6 and
4Q87. Although he admits that determining the text’s usage is difficult, 356 he attempts to
show that 11Q5 was the “foremost representative of the Book of Psalms among the Dead
Sea Scrolls.” 357 Evidence to support this, according to Flint, is as follows: 4QPse may
preserve the sequence Psalms 118, 104, [147], and 105 in agreement with 11Q5 fragments
Sanders argues that Skehan’s view that 11Q5 represents a library edition of the book of
Psalms is “quite viable . . . if 11QPsa were the only copy of the Qumran Psalter which we possess. But it is
not.” Sanders, “The Qumran Psalms Scroll (11 QPsa) Reviewed,” 96.
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Flint endorses Sanders conclusions of 11Q5. Flint, “Five Surprises in the Qumran Psalms
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E-F although he admits that this sequence is partially tentative. 358 Stronger correspondence,
however, exists between 11Q6 (11QPsb) and 11Q5 since 11Q6 preserves the sequence
Psalms 141, 133, 144 found in 11Q5, portions of the catena from Psalm 118 (i.e., Psalms
118: 1, 15, 16) appended to Psalm 136 in 11Q5, portions of the Plea for Deliverance, and
a small portion of the Apostrophe to Zion (two non-canonical psalms found only in
11Q5). 359 These two manuscripts demonstrate, in Flint’s mind, that 11Q5 is “the
foremost representative of the Book of Psalms among the Dead Sea Scrolls.” 360
Flint further supports his theory based on internal evidence. He argues that the
Davidic emphasis in the scroll (Flint argues that the complier saw 11Q5 as a Davidic
Psalter) 361 and the scroll’s structure (it is organized according to the same organizational
principles found in Book 4 and 5 of the MT Psalter) both demonstrate the scroll’s
canonical status. 362
Therefore, based on the text’s attribution to David, its structure and usage,
Flint argues that the collection preserved in 11Q5 was “the foremost representative of the
Book of Psalms among the Dead Sea scrolls.” 363
Ulrich, likewise, argues that 11Q5 represents a true Psalter rather than a
liturgical text derived from the MT. 364 Ulrich’s proposal is in many ways identical to
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Eugene Charles Ulrich, “Our Sharper Focus on the Bible and Theology Thanks to the Dead
Sea Scrolls,” The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 66, no. 1 (January 2004): 7-8.
364

362

Sanders’ and Flint’s. However, he suggests that the discovery of multiple literary editions
of other biblical books allows the rearrangement of psalms and the inclusion of psalms
not included in the Masoretic Psalter to be interpreted, not as evidence of the text’s
liturgical character, but as an independent literary edition. 365
Talmon, Gottstein, and Skehan, 366 disagree with Sanders’ view that 11Q5
represented an alternative edition of the Psalter. 367 Each of these scholars viewed 11Q5
not as an alternative form of the Psalter, but as at type of liturgical text dependent on the
Masoretic Psalter. Talmon argues,
Already at this stage, I consider it safe to state that we are not at all concerned with
a copy of the canonical Psalter, as both Sanders and Yadin appear to assume. The
numerous non-canonical interpolations in the MS, a feature which distinguishes
11QPsa from all other Psalter-texts found at Qumran, on Maṣada, and in Naḥal
Ḥever, even more than the unorthodox arrangement of the canonical psalms, clearly
indicate that we are dealing with a collection of liturgical compositions which the
sect used for its sacred service. 368
Talmon further argues that the prose section (Col 27:2-11) supports the liturgical nature
of 11Q5 since a prose section would be out of place in a canonical Book of Psalms, but
Eugene Charles Ulrich, “The Dead Sea Scrolls and Their Implications for an Edition of the
Septuagint Psalter,” in Der Septuaginta-Psalter und Seine Tochterübersetzungen: Symposium in Göttingen
1997, ed. Anneli Aejmelaeus and Udo Quast, Mitteilungen Des Septuaginta-Unternehmens 24 (Göttingen,
Germany: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2000), 332-33.
365

Shemaryahu Talmon, “Pisqah Be’emṣaʽ Pasuq and 11QPsa,” Textus 5 (1966): 11-21;
Moshe H. Goshen-Gottstein, “The Psalms Scroll (11QPsa): A Problem of Canon and Text,” Textus 5
(1966): 22-33; and Patrick William Skehan, “Liturgical Complex in 11QPsa,” The Catholic Biblical
Quarterly 35, no. 2 (April 1973): 195-205.
366

These three scholars quickly responded to Sanders’ view. Several more recent scholars too
disagree with Sanders’ position. A sampling of these scholars include Beckwith (Roger T. Beckwith, The
Old Testament Canon of the New Testament Church and Its Background in Early Judaism [Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1986], 77-78), Haran (Haran, “11QPsa and the Canonical Book of Pesalms”). Lange (Armin
Lange, Handbuch der Textfunde vom Toten Meer Bd. 1. Bd. 1. Die Handschriften biblischer Bücher von
Qumran und den anderen Fundorten [Tübingen, Germany: Mohr Siebeck, 2009], 415-50), and Tov (Tov,
Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 69).
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“it admirably fits a synagogue Psalter, an incipient prayer-book.” 369
Moreover, Talmon argues that the incorporation of Psalms 151A and 151B in
11Q5 further depicts the text’s non-canonical status. Talmon argues that Psalm 151A is
connected to 1 Samuel 16:12 by means of the pisqah be’emṣa‘ pasuq (pbp). 370 The pbp.
of 1 Samuel 16:12 signals the reader to pause between David’s election and his
anointment. 371 The author of Psalm 151A took the opportunity afforded him by the
parashah to write a detailed exegesis of David’s election. Likewise, Talmon connects
Psalm 151B in 11Q5—which may be a “poetical paraphrase of David’s battle with
Goliath,” to a pbp in 1 Sam 17:37. 372 Talmon concludes his discussion by noting that
these extra-biblical compositions were never understood as canonical. 373
Goshen-Gottstein also quickly responded to Sanders’s claims that 11Q5
represented an alternative form of the Psalter. Goshen-Gottstein claims that the liturgical
explanation of 11Q5 is much simpler and explains the evidence better than the theory
proposed by Sanders. 374 Contrary to Sanders, Goshen-Gottstein argues that the prose
section of 11Q5 does not indicate canonicity, but claims ‘Davidic’ authorship for the
apocryphal psalms: “No better way could be thought of to ensure future use of these
hymns than to collect them together with a selection of ‘canonical’ Psalms.” 375 He further
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states that several features of 11Q5 are liturgically motivated. For example, the addition of
an antiphon after each verse of Psalm 145 indicates a reworking of the text for liturgical
reasons. 376 Another example is the addition of various verses from Psalm 118 appended
to Psalm 136. Goshen-Gottstein argues that this composition—Psalm 136 plus verses
from Psalm 118—corresponds to later liturgies with a few loosely connected biblical
verses with free variations. 377 His conclusion about the nature of 11Q5 is strong: “The
theory that 11 Ps-a (11Q5) represents a different ‘canon’ has little to commend it.” 378
Skehan too disagrees with Sanders. He argues that the order of the psalms in
11Q5 can be explained on liturgical grounds. For example, he argues that Psalms 135,
136 plus parts of 118, and 145 are grouped together for liturgical reasons. This
conclusion is supported by the liturgical notation זואת לזכרון, “this is a memorial,” in Col
17:17, which Skehan argues is the remains of a liturgical note spanning up to six lines. 379
378F

Moreover, the grouping of Psalms 104, 147, 105, 146, and 148 together form a collection
for a service of praise. 380 He further discusses that the “Hymn to the Creator functions as
379 F

a pendant to Psalms 149 and 150. 381 Skehan identifies 11Q5 rather as
380F

an instruction book for budding Levite choristers at the Jerusalem temple in the time
of Oniad high priests, c. 200 B.C. It is based on the last third of the canonical Psalter
(Pss 101-150) with added materials. . . . Such an origin accounts for the emphasis on
David (“author” of the Psalms), plus the various traces of liturgical adaptions and
regrouping. . . . Finally, it explains how Ps 119, which occupies 8 columns of the
scroll, could be functional in this anthology. 382
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Likewise, David Willgren argues that 11Q5 likely was not conceived of as a
true Psalter. 383 One major tenet of his argument derives from how non-biblical sources at
Qumran and the NT used the Psalms. The peshrim that contain psalms—1Q16, 4Q171,
4Q173, 4Q174 and 4Q177, and 11Q13—interpret and comment on several Psalms from
the Masoretic Psalter, but never comments on any psalm not included in it. 384 Moreover,
by analyzing the most apparent allusions to the Psalms among the non-biblical texts,
Willgren demonstrates that the MT psalms had an extensive impact at Qumran while only
one psalm not included in the Masoretic psalter is indirectly cited in 4Q370 and in
Jubilees. 385 According to this evidence, the pesharim indicate the scriptural status of
many of the psalms in the MT-Psalter. 386 Willgren further argues that the NT, like the
non-biblical texts from Qumran, allude even more clearly to a Book of Psalms very close
to the MT/LXX. 387 Thus, Willgren concludes that those psalms from 11Q5 not found in
the MT were likely not considered scripture, although they likely did possess some
authority. 388
1980): 41-42n16.
David Willgren, The Formation of the “Book” of Psalms: Reconsidering the Transmission
and Canonization of Psalmody in Light of Material Culture and the Poetics of Anthologies, Forschungen
Zum Alten Testament 2. Reihe 88 (Tübingen, Germany: Mohr Siebeck, 2016), 366.
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Wilson remained agnostic about the nature of 11Q5: was it a liturgical text or
an alternative form of the Psalter? 389 Wilson’s studies were marked by the availability of
a substantiate number of sources unavailable to Sanders. This datum, at times, appears to
support Sanders’ view of the nature of 11Q5 and the gradual standardization of the
Psalter in Wilson’s opinion. 390 For example, Wilson concluded that the Qumran texts
largely support the order of Psalms found in Books 1-3, but not Books 4-5. 391 He also
argued that the older Qumran texts often conflict with the MT regarding order. 392
Nonetheless, Wilson remained unsure of Sanders’ claims that 11Q5 represented an
authentic Psalter. 393
Scholars are divided about how to categorize 11Q5: is it a competing edition of
the Psalter scroll (See Sanders, Ulrich, Flint) or is it an excerpted text dependent on the
Masoretic Psalter (See Talmon, Gottstein, Skehan, Willgren)? It is argued here that 11Q5
is not a genuine Psalter scroll, but a liturgical text.
The Differences of 11Q5 as
Liturgical Differences
The arguments in favor of understanding 11Q5 as an alternative form of the
See his comments in Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, 92. Contrary to Tov, Textual
Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 320-21, Wilson does not seem to endorse Sanders’ view in either his 1983
or 1985 publication.
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See Gerald Henry Wilson, “The Qumran Psalms Manuscripts and the Consecutive
Arrangement of Psalms in the Hebrew Psalter,” The Catholic Biblical Quarterly 45, no. 3 (July 1983): 386-87.
He does not endorse Sanders’ view here, but only says his data is “compatible with it, especially when
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Psalter are unpersuasive. First, the different sequence of Psalms—one main reason why
Sanders and others classify 11Q5 as an aberrant Psalter scroll—can be attributed to
liturgical traditions that clearly recognize the Masoretic tradition as the stable authoritative
tradition. For example, m. Tamid 7:4 records the Psalms the Levites would sing in the
temple and the order does not correspond to the Masoretic order even though the
Masoretic order is clearly presumed. 394 In short, liturgical traditions could explain the
aberrant sequence of psalms.
Second, the inclusion of non-canonical psalms—another major tenet for those
who argue that 11Q5 is an alternative Psalter—is a phenomenon found in texts that
preserve the Masoretic Psalter. A prime example of this is the LXX which includes Psalm
151, but clearly demarcates the text as non-canonical. 395 This superscription demonstrates
that ancient Jews did not have a fundamental problem with combining canonical and noncanonical psalms together in the same scroll. The inclusion of non-Masoretic Psalms
might also be explained by the text’s liturgical purpose. Ben Dov links the texts attributed
to David in column 27 to the Qumran calendar. 396
Third, besides the inclusion of non-Masoretic psalms and the order of Psalms,
another major difference that differentiates 11Q5 from the MT are large-scale additions.
These additions do not indicate the text as an independent Psalter but can be explained as
Psalm 24 was sung on the first day of the week, Ps 38 on the second, Ps 82 on the third, Ps
94 on the fourth, Ps 81 on the fifth, Ps 93 on the sixth, and Ps 92 on the seventh day. Beckwith makes this
point in Roger T. Beckwith, “The Courses of the Levites and the Eccentric Psalms Scrolls from Qumran,”
Revue de Qumran 11, no. 4 (December 1984): 499.
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performing liturgical purposes. The fact that analogous phenomena are not infrequent
among texts and traditions that recognize an authoritative stable Psalter weakens Sanders’
view. 397 For example, the liturgical function of the Hallel Psalms (Pss 113-118) during
the feast of Booths led to additions in the liturgy. For example, if a slave, woman, or
minor answers the reader of the Psalms, they were to repeat what was said. If an adult
male answered the reader, he was only obligated to respond halleluyah (m. Sukk. 3:10).
Further types of repetition are then described in accordance with local customs.
Repetition of sections of the Hallel are also described by Maimonides according to local
customs in his Mishneh Torah ḥănukkah iii, 14. Moreover, as the Levites walked around
the altar, it was known that they would repeat portions of Psalm 118:25: הוֹשׁיﬠָה נָּא
ִ אָנָא ייי
והוֹשׁיﬠָה נָּא
ִ
אָנָּא, “Please, O Lord, save us please, please; and save please” (m. Sukk. 4:5).
Thus, there appears some precedent for dissecting and reworking Masoretic Psalms for
liturgical purposes in later liturgical traditions that clearly recognized a stable Masoretic
Psalter. This tendency, then, makes sense of the catena derived from Psalm 118 appended
to Psalm 136 in 11Q5.
Later liturgical Jewish texts provide further analogies to the differences
preserved in 11Q5. 398 For example, the composition of prayers was debated among
Karaites and Rabbinates as indicated by Goldberg. Whereas Rabbinates believed that
prayers could be original compositions, some Karaites believed prayers should only be
composed of scriptural texts.399 The prayers of the Karaites serve as analogies to the
reworked Psalms found in 11Q5 that appear to derive from biblical psalms while the
Rabbinic prayers serve as analogies for the compositions not preserved in the Masoretic
397
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Psalter. Moreover, Goldberg notes, “Their [the Karaite] method was to end a series of
Scriptural verses with the phrase “ ”ברוך ה׳ לעולם אמן ואמןBlessed be the Lord forever.
Amen, Amen.” 400 Other times, the word  ברוךcould simply be added to a biblical verse. 401
Likewise, in the evening service according to Mainmonides, congregants are to respond
by saying “ ברוך ייי המבורך לעולם ועדblessed is the Lord who is to be blessed forever and
ever” (Mishnah Torah, Laws of Prayer and of the priestly Blessings IX, 9). These
practices suggest that additions such as the refrain added to each verse of Psalm 145 are
liturgical and secondary features. The use of Psalm 145 in the liturgy too supports this
conclusion. Psalm 145 was recited in the morning service (Mishnah Torah, Laws of
Prayer and of the priestly Blessings IX, 6) in the afternoon service (Mishnah Torah, Laws
of Prayer and of the priestly Blessings IX, 8), and on sabbaths and festivals (Mishnah
Torah, Laws of Prayer and of the priestly Blessings IX, 14). Thus, many of the large
scale-additions preserved in 11Q5 have precedent in later liturgical traditions: tradition
that exist alongside a stable Psalter.
The “Davidic Nature” of 11Q5
Sanders’s view that 11Q5 should be understood as canonical because it was
considered to be written by David is tentative. Ancient Jews clearly understood Psalm
151 as from David, and yet, also clearly understood it to be non-canonical.
In addition, one should note that the non-Masoretic Psalms preserved in 11Q5
are not attributed to David (except for Ps 151A). Sanders, however, claims that due to the
high concentration of compositions attributed to David at the end of the scroll, the scroll
as a whole should be attributed to David. 402 In response, it is important to note that
400
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simply because the end of 11Q5 makes many references to David, this does not
necessarily mean that those who read this scroll envisioned him as the author of the entire
scroll. The conclusion of Book 2 of the Psalter ends with the verse, “The prayers of
David, the son of Jesse, are completed” (Ps 72:20). This ending, however, does not
necessarily mean that every prior Psalm was written by David. In fact, Psalm 72, the last
Psalm of Book 2, is said to have been of Solomon. Therefore, Sanders’ claim that the
non-Masoretic psalms were understood to have been written by David (except for Ps
151A) depends on unsubstantiated assumptions.
A Widespread Fixed Masoretic Psalter
While the liturgical explanation reasonably accounts for the major differences
preserved in 11Q5, external evidence strongly suggests that the Masoretic Psalter was
fixed prior to the first century AD. This external evidence is both early and widespread.
It is agreed that the Masoretic Psalter is the only recension found among
Hebrew manuscripts and among the early versions. Sanders agrees with this point: “The
biblical psalms, whether in Hebrew or in early Greek, Latin, Aramaic, or Syriac
translations, are in broad general agreement, that is, are of one basic recension.” 403
Moreover, the fact that the LXX in particular, translated no later than the first half of the
second century BC., preserves a Masoretic-Psalter and does not exhibit any of the largescale differences found in 11Q5 strongly suggests the fixed and widespread acceptance of
this Psalter. 404 Thus, contrary to Sanders, the existence of the LXX indicates that a stable
Sanders, “Variorum in the Psalms Scroll (11QPSa),” 83. Concerning the Peshitta, Carbajosa
identifies the Peshitta as a translation of a pre-MT text of the second century AD. See Carbajosa, The
Character of the Syriac Version of Psalms, 345. For a discussion of the Targum of the Psalms, see David
M. Stec, The Targum of Psalms, The Aramaic Bible, vol. 16 (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2004),
15. For the LXX, see Jellicoe, who argues that the Psalter “seems to have been the one work in which
liberties have not been taken.” Sidney Jellicoe, The Septuagint and Modern Study (Oxford: Clarendon, 1968),
68. For the Vulgate, see Patrick Boylan’s work, The Psalms a Study of the Vulgate Psalter in the Light of
the Hebrew Text, vol. 1 of The Psalms, 2nd ed. (Dublin: Gill & Son, 1921), xxxiii-xxxviii.
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Psalter circulated in Egypt at the exclusion of any other “potential version:” this version
is none other than the Masoretic Psalter. 405
Also, the Masada Psalms scroll (MasPsa) too undermines Sanders’ proposal
since the text preserves the Masoretic Psalter (Talmon only lists six variants between it
and the MT) and pre-dates the composition of 11Q5. 406 Correspondence between the
MaPsa and Aleppo, however, extends beyond the consonantal text to include also the
text’s sense divisions. Peter Gentry and John Meade note that the sense divisions marked
in MaPsa are identical to the sense divisions preserved in the MT Psalter. 407 Thus, the
stable Psalter circulating in Egypt was also circulating in Palestine prior to the
composition of 11Q5.
Quotations and allusions to the Psalms in Qumran further cast doubt on
Sanders’ proposal and instead support an understanding that the Masoretic Psalter was
early and widespread at the time of 11Q5’s composition at Qumran. 408 Concerning
quotations, Willgren surveys the peshrim containing psalms: 1Q16, 4Q171, 4Q173,
4Q174 and 4Q177, and 11Q13. His survey indicates that only Masoretic Psalms are
Beckwith makes the same point in “The Courses of the Levites,” 503.
See Peter J. Gentry and John D. Meade, “The Masada Psalms Fragments and the Rewritten
Psalters of Qumran,” Unpublished, n.d., 29.
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subjugated to commentary 409 and that the Psalms are often commented in accordance
with their Masoretic order. 410 Moreover, four psalms from Book 4 and 5 of the Masoretic
Psalter are subject to commentary: that section of the Psalter still fluid in Sanders’
mind. 411
Regarding the most apparent allusions at Qumran, Willgren demonstrates that
the MT psalms had an extensive impact at Qumran 412 while evidence exists for only one
non-Masoretic psalm being the subject of allusion. 413 On the contrary, the subjection of
many Masoretic Psalms to commentary and their constant use by way of allusion
suggests the canonical status of the Masoretic Psalms. Moreover, the fact that the LXX
and MaPsa follow the Masoretic tradition suggest that those at Qumran understood the
Masoretic Psalter as canonical.
The NT likewise presumes a Psalter that resembles the MT/LXX psalter and
not that of 11Q5 414 since NT authors never quote a non-Masoretic Psalm. On the
contrary, NT authors quote Masoretic Psalms more than any other OT book and these
quotations are not simply restricted to the first three books of the Psalms. 415 Thus, again,
409
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the evidence circulating at the time and shortly after 11Q5’s composition weakens
Sanders’ proposal. Willgren makes this point when he says, “By the time of the Gospel of
Luke, it would be reasonable to posit that a collection of psalms very much like the
MT/LXX ‘Book’ of Psalms was the (only) one recognized as scripture by these authors.”416
The Mishnah, although codified after 11Q5 was written, certainly alludes to
evidence germane to this discussion. 417 The Mishnah reveals a dependence on the
Masoretic Psalter in many ways. First, the Mishah quoted and commented pervasively on
Psalms found in the Masoretic tradition (e.g., m. Ber 7:3 quotes Ps 68:27; m. Bil 3:4
quotes Ps 30:1; m. Šabb. 9:4 quotes Ps 109:18). 418 Second, the Mishnah demonstrates
that the Masoretic Psalms shaped the liturgy in the past and present. For example, the
Hallel Psalms (Pss 113-118) were sung at the festival of booths (m. Sukk 3:9) and the
Passover (m. Pesah 5:7; 9:3), while other Masoretic Psalms were assigned to the Levities
to be sung in the sanctuary on certain days of the week (m. Tamid. 7:4). Moreover, the
חֲמֵ שׁ ﬠ ְֶשׂ ֵרה ִשׁיר הַ מַּ ﬠֲלוֹת, “fifteen Songs of the Ascents” (Pss 120-134), were sung during the
rejoicing of שֶׁ לְּ בֵ ית הַ שּׁוֹ ֲאבָ ה, “bet hashshoebah” (m. Sukk 5:4; m. Mid. 2:5). Third, the
Mishnah, not only quotes individual Psalms and smaller groups of Psalms (e.g, the Hallel
Psalms), but also alludes to a Book of Psalms. The Songs of the Ascents are described in
m. Sukk 5:4 and m. Mid. 2:5 as those שֶ בַּ ִתּלִּ ים, “which are in the Praises” (i.e., the Book of
Psalms). 419 Thus, the Mishnah alludes to a fixed Book of Psalms that is the Masoretic
418F
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Psalter. As Gentry and Meade say, “It makes sense to see whether or not the data line up
with later tradition rather than follow a skeptical approach that may end in agnosticism.” 420
The data from the Mishnah lines up with the evidence from the LXX, MaPsa, and the NT.
Thus, the conclusion that the Masoretic Psalter is both stable and widespread prior to the
composition of 11Q5 is compelling.
In conclusion, it is argued here that 11Q5 represents a liturgical text. This
evidence accords with the data known about the text during the time of 11Q5’s
composition (first century AD) and what is known about liturgical traditions in general.
This explanation is preferred.
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Sanders proposes that 11Q5 differs from the MT in hundreds of instances.
However, several of these proposed differences do not belong to categories 1, 2, or 3. A
sampling of these differences include seven proposals that depend on insufficient
manuscript evidence, 421 two instances that depend on the distinction between yod and
vav, but the difference in these instances paleographically is meager, two proposed
differences that likely derive from scribal error, nine other instances that could be
examples where 11Q5 is more defective than the MT, and three occasions where Sanders
proposes a different reading even though the consonants between the MT and 11Q5
match identically. These instances, among others, are not considered genuine variants. 422
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Category 1. Over a hundred variants belong to category 1. Among these
variants are several examples of addition and omission of small particles. Moreover,
11Q5 attests to several examples of small substitutions concerning number, similar
lexemes, and tense.
Category 2. 11Q5 preserves several category 2 additions that interpret an
exemplar close to the MT. 423 Many of these additions function simply to make the text
more explicit. For example, four instances of the addition of a prepositional phrase (i.e.,
FEii:L7 [Ps 104:27], Col 3:4 [Ps 121:5], Col 5:11 [Ps 130:2], and Col 14:1 [Ps 119:171])
have this effect. The same effect is achieved by means of adding one word, such as the
addition of the subject at 11Q5 at Col 9:10 (Ps 119:68) and Col 11:6 (Ps 119:110), the
addition of a kōl particle at Col 4:8 (Ps 125:5), and an addition of an omitted verb at Col
5:13 (Ps 130:6). Likewise, an addition of an adverb at FEii:L5 (Ps 104:25) connects two
synonymous lines more closely, and achieves the same effect.
Several additions can reasonably be explained as harmonizations. Among these
are two instances where 11Q5 adds the superscription ( לדוידe.g., FEi:L6 [Ps 104:1] and
Col 3:15 [Ps 123:1]). The addition of the superscription to Psalm 104 is also found in the
LXX and may be a case of interpretation since Psalm 103 is similar contextually to Psalm
104 and attributed to David in the MT and LXX (11Q5 likely has the superscription in Ps
103, but this part of the line is missing). The addition of the superscription to Psalm 123
also may be a case of harmonization since the psalm before and after are both attributed
to David in the MT and LXX.
Several other harmonizations are preserved in 11Q5. For example, the first
verse of Psalm 105 in 11Q5 adds the phrase כי טוב כי] לעולם חסדו, “for he is good, for [his
The discussion of the category 2 variants of 11Q5 is an abbreviated discussion as outlined
in chap. 1 due to the size of the text. This discussion covers most of the category 2 variants preserved in
11Q5.
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steadfast love is forever].” This addition is an addition to a very common liturgical phrase
(e.g., Pss 106:1; 107:1; 118:1, 29; 136:1; Ezra 3:11 [the laying of the foundation of the
Temple]; 1 Chron 16:34 [when the ark is brought to Jerusalem by David]; 2 Chron 5:13
[when the ark is brought into the temple]; 7:3 [when God’s glory consumed the burnt
offerings after Solomon’s prayer of the dedication of the temple]). There was a proclivity
to expand phrases that only contain a portion of “ הוֹדוּ לַיהוָה כִּ י־טוֹב כִּ י לְ עוֹלָם חַ סְ ֽדּוֹGive
thanks to the Lord, for he is good, for his love is forever” to the fuller phrase as attested
to in b. Meg 10b and b. Sanh. 39b. Here, Rabbi Jonathan asks why 2 Chronicles 20:21
does not contain the phrase כי טוב, “for he is good.” The question reveals that the shorter
phrase הוֹדוּ לַיהוָה כִּ י לְ עוֹלָם חַ ְסדּוֹ, “Give thanks to the Lord for his love is forever,” recalled
the fuller phrase, and thus, the shorter phrase was prone to be harmonized to the fuller
phrase. The harmonization also could have been occasioned by the text’s context: in the
MT, the beginning of the next two psalms have this phrase (Pss 106 and 107). The
addition is likely a case of harmonization.
Another variant that harmonizes to similar passages is preserved at Col 23:11
(Ps 133:3). 11Q5 reads שלום על ישראל, “peace be upon Israel,” and harmonizes the ending
of Psalm 133 to the ending of two of the other Songs of the Ascent (Pss 125, 128).
Moreover, Sanders notes that a Medieval Manuscript (Ms # 125) has a similar addition at
Psalm 122:9. 424 This reading is also preserved in 11Q6 at F7d:L3 (Frgs. 7a-e:L5 [Ps
423F

133:3]). 425
42F

A further category 2 addition is preserved at Col 14:9 (Ps 135:2) and is a
harmonization possibly motivated by liturgical reasons. Here 11Q5 adds the phrase
Sanders, “Two Non-Canonical Psalms in 11QPs,” 44. See Benjamin Kennicott, ed., Vetus
Testamentum Hebraicum, cum Variis Lectionibus (Oxford: E. Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1776), 2:421.
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Frgs. 7a-e are joined together by the editors. See the discussion and history in Florentino
García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, eds., “11QPsb,” in Qumran Cave 11.
2:11Q2-18, 11Q20-31, vol. 23, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 16 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2000), 45
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ובתוכך ירושלים, “and in your midst, O Jerusalem.” In 11Q5, the call to “praise the Lord!”
is not just for those who stand in the house of the Lord; that is, in the courts of the house
of our God (135:2), but also for “those who are in your midst, O Jerusalem.” This
addition is likely an intentional change. Skehan notes that Psalms 135, 136, 118, and 145
(Col 14:7-17:23) have been grouped together for liturgical reasons “with a primary locus
in the Jerusalem temple precincts.” 426 This location is evident at the beginning of the
Psalm—those called to praise the Lord are those in the temple courts—and at the end of
the psalm—those called to bless the Lord are those who dwell in Jerusalem (135:21).
Moreover, this addition is used in Psalm 116:19 to modify “the courts of the house of the
Lord,” the same phrase it modifies in 11Q5, albeit with a substitution of the divine name.
Influence among these psalms is not alarming since Psalm 116 and Psalm 135 belong to
the same collection of Psalms: Hallel psalms. 427
A Targumic expansion is preserved at Col 14:13-14 (Ps 135:6). 11Q5 reads
לעשות יעשה אין כיה אין כיהוה ואין שיעשה כמלך אלוהים, “to do as he does; there is none like the
Lord, there is none like the Lord, and there is none who acts like the King of gods,” 428 at
427F

Col 14:13-14 (Ps 135:6). This Psalm calls God’s people to praise him because of his
uniqueness and greatness: The Lord is above all gods (v. 5); he does whatever he pleases
(v. 6); he saved his people from Pharaoh and the mighty kings of Canaan (vv. 8-12). The
addition of 11Q5 simply expands on this idea. This addition accords well with the types
of expansions found in the Targums. Philip Alexander has described the Targums as fitting
into two general categories: those that consist of a base text plus an explanation (Type A),
and those that are better described as a free paraphrase where the paraphrase is intricately
426

Skehan, “Liturgical Complex in 11QPsa,” 196.

See m. Pesah 5:7. Ps 135 is grouped with Ps 136 as the Great Hallel in some rabbinic
traditions. See also b. Ber 4b.
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bound to the base text so one cannot extract the base text from the paraphrase. 429 Targum
Psalms largely belongs to the first category according to Stec, 430 as does this addition
found in 11Q5.
Another category 2 addition is preserved at את השמש }}ואת{{ וירח כי לעולם חסדו,
“the sun and moon because his steadfast love is forever,” at Col 15:10-11 (Ps 136:8). Here,
a line is added, which further explains the MT. Both texts identify the Lord as the one
who made the great lights in verse 7. However, the MT follows this line by identifying
the sun as the ruler over the day (v. 8) and the moon and stars as the rulers over the night
(v. 9). 11Q5, on the other hand, identifies the great lights as the sun and the moon prior to
describing their areas of dominion. The addition, therefore, explains the MT.
However, the difference could also be explained as a mechanical error. This
instance is one of the few examples in this study where the MT reading is shorter and a
motivation for parablepsis exists in the longer reading; namely, the scribe’s eyes of the
MT could have jumped from  ואת שמשto ואת שמש. The presence of this trigger makes this
an attractive explanation, but the explanation is not entirely satisfactory. Specifically, the
erasure of  ואתin 11Q5 may indicate a type of dittography: the scribe’s eyes jumping from
the beginning of verse 8 to the beginning of verse 9 and back again. Regardless, the
difference likely derived from the scribal process and assumes a common heritage among
the texts.
Another category 2 addition is preserved at Col 17:2-4 (Ps 145:13b) and
harmonizes the text by supplying a missing letter in an acrostic poem. 431 It is possible
Philip S. Alexander, “The Targumim and the Rabbinic Rules for the Delivery of the Targum,”
in Congress Volume: Salamanca, 1983, ed. J. A. Emerton, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 36 (Leiden,
The Netherlands: Brill, 1985), 17-21.
429
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Stec, The Targum of Psalms, 2-3.

It is possible that the LXX and 11Q5 are original here and that the MT has suffered
omission by parablepsis.
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that this is not properly an addition, but an omission on the part of the MT. The MT of
Psalm 145 is an acrostic, but one that does not preserve the line beginning with the nun.
Unsurprisingly, an ancient tradition in Judaism preserves this line as evident in the LXX,
which is even found in a Medieval Manuscript (Ms #142). 432 The omission of the nun
line was known to the Rabbis and discussed in rabbinic literature (b. Ber 4b). This
ancient addition is also preserved in 11Q5: נאמן אלוהים בדבריו וחסיד בכול מעשיו ברוך יהוה
וברוך שמו לעולם ועד, “God is faithful in his words and godly in all his deeds; blessed be the
Lord and blessed be his name forever and ever.” It is not immediately clear which reading
is preferable since there are other Psalms that are acrostics that omit Hebrew letters. 433
432F

Psalm 25 of the MT omits the bet, vav, and qof line. 434 Moreover, in Psalm 35, each verse
43F

begins with a subsequent letter of the Hebrew alphabet except for the vav line.
Nonetheless, one should note that Psalm 35:7 preserves two clauses and the second
clause begins with a vav. Thus, Psalm 35 is likely a complete acrostic unlike Psalm 25.
In addition to several category 2 additions, 11Q5 also preserves some category
2 omissions, several of which can be described as mechanical errors. For example, the
omission of תַּ ְס ִתּיר פָּ נֶי� ִ ֽיבָּ הֵ לוּן, “When you hide your face, they are dismayed (ESV),”
FEii:L8 (Ps 104:29), is likely caused by parablepsis of homoioarcton (the scribe’s eyes
skipped because of the similarity of the beginning of  תסתירand )תוסף. The same
Kennicott, Vetus Testamentum Hebraicumibus, 2:434. Although Kennicott represents a
space between the mem and samek line of Ps 145, neither Leningrad nor Aleppo preserve a space here. Ps
145 is the Psalm in the lower right-hand corner found on p. 797. See The Leningrad Codex (Codex
Leningradensis), accessed June 14, 2018, https://archive.org/stream/Leningrad_Codex/Leningrad#page/
n796/mode/2up. For the Aleppo Codex, see Aleppo Codex, accessed June 14, 2018
http://www.aleppocodex.org/newsite/index.html.
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For example, in Ps 35 each verse begins with a subsequent letter of the Hebrew alphabet. It,
however, omits a vav line. One should note though that Ps 35:7 preserves two clauses and the second clause
begins with a vav.
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The LXX supplies the bet by omitting the initial vocative of the MT “ א��הַ יOh my God”(Ps
25:2) and likely the vav line by adding the conjunctive καί in the second half of Ps 25:5. After the athnach
the MT reads �אוֹת
ְ “for you” without a conjunctive vav. One should note that the LXX like the MT omits
the qof line.
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explanation reasonably explains the omission of  יְהוָהat Col 3:6 (Ps 121:8) and the
omission of “ ָכּל־פִּ קּוּדֵ יall of my precepts” at Col 12:1 (Ps 119:128) (the scribe’s eyes
skipping because of the repetition of the  כלparticle). The omission of  הַ לְ לוּ ָיהּat Col 26:4
(Ps 150:1) is likely a case of haplography: the MT reads הַ לְ לוּ יָהּ ַ ֽהלְ לוּ־אֵ ל בְּ קָ ְדשׁוֹ, “praise the
Lord; praise God in his sanctuary.” The omission at Col 15:8 (Ps 136:4) of גְּ דֹ לוֹת, “great,”
could have been caused by homeoteleuton (the scribe’s eyes skipping from the ending of
 נפלאותto the ending of )גדלות. Moreover, the omission of  יַחְ דָּ וat Col 3:9 (Ps 122:3) could
have been caused by parablepsis due to homeoteleuton (the scribe’s eye moving from לו
to )יהדו, although the omission may simply be the result of simplifying the text since the
verb הבד, “to associate,” already conveys the idea of the adverb.
In several other instances an omission results in a simpler construction. For
example, the omission of the emphatic particle “ נאplease” at Col 3:13 (Ps 122:8) and Col
11:4 (Ps 119:108), the omission of the pronominal suffix at Col 4:7 (Ps 125:4), Col 4:7
(Ps 125:5), Col 8:5 (Ps 119:41), Col 12:15 (Ps 119:142), Col 13:12 (Ps 119:160), Col
16:15 (Ps 145:6), Col 23:13 (Ps 144:2), Col 20:10 (Ps 139:18), the omission of the
subject (i.e., initiator) at Col 14:10 (Ps 135:3), and the omission of a prepositional phrase
at Col 8:8 (Ps 119:44). In many of these instances, 11Q5 may be simplifying the syntax.
The omission of the noun חַ יִּ ים, “life,” at Col 23:10 (Ps 133:3) is perhaps the
most difficult category 2 omission. It is possible the scribe accidentally skipped the word,
although the text does not preserve a motivation for parablepsis. The scribe does at times
originally omit text when there is motivation (see the supralinear correction of a single
letter in Col 23:12). However, the MT reading is unique; namely, defining God’s blessings
as “life” by means of apposition is unique among the MT, and this fact may provide a
basis for the scribe of 11Q5 omitting the word. God commands a blessing twice in the
MT—the subject, object, and verb of Psalms 133:3—(i.e., Lev 25:21; Deut 11:27), and
the blessings is never defined as “life.” The uniqueness of the construction may,
therefore, have led to its omission.
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In other possible examples, an omission may have derived from a tendency to
interpret. An example of this is the omission of a pronominal suffix at Col 23:14 (Ps
144:2). Also, there is at least one example of an omission resulting in a more harmonized
text. This omission is preserved at Col 6:8 (Ps 132:16) and concerns the omission of the
infinitive absolute. This omission results in a more synonymous line; namely, the
previous line does not have an infinitive absolute.
The category 2 substitutions far outweigh the category 2 additions or omissions.
Among these are substitutions in person or number that slightly change the perspective of
the psalm. These variants include FEi:L7 (Ps 104:1), where 11Q5 reads אלוהינו, “our God,”
as opposed to אֱ�הַ י, “my God;” FEii:L8 (Ps 104:29), where 11Q5 reads רוחכם, “your
breath,” as opposed to רוּחָ ם, “their breath;” Col 3:9 (Ps 148:5), where 11Q5 reads an
imperative הללו, “praise,” while the MT reads  ְ ֽי ַ ֽהלְ לוּ, “let them praise;” and Col 3:8 (Ps
122:2), where 11Q5 reads “ רגליmy feet,” while the MT reads “ ַרגְ לֵינוּour feet.” One
further substitution of person changes the perspective but likely derived from graphic
confusion. This variant is preserved at Col 13:3 (Ps 119:152). 11Q5 reads יסדתני, “you have
established me,” while the MT reads יְ סַ ְדתָּ ם, “you established them.” The combination of
nun, yod (especially when yod extends to the baseline) easily accounts for this change in
perspective.
On other occasions the perspective is slightly changed by substituting parts of
speech. Examples of this include the substitution of a participle in the MT (עֹ שָׂ ה, “who
does”) for a perfect (עשתה, “does”) Col 16:3 (Ps 118:16) and the substitution of a noun in
the MT ( ְבּתֵ קַ ע, “sound”) with an infinitive construct “ בתקועsounding” at Col 26:5 (Ps
150:3).
In one further instance, a cohortative is substituted for a simple first-person
imperfect at Col 16:14 (Ps 145:15). Here 11Q5 reads אשיח, “I will meditate,” while the
MT reads אָשׂיחָ ה
ִ , “I will indeed meditate.”
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Several category 2 substitutions likely derived from a type of graphic confusion
since the readings remain graphically similar. For these differences, the readings remain
similar while recourse to other explanations are difficult. At FCii:L1 (Ps 102:18), 11Q5
reads תולעת הערער, “worm of the destitute,” while the MT reads  ְתּפִ ַלּת הָ ַﬠ ְר ָﬠר, “prayer of
the destitute.” The readings are graphically similar, and unfortunately, the text is too
fragmentary to draw any firm conclusions about this substitution. Another variant that
could be attributed to graphic confusion is found at Col 12:2 (Ps 119:129), where 11Q5
reads פלגי נפת, “streams of honey,” while the MT reads פְּ לָאוֹת, “wonderful.” Interestingly,
in both of these differences, confusion of pe vav occur. The substitution of prepositions at
Col 13:14 (Ps 119:162) is also perhaps best described as deriving from graphic
confusion: 11Q5 reads ממוצא, “more than one who goes out,” while the MT reads כְּ מוֹצֵ א,
“as one who goes out.” Moreover, 11Q5 reading of ש ֯ע]ש[ועי,
֯ “my delight,” and the MT’s
 ִ ֽשׁ ֲﬠשָׁ ﬠְ ִתּי, “I delight,” is hard to explain due to the fragmentary nature of the reading; yet,
again, the graphic similarity between the readings suggests a paleographic issue.
A common difference found between 11Q5 and the MT that can also be
explained as deriving from graphic confusion are the six occasions that concern the
reading  חונניin 11Q5, “show favor to me” for the the MT’s חַ ֵיּנִ י, “make me live” (Col 8:1
[Ps 119:37], Col 8:4 [Ps 119:40], Col 10:7 [Ps 119:88], Col 11:3 [Ps 119:107], Col 13:7
[Ps 119:156], and Col 13:11 [Ps 119:159]). 435 Interesting to note, on one occasion both
texts agree in reading “and show favor to me” (MT’s  וְ חָ נֵּנִ יand 11Q5’s  )וחונניat Col 12:5
(Ps 119:132), while at Col 13:5 (Ps119:154) the texts agree in reading “make me live”
(MT’s  חַ יֵּנִ יand 11Q5’s )חיני. Sanders, therefore, is right to note that the six differences
The presence of nun occurring twice in 11Q5 does not weaken this argument since there are
instances where 11Q5 represents the same letter twice where it would only be represented by one vav in the
MT. For example, 11Q5 has vav occurring twice to represent both the consonantal vav and the ō at Col 10:11
(Ps 119:92) “ בעווניbecause of my iniquity” as opposed to what would be expected in the MT if it read with
11Q5 (it does not) “ בַּ ﬠֲוֹןbecause of my iniquity.”
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may be real variants. 436 However, simply noting this fact does not weaken understanding
the differences as deriving from graphic confusion. It is quite possible that the scribe only
confused some occurrences of yod for some occurrences of vav since yod at times only
differs from vav regarding the length of the shaft. It is possible that these six variants
arose because of a lack of uniformity regarding how far a yod extends to a baseline in the
text’s exemplar. This fact does not undermine that the text read differently than the MT
on six occasions; rather, it simply reminds the reader that the two cases of agreement do
no nullify explaining the differences as deriving from graphic confusion.
There appear at least three examples of variants deriving from metathesis. The
first example is preserved at Col 13:3 (Ps 119:152). This variant likely derives from
metathesis of ayin, dalet: 11Q5 reads מדעתכה, “your knowledge,” while the MT reads
�מֵ ﬠֵ דֹ תֶ י, “your testimonies.” The second example is preserved at Col 14:7 (Ps 135:1). Here
11Q5 and the MT differ with regard to the order of line: according to the MT order, 11Q5
reads line 3, 2, and then 1. The text transposes the first and third lines of the MT. Last, at
Col 27:4 (Ps 140:4), 11Q5 reads עכביש, “spider,” which also occurs in Job 8:14 and Isaiah
59:5, is found in the transcriptions of 1QIsaa and 1QIsab of Isa 59:5, and is quoted in CD
Col 5:14. The MT, though, of Psalm 140:4 reads ﬠַ כְ שׁוּב, “viper,” and is a hapax in the MT
and is not found among biblical-DSS or among non-biblical scrolls, but it is found in the
Tosefta once at t. Parah 8:6. 437 It is difficult to comment on this difference since both
436F

words are rare, but graphic similarity may indicate a type of graphic confusion or even
interpretation. It is perhaps possible that the scribe was familiar with Isaiah 59:5 and
corrected the word. Regardless, the similarity presupposes a common text.
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See Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and
the Midrashic Literature (New York: Pardes, 1950), s.v. “ﬠַכְ שׁוּב.”
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Three category 2 substitutions concern the divine name. 438 The first reads רצונו,
“his will,” at FEiii:L10-11 (Ps 105:3), while the MT reads יְ הוָה, “the Lord.” 1QS Col 5:9
and 9:15 refer to the Lord by the same designation “ רצונוhis will.” 439 11Q5 further reads
 אלוהיםfor the MT’s  יְ הוָהat Col 23:14 (Ps 144:3) and Col 23:15 (Ps 144:5). Also, at Col
14:12 (Ps 135:5) 11Q5 reads ואלוהינו, “and our God,” while the MT reads  ַו ֲאדֹ נֵינוּ, “and our
Lord.” These types of differences are common and likely derive from unintentional factors.
Unlike the variants discussed as deriving from graphic confusion, several
category 2 substitutions, although similar graphically, may perhaps better be explained as
interpretations. Among these is the variant at Col 5:5 (Ps 129:3). Although graphically
similar—11Q5 reads רשעים, “the wicked,” and the MT reads חֹ ְר ִשׁים, “the plowmen”—the
context might suggest that the difference derived from interpretation.
These two explanations—graphic confusion or interpretation – can also
account for a variant preserved at Col 9:13 (Ps 119:71). 11Q5 reads עניתני, “you afflicted
me,” whereas the MT reads יתי
ִ  ֻﬠ ֵנּ, “I am afflicted.” The chief difference here is agency: in
11Q5 the Lord is specifically identified as the agent of the Psalmists affliction, whereas
the agent is hidden in the MT. At first glance this change appears to derive from
interpretation, but the surrounding context makes this less clear. Psalm 119:75, no longer
extant in 11Q5, reads  ֶו ֱאמוּנָה ﬠִ נִּ יתָ נִ י, “and in faithfulness, you afflicted me.” Therefore,
although the MT does not designate the Lord as the afflicter in Psalm 119:71, it does in
verse 75.
Another variant that can be explained in multiple ways is preserved at Col
10:11 (Ps 119:92). 11Q5 reads בעווני, “because of my iniquity,” while the MT reads בְ ﬠָנְ יִ י,
“because of my affliction.” The reading of 11Q5 fits the context well since the protasis of
There are two other differences concerning the divine name, but they involve the qere
perpetuum. In these instances, 11Q5 reads אדוני, while the MT read ( יְ הוָהsee Col 5:1 [Ps 128:5] and Col 5:6
[Ps 129:4]).
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the clause reads “if I had not delighted in your law.” Failing to delight in the law of God
can easily be understood as iniquity, and thus, the apodosis could easily be construed as
reading “then I would have perished in my iniquity” (11Q5). Although this interpretation
has some conceptual support, one cannot rule out a paleographic issue.
The substitution of the bet preposition of the MT (� ֶבְּ ִא ְמ ָרת, “in your word”) for
a lamed preposition (לאמרתכה, “to your word”) at Col 12:6 (Ps 119:133) likely represents
an interpretation.
Another interpretation is likely preserved in the reading נורא אתה נפלאו֯ ת, “you
ִ נוֹראוֹת נִ פְ ל,
ָ “fearfully I am wonderfully
are fearful; wondrous,” 440 while the MT reads ֵיתי
made” at Col 20:5 (Ps 139:14). The readings are graphically similar, but the fact that
11Q5 reads more smoothly than the MT suggests that the difference derived from
interpretation; albeit, an interpretation that attempted to make sense of a proto-MT
reading.
11Q5’s reading of ולילה אז}}ו{{ר בעדי, “And night has girded me about,” 441
instead of the MT’s וְ לַיְ לָה אוֹר בַּ ﬠֲדֵ נִ י, “And night is light behind me,” at Col 20:3 (Ps
139:11) too could be an interpretation since 11Q5’s reading is smoother. The fact that the
scribe originally transcribed both a zayin and a vav but later erased the vav may indicate
some awareness of both readings, but it is possible that the scribe originally wrote the
word plene as is often the case for qal imperatives but erased the vav for phonological
reasons: namely, because of the third radical resh. Notice how roots with a third radical
resh are at times written with a vav (e.g., Col 7:3 [Ps 119:17), Col 8:13 [Ps 119:49], Col
23:5 [Ps 141:9]) but not always (see Col 20:14 [Ps 139:23]).
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The difference at Col 5:15 (Ps 130:7) is likely an instance of interpretation.
11Q5 reads הרב עמו פדה, “and with him is abundant redemption,” 442 whereas the MT reads
וְ הַ ְרבֵּ ה ﬠִ מּוֹ פְ דוּת, “and plentifully is redemption with him.” The Hebrew of both texts are
difficult, but graphic similarity and the fact that 11Q5 reads more smoothly suggests that
the difference arose through interpretation.
Harmonization, a type of interpretation, explains several category 2
substitutions. For example, the substitution at Col 8:12 (Ps 119:48) results in a more
harmonized text. 11Q5 reads ואשישה, “and I will rejoice,” as opposed to אָשׂיחָ ה
ִ ְו, “and I
will meditate.” The result is that verse 48 is linked more closely to verse 47. In 11Q5,
correspondence between these two verses not only concerns the genitive of the
preposition and relative clauses—במ]צוותיכה א[ ֯שר אהבתי, “in [your] co[mmandments
w]hich I love” (v. 47),אל מצוו]תיכה אש[ר אהבתי, “toward [your] comma[dments whi]ch I
love (v. 48)—but, by means of the substitution, these verses now also correspond
concerning the verb; namely, both verbs (אשתעשעה, “I will delight” [v. 47], and ואשישה, “I
will rejoice” [v. 48]) denote the idea of joy.
The substitution at Col 13:11 (Ps 119:159), where 11Q5 reads כאמרתכה,
“according to your word,” for the MT’s � ְ ֽכּחַ ְס ְדּ, “according to your steadfast love,” might
also be a harmonization since the phrase of 11Q5 is found at Col 11:3 (Ps 119:107).
However, it should be noted that 11Q5 reads “show me favor” “ כדברכהaccording to your
word” (Col 8:1 [Ps 119:37]), “ כחסדכהaccording to your steadfast love (Col 10:7 [Ps
119:88]), “ כמשפטaccording to justice” (Col 12: [Ps119:132]), and “ כמשפטיכהaccording to
your justice (Col 13:7 [Ps 119:156]). Thus, if this is a case of harmonization, the scribe is
not consistent in harmonizing similar passages.
Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 560. See n350 where Abegg, Flint,
and Ulrich say, “Apparent meaning in 11QPsa, although the Hebrew is difficult and somewhat different
from that of MT.”
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Concerning this variant, one should note that the topic of Psalm 119 is God’s
תּוֹרה
ָ “instruction or torah.” This concept is most often denoted in Psalm 119 by either
תּוֹרה,
ָ “instruction or torah;”  ֵﬠדוּת, “testimony;” פִּ קּוּד, “precept;” מצְ וָה,
ִ “commandment;”
מ ְשׁ ָפּט,
ִ “judgment;” חֹ ק, “statute;” or א ְמ ָרה,
ִ “word.” These words are used as synonyms
throughout the Psalm. Often each stanza (each stanza is made up of 8 lines) repeats one
or two of these words. The MT never uses one of these words three times in a stanza
when referring to God’s Word. However, this substitution of 11Q5 makes  אמרהoccur
three times in this stanza, which may indicate a harmonization to the immediate context.
Moreover, 11Q5 and MT preserve 116 overlapping instances where the תּוֹרה
ָ of God is
explicitly mentioned, mostly by one of the above terms, and these texts differ only eight
times. Out of these eight differences, three concern 11Q5 reading “( ”אמרהi.e., Col 6:15
[Ps 119:5]); Col 11:3 [Ps 119:107]; and (Col 13:11 [Ps 119:159]). Thus, one should note
that these texts overwhelming agree when rendering the topic of God’s תּוֹרה
ָ and that
when they do not, 11Q5 often renders a form of אמרה.
Another harmonization is preserved at Col 14:8 (Ps 135:2). 11Q5 reads ורוממו
יה, “exalt the Lord.” The Psalmist in this verse and the surrounding verses calls those in
the temple to Praise the Lord four times. This addition heightens this call by adding in a
slightly different way, another call to worship. Moreover, the phrase ורוממו יה, “exalt the
Lord,” is found in Psalm 99:5, 9, while slightly different forms of the phase occur at
Psalm 21:14 and 30:5.
A category 2 substitution preserved at Col 17:14 (Ps 145:20) too may be a
harmonization. 11Q5 reads שומר יהוה את כול יראיו, “The Lord is one who keeps those who
fear him,” whereas the MT reads שׁוֹמֵ ר יְ הוָה אֶ ת־כָּל־אֹ הֲבָ יו, “The Lord is one who keeps those
who love him.” Psalm 145:19 describes the obedient man as one who fears him. Thus,
the scribe may be harmonizing the text to the immediate context. Additionally, Scripture
closely relates the concepts of obedience to God, fear of God, and love of God. For
example, fear of God in Genesis 20:11; 22:12; Exodus 1:17, 21; and Leviticus 19:14 are
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just a sampling of verses that connect fear with obedience while obedience to God and
love for God are linked in Deuteronomy 13:4. Like 11Q5, 4Q41 at Col 1:3 (Deut 8:6),
too involves the substitution the roots ( יראMT) and ( אהב4Q41). The difference is an
interpretation either to the immediate context or to a wider theological truth.
Another substitution is best explained as an interpretation and harmonization
and is preserved at Col 15:4 (Ps 135:21). 11Q5 reads יברככה יהוה, “may the Lord bless
you,” while the MT reads בָּ רוּ� יְ הוָה, “blessed be the Lord.” On the one hand, the Psalmists
according to 11Q5 commands various groups of God’s people to bless the Lord in verses
19-21. This sequence is broken by the prayer that “God would bless you” (i.e., God’s
people). The MT, on the other hand, provides a nominal clause בָּ רוּ� יְ הוָה, “blessed be the
Lord.” It is possible that the difference was occasioned by graphic confusion, but it is
better to view this difference as an example of interpretation and harmonization to a
common phrase. Nominal clauses can have an optative force בָּ רוּ� יְ הוָה, “blessed be the
Lord.” Joüon states concerning the optative force of a nominal clause, “The optative
force is especially conspicuous when the predicate is a passive participle and precedes the
subject.” 443 This is the construction of the MT. Therefore, the substitution clarifies the
syntax of the MT. Moreover, 11Q5’s reading has precedent at Psalm 128:5 and 134:3:
יְ בָ ֶרכְ � יְ הוָה ִמצִּ יּוֹן, “May the Lord bless you from Zion.” The reading of the MT at Psalm
135:21 is, however, unique in describing God as “blessed (passive participle) from Zion.”
Thus, the substitution interprets the syntax of the MT and harmonizes 11Q5 to a more
common phrase.
Phonological confusion is perhaps the best explanation for several category 2
variants. For example, confusion of liquids may have caused the difference at Col 7:3 (Ps
119:17): 11Q5 reads גמור על עבדכה, “fulfill on behalf of your servant” (see MT at Ps 57:3
Joüon and Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §154e. I am grateful to Dr. Peter
Gentry who made this suggestion to me during the doctoral defense.
443
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and Ps 138:8), while the MT reads �גְּ מֹ ל ﬠַל־ ַﬠבְ ְדּ, “deal generously with your servant (see
MT Ps 13:6; 116:7; 142:8). Both phrases have precedent in the MT; nonetheless, the
difference could reasonable be attributed to phonological confusion. The reading at Col
11:13 (Ps 119:117) of ואשא, “and I will lift up,” instead of the MT’s וְ אֶ ְשׁ ָﬠה, “and I will
regard,” could have resulted from guttural confusion. The reading תפלה, “prayer,” in
11Q5, instead of the reading  ְתּ ִה ָלּה, “praise,” may also have derive from phonological
confusion.
In other instances, a category 2 difference can be explained on the basis of
either graphic or phonological confusion. For example, 11Q5 reads מארץ, “from the land”
at Col 10:6 (Ps 119:87) while the MT reads בָ אָ ֶרץ, “in the land.” Confusion of bet/mem is
a common interchange that could derive on either phonological or graphic grounds. The
substitution of verbs at Col 11:15 (Ps 119:119) too likely derived from he and het
confusion which could be occasioned on phonological or graphic grounds.
Finally, several category 2 variants have unclear descriptions (i.e., additions,
omissions, or substitutions) because of the fragmentary nature of the fragment or column.
For example, some of these variants can either be described as omissions or
transpositions (i.e., see FEii:L3 [Ps 104:23]) and FEii:L3 [Ps 104:23]). Other variants
may be either additions or substitutions (i.e., see Col 1:4 [Ps 105:29]), while the variant at
Col 5:10 (Ps 130:1) can either be described as a transposition or addition.
Category 3. In addition to preserving several category 2 variants, 11Q5
further preserved category 3 variants. The first category 3 variant is preserved at Col
23:12 (Ps 144:1). 11Q5 omits the superscription לְ דָ וִ ד, “to David.” There is no obvious
motivation for parablepsis, but as already mentioned, a scribe’s eyes can omit material
unintentionally without a motivation. Moreover, there appears little immediate evidence
why the scribe would interpretatively omit the superscription. Additionally, the trend in
the manuscript evidence is to add superscriptions, not to omit them. Pietersma
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demonstrates that the superscriptions of “the LXX is an expansion on the MT. All that is
in the MT is in the LXX, and at no point do they contradict each other.” 444 The omission
of the superscription of Psalm 144:1 in 11Q5 is, therefore, puzzling and warrants the
variant being classified as a category 3 variant. However, the fact that four Medieval
manuscript agrees (Kennicott # 97, 131, 133, 222) with 11Q5 in omitting this
superscription cautions the reader from reading too much into it. 445
Another category 3 variant is preserved at Col 16:9 (Ps 145:2). Although most
of the differences found in Psalm 145 of 11Q5 likely derived from the liturgical function of
the scroll, 11Q5’s reading of “ ברוך יוםblessed be the day” as opposed to the MT’s בְּ כָל־יוֹם,
“every day,” likely did not. It is possible that the difference was a simple error: the text
preserves several occurrences of the word  ברוךdue to the addition of the antiphon at the
end of each verse: ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד, “blessed be the Lord and blessed be his
name forever and ever.” Moreover, the phrase of 11Q5 ברוך יום, “blessed be the day,”
never occurs in the MT, the biblical-DSS besides this occurrence, 446 the non-biblical
45 F

DSS, 447 or the Mishnah. 448 Thus, the difference appears to be an unintentional error.
46F

47F

Nonetheless, the reading of 11Q5 is very different than the MT and there is not enough
evidence to ascribe this variant to the scribal process with confidence. This variant
perhaps is best classified as a category 3 variant.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. Several large-scale
differences can reasonably be attributed to the excerpted/non-biblical nature of 11Q5.
444

Pietersma, “David in the Greek Psalms,” 214.

445

Kennicott, Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum, 2:432.

446

Abegg, Bowley, and Cook, Accordance 11.2.5 Dead Sea Scroll Biblical Corpus.

447

Abegg, Dead Sea Scrolls Non-Biblical Texts.

448

Abegg, Mishnah (Kaufmann).
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These differences are not categorized as variants here due to the opinion that this text is
dependent on the Masoretic Psalter. However, for those who do not hold this opinion, the
following differences would all likely be categorized as additional category 3 variants.
These differences include the presence of literary works not included in the
Masoretic Psalter. A previously unknown psalm titled Plea for Deliverance by Sanders
preserved in column 19, Ben Sira 51 preserved at columns 21-22, another previously
unknown psalm titled Apostrophe to Zion by Sanders at column 22, Psalm 155 as found
in some late Syriac manuscripts at column 24, the previously unknown psalm titled Hymn
to the Creator at column 26 by Sanders, Psalm 151A at column 33, and Psalm 151B
preserved at columns 33-34. In addition to these psalms, two psalms are not strictly
Masoretic, but appear to be based on Masoretic Psalms. First, the remains of a Psalm at
the top of column 2 may be the remains of Psalm 146 with a large-scale addition, it may
be a psalm based on Psalm 146, or it may be an altogether new psalm. Too little of the
psalm remains. Second, appended to the end of Psalm 136 is a catena from Psalm 118. 449
This catena, although based on Psalm 118, is not Psalm 118. Last, in column 27, there is
a portion from 2 Sam 23:7 and a prose section titled David’s Composition by Sanders.
Moreover, the order of the Psalms too can be explained as either evidence for
the text’s excerpted nature or the text’s independence. The following sequences are
clearly at odds with the MT since the transition between the psalms are either fully or
partially preserved: 118 to 104, 104 to 147, Pss 147 to 105, 146 to 148, 132 to 119, 119 to
135, 136 plus additions from 118 to 145, 139 to 137, 141 to 133, and 133 to 144. Overall,
where 11Q5 preserves the transition between two Masoretic Psalms, the order is at
variance with the MT on ten occasions.
At the end of Ps 136, a blank space a few letter spaces wide likely indicates that the scribe
understood the catena from Ps 118 appended to Ps 136 as secondary.
449
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Besides the inclusion of non-Masoretic Psalms and an alternative sequence of
Psalms, many large-scale additions may be explained as serving a liturgical function. For
example, the catena of verses that largely derive from Psalm 118 appended to the end of
Psalm 136 are reworked into a tight literary structure. The catena is introduced with a
phrase found at the beginning of Psalm 118 and 136 הודו ליהוה כי טוב כי לעולם חסדו, “Give
thanks to the Lord for he is good; for his steadfast love is forever.” The catena then cites
Psalm 118:15 and states where shouts of gladness exist; namely, in the tents of the
righteous. Next, the catena has three phrases that begin with the noun ימין, “right hand”
corresponding to Psalm 118:15b, 16a, and 16b. What follows is three further declarations
that begin with the adjective “ טובgood,” two of which correspond to Psalm 118:8 and 9,
and a third that is exclusive to 11Q5, but certainly dependent on the structure of verses 8
and 9. The catena then restates the introduction  לעולם חסדו הודו ליהוה כי טוב כיfollowing by
הללו יה. The differences between Psalm 118 and the catena found here serve a clear
liturgical purpose and appear dependent on Psalm 118.
Further liturgical additions are found throughout Psalm 145. This psalm is by
far the psalm most at odds with its MT counterpart in 11Q5. The biggest difference being
the inclusion of the antiphon ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד, “blessed be the Lord and
blessed be his name forever and ever,” at the end of each preserved verse (see Ps 136 in
the MT for a Psalm that includes a refrain at the end of each verse). This refrain is
preserved in full or in part sixteen times. 450 As already noted, similar refrains were used
49F

in later Jewish liturgical practices as indicated in (Mishnah Torah, Laws of Prayer and of
the priestly Blessings IX, 9). That Psalm 145 is the text most at odds with its MT
counterpart is not alarming since this Psalm is one of the most popular Psalms recited in
later Jewish gatherings as indicated by Maimonides. 451 One should not be too quick to
450F

450

The scribe originally omitted the words  וברוךand blessed at Col 16:10 (Ps 145:2).

451

Psalm 145 was recited in the morning service (Mishnah Torah, Laws of Prayer and of the
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dismiss later Jewish liturgical practices as germane evidence for an analysis of 11Q5,
even though 11Q5 predates these practices by a millennium. Davila notes that “the
process of development [of the Jewish liturgy] was a conservative one that drew
reverently on earlier traditions.” 452
There is also a liturgical addition of זואת לזכרון, “this is for a memorial,” 453
452F

preserved at Col 17:17 (Ps 145:21). 454 It is difficult to know how this addition functioned
453F

in this text since what proceeds it is no longer extant. Skehan understands the notion as
indicating the liturgical use of a group of Psalms; namely, Psalm 135, Psalm 136 plus the
catena derived from Psalm 118, and Psalm 145 in this manuscript, not just Psalm 145. 455
45F

The high concentration of liturgical changes in these psalms supports this conclusion. 456
45F

Statistics and Conclusion of 11Q5’s
Textual Tradition
The previous discussion, although helpful for classifying the textual tradition,
is served by a bird’s eye view of the correspondence between these documents. 457 These
statistics account for differences present in the texts preserved in 11Q5 that are also found
priestly Blessings IX, 6) in the afternoon service (Mishnah Torah, Laws of Prayer and of the priestly
Blessings IX, 8), and on sabbaths and festivals (Mishnah Torah, Laws of Prayer and of the priestly
Blessings IX, 14).
James R. Davila, Liturgical Works, Eerdmans Commentaries on the Dead Sea Scrolls
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 11.
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Skehan, “Liturgical Complex in 11QPsa,” 195.
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See Skehan’s discussion of the liturgical grouping of these psalms in ibid., 195-202.

There are 124 words transcribed by the editor that are not included in the final word count.
Lange argues that 3418 words are preserved in this text. Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300. The
methodologies employed are similar except for how a word is counted. For Lange,  מלכוis one word. Here, it
is two. This difference likely results in the discrepancies found between these word counts although subjective
judgment about what is adequately preserved and what is not likely accounts for some differences too.
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in the MT. These statistics demonstrate that although 11Q5 differs from the MT regarding
several liturgical secondary features, such as the inclusion of non-Masoretic psalms, the
sequence of psalms, and the presence of large-scale additions, once these features are
removed, it is shown that 11Q5 preserves a text closely connected to the Masoretic
tradition. Thus, one can reasonably classify 11Q5 as preserving a text belonging to the
Masoretic tradition, albeit with liturgical adaptions.
Table 43. The statistical relationship between 11Q5 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 4Q95 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
3563
333
90.65%
174
95.12%
3
99.92%

11Q6
11Q6 (11QPsb) preserves portions of Psalms 77, 78, 119, 141, 133, 144, a
catena of verses from Psalm 118 and possibly two non-Masoretic Psalms preserved also
in 11Q5—Plea for Deliverance and the Apostrophe to Zion 458—in twelve identifiable
fragments. 459 Garcia Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude (the editors) describe the
script as corresponding well to an early Herodian hand with traces of both formal and
semi-formal features ca. beginning of the first century AD. 460 The text is written in prose
The remains labeled as Apostrophe to Zion are meager: two partial words on two lines of
one small fragment. See Florentino García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, eds.,
“11QPsb,” in Qumran Cave 11. 2:11Q2-18, 11Q20-31, 44-45. J. P. M. van der Ploeg believed that the
fragment labeled fragment 1 in 11Q6 preserving portions of Pss 77 and 78 belonged to 11Q7. See J. P. M.
van der Ploeg, “Les Manuscrits de La Grotte XI de Qumrân : Aperçu Par J.P.M. van Der Ploeg, O.P,”
Revue de Qumran 12, no. 1 (1985): 13. On the basis of this fragment’s script, it was reassigned to 11Q6 in
both the preliminary edition (F. García Martínez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, “Psalms Manuscripts from
Qumran Cave 11: A Preliminary Edition,” Revue de Qumran 17, no. 65 [1996]: 73-107, esp. 75) and the
DJD edition (García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsb,” 38).
458

459

García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsb,” 37-47.

460

Ibid., 38.
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format except for Psalm 119, which is written stichometrically with two hemistichs per line
with a space in between. 461 The orthography is fuller than the MT. For example, David is
spelled in 11Q6 as  לדוידat F7c:L2 (Frgs. 7a-e:L2 [Ps 133:2]).462 Tov labels this spelling
461F

practice as QSP. 463 Garcia Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude explain that the
462F

original column sizes are difficult to estimate because of “the small number of fragments,
the absence of unambiguous points of material correspondence, and the varying line
lengths.” 464
463 F

The textual character of 11Q6 is debated. The editors indicate that 11Q6 and
11Q5 “represent two copies of the same composition.” 465 Tov, likewise, argues that 11Q6
preserves the same collection as 11Q5, 466 but understands 11Q6, not as a genuine Psalter
scroll, but as an excerpted text for liturgical purposes. 467 On the other hand, Flint argues
that 11Q6, along with 4Q87, vindicates Sanders’ hypothesis that 11Q5 represented an
authentic Psalter scroll. 468 The agreements between 11Q5, 11Q6, and 4Q87 demonstrate,
Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 168, 170. Compare 11Q5, which does not have a
space between the two hemistichs. Ibid., 170. Comparison between the sense divisions and the MT can be
made in two instances, and in each instance, the texts agree: 11Q6 divides the verse at the athnach, the
largest accent in these two verses (Ps 119:163-164).
461

Frgs. 7a-e are grouped together and a reference is provided to the location of the variant on
the fragment and to the reconstructed group of fragments.
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Ibid., 334.
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García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsb,” 37.

For a brief summary of instances where 11Q6 agrees with 11Q5 and disagrees with it, see
ibid., 38. Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, 114, also notes the similarity between these texts.
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Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 594-95; Tov, Textual Criticism of the
Hebrew Bible, 320-21.
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Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156.

Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls, 227; Peter W. Flint, “11QPsb and the 11QPsa-Psalter,”
in Diachronic and Synchronic: Reading the Psalms in Real Time: Proceedings of the Baylor Symposium on
the Book of Psalms, ed. Joel S. Burnett, W. H. Bellinger, Jr., and W. Dennis Tucker, Jr., Library of Hebrew
Bible/Old Testament Studies 488 (New York: T & T Clark, 2007), 157-66. Correspondence between 11Q5
and 11Q6 includes the following features: 11Q6 preserves the sequence Pss 141, 133, 144 found in 11Q5
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in Flint’s mind, that 11Q5 is “the foremost representative of the Book of Psalms among
the Dead Sea Scrolls.” 469
Other scholars who comment on the nature of 11Q6 include Lange, who labels
it as non-aligned, 470 and Campbell, who notes that 11Q6 does not differ much from the
MT textually. 471
Description and Categorization
of Variants
The editors list several differences in the variant column that are merely
orthographic (e.g., the plene spelling of  מושהrather than the defective spelling of the MT
 מֹ שֶׁ הat F1:L3 [Ps 77:21]) or morphological (e.g., the longer form of certain suffixes).
Besides these orthographic and morphological variants, they further suggest that F6
preserves portions of the Apostrophe of Zion. The remains of this fragment, however, are
meager and do not suffice to constitute this claim. 472 The editors additionally claim that
11Q6 omits the superscription לדויד, “to David,” of Psalm 144 like 11Q5. However, again,
the evidence is too fragmentary to substantiate this claim. They rightly note a vacat at the
beginning of the line, but the brevity of the superscription (only five letters) calls into
question this variant. 473
472F

while preserving portions of Ps 118 (i.e., vv. 1, 15, 16), appended to Ps 136. Moreover, portions of the Plea
for Deliverance and a small portion of the Apostrophe to Zion (two non-canonical psalms found in 11Q5)
are also preserved in 11Q6. See Flint, “Five Surprises in the Qumran Psalms Scrolls,” 192.
469

Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls, 227.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.

Jonathan G. Campbell, review of Qumran Cave 11 V 2 11Q2-18, 11Q20-31 ed. Florentino
García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, The Journal of Theological Studies 52, no. 1
(2001): 197.
471

472

García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsb,” 44-45.

The closeness between 11Q5 and 11Q6 from a textual standpoint too suggests the omission,
but the fragmentary nature of the line precludes listing it as a variant.
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Category 1. Besides the above proposed variants, 11Q6 further preserves two
category 1 substitutions. One substitution represents a case of harmonization—11Q6
reads מדיו, “his garments,” at Frgs. 7b:L1 and 7c:L4 (Frgs. 7a-e:L4 [Ps 133:2]), while the
MT reads  ִמדּוֹתָ יו. The MT always represents the noun מַ ד, “garment,” as a masculine noun,
except here. The second represents a substitution of tense.
Category 2. 11Q6, further, preserves one category 2 addition. F7d:L3 (Frgs.
7a-e:L5 [Ps 133:3]), 11Q6 reads על] ישראל
֯ עו[ל ׄם שלום
ׄ
“[for]ever; peace upon [Israel]”
with 11Q5. This addition corresponds to the ending of two of the other Songs of the
Ascent (Pss 125; 128). Thus, the addition results in a more harmonized text. This variant
is also found in 11Q5 at Col 23:11 (Ps 133:3). Moreover, Sanders notes that a Medieval
Manuscript (Ms # 125) has a similar addition at Psalm 122:9. 474
473F

Category 3. 11Q6 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. 11Q6’s similarity to 11Q5 is
also evident in that it includes two, possible three, non-Masoretic Psalms found in only
these two manuscripts. These include a catena from Psalm 118 which, although
fragmentary, corresponds to the catena derived from Psalm 118 in 11Q5 and the inclusion
of the Psalm titled Plea for Deliverance. As mentioned, the editors further argue that
11Q6 preserves portions of Apostrophe of Zion, but this assertion is less than certain since
only two partially preserved words are preserved on two lines of one small fragment (i.e.,
fragment 6). 475 The inclusion of non-Masoretic Psalms together with Masoretic Psalms is
Sanders, “Two Non-Canonical Psalms in 11QPs,” 44. See Kennicott, Vetus Testamentum
Hebraicum, 2:421.
474
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García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsb,” 44-45.
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not indicative of a text belonging to a different tradition, as argued elsewhere. The
superscription to Psalm 151 of the LXX demonstrates this point. 476
In addition to the inclusion of non-Masoretic Psalms, fragments 7a-e exhibit a
sequence of Psalms at odds with the MT and in agreement with 11Q5: Psalms 141, 133,
and 144. The difference in sequence among scrolls preserving Psalms is not necessarily
indicative of a text’s independence but may indicate its excerpting nature. 477
Statistics and Conclusion of 11Q6’s
Textual Tradition
What remains of 11Q6 is quite close to 11Q5 even though the text is poorly
preserved. 478 However, two of the three major types of differences preserved in 11Q5
that distinguish it from the MT—a different sequence of Psalms and the inclusion of nonMasoretic Psalms—are found in 11Q6 despite its fragmentary state. 11Q6 does correspond
closely to 11Q5. Thus, the analysis of 11Q5 applies also to 11Q6. 11Q6, like 11Q5, can
reasonably be understood as an liturigcal text dependent on the Masoretic Psalter. 479
Table 44. The statistical relationship between 11Q6 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 11Q6 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
67
5
92.54%
3
95.52%
0
100%

See the discussion of this phenomenon under the section “Differences likely caused by
Excerpted Nature” of 4Q88 and 11Q5.
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For a discussion of this topic, see the discussion of 11Q5 above.
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Nine words transcribed by the editors are not included in the final word count. Lange argues
that 102 words are preserved in this text. Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300. The methodologies employed
are similar except for how a word is counted. For Lange,  מלכוis one word. Here, it is two. This difference
likely results in the discrepancies found between these word counts although subjective judgment about
what is adequately preserved and what is not likely accounts for some differences too.
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11Q7
11Q7 (11QPsc) preserves portions of Psalms 2, 9, 12-14, 17-18, 19, and 25 in
ten identifiable fragments. 480 Garcia Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude (the
editors) describe the script as corresponding both to an early Herodian round semi-formal
script and a developed Herodian formal scrip while the orthography is described as
consistently plene along with the longer second-person singular pronominal suffix with a
he. 481 Tov hesitantly labels this spelling practice as QSP. 482 Moreover, the text is written
in prose format. 483
The textual tradition of 11Q7 is debated. For example, the editors suggest that
the text generally corresponds to the MT but preserves a large proportion of variants,
which might indicate that 11Q7 either preserves “a separate textual tradition or a liberal
interpretative treatment of the text.” 484 Also, in the preliminary edition of 11Q7, García
Martínez and Tigchelaar note that if the text originally contained the entire Psalter, the
text would be very thin; thus, it likely only preserved the first part of the Psalter. 485
Campbell notes the similarity between 11Q7 and the MT textually, 486 while Flint and
Wilson comment that the texts likely agreed with the MT regarding arrangement. 487
Florentino García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, eds., “11QPsc,” in
Qumran Cave 11. 2:11Q2-18, 11Q20-31, 49-61. Fragment 9 is assigned to 11Q7, but the editors are
uncertain about the text it preserves. Ibid., 59.
480
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Mesopotamicae Francisco Mario Theodoro de Liagre Böhl Dedicatae, ed. Franz Marius Theodor Böhl and
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Lange and Tov both classify the text as non-aligned. 488 Tov further classifies 11Q7 as an
excerpted text for liturgical purposes. 489
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several differences listed by the editors as variants are not included in the
following discussion or statistics. First, many of the differences concern plene/defective
spelling and long forms of the second-person pronominal suffix, and thus, are not included
in the following discussions. Second, two differences can be described as synonymous
forms. Third, two preserved differences likely resulted from scribal error. Fourth, three
further examples depend on insufficient manuscript evidence. Fifth, one difference
concerns the distinction between yod and vav, but the form of the letter is not conclusive.
Category 1. About half of the differences should be categorized as category 1
variants. The text preserves one category 1 omission (i.e., the omission of the conjunctive
vav at F11:3 (Ps 25:5) and six category 1 substitutions. 490 Moreover, one variant could
either be a transposition of lines or a substitution of number. The poor state of the line’s
preservation precludes certainty. 491
Category 2. 11Q7 preserves several category 2 variants including one addition.
The addition is the reading צדי[קי֯ ם
֯
אל, “[to the righte]ous at F5:L1 (Frgs. 4-7:L3 [Ps 12:6]).
488

Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55; Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
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Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156.

One can refer to the fragments grouped together by the editors as one column and the
reconstructed line number or one can refer to the and line number provided by the when citing this text.
Both are provided here. The first reference given is the reference to the fragment number and the
corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference is that of either the reconstructed column or
the group of fragments grouped together by the editors and the corresponding reconstructed line number.
490

For these suggestions, see García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsc,” 60.
Per the methodology here, the less invasive difference is suggested.
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The evidence is fragmentary, but enough is preserved to categorize the variant as an
addition. If the reconstruction is right, then 11Q7 simply makes the MT explicit by
indicating who the Lord arises for: namely, for the righteous.
11Q7 preserves a category 2 substitution at F3:2 (Ps 9:5). 11Q7 reads שפטתה,
“you judge,” against the reading שׁוֹ ֵפט, “as a judge,” of the MT. The difference changes
the perspective from primarily describing God (participle) to stating what God has done
(perfect). Furthermore, it is important to note that the difference results in a more
harmonized text. The Psalm shifts focus to God in verses 4 and 5 and consistently uses
second-person perfects. This is the only instance in verses 4 and 5 of the MT where a
participle is used to describe God. Thus, the substitution of 11Q7 harmonizes the reading
to the immediate context.
The second category 2 substitution is preserved at F6:L3 (Frgs. 4-7 [Ps 14:1]).
11Q7 reads עולה,
֯
“iniquity,” while the MT reads ﬠֲלִ ילָה, “deed.” The reading of 11Q7
could be an interpretation to the immediate context since the word of the MT can have
both a positive connotation (e.g., Ps 9:12; 66:5) or negative (e.g., Ps 144:4). Moreover, as
noted by the editors, the text agrees closely with Psalm 38:12, which parallels this verse
(Ps 14:1). Thus, the difference may be a harmonization.
The third category 2 substitution is preserved at F8:1 (Ps 17:9). 11Q7 reads
דר ֯ש]וני
ׄ , “[they] seek [me],” while the MT reads שַׁ דּוּנִ י, “they destroy me.” Van der Ploeg
suggests that this substitution might be a case of replacing a rare poetic word for a more
common one. 492 The verbal root  שׁדדonly occurs three times in the Psalms and nowhere
else describes what the enemies do to David while the verbal root  דרשׁoccurs twenty-five
times and is used analogously at Psalm 38:12. Thus, this difference can reasonably be
described as a harmonization.
Van der Ploeg, “Fragments d’un Psautier de Qumran,” 308-9. Apud García Martínez,
Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsc,” 58.
492
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The fourth category 2 substitution is preserved at F8:2 (Ps 17:11). 11Q7 reads
סבב]וני
֯ גרשוני עתה, “they have expelled me; now they surround me,” while the MT reads
[]סבָ בוּנוּ
ְ אַשֻּׁ ֵרינוּ ﬠַ תָּ ה ְסבָ בוּנִ י, “our steps, now they surround me [us].” The integrity of the MT
reading אַשֻּׁ ֵרינוּ, “our steps,” has been debated. 493 The ancient versions are divided: the
MT, Targum, Peshitta, and Vulgate all read the basic root  אשׁרalthough they do not
unanimously interpret this root in the same way. The LXX and 11Q7, however, agree in
reading not only the same root, גרשׁ, but also the same form גרשוני, “they have driven me
out.” The editors suggest that 11Q7 again preserves a common word against the MT’s
rarer poetic word. 494 The difference is likely a case of interpretation.
493F

Category 3. 11Q7 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 11Q7’s
Textual Tradition
The above discussion demonstrates that 11Q7 does not differ much from the
MT textually. 495 Moreover, most of the category 1 variants and all of the category 2
variants indicate a tendency to clarify the MT. 496 In light of the types of differences
preserved in 11Q7 and the high statistical agreement shared among the texts, it is quite
See a short history of research in M. Cohen, “Assurênû Attâ Sebabûnî (Q. Sebabûnû)
(Psaume Xvii 11a),” Vetus Testamentum 41 (1991): 137–44. See also Edward J Kissane, “Some Critical
Notes on Psalm XVII,” Biblica 9, no. 1 (January 1928): 89-96; Raphael Weiss, “On Ligatures in the
Hebrew Bible: Nw=m,” Journal of Biblical Literature 82, no. 2 (June 1963): 188-94.
493
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García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsc,” 58.

Thirty-one words transcribed by the editors are not included in the final word count. Lange
argues that 189 words are preserved in this text in Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300. Note that the
methodologies employed are similar except for how a word is counted. For Lange,  מלכוis one word. Here,
it is two. This difference likely results in the discrepancies found between these word counts although
subjective judgment about what is adequately preserved and what is not likely accounts for some
differences too.
495

The editors argue that the variants preserved in 11Q7 may indicate “a liberal interpretative
treatment of the text.” García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsc,” 52. The argument is
more specific here: the scribe tended to clarify the MT.
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reasonable to classify 11Q7 as belonging to the Masoretic tradition. It is likely an
excerpted text preserving the Masoretic tradition. 497
Table 45. The statistical relationship between 11Q7 and the MT
Total # of Categories 1, Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 11Q 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
226
13
94.25%
5
97.79%
0
100%

11Q8
11Q8 (11QPsd) preserves portions of Psalms 6, 9, 18, 36-37, 39-40, 43, 45, 59,
68, 78, 81, 86, and 115 in fourteen identifiable fragments. 498 Garcia Martínez, Tigchelaar,
and van der Woude (the editors) describe the script as corresponding to a developed to a
late Herodian hand, ca. middle of the first-century AD, while the orthography is irregular
with regard to its use of the vav and slightly more plene than the MT regarding the use of
the yod. Additionally, it uses the longer second-person pronominal suffix twice. 499 Tov
questionably labels the spelling practice of 11Q8 as belonging to QSP. 500 The text is
written in prose format. 501
Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. However, note that 11Q7 is
estimated to have been very large (according to Tov’s classification. See Tov, Scribal Practices and
Approaches, 88). Its height is estimated to be 28 cm with thirty-six lines per column. See García Martínez,
Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsc,” 49–50. Tov lists it as one of the larger texts preserving Psalms
in Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 96.
497

Florentino García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, eds., “11QPsd,” in
Qumran Cave 11. 2:11Q2-18, 11Q20-31, 63-76. Notice the content preserved by fragment 4 is only
suggestive. See García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, 67.
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Ibid., 64-65.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 334.
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Ibid., 169.
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The textual tradition of 11Q8 is debated. Disregarding spelling differences, the
editors indicate that 11Q8 only differs from the MT in four cases, although spatial
reconstructions in three fragments may, but not necessarily, indicate further differences. 502
Campbell believes that the text is close to the MT. 503 Flint, similarly, argues that the text
does not preserve any major disagreement with respect to the MT. 504 Tov labels the text
as an excerpted text for liturgical purposes, which is a special subset of the non-aligned
category. 505 Tov further categorizes 11Q8 as a possible de luxe edition due to the
estimated amount of lines preserved per column (32-34). 506 Lange classifies this text as
too damaged for text-typological classification. 507
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Two differences suggested by the editors are not included in the following
discussion and statistics. One depends on insufficient manuscript evidence and is
preserved at F14:L3 (Ps 86:13), while the other may represent a synonymous spelling
(i.e., F13:L4 [Ps 81:7]).
Category 1. 11Q8 preserves one category 1 variant. 11Q8 represents a
collective noun of the MT as a plural (i.e., F13:L3 [Ps 81:6]).
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García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsd,” 65.
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Campbell, review of Qumran Cave 11, 197.
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Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls, 42.

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. See also Tov, Scribal Practices
and Approaches, 334.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 129.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55-56.
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Category 2. 11Q8 preserves two category 2 additions, but in both instances,
the line is poorly preserved, which leads to uncertainty about these variants. The first
variant is preserved at F8:L1 (Ps 45:6), but all that remains is אלף, “a thousand.” The
second addition is preserved at F11:L2 (Ps 68:16). 11Q8 preserves only a zayin ז]ה,
“this.” This addition may simply be an addition of a demonstrative pronoun modifying
the noun הר, “mountain.”
Category 3. 11Q8 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 11Q8’s
Textual Tradition
This discussion demonstrates that 11Q8 differs from the MT in only minor
details. 508 Also, the statistical relationship between 11Q8 and the MT is very high. There
seems to be no compelling reason why 11Q8 should not be classified as belonging to the
Masoretic tradition. It is also worth noting that the text may be an excerpted text, per
Tov’s suggestion. 509
Table 46. The statistical relationship between 11Q8 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 11Q8 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
131
3
97.71%
2
98.47%
0
100%

Twenty-five words transcribed by the editors are not accepted in the total word counts
provided here. Lange argues that 420 words are preserved in this text. Lange, “Collecting Psalms,” 300.
The methodologies employed are similar except for how a word is counted. For Lange,  מלכוis one word.
Here, it is two. This difference likely results in the discrepancies found between these word counts although
subjective judgment about what is adequately preserved and what is not likely accounts for some
differences too.
508

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. Note though that 11Q8 is
estimated to have been large—it is estimated that the text originally possessed 32 to 34 lines per column.
See García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude, “11QPsd,” 63.
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4Q106
4Q106 (4QCanta) preserves portions of Canticles 3, 4, 6, and 7 in four
identifiable fragments reconstructed into three separate columns. 510 According to Tov,
Ada Yardeni dates the manuscript to the early Herodian period, while the orthography is
described by Tov as close to the MT. 511
The textual tradition of 4Q106 is debated amongst scholars because the text
omits Canticles 4:8-6:10. Tov understands this omission as intentional and classifies the
text as an abbreviated text which is a Scripture-like composition. 512 The reason for the
abbreviation is uncertain but might reflect “the excerptors’ literary taste.” 513 However,
Lange suggests that the small nature of the original scroll may have led the scribe to
abbreviate. Lange states that the small handwriting supports this suggestion, 514 while
Jarick explains that the abbreviation may be due to liturgical reasons, contrary to Tov and
Lange. 515 Excerpted texts are classified as non-aligned texts in Tov’s classification
Emanuel Tov, ed., “4QCanta,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles, 199-204. Nebe
observes that fragment 1 may preserve portions from 2 Chr 20:10-12 and that if it does, the writing does not
correspond to that of 4Q118. See G. Wilhelm Nebe, “Qumranica I: Zu Unveröffentlichten Handschriften Aus
Höhle 4 von Qumran,” Zeitschrift Für Die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 106 (1994): 309-10. However, like
Tov, Puech understands fragment 1 as partially preserving Song 3. See Émile Puech, “Le Cantique Des
Cantiques Dans Les Manuscrits de Qumrân: 4Q106, 4Q107, 4Q108 et 6Q6,” Revue Biblique 123 (2016): 30.
510

511

Tov, “4QCanta,” 199.

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156; Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated
Biblical Texts,” 591-92; Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 109. Tov further describes this text as a
partial Scripture scroll. Ibid., 320-21. John Jarick likewise understands this omission as intentional. See John
Jarick, “The Bible’s ‘Festival Scrolls’ among the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in Porter and Evans, The Scrolls and the
Scriptures, 171.
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Jarick, “The Bible’s ‘Festival Scrolls,’” 173.
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grid. 516 Lange too classifies the text as non-aligned. 517 Ulrich, however, argues that
4Q106 is more likely a variant literary edition of the Song. 518
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Two proposed variants listed by Tov are not included in the following
discussion and statistics. The first is found at F2i:L13 (Col 2:13 [Song 4:5]). 519 Here Tov
argues that the letter immediately prior to  רעיםdoes not correspond to a he (the letter of
the MT), but a pe. However, the textual evidence is quite minimal, and although Tov may
be right, the remains of the letter do not correspond well with the pe either. For example,
the downward stroke of the head is flatter in the pe preserved at F2ii:L4 (Col 3:4) and
F2ii:L12 (Col 3:12). Moreover, in both of these examples, the base stroke extends to the
left or beyond the head of the pe, but no base stroke is preserved here. Thus, the evidence
is inconclusive.
The second proposed variant depends on spatial considerations, and thus, is not
included in the following discussion or statistics. Tov suggests that 4Q106 originally
omitted one of the imperatives, שׁוּבִ י שׁוּבִ י, “return, return,” which occurs twice in the MT.
Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156. Tov designates this text as nonaligned with an exclamation mark. Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335; Tov, “Excerpted and
Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 591.
516
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.

Ulrich, “Our Sharper Focus on the Bible and Theology,” 8. See also his slightly more
thorough and less decided treatment of this text in Eugene Ulrich, “The Text of the Hebrew Scriptures at
the Time of Hillel and Jesus,” ed. André Lemaire, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 92 (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 2002), 104-5, 108.
518

One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editor (or even
the fragments grouped together to form a reconstructed column), or one can refer to the exact fragment and
line number corresponding to the actual fragment when citing this text. Both are provided here. The first
reference given is the reference to the fragment number and the corresponding line of the fragment while
the second reference is that of the reconstructed column and the corresponding reconstructed line number.
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However, line 12 of fragment 12i extends far into margin, and thus, the uneven margin
complicates this suggestion. 520
Category 1. Unlike most non-aligned texts, nearly all of the category 1
variants are omissions (e.g., omission of conjunctive vav, a relative particle, and
interrogative he). Two further category 1 variants are substitutions: a substitution of
prepositions and a substitution of similar lexemes.
Category 2. 4Q106, further, preserved six category 2 variants. A category 2
addition is preserved at F2i:L10 (Col 2:10 [Song 4:2]). 4Q106 reads אינה, “there is none
for her,” while the MT simply reads אֵ ין, “there is none.” The pronoun is a resumptive
pronoun, which resumes the subject. The difference is slight.
Several other category 2 variants are substitutions. The first category 2
substitution is preserved at F4:L3 (Col 2:5 [Song 3:11]). 4Q106 reads בנ[ו֯ ת ירושלם,
“daughter]rs of Jerusalem,” while the MT reads בְּ נוֹת צִ יּוֹן, “daughters of Zion.” Tov notes
that the phrase  ְבּנוֹת צִ יּוֹןonly occurs in the MT here while the phrase of 4Q106 בנות ירושלם
occurs in the prior verse. 521 The difference, therefore, harmonizes the verse to its
520 F

immediate context.
Another category 2 substitution is preserved at F2i:L9 (Col 2:9 [Song 4:1]).
4Q106 is fragmentary, but enough of the text is preserved to indicate a type of
substitution. Tov transcribes “ שגלש[ו֯ תwho are the ones who come do]wn”—a participle—
contrary to reading of the MT, שֶׁ ָגּלְ שׁוּ, “which come down”—a perfect. Whereas the
participle focuses on describing the beloved’s goats, the MT stresses the action as
520

Tov claims that this proposal is likely, but not certain. Tov, “4QCanta,” 204.

521

Ibid., 201.
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occurring. The relative particle attached to the perfect verb of the MT functions similarly
to a participle. The substitution is, therefore, not alarming. 522
Two cases of transposition are preserved at F2i:L8 (Col 2:8 [Song 4:1]) and
F2i:L9 (Col 2:9 [Song 4:2]). 4Q106 reads לצ ׄמתך כעדר ]העזים שערך
ׄ , “your veil; like flocks
of [goats is your hair,” while the MT (with 4Q107) reads לְ צַ מָּ תֵ � שַׂ ﬠְ ֵר� כְּ ֵﬠדֶ ר ָ ֽהﬠִ ִזּים, “your
veil. Your hair is like a flock of goats.” 523 Likewise, 4Q106 reads הקצו֯ ֯בו֯ ֯ת ֯שנ֯ י֯ ך
֯ כעד֯ ֯ר,
ׄ “like
a flock of newly shorn ewes are your teeth,” 524 at F2i:L9 (Col 2:9 [Song 4:2]), while the
MT (with 4Q107) reads  ִשׁ ַנּיִ � כְּ ﬠֵ ֣דֶ ר הַ קְּ צוּבוֹת, “your teeth are like a flock of shorn ewes”
(ESV). These two transpositions function to make the text more internally consistent.
Notice that when 4Q106 preserve a comparative clause in verses 1-5, the comparative
clause begins the clause.
Category 3. 4Q106 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. Fragment 2ii (Col 3) of
4Q106 preserves a portion of Song 4:7 at the top of line 1 followed by two unpreserved
lines. Line 4, then, appears to preserve a portion of Song 6:11, while line 5 to the end of
the column preserve partially Song 7:1-14. 4Q106, therefore, omits portions of chapter 4,
all of chapter 5, and portions of chapter 6, and thus, skips, according to Tov’s
calculations, around 30 percent of the book. 525 Tov argues that the omitted material was
I am thankful to Dr. Peter Gentry’s comment about this variant.

522

It is technically possible that 4Q106 has omitted שערך, although this is not likely since the
phrase would omit an initiator that is not clear on context alone.
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Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 615.
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Tov, “4QCanta,” 203.
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likely 4:8-6:10 (material between Masoretic paragraph markers). 526 Based on this
omission, Tov identifies this text as an abbreviated text.
Several factors support Tov’s conclusion about the abbreviated nature of
4Q106 rather than Ulrich’s view that the text represents an alternative literary edition of
the Song. First, the abbreviation likely begins at the end of Song 4:8 and continues to
6:10; thus, the text omits content between Masoretic paragraph breaks. 527 Excerpting
texts in accordance with scribal breaks is a common feature of excerpted texts, a feature
that Tov argues is present in this text.528 Second, the omitted material would cover
several columns: 529 approximately 30 percent of the text. 530 Tov rightly points that this
much content likely did not derive from an unintentional error such as parablepsis. 531
Third, Strawn notes that excerpted texts are often identified “through recourse to other,
often more complete, copies.” 532 Therefore, the uniqueness of this omission suggests
intentionality and its secondary nature. Fourth, although small dimensions are often a
major component in identifying a text as excerpted, this characteristic is less sure when
dealing with small compositions, such as the Five Megillot (i.e., Song of Solomon, Ruth,
Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther. 533 Each text from Qumran that preserves one of
526

Tov, “4QCanta,” 203.

527

Ibid.

Strawn, “Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran,” 114. Reconstruction according to Tov
indicates that 4Q106 had a partially empty line followed by a complete empty line. Tov, “Excerpted and
Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 592.
528

Emmanuel Tov, “Three Manuscripts (Abbreviated Texts?) of Canticles from Qumran Cave
4,” Journal of Jewish Studies 46, no. 1 (1995): 89.
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Tov, “4QCanta,” 203.
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Ibid. See also Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 88-89.

This quote refers to copies of Exodus and Deuteronomy, but it also applies to this
discussion. See Strawn, “Excerpted Manuscripts at Qumran,” 132-33, emphasis original.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 90. Note though that the remains of Esther have
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these books is small except for 4Q109 (4QQoha), which preserves an estimated twenty
lines per column. 534 Nonetheless, the small size of this composition (14 lines per
column), 535 plus the other factors listed, strongly suggests that this text is an excerpted
manuscript. Since the abbreviating was likely intentional, the abbreviating should not be
considered a genuine variant since the difference derived from the excerpted nature of the
manuscript. Tov’s understanding of the text is preferred to Ulrich’s.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q106’s
Textual Tradition
The previous discussion demonstrates that 4Q106 differs from the MT in only
minor details and many of these differences result in a more harmonized text. Moreover,
unlike most non-aligned texts, 4Q106 is distinguished from the MT mostly regarding
omissions. Thus, the brevity of the text is not only evident in its omission of 4:8-6:10, but
also its many omissions of small particles. This fact may give credence to Lange’s view
that the abbreviating was done for practical reasons; namely, due to the small size of the
manuscript. 536
When comparing the statistics of this text to others, one should note that the
percentage of category 1 variant is higher than normal while the percentage of category 2
and 3 variants is normal. 537 Overall, there is reasonable evidence for categorizing 4Q106
not been preserved in any text from Qumran.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 90.
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Ibid., 86.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 90.

There are 34 words transcribed by Tov not included in the final statistics. Among these 34
words are the 8 partially preserved words of fragment 1 due to uncertainty about the content is preserved.
Tov, “4QCanta,” 199. Moreover, fragment 3 and 4 are very obscure on the Photos at IAA. Thus, the
transcriptions of Tov have been accepted here as long as a reasonable portion of the letters were indicated
as certain and/or probable rather than mainly possible. Most of the words transcribed by Tov not accepted
537
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as belonging to the Masoretic tradition since it appears to be abbreviated from a text
belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Table 47. The statistical relationship between 4Q106 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q106
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
119
13
89.08%
5
95.80%
0
100%

4Q107
4Q107 (4QCantb) preserves portions of Song 2, 3, 4, and 5 in 3 fragments. 538
Ada Yardeni dated the scroll to the end of the first century BC while the orthography is
close to the MT. 539 The scroll preserves a high proportion of scribal marks that correspond
to paleo-Hebrew and Cryptic A letters. 540 The Cryptic A script was used in Qumran
sectarian writings, and thus, according to Tov, this “would point to either a sectarian
scribal background or to the use of the manuscript by the Qumran community.” 541 The
purpose of the scribal marks are not entirely clear. 542 Further scribal features include a
scribal note or superscription at the top margin of fragment 1, possibly below fragment 1,
line 15, and the crossing out of a word on one occasion. 543
here came from fragments 2i-5. Several factors obscure these readings included folding leather, the leather
splitting, shrinkage, and faint letters. See Tov, “4QCanta,” 201.
538

Emanuel Tov, ed., “4QCantb,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles, 205-18.

539

Tov cites Yardeni’s opinion (private communication) in ibid., 208.

Ibid., 205. Comparative to other texts, this text preserves one of the highest proportions of
scribal signs. See Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 178.
540
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Tov, “4QCantb,” 205.

See Tov’s section titled “Scribal Marks and Procedures,” in Tov, Scribal Practices and
Approaches, 178-218.
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Tov, “4QCantb,” 206.
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The textual tradition of 4Q107 is debated. Tov notes that the high proportion of
scribal errors and Aramaic influence indicate that the scroll was copied imprecisely. 544
The fact that 4Q107 was unruled, contrary to most Qumran and Masada literary
manuscripts written on leather, further adds to the text’s imprecise nature. 545 Also, the
scroll omits two sections, which indicates the abbreviated nature of the scroll. 546 In light
of these facts, Tov designates 4Q107 as an abbreviated text, a Scripture-like composition
that is a special sub-set of the non-aligned category. 547 Lange also classified 4Q107 as a
non-aligned text, 548 one which attests to a high degree of scribal corruption, that if
removed, gives evidence to an exemplar “rather close to the consonantal text of the
MT, 549 and as an abbreviated text.550 Ulrich, however, argues that 4Q107 is more likely a
variant literary edition of the Song. 551
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Many of the differences listed by Tov are not included in the following
discussion and statistics. Several of these differences depend on insufficient manuscript
evidence. In some instances, the variant is proposed on spatial considerations (e.g., the
544

Tov, “4QCantb,” 205-18.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 57-59.
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4Q107 omits Song 3:6-8 and 4:4-7. See Tov, “4QCantb,” 205-18.

Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert,” 156; Tov, Textual Criticism of the
Hebrew Bible, 96, 109, 320-21.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 54-55, 66.
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Ibid., 90. Jarick, “The Bible’s ‘Festival Scrolls,’” 171, agrees that there is evidence for the
text being intentionally abbreviated.
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Ulrich, “Our Sharper Focus on the Bible and Theology,” 8. See also his slightly more
thorough and less decided treatment of this text in Ulrich, “The Text of the Hebrew Scriptures,” 104-5, 108.
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proposal that the scribe wrote “ שועליםfoxes” once instead of twice at F1:L10 (Col 1:10
[Song 2:15]). 552 Other differences only concern spelling, many of which can be attributed
51F

to Aramaic influence such as confusion of sade and tet at F1:L12 (Col 1:12 [Song 2:17]),
and the sonants lamed and resh at F1:8 (Col 1:8 [Song 2:14]). 553
52F

Category 1. 4Q107 preserves the addition of a conjunctive vav at F2ii:L6 (Col
3:6 [Song 4:3]), the substitution of gender at F1:L8 (Col 1:8 [Song 2:14]), the substitution
of a similar lexeme at F1:L9 (Col 1:9 [Song 2:14]), the substitution of tense at F1:L15
(Col 1:15 [Song 3:2]), and the substitution of number at F2ii:L8 (Col 3:8 [Song 4:8]). 554
Category 2. 4Q107 preservers four category 2 additions. Two of these
additions involve the addition of the interjection “ הנהbehold” at F1:L3 (Col 1:3 [Song
2:12]) and F1:L5 (Col 1:5 [Song 2:13]). In this passage, the beloved says to the woman to
arise and to come (3:10). Three reasons are then given followed by the admonition again
for the woman to arise and to come. In the MT, the first reason begins with the
interjection ( ִהנֵּהfollowing the  כִּ יparticle), while the subsequent two reasons do not
include the interjection. The inclusion of the interjection at these two instances results in
a more consistent text: each reason has an interjection. The difference is likely a
harmonization.
One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editor or one
can refer to the exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment when citing this text.
Both are provided here. The first reference given is the reference to the fragment number and the
corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference is that of the reconstructed column and the
corresponding reconstructed line number.
552

For more details about these and all other differences not discussed in the following
discussion and statistics, see table “4Q107: Description of variants,” in appendix 3.
553

554

in appendix 3.

For more details about the category 1 variants, see table “4Q107: Description of variants,”
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A third category 2 addition is preserved at F1:L14 (Col 1:14 [Song 3:1]).
4Q107 reads בלי[לוׄ ת בלילות,
ׄ
“at night; at night,” while the MT only has one occurrence of
the prepositional phrase בַּ ֵלּילוֹת, “at night.” The occurrence of two identical phrases is not
uncommon in Hebrew Literature (see the MT of Song 2:15 where the reverse
phenomenon occurs). 555 The addition is minor and is likely an instance of dittography.
54F

The next category 2 addition too results in a more harmonized text and is
preserved at F2ii:L14 (Col 3:14 [Song 4:11]). 4Q107 adds the phrase אחותי, “my sister,”
to further describe his bride. The Song elsewhere refers to the woman as both  ֲאחֹ ִתיand
 ַכלָּה, “my sister, bride,” at Song 4:9, 10, 12; 5:1. 556 Thus, this difference likewise appears
5F

to be an instance of harmonization.
Besides additions, 4Q107 also preserves a category 2 substitution. This variant
is a possible example of hypercorrection as suggested by Tov at F2ii:L7 (Col 3:7 [Song
4:8]). Tov states that the scribe “may have explained  אתיas the Aramaic 2nd person fem.
pronoun, changed by him to the Hebrew את.” 557 Hypercorrection is not unique to this
56F

text; Kutscher too suggests that the scribe of 1QIsaa (another scribe influenced by
Aramaic) hypercorrected the text at 1QIsaa Col 39:8 (Isa 46:3). 558
57F

The reading אבאי, “Let me come,” 559 preserved at F2ii:L8 (Col 3:8 [Song 4:8])
58 F

preserves two variants and is labeled here as a complex variant. With regard to form, this
reading of 4Q107 only differs from the MT’s reading with regard to the first letter: MT
555

Tov, “4QCantb,” 212.

Although it is common for the woman to be described as both “my sister” and “bride,” both
texts agree at Song 4:8 in only describing the woman as “bride.”
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Tov, “4QCantb,” 216.

Edward Yechezkel Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll
(I Q Isa[Superscript A]) (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1974), 28.
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Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 616.
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reads בוֹאי
ִ ָתּ, “You will come.” However, the substitution of the tav for an aleph (the
reason is unclear) prohibits the final yod to be read as the second-person feminine
imperfect ending. Instead, it is better read as a pronominal suffix. Thus, the differences
here include a substitution and an addition. The similarity of the forms, however,
suggests a paleographic issue. Tov lists this difference as a scribal error. 560
59F

Another complex category 2 variant is preserved at F3:L5 (Col 4:11 [Song
4:16]. 4Q107 reads מן ג]דיו, “from,” while the MT reads פְּ ִרי ְמגָדָ יו, “choicest fruits.” The
difference likely derived from faulty interpretation. The scribe read the mem of the root
as the min preposition and, as is customary for the scribe, makes the min separate. Tov
helpfully cites the Vulgates rendering of Song 6:12 as an analogous example; here, the
scribe too interprets the mem of the root as a mem preposition—propter quadrigas “near
a team of four horses” for מַ ְרכְּ ֖בוֹת, “chariots.” 561 Besides the example of faulty exegesis,
not much can be said about how the text renders פְּ ִרי, “fruit.” The text is too fragmentary.
Category 3. 4Q107 does not possess any category 3 variants.
Differences likely caused by excerpted nature. The scribe omits Song 3:6-8
and 4:4-7. However, these omissions were likely intentional since the omissions concern
complete literary units. 562 Tov further suggests that the nature of the scribal intervention—
namely, the scribal signs and the remains of a superscription in fragment 1—may also
indicate the text’s special nature. 563
560

Tov, “4QCantb,” 208.
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Ibid., 218.

Tov, “Excerpted and Abbreviated Biblical Texts,” 591-92; Tov, “Three Manuscripts
(Abbreviated Texts?),” 89; Tov, “106-107. Introduction to 4QCanta-C,” 195-98. Compare Ulrich, “Our
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Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q107’s
Textual Tradition
The previous discussion demonstrates that 4Q107 differs from the MT mostly
in minor details. In fact, the vast majority of the differences do not belong in either
category 1, 2, or 3 and the large proportion of these variants call into question the scribe’s
precision in copying the text.564 Lange is right to conclude that once these copyists errors
are removed “it becomes clear that its underlying Vorlage is rather close to the
consonantal text of MT.” 565 However, his insistence on categorizing 4Q107 as textually
non-aligned is unhelpful since what makes this text non-aligned is insignificant in terms
of understanding the state of the text in the Second Temple period (this text demonstrates
that some texts during the Second Temple period are poor copies). 566 The differences
preserved in this text also demonstrate a free approach since many of the differences
appear harmonistic. Understanding the unintentional and intentional proclivities of this
scribe while noting the overarching statistical relationship between this text and the MT
strongly suggest that the scribe worked from a text belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
4Q107 should therefore be understood as an abbreviated text belonging to this tradition.
Table 48. The statistical relationship between 4Q107 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q107
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
228
15
93.42%
10
95.61%
0
100%

Tov, “4QCantb,” 208. Lange also agrees and claims that these differences indicate “a large
amount of scribal corruption.” Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 65.
564
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Ibid., 66.
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Ibid.
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6Q6
6Q6 (6QCant) preserves portions of Song 1 in 2 columns. 567 Baillet described
the script as highly advanced dating to ca. AD 50, while the orthography is labeled plene
by Baillet. 568 The text only preserves an estimated seven lines per column, which makes
it one of the smaller scrolls found in the Judean Desert. 569
The textual nature of 6Q6 is debated among scholars. Baillet does not
categorize the text, but simply states that the text preserved four variants: once in
agreement with the Vulgate, one the Syriac, and two that are unique. 570 Tov classified it
as non-aligned 571 but also states that it deviates from the MT in small details. 572 Lange
reserves opinion due to the text’s high level of fragmentation. 573
Description and Categorization
of Variants
6Q6 is poorly preserved. One variant proposed by Baillet is not discussed in
the following discussion and statistics since it depends on too little manuscript evidence.
It is preserved at Col 1:3 (Song 1:3). One other proposed difference at Col 1:6 (Song 1:5)
is difficult to explain. 6Q6 reads  בנׄ תיfor בְּ נוֹת, “daughters,” in the MT. Baillet suggests
that the form is either a scribal error or an archaic form with a hireq compaginis. 574
573F

Maurice Baillet, ed., “Cantique Des Cantiques,” in Les “Petites Grottes” de Qumran:
Exploration de la Falaise, les Grottes 2Q, 3Q, 5Q, 7Q à 10Q, le Rouleau de Cuivre, Discoveries in the
Judaean desert 3 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), 112-14.
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Ibid., 112-13.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 84.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335.
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Tov, “Three Manuscripts (Abbreviated Texts?),” 88.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55-56.

Baillet, “Cantique Des Cantiques,” 113. For a discussion of the hireq compaginis, see
Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §90l-m.
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Category 1. 6Q6 preserves one category 1 variant. The exact nature of this
reading is uncertain—it could either be an instance of transposition or an omission. 6Q6
reads נשמחה ]ונגילה, “we will rejoice [and exalt],” at Col 1:4-5 (Song 1:4), while the MT
reads  ָנגִ ילָה וְ נִ ְשׂ ְמחָ ה, “we will exult and rejoice.” If the variant is a transposition, the effect
is negligible since the words are similar conceptually.
Category 2. 6Q6 preserves two category 2 variants. The first category 2
variant is an omission preserved at Col 1:2 (Song 1:3). 6Q6 reads שמנים, “oils,” while the
MT reads � ְשׁמָ נֶי, “your oils.” The difference between the readings is simply the difference
between a kap and a mem. The graphic similarity might suggest a type of graphic
confusion especially if the exemplar of 6Q6 did not use final kap. Regardless, the
difference makes the text more abstract: it is not the beloved’s oils that are fragrant, but
oils in general.
There is a complex variant at Col 1:5 (Song 1:4), 6Q6 reads מישרים אהובים,
“how upright are your beloved ones,” 575 while the MT reads �מֵ ישָׁ ִרים אֲהֵ בוּ, “rightly do
they love you (ESV).” In the MT, the virgins are said to love you—namely the king—
while the comment in 6Q6 is about the king’s virgins: namely they are beloved. Graphic
confusion again concerning kap/mem and vav/yod would account for this difference.
Category 3. 6Q6 does not possess any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 6Q6’s
Textual Tradition
The previous discussion demonstrates that 6Q6 only preserves minor differences
when compared to the MT. What remains differs from the MT in minor details, not in
significant ones. Interestingly, both of the category 2 variants differ concerning the same
letters: where the MT reads a mem, 6Q6 reads a kap. There is reasonable evidence to
575

Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 613.
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conclude that what remains of the text belongs to the Masoretic tradition, but one must
keep in mind how poorly preserved the text is—only thirty-five words are sufficiently
preserved. 576
Table 49. The statistical relationship between 6Q6 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 6Q6 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
35
4
88.57%
3
91.43%
0
100%

4Q109
4Q109 (4QQoha) preserves portions of Ecclesiastes 5, 6, and 7 in seven
fragments. 577 Ulrich describes the script as “an archaic semiformal hand, spacious and
graceful” that dates to 175-150 BC. 578 The scribe uses the vav more often than the MT to
represent a vowel but is inconsistent in using the longer forms of words such as  כיbut
uses the long form  הואonce. 579 Ulrich notes that the use of the longer form of הוא
indicates that these forms were used in areas beside Qumran. 580 Tov categorizes the
579F

spelling practice of 4Q109 as belonging to QSP. 581 Ulrich further notes that the scribe
580F

made several errors, erasures, and secondary insertions, while Tov calculates that the
Nineteen words transcribed by Baillet are not counted toward the total word count because
they depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335. This is the oldest biblical text written in QSP
preserved from Qumran. See ibid., 273. Tov notes that since this scroll predates the establishment of the
Qumran community, it must have been written by a scribe with similar tendencies. See ibid., 262.
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scribe intervenes in the text on average once every five lines. 582 This high level scribal
intervention indicates to Tov that this text, like many other biblical scrolls, were not
“singled out for special care in copying.” 583
The textual tradition of 4Q109 is debated. Ulrich states that 4Q109
“demonstrate[s], as do MSS generally, apparently minor but occasional individual textual
variants from what later became the traditional text.”584 Tov and Lange classify it as nonaligned, 585 while Jarick argues that the texts of Ecclesiastes from Qumran (including
4Q109) preserve the same edition as found in the MT. 586
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Ulrich proposes a few differences not included in the following discussion and
statistics. These include one difference that depends on insufficient manuscript evidence
which is preserved at F3-4:L1 (Col 2:12 [Ecc 6:12]). 587 Moreover, some instances appear
to be alternative spellings of the same word. These include the reading  בהfor the MT’s בָּ א
582

Ulrich, “4QQoha,” 222; Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 253.

Eugene Ulrich, “Ezra and Qoheleth Manuscripts from Qumran (4QEzra, 4QQoha,B,” in
Priests, Prophets, and Scribes: Essays on the Formation and Heritage of Second Temple Judaism in Honour
of Joseph Blenkinsopp, ed. Eugene Ulrich et al., Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 149 (Sheffield:
JSOT Press, 1992), 153. Notice though that Ulrich, “4QQoha,” 221-26, does not comment about the textual
nature. Muilenburg, in his preliminary edition of this text, likewise withholds comment about the textual
tradition of the text. See James Muilenburg, “A Qoheleth Scroll from Qumran,” Bulletin of the American
Schools of Oriental Research, no. 135 (1954): 20-28.
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One can refer to the reconstructed column and line number provided by the editor or one
can refer to the exact fragment and line number corresponding to the actual fragment when citing this text.
Both are provided in this dissertation. The first reference given is the reference to the fragment number and
the corresponding line of the fragment while the second reference is that of the reconstructed column and
the corresponding reconstructed line number.
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at F1ii:L1 (Col 2:1 [Eccl 6:4]) and the reading כמה, which may be an example of
hypercorrection since the particle  כִּ יshares considerable overlap with the preposition ְ כּin
post-biblical Hebrew and Aramaic. 588
587 F

Category 1. 4Q109 preserves several category 1 variants. A sampling of these
variants includes the addition of a preposition, the omission of conjunctive vav, a
preposition, and the substitution of tense, particles, and number. 589
Category 2. 4Q109 preserves several category 2 substitutions. The first category
2 substitution is preserved at F1ii:L2 (Col 2:2 [Eccl 6:5]). 4Q109 reads נוחת, “he who
goes down,” while the MT reads נַחַ ת, “quietness.” Ulrich lists this variant as a possible
example of an orthographic difference; namely, the vav represents the short patah. This
explanation is possible, but it seems more likely that the reading  נוחתis an example of
substitution since the word makes conceptual sense and is much more common than the
segolate noun נַחַ ת. Whereas the word of 4Q109 occurs seventeen times in the non-biblical
DSS, the segolate noun of the MT is nearly absent. 590
589F

A category 2 substitution is preserved at F6i:L1 (Col 2:15 [Ecc 7:2]). 4Q109
reads ]ש[מחה, “joy” for the MT’s  ִמ ְשׁתֶּ ה, “feasting.” This difference may be an example of
an unintentional error: metathesis of the mem and shin. However, it is more likely that the
variant derived under influence from Ecclesiastes 7:4. 591
590F

The third category 2 substitution concern the substitution of lexemes and is
preserved at F1iii:L2 (Col 3:2 [Ecc 7:7]). 4Q109 reads ]ויעוׄ ֯ה, “and he twists,” while the
588
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For more information about these variants, see table “4Q109: Description of variants,” in

appendix 4.

There is one possible example of it at 4Q163 F23ii:L3, but the reading lacks strong
manuscript evidence Abegg, Dead Sea Scrolls Non-Biblical Texts.
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Ulrich cross references verse 4 in Ulrich, “4QQoha,” 224.
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MT reads  ִ ֽויאַבֵּ ד, “and he kills.” A split in the leather occurs in the middle of the word
obscuring the word slightly. The reading, nonetheless, is probable and likely an instance
of interpretation where the scribe of 4Q109 links the acceptance of a bribe to committing
wrong.
The fourth category 2 substitution also involves the substitution of lexemes
and is preserved at F7:L1 (Col 3:18 [Ecc 7:19]). 4Q109 reads  ֯ה]חכמה[ תעזׄ ר, “w[isdom]
helps,” whereas the MT reads  ַ ֽהחָ כְ מָ ה תָּ עֹ ז, “wisdom makes strong.” The substitution
interprets the text in a slightly different way than the MT and may be an instance of
interpretation. However, it is also possible that graphic confusion led to the interchange.
The forms are identical albeit 4Q109 has a third radical, a resh. One should note that
geminate forms can be strong; namely, preserving both the second and third root radical.
Thus, one might suggest that the text’s exemplar read תעזז. This fact would further link
these forms graphically.
Category 3. 4Q109 does not possess any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q109’s
Textual Tradition
The previous discussion demonstrates that 4Q109 preserves minor differences
when compared to the MT. 592 Moreover, it is important to note that the text preserves a
high portion of scribal intervention (on average one intervention per every 5 lines), 593
which may indicate imprecise copying. The large number of differences that appear to
result from graphic confusion likewise indicates imprecise copying. Moreover, the fact
that many of the difference harmonize the text while the text evidences a later
grammatical profile, both indicate a free approach to the text. Understanding these facts
Twenty-two words transcribed by Ulrich are not counted toward the total word count
because they depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.
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demonstrate that this text’s exemplar was likely very close to the MT. For these reasons,
it is reasonable to classify it as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Table 50. The statistical relationship between 4Q109 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q109
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
152
16
89.47%
4
97.37%
0
100%

4Q111
4Q111 (4QLam) preserves portions of Lamentations 1 and 2 in four
fragments. 594 Cross describes the script as “a vulgar semi-formal Herodian script from ca.
30 BC-AD 1 and the orthography as corresponding to the full Palestinian type (i.e., Tov’s
QSP category). 595 Tov describes its format as prose. 596 Moreover, the text preserves only
one example of scribal intervention in thirty-three lines. 597
Scholars debate the nature of 4Q111. Cross describes the text as carelessly
copied but “not far separated from that of the Proto-Rabbinic text. 598 The carelessness of
the copier is evident, according to Cross, based on the following facts: the text preserves
one erasure, one supralinear insertion of a letter, short columns differing in width and
number of lines, numerous plain mistakes such as omissions, pluses, wrong division of
words, conflation, dittography, reinterpretation of readings, and multiple other
Frank M. Cross, ed., “4QLam,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles, 229-37. He
also says it is conceivable that the book of Jeremiah preceded this text. Ibid., 229. See also Tov’s reasoning
that the scroll may have originally preserved another scroll or all five of the Megillot in Tov, Scribal
Practices and Approaches, 75.
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Cross, “4QLam,” 229-30.
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mistakes. 599 Others, however, interpret 4Q111 differently. Tov and Lange, for example,
categorize the text as non-aligned, 600 while Rooy argues that the text preserves a different
edition of the book. 601
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several variants proposed by Cross for various reasons are not included in the
following discussion or statistics. 602 A sampling of these proposed variants include an
example that depends on insufficient manuscript evidence at F3:L2, examples of scribal
error (e.g., case of dittography at F2:L1 [Lam 1:6] and improper word division at F1:L6
[Lam 1:6]), 603 and several examples that concern the differences between kethiv/qere.
Category 1. 4Q111 preserves several category 1 variants. A sampling of these
include the addition of a lamed preposition to an infinitive construct at F3:L6 (Lam 1:14)
and the substitution of an infinitive absolute for a noun: both function as absolute objects
(i.e., F2:L5 [Lam 1:8]). 604
Category 2. 4Q111 preserves several category 2 additions, omissions, and
substitutions. Four category 2 additions concern pronominal suffixes and function to
599
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Herrie F. van Rooy, “Klaagliedere by Qumran: ’n Tweede Redaksie?” Hervormde
Teologiese Studies 68, no. 1 (2012): 1-7.
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make the text more explicit. The first is preserved at F2:L4 (Lam 1:7). 4Q111 reads צריה,
“her foes,” while the MT reads צָ ִרים, “foes.” The second is preserved at F3:L1 (Lam
1:11). 4Q111 reads נפשה, “her soul,” 605 while the MT simply reads  ָנ ֶפשׁ, “soul.” Likewise,
the addition of a pronominal suffix at F3:L3 (Lam 1:12) also functions to make the text
explicit. 4Q111 reads הוגירני י]הוה, “[the Lor]d caused me to fear,” while the MT reads
הוֹגָה יְ הוָה, “the Lord inflicted.” 606 The addition of a pronominal suffix preserved at F3:9
(Lam 1:16) serves the same function. 4Q111 reads דמעתי, “my tears” while the MT reads
מַּ יִ ם, “water.” 607
60F

A similar result is achieved by a category 2 addition preserved at F2:L5 (Lam
1:7). The text adds ]כו[ל, “a[ll].” The difference, according to Cross, accords with the
tendency to add kōl in the transmission process. 608
607F

A more complex addition is preserved F3:8 (Lam 1:17 MT). Here 4Q111 reads
מכול אוהביה צדיק אתה יהוה, “among all her lovers, you, O Lord, are righteous.” 609 As Cross
suggests, the addition can be explained as two separate additions. First, the addition of
מכול אוהביה, “among all her lovers,” conforms to Lamentations 1:2, which reads ֵ ֽאין־לָהּ
ָ ְמנַחֵ ם ִמכָּל־אֹ הֲבֶ יה, “no comforter exists among any of her lovers.” Second, the scribe adds
the nominal clause צדיק אתה יהוה, “you, O Lord, are righteous.” This phrase resembles the
first clause of Lamentations 1:18, which reads צַ ִדּיק הוּא יְ הוָה, “the Lord, he is righteous.”
Cross concludes that this phrase was a marginal reading accidentally included into
Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 624.
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4Q111. 610 Due to the presence of several factors which call into question the accuracy
that this text was copied, this type of mistake does not seem beyond the scribe.
Besides additions, 4Q111 also preserves several omissions. The first omission
is preserved at F2:L3-4 (Lam 1:7). 4Q111 reads זכו֯ רה יהוה ]כו[ל מכאובנו, “remember, O
Lord, all our pains,” 611 while the MT reads ָוּמרוּדֶ יהָ כֹּ ל מַ ֲחמֻדֶ יה
ְ זֽכְ ָרה יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם יְ מֵ י ﬠָנְ ָיהּ,ָ
“Jerusalem remembers in the days of her affliction and wandering all the precious things”
(ESV). This verse contains several variants. The variant discussed here is the omission of
ָיְ מֵ י ﬠָנְ ָיהּ וּ ְמרוּדֶ יה, “days of her affliction and wandering.” One possible explanation for this
variant is parablepsis due to homeoteleuton from  יהוהto ומרודיה. 612
61F

Another category 2 omission is also preserved at F2:L4 (Lam 1:7). 4Q111
reads ואין עוזר צריה שחקו, “and none did help; her adversaries mocked,” while the MT
reads וְ אֵ ין עוֹזֵר ָלהּ ָראוּהָ צָ ִרים, “and there was none to help her, her foes gloated over her”
(ESV). The difference was likely caused by parablepsis as noted by Cross. 613
612F

Two omissions concerning pronominal suffixes are preserved in 4Q111. The
first is preserved at F2:L6 (Lam 1:8). 4Q111 reads הז֯ י֯ לו,֯ “they despise,” while the MT
reads ָ ִהזִּ ילוּה, “they despise her.” The second is preserved at F3:10 (Lam 1:16) 4Q111
reads נפש, “soul,” while the MT reads נַפְ ִשׁי, “my soul.” In both of these instance, the MT
is the more explicit text.
A large-scale omission is also preserved at F3:L1 (Lam 1:10-11). 4Q111 reads
לוא יבואו מחמדיה, “they should not bring her precious things,” while the MT reads ל ֹא־יָבֹ֥ אוּ
[יה֛ם
ֶ ֵבַ קָּ ָה֖ל ָ ֽל�׃ ס ָכּל־ ַﬠ ָ ֤מּהּ נֶאֱ נ ִָחים֙ ְמבַ קְּ ִ ֣שׁים ֶ֔לחֶ ם נ ְָתנ֧ וּ מַ חֲמוֹדֵּ יהֶ ם ]מַ חֲמַ דּ, “to enter your congregation.
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Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 624.

This explanation assumes that 4Q111 is reading  יהוהin his text. For a different approach to
this variant which is much more complex, see Cross, “4QLam,” 232-33.
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All her people groan as they search for bread; they trade their treasures.” 614 The largescale omission is best described as an example of parablepsis even though there is no
obvious motivation.615 Several factors suggest this explanation. First, the omission breaks
up the text mid verse. Second, this omission disturbs the acrostic structure of the poem. If
 ָכּל־ﬠַ מָּ הּ, “all her people,” is omitted, then the poem omits the kap line. 616 The omission of
615F

the kap line and the unnatural division the omission makes indicate a type of scribal
error. 617 Third, several differences preserved in this text suggest that this text was not
61 F

copied accurately.
The last category 2 omission is preserved at F3:L9 (Lam 1:16). 4Q111 reads
עיני, “my eyes,” while the MT reads  ֵﬠינִ י ֵﬠינִ י, “my eyes, my eyes.” The difference appears
to be a case of haplography.
4Q111 further preserves several category 2 substitutions, some of which are
quite peculiar. The first category 2 substitution is preserved at F2:L3 (Lam 1:7). 4Q111
reads ]כו[ל מכאובנו, “all our pain,” whereas the MT reads ָכֹּ ל מַ ֲחמֻדֶ יה, “all her precious
things.” The difference of the pronominal suffix is likely the result of graphic confusion.
The substitution of the lexical root, however, is perhaps a case of
interpretation. Cross suggests that the phrase ָמַ ֲחמֻדֶ יה, “her delights,” is inappropriate in
The accents are preserved here in order for the reader to see how the omission breaks up the
syntax of the MT.
614

Cross, however, proposes that the text behind 4Q111 did not include the prepositional
phrase  בקהל לךcorresponding to the MT, but “ ממועדיהfrom her appointed place.” This reconstruction would
account for the omission because it would provide the desired trigger. This explanation, although
thoughtful, has no textual evidence to support it. It is possible, but not certain.
615

Only one other word begins with a kap in the vicinity but postulating that word ( )כיאas the
beginning of the line is highly unlikely.
616

Note that this variant is not analogous to the addition of the nun line in Ps 145 of the 11Q5
since the difference does not occur mid-verse.
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this context.618 Although the concept of “delight” may at first glance conflict with the
ideas of “affliction” and “homelessness,” Lamentations 1:7 is not the only verse to couple
together the concept of “precious things” and judgment. For example, Isaiah 64:10 uses a
different word from the same root ( )מַ ְחמָ דin the context of judgment as does Ezekiel
24:21. Thus, the reading of the MT is not inappropriate but fits conceptually within other
judgment speeches. The scribe, nonetheless, has likely interpreted his exemplar.
Moreover, a category 2 substitution is preserved at F2:L5 (Lam 1:7). 4Q111
reads משבריה, “her calamities,” 619 while the MT reads ָמ ְשׁבַּ תֶּ ה,
ִ “her downfall.” The
difference does not severely alter the text and likely derives from graphic confusion—ת
and רי. 620
619F

A further category 2 substitution is preserved at F2:L6 (Lam 1:8). 4Q111 reads
לנוד, “to wander” or “to lament,” 621 while the MT reads לְ נִ ידָ ה, “as impure.” The forms are
graphically similar, and both make conceptual sense. Cross understands the MT as
secondary and the result of anticipating Lamentations 1:17 (הָ יְ תָ ה יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם לְ נִ דָּ ה, “Jerusalem
exists as impure”). He further reasons that the MT committed dittography by adding the
he and confused vav/yod. 622 However, it is possible that the graphic confusion went in the
621F

other direction, especially since graphic confusion adequately explained several other
variants found in 4Q111. Regardless, the difference clearly indicates a scribal
phenomenon and does not indicate an alternative textual tradition.
The following category 2 substitution is preserved at F3:L3 (Lam 1:12). 4Q111
reads הוגירני י]הוה, “[the Lor]d caused me to fear,” while the MT reads הוֹגָה יְ הוָה, “the Lord
618
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caused me to suffer.” The addition of the pronominal suffix preserved in 4Q111 is
discussed above and results in a more explicit text. The change in stem, however, appears
to be the result of graphic confusion. The forms are identical except for the  ירand ה. One
can image how a he could be mistaken for a yod and resh if the yod extended to the base
line and was ligatured to a resh. The phrase הוֹגָה יְ הוָה, “the Lord caused me to suffer,”
found also in Lamentations 1:5 led Cross, however, to suggest that the MT has
harmonized the text here. 623
62F

The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F3:L4 (Lam 1:13). 4Q111
reads ויורידני, “and he has brought it down,” 624 while the MT reads  ַויִּ ְרדֶּ ָנּה, “and he drives
it” or “he has dominion over it.” The reading of the MT is notoriously difficult for
modern interpreters and, in light of 4Q111, for ancient interpreters too. The forms differ
in several aspects. First, the reading in 4Q111 is a hiphil while the MT is a qal. Second,
4Q111 reads the lexical root ירד, “to come down,” while the MT reads the root רדה, “to
have dominion” or “to drive.” Third, the texts disagree concerning the pronominal suffix:
4Q111 has a first common singular suffix while the MT has a third person feminine
singular energic suffix. The reading of the MT is not immediately clear, but the reading
of 4Q111 is smoother. The scribe of 4Q111, like the scribe of the LXX, has interpreted
this ambiguous form in light of the immediate context. The verbal root “ ירדto come
down” is supplied because the Lord sends fire “from on high.” Moreover, the substitution
of pronominal suffix too interprets the object in light of the context: the object is the
author. The scribe of 4Q111 appears to have interpreted a difficult text.
Cross, “4QLam,” 235. One should also note that resh and yod are not always easily
distinguishable in Hebrew script as made evident in 4Q114. See Ulrich, “4QDanc,” 273. Notice also that
the resh is truncated at times in this text (i.e., 4Q114). See The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls, “Plate 224.”
623

Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 625, does not account for the first
person pronominal suffix.
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The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F3:5 (Lam 1:14). 4Q111 reads
נקשרה על פשעי, “it was bound about my transgressions,” 625 while the MT reads נִ ְשׂקַ ד עֹ ל
פְּ שָׁ ﬠַ י, “the yoke of my transgression is bound.” 626 The meaning of the MT is difficult. On
the one hand, this difficulty suggests that the scribe attempted to interpret the text. On the
other hand, Cross argues that the MT reading is secondary due to graphic confusion.
However, graphic confusion could explain either reading as primary. The versions agree
with the MT against 4Q111 in reading the letters שקד, although the Vulgate and LXX, in
particular, read the verb  שׁקדnot ( שׂקדlike the MT). Thus, the reading of 4Q111 may be
better explained as either an interpretation of the MT or a text that has suffered from a
paleographic problem.
The following category 2 substitution is preserved at F3:L5 (Lam 1:14). 4Q111
reads עולו, “his yoke,” while the MT reads ﬠָלוּ, “they go up.” 4Q111 interprets the same
text behind the MT in a slightly different direction by means of inserting a vav.
4Q111 preserves another category 2 substitution at F3:L7-10 (Lam 1:16-17).
Here, 4Q111 has transposed the pe line for the ayin line. Most acrostics in the Scripture
depict the alphabetic sequence ayin-pe (e.g., Ps 25 [LXX Ps 24], 34 [LXX 33], Psalm 119
[LXX, 118]), but some attest to the sequence pe-ayin (e.g., Psalm 9-10 [LXX 9], 627 LXX
Pro 31:10-31 [see LXX 31:25-26], Lam 2, 3, 4 [MT and LXX]). Cross argues that
Lamentations 1 of 4Q111, by reading the sequence pe-ayin, thus, “conforms to the rare
alphabetic order found in Lamentations 2, 3, and 4. One finds a parallel variation in the
LXX of Proverbs 31:25-26. Although the MT has the order ayin-pe, the Greek text of
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See translation in Clines, The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, “שׂקד.“

Pietersma claims that this acrostic poem here is unreliable since it is defective. Albert
Pietersma, “The Acrostic Poems of Lamentations in Greek Translation,” in VIII Congress of the International
Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies, ed. Leonard J Greenspoon and Olivier Munnich, Society
of Biblical Literature Septuagint and Cognate Series 41 (Atlanta: Scholars’ Press, 1995), 184.
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Proverbs the order pe-ayin.” 628 The sequence pe-ayin, although less common than the
sequence ayin-pe in scriptural acrostics, is also attested to by other archeological evidence
from Israel including potsherds, a jar fragment, and possibly an inscribed stone from Tel
Zayit. 629 It is quite possible that the scribe of 4Q111 is harmonizing the acrostic of
Lamentations 1 to those of 2-4 since the acrostics of Lamentations 2-4 of the MT also
preserves the order pe-ayin. 630 Furthermore, this variation might suggest that the order of
ayin-pe in ancient Israel lacked consensus. 631
A substitution of lexical roots is preserved at F3:L8 (Lam 1:17 MT). 4Q111
reads צפה, “he watches,” whereas the MT reads צִ ָוּה, “he commands.” The forms are close
graphically. Cross helpfully notes for comparison the form צויתה, “you command,” at
4Q111 F3:L1 (Lam 1:10) in order to show how easily the graphic confusion between the
forms  צוהand  צפהcould occur. 632
631F

4Q111 preserves another category 2 substitution at F3:9 (Lam 1:17). 4Q111
reads היתה ציוׄ ן לנדוח, “Zion exists as banished,” whereas the MT reads הָ יְ תָ ה יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם לְ נִ דָּ ה,
“Jerusalem exists as unclean.” The difference between these forms, again, is minimal.
There is confusion of he and het and the insertion of a vav in 4Q111.
Cross, “4QLam,” 236. For a discussion of the Hebrew alphabet and its forms, see Gesenius,
Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §5h. Compare Joüon and Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §5c n1.
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See Mitchell First, “Using the Pe-Ayin Order of the Abecedaries of Ancient Israel to Date
the Book of Psalms,” Journal for the Study of the Old testament 38, no. 4 (June 2014): 473-76.
629

It should also be mentioned that the poem of Lamentations 1 not only reverses the order of
ayin-peh, but also likely lacks a kap line, as mentioned above.
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This draws this conclusion in First, “Using the Pe-Ayin Order of the Abecedaries of
Ancient Israel,” 484-485.
631

See the second word in the first line of the second column. Notice how far the base stroke
of the sade extends. One could easily mistake the vav as a peh if the vav extended all the way to the line in
this form. See The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls, “Plates 667, 667/1,” accessed June 14, 2018,
https://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-281138.
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A further category 2 substitution is preserved at F3:9 (Lam 1:16). 4Q111 reads
בכו֯ עיני, “my eyes indeed weep,” whereas the MT reads אֲנִ י בוֹכִ ָיּה ֵﬠינִ י, “I am he who
weeps.” The gender of the participle likely led to the reading of 4Q111.
The final category 2 substitution is preserved at F3:9 (Lam 1:16). 4Q111 reads
דמעתי, “my tears,” whereas the MT reads מַּ יִ ם, “water.” Although Cross points out that
both readings are formulaic, 633 the reading of 4Q111 provides the more specific meaning.
632F

It is not just water that comes down from my eyes, but tears. 4Q111 has interpreted the
MT in light of the immediate context.
One variant has an unclear description. The variant is preserved at F3:L3 (Lam
1:12). Cross proposes that 4Q111 reads ביו[ם] חרו[נו, “[in the da]y [of] his f[ury],”
whereas the MT reads  ְבּיוֹם חֲרוֹן אַפּוֹ, “on the day of his fierce anger.” The proposal that
4Q111 omits  אףis certainly possible; the size of the lacuna suggests this proposal. The
proposal would be probable if the nun in the transcription  ] חרו[נוwere certain. The top of
this letter is missing, and thus, one could possibly read these letters not as  נוbut as פו. The
size of the lacuna suggests omission, but one cannot be certain.
Category 3. 4Q111 preserves one category 3 variant. F2:L3 (Lam 1:7) preserves
two of these variants. First, 4Q111 reads יהוה, “the Lord,” whereas the MT reads יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם,
“Jerusalem.” There is little evidence to appeal to an unintentional error or to an intentional
one that accords with scribal practices such as interpretation. Thus, this difference is best
categorized as a category 3 variant. However, one must note that the line contains several
differences when compared to the MT. It is possible that some type of unintentional
difference led the scribe to interpret the text here, thereby replacing “Jerusalem with “the
Lord.” Although possible, the evidence for this explanation is more speculative than
desired for a category 2 variant.
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Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q111’s
Textual Tradition
4Q111 is the non-aligned text most at odds with its MT counterpart. Despite
this fact, Cross still describes it as “not far separated from that of the Proto-Rabbinic
text.” 634 This statement illustrates how different the categorization grid of Cross is from
that of Tov. For Cross, if a text can reasonably be explained as deriving from a MT text
without agreeing in significant details with a different text against the MT, then the text is
likely “not far removed.” For Tov, texts that can reasonably be understood as deriving
from the MT are not categorized as MT, but as non-aligned. 635 4Q111, therefore, serves
to demonstrate the difference between Cross, on the one hand, and Tov, on the other
hand. Texts are categorized here more like Cross than Tov, and thus, it is concluded here
that one can reasonably group 4Q111 as a text belonging to the Masoretic tradition albeit
with a high percentage of differences. One should note that the many of the differences
indicate a tendency to interpret while scribal error such as graphic or phonological
confusion likewise explains many differences.
Table 51. The statistical relationship between 4Q111 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q111
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
258
68
73.64%
56
78.29%
2
99.22%
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This tendency is evident in Tov’s discussion of the 1QIsaa and 4Q57 (4QIsac) since these
texts may have been “copied from a text that did not differ much from the Isaiah scrolls from cave 4, or
from 1QIsab, most of which are rather close to MT, but no certainty can be had.” Emanuel Tov, “The Text
of Isaiah at Qumran,” in Writing and Reading the Scroll of Isaiah: Studies of an Interpretive Tradition, Vol
2 (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1997), 508-9. This tendency can also be seen in Lange, “Textual
Plurality,” 65-66, who understands, for example, 4Q107 (4QCantb) as suffering from a high amount of
scribal corruption even though it was copied from an exemplar close to the MT.
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4Q112
4Q112 (4QDana) preserves portions from every chapter of Daniel except
chapters 6, 9, and 12 in sixteen discernable fragments. 636 Ulrich describes the script as an
“elegant formal hand from the late Hasmonaean period or the transition into the Herodian
period” corresponding closely to the script of 4Q61 (4QSama) dating ca. middle of the
first century BC. 637 Vav and yod have some unique characteristics, but their form is not
always distinguishable. 638 Moreover, Ulrich describes the orthography as similar to the
MT although the texts tend to disagree when using vav to indicate aw and ā to ô. 639
Ulrich further lists three (or possibly five) examples of scribal intervention, all
presumably deriving from the original hand, 640 while Tov lists the text as preserving five
examples of scribal intervention occurring on average of once every 22 lines. 641 Ulrich
notes that the scribe leaves two spaces between words at times (ca. .3 cm) to mark
‘sentence’-divisions, but Tov claims that the manuscript evidence does not sufficiently
establish this point. 642
Scholars debate the textual nature of 4Q112. Most scholars understand the
Daniel texts from Qumran as witnessing to the Masoretic tradition. 643 Tov and Lange,
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Ulrich, “4QDana,” 239; Eugene Ulrich, “Daniel Manuscripts from Qumran. Part 1: A
Preliminary Edition of 4 QDan A,” Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research 268 (1987): 20.
Ulrich depends on Stephen Pfann (private communication) but compare Tov, Scribal Practices and
Approaches, 138.
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See Eugene Ulrich, “The Text of Daniel in the Qumran Scrolls,” in The Book of Daniel:
Composition and Reception, ed. John J. Collins and Peter W. Flint (Boston: Brill, 2002), 2:583. See also
Flint, who says that seven of the eight manuscripts from Qumran “originally contained the entire book of
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however, understand 4Q112 as textually non-aligned. 644
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several variants listed by Ulrich do not belong to either categories 1, 2, or 3. A
sampling of these include differences that depend on insufficient manuscript evidence,
several differences that concern synonymous spellings, and examples that differ
regarding kethiv/qere.
Category 1. 4Q112 preserves several examples of addition and omission of
small particles such as conjunctive vav, the article, and the dî particle. Moreover, a
sampling of the category 1 substitutions includes substitutions of number and gender.
One noteworthy category 1 variant is preserved at F15:L4 (F15:18 [Dan 10:19]). 4Q112
reads ו֯ אמר, “and he said,” whereas the MT reads וָאֹֽ ְמ ָרה, “and he said.” The difference
between the texts may be emphasis (the MT may be slightly more emphatic). 645 Both
64F

forms are preterit and perfective aspect. 646 One should note that according to Qimron’s
645F

Daniel in a form very much like that found in the received Masoretic text, not the longer form as found in the
Septuagint.” Peter W. Flint, “The Daniel Tradition at Qumran,” in Collins and Flint, The Book of Daniel,
2:330-31. Flint continues to argue that one text preserving portions of Daniel—4Q116 (4QDane)—may
have been an excerpted text preserving only portions of Daniel’s Prayer in Dan 9. Ibid., 331. Flint further
argues that “all eight scrolls reveal no major disagreements against the Masoretic text, although individual
readings differ in many instances” in ibid. Likewise, Collins says, “On the whole, the Qumran discoveries
provide powerful evidence of the antiquity of the textual tradition of the MT.” John J. Collins, Daniel,
Hermeneia (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 3.
Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335; Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean
Desert,” 156; Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 54-55.
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See Gesenius, Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, §49e. Compare Joüon who says the MT form
is not more emphatic in Joüon and Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, §48d.
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See Gentry who argues that the he suffix functions like the Akkadian ventive in Peter
Gentry, “The System of the Finite Verb in Classical Biblical Hebrew,” Hebrew Studies 39 (1998): 29. In
this understanding, the form of 4Q112 the fact that the action benefits the speaker is least prevalent.
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analysis, the first-person imperfect plus vav typically has the afformative he. 647 The fact
that 4Q112 lacks the he is peculiar and may indicate an example of hypercorrection.
Category 2. 4Q112 preserves several category 2 additions. The first preserved
category 2 addition is found at F3i:L1 (Frgs. 3i, 17:L1 [Dan 2:20]). 648 4Q112 adds the
adjective רבא, “great,” which modifies the noun אלהא, “God,” whereas the MT simply
reads  ֱאלָהָ א, “God.” The addition of the adjective has precedent in the MT (i.e., Dan 2:45)
and can adequately be explained as an interpretation.
The second category 2 addition also concerns the addition of an adjective
“exceptionally.” 649
preserved at F3i:L14 (Frgs. 3i, 17:L14 [Dan 2:30]). 4Q112 reads ]יתירא,
֯
648 F

The addition highlights that the ability to interpret Nebuchadnezzar’s dream did not
derive from Daniel. The fact that this adjective is used to described Daniel in Daniel 5:12,
14; 6:3 makes this addition minor. It appears to be an interpretation.
The next category 2 addition preserved in 4Q112 is found at F5:L2 (Frgs. 3ii,
4-6:L9 [Dan 2:40]). Here, 4Q112 reads כל ארעא, “all the earth.” This difference is an
instance of interpretation since 4Q112 supplies the object of the verb from the context.
The next category 2 addition is preserved at F9:L4 (F9:L17 [Dan 5:7]). 4Q112
reads רטמיא] כ[ ֯ש]דיא וגזריא
ׄ
לאשפיא ֯ח, “the conjurers, the magicians, [the Ch]a[ldeans, and
the astrologers],” whereas the MT reads לְ אָ ְ֣שׁ ַפיָּא כּ ְַשׂדָּ יֵא ]כּ ְַשׂדָּ א[]י[ וְ ָגז ְַריָּא, “the conjurers, the
Chaldeans, and the astrologers.” In Daniel, the foreign kings call their wise men to interpret
dreams and foreign writing, and the list of wise men called to the king is not uniform in
647
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the MT. At times the list can be abbreviated and at times expanded. For example,
Nebuchadnezzar calls the “ ַ ֽלחַ ְרט ִֻמּים וְ ָ ֽלאַשָּׁ פִ ים וְ ַ ֽל ְמכ ְַשּׁפִ ים וְ ַלכּ ְַשׂ ִדּיםthe magicians and the
enchanters and the sorcerers and the Chaldeans” in Daniel 2:2 to reveal the king’s dream
and give its interpretation.” However, it is only the “Chaldeans” who dialogue with
Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 2:3-11. Moreover, the Chaldeans respond to Nebuchadnezzar’s
request not only to interpret the dream but to reveal the dream, by saying that no such
request has been made to any לְ כָל־חַ ְרטֹּ ם וְ אָשַׁ ף וְ כ ְַשׂדָּ י, “to any magician, or enchanter or
Chaldean” (Dan 2:11). Nebuchadnezzar’s edict, however, only specifics that the וְ חַ ִ ֽכּימַ יָּא,
“the wise men,” were to be killed (Dan 2:12). These facts demonstrate that the list of wise
men is by no means monolithic and that the list can be abbreviated or expanded without
any change of referent.
The next addition is preserved at F10:3 (Frgs. 10-11:L3 [Dan 5:12]). 4Q112
reads [ו֯ כׄ תבא יקרא, “and reads the writing.” The addition harmonizes the text to the
immediate context since earlier in Daniel 5:7 Belshazzar requests some wise man to
“read the writing.” Thus, the queen’s speech in Daniel 5:12 of 4Q112 adds what is
implied by the wider context of the MT: Daniel is called to read the writing and declare
its interpretation.
A further category 2 addition is preserved at F14:L10 (F14:L14 [Dan 8:3]);
however, the evidence is fragmentary. 4Q112 might read איל אחד גד[וׄ ל, “a great ram,” or
איל אחד א[יׄ ל, “a ram. The ram,” as opposed to the MT that reads אַיִ ל אֶ חָ ד, “a ram.” In both
instances, the addition harmonizes the text to the immediate context. If the addition is
גדול, “great,” then the addition may simply describe the ram in light of the immediate
context since he is described as one who rules all the earth (Dan 8:3-4). If the addition is
איל, “ram,” then the addition simply makes the subject of the following participle explicit.
A category 2 addition is preserved at F14:L12 (F14:16 [Dan 8:4]). 4Q112
reads [“ ]ראיתי את האיל מנגח י[מה ומזרחה צפונה ונגבהI saw the ram goring we]stward, and
eastward, northward, and southward” whereas the MT reads יתי אֶ ת־הָ אַיִ ל ְמ ַנגֵּחַ יָמָּ ה וְ צָ פוֹנָה
ִ ָר ִא
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 ָונֶגְ בָּ ה, “I saw the ram goring westward and northward and southward.” The tendency of
this scribe or a previous scribe is to interpret the text. This reading likewise derives from
this tendency.
There is only one category 2 omission preserved in 4Q112. It is preserved at
F7:L7 (F7:L8 [Dan 3:2]). 4Q112 reads ומכדנצר, “Nebuchadnezzar,” whereas the MT reads
נְ בוּכ ְַד ֶנצַּ ר מַ לְ ָכּא, “Nebuchadnezzar, the king.” The MT is more explicit than 4Q112, but the
difference is not alarming since the MT at times refers to Nebuchadnezzar simply as “the
king” (e.g., Dan 3:22), as “Nebuchadnezzar” (e.g., Dan 3:24), and elsewhere as
“Nebuchadnezzar, the king” (e.g., Dan 3:24). The difference likely derived from an error
of sight.
4Q112 further preserves several category 2 substitutions. The first category 2
substitution is preserved at F2:L2 (Frgs. 1-2:L6 [Dan 1:20]). 4Q112 reads []כמ[ה ב]ינה
֯
ח,
֯
“w[isdo]m un[derstanding,” while the MT reads “ חָ כְ מַ ת בִּ ינָהwisdom of understanding.”
4Q112 agrees here with the LXX and Vulgate against the MT. The agreement between
these texts represent an interpretation even followed by modern translations such as the
ESV, NIV, and NASB. These translations do not derive their translation based on 4Q112
but based on their own interpretation of the MT as indicated by the lack of footnotes in
these modern versions. The LXX’s and Vulgate’s reading too is likely an interpretation of
an MT like text made independent of 4Q112.
The next category 2 substitution is preserved at F3i:L12 (Frgs. 3i, 17:L12 [Dan
2:28]). 4Q112 reads ומהודע, “and one who makes known” (a participle), while the MT
reads וְ הוֹדַ ע, “and he makes known” (an indicative). The substitution preserved in 4Q112
harmonizes to the immediate context since Daniel has just described God with a
participle  ָגּלֵא ָרזִין, “who is a revealer of mysteries.” The use of participles functioning as
titles in the Aramaic section of Daniel is widespread.
A further substitution, more specifically a transposition of words, occurs at
F3i:L15 (Frgs. 3i, 17:L15 [Dan 2:30]). 4Q112 reads לי גלי, “to me he revealed,” while the
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MT reads  ֱגּלִ י לִ י, “was revealed to me.” The difference is small. The positioning of the
prepositional phrase before the verb in 4Q112 may provide some additional emphasis on
Daniel.
A category 2 substitution preserved at F3i:L16 (Frgs. 3i, 17:L16 [Dan 2:31])
likely derives from graphic confusion. 650 4Q112 reads חזוה, “the vision,” 651 while the MT
reads וְ זִי ֵוהּ, “and it countenance.” The similarity between these readings suggests a
paleographic issue.
The last category 2 substitution is preserved at F15:L4 (F15:18 [Dan 10:19]).
4Q112 reads דבר, “speak” (an imperative), whereas the MT reads יְ דַ בֵּ ר, “let him speak” (a
jussive). The substitution of the volitives from a jussive to an imperative is a minor
change in perspective. Moreover, it may be a case of harmonization to the immediate
contexts since the messenger speaking to Daniel used imperatives.
There is a further category 2 variant, but the difference is preserved in a
fragmentary context, which makes an exact description of the variant elusive. It is
preserved at F3i:L12 (Frgs. 3i, 17:L12 [Dan 2:28]). 4Q112 reads מ]לכא [באחרית יומיא
לעלמין חיי חלמך, “in the end of days. O k[ing live forever, your dream],” 652 whereas the
MT reads � ָבְּ אַח ֲִרית יוֹמַ ָיּא חֶ לְ מָ � וְ חֶ ְזוֵי ֵראשׁ, “in the latter days. Your dream and the visions of
your head” (ESV). Ulrich proposes that 4Q112 omits the phrase � ָוְ חֶ ְזוֵי ֵראשׁ, “and the
visions of your head,” but adds the phrase מלכא לעלמין חיי חלמך, “O king live forever.” All
650

Ulrich, “4QDana,” 241.

See the translation of Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 488. They
argue that the reading is “appearance” in agreement with the LXX. However, since ( זִיוthe reading of the
MT) can mean appearance, one cannot be sure if the LXX followed 4Q112 against the MT here. Ulrich
confirms the opinion here in Ulrich, “4QDana,” 241. See also Ludwig Köhler and Walter Baumgartner,
eds., The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament: Volume 2 ת–פ, study ed. (Leiden, The
Netherlands: Brill, 2001), “זִיו.“
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Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 487.
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that is known is that a word beginning with a mem follows יומיא. Ulrich’s proposal is
possible, but the evidence is too fragmentary to make firm conclusions.
Category 3. 4Q112 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q112’s
Textual Tradition
The variants preserved in 4Q112 can all be described as minor as the previous
discussion demonstrates. 653 Moreover, many of the additions and substitutions result in a
harmonized text. The text is fuller than the MT regarding content—it only preserves one
clear category 2 omission as opposed to eight category 2 additions and five category 2
substitutions. Therefore, this text tends to interpret a MT-like exemplar by means of
addition and substitution, not omission. The conclusion here that this scribe tended to
harmonize is validating in F14:7 (F14:11 [Dan 8:1]) where the scribe originally writes the
phrase “ דבר נגלהa word was revealed” and then crosses it out. This addition is a
harmonization to Daniel 10:1 occasioned by a similar context; 654 and thus, provides
653F

strong evidence that this scribe tended toward harmonizations, likely unintentionally.
Despite these minor disagreements, the two texts share a high statistical relationship. For
these reasons, 4Q112 can reasonably be categorized as preserving the Masoretic tradition.
Table 52. The statistical relationship between 4Q112 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q112
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
752

50

93.35%

24

96.81%

0

100%
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There are 109 words transcribed by the editor that are not included in the final word count.
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See Ulrich’s discussion of this variant at Ulrich, “4QDana,” 252-53.
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4Q113
4Q113 (4QDanb) preserves portions of Daniel 5, 6, 7, and 8 in nineteen
identifiable fragments. 655 Ulrich describes the script as a “large, clear, stately hand
described by Cross as a ‘developed Herodian formal script’” dating ca. 20-50 AD. 656 The
orthography is fuller than the MT, which is illustrated by the scribe’s use of vav: it is used
to represent long and short o and u while fuller suffixes are used five times. 657 There are
two scribal interventions; the original scribe makes two supralinear corrections. 658 Tov
calculates that there is an average of one intervention per thirty-nine lines. 659
The textual tradition of 4Q113 is debated amongst scholars. On the one hand,
many scholars understand 4Q113 as preserving a text close to the Masoretic tradition. 660
On the other hand, Lange categorizes the text as non-aligned, 661 while Tov hesitantly
categorizes the text as non-aligned. 662
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Some differences proposed by Ulrich are not included in the following
discussion and statistics. These include an example that depends on insufficient
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Eugene Ulrich, ed., “4QDanb,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles, 255-67.
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Ibid., 256.
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Ibid., 257.
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Ibid.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335.

Ulrich, “The Text of Daniel in the Qumran Scrolls,” 583; Flint, “The Daniel Tradition at
Qumran,” 330-31; Collins, Daniel, 3.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 54-55.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335; Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean

Desert,” 156.
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manuscript evidence, some differences regarding spelling, 663 and a difference concerning
a kethiv/qere.
Category 1. 4Q113 preserves several category 1 variants. Among these
variants is an addition of a preposition, several substitutions, and an unclear variant.
Category 2. 4Q113 further preserves additions, omissions, substitutions, and
unclear variants that belong to category 2. The first category 2 addition is preserved at
F2:L2 (Frgs. 1-4:L8 [Dan 5:12]). 664 4Q113 reads וכת]בא
ׄ יתקר[א, “all the earth,” with
4Q112. This addition harmonizes the text to the immediate context (i.e., Dan 5:7). The
second category 2 addition reads גׄ דול, “great,” which also likely results in a harmonized
text at F17:L3 (Frgs. 16-18i, 19:L6 [Dan 8:3]) and may read with 4Q112, but 4Q112 is
too fragmentary to be certain.
Beyond two category 2 additions, 4Q113 further preserves one category 2
omission. At F7ii:L12 (Frgs. 7ii, 8:L13 [Dan 6:18 {17}]), 4Q113 reads מלכא
֯
וחתם, “and
the king sealed,” whereas the MT reads וְ חַ ְתמַ הּ מַ לְ ָכּא, “and the king sealed it.”
A comment should be made concerning two differences. Both of these differences concern
the substitution of an aleph for a he. The first is preserved at F7ii:L15 (Dan 6:19 [18]). 4Q113 reads להיכלא,
“to the/his temple,” whereas the MT reads לְ ֵ ֽהיכְ לֵהּ, “to his temple.” The second is preserved at F7i:L17 (Dan
6:11 [10]). 4Q113 reads ב[ע)(ליתא
֯ “in] his/the roof chamber,” whereas the MT reads “ בְּ ﬠִ לִּ יתֵ הּin his roof
chamber.” These differences likely derived from phonological reasons: the interchange between he and aleph
which is not uncommon in B(iblical) A(ramaic). Unfortunately, one cannot be certain if 4Q113 reads with
the MT in these instances due to the fact that an aleph can be used to denote the article and the pronominal
suffix. Although it more often denotes the article, it is used twice to represent the 3ms pronominal suffix (i.e.,
Dan 4:15 and 16).
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Some readings can be referenced in more than one way for this text. Some have a
reconstructed line number and some fragments are grouped together since the editor believes them to have
originally belonged to the same column. For the readings that can be referenced in more than one way, both
references are given. The first reference for the reading is to the exact fragment and line number of that
fragment. The second reading in parenthesis is for the groups of fragments and/or to the reconstructed line
number.
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A category 2 substitution is preserved at F7ii:L10 (Frgs. 7ii, 8:L11 (Dan 6:17
{16}]). 4Q113 reads ול[ג֯ בא די אריותא רמ]ו, “and into] the den of the lions, they th[rew,” 665
whereas the MT reads וּ ְרמוֹ לְ ֻגבָּ א ִדּי אַ ְר ָיוָתָ א, “and they threw to the den of the lions.”
Transposing the prepositional phrase before the verb likely shifts the focus slightly.
Last, one variant has an unclear description. This variant may either be an
omission or a transposition, and it is preserved at F8:L2 (Frgs. 7ii, 8:L16 [Dan 6:20
{19}]). 4Q113 reads בשפרפ[רא בנגהא
֯
מל]כא, “[the ki]ng went hurried[ly],” 666 whereas the
MT reads מַ לְ ָכּא ִבּ ְשׁ ַפּ ְרפָּ ָרא יְ קוּם ְבּנָגְ הָ א, “the king, at dawn arose in the daylight.” Ulrich
argues that spatial considerations suggest that 4Q113 has omitted יקום, “he arose.” 667 This
6F

explanation is possible, but the reading may also be transposed.
Category 3. 4Q113 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q113’s
Textual Tradition
4Q113 preserves only minor differences while maintaining a high statistical
relationship to the MT. Therefore, the text can reasonably be identified as belonging to
the Masoretic tradition.
Table 53. The statistical relationship between 4Q118 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q113
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
330
16
95.15%
7
97.88%
0
100%
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Ulrich, “4QDanb,” 262.
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4Q114
4Q114 (4QDanc) preserves portions of Daniel 10 and 11 in four columns. 668
Ulrich describes the script as an “early semicursive script” from the late second century
BC. 669 He notes that the orthography is inconsistent when compared to the MT. 670 Ulrich
identifies two examples of scribal intervention: one erasure and one supralinear
correction by the original scribe. 671
Scholars debate how to categorize 4Q114. While many scholars understand
4Q114 as preserving a text close to the Masoretic tradition, 672 Lange categorizes the text
as non-aligned, 673 while Tov hesitantly categorizes the text as non-aligned. 674 Ulrich, in a
2002 publication, states that the text is too fragmentary to determine which edition it
aligns. 675
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Ulrich lists a few differences that do not belong to categories 1, 2, or 3. These
differences include an example synonymous forms, two differences that appear to derive
Eugene Ulrich, ed., “4QDanc,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles, 269-77. See
also his discussion of how one of the large fragments was cut and then lost (or stolen) from the museum.
Ibid., 269.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335; Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean
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Ulrich, “The Text of Daniel in the Qumran Scrolls,” 583. Compare his earlier statement that
the text preserves the edition also preserved in the MT in Eugene Ulrich, ed., “4QDand,” in Qumran Cave
4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles, 279.
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from scribal error (i.e., graphic confusion), and one example where the script is unclear.
Category 1. This text preserves one category 1 addition—the addition of a
marker of the accusative—and several substitutions. Among the substitutions include
examples of substitution of number, gender, tense, and similar prepositions.
Category 2. 4Q114 does not possess any category 2 omissions or additions. It
does, however, preserve category 2 substitutions. The first category 2 substitution is
preserved at F2i:L6 (Col 1:16 [Dan 10:12]). 676 4Q114 reads בעב]ו[רך,
֯
“for your
[sa]ke,” 677 whereas the MT reads �בִּ ְדבָ ֶרי, “with your words.” This difference is best
explained as deriving from a paleographic issue since the readings differ regarding
graphically similar letters: dalet and ayin 678 on the one hand, and resh and yod 679 on the
67F

678F

other hand. 680 Confusion of dalet/ayin has precedent in another category 2 substitution
679F

preserved at F1i:L2 (Col 1:2 [Dan 10:6])
Furthermore, a second category 2 substitution is preserved at F2ii:L2 (Col 2:14
[Dan 11:1]). 4Q114 reads עמדתי, “I stood,” whereas the MT reads  ָﬠ ְמ ִדי, “I stood.” The
The readings in this text can be referenced in more than one way since some readings have
a reconstructed line number that does not always correspond to the exact reading of the fragment.
Moreover, Ulrich identifies the fragments as columns. Thus, for these readings, the first reference for the
reading is to the exact fragment and line number of that fragment. The second reading in parenthesis is for
the column number and for the line on the reconstructed column.
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Abegg, Flint, and Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, 498.

Notice how the upper left-hand stroke of the ayin of this word does not extend to the midway
point of the right-hand stroke but connects almost perpendicularly like a dalet. See the middle fragment and
bottom row of The Leon Levy Dead Sea Scrolls, “Plate 224,” accessed April 27, 2018,
https://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-284883.
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Notice the truncated nature of this resh. In fact, Ulrich points out that the resh may in fact be a
yod or vav in Ulrich, “4QDanc,” 273. Nonetheless, the ayin/dalet confusion still indicates a variant. Notice
though that the resh is truncated in other instances. See the very next word after the word in question and
after the tear in the leather “שרי.” The resh is very much like a yod or vav. See The Leon Levy Dead Sea
Scrolls, “Plate 224.”
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Ulrich, “4QDanc,” 270-71.
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meaning of the infinitive construct and the pronominal suffix in the MT depends on
context. The pronominal suffix could be as an objective genitive or subjective genitive
and the infinitive construct may function as the main verb (interpretation of 4Q114 and
the Vulgate), or it may complete the idea of an elided verb (interpretation of LXX). The
reading of 4Q114 solves these ambiguities by simply substituting the infinitive for a
perfect. This difference is interpretative.
A third category 2 substitution is preserved at F3i:L4 (Col 3:15 [Dan 11:16]).
4Q114 reads ׄבעזו, “in his power,” 681 whereas the MT reads בְ יָדוֹ, “in his hand.” This
difference too likely derived from graphic confusion. 682 Metathesis of the letters plus
681F

confusion of dalet/ayin would account for the main differences here. Confusion of
dalet/ayin has precedent in a previous category 2 substitution preserved at Col 1:16 (Dan
10:12).
A fourth category 2 substitution is preserved at F3i:L4 (Col 3:15 [Dan 11:17]).
4Q114 reads בינו, “his understanding,” whereas the MT reads פָּ נָיו, “his face.” This
difference can reasonably be explained on either graphic or phonological grounds.
Category 3. 4Q114 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q114’s
Textual Tradition
4Q114 can reasonably be identified as belonging to the Masoretic tradition. 683
At least one difference between this text and the MT indicates a tendency to interpret.
Moreover, many of the differences remain graphically similar, which suggests scribal
error or a paleographic problem. Despite these differences, the text agrees with the MT in
681
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most other details. Thus, it is reasonable to categorize this text as belonging to the
Masoretic tradition.
Table 54. The statistical relationship between 4Q114 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q114
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
302
15
95.03%
4
98.68%
0
100%

4Q115
4Q115 (4QDand) preserves portions of Daniel 4 and 7 in eight identified
fragments (fragments 10-16 are unidentified). 684 Ulrich describes the script as an early
Herodian formal hand dating ca. last quarter of the first century BC and the orthography
as close to the MT. 685 Ulrich argues that 4Q115 is one of the few manuscripts that divides
the text into units smaller than the open and closed sections. 686 However, Tov notes that
evidence for smaller sense division in 4Q115 is uncertain. 687 Ulrich lists one example of
a possible correction—an erasure at F5:L12 688—while Tov identifies two instances of
scribal intervention, one intervention per every 22 lines. 689
Eugene Ulrich, ed., “4QDand,” in Qumran Cave 4. XI, Psalms to Chronicles, 279-86. Note
that fragment 1 and 2i may preserve portions of Daniel 3, but this identification is not conclusive. Ibid.,
280-81.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 138.

See Ulrich, “4QDand,” 279, while he further notes here that a letter appears to be erased at
F7:L3 (Frgs. 3-7:L19) and F12:L2.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335.
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The textual tradition of 4Q115 is debated. Most scholars understand 4Q115 as
preserving a text close to the Masoretic tradition. 690 Ulrich, for example, identifies the
text as belonging to the edition of the MT since Daniel 3:24 directly follows 3:23 without
the addition of the Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three Youths. 691 Lange too
identifies the text as close to the Masoretic tradition. He identifies it as a semi-Masoretic
manuscript 692 (i.e., texts that are “close to the text of the MT but deviate more than
2%”). 693 Tov, however, cautiously groups the text as non-aligned. 694
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Ulrich lists three differences that are not included in the following discussion
and statistics. Each of these readings depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.
Category 1. Two variants belong to category 1. The first difference is a
substitution of similar lexemes at F4:L2 (Frgs. 3-7:L12 [Dan 4:12 {15}]). 695 The second
is a substitution of state which harmonizes the reading to the immediate context and is
preserved at F4:L3 (Frgs. 3-7:L13 [Dan 4:13 {16}]). 696
Ulrich, “The Text of Daniel in the Qumran Scrolls,” 583; Flint, “The Daniel Tradition at
Qumran,” 330-31; Collins, Daniel, 3.
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Ulrich, “4QDand,” 279.
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Lange, “Textual Plurality,” 55.
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Ibid., 54.
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Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches, 335.

Although this form may be simply an orthographic difference, it seems more likely that the
form is a substitution of a synonymous word.
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Some readings can be referenced in more than one way for this text. Some have a
reconstructed line number and some fragments are grouped together since the editor believes them to have
originally belonged to the same column. For the readings that can be referenced in more than one way, both
references are given. The first reference for the reading is to the exact fragment and line number of that
fragment. The second reading in parenthesis is for the groups of fragments and/or to the reconstructed line
number.
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Category 2. There are two category 2 variants preserved in 4Q115. The first is
an addition preserved at F2ii:L5 (Dan 3:25). 4Q115 reads  ׄלהדברוהי, “his counselors” and
simply makes the text more explicit by identifying the recipient of the direct address.
Moreover, the text harmonizes the reading to the immediate context since Daniel 3:24
identifies the recipient of the direct address in the MT:  ָﬠנֵה וְ אָמַ ר לְ הַ ָ ֽדּבְ רוֹהִ י, “he who
answers and says to his counselors”
The second category 2 variant is a substitution and is preserved at F3:L2 (Frgs
3-7:L3 [Dan 4:6]). 4Q115 reads אנס
֯ וכ[ל] ר[ז֯ לך לא,
֯
“[and n]o [myster]y for you is too
difficult,” whereas the MT reads �ָָל־רז לָא־אָנֵס ל
ָ וְ כ, “and no mystery is too difficult for
you.” The difference simply concerns the transposition of the prepositional phrase, which
perhaps slightly shifts the focus. Overall, the difference is small.
Category 3. 4Q115 does not preserve any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q115’s
Textual Tradition
4Q115 is poorly preserved. 697 The ink in most places has eroded the leather so
that often ink is not noticeable; rather, grooves in the leather remain which gives the
impression of a photographic negative. 698 Comparison of what is sufficiently preserved
only yields a few minor differences, one that may indicate a tendency toward
harmonization. Moreover, the text agrees with the MT in most details. For these reasons,
it is reasonable to ascribed 4Q115 to the Masoretic tradition.
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Seventy-five words that Ulrich transcribes are not included in the final word count.

See Ulrich’s discussion of the text’s state of preservation in Ulrich, “4QDand,” 279. Also,
for a discussion of the ink used in Qumran scrolls, see Yoram Nir-El and Magen Broshi, “The Black Ink of
the Qumran Scrolls,” Dead Sea Discoveries 3, no. 2 (1996): 157-67. The deterioration in 4Q115 was likely
caused by traces of copper and lead deriving from the ink-wells. See ibid., 164.
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Table 55. The statistical relationship between 4Q115 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q115
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
98
6
93.88%
4
95.92%
0
100%

6Q7
6Q7 (6QpapDan) preserves portions of Daniel 10 and 11 in six identifiable
fragments. 699 The script dates to 50 AD, according to Baillet, while the orthography is
described as similar to that of the MT. 700 The scribe omits an aleph on two, possibly three
occasions, once when transcribing the name Daniel:  דנילat F2:L2 (Frgs. 2-5:L8 [Dan
10:12]). 701
70F

The textual tradition of 6Q6 is debated. Some scholars understand 6Q7 as
preserving a text close to the Masoretic tradition, 702 Tov categorizes the text as nonaligned. 703 Ulrich and Lange assert that the text is too fragmentary to determine which
edition it aligns. 704
Description and Categorization
of Variants
Several differences proposed by Baillet are not included in the following
699
Maurice Baillet, ed., “6QDaniel,” in Les “Petites Grottes” de Qumran: Exploration de la
Falaise, les Grottes 2Q, 3Q, 5Q, 7Q à 10Q, le Rouleau de Cuivre, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 3
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), 114-16. The contents of fragments 1 and 8 are only suggestive while Baillet
does not even suggest the text possibly preserved in fragments 9-13.
700

Ibid., 114.
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For this text, fragments 2-5 are grouped together as originally preserving content from the
same column. Here, readings from this group of fragments will first be cited according to the exact
fragment and corresponding reading on the fragment, and second, according to the groups of fragments and
the corresponding reconstructed line number of the group of fragments.
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discussion and statistics. These include example that depend on insufficient manuscript
evidence and others that concern synonymous spelling.
Category 1. There are no category 1 variants preserved in 6Q7.
Category 2. 6Q7 preserves two substitutions that belong to category 2. The
first substitution is preserved at F4:L1 (Frgs. 2-5:L12 [Dan 10:13]). 6Q7 reads מ[לכות פרס,
ׄ
“the kingdom of Persia,” whereas the MT reads מַ לְ כֵי ָפ ָרס, “kings of Persia.” The
difference harmonizes the text to its immediate context. Earlier in the verse Daniel is told
that the “prince of the kingdom of Persia stood opposite me for twenty-one days.”
The second substitution is preserved at F4:L4 (Frgs. 2-5:L15 [Dan 10:16]).
6Q7 reads ]נג[עה, “he who touches,” whereas the MT reads נֹ ֵג ַע, “he who touches.” The
difference concerns gender and refers to a slightly different antecedent. The feminine
noun  ְדּמוּת, “likeness,” earlier in the verse is the best candidate for this participle’s
antecedent in 6Q7.
Category 3. There are no category 3 variants preserved in 6Q7.
Statistics and Conclusion of 6Q7’s
Textual Tradition
6Q7 is poorly preserved. 705 Therefore, conclusions about the textual tradition
of 6Q7 derive from a small sample size. When analyzing what is preserved, it is
important to note that the text only preserves two minor differences when compared to
the MT. Furthermore, one of these differences may indicate a tendency toward
harmonization. In light of these facts, it is reasonable to conclude that the remains of 6Q7
can be categorized as belonging to the Masoretic tradition.
Thirty-two proposed words are proposed by Baillet in his transcriptions of the text are not
included in the final word count.
705
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Table 56. The statistical relationship between 6Q7 and the MT
Total # of
Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Words in 6Q7 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
65
2
96.92%
2
96.92%
0
100%

4Q118
4Q118 (4QChr) preserves portions of 2 Chronicles 28:27-29:3 in one extant
fragment although Trebolle Barrera notes that the text is preceded by some additional
unknown text.706 He describes the script as a formal script in which vav and yod are
easily distinguished, while ayin shows older characteristics. Based on the yod and the
ayin, Trebolle Barrera dates the text to the late Hasmonaean period, ca. 50-25 BC. 707 The
orthography is described as similar to the MT and the text has no evidence of errors or
corrections. 708
Scholars debate the nature of 4Q118. Tov questionably classifies the text as
non-aligned, 709 while Lange categorizes the text as too small for text-typological
comparison. 710 George Brooke 711 and Rofé 712 are unsure if 4Q118 preserves the book of
Chronicles.
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Description and Categorization
of Variants
4Q118 is preserved in only one fragment. Regarding spelling, this text differs
in one instance when compared with the MT: 4Q118 reads איבה,
ׄ “Abijah,” the MT reads
אֲ ִב ָיּה, “Abijah.” This difference is not discussed in the following discussion or statistics.
Category 1. 4Q118 preserves one category 1 variant: an addition of a
conjunctive vav preserved at F1ii:L5 (2 Chron 29:3).
Category 2. 4Q118 preserves one category 2 variant: a substitution preserved
at F1ii:L2 (2 Chron 28:27). 4Q118 reads ] ֯]וימלך יח[ז֯ ֯ק]יה[ו֯ ׄבן אחז ֯ת]ח[ ֯ת]י[ו, “[He]zek[iah]
the son of Ahaz [reigned] i[n]s[tea]d [of] him,” while the MT reads וַיִּ ְמ�� יְ חִ זְקִ יּ ָֽהוּ בְ נוֹ תַּ ְחתָּ יו,
“Hezekiah, his son, reigned instead of him.” 4Q118 has substituted a pronoun בְּ נוֹ, “his
son,” for a personal name  ׄבן אחז, “son of Ahaz,” a tendency of Chronicles in general
according to Trebolle Barrera—Trebolle Barrera claims that Chronicles replaces a
pronoun with a proper name sixteen times and replaces a name with a pronoun in eight
instances. 713 The difference is minor.
712F

Category 3. 4Q118 does not possess any category 3 variants.
Statistics and Conclusion of 4Q118’s
Textual Tradition
Only twenty-five words are sufficiently preserved in 4Q118. 714 Thus, it is hard
to be certain that this fragment indeed derived from a biblical manuscript as several
Biblical Judaism, ed. Chaim Cohen, Avi Hurvitz, and Shalom M. Paul (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns,
2004), 143. Rofé suggests that 4Q118 may be the remains of a “homiletical revision of the book of Kings”
on the basis of “ ותעלניand cause me to go up.” See n22.
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Barrera, “4QChr,” 297.

Eleven words transcribed by Barrera are not included in the final word count since they
depend on insufficient manuscript evidence.
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scholars note; it could have been a quotation in a different work. With that said, it is
important to note that the text preserves only minor variants; none of which distinguish it
as representing an alternative tradition. 715 Additionally, the texts agree in most details as
indicated by the statistics. Thus, it is reasonable to categorize what remains of 4Q118 as
depicting text from the Masoretic tradition.
Table 57. The statistical relationship between 4Q118 and the MT
Total # of Words Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
in 4Q118
1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship
25
2
92.00%
1
96.00%
0
100%

The manuscripts from the Writings from Qumran that Emanuel Tov identifies
as exclusively belonging to the non-aligned category should largely be understood as
preserving the Masoretic tradition for two reasons. First, the majority of variants
preserved in these texts are minor and do not provide an adequate basis for supposing a
textual tradition other than the MT. The majority of the differences can be explained as
interpretations, instances deriving from parablepsis, scribal error, and instances possibly
deriving from paleographic problems. Second, most of the texts agrees with the MT in
most readings. These two facts reasonably demonstrate that these manuscripts reflect the
Masoretic tradition or derive from a MT-like text. 716 4Q95 and 4Q98g, however, preserve
differences that can be explained in different directions while existing in highly
fragmentary states. These texts are labeled ambiguous here.
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Brooke, “The Book of Chronicles and the Scrolls from Qumran,” 39, makes this point.

The texts from the Writings labeled ambiguous here, and thus, those that are exceptions to
this conclusion are the following: (1) 4Q95, which is likely a liturgical text that may rework a biblical
passage, but likewise is very fragmentary (possible Pss 135 and 136); and (2) 4Q98g, which is possibly a
liturgical text that might rework a biblical passage, but again, exists in a poor state of preservation (Ps 89).
These two texts are labeled ambiguous here.
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One should further note that the texts preserving Psalms are potential one of
the texts most at odds with their MT counterpart, and are perhaps the most likely texts to
be identified as independent. Nonetheless, upon investigation into these texts and into the
state of the Book of Psalms during the Second Temple period, it is concluded here that
the majority of these texts are better understood as excerpted texts that depend on the
Masoretic Psalter. In short, it is suggested here that these texts should be understood as
preserving a text belonging to the Masoretic tradition, but one that has been adapted
mostly for liturgical purposes.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
It has been demonstrated that most non-aligned texts can reasonably be
classified as belonging to the Masoretic tradition. 1 First, a qualitative analysis of each
variant demonstrated that common scribal explanations most often account for the
variants between each non-aligned text and the MT. A sampling of the most common
explanations includes interpretation by means of addition or substitution and omission
(due to parablepsis). Furthermore, many of these texts exhibit signs that they were copied
poorly. 2 These factors, among others, must all be weighted when analyzing each text’s
tradition.
Second, a quantitative analysis demonstrated that the majority of these texts
preserve a high statistical relationship to the MT. Only two texts from the Pentateuch
(i.e., 2Q2 and 4Q16) and three texts from the Prophets (i.e., 4Q47, 4Q49, 4Q64) exhibit a
statistical relationship between 80 percent and 89.99 percent in the first set of statistics. In
the second set of statistics, only one text aligns with the MT between 80 percent and 89.99
percent in the Pentateuch (i.e., 4Q16) and one from the Prophets (i.e., 4Q47). The only text
to exhibit category 3 variants from the Pentateuch and the Prophets is 1QIsaa.
The ambiguous texts include (1) 4Q47, which appears to be a reworked text, but exists in a
fragmentary state; (2) 4Q49, which may be a non-biblical text, perhaps an abbreviated text or reworked
composition, but is very fragmentary; (3) 4Q95, which is likely a liturgical text that may rework a biblical
passage, but likewise is very fragmentary (possible Pss 135 and 136); and (4) 4Q98g, which is possibly a
liturgical text that might rework a biblical passage, but again, exists in a poor state of preservation (Ps 89).
1

Emanuel Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judean
Desert, ed. Florentino García Martínez, Peter W. Flint, and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, Studies on the Texts of
the Desert of Judah 54 (Boston: Brill, 2004), 253.
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The writings exhibit a slightly different picture. In the first set of statistics, two
texts align with the MT between 70 percent and 79.99 percent of their readings (i.e., 4Q98g
and 4Q111), while eight texts align with the MT between 80 percent to 89.99 (i.e., 4Q83,
4Q86, 4Q88, 4Q92, 4Q95, 4Q106, 6Q6, 4Q109) percent of the readings. In the second set
of statistics, the same two texts that aligned with the MT between 70 percent and 79.99
percent in the first set of statistics again align with the MT between 70 percent and 79.99
percent (i.e., 4Q98g and 4Q111). Two others align with the MT between 80 percent and
89.99 percent of the readings (i.e., 4Q92, 4Q95). Two texts preserve category 3 variants
from the Writings: 11Q5 and 4Q111.
The texts preserving Psalms generally align with the MT less than the other
books, but this finding does not invalidate this thesis for at least four reasons. First,
although these texts generally align with the MT less than other non-aligned texts, many
of them still preserve a relatively high statistical relationship to the MT. Second, these
lower statistically aligned texts largely preserve category 1 and 2 variants and only a few
from category 3. Third, many of these texts are excerpted texts, possibly for liturgical
purposes, and thus, one ought to approach the differences found in these texts
cautiously. 3 Fourth, it is questionable whether 4Q95 and 4Q98g (2 of the lower
statistically aligned texts preserving psalms) can be adequately analyzed according to the
methodology proposed here since these texts are not merely excerpted passages but may
be reworked liturgical compositions dependent on a respective biblical Psalm or Psalms
(i.e., 4Q95 may amalgamate Pss 135 and 136 and 4Q98g likely derives from Ps 89). 4
Thus, these texts are probably not biblical or even excerpted texts but may be reworked
3

See the approach taken here toward excerpted texts in chap. 1.

These texts do not preserve different literary editions of these texts. See the discussion of
each of these texts in chap. 4 for more information.
4
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texts. It is important to consider these facts when analyzing the quantitative data,
especially the data from the texts preserving psalms.
Implications
Several implications follow. First, when classifying biblical texts from Qumran,
it is important not only to account for the quantity of variants preserved (cf. Tov and
Lange), 5 but also the quality of the variant. This approach accounts for the fact that some
variants are weightier than others when determining a text’s textual tradition but still
provides an overarching perspective to the differences.
Second, an assessment of a text’s textual tradition must depend on sufficiently
preserved variants, not on possible readings and not on reconstructions. Therefore, an indepth understanding of a text’s textual tradition cannot always rely on the variants listed
in the variant columns of DJD because not all variants listed in the variant column are
certain. We must rather appeal to the plates and digitized photos. The sigla used by the
editors indicate that many variants listed in the variant columns depend on probable, and
even, possible readings. By noting these readings with these sigla, the editors are indicating
that although possible, the suggested variants are not certain. 6 This factor must be
considered when assessing a text’s textual tradition. Similarly, every editor approaches
the task of transcription differently. On the one hand, Baillet lists several variants that
depend on scant evidence or reconstructions. In at least one instance, he lists a variant that
depends on no manuscript evidence (i.e., 6Q4 F15:L3 [2 Kgs 8:2]). 7 Sanderson, on the
Armin Lange, “Ancient and Late Ancient Hebrew and Aramaic Jewish Texts,” in Textual
History of the Bible: The Hebrew Bible, ed. Armin Lange and Emanuel Tov, Textual History of the Bible
1a (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2016), 127. See also Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew
Bible, 3rd ed. (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2012), 158-60.
5

Most often the variants listed as depending on insufficient manuscript evidence here are
marked with these sigla. See tables in the appendices for a thorough review of these proposed differences.
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Maurice. Baillet, J. T. Milik, and Roland de Vaux, “Livres des Rois,” in Les “Petites
Grottes” de Qumran: Exploration de la Falaise, les Grottes 2Q, 3Q, 5Q, 7Q à 10Q, le Rouleau de Cuivre,
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other hand, is more cautious in her approach. In her discussion of 4Q73, she suggests that
the text may omit an entire verse based on reconstruction but does not include it in her
variant column. 8 Therefore, caution is recommended due to the different approaches of
the editors.
Third, scholars must recognize that many of the biblical-DSS exist in fragments,
often very small fragments. In fact, many texts are made of fragments that share few
material joins but are grouped together based on material considerations (nature of the
leather or papyrus), paleography, and content (whether fragments preserve the same
composition). Moreover, there are times when a fragment preserves legible content that
could correspond to more than one biblical passage. These factors should caution scholars
from overstating their conclusions. Again, this factor reinforces the principle that
assessments about the textual tradition of a text must be grounded on manuscript evidence,
not on reconstructions. Scholars should be cautious when a fragment could correspond to
multiple passages of a text.
Fourth, the non-aligned category is comprised of biblical texts and a variety of
non-biblical texts. Among the non-biblical texts, there are at least five types of excerpted
texts. First, some preserve passages from the same biblical book (e.g., 4Q15). Second,
some preserve passages from different biblical books (e.g., 4Q41). Third, at least two texts
intentionally abbreviated a biblical book (4Q106 and 4Q107). Fourth, some non-biblical
texts combine biblical sources, in an excerpted manner, with non-biblical sources (e.g.,
4Q88). Last, some texts (or portions of texts) may not properly be labeled excerpted since
they do not necessarily excerpt passages but appear to rework them. These compositions
include 4Q47, 4Q95, 4Q98g, 11Q5 Col 2:2-4, 11Q5 Col 16:1-6//11Q6 F3:1-2). These
Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of Jordan 3 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), 109.
Judith E. Sanderson, ed., “4QEzeka,” in Qumrân Cave 4. X: The Prophets, vol. 10,
Discoveries in the Judaean Desert 15 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1997), 213.
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reworked texts may belong to the same genre as the Reworked Pentateuch and appear to
be secondary to the MT. Due to the nature of these texts, none of these texts correspond
well to the MT. However, one should not expect them to correspond since they are not
biblical texts but altogether different compositions. The first four types of non-biblical
texts can reasonably be analyzed by the methodology advanced here since they largely
reflect biblical texts although in compositions that are not strictly biblical (rather they
often appear liturgical). The last group of texts, on the other hand, are not biblical texts.
The best option for these last texts is to set them aside as ambiguous texts. 9
Fifth, the theory that the OT text existed in a fluid state prior to the first century
AD does not necessarily find support from those texts that Tov labels non-aligned. A
diversity of readings is preserved in the non-aligned texts and a few scrolls can be
interpreted in different ways (e.g., 11Q5), but this diversity does not necessitate textual
fluidity. Rather, a goal of this study has been to demonstrate the reasonableness of a unity
in the midst of the diversity: that unity being the MT. If one postulates the MT as the
exemplar to each non-aligned text, then the differences among these texts can reasonably
be ascribed to the scribal process with few exceptions (i.e., 4Q47, 4Q49, 4Q95, and
4Q98g). 10 This approach demonstrates that the diversity of readings among the nonaligned texts does not necessarily indicate the absence of unity.
Future Research
This study lends itself to several areas of further research. First, a helpful study
would be to apply the methodology adopted here to Tov’s other categories of biblical-DSS;
11Q5 Col 2:2-4, 11Q5 Col 16:1-6//11Q6 F3:1-2 appear to be reworked texts but should not
be categorized independent of their wider collection. 11Q5 and 11Q6 are classified as excerpted texts here
despite the presence of psalms that appear to be reworked.
9

These exceptions do not prove that the theory of a fluid text since these texts are likely not
biblical. For a discussion of these texts and their biblical/non-biblical status, see the discussion of each text
in the dissertation. The discussion of 11Q5 is representative of the liturgical texts preserving psalms since
every major difference found among the smaller texts preserving psalms is found in 11Q5.
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namely, those texts he labels as proto-MT, proto-Samaritan, and proto-LXX. This study
would grant further perspective about the nature of diversity among the biblical-DSS. A
study of those texts labeled proto-MT would be especially helpful since it would give
further perspective to this study. It would demonstrate exactly how far removed the nonaligned texts are, not only from the MT, but also from those texts labeled proto-MT from
Qumran.
Second, the texts preserving psalms are some of the texts most divergent from
the MT. Those texts preserving psalms, however, do not validate the theory of textual
fluidity since these texts are better identified as excerpted compositions (i.e., nonbiblical). 11 An exhaustive study of the Jewish liturgy with the goal of identifying
analogous phenomenon would be extremely profitable.
Third, a handful of compositions belonging to the non-aligned category may be
reworked compositions (i.e., 4Q47, 4Q95, 4Q98g, 11Q5 Col 2, 11Q5 col 16//11Q6 F3). It
would be helpful to compare these texts to known reworked compositions to determine
similarities and dissimilarities.
Fourth, the non-aligned texts from Qumran indicate that interpretation is often
achieved by means of addition and substitution, much less by omission. In fact, the
majority of omissions preserved among the non-aligned texts can reasonably be explained
as deriving from parablepsis. Thus, a further profitable study would investigate if scribes
tended to add and substitute material rather than omit material.
Fifth, the non-aligned texts give evidence both of graphic and aural confusion.
A profitable area of research would be to determine which manuscripts exhibit only
graphic confusion, only aural confusion, or a combination of the two. The goal would be
Emanuel Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the Judaean Desert—An Overview and Analysis of
the Published Texts,” in The Bible as Book: The Hebrew Bible and the Judaean Desert Discoveries, ed.
Edward D. Herbert and Emanuel Tov (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll, 2002), 156; Tov, Textual Criticism of
the Hebrew Bible, 320-21.
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to determine which copying procedure (either by diction or by copying from an
exemplar) was more dominant.
Conclusion
Although the non-aligned texts from Qumran preserve many difficult readings,
the majority of these texts can reasonably be understood as preserving the Masoretic
tradition. 12 When one presupposes the MT as the exemplar behind these texts, the vast
majority of these differences are accounted for with recourse to common scribal
tendencies (e.g., harmonization and parablepsis). Therefore, the consensus view that the
OT text existed in a fluid state in the Second Temple period is not necessarily supported
by the non-aligned texts; rather, these texts exhibit expected differences that, once
accounted for, pave a trail to an MT-like text. A unity amongst these texts aligns with
what scholars know as the Masoretic text.

Again, the ambiguous texts include (1) 4Q47, which appears to be a reworked text, but
exists in a fragmentary state; (2) 4Q49, which may be a non-biblical text, perhaps an abbreviated text or
reworked composition, but is very fragmentary; (3) 4Q95, which is likely a liturgical text that may rework a
biblical passage, but likewise is very fragmentary (possible Pss 135 and 136); and (4) 4Q98g, which is
possibly a liturgical text that might rework a biblical passage, but again, exists in a poor state of
preservation (Ps 89).
12
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APPENDIX 1
TABLES OF THE PENTATEUCH TEXTS
Note to the Tables
These tables provide the reader with every single difference proposed by each respective
DJD editor when compared to the MT except for differences that depend entirely on
reconstructions. The purpose of the tables is to give an overview of all the differences
sufficiently preserved in the texts. Thus, the column row titled “Detailed Description of
Variant” in each table is a concise description. Citations are keep to a minimum for the
tables in order that they might remain clear. Refer to the body of the dissertation to see
the fuller discussion of each variant and the corresponding citations. Although citations
are keep to a minimum in the tables, a few works are cited. Please note that when DJD is
cited, it is simply cited as DJD. This, again, is done in order for the tables to remain
clear. Other references include the following:
Qimron – The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls
Kutscher - The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll
Martin - The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scroll
Gleanings – “Gleanings from Psalm Texts from Qumran” by Patrick Skehan
GKC - Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar
DSSB - The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible: The Oldest Known Bible
Longacre – “Developmental Stage, Scribal Lapse, or Physical Defect? 1QIsaa’s
Damaged Exemplar for Isaiah’s Chapters 34-66” by Drew Longacre
Moreover, one should note that a word can only have one point in the statistics.
Therefore, a problem arises when one word differs from the MT in multiple ways. Items
are further complicated when these differences belong to different categories. In these
instances, the word was grouped in the higher category (e.g., a difference at FE iii:L7 (Ps
147:20) in 11Q5).
Last, most differences are analyzed individually even if the differences depend on each
other. However, a few group of variants have been keep together and labeled as complex
variants (e.g., F9ii:L2 [Ps 38:16]).
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Table A1. 4Q10: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

1

Addition

2
3
Not
Counted

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F2:L3
(Gen 1:14)
F5:L2
(Gen 3:1)

Synonymous
Spelling

F1:L1
(Gen 1:9)

4Q30

MT

[ .ולש]נים
֯

וְ שָׁ נִ ים

האף
֯

אַף

No Variants
No Variants
ותרא

וְ תֵ ָראֶ ה

Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition ל
1
preposition
Addition of an
1
interrogative ה
Substitution of
forms

Table A2. 2Q2: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant
Addition

1

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F4:L1
(Exod 11:3)
F1:L2
(Exod 1:12)

2Q2

MT

בתו[ך
֯
י]ר[בו

יִ ְרבֶּ ה

F1:L2
(Exod 1:12)

ישרצו

יִ פְ רֹ ץ

F1:L[5]-6
(Exod 1:14)

] כן ירבו וכן
[ישרצו במאד
]מאד [ויקוצו
מצרים מפני
בני ישרא]ל

F4:L2
(Exod 11:4)

אל פרע]ה

F9:L4
(Exod
30:25)

לדורות]יכם

Substitution

F5:L8
(Exod
12:39)

גרשום
מצר]י[ם

גֹ ְרשׁוּ
ִמ ִמּצְ ַר ִי
ם

Unclear
Variant

F3:L3
(Exod 9:29)

]ויואמר מושה
אליו

ַויּ ֹאמֶ ר
אֵ לָיו
מֹ שֶׁ ה

Substitution

Addition

2

3
Insufficient
Not
Manuscript
Included
Evidence

ואש

F6:L2
(Exod 6:20)

וכי י֯ ◦א
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Statistical
Weight

Addition

1

Substitution of
Number
Substitution to
lexeme with
overlapping
semantic domain
and parallel text
Addition to
Parallel Context

No Variants
F3:L2
(Exod 9:28)

Detailed
Description of
Variant

וְ ִ ֽכי־ ַיכֶּה
ִאישׁ

Addition:
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition:
Prepositional
Phrase
Substitution
(Probably wrong
division of
words)
Omission of
prepositional
phrase or
transposition
Possible
Addition to
Parallel Context
Unclear

1
1

7

2
1
1

1

Table A3. 2Q3: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

1
2
3
Differences
likely
caused by
Excerpted
Nature

Not
Included

2Q3

MT

Detailed
Description
of Variant

Statistical
Weight

Addition of
Divine
Name

1

No Variants
Additions

F8:L3
(Exod
34:10).

יהוה
No Variants

Different
Sequence
of Text

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F8:L1-3

Exod 19:9 to
Exod 34:10

F4:L5
(Exod
22:2).

לש]לם

F7:L1
(Exod
31:16).

ליה]וה

Addition of
Elided
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition of
Elided
Prepositional
Phrase

Table A4. 4Q15: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

1
2
3
Not
included

4Q15

MT

Detailed
Description
of Variant

No Variants
No Variants
No Variants
Substitutio
n

L2 (Exod
13:16)

]א[נ֯ כי
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אֲנִ י

Substitution of
Form

Statistical
Weight

Table A5. 4Q16: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q16

Omission

L6 (v.
13:5)

֯החתי החוי
האמרי
היבוסי

Substitution

L6 (v.
13:5)

2

3

Detailed
Description Statistical
Weight
of Variant
Omission of
three
conjunctives

3

֯החתי החוי
האמרי
היבוסי

וְ הַ חִ ִתּי
וְ הָ ֱאמֹ ִרי
וְ הַ ִחוִּ י
וְ הַ יְ בוּסִ י
וְ הַ חִ ִתּי
וְ הָ ֱאמֹ ִרי
וְ הַ ִחוִּ י
וְ הַ יְ בוּסִ י

Transposition
of elements
of a list

1

L2 (v.
13:3)

מארץ
מצרים

ִמ ִמּצְ ַריִם

Addition of
modifier

1

L5 (v.
13:5)

אלוהיך

Addition to
Divine Name

2

Omission of
modifier
Addition of כ
preposition to
relative
clause

3

1

Addition

MT

Omission

L2 (v.
13:3)

Substitution

L6 (v.
13:5)

ִמבֵּ ית
ﬠֲבָ ִדים
אשר
ׄ
ׄכ

אֲשֶׁ ר

No Variants
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1

Table A6. 11Q1: Description of variants, category 1
Description
of Variant
Additions

Omissions

Substitutions

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

11Q1

FI:L7 (Lev
18:30b)

כי

Col 6:L9
(Lev 27:19b)
FB:L5 (Lev
10:7a)
FJ:L4 (Lev
20:3b)
Fki:L4 (Lev
21:8a)
Col 4:L5
(Lev 25:31b)
Col 5:L.2
(Lev 26:19b)
FKi:L5 (Lev
21:8b)
FJ:L1 (Lev
20:2a)

MT

אֶ ת
ופתח

וּמפֶּתַ ח
ִ

וחלל

וּלְ חַ לֵּל
אֶ ת

ביובל

וּבַ יֹּ בֵ ל
אֶ ת

Detailed Description
of Variant
Synonymous
Syntactical
Construction
Omission of marker
of Accusative
Omissions of
preposition
Omission of ל
preposition
Omission of Marker
of Accusative
Omission of
Conjunctive ו
Omission of marker
of Accusative
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
common phrase
Substitution of
Gender: Scribal
Error (Freedman and
Mathews, 38)
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Word Order (Scribal
Error?)

Statistical
Weight
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

מקדשמ

ְמקַ ִדּ ְשׁכֶם

מבית

ִמבְּ נֵי

FJ:L7 (Lev
20:5a)

וב[משפחו

ְוּבְ ִמ ְשׁפַּח
תּוֹ

F:L4 (Lev
22:23b)

תעשו

תַּ ﬠֲשֶׂ ה

FL:L1 (Lev
22:21a)

לנׄ דבה או
בבקר

לִ נְ דָ בָ ה
בַּ בָּ קָ ר אוֹ

Col 1:3 (Lev
22:22a)

או ילפת
או גרב או
יבלת

אוֹ־יַבֶּ לֶת
אוֹ ג ָָרב
אוֹ ַי ֶלּפֶת

Col 3:5 (Lev
24:10b)

והאיש
הישראלי

וְ ִאישׁ
הַ יִּ ְשׂ ְראֵ לִ י

Col 3:7-8
(Lev 24:12a)
Col 4:5 (Lev
25:31a)
Col 4:8 (Lev
25:34b)
Col 5:5 (Lev
26:22a)

ויניחו אתו

ַויַּנִּ יחֻהוּ

יחשבו

יֵחָ שֵׁ ב

היא

הוּא

Addition of Article
(Substitution of
phrase: MT has
construct while
11Q1 has apposition)
Substitution of
Construction of DO
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Gender

ושלחתי

וְ הִ ְשׁלַחְ ִתּי

Substitution of Stem

1

Col 6:2 (Lev
27:13)

יגאלנו

יִ גְ אָ ֶלנָּה

Substitution of
Gender of
Pronominal Suffix

1
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Transposition of
elements in a list

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Table A7. 11Q1: Description of variants, category 2
Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
FG:L7 (Lev
15:3b)

Additions

FL:L5, (Lev
22:24a)

Omissions

Col 5:7 (Lev
26:24a)
FF:L2 (Lev
14:16b)
FH:L 2 (Lev
17:2a)

11Q1
בו כל ימי
ז
תקריבו
אלה
ליהוה
בחמת
ק]ר[י

Unclear
Variants

Statistical
Weight

Addition of
Prepositional Phrase

5

תַ קְ ִריבוּ
ַ ֽליהוָה

Addition of DO

1

בְּ קֶ ִרי

Addition of word

1

בְּ אֶ צְ בָּ עוֹ

Omissions of
Prepositional Phrase
Omission of Phrase:
(Homoioarcton)
Omission of
adverbial phrase
(maybe parablepsis)
Substitution of body
parts (cf. Lev 11:42 ,
Freedman and
Mathews, 28)
Substitution of
Nominal phrase
Omission of DO or
Transposition of
WO
Uncertain: possibly
the final  הof 11Q1
represents the
remnant of יהוה

3

בָּ נָיו וְ אֶ ל

Col 5:7 (Lev
26:24a)

Substitutions

Detailed Description
of Variant

MT

אַף־אֲנִ י

FC:L1 (Lev
11:27a)

גחו]ניו

ַכּ ָפּיו

Col 1:7 (Lev
22:25b)

משחתימ
המ

FA:L3 (Lev
4:25)

העלה
ושפ]כ
ׄ

מָ ְשׁחָ תָ ם
בָּ הֶ ם
הָ עֹ לָה
וְ אֶ ת־דָּ מוֹ
� ֹיִ ְשׁפּ

FA:L4 (Lev
4:26b)

ה וכפר
על]יו

הַ ְשּׁל ִָמים
וְ כִ ֶפּר
ָﬠלָיו

4
2
1
1
1
1

Table A8. 11Q1: Description of variants, category 3
Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

11Q1

MT

No Variants
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Detailed Description
of Variant

Statistical
Weight

Table A9. 11Q1: Description of variants, not counted in statistics
Description of
Variant

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

11Q1

MT

Detailed Description
of Variant

זב[היהמ

ז ְִבחֵ יהֶ ם

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

FH:L7 (Lev
17:5a)
FKii:L2 (Lev
21:6b)
FE:L3 (Lev
13:42a)
FI:L7 (Lev
19:2a)

קדש[י]מ

קֹ דֶ שׁ

 ]דבר.לאמר
אל ע[דת

FI:L1-2] Lev
18:27-28)

א[תמ
תירשו] [את
(מ[תמ
ׄ אד

Col 4:7 (Lev
25:33b)
Col 4:3 (Lev
25:30a)
Col 4:6 (Lev
25:32a)
Col 4:7 (Lev
25:34a)
Col 4:9 (Lev
25:36a)
Col 5:2 (Lev
26:18b)
Col 5:4 (Lev
26:21a)
Col 5:5 (Lev
26:21b)
FF:L7 (Lev
14:20b)
Col 5:3 (Lev
26:19b)
FI:L1 (Lev
18:27a)
Col 5:9 (Lev
26:25)
FF:L3 (Lev
14:17a)

The Evidence is
Unclear
The Evidence is
Unclear
Spatial
Considerations
Spatial
Considerations
Correction by means
of Parenthesis
(Freedman and
Mathews, 36)

היא

הִ וא

Qere Perpetuum

בעיר לו

בָּ ﬠִ יר אֲשֶׁ ר־
[ל ֹא ]לוֹ

Reads with Qere

אזתמ

אֲ ֻחזָּתָ ם

מגש

ִמגְ ַרשׁ

וירת

ָוְ י ֵָראת

חטתיכמ

חַ טּ ֹאתֵ יכֶם

תבו

ת ֹאבוּ

כחטתיכמ

כְּ חַ טּ ֹאתֵ יכֶם

Omission of Guttural
()ח
Omission of Guttural
()ר
Omission of Guttural
()א
Omission of Guttural
()א
Omission of Guttural
()א
Omission of Guttural
()א

ע[לי

ָﬠלָיו

Likely Scribal Error

כנחה

כַּנְּ חֻשָׁ ה

האלה

הָ אֵ ל

והביאתי

אתי
ִ ֵוְ הֵ ב

ראתנ]ו[כ

�ְתּנוּ

Likely Scribal Error
(Omission of shen)
Substitution to more
common form
Substitution of
Spelling
Likely Synonymous
Spelling

FD:L1 (Lev
13:3b)

וראהו

וְ ָראָהוּ

The Texts Agree

Correction

Kethiv/Qere

Synonymous
Spellings:
Weakening of
Gutturals

Synonymous
Spellings:
Scribal Errors
Synonymous
Spelling:
Different Forms
Unclear Variants
Miscategorization by
Freedman and
Matthews?

^[ב^קרחתו
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דַּ ֞ ֵבּר2 לֵּאמֹֽ ר
אֶ ל־כָּל־ﬠ ַ ֲ֧דת

Table A10. 11Q2: Description of variants
Category Description
of Variant

Omission
1
Substitution

2

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

11Q2

MT

F3:L4 (Lev
13:59)

צמר

הַ צֶּ מֶ ר

F3:L4 (Lev
13:59)

פושתים
ׄ

הַ פִּ ְשׁ ִתּים

F3:L5 (Lev
13:59)

טהרתו

לְ טַ הֲרוֹ

F2:L1 (Lev
9:23)

כו]ל

F2:L3 (Lev
9:24)

החלב
השלמ]ים

F2:L7 (Lev
10:1)

יהו]ה

F7:L3 (Lev
25:33)

ביתו

Additions

3

Not
Counted

הַ ֲחלָבִ ים

בַּ יִת

Detailed
Description
of Variant
Omission
of the
Article
Omission
of the
Article
Substitution
of form

1

Addition of
kôl

1

Addition of
Modifier
and
substitution
of number
Addition
(Make
Subject
Explicit)
Addition of
Pronominal
Suffix

No Variants
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F2:L4 (Lev
10:1)

֯ש]ני

Partially
Accepted
See
Discussion
of Variant
for Details

F7:L3 (Lev
25:33)

ביתו
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Addition to
Context

בַּ יִת

Statistical
Weight

Addition of
Pronominal
Suffix

1
1

2

1

1

Table A11. 4Q29: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Omissions

1

2

3

Not
Counted

Substitutions

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F1:L1 (Col
1:1 [Deut
29:24])
F4:L1 (Col
2:15 [Deut
31:15])
F2i:L7
(Col 1:14
[Deut
30:10])
F2ii:L3
(Col 2:10
[Deut
31:11])
F7:L2 (Col
3:2 [Deut
31:26])

Unclear
Variants

F2i:L6
(Col 1:13
[Deut
30:9])

Additions

F3:L3 (Col
1:16 [Deut
30:11])
F3:L5 (Col
1:18 [Deut
30:14])
F7:L5 (Col
3:5 [Deut
31:28])

Not enough
manuscript
evidence
Synonymous
Spelling

F8:L3 (Col
3:13 [Deut
32:3])
F3:L3 (Col
1:16 [Deut
30:11])
F3:L4 (Col
1:17 [Deut
30:13])

4Q29

MT
אֲשֶׁ ר

Detailed
Description
of Variant
Omission of
Relative
Particle

Statistical
Weight
1

ׄפתח

ﬠַל־פֶּתַ ח

Omissions of
Preposition

1

הכׄ ׄתו֯ בׄ ים

כְּ תוּבָ ה

Substitution
of Gender
and Number

2

תקראו

ִתּקְ ָרא

Substitution
of Number

1

הזאת

הַ זֶּה

Substitution
of Gender

1

ובפרי
אדמתך
[ובפרי
בהמ ֯תך
ׄ
לטובה

וּבִ פְ ִרי
�בְ הֶ ְמ ְתּ
וּבִ פְ ִרי
�אַדמָ ְת
ְ
לְ טוֹבָ ה

Transposition
or Omission

1

ממך
ובידך
[וזקניכם
ושפ ׄטיכם
ׄ
No Variants
[גׄ דׄ וׄ ׄל]ה

גֹ דֶ ל

היא

הִ וא

היא

הִ וא
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Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition of
element in a
list
Addition of
element in a
list
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Qere
Perpetuum

1
4
3

Table A12. 4Q30: Description of variants, category 1
Detailed
Description of
Variant
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of ל
on Inf Construct
Omission of
preposition
Omissions of
conjunctive vav
Substitution of
Nouns
Substitution of
Adjective for
Noun
Substitution of
Number

Description
of Variant

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

4Q30

MT

Additions

F5:L3 (Deut 8:2)

ולדעת

לָדַ ﬠַת

F5:L3 (Deut 8:2),

נסותך

�לְ נַסֹּֽ ְת

F9:L2 (Deut 10:1)

הראשו]נים

כּ ִָראשֹׁ נִים

F33:L2 (Frgs. 32i,
33:10 [Deut 16:11])

ׄבנ֯ ֯ך

� ְוּבִ נ

F5:L6 (Deut 8:4)

שלמה

ִשׂ ְמלָה

שכר

שָׂ כִ יר

תאכלו

תּ ֹאכַל

מ[תת
֯

ִמסַּ ת

Substitution of
Similar Lexeme

1

נדבות

נִ ְדבַ ת

Substitution of
Number

1

בה

בּוֹ

Substitution of
Gender

1

ו[אמרו
֯

וְ אָמַ ר

ירדפוך

�ְוּרדָ פוּ

ועזבוני

ַו ֲﬠזָבַ נִי

Substitution of
Number

1

והפרו

וְ הֵ פֵר

Substitution of
Number

1

ואמרו

וְ אָמַ ר

Substitution of
Number

1

שימוה

ִשׂימָ הּ

Substitution of
Number

1

Omissions

Substitutions

Unclear
Variants

F29:L3 (Frgs. 2830:L5
[Deut15:18])
F32i:L4 (Frgs. 32i,
33:L4 [Deut 16:8])
F32i:L8 (Frgs. 32i,
33:L8 [Deut
16:10])
F32i:L8 (Frgs. 32i,
33:L8 [Deut
16:10])
F41:L1 (Frgs. 3641:L8 [Deut
17:19])
F45i:L4 (Deut
27:26)
F45ii:L2 (Deut
28:22)
F54i:L2 (Frgs. 54i,
55:L2 [Deut
31:16])
F54i:L2 (Frgs. 54i,
55 [Deut 31:16])
F54i:L4 (Frgs. 54i,
55:L4 [Deut
31:17])
F54i:L8 (Frgs. 54i,
55:L8 [Deut
31:19])
F22:L1 (Frgs. 2223:L1 [Deut 13:7])

בתך

F26:L4 (Frgs. 2627:L4 [Deut 15:2])

ת־רﬠֵהוּ
ֵ ֶא
וְ אֶ ת־אָחִ יו

F42:L1 (Deut
26:19)

ו[ל ֯תהלה
֯
֯ולתפ]ארת
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לִ ְתהִ לָּה
וּלְ שֵׁ ם
אָרת
ֶ ְוּלְ ִתפ

Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Tense

Either Omission
or Transposition
of Words
Either Omission
or Transposition
of Words
Either Omission
or Transposition
of Words

Statistical
Weight
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

Table A13. 4Q30: Description of variants, category 2
Description
of Variant

Additions

Omissions

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F3i:L3 (Frgs.
2, 3i:L3 [Deut
4:14])
F9:L3 (Deut
10:2)
F32i:L5 (Frgs.
32i, 33:L5
[Deut 16:8])

4Q30
ה[יׄ רדן

Addition of
Accusative

2

יהוה

Addition of
Divine Name

1

ממנ֯ ]ו

Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase

2

Omission of
Relative Clause

4

בו כל

F42:L3 (Deut
27:1)

הזאת

אֲשֶׁ ר
�בִּ ְשׁ ָﬠ ֶרי

F42:L5 (Deut
28:1)

Substitutions

Statistical
Weight

1

לך

F32i:L4 (Frgs.
32i, 33:L4
[Deut 16:8])
F32i:L4 (Frgs.
32i, 33:L4
[Deut 16:8])
F53:L5 (Deut
29:19)
F54i:L3 (Frgs.
54i, 55:L3
[Deut 31:17])

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Addition of
Divine Name
Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition of
demonstrative
pronoun and
article

יהוה

F42:L2 (Deut
26:19)

F55:L2 (Frgs.
54i, 55:L5
(Deut 31:17)
F55:L3 (Frgs.
54i, 55:L6
[Deut 31:18])
F32i:L10
(Frgs. 32i,
33:L10 [Deut
16:11])

MT

לִ ְשׁמֹ ר
שבעת

שֵ ש

מצות תאכלו

תּ ֹאכַל
מַ צּוֹת

ודבקה

וְ ָרבְ צָ ה

ועזבתיך

ַו ֲﬠז ְַב ִתּים
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Omission of ל
plus infinitive
Clause
Substitution of
Cardinal
Number
Substitution:
Transposition
of Word Order
Substitution of
Nouns
Substitution of
Suffix (number
and person)

3
2
2

2
1
1
1
1

Table A14. 4Q30: Description of variants, category 3
Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q30

Detailed Description
of Variant

MT

Statistical
Weight

No Variants

Table A15. 4Q30: Description of variants, not counted in statistics
Description
of Variant

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Kethiv/Qere
Synonymous
Spellings

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F4:L2 (Deut
7.4)
F17:L3 (Frgs.
17-18:L3
[Deut 12:19])
F22:L1 (Frgs.
22-23:L1
[Deut 13:7])
F47:L4 (Frgs.
46-47:L5
[Deut 28:11])
F54i:L7 (Frgs.
54i, 55:L7
[Deut 31:19])
F54i:L7 (Frgs.
54i, 55:L7
[Deut 31:19])
F12:L3 (Frgs.
12-15:L3
[Deut 11:10])
F21:L1 (Deut
13:5)

4Q30

MT

][אלהי
]האד[מה
֯

� ֶאַדמָ ת
ְ

Detailed
Description of
Variant
Addition of
Divine Name
Omission of
Pronominal
Suffix

בן אביך

Added Element
to a List

ובפרי
אדמתך

Added Element
to a List

ועת

ועתה

Substitution of
Similar Particle
Addition of
Modifier

דב[רי
֯
היא

הִ וא

Qere
Perpetuum

תלכון
ׄ

תֵּ לֵכוּ

Indicative Nun
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Statistical
Weight

Table A16. 4Q35: Description of variants
Category

Description of
Variant

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

Addition

F4:L4 (Frgs. 24:L29 [Deut
1:37])
F6:L2 (Frgs. 56:L5 [Deut 1:44])
F12:L3 (Frgs. 1115:L5 [Deut
33:12])
F12:L5 (Frgs. 1115:L6 [Deut
33:13])

4Q35

MT

Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant

שמה

שָׁ ם

Addition of
Accusative he

ׄהחרמה

חָ ְרמָ ה

ולבנימן

לְ בִ נְ י ִָמן

וממגד

ִממֶּ גֶד

בנגב

וּבַ ֶנּגֶב

בריתך

�ית
ְ וּבְ ִר

ואף

אַ ף

ידע

י ְָדעוּ

Substitution of
Number

1

לך

ָלכֶם

Substitution of
Number

1

שמר

שָׁ ְמרוּ

Substitution of
Number

1

יור

יוֹרוּ

Substitution of
Number

1

י[שם

י ִָשׂימוּ

Substitution of
Number

1

ופעלת

וּפֹ ﬠַל

Substitution of
Gender

1

ׄמ ֯חו֯ ׄפ ׄף

חֹ פֵף

Substitution of
Stem: Po'el/Qal

1

ׄו[ממגׄ ד

וּמֵ ר ֹאשׁ

Substitution of
Synonym

1

הרי

הַ ר

Substitution of
Number

1

F1:L6 (Deut 1:7)
Omission

1

Substitution

F12:L1 (Frgs. 1115:L3 [Deut
33:9])
F12:L9 (Frgs. 1115:L11 [Deut
33:20])
F4:L5 (Frgs. 24:L30 [Deut
1:39])
F6:L5 (Frgs. 56:L8 [Deut 2:3])
F12:L1 (Frgs. 1115:L3 [Deut
33:9])
F12:L1 Frgs. 1115:L3 [Deut
33:10])
F13:L1 (Frgs. 1115:L3 [Deut
33:10])
F12:L2 (Frgs. 1115:L4 [Deut
33:11])
F12:L3 (Frgs. 1115:L5 [Deut
33:12])
F14:L1 (Frgs. 1115:L6 [Deut
33:15])
F15:L2 (Frgs. 1115:l9 [Deut
33:19])
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Addition of
Article
Addition of
Conjunctive
vav
Addition of
Conjunctive
vav
Omission of
conjunctive vav
in list
Omission of
Conjunctive
vav
Omission of
Conjunctive
vav

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A16 continued
Addition

2

Omission
Unclear:
Likely
Omission
and Addition

3

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Not
Counted
Synonymous
Spellings

Kethiv/Qere

F10:L1
(Deut 31:9)
F11:L1
(Deut 33:8)
F4:L1 (Frgs.
2-4:L26
[Deut 1:33])
F12:L3
(Frgs. 1115:L5 [Deut
33:12])
F11:L2
(Frgs. 1115:L2 [Deut
33:9])
F12:L2
(Frgs. 1115:L4 [Deut
33:11])
F11:L4
(Frgs. 1115:L4 [Deut
33:11])
F6:L6 (Frgs.
5-6:L9 [Deut
2:4])
F12:L6
(Frgs. 1115:L8 [Deut
33:17])
F12:L1
(Frgs. 1115:L3 [Deut
33:9])

ׄע ֯ל] ספר
[הבו
ללו֯ ]י
ׄ
ׄלהראות

ל ְַראֹֽ ְתכֶם

אל

ָﬠלָיו

Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition of
Phrase
Omission of
Pronominal
Suffix
Substitution:
Scribal Error?

No Variants
]ראיתך

יתיו
ִ ְר ִא

Final kap could
be read as vav

ׄׄמ]ת[נ֯ י

מָ ְת ַניִם

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

ב[ל

ִמן

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

ויראו

וְ ִי ְיראוּ

Synonymous
Spellings

קרנו

קַ ְרנָיו

Orthography or
Substitution of
Number

בנו

בָּ נָו
[]בָּ נָיו

Agrees with
Kethiv
(orthographic
only)
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2
3
1

3

Table A17. 4Q37: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant
Addition
Omission

1
Substitution

Addition

2

Substitution

3

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
Col 5:2 (Deut
8:5)
Col 3:1 (Deut
5:22)
Col 4:4 (Deut
5:31)
Col 3:4 (Deut
5:24)

4Q37

MT

כן
֯ענן וערפל

ֶ ֽה ָﬠנָן
וְ ָ ֽהﬠ ֲָרפֶל

קים
֯ ׄה]ח[ו

וְ הַ חֻקִּ ים

הנה

הֵ ן

Col 3:7 (Deut
5:25)

מו[ס^יׄ ^פ
ׄ
ים

יֹ סְ פִ ים

Col 8:3 (Deut
11:7)

הגדולים

הַ גָּדֹ ל

Col 10:1
(Exod 12:46)

לחוץ

חוּצָ ה

Col 10:2
(Exod 12:48)

אתכםה

�ִא ְתּ

Col 1:2 (Deut
5:1)

הזה

Col 5:3 (Deut
8:6)
Col 5:5 (Deut
8:7)
Col 8:4 (Deut
11:8)

ב[כ֯ ול
דרכיו

בִּ ְד ָרכָיו

ור]חבה
ׄ
והמשפטי
ם

Col 8:2 (Deut
11:6)

מקרב

בְּ קֶ ֶרב

Col 10:13
(Exod 13:5)

כאש]ר
ׄ

אֲשֶׁ ר

Col 12:14
(Deut 32:8)

בְּ נֵי
יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ ל

בני
אלוהים

No Variants
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Detailed
Description of
Variant
Addition of
particle
Omission of
Article
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Substitution of
Synonym
Substitution of
Stem (See
Qimron,
§310.16)
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
adverbial of
place
Substitution of
Number
Addition of
Demonstrative
Pronoun
Addition of כל
Addition from
Parallel Context
Addition from
Parallel Context
Substitution of
Prepositional
Phrases
Substitution to
Parallel Context
Substitution of
Synonym

Statistical
Weight
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
1
1

Table A17 continued

Not
Counted

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Col 1:1 (Deut
5:1)

]ע[ה
֯ שמ
֯

Col 3:10
(Deut 5:27)

֯א ׄלי֯ כ֯ ]ה

Col 3:10
(Deut 5:27)

תה
֯ [ו֯ ֯א

Col 4:7 (Deut
5:33)

תלכ[וׄ ן

תֵּ לֵכוּ

Col 10:12
(Exod 13:5

אל ֯ה]ארץ

אֶ ל־אֶ ֶרץ

Col 10:12-13
(Deut 13:5)

החתי

וְ הַ חִ ִתּי

ומהריה

ָוּמֵ ה ֲָר ֶריה

ְשׁמַ ע

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Col 9:1 (Deut
11:21)?

Synoymous
Spelling

Col 5:9 (Deut
8:9)
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Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Duncan says the
text goes from
Deut 11:21 to
Ex 12:43, but
the text is too
fragmentary and
depends on
conjecture
(DJD, 88)
4Q37 has
Collapsed Form

Table A18. 4Q38: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Omission

1
Substitution

2

Addition

Omission

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

MT

F1:L2
(Deut 5:29)
F2:L13
(Deut
11:12)
F2:L3
(Deut 11:7)

אֶ ת

Statistical
Weight
1

שנה

הַ שָּׁ נָה

Omission of
Article

1

הגדלים

הַ גָּדֹ ל

Substitution
of Number

1

אתמה באים
ׄ

אַתָּ ה
בָ א

Substitution
of Number

1

ברגליכה

� ְבְ ַרגְ ל

Substitution
of Number

1

החוק]ים
ׄ
[ו֯ ֯ה ׄמ ֯ש]פטים

Addition of
Parallel verse

3

F2:L5
(Deut 11:8)

תם
ׄ ׄורבי
ׄ

Addition of
Parallel verse

2

F2:L6
(Deut 11:8)

את הירדן

F1:L2
(Deut 5:29)

כָּל
No Variants

Synonymous
Spelling

Detailed
Description
of Variant
Omission of
Marker of
Accusative

F2:L8
(Deut
11:10)
F2:L10
(Deut
11:10)
F2:L4
(Deut 11:8)

3
Not
Counted

4Q38

F2:L6
(Deut 11:9)
F2:L9
(Deut
11:10)

Addition of
Parallel verse
Omission
of kōl

תאריכון

תַּ א ִ ֲ֤ריכוּ

Addition of
Indicative
Nun

היאה

הִ וא

Qere
perpetuum
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3
1

Table A19. 4Q38a: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Addition
1

Substitution

2

Substitution

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q38a

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

F1:L6
(Deut
19:11)

אל אחת
[מן
הערים
האלה
ׄ

אֶ ל־אַחַ ת
הֶ ﬠ ִָרים
הָ אֵ ל

Addition:
Harmonization
to Parallel
Passage

1

F3:L2
(Frgs. 23:L12
[Deut
20:17])

והח]וי

הַ חִ וִּ י

Omission of
Conjunctive
Vav

1

F5:L7
(Deut 26:4)

את

Addition of
Marker of
Accusative

1

F1:L3
(Deut 13:3)
F2:L3
(Frgs. 23:L3 [Deut
20:8])
F5:L6
(Deut 26:3)

3
Not
Counted

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F4:L8
(Deut 24:3)

Orthographic
substitution

F1:L6
(Deut
19:11)

מצו[כמה

� ְְמצַ וּ

Substitution of
Number

1

השופטים

הַ שֹּׁ ְט ִרים

Substitution of
Noun

1

לפני יהוה

לַיהוָה

Substitution of
Prepositions

1

No Variants
אשר
לקחה [לו
לאשה
האלה
ׄ
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הָ אֵ ל

Addition based
on Spatial
Considerations
More common
Orthographic
Form

Table A20. 4Q40: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant
Addition

1

Omission
Substitution

2

Addition

3

Not
Counted

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Kethiv/Qere

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F5:L6
(Deut 7:22)
F1:L7
(Frgs. 13:L7 [Deut
3:22])
F4:L3
(Deut 4:33)
F1:L3
(Frgs. 13:L3 [Deut
3:20])
F1:L7
(Frgs. 13:L7 [Deut
3:21])
F1:L5
(Frgs. 13:L5 [Deut
3:21])

Detailed
Description
of Variant
Addition of
Preposition

Statistical
Weight

4Q40

MT

לכלותמה
֯

כַּ�תָ ם

ולו֯ ֯א

ל ֹא

Addition of
Conjunctive
vav

1

שמעתמה

ָשָׁ מַ ﬠְ תּ

Substitution
of Number

1

Addition of
Divine Name

2

^אלוהיכמה
^
No Variants
ש[ם
֯ ]◦

שָׁ מָּ ה

ההיׄ אה
ׄ

הַ הִ וא
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Qere
Perpetuum

1

Table A21. 4Q41: Description of variants, category 1
Description
of Variant

Additions

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
Col 1:6,
(Deut 8:9)
Col 2:2 (Deut
5:1)
Col 2:10-11
(Deut 5:5)
Col 3:4 (Deut
5:9)
Col 3:10
(Deut 5:13)

ולוא

ל ֹא

שמעה

ְשׁמַ ע

ואנוכי

אָנֹ כִ י

וכול

כָּל

ועשית את כול

וְ ﬠ ִָשׂיתָ כּל

Col 3:11
(Deut 5:14)

וביום השביעי

וְ יוֹם הַ ְשּׁבִ יﬠִ י

Col 5:6 (Deut
5:24)

ביום הזה

הַ יּוֹם הַ זֶּה

חטה ושעורה
וגפן תאנה
ורמון

וּשׂעֹ ָרה
ְ חִ טָּ ה
וּתאֵ נָה
ְ וְ ֶגפֶן
וְ ִרמּוֹן

על שלשים

ַל־שׁלּ ִ ֵ֥שׁים
ִ וְ ﬠ

עושה

וְ ֤ ֹﬠשֶׂ ה

אתה בנך בתך
עבדך ואמתך
שורך וחמורך
ובהמתך גריך

� ֶוּבִ נְ �־וּבִ תּ
� ֶוְ ﬠַבְ ְדּ�־ ַואֲמָ ת
�שׁוֹר� ַוחֲמֹֽ ְר
ְ ְו
� ֶוְ כָל־בְּ הֶ ְמתּ
�וְ ֵ ֽג ְר

Omission of
Conjunctive vavs

4

אֶ ת

Omission of Marker
of Accusative

1

וְ ֥ל ֹא תַ חְ מֹ֖ ד ֵ ֣אשֶׁ ת
ֵרﬠֶ ֑� ס וְ ֨ל ֹא
�ִת ְתאַ ֜ ֶוּה ֵבּ֣ית ֵר ֶ֗ﬠ

Omission of
Conjunctive vav

2

שָׂ ֜ ֵדהוּ וְ ﬠַבְ ֤דּוֹ
שׁוֹרוֹ
֣ ַ֙ו ֲאמָ תוֹ
ֲשׁר
֥ ֶ ֲמֹרוֹ וְ ֖ ֹכל א
֔ ַוח
לְ ֵר ֶ ֽﬠ�׃

Omission of
Conjunctive vav

3

Col 3:6 (Deut
5:9)
Col 3:6 (Deut
5:10)
Col 3:12-Col
4:1 (Deut
5:14)
Col 4:5-7
(Deut 5:15//
Exod 20:11)
Col 4:10-11
(Deut 5:21)
Col 4:11-12
(Deut 5:21)

Substitution

Statistical
Weight

MT

Col 1:4 (Deut
8:8)

Omissions

Detailed
Description of
Variant
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Emphatic heh
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of Marker
of Accusative
Addition of
preposition
(interpretative?)
Addition of
Preposition

4Q41

Col 5:2 (Deut
5:22)
Col 2:10-11
(Deut 5:5)
Col 4:4 (Deut
5:15)
Col 5:9 (Deut
5:26)
Col 5:9 (Deut
5:27)

לוא תחמוד
אשת רעיך
לוא תחמוד
בית רעיך
שדהו עבדו
אמתו שורו
חמורו וכול
אשר לרעיך
ענן וערגל

ֶ ֽה ָﬠנָן וְ ָ ֽהﬠ ֲָרפֶל

דברי

ְדּבַ ר

לשמור

ַלﬠֲשׂוֹת

חי

חַ יִּ ים

ידבר

י ֹאמַ ר
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Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav

Omission of
Articles
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Synonym
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Synonym

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1

Table A22. 4Q41: Description of variants, category 2
Description
of Variant

Addition

Omissions

Substitution

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
Col 1:2 (Deut
8:7)

Detailed
Description of
Variant
Addition: Parallel
Passage

Statistical
Weight

4Q41

MT

אל ארץ טובה
ורחבה

אֶ ל־אֶ ֶרץ טוֹבָ ה

Col 2:7 (Deut
5:3)

היים היום

חַ יִּ ים

Col 2:10-11
(Deut 5:5)

דברי יהוה
אלוהיכם

ְדּבַ ר יְ הוָה

Col 3:14
(Deut 5:14)

תעשה בו כל

תַ ﬠֲשֶׂ ה כָל

Col 4:5-7
(Deut 5:15)

לקדשו

Addition of Inf
Construct

1

חושך

Added Word

1

Omission of kôl
particle

1

Col 5:2 (Deut
5:22)
Col 3:12-Col
4:1 (Deut
5:14)
Col 1:3 (Deut
8:6)
Col 4:4 (Deut
5:15).
Col 5:6 (Deut
5:24)

וְ כָל
ולאהבה

וּלְ יִ ְראָה

לשמור

ַלﬠֲשׂוֹת

יהוה

ֱא�הִ ים

Addition of today
Addition to
Divine Name
Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase

Substitution to
Parallel Passage
Substitution to
Parallel Passage
Substitution of
Divine Name

1
2
2
2

1
1
1

Table A23. 4Q41: Description of variants, category 3
Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q41

MT

No Variants
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Detailed Description
of Variant

Statistical
Weight

Table A24. 4Q41: Description of variants, not counted in statistics
Description
of Variant
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Synonymous
Spelling

Addition due
to Excerpted
Nature

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q41

MT

Col 5:10
(Deut 5:27)

ואת ׄה
֯

אַתּ
ְ ְו

Col 1:7 (Deut
8:9)

ומהריה

ָוּמֵ ה ֲָר ֶריה

Col 3:4 (Deut
5:9)

תעובדם

תָ ﬠָבְ דֵ ם

Col 3:7 (Deut
5:10)

מצוותי

ִמצְ וֹתָ ו
[וֹתי׃
ֽ ָ ְ]מצ
ִ

Col 4:6 (Deut
5:15//Exod
20:11)

וינוח

ַו ָיּנַח

Col 4:1011(Deut
5:21)

רעיך

�֑ ֵֶרﬠ

Col 4:11-12
(Deut 5:21)

רעיך

�֑ ֵֶרﬠ

Col 5:2 (Deut
5:22)

ויכותבם

ַ ֽו יִּכְ ְתּבֵ ם

Col 4:5-7
(Exod 20:11)

כי ששת ימים
עשה יהוה את
השמים ואת
הארץ את הים
וכול אשר בם
וינוח ביום
השביעי על כן
ברך יהוה את
יום השבת
לקדשו

ִ ֣כּי ֵ ֽשׁשֶׁ ת־י ִָמי ֩ם
ﬠָשָׂ֨ ה יְ ה ֜ ָוה אֶ ת־
הַ שָּׁ ַ ֣מיִ ם וְ אֶ ת־
֙הָ אָ ֶ֗רץ אֶ ת־הַ יָּם
וְ אֶ ת־כָּל־אֲשֶׁ ר־
֔ ָבּם וַיָּ ֖נַח בַּ יּ֣ וֹם
יﬠי ﬠַל־ ֵ֗כּן
֑ ִ ִהַ ְשּׁב
בֵּ ַ ֧ר� יְ הוָ ֛ה אֶ ת־
י֥ וֹם הַ שַּׁ ָבּ֖ת
ַ ֽו יְקַ ְדּ ֵ ֽשׁהוּ
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Detailed
Description of
Variant
Obscure but just
orthography if
given
Orthography:
collapsed form or
full form
Orthographic
(DSS Spelling)
Yod/vav are
indistinguishable
(DJD, 124)
Agrees with qere
Difference in
orthography
Orthography:
4Q41 could be
pausal form
(happens twice)
Orthography:
4Q41 could be
pausal form
(happens twice)
Orthographic
(DSS Spelling)

Addition from
Parallel Passage

Statistical
Weight

Table A25. 5Q1: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

5Q1

1

Addition

Col 1:5 (Deut
7:19)

[]הע
ׄ

2

Addition

Col 1:5 (Deut
7:19)

הי֯ ו֯ ֯ם

3

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant
Addition but
the ayin is
obscured.
Addition of
Day

No Variants
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Substitution
of Spelling

Not
Counted
Corrections
from a
Second
Hand

Correction:
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Col 2:6 (Deut
8:13)

ׄבקרך

�וּבְ ָ ֽק ְר

Col 2:9 (Deut
8:17)

בלבבךם
ׄ

� ֶבִּ לְ בָ ב

Col 1:3 (Deut
7:17)

האל

הָ אֵ לֶּה

Col 1:3 (Deut
7:17)

איך
ׄ

אֵ יכָה

ומ[הריה
ׄ

ָוּמֵ ה ֲָר ֶריה

Col 2:4 (Deut
8:9)
Col 1:1 (Deut
7:15)
Col 2:6 (Deut
8:12)

^ראיתה
^ואשר
^^בם

Col 2:6 (Deut
8:13

בקרך

�וּבְ ָ ֽק ְר

Col 2:9 (Deut
8:17)

בלבבךם
ׄ

� ֶבִּ לְ בָ ב

Col:15 (Deut
9:2)

את
[השמים
]את
֯ ֯ו
^הארץ
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Synonymous
form of
Demonstrative
Pronoun
Substitution of
Synonymous
Pronoun
Substitution of
Spelling
Correction not
prima mana
Correction not
prima mana
Omission of
Conjunctive
vav
Possible
Correction,
but too little
evidence
Correction but
depends on
too little
evidence

Statistical
Weight
1
2

APPENDIX 2
TABLES OF THE PROPHETIC TEXTS
Table A26. 4Q47: Description of variants
Category Description
of Variant
Addition

1

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F9i:L1 (Col 4:1
[Josh 7:12])
F9i:L9 (Col 4:9
[Josh 7:16])

F1:L1 (Col 1:1
[Josh 8:35])
Omissions
F9i:L7 (Col 4:7
[Josh 7:15])
F4:L1 (Col 2:1
[Josh 6:5])
F9i:L3 (Col 4:3
Substitution
[Josh 7:13])
F9i:L4 (Col 4:4
[Josh 7:13])
F1:L1 (Col 1:1
[Josh 8:35])
F1:L2 (Col 1:2
[Josh 8:35])
F3:L4 (Col 2:4
Addition
[Josh 6:7])
F9i:L1 (Col 4:1
[Josh 7:12])

4Q47

MT

ולא

ל ֹא

את
֯
אֲשֶׁ ר
כי

וְ כִ י

וׄ עלה

וְ ﬠָלוּ

בקרבכם

� ְבְּ קִ ְרבּ

אויביכם

�אֹ יְ בֶ י

את יה[וׄ שו
בעברו [את
הירדׄ ]ן
יהושוע

ולא פנים

2
Omission

Substituti
on

יְ הוָה ִיקְ ַרב
ל ִַמּ ְשׁפָּחוֹת
וְ הַ ִמּ ְשׁפָּחָ ה
אֲשֶׁ ר־
יִ לְ כְּ דֶ נָּה

F9i:5 (Col 4:5
[Josh 7:14])

Detailed
Description of Statistical
Weight
Variant
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Marker of
1
Accusative
Omission of
1
Relative Particle
Omission of
1
Conjunctive vav
Substitution:
1
Collective
Substitution:
1
Collective
Substitution:
1
Collective
Addition: Make
1
Object Explicit
Addition: Make
3
time Explicit
Addition: Make
1
Subject Explicit
Harmonization to
common phrase
(cf. Jer 2:27;
3
18:17; 32:33; 2
Chron 29:6)
Parablepsis due
to haplography

10

F2:L5 (Col
1:10 [Josh
5:6])

ראות

הַ ְראוֹתָ ם

Substitution:
Verbal Stem

1

F9i:L6 (Col 4:6
[Josh 7:15])

בהם

בַּ חֵ ֶרם

Substitution:
Noun for
Pronoun

1
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Table A26 continued

Potential
Category
3
variants

Addition
plus
reworked
section

3

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Not
Counted

Synonymou
s Spellings

Uncertain
Placement
of Fragment
15

Addition of
Joshua
8:34-35
and
reworked
section
from
Joshua
4:18

F9i:L1
(Col 4:1
[Josh
7:12])
F20:2
(Frgs. 1922:L2
[Josh
10:9])
F21-22:L2
(Frgs. 1922:L5
[Josh
10:11])
F19:L2
(Frgs. 1922:L2
[Josh
10:9])
F15:L1
(Col 5:10
[Josh
8:10])
F15:L2
(Col 5:10
[Josh
8:11])
F15:L13
(Col 5:10
[Josh
8:14])
F15:L5
(Col 5:10
[Josh
8:18?])

Fragment
1 and 2

Addition and
Reworking

No Variants
֯ׄאיׄ ׄבי֯ ו

אֹ יְ בֵ יהֶ ם

Proposed
difference in
Number

֯ה ׄל]ך

ָﬠלָה

Proposed
Substitution of
Lexical Stem

גְּ דֹ לוֹת

Proposed
Omission: Further
Description
Proposed
Synonymous
Spelling:
Weakening of
Gutturals

ויבו^א^א ֯ל
֯

ו[הזקנים
֯

וְ זִקְ נֵי יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ ל

Proposed
Omission: Implicit

וישובו

ָﬠלוּ

Proposed
Substitution of
Lexical Stem

לק[ראתם
֯

לִ קְ ַראת־
יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ ל

Proposed
Substitution:
Noun for Pronoun

ב[יׄ דך
אלהעי
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Ambiguous
Correction

21

Table A27. 4Q49: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q49

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

Omission

L3 (Judges
6:4)

שה שור

וְ שֶׂ ה וָשׁוֹר

Omission of
Conjunctive
vavs

2

Substitution

L9 (Judges
6:13)

שספרו

אֲשֶׁ ר ִספְּ רוּ

Omission

L2 (Judges
6:3

וְ ﬠָלוּ ָﬠלָיו

Substitution

L8 (Judges
6:13)

אלהים

1

2
3

Not
Counted

יְ הוָה

Substitution of
Relative
Pronoun
Omission:
Parablepsis
Substitution of
Divine Name

No Variants
Differences
from the
Excerpting
Process

L5-6
(Judges
6:5)

Depends on
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

L4 (Judges
6:5)

Synonymous
Spelling

L6 (Judges
6:11)

Omission of
Judges 6:7b-10

האביעזרי
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וְ לִ גְ מַ לֵּיהֶ ם

Proposed
Omission

אֲבִ י ָ ֽה ֶﬠז ְִרי

Synonymous
Spelling of
Gentilic

1
4
1

Table A28. 6Q4: Description of variants
Category

2

Description
of Variant

Substitution

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

F11:L2
(Frgs. 1014:L2 [2
Kgs 7:8])
F15:L6 (2
Kings
8:41)
F15:L6 (2
Kings 8:4)
F5:L5 (1
Kings
22:31)
F10:L4
(Frgs. 1014:L4 [2
Kings
7:9])

Not
Counted

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

6Q4

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

[משואם

ִמשָּׁ ם

Different
reading of
Consonants

2

ספר נא

סַ פְּ ָרה־נָּא

Emphasis

1

א[ל]י[שע

ִאישׁ־
הָ ֱא�הִ ים

Substitution: a
name for a title

1

]ויצו
[מל]ך
ׄ
ארם

וּמֶ לֶ� א ֲָרם
צִ וָּה

Only the top of
the lamed is
visible

]֯ע ֯ת ֯ה

וְ ﬠַתָּ ה

F15:L1 (2
Kings
7:20)

כדבר איש
האלהי[ם

F15:L3 (2
Kings 8:1)

את

וַתֵּ לֶ� הִ יא
וּבֵ יתָ הּ
וַתָּ גָר

F15:L4 (2
Kings 8:2)

Synonymous
Spelling

[]אַתּ
ְ אַתּי
ִ

The final mem
is clear, but not
enough text is
present to
identify the
reading
Qere may side
with 6Q4 but
evidence is
insufficient

F15:L4 (2
Kings 8:2)

][אל ֯א ֯ר ֯ץ

בְּ אֶ ֶרץ

F15:L5 (2
Kings 8:2)

א[ל
֯ ותבא
֯ה ֯עי֯ ֯ר

וַתֵּ צֵ א
לִ צְ עֹ ק

F15:L4 (2
Kings 8:1)

על

אֶ ל
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Confusion of
Gutturals

Table A29. 1QIsaa: Description of variants (category 2, addition variants)
Fragment, Line,
and Verse
Col 1:16 (Isa
1:13)
Col 1:18-19 Isa
1:15)

אצבעותיכם
בעאון

Col 2:5 (Isa 1:31)

החסנכם

Col 4:2 (Isa 3:24)

בשת

Col 4:6 (Isa 4:2)

ויהודה

Col 5:21 (Isa 6:1)

ׄכסאו

כִּ סֵּ א

Col 7:16 (Isa
7:25)

^^ברזל
ׄ יראת

יִ ְראַת

Col 7:22 (Isa 8:4)

לקראו

קְ ר ֹא

Col 11:30 (Isa
13:22)

ענוגו

עֹ נֶג

Col 11:30 (Isa
13:22)
Col 12:2 (Isa
14:2)
Col 12:2 (Isa
14:2)
Col 12:2 (Isa
14:2)
Col 15:14 (Isa
19:11)
Col 15:21 (Isa
19:16)
Col 16:21 (Isa
21:7)
Col 17:29 (Isa
22:14)
Col 20:7 (Isa
25:9)
Col 20:14 (Isa
26:2)
Col 20:29 (Isa
26:16)
Col 20:31 (Isa
26:18)
Col 23:12 (Isa
30:6)
Col 24:31 (Isa
30:19)
Col 25:16 (Isa
30:30)

1QIsaa

MT

ועצרתה

ַוﬠֲצָ ָרה

Detailed Description of Variant
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition: Parallel Context (cf.
Isa 59:3 [DJD, 119])
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition: Interpretive
Addition:
Explicit/Dittography/Parablepsis
Addition of Pronominal
Suffixes: Explicit

הֶ חָ סֹ ן

Addition: Interpretive
Additions: Pronominal suffix:
Explicit
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit/Dittography or
Parablepsis

עוד

Addition of Adverb: Explicit
Addition of Attributive
Adjective: Explicit
Addition: Parallel Context (cf.
Isa 2:3)

רבים
רבים

Statistical
Weight
1
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

אל אדמתם

Addition: Explicit/Parablepsis

3

חכמיה

Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit

1

מ^ה^ניף ידו

Addition: Explicit

2

איש

Addition: Explicit

1

לכם

Addition: Explicit

2

Addition: Expansion of Divine
Name
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition:
Dittography/Parablepsis

יהוה
שעריך

ְשׁﬠ ִָרים

לחשו

לַחַ שׁ

ישוטתך

יְ שׁוּעֹת

צרה וציה

צָ ָרה

יהוה
השמיע השמיע

וְ הִ ְשׁ ִמי ַﬠ
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1
1
1
1
2

Addition: Explicit

1

Addition: Dittography

1

Table A29 continued
Col 25:19 (Isa
30:32)
Col 25:31 (Isa
30:33)
Col 26:2 (Isa
31:6)
Col 26:22 (Isa
32:11)
Col 28:3 (Isa
34:4)
Col 28:23 (Isa
35:6)
Col 28:24 (Isa
35:8)
Col 28:30 (Isa
36:2)
Col 29:4 (Isa
36:4)
Col 30:13 (Isa
37:9)
Col 30:26 (Isa
37:20)
Col 31:3 (Isa
37:25)
Col 31:6 (Isa
37:27)
Col 31:27 (Isa
38:6)
Col 31:28-29 (Isa
38:8)
Col 32:7 (Isa
38:15)
Col 32:17 (Isa
39:2)
Col 32:25 (Isa
39:6)
Col 33:12 (Isa
40:12)
Col 33:17 (Isa
40:18)
Col 33:18 (Isa
40:19)
Col 33:26 (Isa
40:26)
Col 35:10 (Isa
42:1)
Col 35:24 (Isa
42:14)

מוסדו

Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition:
Dittography/Parablepsis

ֽמוּסָ דָ ה

הכיני
לאשר

Addition: Dittography

1
1
2

והעמקים
יתבקעו

Addition: Harmonization to
Common Word Pair
Addition: harmonization to
Micah 1:4 (See Kutscher, 273)

ילכו

Addition: Explicit

1

Addition: Dittography

1

Addition: Explicit

1

Addition: Explicit

3

Addition: Explicit/Parablepsis

2

וספדנה

שמה שמה

שָׁ ם

מאודה
אתה בטחתה בו

ָבָּ טָ חְ תּ

וישוב

Addition: Expansion of Divine
Name
Addition: Harmonization (cf. 2
Kings 19:24] Kutscher, 540)
Addition in a List: Parallel
Passage or
Parablepsis/Dittography

אלוהים
זרים
קומכם
למעני ולמען
דויד עבדי
במעלות עלית
אחז

1
4

1
1
1

Addition: Harmonization

7

Addition: Adds Historical Detail

1

ליא

Addition: Explicit

2

כל

Addition: Explicit

1

יבואו

Addition: Explicit

1

בְ מַ ﬠֲלוֹת אָחָ ז

בזרתו

בַּ זּ ֶֶרת

תדמיוני

ְתּדַ ְמּיוּן

Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit

ויעשה

Addition: Explicit

כוחו

ַכֹּח

ומשפטו

ִמ ְשׁפָּט

Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit

אך

Addition: Emphasis
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1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A29 continued
Col 37:5 (Isa
43:25)

עוד

Col 37:12 (Isa
44:6)

שמו

Col 37:18 (Isa
44:13)
Col 37:24 (Isa
44:19)
Col 38:6 (Isa
44:28)
Col 38:16 (Isa
45:9)
Col 39:16 (Isa
46:11)
Col 40:23 (Isa
48:17)
Col 41:5 (Isa
49:7)
Col 41:5 (Isa
49:7)
Col 42:17 (Isa
51:3)
Col 43:23 (Isa
52:8)
Col 43:28-29 (Isa
52:12)
Col 44:2 (Isa
52:14)
Col 44:6 (Isa
53:2)
Col 44:8 (Isa
53:3)
Col 44:19 (Isa
53:11)
Col 44:22 (Isa
53:12)
Col 45:3 (Isa
54:6)
Col 45:7 (Isa
54:9)
Col 46:20 (Isa
56:7)
Col 46:23 (Isa
56:10)
Col 47:10 (Isa
57:11)
Col 47:11 (Isa
57:11)

Addition: Emphasis
Addition: Parallel Context (cf.
Isa 47:4; 48:2; 51:15; 54:5
[DJD, 165])
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit

נטהו
לאמור
^והיכל^י

Addition: Dittography
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition: Idiom Damaged
Exemplar?
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit

וְ הֵ יכָל

אדם
יצרתיה

יָצַ ְר ִתּי

אשר תלך בה

�ֵתֵּ ל

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Addition:

3

Addition: Divine Title

1

Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit

2

נס יגון ואנחה

Addition to Parallel Passages

4

ברחמים

Addition: Parallel Passage

2

אלוהי כול
הארץ יקרא

Addition: Parallel Passage (Isa
54:5 [DJD, 175])

5

Addition: Interpretative

1

Addition: Explicit

2

Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit

1

Addition: Interpretive

1

Addition: Explicit

1

יהוה

Addition of Divine Name

1

עוד

Addition: Adverbial Idea

1

יעלו

Addition: Explicit (cf. Isa 60:7]
DJD, 179)

1

המה

Addition: Explicit

1

Addition: Pronominal Suffix
(Interpretative)

1

Addition: Explicit

1

אדוני
גואלכה

משחתי

גֹּ אֵ ל

ִמ ְשׁחַ ת

לו
ונבוזהו

נִ בְ זֶה

אור
ולפשעיהמה

ותיראיני

וְ ַלפּ ְֹשׁﬠִ ים

ו ִ ַֽתּ ְיר ִאי

אלה
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Table A29 continued
Col 47:12 (Isa
57:12)
Col 47:14 (Isa
57:14)
Col 47:18 (Isa
57:18)
Col 48:2 (Isa
58:7)
Col 48:19 (Isa
59:7)
Col 49:15-16 (Isa
60:13)
Col 49:17 (Isa
60:14)
Col 49:22 (Isa
60:19)
Col 49:25 (Isa
60:21)
Col 50:1 (Isa
61:4)
Col 50:18 (Isa
62:7)
Col 50:20 (Isa
62:9)
Col 50:21 (Isa
62:9)
Col 50:21-22 (Isa
62:9)
Col 50:23 (Isa
62:10)
Col 50:29 (Isa
63:3)
Col 51:12 (Isa
63:16)
Col 51:16 (Isa
64:1 [Eng 2]
Col 51:27 (Isa
65:1)
Col 53:12 (66:2)
Col 54:3 (Isa
66:16)
Col 54:13 (Isa
66:21)

קובציך

Addition: Explicit

2

המסלה

Addition: Parallel Passage

2

לוא

Addition: Explicit

2

בגד

Addition: Explicit

1

וחמס

Addition in a List: Parallel
Passage or Parablepsis

2

נתן לך

Addition: Explicit

3

כול

Addition: Explicit

1

בלילה

Addition: Explicit

1

יהוה

Addition: Explicit

1

יקוממו

Addition: Explicit

1

Addition: Marginal
Reading?/Dittography

3

Addition: Emphasis

1

Addition: Harmonization

1

Addition: Explicit

3

עד יכין ועד
יכונן ועד ישים

ַﬠד־יְכוֹנֵן וְ ﬠַד־
י ִָשׂים

אם
את שם יהוה

אֶ ת־יְ הוָה

אמר אלוהיך
מאבן הנגף

מֵ אֶ בֶ ן

Addition: Interpretive

2

ומעמי

וּמֵ ﬠ ִַמּים

Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit

1

Addition: Emphasis

1

הואה

Addition: Immediate
Context/Interpretative
Addition of Pronominal Suffix:
Explicit
Addition: Harmonization

לצריכה
שאלוני

שָׁ אָלוּ

והחורד

וחרד

3
1
1

יבוא

Addition: Explicit

1

ליא

Addition: Explicit

1
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Table A30. 1QIsaa: Description of variants (category 2, omission variants)
Fragment, Line,
and Verse
Col 2:10 (Isa 2:3)
Col 3:28 (Isa
3:22)

1QIsaa

אֶ ל־הַ ר־יְהוָה
וְ הַ ִמּטְ פָּחוֹת

Col 4:10 (Isa 4:56)
Col 4:12 (Isa 5:1)
Col 5:5 (Isa 5:19)
Col 5:15 (Isa
5:27)
Col 5:22 (Isa 6:2)
Col 5:24 (Isa 6:3)
Col 6:14 (Isa 7:2)
Col 8:2 (Isa 8:9)
Col 8:17 (Isa
8:23)
Col 9:20 (Isa
10:6)
Col 10:26 (Isa
11:9)
Col 11:1 (Isa
11:12)
Col 11:4 (Isa
11:15)
Col 11:18 (Isa
13:9)
Col 12:19 (Isa
14:18)
Col 12:24 (Isa
14:23)
Col 12:24-25 (Isa
14:23)

וְ ﬠָשָׁ֔ ן וְ ֛ ֹנגַהּ ֵ ֥אשׁ לֶהָ ָב֖ה
לָ ֑יְ לָה ִ ֥כּי ַﬠל־כָּל־
כּ ָ֖בוֹד ח ָ ֻֽפּה׃ וְ סֻכָּ ֛ה
ל־יוֹמם
ָ֖
ִֵתּהְ יֶ ֥ה לְ צ
נָּא
יָחִ ישָׁ ה

Detailed Description of
Variant
Omission: parablepsis
Omission in List:
Parablepsis

Statistical
Weight
3
3

Omission: Parablepsis

18
1
1

שֵׁ שׁ כְּ ָנפַיִ ם
וְ אָמַ ר קָ דוֹשׁ
לְ בָ בוֹ
ִ ֽה ְתאַזְּרוּ וָחֹ תּוּ

Omission: Implicit
Omission: Implicit
Omission of Prepositional
Phrase: Implicit
Omission: Parablepsis
Omission: Parablepsis
Omission: Parablepsis
Omission: Parablepsis?

 והארץ...ארץ

אַרצָ ה
ְ ְ ו...אַרצָ ה
ְ

Omission: Implicit

2

ולשום

וּלְ שׂוּמוֹ

Omission: Implicit

1

בְּ כָל־הַ ר

Omission: Implicit

3

מכנפות

אַרבַּ ע כַּנְ פוֹת
ְ ֵמ

Omission: Parablepsis
(Simplify idiom)

1

רוח

רוּחוֹ

Omission: Implicit

1

וחטאים

ָוְ חַ טָּ אֶ יה

Omission: Implicit

1

ֻכּלָּם

Omission: Implicit

2

ושמתי

ָוְ שַׂ ְמ ִתּיה

Omission: Implicit

1

וטאטאתי

ָאתיה
ִ ֵוְ ֵ ֽטאט

Omission: Implicit

1

בַּ ﬠֲלֵ ֤י גוֹיִ ם֙ הָ לְ ֣מוּ
רוּקּיהָ ﬠַד־יַﬠְ זֵ ֥ר
ֶ ֔ ְשׂ
נָגָ ֖עוּ ָ ֣תּעוּ ִמדְ ָבּ֑ר
֣חוֹתיהָ נִ ְטּ ֖שׁוּ
ֶ ֔ ְֻשׁל
ﬠָ ֥בְ רוּ ָיֽם׃ ﬠַל־ ֵ֡כּן
אֶ בְ ֶ֞כּה בִּ בְ ִ ֤כי יַﬠְ זֵר֙ גֶּ ֣פֶן
ִשׂבְ ֔ ָמה

Omission: parablepsis due to
haplography

23

בסעפי

ָבִּ ְסﬠִ ֶפיה

Omission: Implicit

1

מעשיו

מַ ﬠֲשֵׂ ה יָדָ יו

Omission: Simplify idiom

1

צְ בָ אוֹת

Omission: Abbreviated
Divine Title

1

ִמצְ ַריִ ם

Omission: Implicit

1

יחיש

בּוֹ

Col 13:26 (Isa
16:8b-9a)

Col 14:10 (Isa
17:6)
Col 14:12 (Isa
17:8)
Col 15:2 (Isa
18:7)
Col 15:32 (Isa
19:23)

MT
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2
2
3
2
3

Table A30 continued
Col 16:31 (Isa
21:14)
Col 17:2 (Isa
21:16)
Col 18:21 (Isa
23:15)
Col 18:24 (Isa
23:17)
Col 19:2 (Isa
24:6)
Col 19:22 (Isa
24:22)
Col 20:17 (Isa
26:5)
Col 20:17-18 (Isa
26:6)
Col 1:4 (Isa
26:21)
Col 20:19 (Isa
26:8)
Col 22:30 (Isa
28:22)
Col 23:4 (Isa
28:27-28)
Col 24:27 (Isa
30:17)
Col 28:17 (Isa
34:16)
Col 28:17 (Isa
34:16)
Col 28:18 (Isa
34:17)
Col 28:24 (Isa
35:8)
Col 30:24 (Isa
37:18)
Col 31:7 (Isa
37:29)
Col 32:3 (Isa
38:11)

Col 33:7 (Isa
40:7-8

בלחם

בְּ לַחְ מוֹ

Omission: Implicit

1

כָּל

Omission: Implicit

1

֙וְ נִ ְשׁכַּ ֤חַ ת צֹ ר
ימי
֖ ֵ ִִשׁבְ ִ ֣ﬠים שָׁ ֔ ָנה כּ
ֶ ֣מלֶ� אֶ ָח֑ד ִמ ֞ ֵקּץ
ִשׁבְ ִ ֤ﬠים שָׁ נָה֙ יִהְ יֶ ֣ה

Omission: parablepsis

14

כָּל

Omission: Implicit

1

אֶ ֶרץ

Omission: Implicit

1

אַסּיר
ִ

Omission: Implicit

1

י ְַשׁפִּ ילָהּ

Omission: Parablepsis

2

ָרגֶל

Omission: Parablepsis

1

הִ נֵּה

Omission: Implicit

1

�קִ וִּ ינוּ

Omission: Implicit

1

ֲאדֹ נָי

Omission: Simplify Divine
Name

1

לֶחֶ ם

Omission: Implicit

1

ִמפְּ נֵי ַגּﬠ ֲַרת

Omission: Implicit

1

מֵ הֵ נָּה

Omission: Implicit

2

ל ֹא פָקָ דוּ

Omission: Implicit

2

חלקת

חִ לְּ קַ תָּ ה

Omission: Pronominal Suffix

1

ודרך

�וָדֶ ֶר� וְ דֶ ֶר

Omission: Haplography

2

ת־אַר ָ ֽצם
ְ
ֶוְ א

Omission: Parablepsis

4

ַיﬠַן הִ ְת ַר ֶגּזְ� אֵ לַי

Omission: Parablepsis

5

יָהּ

Omission: Haplography

1

Omission: Parablepsis

14
(corrected
to MT) See
how the
hand of the
corrector
repeats
ודבר אלוה]ינו

לצר

ׄקוינו

ומפני

ִ ֛כּי ֥רוּחַ יְהוָ ֖ה נָ ְ֣שׁבָ ה
֑בּוֹ אָכֵ ֥ן חָ ִ ֖ציר הָ ָ ֽﬠם׃
י ֵָב֥שׁ חָ ִ ֖ציר נָ ֵ ֽ֣בל ִ ֑ציץ
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Table A30 continued
Col 33:19 (Isa
40:20)
Col 35:2 (Isa
41:24)
Col 35:12 (Isa
42:3)
Col 36:18 (Isa
43:9)
Col 36:28 (Isa
43:19)
Col 37:2 (Isa
43:23)
Col 37:26 (Isa
44:20)
Col 38: 10 (Isa
45:4)
Col 39:11 (Isa
46:6)
Col 40:20 (Isa
48:15)
Col 40:25 (Isa
48:20)
Col 40:26 (Isa
48:21)
Col 43:14 (Isa
52:1)
Col 43:14 (Isa
52:1)
Col 43:17 (Isa
52:4)
Col 43:19 (Isa
52:5)
Col 43:22 (Isa
52:8)
Col 45:19 (Isa
55:1)
Col 47:18 (Isa
57:18)
Col 47:19 (Isa
57:19)
Col 48:14 (Isa
59:3)
Col 48:25 (Isa
59:13)
Col 49:5 (Isa
59:21)
Col 49:8 (Isa
60:5)

ַ ֽה ְמ ֻסכָּן ְתּרוּמָ ה

Omission: space left
blank/erased and filled in
later by corrector to align
with MT (Martin, 546)

3

מֵ אָפַע

Omission: Implicit

2

יכבה

יְ כַבֶּ נָּה

Omission: Implicit

1

ישמיעו

י ְַשׁ ִמיﬠֻנוּ

Omission: Implicit

1

תדעו

ֵָ ֽתדָ עוּה

Omission: Implicit

1

לעולה

�עֹ �תֶ י

Omission: Implicit

1

הֲלוֹא

Omission: Implicit

2

ובשם
הכ^י^נכה

� ְבִּ ְשׁמֶ � ֲאכַנּ

Omission: Implicit

1

ויעשה

וְ ַיﬠ ֵ ֲ֣שׂהוּ

Omission: Implicit

1

קראתי

אתיו
ִ קְ ָר

Omission: Implicit

1

ָהוֹצִ יאוּה

Omission: Implicit

2

הוליכו

ֽהוֹלִ יכָם

Omission: Implicit

עוז

�ֵֻﬠזּ

Omission: Implicit

1

עוֹד

Omission: Implicit

1

ֲאדֹ נָי

Omission: Abbreviated
Divine Title

1

יְ הוָה

Omission: Implicit

1

קוֹל

Omission: Implicit

1

ֶואֱכֹ לוּ וּלְ כוּ ִשׁבְ רוּ

Omission: Parablepsis

5

וְ אַנְ חֵ הוּ

Omission: Parablepsis

3

שָׁ לוֹם שָׁ לוֹם

Omission: Haplography

1

ִשׂפְ ֽתוֹתֵ יכֶם ִדּבְּ רוּ־
שֶׁ קֶ ר

Omission: Parablepsis (no
trigger?)

4

הֹ רוֹ

Omission: Parablepsis

1

אָמַ ר יְ הוָה

Omission: Implicit

2

וּפָחַ ד

Omission: Parablepsis

2

המסכן
תרומה

קולם

שלום
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Table A30 continued
Col 49:12 (Isa
60:9)
Col 49:26 (Isa
61:1)
Col 50:17 (Isa
62:6)
Col 50:23 (Isa
62:10)
Col 51:7 (Isa
63:11)
Col 51:9 (Isa
63:12)
Col 51:17 (Isa
64:2 [Eng., 3])
Col 51:22 (Isa
64:7 [Eng.,8]
Col 52: 6 (Isa
65:7
Col 54:5 (Isa
66:17)

בני

� ִבָ נַי

Omission: Implicit

1

יהוה

ֲאדֹ נָי יְ הוִ ה

Omission: Abbreviated
Divine Title

1

תָּ ִמיד

Omission: Implicit

1

עברו

ﬠִ בְ רוּ ﬠִ בְ רוּ

Omission:
Parablepsis/Dittography

1

המעלה

הַ מַּ ֲﬠלֵם

Omission: Implicit

1

לוֹ

Omission: Implicit

2

בעשותכה
נוראות נקוה

נוֹראוֹת
ָ �ֲשׂוֹת
ְ בַּ ﬠ
ל ֹא נְ קַ וֶּה

Omission: Different Fact

1

חמר

הַ חֹ מֶ ר

Omission: Definiteness

1

הרים

ֶה֣הָ ִרים

Omission: Definiteness

1

ָיסֻפוּ

Omission: Implicit

1

ִמכָּל

Omission: Implicit
(Corrected by Second Hand
to MT)

2

הַ חֳדָ ִשׁים

Omission: Different Syntax

1

Col 54:10 (Isa
66:20)
Col 54:14 (Isa
66:22)

חדשים
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Table A31. 1QIsaa: Description of variants (category 2, substitution variants)
Fragment, Line, and
Verse

1QIsaa

Col 1:18 (Isa 1:15)

ושממו עליה
כמ^א^פכת
זׄ ֯רים
הרבו

Col 1:28 (Isa 1:24)

ׄמצריו

Col 1:9 (Isa 1:7)

MT

Detailed Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

וּשׁמָ מָ ה
ְ
כְּ מַ הְ ֵפּכַת ז ִָרים

Substitution of Parts of
Speech: Agency

1

תַ ְרבּוּ

Substitution of Tense
Substitution of Pronominal
Suffix (Graphic Confusion)
Substitution of Tense and
Pronominal Suffix
Substitution of Tense/Person
Transposition
Substitution of Pronominal
Suffix
Substitution of Syntax:
Harmonization Immediate
Context (Isa 2:8 [DJD, 121])
Substitution of Lexeme and
Voice
Substitution of Tense
Substitution of Divine
Name: Correction against
the MT
Substitution: Graphic
similarity
Substitution of Lexeme
Substitution of Preposition
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Verbal Stem
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution:
Graphic/Phonetic Similarity
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity/Similar Lexeme
Substitution: Divine Name
Substitution:
Graphic/Phonetic similarity
Substitution: Divine Name
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Gender
Substitution: Pronominal
Suffixes
Substitution: Pronominal
Suffixes

ִמצָּ ַ ֔רי

Col 1:28 (Isa 1:25)
Col 2:4 (Isa 1:30)

ואנקם
מ^ה^איבו
והשיב
אשר אין מים

Col 2:5 (Isa 1:31)

ופעלכם

וּפֹ ﬠֲלוֹ

Col 2:28 (Isa 2:20)

אצ[בעותיו
֯

לוֹ

Col 3:16 (Isa 3:11)

ישוב

ֵיﬠָשֶׂ ה

Col 3:23 (Isa 3:16)

וטופף

וְ טָ פֹף

Col 3:24 (Isa 3:17)

{{}}אדוני
^^יהוה

ֲאדֹ נָי

Col 4:9 (Isa 4:4)

סער

בָּ ﬠֵר

Col 4:13 (Isa 5:2)
Col 4:15 (Isa 5:4)
Col 4:16 (Isa 5:5)
Col 4:17 (Isa 5:5)
Col 4:22 (Isa 5:8)

ויברא
בכרמי
אודיע
אסיר
וישתם

וַיִּ בֶ ן
לְ כ ְַר ִמי
אוֹדיﬠָה
ִ
הָ סֵ ר
וְ הוּשַׁ בְ תֶּ ם

Col 4:26 (Isa 5:11)

מאחזי

ְמאַח ֲֵרי

Col 5:10 (Isa 5:24)

ואש

ַוחֲשַׁ שׁ

Col 5:24 (Isa 6:3)
Col 5:25 (Isa 6:4)

וקראים
נמלא

וְ קָ ָרא
יִ מָּ לֵא

Col 6:3 (Isa 6:10)

השמ

הַ ְשׁמֵ ן

Col 6:6 (Isa 6:11)

יהוה

ֲאדֹ נָי

Col 6:9 (isa 6:13)

משלכת

בְּ שַׁ ֶלּכֶת

Col 6:28 (Isa 7:14)
Col 7:19 (Isa 8:2)
Col 7:21 (Isa 8:3)

יהוה
והעד
הנביא

ֲאדֹ נָי
וְ אָﬠִ ידָ ה
הַ נְּ בִ יאָה

Col 7:23 (Isa 8:4)

אביו ואמו

אָבִ י וְ ִא ִמּי

Col 8:25 (Isa 9:6)

אותו ולסעדר

אֹ תָ הּ וּֽ לְ סַ ﬠֲדָ הּ

Col 1:28 (Isa 1:24)

ִאנָּקְ מָ ה מֵ אוֹיְבָ י
וְ אָ ִשׁיבָ ה
אֲשֶׁ ר־מַ ִים אֵ ין
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1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
Col 8:27 (Isa 9:7)

יהוה

ֲאדֹ נָי

Substitution: Divine Name
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Preposition
Substitution: Similar
Lexeme
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Graphic and
Phonological Similarity

1

Col 8:27 (Isa 9:8)

וירעו

וְ י ְָדעוּ

Col 9:1 (Isa 9:11)

על

ﬠַד

Col 9:5 (Isa 9:16)

לוא יחמ^ו^ל

א־יִשׂמַ ח
ְ ֹ ֽל

Col 9:9 (Isa 9:18)

מעברת

בְּ ﬠֶבְ ַרת

Col 9:27 (Isa 10:13)
Col 10:11 (Isa
10:24)
Col 10:12 (Isa
10:26)
Col 10:17 (Isa
10:32)

יואמר

אָ מַ ר

משבט

בַּ שֵּׁ בֶ ט

ויעיר

עוֹרר
ֵ ְו

Substitution: Verbal Stem

1

ינופ

יְ נֹ פֵף

Substitution: Verbal Stem

1

Col 10:24 (Isa 11:6)

ימרו

וּמ ִריא
ְ

Col 10:27 (Isa 11:9)
Col 12:4 (Isa 14:2)
Col 12:20-21 (Isa
14:19-20)
Col 12:14 (Isa
14:23)
Col 12:27 (Isa
14:25)
Col 12:27 (Isa
14:25)
Col 13:2-3 (Isa
14:30)

תמלאה
ורדים

מָ לְ אָה
וְ ָרדוּ

Substitution: Parts of
Speech (Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Tense

תחת

תֵ חַ ד

Substitution: Lexeme

1

קפז

קִ פֹּד

Substitution: Phonetic
Similarity

1

מעליכמה

ֵ ֽמ ֲﬠלֵיהֶ ם

Substitution: Person

1

שכמכמ

ִשׁכְ מוֹ

Substitution: Person

1

אהרוג

ַיהֲרֹג

Substitution: Person

1

Col 13:4 (Isa 14:31)

ואין מודד
במודעיו

וְ אֵ ין בּוֹדֵ ד
בְּ מוֹﬠָדָ יו

Col 13:6 (Isa 15:1)

עיר

ﬠָר

Col 13:6 (Isa 15:1)

עיר

קִ יר

Col 13:12 (Isa 15:5)
Col 13:14 (Isa 15:7)
Col 13:24 (Isa 16:67)

יערו
תישאום

יְ עֹ ﬠֵרוּ
יִ שָּׂ אוּם

Substitution:
Graphic/Phonetic Similarity
Substitution: Proper Name
for Noun
Substitution: Proper Name
for Noun
Substitution: Verbal Stem
Substitution: Person

ולכן לוא...לכן

 ָלכֵן...ל ֹא־כֵן

Substitution: Adverbs

Col 13:26 (Isa 16:9)

ארזיך

�ֶא ֲַר ָיּו

Col 13:30 (Isa
16:12)

בא

נִ לְ אָה

Col 14:2 (Isa 16:14)

כבוד

כַבִּ יר

Col 14:20 (Isa
17:12)

כבדים

כַּבִּ ִירים

Col 14:26 (Isa 18:2)

בזאי

בָּ זְאוּ
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Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Lexeme
(figurative/concrete)
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
Col 15:2 (Isa 18:7)

בזאי

בָּ זְאוּ

Col 15:11 (Isa 19:8)

הדגים

הַ דַּ יָּגִ ים

Col 15:28 (Isa
19:20)

וירד

ו ָָרב

Substitution: Part of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Defective?
Substitution:
Graphic/Phonetic
Similarity/Lexeme

1
1
1

Col 15:30 (Isa
19:22)
Col 16:6 (Isa 20:2)

ונרפו

וְ ָרפוֹא

Substitution: Tense

1

תחליץ

תַ חֲ�ץ

1

Col 16:10 (Isa 20:5)

מבטחם

מַ בָּ טָ ם

Col 16:12 (Isa 20:6)

נסמך

נ ְַסנוּ

Col 16:14 (Isa 21:1)

דבר

ִמ ְדבַּ ר

Col 16:15 (Isa 21:2)
Col 16:18 (Isa 21:4)

היגד
תועה

ֻהגַּד
תָּ ﬠָה

Col 16:21 (Isa 21:8)

הראה

אַריֵה
ְ

גדרי

גּ ְָרנִ י

שלוש שנים
אסורה
מקרקר קדשו
על ההר

שָׁ נָה
ֻאסָּ רוּ
ְמקַ ְרקַ ר קִ ר
וְ שׁוֹ ַﬠ אֶ ל־הָ הָ ר

Substitution: Verbal Stem
Substitution: Phonetic
Similarity/Similar Lexeme
Substitution: Similar
Lexeme
Substitution: Graphic
similarity
Substitution: Voice
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity/Interpretive
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution of Years
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Faulty Word
Division/Graphic Similarity

הרסך

� ֶיֶהֶ ְרס

Substitution: Tense

1

עברו

עֹ בֵ ר

1

Col 18:6 (Isa 23:2)

מלאכיך

�ִמלְ אוּ

Col 18:14 (Isa 23:9)

כול גאון צבי

גְּ אוֹן כָּל־צְ בִ י

Col 18:14 (Isa 23:9)

עבדי

ﬠִ בְ ִרי

Col 20:7 (Isa 25:9)
Col 18:17 (Isa
23:11)
Col 20:12 (Isa
25:12)

ואמרת

וְ אָמַ ר

מעוזיה
ׄ

ָמָ ֻﬠז ְֶנֽיה

Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Transposition
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Person
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity

יגיע

הִ גִּ י ַﬠ

Substitution: Tense

1

Col 20:18 (Isa 26:7)

תפלט

ְתּ ַפלֵּס

Col 20:19 (Isa 26:8)
Col 20:21 (Isa
26:10)
Col 20:24 (Isa
26:12)

ולתורתך

�וּלְ זִכְ ְר

Substitution:
Graphic/Phonetic Similarity
Substitution: Interpretive

יחון

יֻחַ ן

Substituion: Verbal Stem

תשפוט

ִתּ ְשׁפֹּ ת

Col 20:17 (Isa 26:14

ותאסר

ו ְַתּאַבֵּ ד

Col 21:1 (Isa 26:19)
Col 21:16 (Isa 27:7)

יקיצו וירננו
הורגיו

הָ קִ יצוּ וְ ַרנְּ נוּ
הֲרֻ גָיו

Col 16:25-26 (Isa
21:10)
Col 17:1 (Isa 21:16)
Col 17:6 (Isa 22:3)
Col 17:9 (Isa 22:5)
Col 17:27 (Isa
22:19)
Col 18:6 (Isa 23:2)
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Substitution:
Graphic/Phonetic Similarity
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substituion: Tense
Substitution: Voice

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
Col 21:31 (Isa 28:2)
Col 21:20 (Isa
28:16)
Col 22:26 (Isa
28:20)

ליהוה

לַאדֹ נָי

Substiution: Divine Name

1

מיסד

יִ סַּ ד

Substitution: Tense

1

משתריים

ֵ ֽמהִ ְשׂתָּ ֵר ַﬠ

והמסכסכה
בהתכנס

וְ הַ מַּ סֵּ כָה צָ ָרה
כְּ הִ ְת ַכּנֵּס

בעמק...בהר

כְּ ﬠֵ ֖מֶ ק...כְ הַ ר

יסוב

יוּסָּ ב

Col 23:11 (Isa 29:5)

זדיך

� ִז ָָרי

Col 23:14 (Isa 29:7)

ומצרתה

וּמצֹ֣ דָ תָ הּ
ְ

Col 22:26-27 (Isa
28:20)
Col 22:27 (Isa
28:21)
Col 23:4 (Isa 28:27)

Col 23:23 (Isa
29:13)
Col 24:9 (Isa 30:3)

רחוק

ִרחַ ק

לכמה

Col 24:10 (Isa 30:5)

כלה באש

לִ כְ לִ מָּ ה
כֹּ ל הִ בְ ִאישׁ
[]הֹ בִ ישׁ

Col 24:10 (Isa 30:5)

תועיל

לְ הוֹﬠִ יל

Col 24:12 (Isa 30:6)

ואין מים

מֵ הֶ ם

תסירו

סוּרוּ

ותעלוז

וְ נָלוֹז

Col 26:2 (Isa 31:5)

והפליט

וְ הִ ְמלִ יט

Col 26:6 (Isa 31:8)

ולוא

לוֹ

Col 26:7 (Isa 31:9)

מנוס

ִמנֵּס

Col 26:10 (Isa 32:2)

בצל

כְּ צֵ ל

Col 26:13-14 (Isa
32:5)

יואמר

ֵיֽאָמֵ ר

Col 26:14 (Isa 32:6)

חושב

ַיﬠֲשֶׂ ה

Col 26:30 (Isa
32:19)

היער

הָ ﬠִ יר

Col 27:3 (Isa 33:2)

הושעתנו

יְ שׁוּﬠָתֵ נוּ

Col 27:3 (Isa 33:3)

מדממתך

� ֶוֹממֻת
ְ מֵ ֣ר

Col 27:8 (Isa 33:8)

עדים

ﬠ ִָרים

Col 24:18 (Isa
30:11)
Col 24:21 (Isa
30:12)
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Substiution:
Graphic/Phonetic Similarity
Substiution: Graphic
Similarity/Faulty Word
Division
Substiution: Graphic
Similarity
Substiution: Verbal Stem
Substiution: Grpahic
Similarity
Substiution: Graphic
Similarity
Substiution: Parts of
Speech
Substitution: Transposition
Substitution: Faulty Word
division
Substitution: Parts of
Speech
Substiution: Grpahic
Confusion/Interpretation
Substitution: Tense and
Stem
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution:
Graphic/Phonetic Similarity
Substitution: Phonetic
Confusion
Substitution: Lexeme
Substitution: Graphic
Confusion
Substitution: Stem
Substitution: Parts of
Speech/Lexeme
Substitution:
Lexeme/Transposition of
Letters (cf. earlier in the
verse)
Substitution: Parts of
Speech
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
חפור

הֶ חְ פִּ יר

Substitution: Parts of
Speech

1

ת^י^ראו

ִת ְראֶ ה

Substitution: Lexeme

1

כי

כֵן

יפולו

וְ נָמַ קּוּ

תראה

ִרוְּ תָ ה

ירגיעו

הִ ְרגִּ יﬠָה

Substitution: Tense

1

קופד

קִ פּוֹז

Substitution: Graphic
Similarity

1

פיהו

פִ י

Substitution: Person

1

Col 29:4 (Isa 36:5)

אמרתה

אָמַ ְר ִתּי

1

Col 30:28 (Isa
37:21)

Substitution: Person
(Harmonization to Context)

אליו

אֵ לַי

Substitution: Person

1

Col 31:3 (Isa 37:25)

קראתי

קַ ְר ִתּי

Col 31:5 (Isa 37:26)

נצורים

נִ צִּ ים

Col 31:7 (Isa 37:28)

הנשדפ לפני
קד^י^מ
הרגזכה

וּשׁדֵ מָ ה לִ פְ נֵי
ְ
קָ מָ ה
�ְהִ ְת ַר ֶגּז

Col 32:1 (Isa 38:10)

פקודתי

פֻּקַּ ְד ִתּי

Col 32:1 (Isa 38:10)

ומר

יֶתֶ ר

Col 32:4 (Isa 38:12)

יכלה

וְ נִ גְ לָה

Col 32:4 (Isa 38:12)

ספרתי

קִ פּ ְַד ִתּי

Col 32:5 (Isa 38:13)

שפותי

יתי
ִ ִִשׁוּ

Col 32:5 (Isa 38:13)
Col 32:8 (Isa 38:16)
Col 32:9 (Isa 38:17)
Col 32:16 (Isa 39:1)
Col 32:26 (Isa 39:7)
Col 33:12 (Isa
40:12)
Col 33: 17 (Isa
40:17)
Col 33:18 (Isa
40:19)

ישבור
חיו רוחו
מאודה
והיה
ממעיכה

יְ שַׁ בֵּ ר
חַ יֵּי רוּחִ י
מָ ר
ַ ֽו ֶיּ ֱחזָק
�ִמ ְמּ

מי ים

מַ יִם

וכאפס

מֵ אֶ פֶס

מסך

� ַנָס

Col 27:9 (Isa 33:9)
Col 27:21 (Isa
33:19)
Col 27:28 (Isa
33:23)
Col 28:3 (Isa 34:4)
Col 28:5 (Isa 34:5)
Col 28:14-15 (Isa
34:14)
Col 28:15 (Isa
34:15)
Col 28:17 (Isa
34:16)

Col 31:6 (Isa 37:27)
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Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Interpretative
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity

Substitution:
Graphic/Phonlogic
Similarity
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity and Interpretitve
Substitution: Verbal Stem
Substituions: Parts of
Speech (Graphic Similarity)
Substituions: Graphic
Similarity
Substiution: Graphic
Confusion
Substiution: Graphic
Similarity
Substiution: Graphic
Similarity
Substiution: Stem
Substitution: Less Direct
Substitution: Interpretative
Substitution: Interpretitve
Substitution: Interpretative
Substiution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
substitution: Phonological
Similarity

1
1
1

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
Col 34:6 (Isa 41:2)

נודף

נִ דָּ ף

Col 34:6 (Isa 41:3)

לוא יבינו

ל ֹא יָבוֹא

Col 34:8 (Isa 41:5)

יחדו

ֶיח ֱָרדוּ

Col 34:9 (Isa 41:7)

יואמר

אֹ מֵ ר

Col 35:2 (Isa 41:23)

ונשמעה

וְ נִ ְשׁתָּ ﬠָה

Col 35:3 (Isa 41:25)

העירות

ירוֹתי
ִ ִהַ ﬠ

Col 35:3 (Isa 41:25)

בשמו

בִ ְשׁ ִמי

Col 35:13 (Isa 42:4)

ינחילו

יְ יַחֵ ילוּ

Col 35:14 (Isa 42:5)

האלוהים

יְ הוָה

Col 35:17 (Isa 42:7)

אסור

אַסּיר
ִ

Col 35:22 (Isa
42:11)

יצריחו

יִ צְ וָחוּ

Col 35:23 (Isa 42:13

יודיע

י ִָרי ַﬠ

Col 36:2 (Isa 42:20)

פתחו

ַפָּקוֹח

Col 36:18 (Isa 43:9)

ישמיעו

יִשׁ ְמעוּ
ְ ְו

Col 36:20 (Isa
43:10)

היה

יִ הְ יֶה

Col 36:29 (Isa
43:19)

נתיבות

נְ הָ רוֹת

אתן
ולוא עשיתה
ליא מנחה

נָתַ ִתּי
�ל ֹא הֶ ﬠֱבַ דְ ִתּי
בְּ ִמנְ חָ ה

כבין

בְּ בֵ ין

לוא שותה מים

ל ֹא־שָׁ תָ ה מַ יִ ם

ויועף

ַו ִיּיﬠָף

והגה

וְ הָ יָה

או

אַ ף

ויאכל ועל
גחליו ישב
ויחם

י ֹאכֵל יִ צְ לֶה צָ לִ י
וְ יִ ְשׂבָּ ע אַף־ ָיחֹם

Substitution: Graphic
Confusion

4

נגד

יתי
ִ ָר ִ ֥א

Substitution: Parts of Speech
(Interpretive)

1

יעשה

ﬠָשָׂ ה

Substitution: Tense (Style)

1

Col 37:1 (Isa 43:20)
Col 37:3 (Isa 43:23)
Col 37:9-10 (Isa
44:4)
Col 37:18 (Isa
44:12)
Col 37:18 (Isa
44:12)
Col 37:20 (Isa
44:15)
Col 37:21 (Isa
44:15)
Col 37:22 (Isa
44:16)
Col 37:22 (Isa
44:16)
Col 37:22 (Isa
44:17)
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substitution: Verbal Stem
Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Parts of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution of Person: (Shift
in Agency)
Substitution: Person
(Harmonization)
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Divine Name
Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Harmonization
(cf. 42:13 [DJD, 163]))
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Lexeme
(Grammatical Update)
Substitution: Stem
(Interpretative)

1

Substitution: Tense (Style)

1

Substitution: Graphic
Similarity/Harmonization to
Immediate Context
Substitution: Tense (Style)
Substitution: Lexeme
(Interpretative)
Substitution: Preposition
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Part of Speech
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Graphic
similarity (Scribal error)
Substitution: Particle
(Graphic Similarity)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
Col 37:22 (Isa
44:17)

לבליו עצ

לְ פִ סְ לוֹ

Col 37:26 (Isa
44:20)

יוכיל

יַצִּ יל

Col 37:27 (Isa
44:21)

תשאני

ִתנּ ֵ ָֽשׁנִ י

Col 38:2 (Isa 44:24)

מיא אתי

מֵ י ִא ִתּי
[[]א ִ ֽתּי
ִ ֵ]מ

Col 38:8 (Isa 45:2)

יאושר

[אוֹשׁר ] ֲאיַשֵּׁ ר
ִ

Col 38:8 (Isa 45:2)

אשבור

אֲשַׁ בֵּ ר

Col 38:13 (Isa 45:7)
Col 38:17 (Isa
45:10)
Col 38:24 (Isa
45:16)

טוב

שָׁ לוֹם

ת[חולין

ְתּחִ ילִ ין

צורים

צִ ִירים

Col 38:29 (Isa
45:20)

ואתיו

יַחְ דָּ ו

Col 39:2 (Isa 45:22)

והושיעו

וְ הִ וּ ְָשׁעוּ

Col 39:4 (Isa 45:24)

ליא יאמר

לִ י אָמַ ר

Col 39:6 (Isa 46:1)

משמועיהמה

מַ שָּׂ א ַל ֲﬠ ֵיפָה

Col 39:7 (Isa 46:2)

יוכלו

יָכְ לוּ

Col 39:8 (Isa 46:3)

ממני בטן
ונושאים

ִמנִּ י־בֶ טֶ ן
הַ נְּ שֻׂ ִאים

Col 39:11 (Isa 46:6)

בכיס

ִמכִּ יס

יעשה

אֶ ﬠֱשֶׂ ה

קרובה

קֵ ַרבְ ִתּי

Col 38:22 (Isa 47:2)

שוליך

שֹׁ֛ בֶ ל

Col 38:26 (Isa 47:7)

עוד

ﬠַד

Col 39:27 (Isa 47:7)

אחרונה

אַח ֲִריתָ הּ

Col 39:27 (Isa 47:8)

עודנה

ﬠֲדִ ינָה

Col 39:27 (Isa 47:8)

אראה

אֵ דַ ע

Col 39:15 (Isa
46:10)
Col 39:18 (Isa
46:13)
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Substitution: Explanatory
Note or Harmonization (cf.
Isa 44:19 [DJD, 166])
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Lexeme
Verbal Stem/Aramaic
Influence
Substitution: Interpretative
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Intensity)
Substitution: Lexeme
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Parts of
Speech (Phonetic
Similarity)
Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Voice)
Substitution: Tense
(Aspect)
Substitution: Lexemes
(Graphic Similarity and
Different Word Division)
Substitution: Tense
(Aspect)
Substitution: Voice and
Preposition (Updating)
Substitution: Prepositions
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Agency)
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Parts of
Speech (Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Graphic Similarity)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
Col 39:29 (Isa 47:9)

אלמנה

אַלְ מֹן

Col 39:40 (Isa
47:10)

בדעתך

�בְ ָרﬠ ֗ ֵָת

Col 40:3 (Isa 47:13)

יבוא עליהמה

� ִיָבֹ אוּ ָﬠלָי

Col 40:3 (Isa 47:14)

הצילו

יַצִּ ילוּ

Col 40:12 (Isa 48:7)

שמעתים

ְשׁמַ ﬠְ תָּ ם

Col 40:13 (Isa 48:8)

שמעתי

ָשָׁ מַ ﬠְ תּ

Col 40:13 (Isa 48:8)

לוא פתחת
אוזנכה

�ֶל ֹא־פִ ְתּחָ ה אָ ְזנ

Col 40:14 (Isa 48:8)

יקראו

קֹ ָרא

בחנתיכה

�בְּ חַ ְר ִתּי

איכה איחל

אֵ י� יֵחָ ל

אלה

אֵ לַי

יקבצו כולם
וישמעו

הִ קָּ בְ צוּ כֻלּכֶם
וּֽ שֲׁ מָ עוּ

אהבי

אֲהֵ בוֹ

חפצי

֙חֶ פְ צוֹ

הדריכה

�ֲמַ ְד ִריכ

וצאצאיכה

�וְ צֶ אֱצָ אֵ י מֵ ﬠֶי

Col 41:1 (Isa 49:5)

יוצרך

יֹ צְ ִרי

Col 41:2 (Isa 49:5)

עזרי

ֻﬠזִּי

Col 41:6 (Isa 49:7)
Col 41:6 (Isa 49:7)
Col 41:7 (Isa 49:8)
Col 41:7 (Isa 49:8)

ראו
יבחרכה
אענכה
אעזרכה

יִ ְראוּ
וַיִּבְ חָ ֶר ָךּ
�יתי
ִ ִﬠֲנ
�ֲﬠז ְַר ִתּי

Col 41:9 (Isa 49:9)

על כול הרים

ל־דּ ָרכִ ים
ְ ַﬠ

Col 41:12 (Isa
49:13)

מנחם

נִ חַ ם

Col 40:15 (Isa
48:10)
Col 40:16 (Isa
48:11)
Col 40:17 (Isa
48:12)
Col 40:18 (Isa
48:14)
Col 40:19 (Isa
48:14)
Col 40:19 (Isa
48:14)
Col 40:23 (Isa
48:17)
Col 40:24 (Isa
48:19)
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Substitution:
Harmonization
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Tense (Style)
Substitution of Person:
Harmonization to
Immediate Context
Substitution: Person
Harmonization to
Immediate Context
Substitution: Person
(Agency)
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Description)
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Tense/Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Part of Speech
and Person (Direct: Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Description)
Substitution: Abbreviated
Idiom
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Similar
Lexeme (Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Lexemes
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Part of Speech

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Table A31 continued
Col 41:16 (Isa
49:17)
Col 41:23 (Isa
49:23)

בוניך

�ִבָּ ָני

והוי

והיו

Col 41:25 (Isa
49:24)

עריץ

צַ ִדּיק

Col 41:26 (Isa
49:25)

...מלקוח
וש^ו^בי

ַוּמַ לְ קוֹח...ְשׁבִ י

Col 42:3 (Isa 50:2)

תיבש

ִתּבְ אַשׁ

Col 42:7 (Isa 50:6)

הסירותי

הִ ְסתַּ ְר ִתּי

Col 42:15 (Isa 51:2)

ואפרהו

ַואֲבָ ְרכֵהוּ

Col 42:19 (Isa 51:5)

וזרועו...וזרועו

 ְז ֹרﬠִ י...וּזְרֹ ַﬠי

Col 42:19 (Isa 51:5)

אליו

אֵ לַי

ופזורי

וּפְ דוּיֵי

נתן

יִ נָּתֵ ן

Col 43:1 (Isa 51:14)

צרה

צֹ ﬠֶה

Col 43:6 (Isa 51:18)

לך

לָהּ

Col 43:8 (Isa 51:19)

ינחמך

� ֲֵא ַנחֲמ

Col 43:21 (Isa 52:7)

...מבשר מבשר
משמיע

ְמבַ שֵּׂ ר
...ַמַ ְשׁ ִמיﬠ
ְמבַ שֵּׂ ר

Col 43:23 (Isa 52:9)

רונה

ַרנְּ נוּ

Col 44:7 (Isa 53:3

ויודע

וִ ידוּ ַﬠ

Col 44:13 (Isa 53:7)

פתח
ׄ

יִ פְ תַּ ח

Col 44:17 (Isa
53:10)

ויחללהו

ֶ ֽהחֱלִ י

Col 44:20 (Isa
53:11)

עבדו

ﬠַבְ דִּ י

Col 45:8 (Isa 54:10)

תתמוטינה

ְתּמוּטֶ נָה

Col 42:26 (Col
51:10-11)
Col 42:28 (Isa
51:12)
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Substitution: Part of Speech
(cf. Isa 54:13)
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Lexeme
(Harmonization cf. 49:25
[DJD, 172])
Transposition:
Harmonization
Substitution: Lexeme
Graphic Similarity
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity
(Similar Concept)
Substitution: Similar
Lexemes/Harmonization to
common phrase
Substitution: Person
(Agency/Graphic
Confusion)
Substitution: Person
(Agency/Graphic and
Phonetic Confusion)
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Lexeme
(Lexical Updating/Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Person
(Interpretative)
Transposition
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Interpretative)
Substitution: Part of
Speech/Stem (Metathasis)
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Graphic
Confusion Attempt to
clarify (Rosenbloom 61)
Substitution: Person
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Voice/Haplography)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
Col 38:15 (Isa 45:9)

Substitution: Immediate
Context (Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Graphic
Similarity

הוי האומר

ֲהי ֹאמַ ר ֹחמֶ ר

ויסודותיך

�וִ יסַ ְד ִתּי

ב^ו^ניכי

�ִבָּ ָני

יגר

גָר

Col 46:1 (Isa 55:9)

כגובה

גָבְ הוּ

Col 46:4 (Isa 55:10)

לאכול

לָאֹ כֵל

Col 46:7 (Isa 55:12)

תלכו

ֽתּוּבָ לוּן

Col 46:9 (Isa 55:13)
Col 46:26 (Isa
56:12)
Col 47:1 (Isa 57:2)
Col 47:4-5 (Isa
57:6)
Col 47:12 (Isa
57:13)
Col 47:15 (Isa
57:15)

לאות ולשם

לְ שֵׁ ם לְ אוֹת

ונקח

אֶ קְ חָ ה

הלוך

�ֵהֹ ל

שמה המה

הֵ ם הֵ ם

קובציך

� ִקִ בּוּצַ י

ישכון

אֶ ְשׁכּוֹן

ואהסתר

הַ ְסתֵּ ר

לבי

לִ בּוֹ

תנחומים

ִ ֽנח ִֻמים

לאשקוט

הַ ְשׁקֵ ט

Substitution: Tense

1

נגרשו

נִ גְ ָרשׁ

Substitution: Part of Speech

1

יתגרשו

וַיִּ גְ ְרשׁוּ

תתעל

ִת ְת ַﬠלָּם

�וְ הִ ְרכַּבְ ִתּי

והרכיבכה

והאכילכה

�וְ הַ ֲאכַלְ ִתּי

Col 45:10 (Isa
54:11)
Col 45:12 (Isa
54:13)
Col 45:14 (Isa
54:15)

Col 47:17 (Isa
57:17)
Col 47:17 (Isa
57:17)
Col 47:18 (Isa
57:18)
Col 47:20 (Isa
57:20)
Col 47:20 (Isa
57:20)
Col 47:20 (Isa
57:20)
Col 48:2 (Isa 58:7)
Col 48:11 (Isa
58:14)
Col 48:11 (Isa
58:14)
Col 48:16 (Isa 59:5)

...בטחו
והולידו
יבקעו

Col 48:17 (Isa 59:6)

יכסו

Col 48:15 (Isa 59:4)

Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Part of Speech
Substitution: Verbal
Stem/Similar Lexeme
(Voice)
Transposition
Substitution: Person
(Harmonization)
Substitution: Part of Speech
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Interpretative)
Substitution:
Interpretive/metathesis
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution Tense:
Harmonization to
Immediate Context
Substitution: Direct
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)

Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Voice)
Substitution: Phonetic
(Qimron, §200.143)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

 וְ הוֹלֵיד... ַבָּ טוֹח

Substitution of Tense

1

בִּ קֵּ עוּ

Substitution of Tense
Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Voice)

1

יִ ְתכַּסּוּ
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Table A31 continued
Col 48:24 (Isa
59:13)
Col 48:25 (Isa
59:14)

פש^ו^עו

פָּשֹׁ֤ ע

ואסיג

וְ הֻסַּ ג

Col 49:7 (Isa 60:3)

לנגד

לְ נֹ גַהּ

Col 50:4 (Isa 61:7)

משנה בארצם
תירשו

אַרצָ ם ִמ ְשׁנֶה
ְ ְבּ
יִ ָירשׁוּ

Col 50:4 (Isa 61:7)

לכמה

לָהֶ ם

Col 50:5 (Isa 61:8)
Col 50:5 (Isa 61:8)

...פעולתכם
לכמה
רעכמה
וצאצאיכמה
ככוהן

 לָהֶ ם...פְ ֻﬠלָּתָ ם
ז ְַר ָﬠם
וְ צֶ אֱצָ אֵ יהֶ ם
יְ כַהֵ ן

Col 50:9 (Isa 61:10)
Col 50:10 (Isa
61:11)
Col 50:15 (Isa 62:5)

יהוה אלוהים

ֲאדֹ נָי יְ הוִ ה

כבעול

Col 50:19 (Isa 62:8)

עוד דגנך מאכל

יִ בְ ﬠַל
ת־דּ ָגנֵ� עוֹד
ְ ֶא
ַ ֽמ ֲאכָל

Col 50:23 (Isa
62:10)
Col 50:23-24 (Isa
62:10

Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Verbal Stem
(Voice)
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)
Transposition and
Substitution: (Emphasis)
and Person (Direct)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Person
(Direct)
Substitution: Part of Speech
Substitution of Divine
Name
Substitution: Part of Speech

1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

Transposition

1

Substitution of Stem
(Graphic Similarity)

1

Substitution: Interpretative

1

סקולו

סַ קְּ לוּ

אמורו בעמים

הָ ִרימוּ נֵס ﬠַל־
הָ ַﬠ ִמּים

בגד

בְּ גַת

כיא

כֵּן

הכירנו

יַכִּ ָירנוּ

Substitution: Tense

1

יהוה תתענו

תַ ְתﬠֵנוּ יְ הוָה

Transposition (Emphasis)

1

לעת

ָל ַﬠד

Col 52:1 (Isa 65:4)

ובנצירים

צוּרים
ִ ְוּבַ נּ

Col 52:2 (Isa 65:5)

תגע

ִתּגַּשׁ

מסכה

� ִָמ ְמס

ירננו בטוב

יָרֹ נּוּ ִמטּוּב

Col 53:6 (Isa 65:23)

ברך

בְּ רוּכֵי

Col 53:18 (Isa 66:5)

יראה

וְ נִ ְראֶ ה

Col 50:28 (Isa 63:2)
Col 51:10 (Isa
63:14)
Col 51:12 (Isa
63:16)
Col 51:13 (Isa
63:17)
Col 51:23 (Isa 64:8
[Eng., 9]

Col 52:14 (Isa
65:11)
Col 52:20 (Isa
65:14)
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Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic/Phonetic
Similarity)
Substitution: Part of Speech
(Graphic Similarity)

Substitution: Lexeme
Graphic Similarity
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Lexeme
(Graphic Similarity)
Substitution: Graphic and
Phonetic Similarity
Substitution : Voice
(Syntax)
Substitution: Tense/Person
(Graphic
Similarity/Interpretitve)

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A31 continued
Substitution: Preposition
(Graphic and Phonetic
Similarity)
Substitution: Tense
Substitution: Voice/Syntax
(Graphic Similarity)

Col 53:19 (Isa 66:5)

בעיר

מֵ ﬠִ יר

Col 53:20 (Isa 66:8)

יראה

ָראָה

Col 53:21 (Isa 66:8)

התחיל

הֲיוּחַ ל

תשתעשעו

ְתּשָׁ ﬠֳשָׁ עוּ

Substitution: Voice

1

תתנחמו

ְתּנֻחָ מוּ

Substitution: Stem (Voice)

1

Col 54:2 (Isa 66:15)

ובסופה

וְ כַסּוּפָה

Col 54:3 (Isa 66:16)

יבוׄ א לשפוט

נִ ְשׁפָּט

Col 54:4 (Isa 66:16)

חלליו

ַ ֽחלְ לֵי יְהוָה

Col 54:6 (Isa 66:18)

באו

בָּ אָה

Col 54:7 (Isa 66:19)

אותות

אוֹת

Col 53:12 (Isa
66:28)
Col 53:29 (Isa
66:13)

511

Substitution: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Interpretative
Substitution: Pronoun with
Noun (Implicit)
Substitution: Part of Speech
Substitution: Number
(Interpretative/Synonym)

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Table A32. 1QIsaa: Description of variants, variants likely deriving
)from a damaged exemplar (category 2
Statistical
Weight

Details

Mt

1QIsaa

Column,
Line, and
Verse

49

Corrected to
MT by later
hand with
minor
deviations

נוּ־בהּ׃
יִשׁכְּ ָ ֽ
ִ ֽי ָיר ֔שׁוּהָ לְ ֥דוֹר ו ָ֖דוֹר ְ
שֻׂשׂוּם ִמדְ ָבּ֖ר וְ צִ יָּ ֑ה וְ תָ גֵ ֧ל
ס יְ ֥
ֲﬠ ָר ָב֛ה וְ ִתפְ ַ ֖רח ַכּחֲבַ ָ ֽצּלֶת׃ פָּרֹ֨ חַ
ִתּפְ ַ ֜רח וְ תָ ֗ ֵגל אַ֚ף גִּ ילַ ֣ת וְ ַר ֔ ֵנּן
כְּ ֤בוֹד הַ לְּ בָ נוֹן֙ נִ תַּ ן־ ָ֔להּ ה ַ ֲ֥דר
הַ כּ ְַר ֶ ֖מל וְ הַ שָּׁ ֑רוֹן ֵ ֛המָּ ה יִ ְר ֥אוּ
ֱ�הינוּ׃ ס
כְ בוֹד־יְ הוָ ֖ה ה ַ ֲ֥דר א ֵ ֽ

ירשוה לדור ודור ישכנו בה
יששום מדבר וציה ותגל
ערבה ותפרח כחבצלת פרח
תפרח ותגל אף גילת ורנן
כבוד לבנון ⟧ב⟦ נתן לה ׄהדר
הכרמל והשרון המה יראו
כבוד יהוה הדר אלהינו

Col 28:1819a (Isa
34:17)35:2

4

Scribe may
have made
contextual
guesses to
supply text

ל־רב־שָׁ קֵ ה
אֶ ַ

אליו

5

Corrected to
the MT
possibly by the
original scribe
with minor
deviations

5

Scribe likely
copying from
memory due to
damaged
exemplar

הוּדית
אֵ לֵינוּ יְ ִ

את הדברים האלה

הָ ָﬠם אֲשֶׁ ר

האנשים היושבים

הַ אֶ ל ֲאדֹ נֶי� וְ אֵ לֶי�

האליכמה ועל אדוניכמה

ַויּ ֗ ָֹבאוּ ﬠַבְ ֵ ֛די הַ ֶ ֥מּלֶ� חִ זְקִ יָּ ֖הוּ אֶ ל־
יְ שַׁ ﬠְ ָיֽהוּ׃ ַו ֤יּ ֹאמֶ ר ֲאלֵיהֶ ם֙ יְ ַ ֽשׁﬠְ ָ֔יהוּ
ֹאמ ֖רוּן אֶ ל־ ֲאדֹ נֵיכֶ ֑ם ֣ ֹכּה ׀
֥ ֹכּה ת ְ
אַל־תּ ָירא֙ ִמפְּ נֵ ֤י
ִ
אָמר יְ ה ֗ ָוה
ַ֣
ֲשׁר
ֲשׁר שָׁ ֔ ַמﬠְ תָּ א ֶ ֧
הַ ְדּבָ ִרים֙ א ֶ ֣
אוֹתי׃
ֶ�־אַשּׁוּר ִ ֽ
֖
גִּ ְדּפ֛ וּ ַנﬠ ֵ ֲ֥רי מֶ ל
נוֹתן בּוֹ֙ ֔רוּחַ וְ שָׁ ַ ֥מע
הִ נְ ֨ ִני ֵ ֥
ל־אַר ֑צוֹ
ְ
ְשׁמוּﬠָ ֖ה וְ ָ ֣שׁב אֶ
אַר ֽצוֹ׃
וְ הִ ַפּלְ ִ ֥תּיו בַּ ֶח ֶ֖רב בְּ ְ

ם בעיר הזואת ויבואו עבדי
המל^ך^ יחוזקיה אל ישעיה
⟧א⟦ ויואמר להמה ישעיה
כוה תואמרו אל אדוניכמה
כוה אמר יהוה אל תירא מפני
הדברי^מ^ ⟧ב⟦ אשר
שמעתה אשר גדפו נערי מלכ
אשור אותי הנני נותן רוח
בוא ושמע שמועה ושב
לארצו והפלתיו בחרב בארצו

וְ יָסְ פָה
ִמירוּשָׁ ַל ִם...מֵ הַ ר צִ יּוֹן
אָרה
הַ נִּ ְשׁ ָ

ואספה
מציון...מירושלים
והנמצא

ִמ ֽירוּשָׁ ַל ִם...מֵ הַ ר צִ יּוֹן

מציון...מירושלים

א־יוֹרה ָ ֖שׁם ֵח֑ץ וְ ֽל ֹא־ ְיקַ דְּ ֶ ֣מנָּה
ֽל ֹ ֶ ֥
א־יִשׁ ֥ ֹפּ� ﬠֳלֶ ֖יהָ ֹסלְ ָ ֽלה
מָ ֔ ֵגן וְ ֽל ֹ ְ

ולוא ישפוך עליהא סוללה
ולוא ירא שמ חץ ולוא
יקדמנה מגן
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Col 29:1518 (Isa
)36:11-12

Col 30:1011b (Isa
)37:5-7

Col 31:1013 (Isa
)37:31-33

Table A32 continued
19

Addition:
Dittography

חי חי יודך כמוני היום אב
לבנים יהודיע אלוה אמתך
יהוה להושיעני

36

Correction to
the MT with
minor
differences
likely made by
multiple hands

נוֹתי נְ נַגֵּ ֛ ן כָּל־ ְי ֵ ֥מי חַ יֵּ ֖ינוּ ﬠַל־
וּנְ גִ ַ ֧
הוֽה׃ ַו ֣יּ ֹאמֶ ר יְשַׁ ﬠְ ָ֔יהוּ יִ ְשׂ ֖אוּ
ֵ ֥בּית יְ ָ
ְדּ ֶ ֣בלֶת ְתּאֵ ִנ֑ים וְ יִ ְמ ְר ֥חוּ ַ ֽﬠל־
הַ ְשּׁ ִ ֖חין וְ ֶיֽחִ י׃ ַו ֥יּ ֹאמֶ ר חִ זְקִ יָּ ֖הוּ ָ ֣מה
הוֽה׃ ס
֑אוֹת ִ ֥כּי אֶ ﬠֱלֶ ֖ה ֵבּ֥ית יְ ָ
בָּ ﬠֵ ֣ת הַ ִ֡הוא

ונגנותי ננגן כול ימי חיינו על
בית יהוה ויאומר ישעיהו
דבלת תאנים וימרחו על
השחין ויחי ויאמר חזק^י^ה
מה אות כי אעלה בית יהוה
בעת ההיא

29

Corrector
corrects text to
the MT

וַיְ ל ְַמּ ֵ ֣דהוּ ֔ ַדﬠַת וְ ֶד ֶ֥ר� ְתּבוּנ֖ וֹת
יﬠנּוּ׃ ֵה֤ן גּוֹיִ ם֙ כְּ ַ ֣מר ִמדְּ לִ֔ י
יוֹד ֶ ֽ
ִ
וּכְ ַ ֥שׁחַ ק מ ֹאזְנַ ֖ יִ ם נֶחְ ָ ֑שׁבוּ ֵה֥ן
ִא ִיּ֖ים כּ ַ ַ֥דּק יִ ֽטּוֹל׃ וּלְ בָ נ֕ וֹן ֵ ֥אין ֵ ֖דּי
עוֹלה׃ ס
בָּ ﬠֵ ֑ר וְ חַ יּ ָ֔תוֹ ֵ ֥אין ֵ ֖דּי ָ ֽ

וילמדהו דעת ודרך תבונות
יודי הן גואים כמר מדלי
וכשחק מזנים נחשבו הן איים
כדק וׄ יטול ולבנון אין די בער
וחיתו אין די עולה

11

2

8

11

7

Differences
may derive
from copying
from memory
Differences
may derive
from copying
text with
damaged
exemplar
Differences
may derive
from copying
text with
damaged
exemplar with
spacing
irregularities
Differences
may derive
from copying
text with
damaged
exemplar with
spacing
irregularities
Correction to
MT with minor
differences

יב�׃
אַנְשׁי ִר ֶ ֽ
ִ ֽיהְ י֥ וּ כְ אַ֛יִ ן וְ י ֹאבְ ֖דוּ ֵ ֥
אַנְשׁי
ְתּבַ קְ שֵׁ ם֙ וְ ֣ל ֹא ִת ְמצָ ֔ ֵאם ֵ ֖
מַ צּ ֶ ֻ֑ת�

יובדו כול אנשי ריבכה⟧ .
⟦ ואנשי מצתכה

ֱ�הי� קְ ֥דוֹשׁ
֗ ִכּי אֲנִ י֙ יְ הוָ ֣ה א ֔ ֶ
מוֹשׁיﬠֶ ֑� נ ַ ָ֤ת ִתּי כָפְ ְר�֙
יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵ ֖אל ִ
ִמצְ ַ ֔ריִ ם כּ֥ וּשׁ וּסְ ָב֖א תַּ חְ ֶ ֽתּי�׃

אני יהוה אלוהיכה קדוש
ישראל ^גואלך^ ונתתי
מצרים כופרך כוש וסבאים
תחתיכה

הַ ְרﬠִ יפוּ
ִתּפְ תַּ ח־אֶ ֶרץ

הריעו
האמר לארץ

אתיו׃ ס
ַ֔יחַ ד א ֲִנ֥י יְ הוָ ֖ה בְּ ָר ִ ֽ

Col 32:12]?14(15a
Isa 38:19)?22(23a

Col 33:1416 (Isa
)40:14-16
Col 34:1417 (Isa
)41:11-12
Col 36:1112 (Isa
)43:3

Col 38:1315 (Isa
)45:8

ָשׁן נִ ְמ ָ֨לחוּ֙ וְ הָ אָ ֶ֙רץ֙
ִ ֽכּי־שָׁ ֜ ַמ ִים ֶכּﬠ ָ ֤
כּ ֶ ַ֣בּגֶד ִתּבְ ֶ֔לה

וראו מי ברא את אלה

Col 42:20
)(Isa 51:6

ִמפֶּשַׁ ע ﬠ ִַמּי ֶנגַע לָמוֹ

מפשע עמו נוגע למו

Col 44:1516 (Isa
)53:8
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Table A32 continued
Col 45:1618 (Isa
54:17)
Col 46:1619 (Isa
56:6)

קוּם־א ָ ֥תּ� ל ִַמּ ְשׁפָּ ֖ט
ִ
וְ כָל־ל ָ֛שׁוֹן ָ ֽתּ
תַּ ְר ִ ֑שׁיﬠִ י
לְ שָׁ ְרתוֹ וּלְ אַהֲבָ ה אֶ ת־שֵׁ ם יְהוָה
ולברך את שמ יהוה
ושומרים את השבת

Col 50:29
(Isa 63:3)?

שׁמֵ ר שַׁ בָּ ת
ֹ כָּל־

וְ אֶ ְד ְרכֵם בְּ אַפִּ י וְ אֶ ְר ְמסֵ ם בַּ חֲמָ ִתי
וְ יֵז נִ צְ חָ ם ﬠַל־בְּ גָדַ י
המה

Col 51:29
(Isa 65:3)?

Col 52:23
(Isa 65:1516)

וינקו ידים

ְמקַ טְּ ִרים

 והיה הנשבע...ׄת ׄמיד

אַחר׃ אֲשֶׁ֨ ר
ֽ ֵ וְ ַלﬠֲבָ ָ ֥דיו יִ קְ ָ ֖רא ֵ ֥שׁם
֙�הַ ִמּ ְתבָּ ֵ ֜ר� בָּ אָ ֶ֗רץ יִ ְתבָּ ֵר

Scribe omitted
phrase that was
not later
corrected
Differences
may be caused
by scribe
copying from
memory
Could be
omission due
to
homoioteleuton
or damaged
exemplar
Difficult to
determine, but
location and
textual issues
may indicate
damaged
exemplar
Differences
likely
occasioned by
contextual
guesses and a
damaged
exemplar

9

16

19

2

13

Table A33. 1QIsaa: Category 3 variants
Column,
Line, and
Verse
Col 2:18
(Isa 2:9-10)
Col 40:2
(Isa 47:1213)

Mt

Details

אַל־תּ ָ ֖שּׂא ל ֶ ָֽהם׃ ֣בּוֹא בַ ֔צּוּר
ִ
ְו
וְ הִ טָּ ֵ ֖מן ֶ ֽבּ ָﬠפָ ֑ר ִמפְּ נֵי֙ פַּ ֣חַ ד יְה ֔ ָוה
וּמֵ ה ַ ֲ֖דר גְּ אֹ נֽ וֹ׃

Omission:
possible
parablepsis
Omission/
Addition/
Substitution

1QIsaa

ועד היום כרוב עצתך

הוֹﬠיל אוּלַ ֥י
֖ ִ אוּלַ ֛י תּוּכְ ִ ֥לי
� ִתַּ ﬠ ֲֽרוֹצִ י׃ ִנלְ ֵ ֖אית בְּ ֣ ֹרב ﬠֲצָ ָ ֑תי

514

Statistical
Weight
20
11

Table A34. 1QIsaa: Did no count
Column, Line, and
Verse

1QIsaa

Col 54:10-11 (Isa 66:20)

[ ] ◦◦◦וב
ׄ

MT

Details

Statistical
Weight

Insufficient
Manuscript Evidence

Table A35. 4Q57: Description of variant (categories 1, 2, 3)
Category

1

Description of
Variant

Addition

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F2:L6 (Frgs.
1-2: L10
[Isa 9:11])
F9ii:L26
(Frgs. 9ii,
11, 12,
52i:L38 [Isa
24:12])

4Q57

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

ובכול

בְּ כָל

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

ונשאר

נִ ְשׁאַ ר

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

Addition: Marker
of Accusative

1

F13:6
(F13:L12
[Isa 25:1])

את

F27:L7
(F27:L40
[Isa 46:13])

לישרא]ל
ׄ
ׄו

לְ יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ ל

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

F29:L2 (Isa
48:13)

וי]עמודו

ַיﬠ ְַמדוּ

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

F31:L2 (Isa
48:18)

ולוא

לוּא

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

F33:L2
(F33:L5 [Isa
51:11])

ת[היׄ ׄה
֯

Addition of
Elided Verb

1

F34:L2
(F34:L6 [Isa
51:11])

וׄ ]נס

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1
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נָסוּ

Table 35 continued
Substitution:
Collective v.
Plural
Prepositional
Phrase v.
Accusative
Different ways
to depict
Adverbial idea

F6:L3 (Isa 11:6)

ירבצו

יִ ְרבָּ ץ

F6:L6 (Isa 11:9)

לדעה

דֵּ ﬠָה

שמה

שָׁ ם

והיה

יִ הְ יֶה

Substitution of
Tense

1

והיה

יִ הְ יֶה

Substitution of
Tense

1

אמלל

ֻא ְמלָלוּ

תורה

תוֹרֹת

[ׄה]ארץ

אֶ ֶרץ

Substitution:
Marking
Definiteness

1

ושואה

וּשׁ ִאיָּה
ְ

Substitution:
Related Lexeme

1

ורננו

יָרֹ נּוּ

Substitution of
Tense

1

בוארים
] ׄבארם כבוד
.[

בָּ א ִֻרים
כַּבְּ דוּ
יְ הוָה

Substitution:
Verbal Stem

1

1

1

F9ii:L5 (Frgs. 9ii,
11, 12, 52i:L17 [Isa
23:12])
F9ii:L10 (Frgs. 9ii,
11, 12, 52i:L22 [Isa
23:15])
F9ii:L14 (Frgs. 9ii,
11, 12, 52i:L26 [Isa
23:18])
F9ii:L19 (Frgs. 9ii,
11, 12, 52i:L31 [Isa
24:4])
F9ii:L20 (9ii, 11,
12, 52i:L32] Isa
24:5)
F9ii:L21 (Frgs. 9ii,
11, 12, 52i:L33 [Isa
24:6])
F9ii:L26 (Frgs. 9ii,
1
Substitution 11, 12, 52i:L38 [Isa
continued
24:12])
F9ii:L28 (Frgs. 9ii,
11, 12, 52i:L40 [Isa
24:14])
F9ii:L28 (Frgs. 9ii,
11, 12, 52i:L40 [Isa
24:15])

Substitution:
Collective v.
Plural
Substitution:
Collective v.
Plural

F13:4 (F13:L9 [Isa
24:22])

ואסף אסוף

וְ ֻא ְסּפוּ
ֲאסֵ פָה

Substitution of
Number, Voice,
and Way of
representing the
Absolute Object

F12ii:L5
(F12ii:L25 [Isa
25:11])

]יפרוש
ׄ

ֵיפ ַָרשׂ

Substitution of
Verbal Stem

F27:L3 (F27:L36
[Isa 46:10])

אח[רונות
֯

אַח ֲִרית

F27:L6 (F27:L39
[Isa 46:13])

רבתי
ׄ הק
ׄ

קֵ ַרבְ ִתּי

F30:L2 (Isa 48:15)

וא]צליח

F48:L7 (Isa 66:23)

ב[שבתה
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וְ הִ צְ לִ י
ַח
בְּ שַׁ בַּ תּ
וֹ

Substitution of
Similar
Lexemes
Substitution of
Similar Verbal
Stem
Substitution of
tense
Substitution of
Gender

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

Table 35 continued

Addition
2

את כבוד
יהוה

אֶ ת־
יְ הוָה

F9ii:L22 (Frgs.
9ii, 11, 12,
52i:34 [Isa
24:7])

גפן יצהר

ָגפֶן

שערה

שָׁ ﬠַר

Addition:
Pronominal Suffix

1

בוארים
בארם
.[ ] ׄכבוד

בָּ א ִֻרים
כַּבְּ דוּ
יְ הוָה

Interpretative

1

חומותיה
וחילה

חוֹמוֹת
וָחֵ ל

Addition of
Pronominal
Suffixes

2

יש[רו
ׄ

יָשָׁ ר

Addition:
Pronominal Suffix

1

ובחסדי
ׄ

וּבְ חֶ סֶ ד

Addition of
Pronominal
Suffixes

1

כתו[ב

כ ְָתבָ הּ

Omission of
Pronominal Suffix

1

בהמ[צא
ׄ

ְבְּ הִ מָּ צ
אוֹ

Omission of
Pronominal Suffix

1

F9ii:L26 (Frgs.
9ii, 11, 12,
52i:38 [Isa
24:12])
F9ii:L28 (Frgs.
9ii, 11, 12,
52i:40 [Isa
24:15])
F14:L6
(F14:L28] Isa
26:1)
F14:L11 (Frgs.
12ii, 14-15,
53:L33 [Isa
26:7])
F42:L2 (Isa
54:8)

Omission

Harmonization
(cf. Hab 2:14
[DJD, 52])
Addition:
Compound
Subject or
addition of
Genitive

F6:L6 (Isa 11:9)

F18:L1 (Frgs.
18-20:L2 [Isa
30:8])
F47:L4 (Frgs.
44-47:L18 [Isa
55:6])
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1

1

Table 35 continued

2
continued

Substitution

1

הח[תותי
֯

ָהַ חִ תֹּ ת

F6:L5 (Isa 11:8)

יהדה

הָ דָ ה

להרגיז

הִ ְרגִּ יז

Substitution:
Tense
(Interpretation)

1

עוז

עוֹד

Substitution:
Interpretation or
Confusion of
dentals

1

וצהלו

צָ הֲלוּ

Substitution of
Tense
(Interpretation)

1

מיום

ִמיָּם

substitution:
vav/yod confusion

1

Substitution of
Part of speech
(4Q57 is more
Abstract)

1

F9ii:L3 (Frgs.
9ii, 11, 12,
52i:L15 [Isa
23:11])
F9ii:L4 (Frgs.
9ii, 11, 12,
52i:L16 [Isa
23:12])
F9ii:L28 (Frgs.
9ii, 11, 12,
52i:40 [Isa
24:14])
F9ii:L28 (Frgs.
9ii, 11, 12,
52i:40:40 [Isa
24:14])
F14:L11 (F12ii,
14-15, 53:L33]
Isa 26:7)

צדק

צַ ִדּיק

F28:L2 (Isa
48:11)

איׄ חל

יֵהָ ל

F30:L2 (Isa
48:15)

וא]צליח

וְ הִ צְ לִ י
ַח

F56:L2 (Frgs.
33-25, 55-57:L3
[Isa 51:9])
3

Substitution:
Person
Substitution:
Tense

F1:L1 (Isa 9:3)

המוח[צת
ׄ

ֶהַ מַּ חְ צ
בֶ ת

No Variants
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Substitution of
Person and
Agency
Substitution of
Person
Substitution of
Lexeme: Possibly
also Verbal Stem,
but unsure (cf.
1QIsaa Col 42:24
[DJD, 68])

1

1
1

1

Table A36. 4Q57: Description of variant, not counted in statistics
Description
of Variant

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Unclear
Paleography

Fragment, Line, and Verse
F4:L2 (Frgs. 3-5, 50:L5
[Isa 10:27])
Frgs. 4-5:L5 (Frgs. 3-5,
50:L8 [Isa 10:31)

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

הַ הוּא
מ◦מנה

מַ דְ מֵ נָה

]מוטט
ׄ
◦ ׄת

הִ ְתמוֹטְ טָ ה

עוׄ ◦◦ ֯עד

ﬠֲדֵ י־ﬠַד

]הן

[הֵ ן ]הִ נֵּ ֤ה

Also Kethiv/Qere

F6:L2 (Isa 11:4)

יׄ מוׄ ת

י ִָמית

Yod/Vav
distinction

F9ii:L9 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12,
52i:L36 [Isa 24:8])

ַﬠלִּ יזִים

עלוׄ זים

Yod/Vav
distinction

שוקמי]ם

ִשׁקְ ִמים

אל

ﬠַל

F4:L3 (Frgs. 3-5, 50:L6
[Isa 10:28])

ׄעיוׄ ת

ַﬠיַּ ֖ת

F6:L4 (Isa 11:7)

וארי

וְ אַ ְריֵה

F6:L8 (Isa 11:8)

צפעונים

צִ פְ עֹ נִ י

F9i:L5 (F9i:L27 [Isa
22:13])

ושתו

וְ שָׁ תוֹת

F9ii:L9 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12,
52i:L21 [Isa 23:15])

ונשכחה

וְ נִ ְשׁכַּחַ ת

Different forms
of the participle

F9ii:L17 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12,
52i:L29 [Isa 24:2])

נשה

נֹ שֶׁ א

Confusion of
Gutturals

F9ii:L9 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12,
52i:L33 [Isa 24:6])

הורו

הָ רוּ

Alternative
Spelling

F9ii:L9 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12,
52i:L36 [Isa 24:9])

לשותיהו

לְ שֹׁ תָ יו

Contracted or
Non-Contracted
form of Suffix

F9ii:L9 (Frgs. 9ii, 11, 12,
52i:L39 [Isa 24:13])

כנקוף

כְּ נֹ קֶ ף

Alternative
Spelling

F13:1 (F13:L6 [Isa 24:19])
F14:L8 (Frgs.12ii, 14-15,
53:L33 [Isa 26:7])
F:44:L7 (Frgs. 44-47:L7
[Isa 54:16])

F2:L4 (Frgs. 1-2, 49:L8
[Isa 9:9)
F4:L3 (Frgs. 3-5, 50:L6
[Isa 10:28])

Synonymous
Spellings

4Q57
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Alternative
Spelling
Confusion of
Gutturals
Synonymous
Spelling of
Proper Noun
Synonymous
Spelling of
Proper Noun
Synonymous
Spelling of
Proper Noun
(drop the final
mem) Qimron
§200.143
Synonymous
Spelling of Inf
Abs

Table A36 continued
F13:11 (Isa 24:23)

ובירושלים

וּבִ ֣ירוּשָׁ ַל ִם

Alternative
Spelling

F14:L11 (Frgs. 12ii, 1415, 53:L33 [Isa 26:7])

^ר]ים
ׄ ׄמיש^י

ֵ ֽמישָׁ ִרים

Alternative
Spelling

]ה[חסל
ׄ

ֶ ֽהחָ ִסיל

אני

אָ נֹ כִ י

הביאות[י֯ הו

הֲבִ יאֹ ִתיו

^א^זׄ רוע

זְרוֹ ַﬠ

Prosthetic aleph

תשקולו

ִת ְשׁקְ לוּ

Alternative
Spelling

ואכרותה

וְ אֶ כְ ְרתָ ה

Plene

F45:L14 (Frgs. 4447:L14 [Isa 55:4])

נתתיהו

נְ תַ ִתּיו

Contracted or
Non-Contracted
form of Suffix

F45:6 (Isa 54:15)

אפס מאתי

אוֹתי
ִ אֶ ֶפס ֵ ֽמ

Perhaps
defective?

F4:L6 (Frgs. 3-5, 50:L9]
Isa 10:32)

בת

בֵּ ית

Agrees with
Kethiv

יְ הוָה

Substitution of
Divine Name
(Agrees with
Qere)

F22:L1 (Frgs. 21-22:L3
[Isa 33:4])
F27:L2 (F27:L35 [Isa
46:9])
Synonymous
Spellings
continued

Kethiv/Qere

F30:L2 (Isa 48:15)
F36:L2 (Frgs. 36-38:L2
[Isa 52:10])
F45:L11 (Frgs. 4447:L11 [Isa 55:2])
F45:L13 (Frgs. 4447:L13 [Isa 55:3])

F9ii:L15 (Frgs. 9ii, 11,
12, 52i:L27 [Isa 24:1])

אדוני
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Alternative
Spelling
Alternative
Spelling
Contracted or
Non-Contracted
form of Suffix

Table A37. 4Q64: Description of variants
Category

Category
1

Category
2

Not
Counted

Description of
Variant

Substitution

Substitution
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Synonymous
Spelling

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F2:L1
(Frgs. 15:L1 [Isa
28:27])
F3:L1
(Frgs. 15:L3 [Isa
28:29])
F3:L2
(Frgs. 15:L2 [Isa
29:1])
F4:L1
(Frgs. 15:L5 [Isa
29:2])
F3:L1
(Frgs. 15:L3 [Isa
28:29])
F1:L2
(Frgs. 15:L2 [Isa
28:28])
F3:L2
(Frgs. 15:L2 [Isa
29:1])

4Q64

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

ידוש

יוּדַ שׁ

Substitution of
Verbal Stem

1

י[צא
ׄ

יָצָ אָה

Substitution of
Gender

1

ׄסופי

ְספוּ

Substitution
of Gender

1

ו[תהיה
ׄ

וְ הָ יְ תָ ה

Substitution of
Tense

1

הפיל

הִ פְ לִ יא

Substitution
of Lexeme

1

^וׄ ^לחם

לֶחֶ ם

Unclear
Evidence

ׄסופי

ְספוּ

Orthographic
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Table A38. 2Q13: Description of variants
Category

Description of
Variant

Addition

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F6:L3 (Jer
44:13)
F9ii:L9
(Frgs. 9ii12:L9 [Jer
48:32])
F1:L4 (Frgs.
1-2:L4 [Jer
42:9])

MT

ובר]עב

בָּ ָרﬠָב

ועל

ﬠַל

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

תחנו[תיכ
מה

ְתּחִ נּ ְַתכֶם

Substitution of
Number

1

והכרתי

לְ הַ כְ ִרית

Overlapping
Syntax:
Different
formation of
purpose/result
clause

1

איי

ִאי

Substitution of
Number:

1

שמה

שָׁ ם

F9ii:L4
(Frgs. 9ii12:L4 [Jer
48:27])

תתנודדי

ִתּ ְתנוֹדָ ד

F9ii:L4
(Frgs. 9ii12:L4 [Jer
48:28])

ושכוני

וְ ִשׁכְ נוּ

F9ii:L4
(Frgs. 9ii12:L4 [Jer
48:28])

ישבת

יֹ ְשׁבֵ י

F9ii:L4
(Frgs.9ii12:L4 [Jer
48:28])

והיי

ִ ֽוהְ יוּ

F8:L8 (Frgs.
7-8:L8 [Jer
47:4])
F8:L9 (Frgs
7-8:L9 [Jer
47:4])
F8:L14 (Frgs.
7-8:L14 [Jer
47:4])

1
Substitution

Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav

2Q13
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Overlapping
Syntax:
Adverbial Idea
Substitution of
Gender: Moab is
masculine in
MT, but
Feminine in
2QJer
Substitution of
Gender: Moab is
masculine in
MT, but
Feminine in
2QJer
Substitution of
Gender and
Number: Moab
is masculine
plural in MT,
but Feminine
singular in
2QJer
Substitution of
Gender and
Number: Moab
is masculine
plural in MT,
but Feminine
singular in
2QJer

1

1

1

1

1

Table A38 continued
F9ii:L7
(Frgs. 9ii12:L7 [Jer
48:30])
1
continued

Substitution
continued

Addition

Substitution

Unclear
Variant

ﬠָשׂוּ

[קיר
חרשת

ִ ֽקיר־
חֶ ֶרשׂ

Substitution of
Gender

1

֯[הפנו

הִ פְ נָה

Substitution of
Number

1

Addition:
Demonstrative
Pronoun

1

היׄ אה

1

֯בגנבכ]ה

בְּ ַגנָּבִ ים

Addition of
Pronominal
Suffix

1

ער[יך

ﬠ ִָרים

Addition of
Pronominal
Suffix

1

תתגורר

ִתּ ְתגּוֹדָ דִ י

Substitution of
word: Nouns
(Graphic
Confusion)

1

שמעו נא

ְשׁמַ ﬠְ נוּ

Substitution of
Tense

1

[תגר]ע
ׄ

גְּ רֻ ﬠָה

F5:L4 (Jer
44:2)

ה[יום
הזה מ

F9ii:L6
(Frgs. 9ii12:L6 [Jer
48:29])

הַ יּ֣ וֹם הַ ֶ֔זּה
וְ ֵ ֥אין בָּ ֶה֖ם
יוֹשׁב׃
ֵֽ
ִמפְּ נֵ ֣י

גאונו
ואיננׄ ]ו

גָּבְ הוֹ
וּגְ אוֹנוֹ

F13i:L4 (Jer
48:45)

ׄמקרית

F8:L10 (Frgs.
7-8:10 [Jer
47:5])
F9ii:L5
(Frgs. 9ii12:L5 [Jer
48:29])
F12:L2 (Frgs.
9ii-12:L15
[Jer 48:37])

2

3

F9ii:L7–8
(Frgs. 9ii12:L7–8 [Jer
48:31])
F10:L5 (Frgs.
9ii-12:L18
[Jer 48:38])
F9ii:L3
(Frgs. 9ii12:L3 [Jer
48:27])
F9ii:L3
(Frgs. 9ii12:L3 [Jer
48:27])
F9ii:L4
(Frgs. 9ii12:L4 [Jer
48:28])

עשתה

Substitution of
Gender and
Number: Moab
is masculine
plural in MT,
but Feminine
singular in
2QJer

No Variants
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Substitution:
Verb for
Participle
Omission of 5
words, Addition
of 4 words, or
Transposition

1

1

Substitution:
Graphic
Similarity

2

Addition of
Noun, but the
mem is not clear

1

Table A38 continued

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F9ii:L2
(Frgs. 9ii12:L2 [Jer
48:26])

הגדילה

F9ii:L4
(Frgs. 9ii12:L4 [Jer
48:28])
F9ii:L4
(Frgs. 9ii12:L4 [Jer
48:28])
F9ii:L8
(Frgs. 9ii12:L8 [Jer
48:31])
F3:L2 (Frgs.
3-4:L2 [Jer
43:9])

Not
Counted

F3:L3 (Frgs.
3-4:L3 [Jer
43:10])
Synonymous
Spellings

Kethiv/Qere

Scribal Error

F8:L8 (Frgs.
7-8:L8 [Jer
47:4])
F9i:L1 (Jer
48:1)
F9ii:L6
(Frgs. 9ii12:L6 [Jer
48:29])
F9ii:L3
(Frgs. 9ii12:L3 [Jer
48:27])
F1:L3 (Frgs.
1-2:L3 [Jer
42:9])

הִ גְ ִדּיל

Possible
Substitution of
Gender

והיי

ִ ֽוהְ יוּ

Possible
Substitution of
Gender and
Number: Moab
is masculine
plural in MT,
but Feminine
singular in
2QJer

[ׄתקננ]י

ְתּקַ נֵּ ֖ ן

Possible
Substitution of
Gender

[ ג֯ ]פן

הַ ֶגּפֶן

^יהודי^י
ם

יְ הוּדִ ים

Alternative
Spelling

נבו[כדנא
[]צר

נְ בוּכ ְַד ֶרא
צַּ ר

Alternative
Spelling

פלשתיים

פְּ לִ ְשׁ ִתּים

Alternative
Spelling

אתה

אַתּ
ְ

Alternative
Spelling

֯לבבו

לִ בּוֹ

Alternative
Spelling

נ[מצא
ׄ

נִ ְמצָ אָה
[]נִ ְמצָ א

Agrees with
Qere

אלוהימה

ֲאלֵיהֶ ם
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Table A39. 4Q73: Description of variants
Category

1

Description of
Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

Substitution

F1:L6
(Ezek 10:8)
F2:L6
(Ezek
10:21)
F3ii:L1
(Ezek
23:44)

2
3
Insufficient
Manuscript
evidence
Not
Counted

Synonymous
Spelling
Scribal Error
Fragment
Placement

4Q73

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

ידי

יַד

Substitution of
Number

1

וארבעה

אַרבַּ ע
ְ ְו

Substitution of
Gender

1

ויבאו

ַויָּבוֹא

Substitution of
Number

1

No Variants
No Variants

F3i:L4
(Ezek
23:15, 17)
F3ii:L2
(Ezek
23:45)
F3ii:L2
(Ezek
23:45)
F5:L1
(Ezek 41:56)

Proposed
parablepsis of v.
16: Based
entirely on
Reconstruction

את ֯ה ׄם
ׄ

אוֹתהֶ ם
ְ

Possibly
defective

ישפטתו

יִ ְשׁפְּ טוּ

Possible
Phonetic Error
(DJD, 214)

֯סבי֯ ]ב
ל[ביׄ ת
וה
֯
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Can fit other
loci

Table A40. 4Q76: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Addition

Omission

1

Substitution

Detailed
Statistical
Description
Weight
of Variant
Addition of
Conjunctive
1
vav
Substitution
1
of Syntax
Addition of
Article and
2
Marker of
Accusative
Addition of
1
Conjunctive
vav
Addition of
Conjunctive
1
vav
Omission of
1
Article
Omission of
Accusative
1
he
Synonymous
1
Words
Substitution
of Tense and
1
Number
Substitution
1
of Number
Substitution
1
of Number

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

4Q76

MT

F2i:L7 (Col 1:18
[Mal 2:13])

ובכי

בְּ כִ י

F3:L4 (Col 2:4
[Mal 2:16])

כי אם

כִּ י

F4ii:L5 (Col 3:13
[Mal 3:10])

את הברכה

בְּ ָרכָה

F8:L2 (Col 4:2
[Mal 3:15])

וגם

גַּם

F19:L2 (Col 6:2
[Jon 1:9])

אל[הי
ׄ
וא]ני
ׄ השמים

ֱא�הֵ י
הַ שָּׁ מַ יִ ם ֲאנִי

F4ii:L2 (Col 3:10
[Mal 3:10])

מעשר

הַ מַּ ﬠֲשֵׂ ר

F13:L2 (Col 5:6
[Jon 1:3])

]תרשי[ש

תַּ ְר ִשׁישָׁ ה

F3:L5 (Col 2:5
[Mal 2:16])

אל

ֱא�הֵ י

F3:L5 (Col 2:5
[Mal 2:16])

יכסו

וְ כִ סָּ ה

עשי

עֹ שֵׂ ה

יבאו

יָבוֹא

ואמרת

ַו ֲאמַ ְרתֶּ ם

איש [על
רע^ה^ו

ִאישׁ אֶ ת־
ֵרﬠֵהוּ

ויהיו

וְ הָ יוּ

כעגל

כְּ ﬠֶגְ לֵי

Substitution
of Number

1

בַּ אֲשֶׁ ר לְ ִמי

Substitution
of
Synonymous
Relative
Pronouns

1

F3:L9 (Col 2:9
[Mal 2:17])
F2ii:L2 (Col 2:12
[Mal 3:1])
F5:L5/F6:L1
(Col 3:7 [Mal
3:7])
F8:L3 (Col 4:L3
[Mal 3:15])
F8:L4 (Col 4:L4
[Mal 3:17])
F91:L5 (Col
4:L12 [Mal
3:17])
F17:L2 (Col
5:L18 [Jon 1:8])

בשלמי
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Substitution
of Number
Substitution
of preposition
for Marker of
Accusative
Substitution
of Tense

1
1
1

Table A40 continued
Addition

Omission
2

Substitution

Category
3
Potential
Category
3

F2ii:L4 (Col
2:14 [Mal 3:1])

הנו

F22:L1 (Jon 3:2)

כזות

הִ נֵּה

F2i:L7 (Col 1:20
[Mal 2:14])
F2i:L4 (Col 1:15
[Mal 2:11])
F3:L4 (Col 2:4
[Mal 2:16])

אֲ שֶׁ ר אַתָּ ה
בָּ ג ְַדתָּ ה בָּ הּ
בית אל נכר

בַּ ת־אֵ ל ֵנכָר

שנתה

שנא

F2ii:L5 (Col
2:15] [Mal 3:2])

אותם

אֶ ת־יוֹם

F9i:L5 (Col
4:12] [Mal 3:21])

ועוצותם

וְ ﬠַסּוֹתֶ ם

Addition of
Pronominal suffix
(Explicit)
Addition of
Prepositional Phrase
Omission of
Relative Clause
Substitution of
Noun
Substitution of
Syntax
Substitution of
Objects (Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution of
Verbal Form
(Phonetic
Similarity)

No Variants
Sequence
Malachi Jonah

Insufficient
Manuscript
evidence

Not
Unclear
Counted Paleography

F2i:L5 (Col 1:16
[Mal 2:12])

ענה
ׄ ׄעד ו

ﬠֵר וְ עֹ נֶה

וׄ ׄהגעתם

הוֹגַﬠְ תֶּ ם

]אלהי[ם

יְהוָה

֯לכ֯ ן֯ ֯ה]נני

הִ נְ נִי

ו֯ ׄמ ׄראיׄ ׄם
אתם ֯ר ֯אי֯ ׄם

בַּ ְמּאֵ ָרה
ֽאָרים
ִ אַתֶּ ם ֵנ

הגדׄ נ֯ א

הַ גִּ ידָ ה־נָּא

^מאון ^עוד
פנות

מֵ אֵ ין עוֹד
פְּ נוֹת

F2i:L2 (Col 1:13
[Mal 2:10])

ׄבאחי[הו

בְּ אָחִ יו

Contracted v. Noncontracted form of
Pronominal Suffix

F4ii:L3 (Col
3:11 [Mal 3:10])

בבתי

יתי
ִ ֵבְּ ב

Defective?

אליהו

אֵ לִ יָּה

Proper Name

אלו

אֵ לָיו

Defective?

שנתה

שנא

Third aleph treated
like third he

F3:L7 (Col 2:7
[Mal 2:17])
F3:L8 (Col 2:L8
[Mal 2:17])
F2ii:L1 (Col
2:11] [Mal 3:1])
F6:L3/F4ii:L1
(Col 3:9 [Mal
3:7])
F17:L2 (Col 5:18
[Jon 1:8])
F2i:L7 (Col 1:18
[Mal 2:13])

Synonymous
Spelling
F10:L3 (Col 4:16
[Mal 3:23])
F17:L2 (Col 5:18
[Jon 1:8])
F3:L4 (Col 2:4
[Mal 2:16])
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1
2
5
1
1
1

1

Table A41. 4Q78: Description of variants
Category

1

Description Fragment, Line,
of Variant
and Verse
F12:L2 (Frgs.
10-12:L5 [Joel
1:14])
F18:L10 (Frgs.
Addition
18-20:L10
[Joel 4:17])
F21:L2 (F2123:L2 [Amos
2:13])
F7:L1 (Frgs. 47:L11 [Hos
4:15])
Omission
F9:L7 (Hos
14:6)
F4:L2 (Frgs. 47:L:2 [Hos
4:3])
F14:L2 (Frgs.
14-17:L2 [Joel
2:11])
F18:L5 (Frgs.
18-20:L5
[Joel
Substitution
4:12])
F19:L1 (Frgs.
18-20:L12
[Joel 4:18])
F29:L2 (Frgs.
24-29, 48:L9
[Amos 4:1])

4Q78

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

וקראו

קִ ְראוּ

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

השכון

שֹׁ כֵן

Addition of
Article

1

והנה

הִ נֵּה

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

אל
ׄ

וְ אַל

Omission of
Conjunctive vav

1

יכ

�ַוְ י

Omission of
Conjunctive vav

1

יוש[בי
ׄ

יוֹשֵׁ ב

Substitution of
Number

1

יכ^ל^כלנו
ׄ

יְ כִ ילֶנּוּ

Substitution of
Verbal Stem

1

[ו֯ ירעשו

וְ ָרﬠֲשׁוּ

Substitution of
Tense

1

[יטיפו

יִ טְּ פוּ

Substitution of
Verbal Stem

1

הביאו

הָ בִ יאָה

Substitution:
Emphatic
Imperative

1
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Table A41 continued

F8:L2-3 (Hos
13:4)

Addition

2

Substitution

3

F14:L10 (Frgs.
14-17:L10
[Joel 2:19])
F20:L2 (Frgs.
18-20:L13
[Joel 4:18])
F19:L3 (Frgs.
18-20:L14
[Joel 4:19])
F18:L1-2
(Frgs. 1820:L1-2 [Joel
4:6b-8])

אנוכי יהוה
אלוהיכ[ה ׄבצר
שמים]וקונה
ארץ אשר ידיו
ברא כול צבא
השמים ולוא
הראיתים לכה
ללכת
אחריהמה
ו[אנוכי
֯
העלותיכה

Addition

5

] ^^ואכלתמה
[ושבעתמ]ה

Addition

1

^^כול

Addition of
Particle

1

^^ ֯למדבר

Addition

2

Addition

1

^^צב[אות דבר

ִדּבֵּ ר

Substitution:
Graphic
Similarity or
Interpretation
Substitution:
Graphic
confusion or
Interpretation

F12:L4 (Frgs.
10-12:L7 [Joel
1:17])

עפ^ש^ו

ﬠָבְ שׁוּ

F12:L4 (Frgs.
10-12:L7 [Joel
1:17])

פורות

פְ רֻ דוֹת

גדיכ֯ ]מה

בִּ גְ דֵ יכֶם

Substitution

1

ומוצא

אַמּיץ
ִ ְו

Substitution

1

֯מתי
֯ [ ֯ש

שָׂ ם

Substitution: Part
of Speech

1

F14:L3 (Frgs.
14-17:L3 [Joel
2:13])
F21:L4 (Frgs.
21-23:L4
[Amos 2:16])
F31:L2 (Frgs.
30-33:L9
[Amos 7:8])

No Variants
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1

1

Table A41 continued
Insufficient
manuscript
Evidence

F9:L1 (Hos
13:15)

ו֯ יבש

וְ יֵבוֹשׁ

Substitution:
Interpretative

מואדה

ְמאֹ ד

Synonymous
Spelling

אסופו

ִא ְספוּ

Synonymous
Spelling

י[רושלים
֯

יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם

Synonymous
Spelling

המה
ׄ ֯בארמונו֯ ֯תי

אַר ְמנֽ וֹ
ְ ְבּ
תֵ יהֶ ם

Synonymous
Spelling

F18:L5 (Frgs.
18-20:L5 [Joel
4:12])

יושפט

יְ ֽהוֹשָׁ פָט

Synonymous
Spelling

F12:L5 (Frgs.
10-12:L8 [Joel
1:18])

֯הבקר

בָ קָ ר

Article is likely
Erased

F12:L6 (Frgs.
10-12:L9 [Joel
1:19])

֯המדב֯ ]ר

ִמ ְדבָּ ר

Article is likely
Erased

F14:L2 (Frgs.
14-17:L2 [Joel
2:11])
F14:L6 (Frgs.
14-17:L6 [Joel
2:16])
F18:L1 (Frgs.
Synonymous 18-20:L1 [Joel
Spelling
4:6])
F24:L3 (Frgs.
24-29, 48:L3
[Amos 3:10])

Not
Counted
Corrections

Correction
and
insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F18:L1-2
(Frgs. 1820:L1-2 [Joel
4:6b-8])

Scribal
Error

F29:L3 (Frgs.
24-29, 48:L10
[Amos 4:2])

בסופוד
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בְּ ִסירוֹת

Omission by
haplography, but
corrected in part
or full:
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
obscures the
extent of the
Correction
Scribal Error?
4Q78's reading is
not a word

Table A42. 4Q79: Description of variants
Fragment,
Line, and
4Q78
Verse
F2:L2 (Frgs. 1יומר
֯
Substitution
2:L7 [Hos 2:1])
2
Unclear
F2:L7 (Frgs. 1- מבי]ן פניה
Variant
2:L12 [Hos 2:4]) ונאפופיה
Synonymous
Spelling (See F1:L6 (Frgs. 1ו֯ לו֯ יספיׄ ר
Abegg - hiphil 2:L6 [Hos 2:1])
does not occur)
Not
Counted Synonymous F2:L4 (Frgs. 1הרץ
Spelling
2:L9 [Hos 2:2])
Synonymous F2:L6 (Frgs. 1לו
Spelling 2:L11 [Hos 2:4])

Category

Description of
Variant

Detailed
Statistical
Description
Weight
of Variant
Substitution
1
of Voice
Substitution
1
or Omission

MT
יֵאָמֵ ר
ִמ ָפּנֶיה
וְ ַנ ֲאפוּפֶיהָ ִמבֵּ ין

Insufficient
Manuscript
and Plene?

וְ ל ֹא ִיסָּ פֵר

Omission of
Guttural
Omission of
Guttural

אָרץ
ֶ ָה
ל ֹא

Table A43. 4Q80: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q80

MT

Addition

F17:L1 (Zech
8:6)

הגם

גַּם

נחו[ש

נְ חֹ שֶׁ ת

Substitution of
Gender

1

Substitution

F15:L1 (Frgs.
14-15:L8
[Zech 6:1])
F15:L3 (Frgs.
14-15:L10
[Zech 6:3])

אמיצ]ים

ֲאמֻצִּ ים

Synonymous
Lexical Root

1

לָנוּ

Omission of
Prepositional
Phrase

2

1

2

Omission

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Not
Counted
Synonymous
Spelling

F3:L5 (Zech
1:6)
F14:L2 (Frgs.
14-15:L2
[Zech 5:9])
F15:L5 (Frgs.
14-15:L12
[Zech 6:5])
F10:L9 (Frgs.
8-13:L13
[Zech 3:9])
F17:L1 (Zech
8:6)
F18:L2 (Zech
12:8)
F18:L3 (Zech
12:9)

}}ואש[אה
{{עיני
^^]ואר[אה
֯
והנה

וָאֶ שָּׂ א ֵﬠינַי
וָאֵ ֶרא וְ הִ נֵּה

אדון

ַﬠל־אֲדוֹן

ומשיתי

וּמַ ְשׁ ִתּי

ההמ[ה

הָ הֵ ם

והיא

הָ יָה

ו[היא
֯

וְ הָ יָה
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Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
Interrogative
1
Particle

Plene
Alternative
Form of
Pronoun
Substitution of
Gutturals
Substitution of
Gutturals

Table A44. 4Q82: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

MT

וכמע]לליו
ׄ

כְּ מַ ֲﬠ ָללָיו

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

ׄואח]י[ו

אָחִ יו

Addition of
Conjunctive vav

1

למחר]ת
הי[ו֯ ם

ַ ֽלמָּ ח ֳָרת

Addition:
Interpretative

1

ה^מלחמה
֯
^

ִמלְ חָ מָ ה

Addition of
Article

1

ללכ֯ ]יש

לָכִ ישׁ

Addition of
Preposition

1

תרשיש

תַּ ְר ִשׁישָׁ ה

Omission of
Accusative he

1

וירו

וְ יֹ ֶרה

Substitution of
Number

1

פרים
ׄ כ֯ ׄצ

כְ צִ פּוֹר

Substitution of
Number

1

מ[ה ׄר
֯

ְמהֵ ָ ֔רה

Frgs. 70-75:L24
(Obad 15)

ׄשובו

יָשׁוּב

Frgs. 88-91i:L5
(Jonah 4:7)

כעלות

בַּ ﬠֲלוֹת

Frgs. 91ii, 9394i:L10 (Mic 2:4)

ונ[הו נהי

וְ נָהָ ה נְ הִ י

Frgs. 19β· 27-30α,
31 verso-32:L10
(Hos 12:3)
Frgs. 30β, 31α
recto, 36-37:L8
(Joel 2:8 [Eng., 7])
Addition

Frgs. 88-91i:L5
(Jonah 4:7)
Frgs. 30γ, 40β43β, 44:L6 (Amos
1:14)
Frgs. 91ii, 9394i:L2 (Mic 1:13)

1

Omission

Substitution

Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant

4Q82

Frgs. 76-78i, 7981 (Jonah 1:3)
Frgs. 15-16α, 1719α, 20 recto26:L:22 (Hos 10:12)
Frgs. 19β· 27-30α,
31 verso-32:L6
(Hos 11:11)
Frgs. 31β recto, 3840α:L2 (Joel 4:4)
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Substitution:
Part of Speech
Substitution of
Aspect/
Number
Substitution of
Similar
Preposition
Substitution of
Number

1
1
1
1

Table A44 continued

Addition

Substitution
2

Unclear
Variant

Complex
Variant

1 and 2

Complex
Variants

Frgs. 52β, 53β, 54β,
56β, 59-60 verso, 61
verso-64:L1 (Amos
7:8)
Frgs. 52β, 53β, 54β,
56β, 59-60 verso,
61 verso-64:L14
(Amos 7:17)

אד[ו֯ ני
[יה]וה

יְ הוָה

Addition: Divine
Title

1

[ ׄאדני
יהוה

יְ הוָה

Addition:
Divine Title

1

Frgs. 78ii, 82-87:L6
(Jonah 2:7 [Eng., 6])

֯חיׄ י נפשי

חַ יַּי

Addition

2

Frgs. 52β, 53β, 54β,
56β, 59-60 verso, 61
verso-64:L2 (Amos
7:8)

יהוה
ׄ

ֲאדֹ נָי

Substitution of
Divine Name

1

Frgs. 70-75:L10
(Obad 4)

תשים

ִשׂים

Frgs. 72ii, 82-87
(Jonah 2:10 [Eng.,
9])

ׄאשלם

אֲשַׁ לֵּמָ ה

Frgs. 88-91i:L2
(Jonah 4:6)

אדוני
יהוה
֯

הוֽה־
ָ ְי
ֱא�הִ ים

Frgs. 91ii, 9394i:L9 (Mic 2:3)

צוא[רותי
֯
הם

ארֹ תֵ יכֶם
ֽ ְצַ וּ

יתהל[לו

יִ ְתהַ לָּכוּ

ו֯ י֯ ֯אמר
יה]וה

ַויּ ֹאמֶ ר אֵ לַי
יְ הוָה

Omission or
Transposition

1

כימי
[מעלכה
֯
֯ׄמ ׄעד

כִּ ימֵ י מוֹﬠֵד

Addition or
Substitution

2

Frgs. 97 recto99i:L1 (Nah 2:9)

מימיה
ׄ

ִמימֵ י הִ יא

1

Frgs. 47α ii,
50:L14-15 (Amos
5:15)

נאנו
ׄ ׄש
…ׄר ֯ע
ׄיחננו
ׄ

ִשׂנְ אוּ־
…ָרע
ֶ ֽי ֱחנַן

Possible
Addition of
Pronominal
Suffix
Substitution/A
ddition

2

Frgs. 19β· 27-30α,
31 verso-32:L5
(Hos 11:10)

]^ א[חריו
^[ ][י֯ הוה
ׄיל ֯ך
וכא ֯ר]יה
֯

אַח ֲֵרי יְהוָה
יֵלְ כוּ
אַריֵה
ְ ְכּ

F104:L2 (Zech
10:12)
Frgs. 52β, 53β,
54β, 56β, 59-60
verso, 61 verso64:L12 (Amos
7:15)
Frgs. 19β· 27-30α,
31 verso-32:L:16
(Hos 12:10)
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Substitution:
Change of
Speech/Voice
Substitution:
Imperfect for
Cohortative
Substitution of
Divine Name
(Second
Occurrence)
Substitution of
Pronominal
Suffix
Substitution of
Lexical Root

1
1
1
1
1

3 (1 variant
belongs to
category 1
Addition/Subst
while 2
itution
others
belong to
category 2)

Table A44 continued
Frgs. 1-2 verson,
3i, 4i:L6 (Hos 2:4)
Frgs. 3ii, 4ii, 57:L1 (Hos 2:14)
F13:L3 (Hos 7:14)

Insufficient
Evidence

Not
Counted

Synonymous
Spelling

Scribal
Error

Kethiv/Qere

ׄ[ ֯ר]י[ב

ִריבוּ

]י[ת
ׄ ׄא

חַ יַּת

בלבה ֯ם
֯

בְּ לִ בָּ ם

֯ה ֯רומיה

ְר ִמיָּה

֯ע ׄל

ָﬠלַי

ל]ח[מ
֯
^מ
֯ ֯ל
֯ה

ִמלְ חָ מָ ה

]מה
֯ ֯ו

מָ ה

ל]כ[ה
֯
[

�ֵל

F13:L3 (Hos 7:14)

ׄילילו

יְ יֵלִ ילוּ

Quiescence
yod

F13:L3 (Hos 7:15)

אזרועותם

ז ְֽרוֹעֹ תָ ם

Frgs. 31β recto,
38-40α:L1 (Joel
4:4)

Prosthetic
aleph and
plene

גלילת

גְּ לִ ילוֹת

Defective?

Frgs. 47αi-48:L15
(Amos 4:6)

אנוכי

אֲנִ י

Alternative
Form of
Pronoun

הנב[יה

הִ נָּבֵ א

Plene and
Substitution of
Gutturals

אפפני

ֲאפָפוּנִ י

Defective?

לילי

לַיְ לָה

Synonymous
Spelling

ו[נ֯ שבים

וְ נ ְַשׁ ִ ֣בּ ָירה

Scribal Error?

מַ ﬠֲלוֹתָ ו
[]מַ ﬠֲלוֹתָ יו
הוֽה־
ָ ְי
ֱא�הִ ים

Agrees with
Qere
Agrees with
Qere

F13:L4 (Hos 7:16)
Frgs. 19β· 27-30α,
31 verso-32:L3
(Hos 11:8)
Frgs. 30β, 31α
recto, 36-37:L6
(Joel 2:5)
Frgs. 76-78i, 79,
81:L15 (Jonah
1:8)
Frgs. 78ii, 8287:L11 (Jonah
3:2)

Frgs. 52β, 53β,
54β, 56β, 59-60
verso, 61 verso64:L12 (Amos
7:15)
Frgs. 78ii, 8287:L4 (Jonah 2:6
[Eng., 5])
Frgs. 88-91i:L10
(Jonah 4:10)
Frgs. 52β, 53β,
54β, 56β, 59-60
verso, 61 verso64:L22 (Amos
8:5)
F69:L2 (Amos
9:6)
Frgs. 88-91i:L2
(Jonah 4:6)

מעל[ו֯ תיו
יהוה
֯ אדוני
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Yod for
a sere

APPENDIX 3
TABLES OF THE TEXTS OF THE WRITINGS
Table A45. 4Q83: Description of variants (category 1)
Description of
Variant

Addition

Omission

Fragment, Line, and
Verse

4Q83

MT

F9ii:L12 (Ps 71:13)

ויכל]ו

יִ כְ לוּ

ושמעו

ִשׁ ְמעוּ

וידוכה

�יוֹדוּ

F9ii:L4 (Ps 38:21)

משלימי

וּמשַׁ לְּ מֵ י
ְ

F9ii:L6 (Ps 71:2)

תפלטני

וּֽ ְתפַלְּ טֵ נִי

F9ii:11 (Ps 71:11)

תפ]שוהו
ׄ

וְ ִתפְ שׂוּהוּ

F16:L1 (Col 2:28 [Ps
66:16])
F18:L3 (Col 2:34 [Ps
67:6])

F20:L2 (Col 3:25 [Ps
69:3])
F19ii:L3 (Col 3:26 [Ps
69:3])
F20:L7 (Col 3:30 [Ps
69:9])

אין

וְ אֵ ין

שבלת

וְ ִשׁבֹּ לֶת

נכרי

וְ נָכְ ִרי

F19ii:L10 (Col 3:33 [Ps
69:15])

מעמקי

וּמ ַ ֽמּﬠֲמַ קֵּ י
ִ

F19ii:L12 (Col 3:35 [Ps
69:18])

אל

וְ אַל
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Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
1
conjunctive vav
Omission of
1
conjunctive vav
Omission of
1
conjunctive vav
Omission of
1
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
1
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
1
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
1
and Preposition
Omission of
1
Conjunctive vav

Table 45 continued

Substitution

F1:L2 (Ps 5:11)

֯ה ֯אשימו

ַ ֽהא ֲִשׁימֵ ם

F1:L4 (Ps 5:13)

בצנה

כַּצִּ נָּה

F6:L3 (Ps 35:16)

חרקו

חָ רֹ ק

F4ii:L2 (Ps 35:27)

֯ח ֯פצי

הֶ חָ ֵ֗פץ

F6:L3 (Ps 35:16)

שנים

ִשׁנֵּימוֹ

F9ii:L3 (Ps 38:19)

כה

כִּ י

F9ii:L3 (Ps 38:19)

ׄעונתי

ﬠֲוֹנִ י

F9ii:L4 (Ps 38:20)

משלימי

וּמשַׁ לְּ מֵ י
ְ

F9ii:L6 (Ps 71:2)

הצילני

תַּ צִּ י ֵלנִי

F9ii:L6 (Ps 71:2)

הצילני

הוֹשׁיﬠֵנִ י
ִ ְו

F12:L1 (Frgs. 11-12:L3
[Ps 53:5])

קרא

קָ ֽראוּ

מאותי

מֵ ִא ִתּי

משערי

ִמשַּׂ ﬠֲרוֹת

]◦ ׄאס ׄפו
֯ ֯נ

ְ ֽו ֶנ ֱאסָ פוּ
נֶאֶ ְספוּ

F14ii:L3 (Col 2:30 [Ps
66:20])
F19ii:L4 (Col 3:27 [Ps
69:5])
Unclear
Variants

F6:L2 (Ps 35:15)
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Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Preposition:
Graphic
Similarity
Substitution of
Tense
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Similar Particles
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Stem
Substitution of
Tense
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Number:
collective v.
plural
Substitution of
similar Particle
Substitution of
Gender
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
or first
vav+perfect

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A46. 4Q83: Description of variants (category 2)
Description of
Variant

Addition

Omission

Substitution

Fragment, Line, and
Verse

4Q83

F4ii:L7 (Ps 36:7)

בה

F9ii:L4 (Ps 38:20)

שקרי
ׄ

F9ii:L5 (Ps 38:23)

לי

F19ii:L10 (Col 3:33 [Ps
69:15])

טבע]ה
֯ ו[א ֯ל ֯א
֯
ׄ[ויקחני גזלי

וְ אַל־
אֶ ְטבָּ ﬠָה

F11:L2 (Frgs. 11-12:L2
[Ps 53:4])

[כול

כֻּלּוֹ

F20:L11 (Col 3:34 ]Ps
69:17])

MT

ָ ֽשׁקֶ ר

יְ הוָה

F4ii:L5 (Ps 36:5)

כול
ׄ יתיעץ
דׄ רך

יִ ְתיַצֵּ ב ﬠַל־
�דֶּ ֶר

F4ii:L6 (Ps 36:6)

מהשמים

בְּ הַ שָּׁ מַ יִם

F9ii:L6 (Ps 71:3)

]◦לבי עדׄ מ

לָבוֹא
תַּ ִמיד

F9ii:L8 (Ps 71:6)

עוזי

גוֹזִי

F18:L4 (Col 2:35 [Ps
67:8])

יברכוכה
]אלהים

יְ בָ ְרכֵנוּ
ֱא�הִ ים

F20:L2 (Col 3:25 [Ps
69:3])

בין

בִּ יוֵן

F19ii:L5 (Col 3:28 [Ps
69:6])

֯אתה ידעתה
לוא לויתי
] ֯ואשלמנ
ׄ

ָאַתָּ ה יָדַ ﬠְ תּ
לְ ִאוַּלְ ִתּי
אַשׁמוֹתַ י
ְ ְו

F20:L6 (Col 3:29 [Ps
69:9])

מי זר היית]י

מוּזָר
יתי
ִ ִהָ י

F20:L7 (Col 3:30 [Ps
69:11])

ואך בצום
נפשי

F19ii:L8 (Col 3:31 [Ps
69:12])

וָאֶ בְ כֶּה
בַ צּוֹם
נַפְ ִשׁי

ותהי

ָואֱהִ י

F19ii:L8 (Col 3:31 [Ps
69:13])

י[שיחו ישבי
שער בי

י ִָשׂיחוּ בִ י
יֹ ְשׁבֵ י שָׁ ﬠַר
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Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
Prepositional
2
Phrase
Addition of
Pronominal
1
Suffix
Addition of
Prepositional
2
Phrase
Addition of
5
Phrase
Omission of
Pronominal
1
Suffix
Omission of
1
Vocative
Substitution:
Lexeme and
2
particle graphic
similarity
Substitution of
Prepositions:
1
graphic/phonolo
gical similarity
Substitution:
Graphic
1
Similarity
Substitutions of
1
Lexeme
Substitution of
subject and
1
object
Substitution:
Graphic
1
Similarity
Substitution:
Likely graphic
2
confusion
Substitution:
Graphic
1
Similarity
Substitution of
Lexeme
Change of
Subject
Transposition of
Prepositional
Phrase

1
1
1

Table A46 continued

Substitution
continued

Unclear
Variants

Complex
Variants

F20:L8 (Col 3:31 [Ps
69:13])

] ׄיׄ נגנׄ ו

וּנְ גִ ינוֹת

F19ii:L9 (Col 3:32 [Ps
69:14])

ואני תפלתי
יהו[ה
ׄ
]למה
עתה רצון

F19ii:L10 (Col 3:33 [Ps
69:15])

ַואֲנִ י
� ְְתפִ לּ ִ ָֽתי־ל
יְ הוָה ﬠֵת
ָרצוֹן

הצ[ילני

ִאנָּצְ לָה

F19ii:L11 (Col 3:34 [Ps
69:16])

פי

ָפִּ יה

F19ii:L12 (Col 3:35 [Ps
69:18])

מה[רה
֯

מַ הֵ ר

F19ii:L12 (Col 3:35 [Ps
69:19])

קרב

קָ ְרבָ ה

F7:L6 (Frgs. 7-8:L6 [Ps
38:12])

מנ[גד ׄרעי
ומיוד֯ ]עי

אֹֽ הֲבַ י וְ ֵרﬠַי
ִמ ֶנּגֶד נִ גְ ﬠִ י
ַי ֲﬠ ֹמדוּ

F19ii:L5 (Col 3:28 [Ps
69:7])

בִ י

F20:L6 (Col 3:29 [Ps
69:7])

בִ י

F9ii:L2 (Ps 38:16)

אדני אתה
ׄאלהי
ׄ תענני כי

F9ii:L4 (Ps 38:21)

יי֯ שסני תחת
דבר טוב

F12:L2 (Frgs. 11-12:L4
[Ps 53:7])

ביום ציון

ִמצִּ יּוֹן

כליו שני
בחיל לאלהי
[יש]ראל

כָּלוּ ֵﬠינַי
ְמיַחֵ ל
לֵא�הָ י

F20:L3 (Col 3:26 [Ps
69:4])

אַתָּ ה תַ ֲﬠנֶה
ֲאדֹ נָי ֱא�הָ י
יִ ְשׂ ְטנוּנִ י
תַּ חַ ת
ְרדוֹפִ י־
]רדְ פִ י[־
ָֽ
טוֹב

Substitution:
graphic
similarity or
interpretation

1

Substitution:
Graphic
Similarity

2

Substitution of
Verbal Stem
Substitution of
Pronominal
Suffix
Substitution:
Imperative
forms
Substitution:
Imperative
forms
Substitution and
Transposition?
Omission or
transposition of
prepositional
phrase
Substitution or
Transposition
Transposition
and Additions
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1
1
1
2

2
1
3

Substitutions

3

Substitution and
Addition

2

Substitutions
and Addition

3

Table A47. 4Q83: Description of variants (category 3)
No Variants

1

Table A48. 4Q83: Description of variants, not counted in statistics
Description of
Variant

Differences
likely
caused by
Excerpted
Nature

Fragment, Line, and
Verse
F4i:L4 (F4i:L6 [Ps 31,
33)

Synonymou
s Spelling

Scribal
Error
Kethiv/Qere

MT
Rearranged
Sequence

F4ii:L5

Different
Division of
Psalms

F9ii:L5

F1:L1 (Ps 5:9-10)

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

4Q83

Detailed
Description of
Variant
Different
Sequence of
Psalms
Psalm 36
divided into 2
Psalms
Ps 38 and 71
Portrayed as
One Psalm
Line spacing
and remains of
aleph suggest
longer reader

]◦◦◦א

כִּ י אֵ ין

ֱאמוּנִ ים

אמנׄ ם

נשב[ר
֯
ו֯ ׄאל

נִ ְשׁבָּ ָרה
וְ ﬠַל

ו֯ נׄ מקו

נָמַ קּוּ

יגׄ דילו
֯חנם
ו֯ חמוׄ ץ
[◦יום

הִ גְ ִדּילוּ
חַ יִּ ים
וְ חוֹמֵ ץ
יוֹם

F9ii:L3 (Ps 38:19)

מן ֯ח ׄטאותי

אתי
ִ ֵָ ֽמחַ טּ

F9ii:L5 (Ps 38:23)

חישה

חוּשָׁ ה

F20:L2 (Col 3:25 [Ps
69:3])

כליו

כָּלוּ

כטוב

כִּ י־טוֹב

על

אֶ ל

]◦נפגׄ א
ׄ

פוּגוֹתי
ִ
ְנ

נסתר

נִ ְסתָּ ָרה

Clear 3fs subject

חישה

חִ ישָׁ ה
[]חוּשָׁ ה
ֽ

Agrees with
Kethiv

F4i:L2 (F4i:L4 [Ps
31:24])
F5:L1 (Ps 34:21)
F6:L5 (Ps 35:20)
F8:L2 (Frgs. 7-8:L3 [Ps
38:6])
F9ii:L2 (Ps 38:17)
F9ii:L3 (Ps 38:20)
F9ii:L7 (Ps 71:4)
F13:L1 (Ps 56:4)

F20:L11 (Col 3:34 [Ps
69:17])
F19ii:L12 (Col 3:35 [Ps
69:19])
F8:L4 (Frgs. 7-8:L4 [Ps
38:9])
F8:L5 (F7-8:L5] Ps
38:10)
F9ii:L12 (Ps 71:12)
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Spelling and
word division
Alternative
Spelling (See Ps
70:6 and 71:12
[DJD, 16])
4Q83 represents
the original third
yod
Substitution of
Particle
Confusion of
Gutturals
4Q83's root does
not exist?

Statistical
Weight

Table A49. 4Q84: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment, Line, and
Verse

4Q84

MT

F1iii:L7 (Col 3:14 [Ps
92:7])

ולא

ל ֹא

F10:L1 (Col 7:9 [Ps
94:14])

[את עמו

ַﬠמּוֹ

F18i:L4: (Col 20:8 [Ps
102:16])

ייראו

וְ ִ ֽי ְיראוּ

F21i:L7 (Col 22:16 [Ps
103:3])

ורפא

הָ רֹ פֵא

F28ii:L4 (Col 34:13 [Ps
118:7])

אני

ַואֲנִ י

F1iii:L4 (Col 3:11 [Ps
92:5])

ירנן

א ֲַרנֵּן

F5ii:L4 (Col 4:15 [Ps
92:15])

ׄוׄ היו

יִ הְ יוּ

F14:2 (Col 19:8 [Ps
102:5])

לחמי
מאכ[ל

מֵ אֲכֹ ל
לַחְ ִמי

F15ii:L6 (Col 21:6 [Ps
102:20])

לארץ

אֶ ל־אֶ ֶרץ

Substitution F25ii:L2 (Col 25:2 [Ps
103:20])

דבריו

ְדבָ רוֹ

F25ii:L3 (Col 25:3 [Ps
103:20])

דבריו

ְדבָ רוֹ

F28ii:L4 (Col 34:14 [Ps
118:8])

לבטח

F34:L5 (Col 35:17 [Ps
118:26])

]ב[ ֯רכ֯ נׄ ו
אתכׄ ם

Addition

Omission

1
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Detailed Statistical
Description Weight
of Variant
Addition of
Conjunctive
1
vav
Addition of
Marker of
1
Accusative
Omission of
Conjunctive
1
vav
Omission of
1
Article
Omission of
Conjunctive
1
vav
Substitution
1
of Subject
Substitution:
Graphic
1
Similarity
Transposition

1

ַלהֲסוֹת

Substitution
of Similar
Preposition
Substitution
of Number:
Collective
for Plural
Substitution
of Number:
Collective
for Plural
Substitution
of Roots

1

בֵּ ַ ֽרכְ נוּכֶם

Substitution
of Object

1

1
1

1

Table A49 continued
Addition

Omission
2

Substitution

3

Differenc
es likely
caused by
Excerpted
Nature

F5ii:L4 (Col 4:L15]
Ps 92:15)

בשיבה טובה

בְּ שֵׂ יבָ ה

F18i:L7 (Col 20:16
[Ps 102:17])

בכבוד

בִּ כְ בוֹדוֹ
ַם־סבָ בוּנִ י
ְ ג
בְּ שֵׁ ם יְהוָה כִּ י
ֲא ִמילַם׃
סַ בּוּנִי

F28ii:L6–7 (Col
34:14 [Ps 118:11–
12)
F18i:L5:Col 20:14
[Ps 102:16])

כבודו

� ֶכְּ בוֹד

F15ii:L5 (Col 21:5
[Ps 102:20])

ממעון

ִמ ְמּרוֹם

No Variants
F25ii-iii (Ps 103 112)

Harmonization:
Addition of
modifier
Omission of
Pronominal
Suffix
Omission:
Haplography
Substitution of
Pronominal
Suffix: Change
in perspective
Harmonization:
Deuteronomy
26:16 (DJD, 39)
Psalm 103 to
Psalm 112

F26:L1 (Col 29:9
[Ps 115:2)

איה

אַיֵּה־נָא

Lacuna could
obscure
reading

F32i:L2 (Col 35:8
[Ps 118:19])

אבואם

ֲאב ֹא בָ ם

The bet could
be in the
lacuna

F1iii:L4 (Col 3:11
[Ps 92:5])

[במ[עשה

ְ ֽבּמַ ﬠֲשֵׂ י

Orthographic
representatio
n of third he

֯יפרחו

יַפְ ֽריחוּ

Defective?

נוה

ַנ ֲאוָה

F25iv:L1 (Col 27:1
[Ps 113:1])

הללו֯ יה

הַ לְ לוּ יָהּ

Corrected to
MT

F21i:L7 (Col 22:16
[Ps 103:3])

תחלו^א^יך

תַּ ֲח ֻלאָֽיְכִ י

Kethiv/Qe
re

F18ii:L4 (Col 21:13
[Ps 102:24])

Omission of
Guttural
Different
division of
words
Corrected by
Original
Scribe to MT

[כ֯ חי

[כֹּ חוֹ ]כֹּחִ י

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Not
Counted

F5ii:L3 (Col 4:14
[Ps 92:14])
Synonymous
Spelling
F6:L2 (Col 5:14 [Ps
93:5])
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Follows Qere

1
1
11

1
1

Table A50. 4Q86: Description of variants
Category

Description Fragment, Line, and
of Variant
Verse

Addition

1

Omission

Substituti
on

Omission

Substitution

3

Statistical
Weight

MT

F1iii:L7 (Col 3:14
[Ps 92:7])

ולא

ל ֹא

F5ii:L4 (Col 3:4 [Ps
104:10])

ההרים

הָ ִרים

F5ii:L5 (Col 3:5 [Ps
104:11])

ישקו חיׄ וׄ ת
}}◦◦{{ את
ה}}◦{{ ׄא

י ְַשׁקוּ כָּל־
חַ יְ תוֹ שָׂ דָ י

F11:L1 (Col 4:10
[Ps 104:22])

ויאספו

יֵאָסֵ פוּן

כי ית]מו

יִ תַּ מּוּ

מקרה

הַ ְמקָ ֶ ֽרה

]מהל ֯ך
ׄ

�ֵַ ֽה ְמהַ לּ

F5ii:L4 (Col 3:4 [Ps
104:10])

משלח

ַַ ֽה ְמשַׁ לֵּח

Omission of
article

1

F6:L4 (Col 2:12 [Ps
104:1])

תלבש

ָלָבָ ְשׁתּ

Substitution
of Tense

1

F12:L4 (Col 5:18
[Ps 104:35])
F6:L6 (Col 2:13 [Ps
104:3])
F6:L7 (Col 2:14 [Ps
104:3])

F5ii:L5 (Col 3:5 [Ps
104:11])

חיׄ וׄ ת

כָּל־חַ יְתו
אָנֹ כי
אֶ ְשׂמַ ח
בַּ יהוָה

F14:L1 (Col 5:17
[Ps 104:34])
2

Detailed
Description
of Variant

4Q86

F6:L8 (Col 2:16 [Ps
104:5])

יוסד

ָיֽסַ ד

F5ii:L6 (Col 3:6 [Ps
104:11])

ׄי֯ ֯שכירו

יִ ְשׁבְּ רוּ

F10ii:L6 (Col 4:15
[Ps 104:24])

נעשו

ָﬠ ִָשׂית

No Variants
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Addition of
Conjunctive
vav
Addition of
article
Addition of
marker of
accusative
and article
Addition of
Conjunctive
vav
Addition of
particle
Omission of
article
Omission of
article

Omission of
Pronominal
Suffix and
kôl particle
Omission due to
Parablepsis
(Haplography)
Substitution
of Part of
Speech
Substitution
of Lexeme:
Interpretation
Substitution
of verbal
stem and
person

1
1
2
1
1
1
1

2
5
1
1
1

Table A50 continued
Differences
likely
caused by
Excerpted
Nature

Not
Counted

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Synonymous
Spelling

F6:L2 (Col 2:11
[Ps 147, 104])

Ps 147,
104

Ps 147,
148

F1:L1-2 (Col 1:6-7
[Ps 147:1])
F1:L1 (Col 1:6 [Ps
147:1])
F3:L1 (Col 2:2 [Ps
147:14])
F6:L3 (Col 2:11
[Ps 104:1])
F7i:L4 (Col 2:13
[Ps 104:3])
F5ii:L5 (Col 3:5
[Ps 104:10])
F11:L1 (Col 4:10
[Ps 104:22])
F11:L2 (Col 4:11
[Ps 104:22])

נ֯ ֯א]וה
[זמרה
֯אמ[ן
]ה[ל ֯לויה
֯

וָדֹ ר הַ לְ לוּ
יָהּ

וׄ חלב

חֵ לֶב

Different
Sequence

]יהוה
֯
יהוה
אלהי[ם
ׄ
֯על]יו[תו

ﬠ�לִ יּ֫ וֹתָ יו

יהלכו
ׄ

יְ הַ לֵּכוּן

ויאספו

יֵאָסֵ פוּן

ירבצו

יִ ְרבָּ צוּן

Table A51. 4Q87: Description of variants
Category

Description Fragment, Line, and
of Variant
Verse
Addition
Omission

1

4Q87

F26ii:L7 (Ps
(130:6)

כש]ומרים
ׄ

F2ii:L1 (Ps 78:31)

ׄמשמנ֯ ]יהם

F13:L2 (Ps 115:17)

מתים

F21:L2 (Frgs. 18ii,
20-24:L2 [Ps
105:38])

שמהו

F26i:L2 (Ps 125:2)

לע[מוׄ ׄסבׄ יב

Detailed
Statistic
Description of
al
Variant
Weight
Addition of
שֹׁ ְמ ִרים
1
Preposition
Omission of
1
בְּ ִמ ְשׁמַ נֵּיהֶ ם
Preposition
Omission of
הַ מֵּ ִתים
1
Article
Substitution
of Number:
1
שָׂ מַ ח
Collective v.
Plural
MT

סָ בִ יב לְ ﬠַמּוֹ

Substitution
F26i:L5 (Ps 125:4)

בלב

בְּ לִ בּוֹתָ ם

F26i:L6 (Ps 126:1)

שבות

ִשׁיבַ ת
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Transposition
Substitution
of Number:
Collective v.
Plural
(Parablepsis)
Substitution
of Similar
Lexeme

1

1

1

Table 51 continued
Omission of
Pronominal
suffix
Omission of
Pronominal
suffix
(Parablepsis)

1

F26i:L4 (Ps 125:3)

יד^י^ם

יְ דֵ יהֶ ם

F26i:L5 (Ps 125:4)

בלב

בְּ לִ בּוֹתָ ם

Substitution

F20:L1 (F18ii, 2024:L1 [Ps 105:37])

ויוצא עמ]ו
֯

ַוֽיּוֹצִ יאֵ ם

Pronoun for
noun

1

Complex
Variant

F25:L1 (Ps 120:6)

לנפ]שי

לָּהּ נַפְ ִשׁי

Omission of
Pronominal
Suffix

1

Omission

1

2

3
Not
Counte
d

Differences
likely
caused by
Excerpted
Nature

No Variants

F6:L1 (Frgs. 67:L1 [Ps 89:44])
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

֯למלחמה

בַּ ִמּלְ חָ מָ ה

יׄ ]עקוב

וְ ַיﬠֲקֹב

הללויה

ַ ֽהלְ לוּיָהּ

^^והמטים
עקלקול^ת^י
ם
^שיר
^המעלות
הגדיל
^^יהוה

וְ הַ מַּ טִּ ים

F9:Le1-2
Frgs. 15,16, 17, 18i
F19:L1 (Ps 105:23)
F18ii:L5 (Frgs.
18ii, 20-24:L5 [Ps
105, 146])
F26i:L5 (Ps 125:5)
F26i:L5 (Ps 125:5)

Correction to
the MT

Ps 118 to Ps
104

F14

F26i:L6 (Ps 126:1)
F26i:L8 (Ps 126:2)
F26ii:L3 (Ps 130:1)

^[^עול]ות
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ַ ֽﬠקַ לְ קַ לּוֹתָ ם
ִשׁיר
ַ ֽהמַּ ﬠֲלוֹת
הִ גְ ִדּיל יְהוָה
ִשׁיר
ַ ֽהמַּ ﬠֲלוֹת

Substitution
of
Preposition
Ps 103 to 109
Ps 104 not
followed by
Ps 105
Ps 105 to Ps
146

Table A52. 4Q88: Description of variants
Category Description
of Variant

1

Fragment, Line, and
Verse

4Q88

MT

F3ii:L4 (Col 2:17 [Ps
107:13])
F3ii:L4 (Col 2:17 [Ps
107:14])
Addition
F8iL4 (Col 4:16 [Ps
107:26])
F8i:L5 (Col 3:17 [Ps
107:27])
F8ii:L1 (Col 4:13 [Ps
107:35])
Omission
F10:L6 (Col 7:8 [Ps
109:28])
F3ii:L8 (Col 2:21 [Ps
107:16])
Substitution
F8i:L7 (Col 3:19 [Ps
107:28])
F8i:L1 (Col 3:13 [Ps
107:35])
F8ii:L3 (Col 4:15 [Ps
107:36])
F8ii:L7 (Col 4:19 [Ps
107:39])
F9:L3 (Col 6:3 [Ps
109:6])

וישיעם

יוֹשׁיﬠֵם
ִ

ויוציאם
ׄ

יֽ וֹצִ יאֵ ם

ונפשם

נַפְ שָׁ ם

ויח^ו^גו

יָחוֹגּוּ

ארץ

וְ אֶ ֶרץ

עבדכ֯ ]ה

�ְ ֽוﬠַבְ ְדּ

נחש[ה
ׄ

נְ חֹ שֶׁ ת

עקו
ׄ ׄויז

וַיִּ צְ ﬠֲקוּ

למבועי
ׄ

לְ מֹ צָ אֵ י

ערי

ﬠִ יר

ימ]עטו
ׄ

ַו ִיּ ְמﬠֲטוּ

שוט]ן
ׄ

וְ שָׂ טָ ן

F9:L1 (Col 6:1 [Ps
109:4])

[יסטמוני
יסי]מו

F1:L6 (Frgs. 1-2:L23
[Ps 22:16])

יִ ְשׂ ְטנוּנִ י
ַואֲנִ י ְתפִ לָּה
ַויּ ִָשׂימוּ

]שופט
ׄ

ִתּ ְשׁפְּ תֵ נִי

Omission

2

]כי השביע
F5:L2-3 (Col 2:7-8 [רעב ֯ה
ׄ
נפש
ש[ק ׄקה
֯ ]ונפש
[Ps 107:9])
]מ[לא
֯
F3ii:L6 (Col 2:19 [Ps
ה]ודו
107:15])
F3ii:L6 (Col 2:19 [Ps
חסידו
107:15])
F3iii:L2 (Col 4:17 [Ps [בה]ם
107:26])
Substitution F8i:L9 (Col 3:21 [Ps
וישיעם
107:28])
F8i:L9 (Col 3:21 [Ps
ויופׄ ך
107:29])
F8i:L10 (Col 3:22 [Ps
גלי ים
107:29])
F8ii:L2 (Col 4:14 [Ps
עם רב
107:36])
F8ii:L10 (Col 4:22
בעני
[Ps 107:41])
F9:L1 (Col 6:1 [Ps
[יסטמוני
109:4])
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י־ה ְשׂבִּ י ַﬠ
ִ ֭ ִכּ
נֶ ֣פֶשׁ שֹׁ קֵ ָ ֑קה
וְ נֶ ֥פֶשׁ ְ֝רﬠֵבָ ה
ֵא־טוֹב׃
ֽ ִמלּ
יוֹדוּ
חַ ְסדּוֹ
בְּ ָרﬠָה
יוֹצִ יאֵ ם
יָקֵ ם
ַגלֵּיהֶ ם
ְרﬠֵבִ ים
מֵ עוֹנִי
יִ ְשׂ ְטנוּנִ י

Detailed
Description of Statistical
Weight
Variant
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
1
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
1
Conjunctive vav
Substitution of
1
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
1
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
1
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
1
Number
Substitution of
1
Tense
Substitution of
1
Noun for Participle
Omission:
Possibly
4
Parablepsis
Substitution: Verb
1
for Participle
Transposition
Substitution of
Volitive
Substitution of
Syntax
Substitution of
pronoun for noun
Substitution of
Lexemes
Substitution of
Lexemes
Substitution of
pronoun for noun
Substitution of
Accusatives
Substitution of
Prepositions
Similar Lexeme

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A52 continued
2
continued

Unclear
Variant

3
Differences
likely
caused by
Liturgical
Nature

Insufficient
Evidence
Not
Counted

F8i:L10-11 (Col
◦[ ]◦ ַׄויָּשֶׂ ם ַכּצּ ֹאן עלו
4:22-23 [Ps 107:41])
כצ]אן
ִמ ְשׁפָּחוֹת
F5:L6 (Col 2:11 [Ps ]ִ ֽכּי־הִ ְמרוּ ] ֯הם ֯ה]מרו
107:11])
No Variants
Col 7:14-8
Inclusion of NonMasoretic Psalms

Col 9
Col 10

F1:L6 (Frgs. 1-2:L23 ואל[ עפר
ְ ֽו ַל ֲﬠפַר
[Ps 22:16])
F1:L8 (F1-2:L25] Ps
כ֯ ֯ר]ו
ָכּא ֲִרי
22:17)
F3ii:L3 (Col 2:16 [Ps ]ותי[ה
֯
ִמ ְמּ ֻצֽקוֹתֵ יהֶ ם ממציׄ ׄק
107:13])
֯ם
F8i:L1 (Col 3:13[ Ps
ׄיוׄ דו
יְ הוָה
107:24])
F8i:L8 (Col 3:20 [Ps
ֶוּֽ ִמ ְמּ ֽצוּקֹתֵ יה
ממציקותיהם
ׄ
107:28])
ם
ַיִּשׂ ְמ ֥חוּ ִ ֽכי־
ְ ו
F8i:L11 (Col 3:23 [Ps א[ל
֯ ]וינחם
יִ ְשׁתֹּ֑ קוּ
107:30])
.ַנְחם אֶ ל־ מחוז חפצם
ֵ ֗ ֝ ַויּ
ְמ ֥חוֹז חֶ פְ ָ ֽצם׃

Addition or
Substitution

1
Apostrophe to
Zion
Eschatological
Hymn
Apostrophe to
Judah

Possible
Omission
but
Depends
on
Spatial
Consider
ations
Possible
Omission
but
Depends
on
Spatial
Consider
ations

ָﬠז ְֵרנִ י יְהוָ ֣ה
�ה֑י עוזרנׄ ]י יה[וׄ ה
ָ ֱא
F10:L3–4 (Col 7:5–6 ]אלוהי
י
נ
ִ
֣
ֵיﬠ
וֹשׁ
ִ ֭ה
[Ps 109:26])
[וידעו
כְ חַ סְ ֶ ֽדּ�׃
ְ ֽוי ְֵדעוּ

ְ ֽוי ְֵדעוּ כִּ י־
כי
וידעו
[
יָ ֣ דְ � ֑זּ ֹאת
F10:L4–5 (Col 7:6–7 זא[ת
ׄ
]ידכה
ׄ
אַתּה יְ הוָ ֣ה
ָ֖
[Ps 109:28])
יתהּ׃ ְי ַ ֽקלְ ]יק[ללו המה
ֽ ָ ﬠ ֲִשׂ
֮לוּ־הֵ מָּ ה
F1:L4 (Frgs. 1-2:L21
[Ps 22:15])
F8i:L9 (Col 3:21 [Ps
107:29])
Synonymous
Spelling
F9:L1 (Col 6:1 [Ps
109:4])
F10:L3 (Col 7:5 [Ps
109:25])
F1:L5 (Frgs. 1-2:L22
[Ps 22:16])
Scribal
Error
F8ii:L13 (Col 4:25
[Ps 107:42])

נ֯ ]מ[ש

נָמֵ ס

Sibilant Confusion

שערה

ְסﬠ ָָרה

Sibilant Confusion

יסי]מו

ַויּ ִָשׂימוּ

Sibilant Confusion

רושם

ר ֹאשָׁ ם

מדבש

מ ְֻדבָּ ק

קפץ

קָ פְ צָ ה

Synonymous
Spelling
Substitution of
Lexeme
Clear femenine
subject
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Table A53. 4Q92: Description of variants
Category

2
3

Description
of Variant
Omission
Substitutio
n

Fragment, Line,
and Verse
Col 1:3 (Ps
135:10)
Col 1:3 (Ps
135:11)
Col 1:1 (Ps
135:6)

Not
Counted

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

4Q92

את סיחון
No Variants
לעשות יעשה אין
כי אין כיהוה
וא[י֯ ן֯ ] שיעשה
כמלך אלהים

Col 2:3 (Ps 99:1)

Detailed
Statistical
MT Description of
Weight
Variant
Omission of
וְ הָ ַרג
2
verb
Substitution of
לְ ִסיחוֹן
1
Particle
Insufficient
Mss. Evidence
Addition of
Superscription

ׄלדׄ ו֯ ]ד

Proposed
Squence Ps
135 then Ps 99

Col 1-2
Synonymous
Spelling

Col 1:5 (Ps
135:15)

מעשי

 מַ ﬠֲשֵׂ הOrthography?

Table A54. 4Q93: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

4Q93

1

Addition

F1:L7 (Col 1:12 [Ps
104:5])

לעלם
֯

2
3

No Variants
No Variants

F1:L4 (Col 1:9 [Ps
104:4])
Not
Orthography
Counted

F1:L4 (Col 1:9 [Ps
104:4])
F1:L5 (Col 1:10 [Ps
104:4])
F1:L6 (Col 1:11] Ps
104:5)

עשי
מלאכו
משירתו
ישד
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Detailed
Statistical
MT Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
עוֹלָם
1
Preposition
Yod
representing
final e?
Contraction of
מַ לְ אָכָיו
diphthong aw
Contraction of
ְמשָׁ ְרתָ יו
diphthong aw
Interchange of
ָיֽסַ ד
sibilants
עֹ שֶׂ ה

Table A55. 4Q95: Description of variants if fragments 2-3
preserve portions of Psalm 136:19-24
Category Description
of Variant
1
Addition
2

Substitution

3
Insufficient
Not
Counted manuscript
Evidence

Fragment, Line,
and Verse
F1:L1-2 (Ps
135:6)
F3:L2 (F2-3:L3
[Ps 136:22 or
135:12])

4Q95

MT

No Variants
ׄלעשות
יעש]ה
ׄ
עמו

ﬠַבְ דּוֹ

No Variants

F2:L2 (Frgs. 23:L2 [Ps 136:21
or 135:12])

[ ׄל]נו

F2:L2 (Frgs. 23:L2 [Ps 136:21
or 135:12])

נחל]ה

לְ ַנ ֲחלָה

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

Addition: Longer
Reading

3

Substitution:
Similar Title

1

The lamed may
correspond to
lamed later in
verse
Line is not
preserved

Table A56. 4Q95: Description of variants if fragments 2-3
preserve Psalm 135:11-12 + Psalm 136:23-24
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

Addition

F1:L1-2 (Ps
135:6)
F2:L2 (Frgs. 23:L2 [Ps
136:21 or
135:12])

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F2:L2 (Frgs. 23:L2 [Ps
136:21 or
135:12])
F3:L2 (Frgs. 23:L3 [Ps
136:21 or
135:12])

1
2
3

Not
Counted

4Q95

MT

No Variants
ׄלעשות
יעש]ה
ׄ
[ ׄל]נו
No Variants

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

Addition: Longer
Reading
The lamed may
correspond to
lamed later in
verse

3

[כי לעולם
[]חסדו

Addition of
Refrain

כׄ ]י לעולם
[חסדו

Addition of
Refrain
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Table A57. 4Q98: Description of variants
Fragment, Line,
Category Description
of Variant
and Verse
1

Substitution

2

Addition

3
Differences
likely caused
by Excerpted
Nature
Insufficient
Manuscript
Not
Counted Evidence
Unclear
Paleography
Synonymous
Spelling
Scribal Error

Col 1:7 (Ps
33:9)
Col 1:10 (Ps
33:12)
Col 1:2 (Ps
33:1)
Col 1:6 (Ps
33:7)
Col 1:1-2
Col 1:8-10

4Q98

MT

והיה

ַויֶּהִ י

תב[ל

אָרץ
ֶ ָה

לדויד שיר מזמור
מים] נצבו
ׄ [ ׄש ֯ם ֯ה
כמו [נ֯ וׄ ד
No Variants
Ps 31, 33

Detailed
Description of Statistical
Weight
Variant
Substitution of
1
Tense
Substitution of
1
Similar Lexeme
Addition of
4
Superscription
Addition of
2
colon

Omission or
Ps 31, 32, Transmission
of
33
Ps 32

Interval
between Ps No Interval Division of one
31:1-12 and
Psalm into two?
31:13-22

Col 2:3 (Ps
35:8)

ׄש]ואה

בְּ שׁוֹאָה

Col 1:8 (Ps
33:11)
Col 1:8 (Ps
33:11)
Col 2:7 (Ps
35:15)
Col 2:7 (Ps
35:15)

וׄ היׄ ה

יְ הוָה

אלוהו

ֱא�הָ יו

נספו

נֶאֶ ְס ֬פוּ

תכים

נֵכִ ים

Table A58. 4Q98a: Description of variants
Category Description
of Variant
1

Substitutio
n

2

Substitutio
n

3
Insufficient
Not
Manuscript
Counted Evidence

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F2ii:L1 (Col
2:L1 [Ps
30:10])
F2ii:L1 (Col
2:L1 [Ps
30:9])
F3:L3 (Col
1:L5 [Ps
26:11])
F2ii:L3 (Col
2:L3 [Ps
30:10])

Detailed
Description of Statistical
Weight
Variant
Substitution of
Similar
1
Preposition

4Q98a

MT

לשחת

אֶ ל־שָׁ חַ ת

יׄ ]הוה

ֲאדֹ נָי

Substitution of
Divine Title

[ ֯ה ֯חיׄ ני

וְ חָ נֵּנִ י

Possible plene
Spelling

ויׄ ]חנני

וְ חָ נֵּנִ י

May Transcribe
Different Word

No Variants
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Table A59. 4Q98g: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q98g

MT

Omission

L5 (Ps
89:26)

בנהרת

וּֽ בַ נְּ הָ רוֹת

Substitution

L6 (Ps
89:23)

על

ַﬠוְ לָה

L5 (Ps
89:26)

יד

יָדוֹ

1

Omission

2

Substitution

Unclear
Variants
3

Differences
likely
caused by
Excerpted
Nature

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Not
Counted

Unclear
Paleography

Synonymous
Spelling

L7 (Ps
89:28)
L1 (Ps
89:20)

אַ ף
ל[ב ֯חריכ
֯

�ַ ֽלחֲסִ ידֶ י

L3 (Ps
89:21)

מן שמן

בְּ שֶׁ מֶ ן

L4 (Ps
89:22)

תכנכם

ִתּכּוֹן ﬠִ מּוֹ

L6 (Ps
89:23)

[אואב ובן על
^ ׄלענות^ו
ׄ

אוֹיֵב בּוֹ וּבֶ ן־
ַﬠוְ לָה ל ֹא
יְ ַﬠנֶּנּוּ

No Variants
Col 1:1-8

20-22, 26,
23, 27-28,
and 31

20-31

L1 (Ps
89:20)

תאמר
֯

ַותּ ֹאמֶ ר

L1 (Ps
89:20)

עו]זר

ֵﬠזֶר

L6 (Ps
89:23)
L7 (Ps
89:28)
L4 (Ps
89:22)

^ ׄלענות^ו
ׄ

ל ֹא יְ ַﬠנֶּנּוּ

[֯א ֯תנ^נ^]ו

אֶ ְתּנֵהוּ

ידו

יָדִ י

L1 (Ps
89:20)

שת

יתי
ִ ִִשׁוּ

L2 (Ps
89:20)

מן עם

מֵ ﬠָם

L7 (Ps
89:27)

את

אָ תָּ ה
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Detailed
Description Statistical
Weight
of Variant
Omission of
Conjunctive
1
vav
(defective?)
Substitution
of Similar
1
Lexeme
Omission of
Pronominal
1
Suffix
Omission of
1
Particle
Substitution
1
of Lexeme
Substitution
of
1
Preposition
Substitution:
Graphic
1
Similarity
Omission or
Transpositio
3
n and
Substitutions
Different
Sequence of
Verses

See
Gleanings,
440

Aramaic
Influence
(Gleanings,
442)
Aramaic
Influence
(Gleanings,
441)
Synonymous
Spellings

Table A60. 11Q5: Description of variants, category 1
Description Fragment, Line, and
of Variant
Verse

11Q5

MT

FCii:L3 (Ps 102:20)

האר]ץ

אֶ ֶרץ

FE ii:L2 (Ps104:22)

ויאספון

יֵאָסֵ פוּן

FCii:L6 (Ps 102:24)

כי

FCii:L9 (Ps 102:27)

וכלבוש

כַּלְּ בוּשׁ

FEii:L5 (Ps 104:25)

שמה

שָׁ ם

FEii:L5 (Ps 104:25)

למספר

ִמסְ פָּר

FEii:L8 (Ps 104:28)

וילקטון

יִ לְ קֹ טוּן

FEii:L8 (Ps 104:29)

ויגועו

יִ גְ וָעוּן

FEii:L9 (Ps 104:30)

ויבראון

יִ בָּ ֵראוּן

FEii:L10 (Ps
104:31)

ויהי

יְ הִ י

FEii:L13 (Ps
104:35)

כאשר

FEiii:L13 (Ps 105:7)

כי

Col 3:9 (Ps 148:4)

לשמים

הַ שָּׁ מָ יִ ם

Col 3:3 (121:3)

ואל

אַ ל

Col 3:9 (Ps 122:4

]שמה

שֶׁ שָּׁ ם

Col 3:12 (Ps 122:7)

ושלוה

שַׁ לְ וָה

Col 3:15 (Ps 123:1)

למעלות

ַ ֽהמַּ ﬠֲלוֹת

Col 4:3 (Ps 125:1)

שלוא

ל ֹא

Col 5:8 (Ps 129:8)

שלוא

ול ֹא

Col 6:3 (Ps 132:11)

כי

Col 7:3 (Ps 119:17)

ואחיה

ֶ ֽאחְ יֶה

Col 8:13 (Ps 119:49)

לדבריכה

דָּ בָ ר

ממשפטיכה

�וּֽ ִמ ְשׁפָּטֶ י

ממשברי

ִמ ִשּׂבְ ִרי

Addition

Col 11:4 (Ps
109:108)
Col 11:12 (Ps
119:116)
Col 11:9 (Ps
119:136)
Col 13:15 (Ps
119:163
Col 14:10 (Ps 135:3)

כי
ותורתכה
את
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�תּוֹר ְת
ָ

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

Addition of Article
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of Particle
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Directional he
Addition of
Preposition
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition of Particle
Addition of
Preposition
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
directional he
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Preposition
Addition of
Relative Particle
Addition of
Relative Particle
Addition of Particle
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Preposition
Addition of
Preposition
Addition of
Preposition

1

Addition of Particle

1

Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of Marker
of Accusative

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Table A60 continued

Addition
continued

Omission

Col 14:11 (Ps 135:4)

וישראל

יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ ל

Col 14:14 (Ps 135:6)

ובכול

וְ כָל

Col 15:1 (Ps 135:18)

וכול

כֹּ ל

Col 16:13 (Ps 145:5)

ונפלאותיכה

�פְ לְ אוֹתֶ י

Col 17:7 (Ps 145:16)
Col 17:16 (Ps
145:21)

אתה

Col 20:9 (Ps 139:17)

על

Col 20:17 (Ps 137:1)

בבבל

Col 21:2 (Ps 138:1)

יהוה

Col 23: 10 (Ps
133:3)

שמה

שָׁ ם

Col 23:12 (Ps 144:1)

ואצבעותי

אֶ צְ בְּ עוֹתַ י

Col 23:15 (Ps 144:4)

וימי

יָמָ יו

Col 25:10 (Ps 143:4)

וישתומם

יִ ְשׁתּוֹמֵ ם

Col 27:14 (Ps 140:3)
FEii:L13 (Ps
104:35)

היום

יוֹם

Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Preposition
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of Subject
Addition of Marker
of Accusative
Addition of
Preposition
Addition of
Preposition
Addition of
Vocative
Addition of
Directional he
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Addition of Article

מארץ

אָרץ
ֶ ִָמן־ה

Omission of Article

1

FEiii:L7 (Ps 147:20)

משפטים

וּמ ְשׁפָּטִ ים
ִ

1

FEiii:L15 (Ps 105:9)

שבועתו

וּשׁ ֖בוּﬠָתוֹ
ְ

Col 2:6 (Ps 148:1)

הללו יהוה

ַ ֽהלְ לוּ אֶ ת־
יְ הוָה

Col 2:6 (Ps 148:1)

משמים

ִמן־הַ שָּׁ מַ יִ ם

Col 3:1 (Ps 121:1)

המעלות

ַ ֽלמַּ ﬠֲלוֹת

Col 3:9 (Ps 122:4

]שמה

שֶׁ שָּׁ ם

Col 3:10 (Ps 122:4)

עדת ישראל

ֵﬠדוּת
לְ יִ ְשׂ ָראֵ ל

Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Marker of
Accusative
Omission of Article
Omission of
Preposition
Omission of
Relative Particle
Omission of
Preposition
Omission of
Marker of
Accusative
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of Article
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav

את

בָּ בֶ ל

Col 3:15 (Ps 123:1)

אֶ ת

Col 4:4 (Ps 125:2)

יהוה

וַיהוָה

Col 4:8 (Ps 125:5)

און

הָ אָוֶן

Col 5:8 (Ps 129:8)

שלוא

ול ֹא

Col 5:13 (Ps 130:5)

לדברו

ְ ֽולִ דְ בָ רוֹ

Col 5:15 (Ps 130:7)

הרב עמו פדה

וְ הַ ְרבֵּ ה ﬠִ מּוֹ
פְ דוּת

Col 5:15 (Ps 130:8)

הוא

וְ הוּא
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A60 continued
Col 11:1 (Ps
119:105)
Col 11:4 (Ps
109:108)
Col 11:4 (Ps
109:108)

אור

וְ אוֹר

ממשפטיכה

�וּֽ ִמ ְשׁפָּטֶ י

תורתכה

�וְ ֽת ָוֹר ְת

Col 11:6 (Ps
119:110)

פקודיכה

�וּמפִּ קּוּדֶ י
ִ

Col 11:9 (Ps
119:113)
Col 11:13 (Ps
119:117)
Col 12:4 (Ps
119:131)
Col 12:13 (Ps
119:140)
Col 12:15 (Ps
119:142)

תורתכה

�תוֹר ְת
ָ ְ ֽו

חוקיכה

�בְ חֻקֶּ י
כִּ י

עבדכה

�ְ ֽוﬠַבְ ְדּ

עולם

לְ עוֹלָם

Col 13:4 (Ps
119:153)

Omission
continued

Col 134:4 (Ps
119:174)
Col 14:5 (Ps
119:175)
Col 14:10 (Ps 135:3)

כִּ י
תורתכה

�וְ ֽת ָוֹר ְת

ומ{{שפטיכה

� ֶוּֽ ִמ ְשׁפָּט

שמו

לִ ְשׁמוֹ

Col 14:11 (Ps 135:4)

יָהּ

Col 14:11 (Ps 135:5)

כִּ י

Col 14:12 (Ps 135:6)

כֹּ ל

Col 15:11 (Ps 136:8)

יום

בַּ יּוֹם

Col 15:12 (Ps 136:9)

ירח

ַאֶ ת־הַ יּ ֵָרח

Col 15:16 (Ps
136:15)

נער

וְ נִ ﬠֵ ֤ר

Col 16:11 (Ps 145:3)

לגדולתו

וְ לִ גְ ֻדלָּתוֹ

Col 20:1 (Ps 139:10

גַּם

Col 20:11 (Ps
139:19)
Col 23:11 (Ps 133:3)

אנשי

וְ אַנְ שֵׁ י

עולם

הָ עוֹלָם

Frgs. A, B, Ci:L2
(Ps 101:2)

לי

אֵ לָי
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Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
and Preposition
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Preposition
Omission of
Particle
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Preposition
Omission of
Particle
(Haplography)
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Preposition
Omission of
Subject
Omission of
Particle
Omission of kôl
particle
Omission of
Preposition
Omission of
Marker of
Accusative and
Article
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of Article
Substitution of
Prepositional
Phrase

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A60 continued

Substitution

FCii:L8 (Ps 102:26)

נוסד

ָיָסַ ְדתּ

FD:L9 (Ps 109:31)

עמד

ַי ֲﬠמֹד

FEi:L10 (Ps 104:4)

לוהטת

�הֵ ט

FEii:L11 (Ps
104:32)
FEii:L13 (Ps
104:35)

אל הארץ

ָאָרץ
ֶ ל

חוטאים

חַ טָּ ִאים

FEiii:L13 (Ps 105:6)

עבדיו

ﬠַבְ דּוֹ

FEiii:L13 (Ps 105:6)

בחירו

בְּ חִ ָיריו

FEiii:L15 (Ps 105:9)

עם

אֶ ת

FEiii:L16 (Ps
105:11)

לכם

� ְל

Col 1:4 (Ps 109:28)

דב[רם
ׄ

ְדּבָ ָרוו
[]דּבָ רוֹ
ְ

Col 1:4 (Ps 109:29)

ש[רצה

שָׁ ַרץ

Col 1:10 (Ps 109:37)

ויוצא א[ת עמו

ַוֽיּוֹצִ יאֵ ם

Col 3:9 (Ps 122:3

לו

לָּהּ

Col 3:11 (Ps 122:5)

כסא

כִ ְסאוֹת

Col 3:14 (Ps 122:9)

ׄטובה

טוֹב

Col 4:7 (Ps 125:4)

בלב

בְּ לִ בּוֹתָ ם

Col 4:4 (Ps 125:2)

לו

לָהּ

Col 4:13 (Ps 126:4)

שבותינו

ְשׁבוּתֵ נוּ
[]שׁבִ יתֵ נוּ
ְ

Col 4:14 (Ps 126:6)

נושאי

נֹ שֵׂ א

Col 5:4 (Ps 129:2)

רבות

ַרבַּ ת

Col 5:11 (Ps 130:2)

תהי נא אוזנכה

ִתּהְ יֶינָה
�אָ ְזנֶי

Col 6:4 (Ps 132:11)

על כסא

לְ כִ סֵּ א

Col 6:12 (Ps 119:2)

ידורשוה

יִ ְד ְרשׁוּהוּ

Col 6:15 (Ps 119:5)

א[מתכה

�חֻקֶּ י

Col 7:2 (Ps 119:16)

בחוקיכה

�בְּ חֻקֹּתֶ י

Col 7:2 (Ps 119:16)

דבריכה

�ְדּבָ ֶר

Col 7:3 (Ps 119:17)

דבריכה

�ְדּבָ ֶר

Col 7:4 (Ps 119:18)

מתורותיכה

� ֶתּוֹרת
ָ ִמ
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Substitution of Part
of Speech
Substitution of
Tense
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Similar Preposition
Substitution of
Noun for Participle
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Similar Particle
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Object
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Preposition
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A60 continued

Substitution
continued

Col 8:1 (Ps 119:37)

כדברכה

�ֶבִּ ְד ָרכ

Col 8:7 (Ps 119:43)

לדבריכה

� ֶלְ ִמ ְשׁפָּט

Col 8:8 (Ps 119:45)

ברחוביה

בָ ְרחָ בָ ה

Col 8:13 (Ps 119:49)

לדבריכה

דָּ בָ ר

Col 9:6 (Ps 119:64)

חוקכה

�חֻקֶּ י

Col 10:1 (Ps 119:82)

כלתה

כָּלוּ

Col 10:4 (Ps 119:85)

שחת

ִשׁיחוֹת

Col 10:7 (Ps 119:88)

עדוות

ֵﬠדוּת

Col 11:1 (Ps
119:105)
Col 11:1 (Ps
119:105)
Col 11:2 (Ps
119:106)
Col 11:2 (Ps
119:106)
Col 11:3 (Ps
119:107)
Col 11:10 (Ps
119:114)

דבריכה

�ְדבָ ֶר

לנתיבותי

לִ נְ ִתיבָ ִתי

לעשות

לִ ְשׁמֹר

משפט

ִמ ְשׁפְּ טֵ י

כאמרתכה

�כִ ְדבָ ֶר

לדבריכה

�לִ ְדבָ ְר

Col 11:15 (Ps
119:119)

על כן

ָלכֵן

Col 12:4 (Ps
119:131)
Col 12:10 (Ps
119:137)
Col 13:12 (Ps
119:160)

תאבתי

יָאָבְ ִתּי

וישרים

וְ יָשָׁ ר

דבריכה

�ְדּבָ ְר

Col 14:5 (Ps
119:175)

ומ{{שפטיכה

� ֶוּֽ ִמ ְשׁפָּט

Col 14:6 (Ps
119:176)

עדוותיכה

�ִמצְ וֹתֶ י

Col 14:11 (Ps 135:4)

לסגולה לו

לִ ְסגֻלָּתוֹ

Col 15:1 (Ps 135:17)

ואין

אַ ף אֵ ין

Col 15:7 (Ps 136:3)

לאדון

ַל ֲאדֹ נֵי

Col 15:10 (Ps 136:7)

מאורות

אוֹרים
ִ

Col 15:11 (Ps 136:8)

לממשלות

לְ מֶ ְמשֶׁ לֶת
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Substitution of
Similar Preposition
and Lexeme
(Harmonization)
Substitution of
Lexeme:
Harmonization and
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Similar
Prepositions
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
and Number
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Adverbial
Construction
Substitution of
Conjunctive
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Number

2

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A60 continued

Substitution
continued

Col 16:12 (Ps 145:4)

ישבחו

יְ שַׁ בַּ ח

Col 20:4 (Ps 139:12)

כחושך כאור

ַכּחֲשֵׁ יכָה
ָאוֹרה
ָ כּ

Col 20:5 (Ps 139:14)

נורא

נוֹראוֹת
ָ

Col 20:8 (Ps 139:16)

ספריכה

�ִספְ ְר

Col 20:11 (Ps
139:19)

סור

סוּרוּ

Col 20:13 (Ps
139:21)

וממתקוממיכה

�קוֹממֶ י
ְ וּבִ ְת

Col 21:8 (Ps 138:7)

בתוך

בְּ קֶ ֶרב

Col 22:16 (Ps 93:1)

ויתאזר

הִ ְתאַזָּר

Col 23:3 (Ps 141:7)

עצמי

ﬠֲצָ מֵ ינוּ

Col 23:3 (Ps 141:7)

מיד

ִמידֵ י

Col 23:9 (Ps 133:2)

מדיו

ִמדּוֹתָ יו

Col 23:10 (Ps 133:3)

הר

הַ ְר ֵרי

Col 23:14 (Ps 144:2)

עמים

ַﬠ ִמּי

Col 23:15 (Ps 144:5)

ורד

וְ תֵ ֵרד

Col 24:1 (Ps 144:15)

אשר יהוה

שֶׁ יֲהוָה

Col 25:9 (Ps 143:3)

ירדוף

ָרדַ ף

Col 25:12 (Ps 143:5)

אשיחה

ַאֲשׂוֹחֵ ח

Col 25:12 (Ps 143:6)

בארץ

כְּ אֶ ֶרץ

Col 26:7 (Ps 150:6)

כול הנשמות

כֹּ ל הַ נְּ שָׁ מָ ה

Col 28:1 (Ps 134:2)

ידיכה

יְ דֵ כֶם
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Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Noun/Inf con for
Participle and
Preposition:
Semantic overlap
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Tense
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Volitive
Substitution of
Relative Particle
Substitution of
Tense
Substitution of
Verbal Stem
Substitution of
Similar Preposition
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A61. 11Q5: Description of variants, category 2
Description
of Variant

Addition

Fragment, Line, and
Verse

11Q5

FCii:L11 (Ps 102:29)

לדׄ ור

FEii:L5 (Ps 104:25)

הרבה

FEi:L6 (Ps 104:1)

לדויד

FEii:L7 (Ps 104:27)

להם

FEiii:L8 (Ps 105:1)

]כי טוב כי
לעולם חסדו

Col 3:4 (Ps 121:5)

בלילה

Col 3:15 (Ps 123:1)

]ל[דויד

Col 4:8 (Ps 125:5)

כול

Col 5:11 (Ps 130:2)

תהי נא

Col 5:11 (Ps 130:2)

לי

Col 5:13 (Ps 130:6)

הוחילי

Col 8:8 (Ps 119:45)

ברחוביה

בָ ְרחָ בָ ה

Col 8:13 (Ps 119:49)

לדבריכה

דָּ בָ ר

Col 9:10 (Ps 119:68)
Col 11:6 (Ps 119:110)
Col 11:15 (Ps
119:119)

אדוני
אני

Col 14:1 (Ps 119:171)

לכה

Col 14:8 (Ps 135:2)

ורוממו יה
לעשות יעשה
אין כיה אין
כיהוה ואין
שיעשה כמלך
אלוהים
את השמש
}}ואת{{ וירח
כי לעולם חסדו
נאמן אלוהים
בדבריו וחסיד
בכול מעשיו
ברוך יהוה
וברוך שמו
לעולם ועד

Col 14:13-14 (Ps
135:6)
Col 15:10-11 (Ps
136:8)
Col 17:2-4 (Ps
145:13b)

כול

Col 22:16 (Ps 93:1)

הללויה

Col 23:11 (Ps 133:3)

שלום על
ישראל
לבני ישראל
עם קודשו

Col 26:3 (Ps 149:9)
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MT

Detailed Description Statistical
of Variant
Weight
Addition of
prepositional
2
phrase
Addition of adverb
1
Addition of
2
Superscription
Addition of
Prepositional
2
phrase
Addition Phrase

ִתּהְ יֶינָה

Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition to
Superscription
Addition of kôl
Particle
Addition of Particle
Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition of verb
Addition of
Pronominal Suffix
Addition of
Pronominal Suffix
Addition of Subject
Addition of Subject
Addition of kol
Particle
Addition of
Prepositional
Phrase
Addition of colon

3
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
5

Addition

15

Addition

10

Addition of Nun
Line

21

Addition of
Superscription
Addition:
Harmonization
Addition

1
1
6

Table A61 continued
Addition
continued

Col 28:2 (Ps 134:2)

שם
תַּ ְס ִתּיר
�ָפּנֶי
ִ ֽיבָּ הֵ לוּן

FEii:L8 (Ps 104:29)
Col 3:6 (Ps 121:8)

יְ הוָה

Col 3:9 (Ps 122:3)
Col 3:13 (Ps 122:8)

אדברה

יַחְ דָּ ו
ֲאדַ בְּ ָרה־
נָּא

Col 4:7 (Ps 125:4)

בלב

בְּ לִ בּוֹתָ ם

Col 4:7 (Ps 125:5)

עקלקולות

ַָ ֽﬠקַ לְ קַ לּוֹת
ם

Col 6:8 (Ps 132:16)
Col 8:5 (Ps 119:41)

ַרנֵּן
ויבואוני חסד

Col 8:8 (Ps 119:44)
Col 11:4 (Ps 119:108)

לְ עוֹלָם
רצה

Col 12:1 (Ps 119:128)
Omission

Col 13:12 (Ps
119:160)

ִ ֽויבֹ ֻא ִני
� ֶחֲסָ ד

ְרצֵ ה־נָא
כָּל־פִּ קּוּדֵ י

צדק

� ֶצִ ְדק

Col 14:10 (Ps 135:3)

יְ הוָה

Col 15:8 (Ps 136:4)

גְּ דֹ לוֹת

Col 16:15 (Ps 145:6)

אספר

ֲאסַ פְּ ֶרנָּה

Col 20:10 (Ps 139:18)

ועוד

עוֹדי
ִ ְו
חַ יִּ ים

Col 23:10 (Ps 133:3)
Col 23:13 (Ps 144:2)

ומפלט

וּֽ ְמ ַפלְ טִ י

Col 23:14 (Ps 144:2)

עמים

ַﬠ ִמּי

Col 26:4 (Ps 150:1)
FCii:L1 (Ps 102:18)

הַ לְ לוּ יָהּ
תולעת הערער
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ְתּפִ לַּת
הָ ﬠ ְַרﬠָר

Addition:
Expansion of
Divine Title

1

Omission by
Haplography

5

Omission of
Initiator (Subject)
Omission of word
Omission of
emphatic particle
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix
Omission of Inf
Abs
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix
Omission of
Prepositional
Phrase
Omission of
Particle
Omission by
Haplography
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix
Omission of
Initiator (Subject)
Omission of
Adjective:
homoeoteleuton
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix
Omission of Noun
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix
Omission:
Haplography
Substitution of
Lexeme: Graphic
Similarity

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A61 continued

Substitution

FEi:L7 (Ps 104:1)

אלוהינו

ֱא�הַ י

FEii:L8 (Ps 104:29)

רוחכם

רוּחָ ם

FEiii:L7 (Ps 147:20)

הודיעם

יְ דָ עוּם

FEiii:L10-11 (Ps
105:3)

רצונו

יְ הוָה

Col 3:9 (Ps 148:5)

הללו

ְ ֽי ַ ֽהלְ לוּ

Col 3:8 (Ps 122:2)

רגלי

ַרגְ לֵינוּ

Col 5:5 (Ps 129:3)

רשעים

חֹ ְר ִשׁים

Col 5:15 (Ps 130:7)

הרב עמו פדה

וְ הַ ְרבֵּ ה
ﬠִ מּוֹ פְ דוּת

Col 6:5 (Ps 132:12)

יעלו

י ְֵשׁבוּ

Col 6:12 (Ps 119:2)

עת

לֵב

Col 7:3 (Ps 119:17)

גמור

גְ מֹ ל

Col 8:1 (Ps 119:37)

חונני

חַ יֵּנִ י

Col 8:4 (Ps 119:40)

חונני

חַ יֵּנִ י

Col 8:8 (Ps 119:45)

ברחוביה

בָ ְרחָ בָ ה

Col 8:12 (Ps 119:48)

ואשישה

אָשׂיחָ ה
ִ ְו

Col 9:12 (Ps 119:70)

֯ש ֯ע]ש[ועי

ִ ֽשׁﬠֲשָׁ ﬠְ ִתּי

Col 9:13 (Ps 119:71)

עניתני

ֵיתי
ִ ֻﬠנּ

Col 10:2 (Ps 119:83)

עשיתני

יתי
ִ ִהָ י

Col 10:2 (Ps 119:83)

חסדכה

�חֻקֶּ י

Col 10:6 (Ps 119:87)

מארץ

בָ אָ ֶרץ

Col 10:7 (Ps 119:88)

חונני

חַ יֵּנִ י

Col 10:11 (Ps 119:92)

בעווני

בְ ﬠָנְ יִי

Col 11:3 (Ps 119:107)

נעויתי

ֵיתי
ִ ַנ ֲﬠנ

Col 11:3 (Ps 119:107)

חונני

חַ יֵּנִ י
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Substitution of
Person
Substitution of
Person
Substitution of
Verbal Stem
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Person
Substitution of
Person
Substitution of
Lexeme (Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution of
Syntax: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Lexeme: confusion
of liquid
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution: Parts
of Speech/Graphic
Similarity
Substitution: Voice
Substitution of
Verb
Substitution of
Lexeme: Graphic
Similarity
Substitution of
Preposition:
Graphic/Phonologi
cal confusion
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Lexeme:
Interpretation
Substitution of
Lexeme:
interpretation
Substitution of
Lexeme

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A61continued

Substitution
continued

Col 11:13 (Ps
119:117)

ואשא

וְ אֶ ְשׁﬠָה

Col 11:15 (Ps
119:119)

חשבתי

ָהִ ְשׁבַּ תּ

Col 12:2 (Ps 119:129)

פלגי נפת

פְּ לָאוֹת

Col 12:6 (Ps 119:133)

לאמרתכה

� ֶבְּ ִא ְמ ָרת

Col 13:3 (Ps 119:152)

מדעתכה

�מֵ ֵﬠדֹתֶ י

Col 13:3 (Ps 119:152)

יסדתני

יְ סַ ְדתָּ ם

Col 13:7 (Ps 119:156)

חונני

חַ יֵּנִ י

Col 13:11 (Ps
119:159)
Col 13:11 (Ps
119:159)
Col 13:14 (Ps
119:162)

כאמרתכה

�ְ ֽכּחַ סְ ְדּ

חונני

חַ יֵּנִ י

ממוצא

כְּ מוֹצֵ א

Col 14:7 (Ps 135:1)
Col 14:12 (Ps 135:5)

ואלוהינו

ַו ֲאדֹ נֵינוּ

Col 15:4 (Ps 135:21)

יברככה יהוה

�בָּ רוּ
יְ הוָה

Col 16:7 (Ps 145:1)

תפלה

ְתּהִ לָּה

Col 16:14 (Ps 145:15)

אשיח

אָשׂיחָ ה
ִ

Col 17:14 (Ps 145:20)

יראיו

אֹ הֲבָ יו

Col 20:3 (Ps 139:11)

אז}}ו{{ר

אוֹר

Col 20:5 (Ps 139:14)

אתה נפלאו֯ ת

ֵיתי
ִ נִ פְ ל

Col 20:6 (Ps 139:15)

עצבי

ﬠָצְ ִמי

Col 20:8 (Ps 139:16)

ולו באח מהמה

וְ ל ֹא
[]וְ []לוֹ
אֶ חָ ד בָּ הֶ ם

Col 23:14 (Ps 144:3)

אלוהים

ְ ֽיהוָה
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Substitution of
Lexeme
(Phonological
Confusion)
Substitution:
Person, verbal
stem, and lexical
root
Substitution of
Lexeme (Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution of
Preposition
Substitution of Part
of Speech:
Metathesis
Substitution of
Person: (Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Preposition
Transpositions of
the first and third
lines
Substitution of
Divine Name
Substitution of
Syntax
Substitution of
Lexeme
(Phonological
Similarity)
Substitution of
Volitive
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of part
of Speech (Graphic
Similarity)
Substitution of Part
of Speech
Interpretation
Substitution of
Noun (Graphic
Similarity)

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

Substitution

1

Substitution of
Divine Name

1

Table A61 continued

Substitution
continued

Unclear
Variant

Col 23:15 (Ps 144:5)

אלוהים

יְ הוָה

Col 25:1 (Ps 142:5)

אביטה ימין
ואראה

הַ בֵּ יט
י ִָמין
ְוּראֵ ה

Col 26:5 (Ps 150:3)

בתקוע

בְּ תֵ קַ ע

Col 27:4 (Ps 140:4)

עכביש

ﬠַכְ שׁוּב

FD:L6 (Ps 109:27)

[אתה
ׄ יהוה
עשיתה

אַתָּ ה
יְ הוָה
ﬠ ֲִשׂיתָ הּ

FEii:L3 (Ps 104:23)

הים

זֶה הַ יָּם

Col 1:L4 (Ps 105:29)

שם

Col 4:7-8 (Ps 125:5)

וְ הַ מַּ טִּ ים

Col 5:9 (Ps 129:8)

א[לוהיכמ

Col 5:10 (Ps 130:1)

אדוני

Substitution of
Divine Name

1

Substitution of
Volitive (Person)

2

Substitution of
noun for Inf
construct
Substitution:
Graphic Similarity

1
1

Omission or
Transposition

1

Omission or
Transposition
Substitution or
Additions
Omission or
Transposition
Addition or
Substitution:
Divine Title
Transposition or
addition

1
1
1
2
1

Table A62. 11Q5: Description of variants, category 3
Description
of Variant

Fragment, Line, and
Verse

Omission

Col 23:12 (Ps 144:1)

Substitution

Col 16:9 (Ps 145:2)

11Q5

MT
לְ דָ וִ ד

ברוך

בְּ כָל

Detailed Description Statistical
of Variant
Weight
Omission of
2
Superscription
Substitution of Part
1
of Speech

Table A63. 11Q5: Description of variants, not counted in statistics
Description of
Variant

Fragment, Line, and
Verse

11Q5

ָﬠלוּ
ְשׁבָ ִטים
ִשׁבְ טֵ י־יָהּ

Col 3:10 (Ps 122:4)

Insufficient
manuscript
evidence

MT

Col 5:9 (Ps 129:8)

בדׄ ]רך ברכת

בִּ ְרכַּת

Col 9:14 (Ps 119:72)

]מאלף
֯

מֵ אַלְ פֵי

Col 22:17 (Ps 93:1)

ׄ]ת[כ֯ ן

ִתּכּוֹן

Col 27:14 (Ps 140:3)

ׄיגרו
ׄ

Col 12:15 (Ps 119:142)

]צדק[וׄ ת ]צ[דקות

FEi:L3 (Ps 118:27

ׄאסורי

יָגוּרוּ
�צִ ְדקָ ְת
צֶ דֶ ק
ִא ְסרוּ

Col 16:13 (Ps 145:5)

ידברו

וְ ִדבְ ֵרי
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Detailed Description
of Variant

Second letter is
unclear
Pe is unclear
Lacuna and darkened
manuscript

Yod/vav distinction
not clear here

Table A63 continued
Unclear
Paleography

Synonymous
Spellings

Scribal
Error

Kethiv/Qere

FCii:L8 (Ps 102:26)
FE ii:L2 (Ps 104:22)
FE ii:L3 (Ps 104:23)

ומעשי
מעונותיהם
עד

וּֽ מַ ﬠֲשֵׂ ה
ְמעוֹנֹתָ ם
ﬠֲדֵ י

Col 3:10 (Ps 122:4)

עדת

ֵﬠדוּת

Col 3:15 (Ps 123:1)

היושב

הַ יֹּ ְשׁ ִ֗בי

Col 4:10 (Ps 126:1)

כחלוׄ מים

כְּ חֹ לְ ִמים

Col 4:14 (Ps 126:6)

הלוך ילך ובכו

Col 5:9 (Ps 129:8)
Col 5:11 (Ps 130:2)
Col 6:4 (Ps 132:12)
Col 6:5 (Ps 132:12)
Col 7:6 (Ps 119:20)

עליכם
קשבת
זה
עודי
גרשה

�ֵהָ לוֹ� ֵיל
וּבָ כֹ ה
ֲאלֵיכֶם
קַ שֻּׁ בוֹת
זוֹ
ﬠֲדֵ י
גּ ְָרסָ ה

Col 7:8 (Ps 119:22)

גול

גַּל

Col 10:9 (Ps 119:90)
Col 10:11 (Ps 119:115)
Col 14:2 (Ps 119:172)
Col 14:10 (Ps 135:3)
Col 15:2 (Ps 135:18)

ותעמד
מצות
תענה
יהוה
בטח

ַוֽתַּ ֲﬠמֹד
ִמצְ וֹת
תַּ ﬠַן
יָהּ
ַבֹּ טֵ ח

Col 15:14 (Ps 136:12)

ובאזרוע

וּבִ זְרוֹ ַﬠ

Col 20:3 (Ps 139:11)
Col 20:6 (Ps 139:15)
Col 20:11 (Ps 139:19)
Col 20:11 (Ps 139:20)
Col 20:12 (Ps 139:20)
Col 20:15 (Ps 139:23)
Col 20:15 (Ps 139:23)
Col 20:16 (Ps 139:24)
Col 22:17 (Ps 93:1)
Col 25:5 (Ps 142:8)
Col 25:10 (Ps 143:4)
Col 25:11 (Ps 143:5)
Col 27:1 (2 Sam 23:7)
Col 27:13 (Ps 140:2)
Col 27:14 (Ps 140:3)
Col 23:1 (Ps 141:5)
Col 27:1 (2 Sam 23:7)

בעדי
֯עשיתי
אלה
יאמרוך
נשאו
לבי
סרעפי
עצב
טמוט
כת}}י{{רו
לבי
במעשי
שר}}וף{{ף
תצרני
ׄיגרו
ׄ
ותפלתי
חי֯ צני֯ ת

Col 4:13 (Ps 126:4)

שבותינו

Col 5:1 (Ps 128:5)
Col 5:6 (Ps 129:4)

אדוני
ׄאדוני

Col 13:13 (Ps 119:161)

ומדבריכה

Col 16:15 (Ps 145:6)

וגדול^ו^תיכה

Col 20:8 (Ps 139:16)

ולו

בַּ ﬠֲדֵ נִי
יתי
ִ ֵﬠֻשּׂ
ֱַאלוֹהּ
� ֹֻאמר
ְ י
נָשֻׂ א
לְ בָ בִ י
שַׂ ְר ַﬠפָּי
עֹ צֶ ב
ִתּמּוֹט
יַכְ ִתּרוּ
לְ בָ בִ י
ְ ֽבּמַ ﬠֲשֵׂ ה
שָׂ רוֹף
ִתּנְ צְ ֵרנִ י
יָגוּרוּ
וּתפִ לּ ִָתי
ְ
חֲנִ ית
ְשׁבוּתֵ נוּ
[]שׁבִ יתֵ נוּ
ְ
יְ הוָה
יְ הוָה
�ִמ ְדּבָ ֶרי
ְ]וּ[]מ[]דּ
ִ
[�בָ ְר
�וּגְ דוּ�תֶ י
]וּ[]גְ דוּ ָלּ
[�ְת
וְ ל ֹא
[]וְ []לוֹ
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11Q5 is more
defective
Synonymous Form
(GKC, §90m)
Substitution of Voice
or Pointed like a
stative

Confusion of sibilants
Substitution of Roots
(GKC §67p)
Short form/long form
Addition of prosthetic
Aleph
Alternative Forms
MT is Defective
MT is Defective
Alternative Forms
Confusion of Sibilants
Confusion of dentals
Alternative Forms
Alternative Forms
Alternative Forms
Metathesis
Peculiar Reading
Partially follows
Kethiv
Follows Qere
Follows Qere
Follows Kethiv
Follows Kethiv
Follows Qere

Table A64. 11Q5: Differences likely caused by excerpted
nature, compositions not in Masoretic Psalter
Col 2
Col 16
Col 18
Col 19
Col 21-22
Col 22
Col 24
Col 26
Col 32
Col 27
Col 33
Col 33-34

Psalm 146 or Psalm based on Psalm 146?
Catena from largely from Ps 118 Appended to Psalm 136
Ps 154: Found in Syriac some late Manuscripts (Syriac 2)
Plea for Deliverance
Ben Sira 51
Apostrophe to Zion
Ps 155: Found in Syriac Some late Manuscripts (Syriac 3)
Hymn to the Creator
2 Sam 23:7
David's Composition
Psalm 151 A
Psalm 151 B

Table A65. 11Q5: Differences likely caused by excerpted
nature, catena of Ps 118 at Col 16
Category

Col 16:3 (Ps
118:16)
Col 16:3 (Ps
118:16)
Col 16:3 (Ps
118:8)
Col 16:4 (Ps
118:9)
Col 16:5 (Ps
118:9?)
Col 16:6 (Ps
118:29)

Description of
Variant

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

עשתה

עֹ שָׂ ה

גבורה

חָ יִל

לבטוח

ַלחֲסוֹת

מבטוב

ִַמבְּ טֹח

טוב לבטוב ביהוה
מבטוח באלף עם
הללו יה
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4Q38a

Substitution of Part
of Speech
Substitution of
Similar Lexeme
Substitution:
Harmonization
Substitution of
Lexeme (Graphic
Similarity)

MT

1
1
1
1

Addition

10

Addition

2

Table A66. 11Q5: Differences likely caused by excerpted
nature, reworked Psalm 145
Potential
Statistica
l Weight
10

Detailed
Description
of
Difference

11Q5

MT

ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד
ברוך יהוה ^וברוך^ שמו לעולם
ועד
ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד

10
10
10

ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד

10

ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד
ש[מו לעולם
ברוך יהוה ]וברוך ׄ
ועד
וברוך שמו לעולם ועד
ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד
ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד
ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד

8
8
10
10
10

Addition of
Refrain

10

ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד

10

ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד

10

ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד

10
10

ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד
ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולם ועד
ברוך יהוה וברוך שמו לעולםו]עד
[

9
16

Scribal
Error caused
by Refrain

3

Addition

קָ רוֹב יְ הוָה
לְ כָל־קֹ ְראָיו
לְ כֹ ל אֲשֶׁ ר
יִ קְ ָראֻהוּ בֶ ֱאמֶ ת

Fragment, Line, and
Verse
)Col 16:8-9 (Ps 145:1
)Col 16:10 (Ps 145:2
)Col 16:11 (Ps 145:3
Col 16:12–13 (Ps
)145:4
)Col 16:14 (Ps 145:5
Col 16:15–16 (Ps
)145:6
)Col 17:1 (Ps 145:12
)Col 17:2 (Ps 145:13
)Col 17:5 (Ps 145:14
)Col 17:7 (Ps 145:15
Col 17:8-9 (Ps
)145:16
)Col 17:10 (Ps 145:17
Col 17:11-12 (Ps
)145:18
)Col 17:13 (Ps 145:19
)Col 17:15 (Ps 145:20
)Col 17:15 (Ps 145:21

קרוב יהוה ברוך שמו לעולם ועד
יקראוהו באמונה

Col 17:10-11 (Ps
)145:18

זואת לזכרון

)Col 17:17 (Ps 145:21
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Table A67. Order of Psalms (11Q5) and Spacing between Psalms
Psalm
Sequence
Ps 101 to Ps
102
Ps 102 to Ps
103

Transition
Preserved
Partially
Partially

Ps 109

Not
preserved

Ps 118 to Ps
104

Yes

Ps 104 to Ps
147
Ps 147 to Ps
105
Ps 105 to Ps
146
Ps 146 to Ps
148
Ps 148 likely
to Ps 120
PS 120 to Ps
121
Ps 121 to Ps
122
Ps 122 to Ps
123
Ps 123-124
Ps 124 to Ps
125
Ps 125 to Ps
126
Ps 126 to Ps
127
Ps 127 to Ps
128
Ps 128 to Ps
129
Ps 129 to Ps
130
Ps 130 to Ps
131
Ps 131 to Ps
132
Ps 132 to Ps
119
Ps 119 to Ps
135

Partially
Partially
Not
preserved
Yes
Not
preserved
Partially
Partially
Partially
Not
preserved
Partially
Yes
Partially
Not
preserved
Partially
Yes
Partially
Not
preserved
Yes
Yes

Indicate
Transition
Align
Spacing at
Transition
Location
with MT End of Psalm
Unsure: Frags. A, B,
Unsure: too
Yes
Fragmentary C i, 10-11
fragmentary
Last Line
FCii, 11Lots of Space
Yes
First Line?
12
left blank
Not
Not
Not
Not
preserved
preserved preserved
preserved
Not a lot of
Last Line
space on last
FEi, 5-6
No
First Line
line
Last Line
FEii, 14Lots of Space
No
First Line?
15
left blank
Last Line?
Unsure: too
FEiii, 7-8
No
First Line
fragmentary
Not
Not
Not
Not
preserved
preserved preserved
preserved
Lots of Space
Last Line
Col 2:5-6
No
left blank
Not
Not
Not
Not
preserved
preserved preserved
preserved
Last Line?
Unsure: too
Col 3:1
Likely
First Line
fragmentary
Last Line?
Unsure: too
Col 3:6-7
Yes
First Line
fragmentary
Col 3:14Lots of Space
Last Line
Yes
15
left blank
Not
Not
Not
Not
preserved
preserved preserved
preserved
Last Line
Lots of Space
Col 4:2-3
Yes
First Line?
left blank
Last Line
Not a lot of
(slightly)
Col 4:8-9
Yes
space on last
First Line
line
Col 4:15Lots of Space
Last line
Yes
16
left blank
Not
Not
Not
Not
preserved
preserved preserved
preserved
Last Line
Lots of Space
Col 5:3-4
Yes
First Line?
left blank
Col 5:9No space on
First Line
Yes
10
last line
Last Line
Col 5:16Lots of Space
Yes
First Line?
17
left blank
Not
Not
Not
Not preserved
preserved
preserved preserved
Col 6:10Lots of Space
Last Line
No
11
left blank
Entire Line
left blank
Col 14:6-7
No
between
Psalms
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Further
Notes

Unusual
Division

Table A67 continued
Ps 135 to Ps
136

Last Line

Ps 136 plus
additions of Ps
118 to Ps 145

Yes

Last Line
Entire Line
left Blank*
First Line

Ps 145 to Ps
154 (noncanonical
Psalm

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
Applicable

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
Applicable

Not
preserved

Yes

Last Line

No

Lots of Space
left blank

Yes

Closed Line
with Blank
Space

Col
20:16-17
Col 21:1

Yes

Few Blank
Spaces

Ps 154 to
Plea for
Deliverance
Pleas for
Deliverance
to Ps 139
Ps 139 to Ps
137
Ps 137 to Ps
138

Ps 138 to
Yes
Sirach 51
Sirach 51 to
Apostrophe
Yes
to Zion
Apostrophe to
Yes
Zion to Ps 93
Ps 93 to Ps
Not
141
preserved
Ps 141 to Ps
133
Ps 133 to Ps
144
Ps 144 to Ps
155
Ps 155 to Ps
142
Ps 142 to Ps
143

Yes

Last Line
Closed Line
with Blank
Space
Last Line
Not
preserved
Last Line
(Slightly)
First Line

Yes

Last Line

Yes

Last Line

Not
preserved

Not
preserved
Last Line
(Slightly)
First Line

Yes

Col 15:5-6

Yes

Lots of Space
left blank

Yes

Sanders says
the blank Line
Not a lot of
is the scribe
Col 16:6-7
No
space on last
avoiding poor
line
writing
surface
Sanders space
in lacuna to
fit psalm
between these
(38)
However, see
Not
Not
Not
peculiar
preserved Applicable preserved
skipping of 2
lines without
any
indentation
midway in
this psalm?

Col
21:10-11

Not
Lots of Space
Applicable left blank

Col 22:1

Not
Applicable

Col
22:15-16
Not
preserved

Few Blank
Spaces

Not
Lots of Space
Applicable left blank
Not
No
preserved
Not a lot of
Col 23:6space on last
No
7
line
Col
Lots of Space
No
23:11-12
left blank
Lots of Space
Col 24:2-3
No
left blank
Not
Not
No
preserved
preserved
Not a lot of
Col 25:5-6
Yes
space on last
line
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Slightly
Marked
Division
Slightly
Marked
Division

Table A67 continued
Ps 143 to Ps
149

Not
preserved

Ps 149 to Ps
150

Yes

Ps 150 to
Hymn to the
Creator
Hymn to
Creator to 2
Sam 23:7
2 Sam 23:7 to
David's
Compositions
David's
Composition
to Ps 140
Ps 140 to Ps
134

Not
preserved
Last Line
(slightly)
First Line

Not
preserved

No

Col 26:3-4

Yes

Not
preserved
Not a lot of
space on last
line

Yes

Last Line

Col 26:8-9

Not
Lots of Space
Applicable left blank

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
preserved

Not
Applicable

Yes

Yes
Not
preserved

Last Line
First Line
Last Line
(slightly)
First Line
Not
preserved

Ps 134 to Ps
151 A

Yes

Last Line
(Slightly)
Entire
Blank Line

Ps 151 A to
Ps 151 B

Yes

Last Line

Col 27:1-2

Not
Applicable

Col
27:11-12

Not
Applicable

Not
preserved

No

Col 28:2-3

Not
Applicable

Col
28:12-13

Not
Applicable
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Not
preserved
Unusual
Division:
Lots of Space
First Lines of
left blank
Prose Section
Indebted
Not a lot of
space on last
line
Not
preserved
Unusual
Division:
Normally
next Psalm
Not a lot of
begins
space on last indebted
line?
rather than
having a
Blank Line
divide the
psalms
Lots of Space
left blank

Table A68. 11Q6: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

1

Substitution

2

Addition

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F7b:L1, c4
(F7a-e:L4
[Ps133:2])
F2:L2 (Ps
119:164)
F7d:L3 (F7ae:L5 [Ps
133:3])

3

Not
Counted

11Q6

MT

מדיו

ִמדּוֹתָ יו

אה[ללכה

�הִ לַּלְ ִתּי

עו[ל ׄם
ׄ
]על
֯ שלום
ישראל
No Variants

Differences
likely
caused by
Excerpted
Nature

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F3
F4-5
F7a-e
F6
F7c:L2 (Frgs.
7a-e:L2 [Ps
133:2])144:1)

לְ דָ וִ ד
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Detailed
Description of
Variant
Substitution of
Gender:
Harmonization
Substitution of
Tense
Addition of
Phrase in
agreement with
11Q6

Statistical
Weight
1
1
3

Non-Masoretic
Psalms: Catena
from Ps 118
Non-Masoretic
Psalms: Plea
for Deliverance
Sequence Ps
141, 133, 144
Apostrophe of
Very
Zion
fragmentary
Omission of
Superscription

Table A69. 11Q7: Description of variants
Category Description
of Variant
Omission

1
Substitution

Unclear Substitution
Variant
Addition

2
Substitution

11Q7

MT

F11:3 (Ps 25:5)

למ]דני
֯

ְ ֽול ְַמּדֵ נִי

F4:L4 (Frgs. 47:L4 [Ps 12:8])

זה

זוּ

F8:1 (Ps 17:9)

זה

זוּ

F8:4 (Ps 17:13)

פ[לט

ַפּלְּ טָ ה

F8:9 (Ps 18:2)

[רחמ]תיכה
֯

�אֶ ְרחָ ְמ

F8:11 (Ps 18:4

אקראה

אֶ קְ ָרא

F8:18 (Ps 18:12)

ח[שכות

חֶ ְשׁכַת

F10:4 (Ps 19:8)

תור[ו֯ ת

תּוֹרת
ַ

F5:L1 (Frgs. 47:L3 [Ps 12:6])

אל
צדי[קי֯ ם
֯

F3:2 (Ps 9:5)

שפטתה

שׁוֹפֵט

F6:L3 (Frgs. 4-7
[Ps 14:1])

]עולה
֯

ﬠֲלִ ילָה

Substitution

1

F8:1 (Ps 17:9)

דר ֯ש]וני
ׄ

שַׁ דּוּנִי

Substitution of
Lexical Root

1

Substitution of
Lexical Root

1

F8:2 (Ps 17:11)
3
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Not
Counted

Unclear
Paleography

Synonymous
Form

Scribal
Error

Detailed
Description of Statistical
Weight
Variant
Omission of
Conjunctive
1
vav
Substitution of
1
Similar Particle
Substitution of
1
Similar Particle
Substitution of
Imperatival
1
form
Substitution of
1
Tense
Substitution of
Volitive:
1
Imperfect for
Cohortative
Substitution of
1
Number
Transposition
or Substitution
1
of number
Addition of
Prepositional
1
Phrase
Substitution of
1
Part of Speech

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

F7:L3 (Frgs. 47:L14 [Ps 14:5])
F8:L4 (Ps
17:14)
F8:L5 (Ps
17:14)

גרשוני
אַשֻּׁ ֵרינוּ
עתה
ﬠַתָּ ה ְסבָ בוּנִ י
סבב]וני
֯
[]סבָ בוּנוּ
ְ
No Variants
֯ש ֯מ ֯ה

שָׁ ם

ממוׄ ׄת]ים
[[מי֯ ד֯ ]כה
֯

� ְִ ֽמ ְמ ִתים יָד

[בחייה]ם
ׄ

ַ ֽבּחַ ִיּים

F3:2 (Ps 9:5)

ושבתה

ָיָשַׁ בְ תּ

F8:11 (Ps 18:4)

ומאויבי

וּמן־אֹ יְ בַ י
ִ

F10:3 (Ps 19:7)

מ[קצי
֯

ִמקְ צֵ ה

F2:L2 (Frgs. 12:L2 [Ps 2:3])
F5:L2 (Frgs. 47:L4 [Ps 12:7])

ׄמוסדרות]י
מו

וֹסרוֹתֵ ימוֹ
ְ ֽמ

עיל לארץ
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בַּ ﬠֲלִ יל
ָאָרץ
ֶ ל

Difference
between yod
and vav is
slight
11Q7 reads
with 2 Sam
22:4 of MT
(DJD, 58)
Orthographic
Variant
Dittography or
hapax
Haplography

1

Table A70. 11Q8: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

1

Substitution

2

Addition

Not
Counted

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence
Synonymous
Spelling

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F13:L3 (Ps
81:6)
F8:L1 (Ps
45:6)

11Q8

MT

שפות

ְשׂפַת

אלף

Detailed
Description
of Variant
Substitution
of Number
Addition: too
fragmentary
Addition:
Demonstrativ
e Pronoun

F11:L2 (Ps
68:16)

ז]ה

F14:L3 (Ps
86:13)

גדול ע]לי
חסדכה

� ְחַ ְסדּ
גָּדוֹל ָﬠלָי

Suggested
transposition

F13:L4 (Ps
81:7)

כפו

ַכּפָּיו

Substitution
of Number
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Statistical
Weight
1
1
1

Table A71. 4Q106: Description of variants
Category

Description Fragment, Line,
of Variant
and Verse

Omission
1

Substitution

Addition

F2i:L6 (Col 2:6
[Song 3:11])
F2i:9 (Col 2:9
[Song 4:2])
F2i:L13 (Col
2:13 [Song 4:5])
F2i:L14 (Col
2:14 [Song 4:6])
F2ii:4 (Col 3:4
[Song 6:11])
F2ii:4 (Col 3:14
[Song 7:7])
F2i:L11 (Col
2:11 [Song 4:3])

Substitution

Not
Counted

רעים
אל
פרחה
ׄ
ׄמ ֯ה
מזקנתך

F2i:L10 (Col
2:10 [Song 4:2])

אינה

F2i:L8 (Col 2:8
[Song 4:1])

Differences
likely caused
F2ii:L1-3 (Col
by
3:1-3 (Song 4:8Excerpted/
6:10)
Liturgical
Nature
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

֯עלו

בו

F2i:L9 (Col 2:9
[Song 4:2])
3

ביום

F2i:L12 [Col
2:12 (Song 4:4])

F4:L3 (Col 2:5
[Song 3:11])
F2i:L9 (Col 2:9
[Song 4:1])

2

4Q106

F2i:L13 (Col
2:13 [Song 4:5])

בנ[ו֯ ת
ירושלם
שגלש[ו֯ ת
לצ ׄמתך
ׄ
כעדר
]העזים
שערך

Detailed
Description of
Variant
Omission of
וּבְ יוֹם
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
שֶׁ ָﬠלוּ
relative particle
Omission of
הָ רוֹﬠִ ים
Interrogative
Omission of
וְ אֶ ל
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
ה ָ ֲֽפ ְרחָ ה
Interrogative
Omission of
וּמַ ה
Conjunctive vav
Substitution of
� ֵַרקָּ ת
Similar Lexeme
Substitution of
Similar
ָﬠלָיו
Preposition
Addition of
Pronominal
אֵ ין
Suffix
Substitution:
בְּ נוֹת צִ יּוֹן
Harmonization
Substitution:
שֶׁ גָּלְ שׁוּ
Harmonization
� ֵלְ צַ מָּ ת
�שַׂ ﬠְ ֵר
Transposition
כְּ ֵﬠדֶ ר
ָ ֽהﬠִ ִזּים
MT

כעד֯ ֯ר
ׄ
� ִִשׁנַּי
הקצו֯ ֯בו֯ ֯ת
֯
כְּ ֵﬠדֶ ר
֯שנ֯ י֯ ך
הַ קְּ צוּבוֹת
No Variants

Transposition

Statistical
Weight
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Abbreviation
likely at sense
units (4:8-6:10)

◦[צביה

F2ii:L5 (Col 3:5
[Song 7:1])

צְ בִ יָּה
שׁוּבִ י
שׁוּבִ י
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Evidence of
word prior to
 רעיםis unclear
Proposed
Do not
Omission of verb
include in
based on Spatial
table
Considerations

Table A72. 4Q107: Description of variants
Category Description
of Variant
Addition

1

Substitution

Addition

2

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

4Q107

MT

F2ii:L6 (Col 3:6
[Song 4:3])
F1:L8 (Col 1:8
[Song 2:14])

ומבעד

ִמבַּ ﬠַד

הראני

הַ ְר ִאינִ י

F1:L9 (Col 1:9
[Song 2:14])

השמעיני
א[ת שמעך
֯

הַ ְשׁ ִמיﬠִ י ִנ
י אֶ ת־
�ֵקוֹל

אקום

אָ קוּמָ ה

מן ראשי

מֵ ר ֹאשׁ

F1:L15 (Col
1:15 [Song 3:2])
F2ii:L8 (Col 3:8
[Song 4:8])
F1:L3 (Col 1:3
[Song 2:12])
F1:L5 (Col 1:5
[Song 2:13])

הנה

F1:L14 (Col
1:14 [Song 3:1])

בלי[לוׄ ת
ׄ
בלילות

F2ii:L14 (Col 3:14
[Song 4:11])

אחותי

(Col 3:7
Substitution F2ii:L7
[Song 4:8])

Complex
Variants

הנה

בַּ לֵּילוֹת

את

ִא ִתּי

F2ii:L8 (Col 3:8
[Song 4:8])

אבאי

בוֹאי
ִ ָתּ

F3:L5 (Col 4:11
[Song 4:16]

מן ג]דיו

פְּ ִרי
ְמגָדָ יו

3

Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Substitution of
1
Gender
Substitution:
Similar Lexemes
1
Harmonization
Substitution of
1
Tense
Substitution of
1
Number
Addition:
1
Harmonization
Addition:
1
Harmonization
Addition:
Prepositional
1
Phrase
Addition:
Harmonization
1
(cf. 9, 10, 12; 5:1
[DJD, 216])
Substitution of
Prepositional
2
Phrase for
Pronoun twice
Substitution of
Person and
2
Addition of
Pronominal Suffix
Substitution and
Omission/
2
Transposition:
Interpretation

No Variants
Differences
likely caused
F2i:L7 (Col 2:7
by Excerpted/
Omits Song 3:6-8
[Song 3:6-8])
Liturgical
Nature
F2ii:L6-7 (Col
Omits Song 4:4-7
3:6-7 [Song 4:4and leaves vacat
7])
F1:L10 (Col 1:10 ש[ועלים
ֽשׁוּﬠָלִ ים
Not
[Song 2:15])
ֽשׁוּﬠָלִ ים
Counted
F1:L13 (Col 1:13
אוֹ לְ ֹעפֶר
[Song 2:17])
הָ אַיָּלִ ים
Insufficient
Manuscript
F1:L15 (Col
֯
בִּ קַּ ְשׁ ִתּיו
1:15 [Song 3:1]) בקשתי[הו
F3:L7-8 (Col 4:13Based on
14 [Song 5:1])
Reconstruction
Unclear F2ii:13 (Col 3:13
Substitution
שמנך
�ִ ְשׁמָ ַניPossible
Paleography [Song 4:10])
of Number
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Table A72 continued
F1:8 (Col 1:8
[Song 2:14])
F1:L12 (Col
1:12 [Song
2:17])
F1:L13 (Col
1:13 [Song
2:17])
F2ii:L7 (Col
3:7 [Song
4:8] Twice in
verse
F2ii:L8 (Col
3:8 [Song
4:8])
Synonymous
Spelling
F2ii:L9 (Col
3:9 [Song
4:8])
F2ii:L12
(Col 3:12
[Song 4:10])
F2ii:L13
(Col 3:13
Not
[Song 4:10])
Counted
F2ii:L13
continued
(Col 3:13
[Song 4:10])
F2ii:L8 (Col
3:8 [Song
4:8])
F1:L5 (Col
1:5 [Song
2:13])
Scribal
Error
F1:L14 (Col
1:14 [Song
3:1])
F2ii:L12
Correction
(Col 3:12
[Song 4:10])
F1:L6 (Col
1:6 [Song
2:13])
F2ii:L5 (Col
3:5 [Song
Kethiv/Qere
4:3])
F2ii:L10
(Col 3:10
[Song 4:9])

המדלגה

הַ מַּ ְד ֵרגָה

הטללים

הַ צְּ לָלִ ים

הררי

הָ ֵרי

מן לבנון

ִמלְּ בָ נוֹן

מן ראשי

מֵ ר ֹאשׁ

מן הררי

ֵ ֽמהַ ְר ֵרי

מן יין

ִמיַּיִ ן

ֹ מן כל

ִמכָּל

בשמין

בְּ שָׂ ִמים

אומנון

ֲאמָ נָה

Rabbinic Spelling
(DJD, 216)

התנאה

הַ ְתּאֵ נָה

Metathesis

בשקתי

בִּ קַּ ְשׁ ִתּי

Metathesis

Aramaic Influence

Variant Omitted
with Parenthesis

( ׄׄה◦◦ו
לך

[�ָלְ כִ י ]ל

Follows the Qere

ומדברך

�וּמ ְדבָּ ֵרי
ִ

Follows the Qere

באחד

בְּ אֶ חָ ד
[]בְּ []אַחַ ת

Follows the Kethiv
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Table A73. 6Q6: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

1

Unclear
variant
Omission

2

3

Not
Counted

Complex
Variant
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
Col 1:4-5
(Song 1:4)
Col 1:2 (Song
1:3)
Col 1:5 (Song
1:4)

6Q6

MT

נשמחה
]ונגילה

נָגִ ילָה
וְ נִ ְשׂ ְמחָ ה

שמנים

�ְשׁמָ נֶי

מישרים
אהובים

מֵ ישָׁ ִרים
�אֲהֵ בוּ

No Variants
Col 1:3 (Song
1:3)

Synonymous Col 1:6 (Song
Spelling
1:5)

מר]קחת
֯
מורקה
בנׄ תי
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Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Transposition or
1
Omission
Omission of
1
Pronominal Suffix
Substitution of
Part of Speech and
2
Omission of
Pronominal Suffix

תּוּרק
ַ
� ְֶשׁמ
בְּ נוֹת

Hireq compangins
or scribal error
(DJD, 113; GKC
§90

Table A74. 4Q109: Description of variants
Category

1

Fragment,
Line, and
4Q109
Verse
F6i:L8 (Col 2:19 ^ש^מו
ׄ
מ[ל
ׄ
Addition
[Ecc 7:5])
ע
F1i:L3 (Col 1:3
גם
[Ecc 5:15])
F6i:L9 (Col 2:20
Omission
גם
[Ecc 7:6])
Col 2:17 (Ecc
בית
7:4)
F1ii:L1 (Col
הנפל ממנו
2:1 [Ecc 6:3])
sup
F1ii-iii:L1
(Col 2:1 [Ecc
הלך
6:4])
F1ii:L3 (Col
ואם לוא
Substitution 2:3 [Ecc 6:5])
F6i:L7 (Col 2:18
גערות
[Ecc 7:5])
F6ii:L3 (Col
[ש]היו
3:19 [Ecc 7:19])
F6ii:L4 (Col
ׄש]יע[שה
3:20 [Ecc 7:20])
Description
of Variant

Unclear
Variant

2

3

Substitution

MT
מֵ ִאישׁ
שֹׁ מֵ ַﬠ
וְ גַם
וְ גַם
בְּ בֵ ית

1
1
1
1

�ֵֵיל

Substitution of
Tense

1

וְ ִאלּוּ
ַגּﬠ ֲַרת
אֲשֶׁ ר הָ יוּ
אֲשֶׁ ר
ַיﬠֲשֶׂ ה
ַכּאֲשֶׁ ר

F4:L3 (Col 2:15
[Ecc 7:2])

סוף
ׄ כול
]האדם

סוֹף כָּל־
הָ אָדָ ם

F1ii:L2 (Col
2:2 [Eccl 6:5])

נוחת

נַחַ ת

F6i:L1 (Col 2:15
[Ecc 7:2])

]ש[מחה

ִמ ְשׁתֶּ ה

]ויעוׄ ֯ה

ִ ֽויאַבֵּ ד

[֯ה]חכמה
ַ ֽהחָ כְ מָ ה
תעזׄ ר
תָּ עֹ ז
No Variants
[ ׄש ֯ם יׄ ג֯ ]יד

אֲשֶׁ ר ִמי־
יַגִּ יד

בה

בָּ א

כמה

כִּ י מַ ה
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1

Transposition

כיא

Insufficient
F3-4:L1 (Col
Manuscript
2:12 [Ecc 6:12])
Evidence
Not
F1ii:L1 (Col
2:1 [Eccl 6:4])
Counted
Synonymous
Spelling
F1ii:L6 (Col
2:6 [Ecc 6:8])

Statistical
Weight

ִממֶּ נּוּ הַ ָנּפֶל

F1i:L1 (Col 1:1
[Ecc 5:14])

F1iii:L2 (Col
3:2 [Ecc 7:7])
F7:L1 (Col 3:18
[Ecc 7:19])

Detailed
Description of
Variant
Addition of
Preposition
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Preposition

Substitution of
particle
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Relative Particle
Substitution of
Relative Particle
Substitution or
Addition of
Particles
Transposition of
words or
Omission
Substitution of
part of Speech
Substitution of
Noun: Metathesis
or interpretation
Substitution of
Lexeme
Substitution of
Lexeme

Possible
Substitution of
Syntax

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A75. 4Q111: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant
Addition

1
Substitution

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse
F3:L6 (Lam
1:14)
F3:L5 (Lam
1:14)
F2:L5 (Lam
1:8)
F2:L9 (Lam
1:9)
F3:L1 (Lam
1:11)
F3:L3 (Lam
1:12)
F3:L2 (Lam
1:11)

4Q111

MT

לקום

קוּם

וישתרג

יִ ְשׂ ָ ֽתּ ְרגוּ

חטוא

חֵ ְטא

]פ[לאות

פְּ ל ִָאים

מחמדיה

מַ חֲמוֹדֵּ יהֶ ם
[]מַ חֲמַ דֵּ יהֶ ם

עוללו לי

עוֹלַל לִ י

זולל

זוֹ ֵללָה

ויורידני

ו ְַיִּרדֶּ נָּה

שומם

שֹֽׁ מֵ מָ ה

וד]ו[י

דָּ וָה

וישתרג

יִ ְשׂ ָ ֽתּ ְרגוּ

ציוׄ ן

יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם

F2:L4 (Lam
1:7)

צריה

צָ ִרים

F2:L5 (Lam
1:7)

]כו[ל

F3:L1 (Lam
1:11)

נפשה

ָנפֶשׁ

F3:L3 (Lam
1:12)

הוגירני
י]הוה

הוֹגָה יְ הוָה

F3:9 (Lam
1:16)

דמעתי

מַּ יִם

F3:8 (Lam
1:17 MT)

מכול אוהביה
צדיק אתה
יהוה

F3:L4 (Lam
1:13)
F3:L4 (Lam
1:13)
F3:L5 (Lam
1:13)
F3:L5 (Lam
1:14)
F3:9 (Lam
1:17)

2

Addition

576

Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
1
Preposition
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Substitution of
1
Absolute Object
Substitution of
1
Gender
Substitution of
1
Number
Substitution of
1
Number
Substitution of
1
Gender
Substitution of
Gender and
1
Number
Substitution of
1
Gender
Substitution of
1
Gender
Substitution of
1
Number
Substitution of
1
Name
Addition of
Pronominal
1
Suffix
Addition of kôl
1
particle
Addition of
Pronominal
1
Suffix
Addition of
Pronominal
1
Suffix
Addition of
Pronominal
1
suffix
Addition

8

Table A75 continued
זכו֯ רה יהוה
]כו[ל
מכאובנו
ואין עוזר
צריה שחקו

ָזֽכְ ָרה יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם יְ מֵ י
וּמרוּדֶ יהָ כֹּ ל
ְ ﬠָנְ יָהּ
ָמַ ֲחמֻדֶ יה
וְ אֵ ין עוֹזֵר לָהּ
ָראוּהָ צָ ִרים

֯הז֯ י֯ לו

ָהִ ִזּילוּה

F3:L1
(Lam 1:1011)

לוא יבואו
מחמדיה

F3:L9
(Lam 1:16)

ל ֹא־יָבֹ֥ אוּ בַ קָּ ָה֖ל
ָ ֽל�׃ ס כָּל־ ַﬠ ָ ֤מּהּ
ֶנ ֱאנָחִ ים֙ ְמבַ קְּ ִ ֣שׁים
ֶ֔לחֶ ם נ ְָתנ֧ וּ
מַ חֲמוֹדֵּ יהֶ ם
[יה֛ם
ֶ ֵ]מַ חֲמַ דּ

עיני

ֵﬠי ִני ﬠֵינִ י

F3:10
(Lam 1:16)

נפש

נַפְ ִשׁי

F2:L3
(Lam 1:7)

]כו[ל
מכאובנו

ָכֹּ ל מַ ֲחמֻדֶ יה

משבריה

ִָמ ְשׁבַּ תֶּ ה

לנוד

לְ נִ ידָ ה

הוגירני
י]הוה

הוֹגָה יְ הוָה

F3:L4
(Lam 1:13)

ויורידני

ו ְַיִּרדֶּ נָּה

F3:5 (Lam
1:14)

נקשרה על
פשעי

נִ ְשׂקַ ד עֹ ל פְּ שָׁ ﬠַי

עולו

ָﬠלוּ

F2:L3-4
(Lam 1:7)
F2:L4
(Lam 1:7)
F2:L6
(Lam 1:8)
Omission

F2:L5
(Lam 1:7)
F2:L6
(Lam 1:8)
F3:L3
(Lam 1:12)

2
continued

Substitution

F3:L5
(Lam 1:14)
F3:L7-10
(Lam 1:1617)
F3:8 (Lam
1:17 MT)
F3:9 (Lam
1:17)

Unclear
Variant

F3:9 (Lam
1:16)
F3:9 (Lam
1:16)
F3:L3
(Lam 1:12)

Omission:
Parablepsis
Omission:
Parablepsis
Omission:
Pronominal
Suffix
Omission:
Parablepsis
Omission:
Haplography
Omission of
Pronominal
Suffix
Substitution of
Pronominal
Suffix and
Lexical Root
Substitution of
Noun
Substitution of
Predicates
Substitution of
Lexical Root
Substitution of
Verbal Stem and
Root
Substitution:
Graphic
confusion or
Interpretation
Substitution:
Different Syntax
Transposition of
Acrostic

צפה

צִ וָּה

היתה ציוׄ ן
לנדוח

הָ יְ תָ ה יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם
לְ נִ דָּ ה

בכו֯ עיני

אֲנִ י בוֹכִ יָּה ﬠֵינִי

דמעתי

מַּ יִם

]ביו[ם
חרו[נו

בְּ יוֹם חֲרוֹן אַפּוֹ

577

Substitution of
Root
Substitution of
Speech and
Root: Graphic
Confusion
Substitution of
Syntax
Substitution of
Nominal Root
Possible
Omission

6
4
1

11

2
1

2
1
3
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table A75 continued
3

Substitution

F2:L3
(Lam 1:7)

זכו֯ רה יהוה

ָזֽכְ ָרה יְ רוּשָׁ ַל ִם

Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F3:L2
(Lam 1:12)

לוֹא ֲאלֵיכֶם

[ לוא אליכ]י

Scribal
Error
Not
Counted

F2:L1
(Lam 1:6)

לוא לוא
ׄ

ל ֹא

F1:L6
(Lam 1:6)

מצא ומרעה

מָ צְ אוּ ִמ ְרﬠֶה

ה ֱִשׁיבַ נִ י

ׄׄחשיבנׄ י

אבידי

אַבִּ ַירי

מבת

[ת־]מ[]בַּ ת
ִ
ִַמן־בּ

יהוה

ֲאדֹ נָי

יהו֯ ה
֯

ֲאדֹ נָי

א]דוני

יְ הוָה

F3:L4
(Lam 1:13)
F3:6 (Lam
1:15)
F1:L11
(Lam 1:6)
Kethiv/Qere
F3:L6
(Lam 1:14)
F3:L7
(Lam 1:15)
F3:L10
(Lam
1:18)

578

Substitution of
Noun and
Verbal Tense

Double negation
with two ל ֹא
particles never
occurs in MT
Faulty Word
Division Results
in Difficult
Syntax
Graphic
Confusion
Graphic
Confusion
Follows Qere

Follows Qere

2

Table A76. 4Q112: Description of variants
Category

Description Fragment, Line,
of Variant
and Verse

Addition

F1i:L1 (Frgs. 12:L1 [Dan 1:16])
F3i:L3 (Frgs. 3i,
17:L3 [Dan 2:22])
F3i:L4 (Frgs. 3i,
17:4 [Dan 2:23])
F3i:L16 (Frgs. 3i,
17:L16 [Dan 2:31])
F3i:L16 (Frgs. 3i,
17:L16 [Dan 2:31])
F14:L12 (F14:L16
[Dan 8:4])
F15:L3 (F15:L17
[Dan 10:19])

4Q112

MT

]את
֯ ׄו

אֶ ת

וידע

יָדַ ע

לאלה

ֱאלָהּ

לרב

ַרב

יתירא

י ִַתּיר

וכל החיות

וְ כָל־חַ יּוֹת

החמדות

ֲחמ ֻ֛דוֹת

F3i:L18 (Frgs. 3i,
ומנהון חסף
17:L18 [Dan 2:33])

1

F3ii:L1 (Frgs. 3ii,
4-6:L1 [Dan 2:34])
F6:L4 (F3ii, 46:L18 [Dan 2:46])
F9:L5 (F9:L18
[Dan 5:7])
Omission
F10:L1 (Frgs. r11:L1 [Dan 5:12])
F14:L1 (F14:L5
[Dan 7:25])
F14:L12 (F14:16
[Dan 8:4])
F15:L4 (F15:18
[Dan 10:19])
F3i:L7 (Frgs. 3i,
17:L7 [Dan 2:24])
F3i:L8 (Frgs. 3i,
17:L8 [Dan 2:25])
F3ii:L3 (Frgs. 3ii,
4-6:L3 [Dan 2:35])
F3ii:L3 (Frgs. 3ii,
4-6:L3 [Dan 2:35])
F5:L6 (Frgs. 3ii, 4Substitution
6:L13 [Dan 2:43])
F10:2 (Frgs. 1011:L2 [Dan 5:12])
F12:L3 (Dan 5:17)
F14:L5 (F14:9
[Dan 7:28])
F16:L3 (F16:L17
[Dan 11:15])
Unclear F14:L10 (F14:L14
Difference
[Dan 8:3])

וּמנּהוֹן
ִ
[]וּ[]מנְּהֵ ין
ִ
ִדּי חֲסַ ף
ִדּי

אדין

בֵּ אדַ יִן

בב[ל כל

בָ בֶ ל ִדּי כָל

שכלתנו

וְ שָׂ כְ לְ תָ נוּ

עדני֯ ]ן

וְ ﬠִ דָּ ִנין

צפונה

וְ צָ פוֹנָה

ו֯ אמר

וָאֹֽ ְמ ָרה

א^ה^חוה

אֲחַ וֵּא

יהודיׄ ֯א

יְ הוּד

והוה

ַוהֲווֹ

[ ֯אדׄ ר

ִא ְדּ ֵרי

הכא די

ֵ ֽהא־כְ דִ י

השת[כח

הִ ְשׁ ְתּכַחַ ת

ונבזבתך

� ָוּנְ בָ זְבְּ יָת

יהשנון

יִ ְשׁתַּ נּוֹן

ושפך

� ֹיִשׁפּ
ְ ְו

קרנים
קרנים
]והקרנים

קְ ָר ָנ ִים
וְ הַ קְּ ָר ַניִם
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Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Addition of
1
Preposition
Addition of
1
Preposition
Substitution of
1
Gender
Addition of
1
Article
Addition of
1
Article
Omission of dî
particle
Omission of dî
particle
Omission of
Preposition
Omission of dî
particle
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of
Conjunctive vav
Omission of he
Substitution of
Verbal Stem
Substitution of
Noun
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Transposition
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Verbal Stem
Substitution of
Tense
Addition or
Omission

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Table A76 continued

Addition

2

Omission

Substitution

Unclear
Variant
3

F3i:L1 (Frgs.
3i, 17:L1
[Dan 2:20])
F3i:L14
(Frgs. 3i,
17:L14 [Dan
2:30])
F5:L2 (Frgs.
3ii, 4-6:L9
[Dan 2:40])
F9:L4
(F9:L17
[Dan 5:7])
F10:3 (Frgs.
10-11:L3
[Dan 5:12])
F14:L10
(F14:L14
[Dan 8:3])
F14:L12
(F14:16 [Dan
8:4])
F7:L7 (F7:L8
[Dan 3:2])
F2:L2 (Frgs.
1-2:L6 [Dan
1:20])
F3i:L12
(Frgs. 3i,
17:L12 [Dan
2:28])
F3i:L15
(Frgs. 3i,
17:L15 [Dan
2:30])
F3i:L16
(Frgs. 3i,
17:L16 [Dan
2:31])
F15:L4
(F15:18 [Dan
10:19])
F3i:L12
(Frgs. 3i,
17:L12 [Dan
2:28])

רבא

Addition of
Adjective

2

]יתירא
֯

Addition of
Adjective

2

כל ארעא

3

רטמיא
ׄ
֯ח

Addition of
element in list

2

]ו֯ כׄ תבא יקרא

Addition of
clause

3

Addition of
Adjective

1

Addition of
Element in List

3

איל אחד
גד[וׄ ל

אַיִ ל אֶ חָ ד

ומזרחה
ומכ^ד^נצר

נְ בוּכ ְַדנֶצַּ ר
מַ לְ כָּא

Omission of
Appositional
Phrase

2

]כמ[ה
֯
֯ח
[ב]ינה

חָ כְ מַ ת בִּ ינָה

Substitution of
Case

1

ומהודע

וְ הוֹדַ ע

Substitution of
Part of Speech:
Harmonization

1

לי גלי

גֱּלִ י לִ י

Transposition

1

חזוה

וְ זִיוֵהּ

Substitution:
Graphic
Confusion

1

דבר

יְ דַ בֵּ ר

Substitution of
Volitive

1

Addition or
Substitution

1

באחרית יומיא
בְּ אַח ֲִרית
מ]לכא
� ָיוֹמַ יָּא חֶ לְ מ
לעלמין חיי
� ָוְ חֶ ְזוֵי ֵראשׁ
[חלמך
No Variants

580

Table A76 continued
F1i:L5 (Frgs 12:L5 [Dan 1:19])

]י[ש ׄאל
֯ [ו֯ ֯מ

F2:L4 (Frgs 1-2:L8 ◦[ ]◦[◦ל
[Dan 1:20])
] ׄמלכותו
Insufficient
Manuscript F3i:L5 (Frgs. 3i,
[ -- ]◦◦ונהי
Evidence 17:L5 [Dan 2:23])
F3i:L6 (Frgs. 3i,
]אריו[ך
֯
]על
17:L6 [Dan 2:23])
F7:L8 (F7:L9 [Dan -- [◦◦רבי֯ ]א
3:2])
][י֯ א
F3i:L2 (Frgs. 3i,
משנא
17:L2 [Dan 2:21])
F3i:L6 (Frgs. 3i,
֯ל ֯הובד֯ ֯א
17:L6 [Dan 2:24])
F3i:L6 (Frgs. 3i,
17:L6 [Dan 2:24])
F3i:L7 (Frgs. 3i,
17:L7 [Dan 2:25])
F3i:L11 (Frgs. 3i,
17:L11 [Dan 2:27])
F3i:L17 (Frgs. 3i,
Not
17:L17 [Dan
Counted
2:32])
F3ii:L1 (Frgs. 3ii,
4-6:L1 [Dan 2:34])
F5:L3 (Frgs. 3ii, 4Synonymous 6:L10 [Dan 2:41])
Spelling
F5:L5 (Frgs. 3ii,
40-6:12) [Dan
2:42])
F9:L2 (F9:L15
[Dan 5:5])
F9:L3 (F9:L16
[Dan 5:6])

פשר[ה

באת]בהלה
֯
חרטמים

ִ ֽמישָׁ אֵ ל

ַﬠל ﬠַל־
�אַריוֹ
ְ

Syncopation of
the he
Substitution of
לְ הוֹבָ דָ ה
aleph and he
Proposed addition
of Pronominal
 וּפִ ְשׁ ָראSuffix but could be
simple Substitution
of aleph and he
Substitution of
בְּ הִ ְתבְּ הָ לָה
aleph and he
Hebraic
חַ ְרט ִֻמּין
Influence
ְמהַ ְשׁנֵא

רישה

ֵראשֵׁ הּ

הִ ְתגְּ ז ֶֶרת

אתג]זרת

תהוא

תֶּ ֱהוֵה

תה[וא

תֶּ ֱהוֵה

ידא

יְ דָ ה

֯חלצה

חַ ְרצֵ הּ

[ו֯ מדע

וּמַ ְנדַּ ע

לְ ֶ ֽה ָﬠלָה

להנעלה

יקר[א

יִ קְ ֵרה

כתבא

כְּ תָ בָ ה

F12:L3 (Dan 5:17)

ופשרה

וּפִ ְשׁ ָרא

F14:L14 (F14:L18
[Dan 8:5])

אל

ﬠַל

F10:L1 (Frgs.
10:L1 [Dan 5:12])
F9:L4 (F9:L17
[Dan 5:7])
F9:L5 (F9:L18
[Dan 5:7])
F9:L5 (F9:L18
[Dan 5:7])
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Proposed
Addition of
Conjunctive vav
Proposed
See DSSB,
longer reading
486
Proposed
See DSSB,
longer reading
486
Proposed Shorter
Reading

Omission of
Guttural
Substitution of
aleph and he
Substitution of
aleph and he
Substitution of
aleph and he
Substitution of
aleph and he
Hebraic
Influence
Possible
Hebraic
Influence
Nasalization
Substitution of
aleph and he
Substitution of
aleph and he
Substitution of
aleph and he
Confusion of
Gutturals

DSSB,
492

Table A76 continued
F3i:L9 (Frgs.
3i, 17:L9
Scribal
[Dan 2:26])
Error
F7:L7 (F7:L8
[Dan 3:2])
F14:7
Correction
(F14:11 [Dan
to MT
8:1])
F3i:L13
(Frgs. 3i,
17:13 [Dan
2:29])
Not
F3i:L16
(Frgs. 3i,
Counted
continued
17:L16 [Dan
2:31])
F5:L3 (Frgs.
Kethiv/Qere 3ii, 4-6:L3
[Dan 2:41])
F5:L4 (Frgs.
3ii, 4-6:L11
[Dan 2:42])
F5:L5 (Frgs.
3ii, 4-6:L12
(Dan 2:43)
F13:3 (Dan
7:6)

בלטאשצר

בֵּ לְ ְטשַׁ אצַּ ר

Metathesis

ומכ^ד^נצר

וּנְ בוּכ ְַדנ ֶַצּ֣ר

Graphic
Confusion

}}ד[בר
{{נגלה

Correction to
MT

אנת

[אַ֣נְ תּה ]אַ נְ ְתּ

Agrees with
Qere

אנת

[אַ֣נְ תּה ]אַ נְ ְתּ

Agrees with
Qere

ומנהם

וּמנְּ הוֹן
ִ
[נְּה֣ין
ֵ ]וּ[] ִמ

Agrees with
Kethiv

מנהם

ִמנְּ הוֹן
[] ִמנְּ ֵ ֥הין

Agrees with
Kethiv

ודי

[[]די
ִ ְִדי ]ו

Agrees with
Qere

[ג֯ ביהא

[גַּבַּ יַּהּ ]גַּבַּ הּ

Partially follows
Kethiv
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Table A77. 4Q113: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

F7ii:L14 (Frgs.
7ii, 8:L15 [Dan
6:19 {18}])
F7i:L8 (F7i:L19
[Dan 6:11 {10}])
F7i:L10 (F7i:L21
[Dan 6:13 {12}])
F7i:L11 (F7i:L22
(Dan 6:13 {12}])
Substitution
F7ii:L12 (Frgs.
7ii, 8:L13 [Dan
6:18 {17}])
F9:L1 (Frgs. 911:L11 (Dan 6:27
[{26}])
F16:L4 (Frgs. 16Unclear
18i, 19:L6-7 [Dan
Variant
8:3])
F2:L2 (Frgs. 14:L8 [Dan 5:12])
Addition
F17:L3 (Frgs. 1618i, 19:L6 [Dan
8:3])
F7ii:L12 (Frgs.
Omission
7ii, 8:L13 [Dan
6:18 {17}])
F7ii:L10 (Frgs.
Substitution 7ii, 8:L11 (Dan
6:17 {16}])
Addition

1

2

Unclear
Variant
3

F8:L2 (Frgs. 7ii,
8:L16 [Dan 6:20
{19}])

4Q113

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

באדין

ֱאדַ יִן

Addition of
Preposition

1

מן קוד[ם
דנה

ִמן־קַ ְדמַ ת
ְדּנָה

אסרא
֯

ֱאסָ ר

י[בעו

יִ בְ ﬠֵה

בפם

ַﬠל־פֻּם

Substitution of
Preposition

1

אלה חי

ֱאלָהָ א
חַ יָּא

Substitution of
Case

2

קְ ָר ָנ ִים
וְ הַ קְּ ָר ַניִם

Omission or
Addition

2

Addition of
Clause

3

Addition of
Adjective

1

Omission of
Pronominal Suffix

1

Transposition of
verb

1

Omission or
Transposition

1

קרנים
ׄק]ר[נ֯ ים
]והקרנים
יתקר[א
וכת]בא
ׄ
גׄ דול
וחתם
מלכא
֯
ול[ג֯ בא די
אריותא
רמ]ו

וְ חַ ְתמַ הּ
מַ לְ כָּא

ְוּרמוֹ
לְ גֻבָּ א דִּ י
אַר ָיוָתָ א
ְ
מַ לְ כָּא
מל]כא
בִּ ְשׁפּ ְַרפּ ָָר
בשפרפ[ ֯ר
א יְ קוּם
א בנגהא
בְּ נָגְ הָ א
No Variant
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Substitution of
Case
Substitution of
Case
Substitution of
Number

1
1
1

Table A77 continued
Insufficient
Manuscript
Evidence

F7ii:19 (Frgs. 7ii,
8:L20 (Dan 6:22
{21}])

F5:L2 (Frgs. 56:L2 [Dan 5:19])
F7i:L6 (F7i:L17
[Dan 6:11 {10}])
F7ii:L6 (Frgs. 7ii,
8:L7 [Dan 6:15
{14}])
Not Synonymous F7ii:L14 (Frgs.
Counted Spelling
7ii, 8:L15 [Dan
6:19 {18}])
F8:L2 (Frgs. 7ii,
8:L16 [Dan 6:20
{19}])
F10:L1 (Frgs. 911:L13 (Dan 6:28
{27}])
Kethiv/Qere

F4:L2 (Frgs. 14:L15 [Dan 5:16])

]אדין
דניאל
מ[לל] עם
מלכא

ֱאדַ יִ ן
דָּ נִ יֶּאל
ﬠִ ם־מַ לְ כָּא
מַ לִּ ל

מהר]ים

מָ ִ ֔רים

ב[ע)(לית
֯
א

בְּ ﬠִ לִּ יתֵ הּ

לזב◦ותה
ׄ

ֵלְ שֵׁ יזָבוּת
הּ

Syncopation of
the shin

להיכלא

לְ ֵ ֽהיכְ לֵהּ

Substitution of he
and aleph

ובאתבה]ל
[ה

וּבְ הִ ְתבְּ הָ ָל
ה

Substitution of he
and aleph

מי]ד

ִמן־יַד

ׄתוכל

תוּכַל
[]תיכּ֥ וּל
ִ
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Follows Kethiv

Table A78. 4Q114: Description of variants
Description
Category
of Variant
Addition

Fragment,
Line, and
Verse

4Q114

Col 3:4 (Col 3:15
[Dan 11:17])

את

F1i:L1 (Col 1:1
[Dan 10:5])
F1i:L4 (Col 1:4
[Dan 10:6])
F1i:L7 (Col 1:7
[Dan 10:8])
F2i:6 (Col 1:16
[Dan 10:13])

1
Substitution

F1ii:L4 (Col 2:4
[Dan 10:15])
F3i:L2 (Col 3:13
[Dan 11:15])
F3i:L2 (Col 3:13
[Dan 11:15])
F3i:L5 (Col 3:16
[Dan 11:17])
F3i:L5 (Col 3:16
[Dan 11:17])

חגור

ֲחג ִֻרים

ׄדברו

ְדּבָ ָריו

֯הגׄ דול הזה

הַ גְּ דֹ לָה
הַ זּ ֹאת

]ו[שרי

וְ שַׂ ר

וכדב]רו

וּבְ דַ בְּ רוֹ

ושפך

� ֹיִשׁפּ
ְ ְו

֯סו֯ לל

ֽסוֹ ֲללָה

֯אנ֯ שים

הַ נּ ִָשׁים

ׄלהשחי֯ ׄתו

לְ הַ ְשׁחִ יתָ הּ

F2i:L6 (Col 1:16
בעב]ו[רך
֯
[Dan 10:12])

2

3

Substitution

MT

�בִּ ְדבָ ֶרי

F2ii:L2 (Col 2:14
[Dan 11:1])

עמדתי

ָﬠ ְמדִ י

F3i:L4 (Col 3:15
[Dan 11:16])

ׄבעזו

בְ יָדוֹ

F3i:L4 (Col 3:15
[Dan 11:17])

בינו

ָפּנָיו

Unclear F3i:L5 (Col 3:16
Paleography [Dan 11:17])
Synonymous F1i:L2 (Col 1:2
Spelling
[Dan 10:6])
Not
Counted
F3i:L3 (Col 3:14
[Dan 11:16])
Scribal
Error
F3i:L5 (Col 3:16
[Dan 11:17])

No Variants
יׄ עשה

וְ ﬠָשָׂ ה

וגוי[אתו

וּגְ וִ יָּתוֹ

המא

הַ בָּ א

כע מ◦כ

כָּל־מַ לְ כוּתוֹ
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Detailed
Description of
Variant
Addition of
Marker of
Accusative
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Number
Substitution of
Similar
Preposition
Substitution of
Tense
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution of
Noun
Substitution of
Gender
Substitution:
Graphic
Confusion
Substitution of
Tense
Substitution:
Graphic
Confusion
Substitution:
Graphic
Confusion

Graphic
Confusion
Graphic
Confusion

Statistical
Weight
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

DJD,
275

Table A79. 4Q115: Description of variants
Category

1

2
3

Not
Counted

Description
of Variant

Fragment, Line,
and Verse

F4:L2 (Frgs. 37:L12 [Dan 4:12
{15}])
Substitution
F4:L3 (Frgs. 37:L13 [Dan 4:13
{16}])
F2ii:L5 (Dan
Addition
3:25)
F3:L2 (Frgs 3Substitution
7:L3 [Dan 4:6])

Insufficient
Manuscript

F2ii:L4 (Dan
3:25)
F7:L1 (Frgs 37:L17 [Dan 4:15
{18}])
Frgs 3-7:L17
(Dan 4:15 [18])

4Q115

MT

Detailed
Description of
Variant

Statistical
Weight

חולקה

ֲחלָקֵ הּ

Substitution of
Similar Lexeme

1

חיות ׄא
֯

חֵ יוָה

Substitution of
State

1

Addition of
Object

3

Transposition

1

ׄלהדברוהי
ָ֯ל־רז לָא־ וכ[ ֯ל] ר[ז
ָ וְ כ
אנס
֯ לך לא
�ָאָנֵס ל
No Variants

Addition of
Subject

נ֯ ֯בכ֯ דׄ נ֯ ֯צ]ר
קב ֯ל
ׄ כל
ׄ

כָּל־קֳ בֵ ל

פ[ש ׄר ׄא
֯

פִּ ְשׁ ֵרא

Synonymous
Spelling
Kethiv/Qere See

DJD, 283-84

Table A80. 6Q7: Description of variants
Category

Description
of Variant

Fragment, Line, and
Verse

1
2
3

6Q7

MT

No Variants
Substitution

F4:L1 (Frgs. 2-5:L12
[Dan 10:13])

מ[לכות פרס
ׄ

מַ לְ כֵי פ ָָרס

F4:L4 (Frgs. 2-5:L15
[Dan 10:16])

]נג[עה

נֹ ֵג ַﬠ

No Variants
F3:L4 (Frgs. 2-5:L4
להנ֯ יעני
֯
[Dan 10:10])
F3:L11 (Frgs. 2-5:L11
]הרי[שונים
Insufficient
[Dan 10:13])
Manuscript
F4:L3 (Frgs.2-5:L14
Evidence
ׄׄא ׄפי
[Dan 10:15])
Not
Counted
F6:L1 (Frgs. 6-7:L1
וׄ ]בשבי
[Dan 11:33])
F2:L2 (Frgs. 2-5:L8
דניל
[Dan 10:12])
Synonymous
Spellings
F3:L8 (Frgs. 2-5:L8
הרישון
[Dan 10:12])
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Detailed
Statistical
Description
Weight
of Variant
Substitution of
noun:
Harmonization
Substitution of
Antecedent

ו ְַתּנִ יﬠֵנִ י
הָ ִראשֹׁ נִ ים

Synonymous
Spelling

ָפנַי
בִּ ְשׁבִ י
ָ ֽדנִ יֵּאל
הָ ִראשׁוֹן

Omission of
Guttural
Omission of
Guttural

1
1

Table A81. 4Q118: Description of variants
Category

Description of Fragment, Line,
Variant
and Verse

4Q118

MT

1

Addition

F1ii:L5 (2 Chron
29:3)

והוא

הוּא

2

Substitution

F1ii:L2 (2 Chron
28:27)

ׄבן אחז

בְ נוֹ

3
Not
Synonymous F1ii:L4 (2 Chron
Counted
Spelling
29:1)

No Variants
ׄאיבה

587

אֲבִ יָּה

Detailed
Statistical
Description of
Weight
Variant
Addition of
1
Conjunctive vav
Substitution:
Proper Name for
1
Pronominal Suffix
Same Name

APPENDIX 4
SUMMARY OF THE NON-ALIGNED TEXTS’
STATISTICAL RELATIONSHIP TO THE MT
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Table A82. A summary of the non-aligned texts statistical relationship to the MT
Genre

Book
Genesis

Exodus

Leviticus

Law

589
Deuteronomy

Law Total
Numbers

Text

Total # Categories Statistical Categories Statistical Category Statistical
Textual
of Words 1, 2, and 3 Relationship 2 and 3 Relationship
3
Relationship Tradition
4Q10
70
2
97.14%
0
100%
0
100%
MT
2Q2
148
15
89.86%
12
91.89%
0
100%
MT
2Q3
32
1
96.88%
1
96.88%
0
100%
MT
4Q15
4Q16
11Q1

31
61

0
11

100%
81.97%

0
7

100%
88.52%

0
0

100%
100%

MT
MT
MT

1594

39

97.55%

20

98.75%

0

100%

11Q2
4Q29
4Q30
4Q35
4Q37

93
227
787
520
373

8
15
42
25
19

91.40%
93.39%
94.66%
95.19%
94.91%

5
8
23
9
11

94.62%
96.48%
97.08%
98.27%
97.05%

0
0
0
0
0

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

MT
MT
MT
MT
MT

4Q38

166

14

91.57%

9

94.58%

0

100%

MT

4Q38a
4Q40
4Q41

174
96
793

6
5
39

96.55%
94.79%
95.08%

2
2
13

98.85%
97.92%
98.36%

0
0
0

100%
100%
100%

MT
MT
MT

5Q1

166

3

98.19%

2

98.80%

0

100%

MT

16

5331

244

95.42%

124

97.67%

0

100%

MT

Other
Comments
Interpretative
Interpretative
Interpretative
and Possibly
Excerpted
Excerpted
Excerpted
Inconsistent
Differences
Interpretative
Interpretative
Interpretative
Interpretative
and Excerpted
Excerpted and
Interpretive
Interpretative
Harmonized and
Excerpted
Corrections from
Second Hand
move text further
from MT
Most texts are
fuller and have
variants that
harmonize and
interpret the text
of the MT

Table A82 continued
4Q47

302

48

84.11%

41

86.42%

0

100%

4Q49

59

8

86.44%

5

93.22%

0

100%

6Q4
1QIsaa
(3771)

78
25,374

4
N/A

94.87%
N/A

4
903

94.87%
96.44%

0
31

100%
99.88%

Jeremiah
Ezekiel

4Q57
4Q64
2Q13
4Q73
4Q76
4Q78

1043
43
267
214
436
503

45
5
23
3
29
25

95.69%
88.37%
91.39%
98.60%
93.35%
95.03%

20
1
10
0
12
15

98.08%
97.67%
96.25%
100%
97.25%
97.02%

0
0
0
0
0
0

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Minor
Prophets

4Q79
4Q80

39
166

2
5

94.87%
96.99%

2
2

94.87%
98.80%

0
0

100%
100%

4Q82
13

982
29145
(but
3,771 for
first
category
because
of 1QIsaa

31
228

96.84%
93.95%

18
1033

98.17%
96.46%

0
31

100%
99.89%

Joshua

Judges

Kings
Prophets

Isaiah

590

Total
Prophet
Numbers

Ambiguous

Possibly
non-biblical?
Ambiguous Excerpted and
high amount of
scribal
intervention
(poor copying
or copying from
memory)
MT
MT
Copied from
damaged
exemplar
MT
Interpretative
MT
Interpretative
MT
Interpretative
MT
MT
Interpretative
MT
Interpretative
and Conflated
MT
MT
High amount of
Scribal
Intervention
MT
Interpretative
MT (4Q47
Several
and 4Q49 Interpretative
are
texts. Also, they
ambiguous) are fuller than
the MT

Table A82 continued

591

Writings Psalms

4Q83

558

73

86.92%

48

91.40%

0

100%

4Q84

595

28

95.29%

15

97.48%

4Q86

171

20

88.30%

10

4Q87

234

11

95.30%

4Q88

203

29

4Q92
4Q93
4Q95 (If
fragments
2-3 only
preserves
Psalm
136)
4Q95 (If
the text
represents
a New
Psalm)
4Q98

26
27
28

4Q98a

MT

Interpretative
or Damaged
Exemplar and
Liturgical
MT
Interpretative
and Liturgical
MT
Interpretative
and Liturgical
MT
Corrected to
MT and
Liturgical
MT
Interpretative
or Damaged
Exemplar or
Phonetic and
Liturgical
MT
Liturgical
MT
Liturgical
Ambiguous
Possibly
Nonbiblical

0

100%

94.15%

0

100%

4

98.29%

0

100%

85.71%

17

91.63%

0

100%

3
1
4

88.46%
96.30%
85.71%

3
0
4

88.46%
100%
85.71%

0
0
0

100%
100%
100%

28

5

82.14%

5

82.14%

0

100%

Ambiguous

Possibly
Nonbiblical

127

8

93.70%

6

95.28%

0

100%

MT

35

2

94.29%

1

97.14%

0

100%

MT

Interpretativ
e and
Liturgical

Table A82 continued

Psalms
continued

Writings
continued

592

4Q98g

36

10

72.22%

8

77.78%

0

100%

11Q5

3563

333

90.65%

174

95.12%

3

99.92%

11Q6

67

5

92.54%

3

95.52%

0

100%

11Q7

226

13

94.25%

5

97.79%

0

100%

11Q8
4Q106

131
119

3
12

97.71%
89.92%

2
4

98.47%
96.64%

0
0

100%
100%

4Q107

228

15

93.42%

10

95.61%

0

100%

6Q6
4Q109

35
152

4
16

88.57%
89.47%

3
4

91.43%
97.37%

0
0

100%
100%

Canticles

Eccles

Ambiguous High degree of
Scribal
Intervention;
Non-biblical
MT
Liturgical
(very similar
to 11Q6)
MT
Liturgical
(very similar
to 11Q5)
MT
Interpretative
and Liturgical
MT
Liturgical
MT
Excerpted
(Abbreviated
Text)
MT
Interpretative
and Excerpted
with high
degree of
Scribal
Intervention
MT
MT
Interpretative
or damaged
exemplar with
high degree of
scribal
intervention

Table A82 continued
Lamentations

Daniel
Writings
continued

Chronicles

4Q111

258

68

73.64%

56

78.29%

2

99.22%

MT

4Q112
4Q113
4Q114

752
330
302

50
16
15

93.35%
95.15%
95.03%

24
7
4

96.81%
97.88%
98.68%

0
0
0

100%
100%
100%

MT
MT
MT

4Q115
6Q7
4Q118

98
65
25

6
2
2

93.88%
96.92%
92.00%

4
2
1

95.92%
96.92%
96.00%

0
0
0

100%
100%
100%

MT
MT
MT

26

8391

754

91.01%

424

94.95%

5

99.94%

55

42867
(But
17,493
total
words
for first
category
because
of
1QIsaa

1226

93.05%

1581

96.31%

36

99.92%

593

Writings
Total
Numbers
Total
Nonaligned
Numbers
OT

Interpretative
and possible
damaged
exemplar
Interpretative
Paleographic
Issue
Interpretative

MT (4Q95
Lots of
and 4Q98 Liturgical texts
are
that appear to
ambiguous) interpret an
MT like
exemplar
MT can
The Majority
reasonable be of Differences
understood as either derive
standard text
from
Interpretation
or
Paleographic
Problems
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ABSTRACT
A COMPARISON OF THE NON-ALIGNED TEXTS OF
QUMRAN TO THE MASORETIC TEXT
Anthony Michael Ferguson, Ph.D.
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2018
Chair: Dr. Russell T. Fuller
Contrary to Emanuel Tov’s analysis that fifty-five texts from Qumran are
exclusively identified as textually non-aligned, a more cautious analysis of each text
demonstrates that once the few ambiguous texts are excluded from the category, the
remaining texts can reasonably be explained as belonging to the Masoretic Tradition.
Chapter 1 discusses two competing ways to interpret the diversity of textual readings
found at Qumran. On the one hand, several scholars see the diversity of textual readings
from Qumran as evidence that the text existed in a place of unlimited diversity, while
others interpret the diversity of readings alongside a stable text.
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 follow the same methodology, but group the text based on
canonical order. Chapter 2 covers the non-aligned texts of the Pentateuch, while chapter 3
covers the non-aligned texts of the Prophets, and chapter 4 covers the non-aligned texts
of the Writings. First, for each text, basic features of the text are introduced such as
orthographic and paleographic profile. Also, the history of how scholars have grouped the
textual tradition of the text is surveyed.
Next, the variants between the non-aligned text and the MT are grouped into
one of three categories. Category 1 variants are largely synonymous forms; category 2
variants are forms that are likely not synonymous, but the difference can easily be
ascribed to the scribal process; category 3 variants are differences that are antithetical to
the meaning of the MT and cannot easily be ascribed to the scribal process. Variants from

categories 2 and 3 are discussed in detail except for a few cases where the size of the nonaligned text prohibits exhaustive treatment.
After categorizing the differences between the non-aligned text and the MT,
three statistical profiles are given for each text in relation to the MT. The first set of
statistics compares the non-aligned text to the MT if one accounts for all of the
differences from categories 1, 2, and 3. The second only accounts for categories 2 and 3.
The last only accounts for category 3 variants. Finally, in light of this analysis,
conclusions are made about the textual tradition of each non-aligned text.
Last, appendices are provided for each chapter. In each appendix, a table is
given that lists and briefly discusses all of the difference between each non-aligned text
and the MT. A few of these tables, however, are abbreviated due to the size of the nonaligned text.
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